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PREFACE.

The object of this work is to explain the causes and to trace

the history of the Disruption of the Estabhshed Church of

Scotland. The principles involved in that ecclesiastical con-

vulsion, have an immediate bearing both on the constitution

and prerogatives of the Church of Christ, and on the great

question of its relation to the civil power. The subject is

therefore one of catholic importance, and it derives additional

and peculiar interest from the character of the present times.

In one form or another the points at issue in the " Ten Years'

Conflict^' are at this moment, in almost every nation of Europe,

the questions of the day.

The struggle, which terminated in the Disruption, lasted, as

the title indicates, exactly ten years. The evangeHcal and re-

forming party in the Church of Scotland acquired the ascend-

ency in its supreme Court, the General Assembly, in 1834, and

maintained it till 1843. The reader, however, is not hurried

at once into that exciting and eventful decade. It is necessary

that he should first have formed some acquaintance with the

matters about which, and the parties between whom, the struggle

is carried on. To have thrust him, without any such prepara-

tion, and if not previously conversant with the subject, into the
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midst of the "conflict/' would have been to surround him with

combatants whose ensigns he could not interpret, and whose

war-cries would seem little better than a jargon of unintelligible

sounds. For the purpose of avoiding this grave inconvenience,

he is withdrawn at the outset to some distance from the field,

and is invited leisurely to survey the ground which the con-

tending forces are to occupy, and to examine their movements

and trace their progress as they are seen advancing towards it.

Both Scripture and ecclesiastical history—and, in particular, the

ecclesiastical history of Scotland—are freely though concisely

employed to assist him in these preliminary studies. When

he descends at length from this quiet eminence, to mingle in

the shock of battle, and to find himself surrounded with the

dust and noise inseparable from all human contests—insepa-

rable even from those which are occupied with the assertion and

vindication of the noblest truths and the most sacred interests

for which men can be called to contend—it is hoped he wiU no

longer be at any loss to discover what is at stake, or to appre-

ciate its magnitude and worth.

The present edition has been carefully revised, but the author

has not found it necesssry to make any material alteration.

Glasgow, October, 1852.
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TEN YEARS' CONFLICT.

exert.

CHAP. I.

THE NATURE OF THE QUESTIOiT.

The event of wlucli tliis volume is designed to explain tlie Chap. i.

causes, and to record the history, is a great fact. What- Tiiefactoftiie

ever theories may be formed to account for it, the pheno- and^thrm-
.. TP, iii. 1.1

' ^ flueuce it is

menon exists, it not a new, at least a rare thing under destined to

the sun has appeared. A large body of men of mature age,

and havino- anions: them a reasonable share of intelliocence,

have preferred a truth to money : hundreds of ecclesiastics

have abandoned their homes and their livings, under no

other compulsion than that of conscience : a Church has

voluntarily surrendered the substantial immunities of a State

establishment, to secure the enjoyment of spiritual freedom.

However this result may have been brought to pass, it has

happened ; and there is no magician who can either charm

it into oblivion, or take from it its power to influence the

public mind. As surely as that providence is not a game

of chance—as certainly as that God is in history—the Dis-

ruption of the Church of Scotland carries in it a message

from the Eternal. He has spoken in that movement, and

His word will not return unto Him void. Consequences are

already showing themselves, which not indistinctly indicate

how wide the sweep and range of that movement may ulti-

I. A
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Chap. I. mately prove. Like a stone flung into the water, it hag

raised a circling swell, whose expanding circumference may

yet be felt on the furthest shore.

Disaiivan- It may be difficult, indeed, to estimate justly, and to de-
tases on one ... o j^

side, and scribe impartially, a stru2;2jle so recent as that which o-ave
advantaires ...
on the other, her distinctive name to the Free Church of Scotland. Near-
of writiiifj so

soon the his- ness to an object has much the same effect in time that it
tory of the

^ ^

Disruption, has in space : the details are more clearly seen, but their

relation to one another, and the proportion which the whole

bears to other objects around, cannot be so well discerned.

The proximity which is thus so apt to derange our appre-

hensions of things, is certainly not less apt, and especially

where controversy is concerned, to derange our judgments of

men. Like the mists which gather often upon the land-

scape at the close of a sultry day, perplexing the evening

traveller, hiding some things from his view, and distorting

and exaggerating others; there are prejudices engendered

by the heats of polemical discussion, which settle down not

unfrequently upon the field of debate in so dense and be-

wildering a cloud as may, for a time at least, mislead even

the calmest mind. But if there be difficulties on the side

of nearness to a controversy, there are also advantages too.

Writing while the facts are still fresh in ten thousand

memories, the historian is under a censorship which can

hardly fail to detect and expose whatever may be found to

deviate from the straight line of truth. Posterity will thus

have a better guarantee for the accuracy of the data on

which its conclusions are to rest. Mere errors of opinion,

as to the value and the issues of the question in dispute,

will be corrected by the progress of events. Standing, as

we do, so near the rise of the stream, we may miscalculate

its force and misapprehend the direction in which it is des-

tined to flow. Speculations the most various and opposite,

on points like these, may all at present find men to urge
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tliera with equal confidence. It is but the discharge of a Chap. t.

thundercloud—say some,—the foaming and noisy torrent

will soon be spent. It is such a river—say others,—as the

prophet belield in vision issuing forth from under the thres-

hold of the sanctuary. At the first the waters were to the

knees ; already they reach to the loins : a little longer and

they shall be waters to swim in, a river that cannot bo

passed over. What then ? A future age will no longer be

perplexed between these contending auguries; its simple-

business will be to observe a fact.

Such considerations as these appear to be sufficient, if not

to require, at least to justify the attempt to throw thus

early into the form of a continuous narrative the history of

transactions, the record of which has hitherto lain scattered

throughout the disjecta membra of a whole library of pam-

phlets.* The subiect is one which almost every class of importanceof
^ '^

_

"^
llie subject.

thinking men must acknowledge the importance. It not

merely touches, but directly concerns and immediately in-

volves, some of the greatest questions which can occupy the

human mind. The character and constitution of the church

of Christ as a spiritual society, a kingdom not of this world:

the nature and limits of church authority: the relations of

church and state, and the subjection of both to Him who Is

at once "the Head of the body the church,"! and the

" Governor among the nations:" \ the separate and inde-

pendent jurisdiction which belongs to them respectively,

together with the supremacy of scripture and the rights of

conscience as regulating its exercise,—these are some of

the cardinal points on which the Disruption controversy

chiefly and ultimately turned. Such questions have a native-

* This is not a random expression. The collection which the author
has now before him—all of them originated by the ten years' conflict

and occupied with the discussion of its facts and principles—contains no
fewer than 782 pamphlets.

t Col. i. 18. % Psalm. xxiL28^
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Chap. I. magnltucle and intrinsic worth, which, in any circumstances,

miicht Avell challenoje the most careful and earnest considera-

piace"^occu- *^o"' ^^^^ "^ ^^^^ present age, to study them is no longer a

questiOTs"at flatter of choice, but of urgent and imperative necessity,

^ay.
^^''^^^^ They are emphatically the questions of the day. They

have come abroad from the schools of theology, and from

the closets of divines, to agitate equally the cabinets of

statesmen and the counsels of the church. From the reo-ions

of speculative inquiry they have descended into the busy

field of human affairs, and neither the christian nor the

politician can avoid coming into contact with one or other

of the countless practical forms in which they are daily

arising on his path.

^dedin^ whh ^^^ dealing with such questions hitherto, it must be well

tionsinpast
^^^^wn to cvcry One at all familiar with ecclesiastical history,

tuues.
^i^g^t neither states nor churches have had much recourse to

the great principles which these questions involve, nor to

the divir.e directory in which these principles are embodied.

Considerations of expediency, hereditary usage, the neces-

sity of the times, the convenience or mere arbitrary will of

leading churchmen and politicians ;—these, for the most

part, sufficed to determine the views that were taken, and

the course that was followed, in reference to such questions

in former times. Neither the character nor the exigencies

of the present age will suffer them to be so dealt with now.

^renulrV'°for
There is a spirit in these days, extensively at work, that

such qucs- refuses to take names for thino-s, and which will neither
t'.ons a (111- o '

fcrent treat- acknowledge prerogatives nor reverence institutions, how-

ever sanctioned by time and custom, which have not some

eternal truth to stand upon, and some consequent foundation

in justice and the nature of things. And what this fearless,

all-investigating, truth-testing spirit demands, the actual

condition of things in the churches and nations of Christen-

dom urgently requires. In relation to the very questions
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atove alluded to, there is almost everywhere a growing dis- Chap. L

satisfaction with the position in which they stand, and an

increasing desire for somehetter adjustment of their respec-

tive claims. The mind of the civilized world, hoth religious

and political, is fermenting with fresh thoughts upon the

subject ; and though the result for a time may be manifest

in little else than commotion and confusion, the impure and

disturbing elements will doubtless, in the end, be ejected,

leaving public sentiment to settle into the clearness and

calmness of truth.

In circumstances like these, the anticipation will not,

perhaps, be thought unreasonable, that materials may be

found in the movement which this work proposes to trace,

not only of great interest in themselves, but of peculiar im-

portance in relation to the present times. It will not Practicnifortn••' in whicli the

certainly diminish either their attractiveness or their useful- questious
•^

^ ^
treated of

ness, that they will brino; up the o-rave questions on which are to be
•^ £3 i & 1 presented.

they bear in a concrete, rather than an abstract form ; not

in the shape of a speculative inquiry, but in that of events

which have actually occurred. History, it has been said,

is philosophy teaching by examples ; and such is the form,

at least, which the lesson will in this case assume. In fol-

lowing this course, however,—a course which implies rather

the narration of facts than the discussion of principles,

—

candour will allow it to be both relevant and necessary to

enunciate somewhat more fully and distinctly the nature

and state of the question, out of which arose the great and

protracted controversy about to be described. To perceive

and estimate aright the real nature oi the question, we must

look into the word of God ; and to judge correctly of tlie

state of the question, in its bearing on the Disruption of the

Church of Scotland, we must look into history. The ques- The two as-
'' ^ pects of the

tion has evidently these two aspects, the one scriptural, the question.

other constitutional. Nor is it unimportant to observe,
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ChapJ. that while both were blended togetlier in the form whicli

the question bore from beginning to end of the Disruption

controversy, they not only admit of being viewed apart, but

require to be so. For not only have they no necessary con-

nection with one another, but so completely are they distinct

and independent, that the one might have triumphed in the

controversy, even though the other had signally and alto-

gether failed. The question might have a clear footing in

scripture, and yet have none in constitutional law ; or vice

versa, its constitutional authority might be conclusively

vindicated, while no adequate scripture warrant could be

found for its support. It is this peculiarity—this twofold

character—of the question which gives it so wide a ranoe.

As constitutional, it is Scottish ; as scriptural, it belongs to

all countries alike. And since it is scripture, and not

human enactments, that must be regarded as the ultimate

and binding authority where matters of religious truth and

moral obligation are concerned, the grand question would

still remain, after that which belonged to the interpretation

of civil statutes and national treaties had been finally deter-

mined. The controversy would then only have passed up

from a lower to a higher and purer region, where a greater

and more awful Jude^e must decide the cause.

An introdnc- It may be objected, indeed, that to proceed in the wav
tory exjio-i- j o ^ y r
tion indis- now indicated, is to sink the historian in the advocate : to
pensaule.

make the case rather than to record it. The enliohtened

and impartial reader will, it is hoped, find no ground for

any such allegation. Without some opening statement of

the nature above explained, it were obviously impossible to

render the subsequent narrative either useful or iutelligible.

Till the reader has been made acquainted with the subject-mat-

ter of the controversy, and with the circumstances in which it

came up for discussion, he is evidently in no condition to

decide between the opposing arguments, or to enter upon
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tlie field of debate at all. In suppljing that information, Chap, l

it will be the author's care, as undoubtedly it is his sacred

duty, to look at things not through the distorting medium

of partizanship, but with a single and equal eye.

And what, then, was the real nature of the question wliicli

gave rise to the ecclesiastical convulsion of 1843 ? It was

a religious question ; the question of Christ's sole Headship
'•J^^^.

^^^^ ^^'

and supremacy over Tiis body, the church. From the very question.

outset it had its root in that fundamental doctrine, and in

the end it was upon that doctrine the entire controversy

turned. It is not intended here to frame a treatise on the

doctrine now named, or to enter upon any formal and elabo-

rate consideration of what it involves. For the purpose

contemplated it will be enough to specify some of those

points connected with it ab6ut which orthodox divines are

generally agreed.

The church is a spiritual society founded and upheld by the Nature ana

r^i \ • ' '
origin of the

Lord Jesus Christ, derivmg its existence, its laws, its insti- CiimcL.

tutions, its privileges from him alone. ** Christ loved the

church and gave himself for it, that he might sanctify and

cleanse it with the washing of ^vater by the word ; that he

might present it to himself a glorious church."* *' Ye are

a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, an holy nation, a

peculiar people, that ye should show forth the praises of him

who hath caUed you out of darkness into his marvellous light:

which in time past were not a people, but are now the people

of God."t So far in regard to the church considered as a

spiritual society, originated, and maintained, and claimed

as his own, by our Lord. While for the rest, its deriving

all its laws, institutions, and privileges entirely from him

—

let these testimonies suffice. *' When he ascended up on

high, he led captivity captive, and gave gifts unto men.

* Eph. V. 25-27. t 1 ret. ii. 9, 10.
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Chap. j. * * * And he gave some apostles ; and some propliets ;

and some evangelists ; and some pastors and teachers ; for

the perfecting of the saints, for the work of the ministry, for

the edifying of the hody of Christ. Till we all come in the

unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God,

imto a perfect man, unto the measure of the stature of the

fulness of Christ."* ** And Jesus came and spake unto

them, saying, All power is given unto me in heaven and in

earth. Go ye therefore and teach all nations, baptizing

them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the

Holy Ghost. Teaching them to observe oil things lolmtsoever

I have commanded you, and lo, I am with you alway, even

unto the end of the world."!

^^h^S^^'^ This spiritual society, the church, possesses inherently

^overnmeut"
*^^® I'iglit and the power of self-government. It possesses

the right, for it was conferred by Christ himself. ** I will

give unto thee (said the Divine Founder of the church) the

keys of the kingdom of heaven ; and whatsoever thou shalt

bind on earth shall be bound in heaven ; and whatsoever

thou shalt loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven.^' J This

explicit declaration addressed to the apostles, through one

individual of their number, was subsequently made directly

and immediately to the collective body. "Verily I say unto

you. Whatsoever ye shall bind on earth shall be bound in

heaven, and whatsoever YE shall lose on earth shall be loosed

in heaven."^ And still further, to make it manifest that

the authority thus delegated was not temporary but per-

petual, the Lord said yet again, *' Lo ! I am with you alway,

even to the end of the world. "|| To carry on that govern-

ment, the right to exercise which, these explicit statements

render so clear and indubitable, all the means necessary

were provided. Permanent offices and ordinances, peculiar

* Eph. iv. 8, 11-13. t Matt, xxviii. 18-20. % Matt. xvi. 19.

§ Mat. xviii. 18. U Matt, xxviii. 20*
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to the church, were instituted, and the requisite instructions Chap, l

given for having the former fiUed by spiritual men, and the

latter administered under suitable sanctions. *' Then said

Jesus to them again, Peace be unto you ; as my Father

hath sent me, even so send I you,"* *'He that heareth

you, heareth me ; and he that despiseth you, despiseth me

;

and he that despiseth me, despiseth him that sent me."t

While, on the other hand, to the members of the church,

as distinguished from the governing body, such injunctions

as these are given :
** Obey them that have the rule over

3^ou, and submit yourselves ; for they watch for your souls

as they that must give account."
;{:

The rio-ht and power of self-o-overnment which the church cimrchboimcl
o i !=> to exercise

has thus received from Christ, she is bound to exercise in ^^^ govern-
' ment m suij-

subjection to his will. She is not at liberty to suffer any
i^]5J.i°f

**^

third party to come between herself and her Lord. One is

her Master, even Christ. *' Ye call me master and Lord,

and ye say well, for so I am."| To maintain her allegiance,

it is not enough that she say unto him, '* Lord, Lord." She

must do the things which he has commanded her. For as

the husband is the head of the wife, even so Christ is the

Head of the church. And, accordingly, the church is sub-

ject unto Christ ** in everything, "
||

It is obvious how directly this consideration bears, both Subjection to
"^

_
Clirist ira-

on the supremacy of Scripture, and on the riirhts of con- piit^s subjec-

. , . , . . , ,
*^o^ ^0 -^'^

science. Subjection to Christ necessarily implies subjection «ord.

to his word. That word is the lively oracle thi'ough which

his voice is heard, and te that voice the church must con-

tinually and exclusively bend her ear. ** Woe to the rebel-

lious children, saith the Lord, that take counsel but not of

me : and that cover with a covering, but not of my Spirit,

that they may add sin to sin. That walk to go down into

* John XX. 21. t Luke x. 16. t Heb. xiii, 17.

§ John xiii. 13.
|j

Eph, v, 24.
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Chap. I. Egypt, and have not asked at my mouth : to strengthen

themselves in the strength of Pharaoh, and to trust in the

shadow of Egypt."* In so far as the church consents to

take her directions, in matters spiritual, from any other than

Christ speaking in the Scriptures, she, to that extent,

ceases to be the church of Christ. She is suffering other

lords to have dominion over her. And, in so far as the

attempt may he made to compel her to take such extraneous

directions, the rights of conscience are outraged, and sub-

mission to the unlawful authority is not a duty, but a crime.

In such a case, the divinely-recorded example of the inspired

apostles must be her guide. ** Whether it be right in the

sight of God to hearken unto you more than unto God,

judge ye ; for we cannot but speak the things which we

have seen and heard."! Nor will it mend the matter, that

the compelling party appeals to scripture, as sanctioning the

Tiie cimrcii doctriue or practice which it is wished to enforce. The church
juust inter- •••

piet Scrip- ig not oulv entitled, but bound, in so far as the discharo;o
ture for her-

.

self. of her own duty and the regulation of her OAvn conduct are

concerned, to interpret scripture for herself. It is not

because she is the infallible interpreter, that this becomes

her right and duty, but because there is no infallible inter-

preter on earth, and because she must answer for herself.

The principle which thus entitles her to freedom from

external coercion, is the very same which secures freedom

within her own pale. Christ is the Head of the church,

but he is also *' the Head of every man." J The church

has no ** dominion" over the faith of its members. | While

it belongs to her '* to teach them to observe all things what-

soever Christ has commanded," it belongs to them, at the

same time, "to search the Scriptures whether these things

are so :"|| that " every man may be fully persuaded in hi3

* Isa. XXX. 1,2. t Acts iv. 19, 20. $ 1 Cor. xi. 3.

g 2 Cor. i. 23.
||

Acts xvii. 11.
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own mind,"* and, proving all things, "may hold fast that Chap. t.

'svhich is good."t

These views of the church as a spiritual kingdom, and

as possessing inherently the right and power of self-govern-

ment, in sole subjection to her divine Kino^ and Head, are Question dis-

evidently altogether independent of any question relating to
J^^^

relates

the forms of church-o-overnment. They 2;row out of first cimrch go-
=> '' ^ veinnient.

principles, which belong to the very essence of the church,

and are entitled, therefore, to equal consideration from every

branch of the church of Christ, whether the platform of its

government be prelatic, congregational, or presbyterian.

The case, in this respect, is substantially the same as that

of civil society. Civil government is an ordinance of God,

and whether the administration of civil affairs be monarch-

ical or republican, in no degree touches the question of its

subjection to Him by whom *' kings reign, and princes

decree justice, "ij; And while these views, as has been shown,

have a very direct and important bearing on such vital

points as the supremacy of Scripture, and the rio-hts of con- Bearingofthe

. 1 \ 1 1 / 1 ' ^ ' subject ou
science ; they are not less closely bound up with a variety tiie spiritua-

or other interests oi lundamental importance. Among these and prospe-

may be specmed the spirituality, purity, and prosperity oi Church of

the church of Christ ; and as inseparably connected there-

Avith, the manifestation of the divine glory, and the salvation

of a perishing world. The spirituality of the church is

invaded and destroyed, in proportion as any secular power

usurps and exercises lordship over it. It loses thereby its

distinctive character as a kingdom not of this world.

Secular power is, in other words, the power of the sword ;

and to bring in the sword into the House of God is to intro-

duce the grossness of earth into the kingdom of heaven.

The weapons of the church's warfare are not carnal, but

* Eom. xiv. 5. f 1 Thes. v. 21. % Prov. viii. 15.
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^"*^- ^
- spiritual. Conscience and the concerns of the soul lie not

within the domain which the sword can regulate. If the

• church herself take the sword to enforce obedience to her

decrees, she becomes a tyrant. If she consent to act under

its dictation, as wielded by the civil power, she becomes a

slave. In either case the keys drop from her hand. The

power which Christ has given her to bind and to loose, to

open and to shut, is not the power of force, but the power

of the truth. It is the truth alone which is mighty, through

God, to subdue men to Christ. Force may subdue them to

Csesar, but it will not subdue them to the King of Zion.

** If my kingdom were of this world, then would my servants

fight, that I should not be delivered to the Jews : but now

is my kingdom not from hence."*

Tiie purity of On the preservation of the church's spirituality, it must <
tlie Chuicli,,,,,. , , . , , *V
bound up be abundantly obvious that her purity depends. In so far
witli its spi- , . , . , . , ,

rituaiiiy. as Other than spiritual considerations are brought to bear

upon either the admission or expulsion of her members, her

purity is endangered. It is no doubt true, that the church

may loose both spirituality and purity without being subject

to any external secular control. But this fact in no degree

affects the question—first, that to deny to the church the

right of self-government is to attack, and, so far as this

denial is enforced, to subvert her spirituality ; and second,

that, in proportion as her spirituality is invaded, and secular

force is substituted for the authority of the truth, her purity

must decline. The church is God's witness against the

sins and errors of a fallen race ; and for the purity of her

testimony it is indispensable she should be free to take her

doctrines, discipline, worship, and government, not from

the commandments of men, but directly and exclusively

from the word of her exalted Lord. She is the light of

* Johu xviii. 36.
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tills benighted world ; and, in so far as she is not suffered Chap. L

to lie open to receive and to reflect the full, unbroken radi-

ance of the Sun of righteousness, by reason of some earthly

power coming between, she must needs suffer, more or less,

a " disastrous eclipse," and the light that is in her will bo

darkness.

It will be remembered that what is Intended here is not

to frame a treatise, or to enter into elaborate investigations

on the points thus briefly noticed ; but rather, and simply

to indicate some of the fundamental principles which lie at

the bottom of the controversy about to be described. Had

it been otherwise, and that a fuller exposition of these pre-

liminary questions had consisted with the main object of this

work, it would have cost little labour to present amplo

evidence of the grievous injuries that have been inflicted on

the church's purity, by the encroachments of the secular

power. Whatever hinders the church from going freely to

the law and to the testimony, and from adjusting alike her

creed and her administration, according to that divine

standard, must needs be adverse to her purity. Reformation

is arrested, abuses are multiplied and perpetuated, and the

house of prayer is often made "a den of thieves," where

worldly men carry on an earthly and unholy traffic in sacred

thino's.

With the spirituality and purity of the church her pros- ^Ind purity of

perity is inseparably bound up. There is, indeed, a kind of fntiispeS*^

prosperity that is attainable without these accompaniments,
progpeJit/.^^

and for the sake of which they have been too often and

most criminally sacrificed. The prosperity that consists in

temporal aggrandizement, in political ascendancy, in out-

ward security and ease, in the favour and countenance of

the world—is not much promoted by a rigorous and uncom-

promising adherence to Scripture and to Christ. " If ye

were of the world, the world would love his own ; but
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Chap. I. because ye are not of the world, but I have chosen you out

of the world, therefore the world hateth you."* It has been

often forgotten, what these pregnant words so unequivocally

announce, that the course which most directly conducted

the church to worldly prosperity, was that which led her

WTiat consti- farthest away from Him in whom alone her true prosperity
tutes the true "^

_ _

s. r j
prospeniyof is found. For whcrcin lies the true prosperity of the church,
the Church.

, . .

if it be not in the success with which she is effecting the

great and blessed ends of her institution ; in the progress

she is making towards the conversion of the world ? And

to say that the maintenance of her spirituality and purity

are indispensable to that result, is simply to affirm that a

corrupt tree cannot bring forth good fruits " Ye are the

salt of the earth ; but if the salt have lost his savour, where-

with shall it be salted ? it is thenceforth good for nothing

but to be cast out and to be trodden under foot of men."t

It is only by maintaining, clear and conspicuous, her dis-

tinctive character as a spiritual society, a kingdom not of

this world, she can hold up the great fact before the minds

of men, that she is God's witness on the earth ; and it is

only by keeping her testimony pure, both in her corporate

The office of profession and in the faith and practice of her individual

members, she can preserve her moral power as the teacher

of truth and the reprover of sin. Whether, therefore, we

look to the conditions which constitute her a fitting instru-

ment for the work assigned her, or to the circumstances in

which alone she is warranted to ask and expect that blessing

from on high, that out-pouring of the Holy Spirit, upon which

the efficacy of her ministrations must ever wholly and abso-

lutely depend—the conclusion is equally apparent, that to

the prosperity of the church, her purity and spirituality are

essential requisites. As these decline, her prosperity must

* John XV. 19. t Matt. v. 13.
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inevitably fade : as these revive and abound, her prosperity Chap. I.

w'ill flourish. Beyond all doubt, it is because the church, in

bygone times, instead of standing apart, has suffered her-

self to so large an extent to be blended and confounded with

the world—because, instead of preserving the purity of her

celestial origin, she has permitted both her creed and her

government to be accommodated to the tastes and the

fashions of men—that the boundaries of Christ's kinjrdom

are still so narrow, and that the widest and most populous

regions of the earth are still lying in wickedness.

These are considerations which reflect unspeakable Bearing; of
^ these ques-

importance on the questions already indicated—questions tions on tiie

'
^

-^
^

_

"^ ••• manitesta-

belono-ino- to the constitution and relations of the church ^ion of the

. ... .
Divine -lory,

of Christ. Traced out in their just and natural bearings, »c. &c.

they will be found to develope themselves, as their ultimate

issue, in results involvino; nothino; less than the manifesta-

tion of the divine glory, and the salvation of a perishing

world.

The Lord hath created all thino-s for himself. To make

known his glory is his last and highest end—the end to

which everythino' else in that mie'hty universe to which he The giorv of

1 , ,...„. 111. mi 1
God the end

has given bemg is inferior and subordmate. The heavens for which all

ii-i T 1
things wore

declare his glory, and the nrmament showeth his handiwork, made.

They are so framed and fitted to illustrate his wisdom, and

power, and goodness, that there is no speech nor language

where their voice is not heard. There is nothing made

—

animate or inanimate—material or spiritual—which is not

adapted to this grand design. And if, among the intelligent

creatures of God, there be one who, with the widest range

of vision, and the most penetrating insight into the nature

and uses of the Creator's works, could take his stand on

some commanding eminence, so as to survey at one glance

the mighty field which his eye and mind had been formed to

embrace, his were the fittest voice to sing that magnificent
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CwAT^ anthem, ** Praise ye the Lord from the heavens : praise

him in the heights : praise ye him, all his angels : praise

ye him, all his hosts. Praise ye him, sun and moon : praise

ye him, all ye stars of light. * * * Praise the Lord from

the earth, ye dragons, and all deeps : fire and hail : snow

and vapour : stormy Avind fulfilling his word. Mountains

and all hills : fruitful trees and all cedars : beasts and all

cattle : creeping things and flying fowl : kings of the earth

and all people : princes and all judges of the earth : both

young men and maidens ; old men and children. Let them

jiraise the name of the Lord; for his name alone is excellent;

his glory is above the earth and heavens."*

Christ the And yet it is not any of these works of Jehovah in which
chiefest ma-

• i i i • » i i
uifestation His fflorv most briohtlv shines. Li a summer s day the

glory. whole firmament is luminous, pervaded and flooded every-

where with light. But there is one spot in that effulgent

concave that excelleth in glory,—even there where the sun

shineth in his strength. And so is it as regards the glory of

God. It radiates from the whole universe, which, through-

out all its boundless extent, is lighted up with testimonies

to the invisible things of Hira, even His eternal power and

Godhead. But the central, the excelling glory, is in Christ,

the image of the invisible God. And what is the church,

but the firmament in which this Sun of Rifj-hteousness has

been set to shine. It is by the church he makes known the

manifold wisdom of God. The church is the new creation

on which His own image is impressed. The church sees

Ciirist seenin Christ in the word, but the world sees Him in the churcli.

*' As thou hast sent me into the world, even so have I also

sent them into the world. And for their sakes I sanctify

myself, that they also might be sanctified through the truth.

* * * And the glory which thou gavest me I have given

* Psalin cxlviii.
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tliem, that they may he one, even as we are one. I in them, Chap. I,

and thou in me, that they may he made perfect in one : and

that the world may know that thou hast sent me, and hast

loved them as thou hast loved me."* This manifestation

of the divine glory, in and hy the church, wiU be clear, and

complete, and impressive, in proportion as she embodies and

exemplifies the mind and tlie moral image of her Lord. And

in order to this, Christ must be all in all,—the one only

prophet, the one only priest, the one only king. The doc-

trine this prophet teaches,—the worship this priest conse-

crates,—the discipline this king enjoins,—must be preserved

inviolate ; for thus alone can the church, which is His body,

exhibit the fulness and manifest the glory of her unseen but

ever living Head, Whatever in the church's creed, ordi-

nances, or government, is other than Christ's, so far clouds His

glory, and so far obstructs the conversion of the world. If

the world sees in the church, not Christ's image, but its own,

—sees the reflection of its own secular and earthly spirit,

—

it will be only the more encouraged in its errors and its sins.

Such, then, is the nature of the question involved in the

Disruption controversy. How and to what extent Christ's Tiie question
^

^
''

^ ^
of the conflict

Headship over the church was involved in that controversy, "as that of
^

^
'' thelleadshtp

will appear in the sequel. Till the facts are adduced, the otciiristover

reader doubtless will hold his judgment on these points in

abeyance. But that the question itself, if there be any

truth or reality in those views of it which have now been

given, is one of vital moment, cannot admit of discussion

anions: intellio-ent believers in the christian faith. It is this

alone which, at the present stage, any one is asked to con-

cede. In its full extent it will, in point of fact, be conceded

only by spiritual men. There is much in it which the

worldly mind cannot discern, and therefore cannot appre-

* John xvii. 18, 19, 22, 23.

I. B
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Chap. I. ciatc. There is not a little in it which, to such a mind, will

appear to be foolishness.* While, at the same time, there

are great general principles running through it, so broad

and palpable, that to every one who acknowledges the church

to be a divine institution, their existence and their import-

ance must be alike apparent. The ends, indeed, for which

The import- the cliurcli has been founded, the responsibilities of its sfo-
anceofthe ,..,„.
question apt vemmcnt, the privileges of its communion, no uiispiritual man
to i.e undpr- .. . .11
valued by se- IS in a conditiou Tightlj to estimate. And, therefore, any
cuiai- miuds. ,

, i • t ,

struggle to promote these ends, to vindicate these responsi-

bilities, to secure these privileges, in proportion as it is self-

sacrificing and earnest, will seem to him extravagant and

unnecessary. It is for this reason that questions relating

to the rights of the christian people in the election of those

who are to minister among them in holy things, except in

so far as they are taken up as a mere branch of liberal

politics, are so little accounted of by secular men. Contem-

plating the minister of religion simply as a functionary whose

business it is to conduct, with due decorum, the ceremony

of public worship, it hardly occurs to them that they have

any personal interest of importance involved in his appoint-

ment. It is altogether and intensely different with those

who look upon him as one who is either to endanger by

his unfaithfulness and incompetency, or to establish by his

gifts and fidelity, the welfare of their immortal souls. But

whether the intrinsic worth of the questions which bear upon

this subject be apprehended or no, it must be allowed by

every one who looks at them with common intelligence, that

they are questions which range themselves directly and

immediately under the general category of Christ's Head-

ship over the church. If the christian people have any

rights at all in the election of their ministers, these rights,

* 1 Cor. ii. 14.
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bearing, as they do, on the order of Christ's house, and the Cnw. i.

administration of its affairs, must be exercised in subiection Rigi>totthe
'' people to be

to His authority and will. Christ's people " know his voice : ^^^^^ J^ t^'^
•^ ^ ^ election of

and a stranger will they not follow, but will flee from him :
^^^^^^ minis-

for they know not the voice of strangers."* The same

apostle who records these sayings of his Lord, lays down, in

one of his epistles, this corresponding injunction, *' Beloved,

believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they are
'

of God : because many false prophets are gone out into the

world."! From these statements it would seem inevitably

to follow, that any system which leaves no room for the

exercise of this spiritual discernment, or under which it is

overborne when actually exercised, must needs be out of

harmony with the word of God. If it be the church herself

that, by ecclesiastical authority, excludes or disregards the

people's voice, it will be difficult to escape, in so doing, from

the charge of lording it over God's heritage. | " But Jesus

called them to him and saith unto them. Ye know that they

which are accounted to rule over the Gentiles, exercise lord-

ship over them: and their great ones exercise authority

upon them. But so it shaU not be among you."| If, on

the other hand, it be some power external to the churchy

that nullifies the solemn and deliberate judgment of a chris- .

tian congregation, and intrudes a pastor upon them without

respect to their conviction of his unfitness to edify their

souls, it must be obvious that violence is thereby done both

to the rights of conscience and to the independent jurisdic*

tion in matters spiritual of the church of Christ. And for

the church herself to acquiesce in that violence, is at the

same moment to betray the crown-riglits of her Lord and

the spiritual liberties of His people.

The same observations are applicable in all their force to

* John X. 4, 5. t 1 John iv. 1.

t 1 Pet. v. 3. § Mark x. 42, 43.
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the setting apart of men to the office of the holy ministry.

^aaneposi- That office is exclusively spiritual. It confers no authority,

ister^^are^"
^^^^ iuvolvcs no functions, but those which have reference

!!!ffu ",.,•.• to "the edifyino; of the bodv of Christ." Those who are
puielj spin- JO V

tuaL invested with it *' are ministers of Christ, and stewards of

the mysteries of God."* To judge, therefore, of the quali-

fications necessary to that office, and of the circumstances

in which it shall he given or retained, as being entirely a

spiritual work, must needs belong to spiritual men. *' The

things that thou hast heard of me among many witnesses,

the same commit thou to faithful men, who shall be able to

teach others also."t If, in discharging this sacred duty,

of laying hands upon those who are to teach and rule in the

house of God, any secular power be suffered to interpose its

authority, the ministry is vitiated. It is degraded from a

divine ordinance into a secular institution. A scriptural

ministry is one of the choicest of those gifts which Christ

has given to men. But if the church be not left free, with

Christ's word as her divine directory, in her hand, to consult

and determine as to what constitutes a title to the ministry

and to the cure of souls ; if, in deference to some human
nie ministry enactment, she is either hindered from conferring that title
vitiated if

' °
the Church q^ anv whom she iudires to be qualified, or compelled to con-
be not free "^ jo ^

^

»
^

ill confer- fer it on any whom she judges disqualified according to the

standard which the Lord has given for her guidance—she

is no longer in a condition to maintain a scriptural minis-

try. And, consenting to act in these circumstances, she

makes herself a partaker in other men's sins, pollutes an

ordinance of God, sends men into the vineyard whom the

Lord has not sent, and deals like Simon Magus, who thought

that the gift of God might be purchased with money.

In setting forth these views of the church of Christ,

* 1 Cor. iv. 1. t 2 Tim. ii. 2.
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nothing has yet been said directly on the subject of the Chap. l.

church's relations to the civil power. These will come to Tiie indepen-
dence of tlie

be noticed in the immediately succeeding chapter. They cimrchadis-
tinct ques-

belonof to the state of the question involved in the Disruption- tion from

controversy, rather than to the nature of it, and it is to this Chmchesta-
, . , , If • blishmeuts.

latter branch of the subject exclusively that the foregomg

observations have been confined. It has been already

remarked, that the views of the church hitherto insisted on

are altogether independent of any question relating to the

power of church government ; and with equal truth it may

be now still farther affirmed, that they are also independent

of all that is essential in the great question of national

.establishments of religion. The parties w^ho range them-

selves on opposite sides of that question may still be entirely

at one, on the other and higher question of the church's

independence in matters spiritual ; that is, on the question

of Christ's sole headship and supremacy over it, as the King state may

of Zion. The ground that the church has received a civil troi over an
. ^

, I'l.i unestablish-
establishment is by no means the only one on wlucn tlie ed Church.

state may claim a right to control her spiritual freedom.

Nor is it the simple renunciation of such an establishment

that will suffice to protect the church from the encroach-

ments and usurpation of the civil power. The only ground

on Avliich the church can have any real security for the per-

manent maintenance of her peculiar rights and liberties, is

the recognition by the state of those fundamental principles

evolved in the preceding summary, as being inherent in the

very essence of the church—as entering into its very consti-

tution as a divine society, a kingdom not of this world. Let

these be acknowledged, and then, whether established or

unestablished, the church will be left to act within her own

province undisturbed by external assaults ; but let these

fundamental principles be denied, or not admitted, and the

want of an establishment will be no protection whatever
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Chap. I. against the invasions of the secular government. The plea

Plea of the of all States for makinoj such invasions is, that there can be
State for in-

.

°
terfering no imperlum in imperio : that no power within the limits of
withhbeity -^

, ^
^ o .

of the the state's territory can he left in anything beyond the state's

control : and nothing will meet that plea and effectually

silence it, but the recognition of the great scripture truth

that the church is not an imjoerium in imperio, in any sense

which can give the state a right to control it; in other words,

a recognition of the scripture principle that the imperium of

the church is over a distinct and different province from that

which belongs to the imperium of the state. Christ is a

king and has a kingdom, but his kingdom is **not from

hence : it is not of this world."* It is no rival power to

that of the state—its field is conscience : that of the state

is person and property—the one deals with spiritual, the

other with temporal things. And there is therefore not only

no need, but no possibility of collision between them, unless

the one intrude into the other's domain. The only way

effectually and permanently to guard against such intrusions,

together with all their attendant evils, is for each to recog-

nize the entire independence of the other. In that recog-

nition, and in it alone, will be found the true basis of a

righteous, enlightened, and lasting peace. And hence the

catholic interest which really belongs to every legitimate

scriptural effort to assert and maintain the rightful jurisdic-

tion of the church of Christ. It is on the footing that the

conflict about to be described was professedly an effort of

that kind, and one of the most prominent that has been

witnessed in modern times, that it claims, as a matter of

common concern, a hearing from all who have been taught

to pray that Christ's kingdom may come, and that His will

may be done on earth as it is done in heaven,

* John xviii. 36, 37.



CHAP. II.

THE SCOTTISH REFORMATION.—A CONTRAST.

An interesting inquiry might here be suggested by the fact, Chap. ii.

that Scotland has been ahnost exclusively the battle-field of Why have

such questions as those which are enunciated in the tore- tions been

1 Tr-i 1'iiT- • SO little de-

gomg chapter. Ir they be indeed religious questions, hated any-

,
, ., , . ,, . , • wliere out of

entering, as there described, so essentially into tlie consti- Scotland?

tution, and bearing so immediately on the welfare, of the

church of Christ,—if they be questions on which the Bible

gives so distinct and authoritative an utterance, is it not

singular that they should have been so little agitated any- \

where out of this northern kingdom ? Such a reflection is

natural : it both strikes and influences many minds ; and

because the solution of the difficulty is not always apparent,

many may be disposed indolently to set down the whole

church controversy about non-intrusion and spiritual inde-

pendence to some peculiar idiosyncracy of the Scottish mind.

As certain plants are indigenous in certain soils, even so, it

may be thought, there must be something in the intractable

obstinacy of the national temper, and in the metaphysical

subtlety of the national intellect, which breeds discussions

upon the intiinsic power of the church and the spiritual

rights of its members ! And perhaps the notion, though

not exactly in the sense in which it is sometimes understood,

may not be altogether destitute of truth. National charac-

ter undoubtedly exerts a powerful influence both on the

opinions and the institutions of a people. Those principles

of equity, for example, which enter so largely into the whole

theory and working of the British constitution, have been

often, upon this footing, traced to that strong sense of justice.
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Chap. II.

National cha-

racter, and
what it liad

to do with
Scotland's

ecclesiasti-

cal contro-

versies.

The answer
wliicli His-
tory gives to

the question
of tlm chap-
ter.

that love of fair play, which forms so prominent and honour-

able a characteristic of the Saxon mind.

There is nothing mireasonable in the supposition, that in

a similar way the national character of Scotland may have

had somewhat to do with its ecclesiastical controversies.

When hrouo-lit into contact with relifcious truth, it is natural

to think that both the acuteuess of the national understand-

ing, and the strength of the national purpose, would be

unequivocally indicated. If the one quality was fitted to

secure an intelligent apprehension of the principles in dis-

pute, the other was not less likely to lead to their being

firmly grasped and tenaciously held. And where the prin-

ciples in question related to matters so vital as the supre-

macy of Christ, in and over His own body, the church, and

to the liberties and privileges purchased by Him for its

members, all that we know of the Scottish people would lead

us to predicate that, if once these principles were seen and

seized upon, they would not be soon surrendered. The

same force of character and doggedness of resolution which

repelled the aggressions of England upon their national inde-

pendence, were not likely to lie dormant when the strong

impulses of religious conviction should call on them to

vindicate the independence of a domain far higher and more

sacred still,—the domain of conscience, and of the things

of God.

It is not necessary, however, to have recourse to such

doubtful speculations in order to find an answer to the

inquiry suggested at the opening of this chapter. A clear

and sufficient answer to it can be furnished from a far less

questionable source. When it is asked why the controversy

about the doctrine of Christ's Headship has been so little heard

of out of Scotland, this is the reply which history returns,

—that by none of the reformed churches out of Scotland

was the doctrhie thoroughly investigated, or the attempt
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ever made to bring it to bear, praeticaHy, on the framing Chap, il

of their constitution, or the administering of their affairs.

The causes which led to this result, thouo-h well enouoh

known, are not always sufficiently attended to. They are

fitted, however, to throw important light on the whole sub-

ject of this work. Previous to the reformation, the civil

power had everywhere been subjugated and enslaved by the

church of Rome. The degraded state was become the The usurpa-

vassal of the domineering church. Because it belonged to ciiurch of

/Ni . .11 • • . >> TT« , -1 1 Rome; and
Christ to say, ** All power is given unto me, His pretended the reaction

vicar, seated on the papal throne, claimed for himself the produced.

sword as w^ell as the keys—the things of Ccesar as well as

the things of God. So late as 1809, in the papal bull by

which Napoleon was excommunicated and anathematized,

the then reigning pontiff was not ashamed to avow, and with

all the arrogance of the dark ages, these monstrous preten-

sions to universal sovereignty. ** Let our persecutors learn,

once for all, that the law of Jesus Christ has subjected them

to our authority and our throne : for we also bear the sceptre,

and our power is far superior to theirs."* So oppressive,

indeed, and intolerable had this usurpation of the ecclesias-

tical over the civil jurisdiction proved, that long before the

reformation the public mind of Europe had begun to rebel

against it. " The pragmatic sanction of the Galilean church

(1438), the statute of praemunire in England, and the

opinions boldly maintained abroad, and uttered in the coun-

cils of Constance, Basle, and Bourges, all indicated a rapid

advance of the public mind, such as made the ultimate

reduction of the papacy inevitable."! Strangely as it may

sound in the ears of those who are unacquainted with the

subject, it is not without reason the learned author now

* Stillingfleet's Doctrine and Practice of the Churcli of Borne, Cuii»

ningliam's edition, p. 194. »

f Taylor's Spiritual Desjootism, p. 352.
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Chap. II, quoted from unhesitatingly affirms, that '* the breaking out

Fatal effects of the Lutheran reformation gave a counter-direction to this
of the supre-

• i • i
niacyinmat. movement withm the Romish church, and saved the papacy."
ters ecclesi- ^p, . .

i i
»>

asticai, as- The circumstancc to which he refers in explanation of this
sumedattlie

.

Reformation startlmg Statement, IS the fatal error into which the reformers

the Protes- either blindly fell, or suffered themselves to be driven, of
taut states.

throwing into the hands of the civil authority both •* species

of church power, namely, the purely spiritual as well as the

secular." Properly speaking, there is but one species of

church power—that which is purely spiritual. The other,

of which this author speaks under the name of secular, is

that species of power, it is presumed, which has respect to

the management and disposal of the temporal goods of the

church. But in so far as such possessions are state pro-

perty, it is not church power but state power that is entitled

to control them. Even in so far as they are private property,

they must still be held and administered in accordance with

such civil laws, whether common or statute, as are applicable

to property so situated ; and for this purpose, and to this

effect, must always constitute a proper subject of civil juris-

diction. The recognition, therefore, of a right on the part

of civil authority to adjudicate on all questions of church

property, when limited strictly to the effect of determining

to whom the property should belong, was a step in the

direction of real reform. It, so far, disentangled civil from

ecclesiastical affairs, and did something at least towards put-

ting an end to that confusion of the one with the other upon

which the church of Rome had gradually built up its claim

to supremacy over both. But when, going beyond this

2)oint, the civil power either usurped by violence, or had

conceded to it through ignorant inconsideration or tame

subserviency, a governing authority in matters spiritual,

there can be no doubt that a fatal arrest was put upon the

explication of the two jurisdictions ; and that the balance
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wlilch Rome bad cast so far wrong the one way, was cast Chav. II.

nearly as far wrono' the other. Spiritual despotism on the Tiie church
•^ ° ^ 111/. enslaved by

part of the church over the state, was simply exchanged for the civu

. power.

erastian despotism on the part of the state over the church.

*' The advancing tide of opinion was vehemently thrown back:

and no choice left to the intelligent portion of the community,

but either to hold to the papacy with all its superstitions,

or, for the sake of a purer theology and worship, to cast

themselves at the feet of the irresponsible, anomalous, and

capricious tyranny of kings and queens."*

It is not, perhaps, to be greatly wondered at, however The Kefovma-

much it ought to be lamented, that the reformers in Ger- ^uy.

many, while struggling to rid themselves of the yoke of

popish domination, should have been so little alive to the

prospective danger of suffering that domination to pass into

the hands of the civil power. The Saxon elector and his

protestant associates were in the attitude of withstanding

the pope and sheltering the rising cause of the reformation.

Fleeing from the thunderbolts launched at her from St.

Peter's chair, the reformed church sought refuge behind the

thrones of secular princes. It was not that Luther and

Melancthon, the leaders in that glorious movement, were

insensible to the evils which had resulted from mingling civil

with sacred things ; but they looked at those evils only on

one side. They saw distinctly the enormous oppressions

which had grown out of papal intrusion into the province of

the civil power ; but they failed to anticipate and estimate

the deadly injuries that were to ensue from the opposite

intrusion of the civil power into the provhice of the church.

The tribute of admiring gratitude which the historian of the

reformation pays to their noble efforts, to expel the church

from the secular province, is not more just than is the gentle

* Sjpiritual Despotism, p. 357.
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CuAP. II. admission wliicli he makes of their error, in not afuardins:

with equal jealousy the province of the church from the

D'Aubignfi's usurpations of the secular power. *• With what wisdom.'*
exj)lan;ition

i o n a t

oftiiecon- lie observes, '* the contessors oi Augsburg protest agamst
cession of . „ ,. . , ... , . ,

Church that contusion or religion and pontics Avhich, since the

the state, deplorable epoch of Constantine, had changed the kino-doui
made by the n r^ ^ • ii i i«««iT °
Geniian re- 01 God into an earthly and carnal institution ! Undoubtedly,
formers. ,

, f,
. " . . • i iwhat the confession stigmatizes with the greatest energy, is

the intrusion of the church into the affairs of the state ; but

can it be thought that it was to approve the intrusion of the

state in church affairs ? The evil of the middle ages was

the having enslaved the state to the church, and the con-

fessors of Augsburg rose like one man to combat it, Tlie

evil of the three centuries which have passed away since

then, is to have subjected the church to the state ; and we

may believe that Luther and Melancthon would have found

against this disorder thunders no less powerful. What they

attack, in a general sense, is the confusion of the two

societies ; what they demand is their independence, I do not

say their separation. If the Augsburg confessors were

unwilling that things from above should monopolise those of

the earth, they would liave been still less willing for things

of earth to oppress those from heaven."*

The English The excuse for this blindness or inadvertency was un-
Reformers iiii --niTmi ^ /»ct
lessexcus- spcakably less in England. The elector of Saxony, and

the most active of his princely confederates, were honestly

attached to the great cause of the reformation, and more

than once perilled for the preservation of it, not only their

dignities, but their lives. It was not surprising if, in their

hands, the church's liberties were presumed to be safe ; or

at least, not wonderful that the question of the right con-

stitution of the church, and its relations to the civil power,

* D'Aubign^'s History of the Beformation, Blackie and Son's 8vo
edition, vol. iii., p. 207.

able.
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did not speoiaHy engage the attention of the German Chap. n.

divines. The case was altogether different with the Eng-

lish reformation. No one pretends that the two sovereigns

who had most to do with it, Henry VIII. and Elizabeth,

had either an enlightened or disinterested love for the re-

formed cause. They were influenced mainly by personal Personal and

and political considerations, and these not unfrequently of influences
^ 1 ./ which con-

the basest and most disreputable kind. " Believe and t'"oiied the
^

^
Engush Ke-

worship with the monarch to-day, and you might be burned formation.

for doing so to-morrow ; perhaps by himself, or if not by

himself, by his successor. The church, the clergy, and

the people trembled in suspense from hour to hour on the

changeful whims of the royal theologue. Christendom,

hitherto, had seen nothinfj; at once so cruel and so ridiculous

as was the usurpation of spiritual authority by the kings

and queens of England. The persecutions of the pagan

Roman emperors had tried the constancy, but did not rack

the consciences, of the sufferers ; and the same may be said

of the persecutions carried on by the papacy. But the Caprice and

T 1 1 1-1 T 1 •
tyranny of

capricious barbarities perpetrated by the English sovereigns the EngUsh... sovereigns

of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, exhibited spin- in Church
. affairs.

tual ferocity under the most appalling of its forms ; that,

namely, which it puts on when, although its savage heart

may be known well enough, its will and purpose none can

certainly foretell. Those only could be secure whose deter-

mination was to veer with the royal faith as steadily as the

vane with the wind." *

No wonder if this author describes it not simply as the English Re-
« .11 nil r-i formers in-

lault, but as what might be called "the treason or the excusahie ia.,,,.. consenting
fathers of the English reformation, that in circumstances tothesupre-

Ti 1 •! •!• r» T • 1 T 1
niacy of the

like these, when there was no possibility of being blind to state in nil

the danger, they surrendered to the monarch that supremacy causes eccle-

siastical.

* Taylor's Spiritual Despotism, pp. 357, 358.
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Chap. II. in matters spiritual which the crown still exercises over the

English church. What is here intended, however, is not

to determine the amount of blame due to the men who were

involved in these transactions. That which alone is con-

templated is to arrest attention upon the fact, that the

question of what belongs to the proper jurisdiction of the

church was not considered by them. The subject of the

church's constitution, of the nature and extent of church

authority, and of the relation in which the church ought to

stand to the civil power, instead of being investigated by

the cliurch itself, and decided by an appeal to the word of

God, was never formally and deliberately examined at all.

It was disposed of summarily and arbitrarily, without the

church having either hand or voice in it, by an act of the

secular power. The forfeited jurisdiction of the pope was

annexed to the crown of the English king, and that was

Act of Henry all. "Be it enacted," so ran the decree, ''by the autho-
VIII. attach- .

, . .

ins; the for- rity of this present parliament, that the kinof, our sovereif^n
feited juris-

, . . .

dictionofthe lord, his heirs and successors, kings of this realm, shall be
Pope to tlie

Eng:iish taken, accepted, and reputed, the only supreme head on
crown.

earth of the church of England ; and shall have and enjoy,

annexed and united to the imperial crown of this realm, as

well the title and style thereof as all honours, dignities,

immunities, profits, and commodities to the said dignity of

supreme head of the said church belonging and appertain-

ing ; and that our sovereign lord, his heirs and successors,

kings of this realm, shall have full power and authority to

visit, repress, redress, reform, order, correct, restrain, and

amend all such errors, heresies, abuses, contempts, and

enormities, whatsoever they be, which by any manner of

spiritual authority or jurisdiction ought or may be lawfully

reformed, repressed, ordered, redressed, restrained, or

amended, most to the pleasure of Almighty God, and in-

crease of virtue in Christ's religion, and for the conservation
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of peace, unity, and tranquillity of this realm, any usage, Chap. il.

custom, foreign law, foreign authority, prescription, or any

tiling or tilings to tlie contrary notwithstanding. "* If the

pope could have made good his impious claim to infallibility,

such a supremacy in his person would have been natural

and just. But to vest that supremacy in a civil ruler, who

made no pretensions to infallibility, and who had no office

in the church whatever,—as it had no other warrant but

arrogance and despotism at the period of the reformation, The royal sn-

SO nothing but the power oi habit and hereditary prejudice matters spi-

could have blinded men to its utterly untenable and mischie- feusibie and

vous principles in after times. That it proved a fatal

barrier to the progress of the reformation is too notorious

to be called in question. It converted the struggle for

divine truth and christian liberty, in which the reformation

began, into a mere carnal contest for power between a pro-

fligate monarch and a presumptuous priest. Shall the

strings be pulled in the Vatican or at Windsor ? In either

case, the church of England must be deprived of self-regu-

lating power. She must rise as far up towards the dawning

light of the reformation, or sink down as far into mediaeval

darkness ; advance in the direction of protestantism, or go

back in the direction of papal error and corruption, as the

external power which controlled her might be pleased to

ordain or to allow. And hence not only was conscience

outraged often as grievously as before, but the very name

* Neale's History of the Puritans, vol. i. pp. 10, 11. In the Hampden
case—the Queen versus the Archbishop of Canterbuiy, (1848)—the iden-

tity of the Queen's supremacy over the Church of England with that

formerly possessed by the Pope, was thus explicitly affirmed by the law
officers of the Crown. The Attorney-General said :

" By the statute of

Henry VIII., the Crown stands in the place of the Pope ; and the Crown
can do now what the Pope could do before." To the same effect spoke

the Solicitor-General :
•' He should show, that whatever pre-eminence

tho Pope had, and whatever right or power he had, became by that sta-

tute (the statute of Henry VIII.) the power of the King."
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Chap. II. of religion was dishonoured by the grossest inconsistencies

;

the very same men who, in deference to Henry's usurped

supremacy, abjured the pope to-day, almost with one con-

sent offering him their allegiance to-morrow, when a popish

queen had ascended the throne. Although not more than

seven or eight peers opposed the laws made in favour of the

reformation in the time of Edward VI., there were hardly

any of them who did not join in restoring Romanism, when

the crown was found once more on the head of a popish

Disastrous sovereign. There cannot be a doubt that these wholesale

cestoieii- tergiversations, Avhich disgrace the history oi the Jtiinghsh
gion, and to

the chuich reformation, >vere mamly the result or the royal supremacy
of England,

. . . , mi «> p i

wiiich re- iQ matters spn-itual. The necessary eirect or that supremacy

the usurpa- was to givc in England both a secular and a superficial cha-
tions ol the , , ^ n • t • ^ i.

State. racter to the whole reiormation movement, it is not by an

influence external and worldly, but by an influence internal

and spiritual, that any church can be really and thoroughly

reformed. My kingdom, said Christ, is within you ; and as

it is that inner life, that hidden man of the heart, which

moulds the outward conduct, and conforms the entire walk

and conversation of the individual believer to the divine

rule ; so it is in the case of the collective body of the

church. Like the forest oak, which attains its gigantic

stature and acquires its majestic form in virtue of energies

Tiie Church whicli Operate within, the church is in the best condition

reLmed"^^' for developing the divine model, w^hen, uncramped and un-
only by in- , , , , „ • • i <•• , • .

fluences iu- obstructed by any external force, it is lett to grow up into

spiritual— Him who is the liead, yielding freely to tlie guidance and

aud worldly, government of those vital energies derived from His own

word and spirit, which he has hidden in its bosom. There is

something indeed which external power may do for the

church,—as there is something it may do even for the

monarch of the woods. It may shield it from outward

violence and make provision for its unimpeded growth ; but
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when, going bejoud tlils limit, the civil power will bind it Chap. n.

with the ligatures of state control, or bend it into subjection

to state authority, or prune it into accordance with state

caprice or policy,—the church, so dealt with, cannot fail to

prove a stunted and deformed thing, deprived of its moral

beauty, and shorn of its spiritual strength.

In Switzerland, though the course and character of the Tjie Swiss Re.
°

^ ... formatiou.

reformation were in many respects widely dissimilar, the

result was nearly the same. There also state supremacy

became the order of the day. Among the great men. whose

labours were chiefly instrumental in liberating so many of

the Swiss cantons from the yoke of Rome, there were at

least a few who foresaw the danger of compromising the

church's freedom. *«The magistrate," exclaimed (Ecolam-
^J^^g^™?**

padius in a letter to Zwingle, " who should take away from
^jj^hfsuhe

the churches the authority that belongs to them, would be ^^07?^^^'

more intolerable than antichrist himself. * * * The

hand of the magistrate strikes with the sword, but the hand

of Christ heals. Christ has not said, If thy brother will not

hear thee, tell it to the magistrate, but tell it to the church.

The functions of the state are distinct from those of the

church. " * The views thus indicated, this enlightened and

apostolic man laboured to impress both on his brethren in

the ministry and on the civil authorities themselves. Be-

fore the senate of Basle and before a synodal assembly of

the church, he expressed them at large, nor were his efforts

without some partial and temporary success. Even Zwingle

himself appeared for a moment to regard them with favour

;

but unhappily this distmguished reformer, the master-spirit

of the Swiss reformation, had already advanced too far on

a career which was not only more congenial to his own

character, but from which it was already impossible to

* D^Auh'igne's History of the Reformation, Blackie and Son's 8vo edi-

tion, vol. iii., p. 430.

r. c
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Chap. II.
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extricate the protestant cause. To save tliat cause, now

menaced with so many perils, he had thrown himself "into the

footsteps of Demosthenes and Cato, rather than into those

of St. John and St. Paul ;" and combining in his own per-

sonal proceedings the heterogeneous elements of the reformer

and the magistrate,—of the minister of Christ and the

military leader,—no wonder if he became blind to the

incongruity, and to the injury, of blending in the state,

spiritual with secular power. Amid those political com-

binations and martial conflicts in which the cause of the

reformation in Switzerland was thus so early and so exten-

sively involved, all questions as to the proper constitution

of the church of Christ and its relations to the civil autho-

rity were disregarded and forgotten. And the bitter fruits

of that subjection to secular control, to which, three

centuries ago, they for the most part blindly yielded, the

Swiss churches continue to reap, in mournful and fatal

abundance, to the present hour.

In regard to the reformed church of France, it seems

enough to observe, that it never was in circumstances,

either to develop or to establish its views on the question

now under consideration. So far indeed as these views are

indicated in her confession of faith, adopted in 1559, they

are in perfect harmony with those which are set forth in the

preceding chapter of this work. After describing the true

church as consisting of "an assembly of believers who agree

among themselves to follow God's word," it is added, "we

believe that this true church ought to be governed by that

discipline which our Lord Jesus hath established," and

further they afiirm that the power of the church governors

is held under Him, " the only Head, the only Sovereign,

the only Bishop;" and finally, they declare it to be the

duty of all "to keep and maintain the unity of the church,

submittino; themselves unto the common instruction and to
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tlie yoke of Jesus Christ, and this in all places Avheresoever Chap. II.

he shall have established the true discipline, although the

edicts of earthly magistrates be contrary thereunto."*

Already in 1571, when the illustrious Theodore Beza was

moderator of their general assembly, he could number in

their communion more than two thousand congregations^

many of which were so large as to have, some of them two,

and some of them even five ministers set over them. But

the bloody and inhuman massacre of St. Bartholemew which Massacre of

took place m the succeeding year, together with the relent- lomew, aua

less persecution that followed it, left the reformed church persecu-

f.-r-i • I- • T • 1- '11 lions.

01 l* ranee m no condition to adjust its relations with the

civil power. And although something like toleration was

subsequently conceded to it by the edict of Nantes in 1596,

even that protective statute dealt with it in the spirit of

lordship and oppression, subjecting it to many harassing

restrictions. Limited as was the range of freedom which

the edict allowed, it was not maintained. By a succession

of encroachments, the edict was in great measure nullified,

and in the end it was revoked altogether. The consequent

exile of half a million of the adherents of the reformed cause,

together with the ceaseless cruelties practised on those who

remained behind, left the protestant church of France the Entire sub-

mere shadow of its former self. Nor has the tyranny of j-rench

the oppressor ceased. It continues to this hour enslaved, church to

Its whole constitution and government have become a matter power.

of state regulation. It is tolerated and even salaried by the

civil authorities, but at the expense of the most rigid and

ruinous subjection to secular control.

Without tracincc the steps bv which the reformed church Datfh church
* 1 ^ controlled

of Holland has been reduced to a state of similar bondage, i\v the ci\'ii

^ power.

or going further into the subject, it will probably be thought

* French Confession, articles xxvii., xxix., xxx., xxvi., pp. 18-20 of

Lorimer's Mefomied Church of France.
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Chap. IT. that enougli has been said to justify the assertion that not

by any reformed church out of Scotland was the doctrine of

Christ's Headship thoroughly investigated, or brought to

bear deliberately and systematically on the framing of its

own constitution, or on the adjustment of its relations with

the civil power. To any one who gives a careful and candid

attention to the subject, it can hardly fail to appear, that

the supremacy of the state in all causes, ecclesiastical as

well as civil, was almost everywhere either blindly conceded

by the church or usurped, without consulting the church at

all, by the secular government. And that in this fact is to

be found the true explanation of the circumstance already

noticed, as on the first view of it fitted to excite surprise,

that the question of the church's independence, which holds

so conspicuous a place in the history of Scotland, should

have been comparatively so little agitated out of this northern

kingdom.

The Scottish The whole history of the reformation in Scotland, and
?ieforniation '^

different especially as regards the mutual relations of church and
from all '^ "^ °
others as gtatc, was altogether peculiar. It is impossible to pass

relation of Jq^q this ncw field from the study of the corresponding
Church and

_

j. o
State. period and events as connected with England and the con-

tinent of Europe, without having such a conviction imme-

diately and irresistibly forced upon the mind. And because

of this difi'erence, or at least because of some of the circum-

stances which produced it, attempts have been often made,

and not always unsuccessfully, to awaken prejudices against

both the movers and the principles of the Scottish reforma-

tion. To those whose shrinking and feminine sensibilities

recoil from the very sound of collision, or whose notions of

ecclesiastical order and propriety are all associated with the

system of civil supremacy, there may be something distaste-

ful and repulsive in the sternness with which Knox, and his

coadjutors and successors, withstood every attempt to subject
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their noble cause to the maxims and the management of Chap. IL

worldly politicians. To oflPend a queen, and she too the

beautiful Mary Stuart,—to place themselves in conflict with

courts and princes,—and to be, in consequence, the occasion

of frequent and violent discussions, commotions, and strifes,

is far more than enough, in the judgment of a certaia class

of minds, to discredit the whole Scottish reformation. With

such persons, accordingly, it is no uncommon thing to repre-

sent it as a mere popular tumult, a movement altogether

disorderly and irregular, and savouring much more of a

rebellion than of a religious reform. This, however, is not

the estimate formed by those who are accustomed to venerate

the apostolic maxim that God is to be obeyed rather than

man. Men who understand the great principle that " God

alone is Lord of the conscience, and hath left it free from Characteristie

the doctrines and commandments of men, which are in any- the Scottish

thmg contrary to His word, or beside it in matters or laith tiou.

and worship,"* and who have been taught to recognize in

this principle the only solid foundation of either civil or

religious liberty, know better how to appreciate the disin-

terested and self-denying struggles of the Scottish Reformers.

It was their peculiar distinction and their singidar honour

to assert the principle above described, as that which must

regulate their whole proceedings in reforming the religion

and constituting the church of their native land. ** To the

law and to the testimony," was their unbending rule : and

they shrank from no consequences which their adherence

to it might involve. Nor can any enlightened and dispas-

sionate student of their lives and labours hesitate to allow,

that to the christian constancy and masculine energy of

character with which they stood their ground, are to be

traced many of the most important privileges and institu*

* Westminster Confession of Faith, chap. xx.
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Chap. u. tions, social, political, and religious, which their descendants 1528

'"j°^-
. . . . 1560.

First struggle From the martyrdom of Patrick Hamilton, the disciple of

tisb Reform- Luther, in 1528, to the withdrawal of the national sanction

the ciiiuch from popery, in 1560, the contest of the reformers in Scotland

was directly and mainly with the principles and the power

of the church of Rome. They came into collision with the

civil authorities only in so far as these were enlisted, and

that chietiy by French influence, on the side of Rome, in

attempts to put down the reformed cause. During this period

too, it was doctrine rather than discipline that, for the most

part, and necessarily, formed the subject of discussion between

them and their opponents. In Scotland, as in Germany and

everywhere else, the grand doctrine of justification by faith

alone in the ri2;hteousness of Christ, the articulus stantis vel

cadenfAs ecdesice, took tlie lead in the warfare with that

apostate church which had so long, by its errors and corrup-

tions, made merchandise of the souls of men. To proclaim

and establish the gospel way of a sinner's acceptance with

God was their first and fundamental duty ; and to this they

accordingly addressed themselves with an earnestness and

assiduity, not surpassed, certainly, in any other part of the

world. But even in this first step of their great work, they

were only giving effect to the same principle which they

carried along with them to the close of their reforming

career. It was not because Luther and Melancthon had

taught, at Wittemberg, the doctrine of salvation by grace

through faith, that Patrick Hamilton preached it and died

for it in Scotland. It was because God had taught it in

TheBiLiewas his Word. The Bible was the grand discovery and the

tiie scottisii glorious acquisition which that noble and devoted youth had

made in Germany. And this only infallible rule of faith

and manners became thenceforward the authoritative guide

of the Scottish reformation. From Christ's pretended vicar
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l560. speaking in and bj the church, Hamilton, Wishart, and Chap, il

Knox made their appeal to Christ himself, speaking in and

by the Word. And as Luther, at Worms, with his back

against that living Rock, stood, like a stag at bay, in the

presence of his powerful enemies, answering every attempt

to move him from his ground with the simple hut sublime

reply, ** Here I stand—I can do no otherwise—help me
God ! "—so stood the Scottish reformers from the beginning

to the end of their arduous struggle. The same footing

which they found so sure, and which they felt themselves

bound so resolutely to maintain, as against the corruptions

of the papacy, they could not consent to yield, at a later

stage of their testimony, to the usurpations of the civil

power.

In approaching the transactions of 1560, the peculiarities Events of the

which distinguish the Scottish reformation begin to come
^^^'

strongly into view. Popery and the government which sup-

ported it had fallen together ; and the estates of parliament,

into whose hands the supreme power in that great crisis of

the nation's history had come, were decidedly favourable to

the reformed cause. But there was not, on this account, any

surrender made to them of things ecclesiastical. A juris- Scottish Re-

diction circa sacra the reformers not only conceded to them, ceded to the

but called on them to exercise ; but in sacris neither then diction^drca

nor subsequently, was any jurisdiction ever conceded to them not in sacris.

at all. Knox and his enlightened and able associates were

clear and decided as to these two things :—first, that no

state can, without grievous sin, lend its countenance to the

Roman antichrist, or to any false religion whatsoever ; and,

second, that every state is bound to embrace, acknowledge,

and encourage the true religion. Proceeding on the former

of these principles, they called on the Scottish legislature

to withdraw the national sanction from the church of Rome,

pointing out the leading heresies and corruptions with which
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Chap II. that church was chargeable, and undertaking to make good 15G0.

their accusations against it by an appeal to the Word of

God. And when invited by parliament to frame a scrip-

tural summary of doctrine, they at once entered on, and

promptly executed the task.* In submitting that summary

of the Protestant faith to the solemn and deliberate con-

sideration of the estates, and in seeking to have it publicly

recognized, they gave unequivocal expression to the laUer of

the two principles above alluded to; viz., that the civil

power is bound to receive and to own the truth of God.

Distinction In none of these proceedings, however, was there any

and'I'Je'serv. confounding of the province of the state with the province

beJJnilig,^^ of the church. At that eventful period, both the state and

provinl^ if
^ the church may be said to have been thrown back on the

Sdth!i\%f great fundamental principle

—

salus popull, suprema lex.

theChmch.
^^^ ^^ ^^^j^ ^ moment of comparative disorganization, it

would have been no strange thing if powers had been

assumed on the one side, and allowed on the other, not

altogether consistent with the mutual independence of the

parties concerned. It is, therefore, all the more remark-

able, that not even in circumstances so unusual did the

church lose siirht of her distinctive character and claims, or

suffer the line of demarcation which divides her domain from

that of the civil power to be obliterated or forgotten.

Although cast by the course of events so closely together,

* and forming, in some respects, one and the same party—

•

the party of the reformation—the identity of each was, not-

Cliaracter in withstanding, preserved and realized. In laying their views

Reformer's before the estates of parliament, the reformers appeared

proaciied avowcdly for the cliurch of Christ. It was as men "pro-

power. fessing the Lord Jesus within the realm" that they urged

their complaint against the church of Rome, and undertook

« Calderwood, vol. ii., pp. 13-15, Wod. Soc. Ed.
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1560. to confute its heresies and expose its corruptions, by bring- Chap. ii.

ing them to the standard of scripture. As occupying that

position, they were called on by parliament '*to draw, in

plaine and severall heads, the summe of that doctrine which

they would mainteane and desire the parliament to esta-

blish."* And thus, while it was left to spiritual men, as

such, to propound the truth, the legislature held itself entitled

and bound to exercise its own independent judgment wpon

what might be thus submitted for its consideration. As it The state did

11 if»' c 1 1 ^ 1 f •
^°^ frame a

would not usurp the functions or the church by frammg a confession

confession of faith—so neither, on the other hand, would it Church; but

-., ,, n 1 1 ' r> ' whenframed
renounce its own liberty and duty, for the regulation of its by the

own conduct, to judge of that confession when it should be state chim-

,, , , ed a right to
actually produced. judge of it

With regard to the views of the reformers as expressed

in this, their confession of faitli, it deserves to be noted

that little or nothing is said in it on the subject of the rela-

tions of church and state. In Scotland, as everywhere

else, at the period of the reformation, the duty of the state

to own and uphold the true religion was looked upon as a

first principle, which did not require, and hardly admitted

of discussion. Little attention, accordingly, was given, at

the outset, to this most important subject. The existing

enemy was not the state, but the papacy : and the reformers

were unavoidably and naturally so busy, here, as well as in

England and on the continent, in exposing the errors and

guarding their cause against the assaults of that perfidious

and soul-destroying system, that the question of the state's

powers and prerogatives in relation to the church, hardly

obtained their consideration at all. The injurious results to

which this led in other countries have been already noticed,

and but for the kindness of an overruling providence, thd

* Calderwood, vol. ii., p. 13.

for itself.
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Chap.il consequences might have been the same m Scotland too. 15 60,

Events in Although the Scottish reformers had not been led, in the
providence

i i • -it
whicii fa- first instance, any more than their contemporaries elsewhere,
vonred, in

Scotiaud.the to studv and define the exact nature and limits, respectively,
study and
settlement of civil and ccclesiastical jurisdiction, events had placed
of the right

. .

relations of them in a more favourable position for doino- so when the
Church and

.

State. necessity arose. There was in their case no Henry VIII.

to bear down truth by force, and to trample the claims of

conscience under the iron heel of despotic power. The tide,

broad and deep, on which the Scottish reformation rose,

swept away, at the same moment, ecclesiastical and civil

tyranny together. And although the majority of the Scot-

tish parliament had perhaps no real sympathy with vital

godliness, and no desire to see a thoroughly-reformed church

established in the land, they could not, like the English

monarch, give effect to their own absolute and arbitrary will.

The same movement which had elevated them to power had

created a public opinion, and surrounded them with influ-

ences which they durst not altogether disregard. They had

The civil ^s much of the inclination to interfere with the church's
authorities

jealous of proo'ress and freedom as to put the reformers on their guard;
theChurcli's i * r o

^

freedom, but
]^^^^ {[^qj had not the power to hinder the questions which .

not in cir- j r i '

cumstaiices they thus raised from being publicly and vigorously debated.

down.
j^; ^as, under God, mainly to this circumstance that Scot-

land and the church of Christ were indebted, for the only

great effort that has ever yet been made to adjust, practically

and on a scriptural basis, the mutual relations of the civil

and ecclesiastical power.

The result of the appeal made by the reformers to the

estates of parliament, in 1560, was the abolition of the papal

jurisdiction in Scotland. All acts in favour of the church

of Rome, and against the protestant faith, were annulled

;

and at the same time, the summary of christian truth,

embodied in the confession prepared by the reformers, was
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ratified and approved. But, while it is important to mark Cuap. IL

what was done on this memorable occasion by the Scottish The impoiu

legislature, it is not less important, in reference to the sub-
^^^'H^

j§ct of this work, to observe what was not done. The nation «oi done by

shook itself clear of the papal see. It renounced all con-
^^^"^^''g^J;^^'

nection with the church of Rome. It proclaimed the distin-
^^'JlJjf

'^*"^'^*

guishing principles and whole system of that church to be

false and oppressive. And further, it gave its testimony in

support of the doctrines of the reformation. But at this

stage it did nothing more. It did not, as in England,

attach to the civil power the jurisdiction taken from the

pope. It assumed no authority in matters ecclesiastical.

The reformed church was left to organize herself by her

own internal energies and inherent authority. What ought

to be the form of her government,—where the governing

authority should reside—what should be the limits of her

jurisdiction—in what relation it should stand to the civil

power ?—were questions on which the estates of parliament

were wholly and absolutely silent. As regards their acts

in abolishing popery, and in giving their assent to tlie sum-

mary of doctrine embodied in the confession of faith, the

light in which these legislative proceedings were viewed by

the reformers, may be sufficiently gathered from a remark

made by Knox at the time. In the account he gives of the Knox's vie^

sending of the acts in favour of the reformation to France, power in

"

to be laid before Queen Mary and her husband, he takes spiriiuaL

occasion to say, '* All that we did was rather to show our

dutiful obedience than to beg of them any strength to our

religion, which from God has full power, and needeth not

the suffrage of man, but in so far as man has need to

believe it, if that ever he shall have participation of the life

everlasting."*

* Knox's Hifitory of the Reformation^ Blackie and Son's edition, Ly
M'Gavin, p. 222.



CHAP. III.

CnURCn AND STATE IN SCOTLAND—FROM THE REFORIIATION TO

THE REVOLUTION.

Chap. Ill, j^j, ^}jg period Dowr in question, tlie national sanction had 1560

^b^t?*^^°^T^
been -witbdrawn from popery, and tbe Scottish legislature

2507
more world- Jjad professed its faith in tbe doctrines of the reformation.
ly and the ^
more spiri- Bcvond this notbins: whatever had been done by the civil
tual adher- jo •/

entsoftiie power. Meanwhile the reformers continued to urge upon

t'on. the estates tbe necessity and duty of proceeding to establish

the reformed church; and at this point it was that the iron

and the clay, which had hitherto been blended together,

began to fall asunder. The sincere and spiritual men in

parliament were disposed to listen to the church's call for

state countenance and support in framing a constitution and

setting up her discipline ; but the worldly and merely poli-

tical adherents of the reformed cause, had no mind to

adopt any course that would involve either the surrender of

the spoils they might secure by the overthrow of the church

of Rome, or the recognition of a power that might rebuke

their cupidity, and withstand their schemes of selfish

aggrandizement. The parliament, accordingly, broke up

without taking any steps in this direction at all. Soon

The pru7 after, however, the privy council so far deferred to the
council • o 1 i> • TT
agrees to the Urgent representations 01 the reformers, as to give toKuox,
preparation, , . , . . . .

hy the and certain other ministers, a commission to prepare on the
Church, of a n i i i pii •

-i

system of part 01 the church, not yet lully organized, a system ot

cai govern- ecclcsiastical government. This act implied, that the civil
ment.

government were willing to entertain the proposal of esta-

bhshing the reformed church, and that they recognized

Knox and his coadjutors as competent representatives of the
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1560 church, in making these preliminary arrangements. The Chap, iil

.^2^„ document which was drawn up in consequence, was that

Avhich is commonly known by the name of the first hook of

discipline. It was framed under the immediate direction

and authority of the church, acting thus early as a distinct

and independent body. The desire of Knox and his fellow-

labourers, seems evidently to have been to carry the state

along with them in developing the principles and consolidat-

ing the cause of the reformation. In these primary stages

of their great movement, it is probable they had not tho-

roughly considered and determined the precise footing on

which the church's relations with the civil power ought to

be placed. Having no doubt whatever as to the duty of the

state to recognize and uphold the true church of Christ,

their anxiety appears to have been to get this done without

delay, and in this way to provide a more eflfectual barrier

against the restoration of popery. It had not occurred to them

as yet to be jealous of the state itself. Its disposition to usurp

authority over the church had not hitherto found occasion

to come forth in any form that could excite their alarm.

But while the reformers were, for this reason, entirely Reformers, at,..-,.. -Tii'T -1
t'^i^ period,

unsuspectmg m their mtercourse with the legislature and bad no
, . suspicion of
the government, and may seem to have been putting them- state inter*

selves too much into the hands of the civil power, they the liberties?

never for a moment dreamt of doino^ anvthin;]^ that could Church.

compromise the church's freedom, or imply any want of

competency on the part of the church, by her intrinsic

authority, to adjust her own constitution, and to regulate

her own affairs. It was, accordingly, in the exercise of that

inherent authority, the first general assembly of the reformed

church was held in the month of December, 1560. It was

in the character, not of parties holding a commission from

the government, but in that of members of the supreme

ecclesiastical court, that Knox and his coadjutors prepared
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Chap. HI. the book of discipline. And furthermore, it was as the 1.560

First Book of deliberately approved and adopted standard of the church, ^^
Discipline ^ ir r >

^^gQ^
drawn up by framed by and for herself, that it was subsequently laid

sembiy. before the great council of Scotland. ** When the ministers

did putt their hands to work, the assemblie of the kirk laid

Fome heads of the policie of the kirk upon everie man who

was thought meetest for the same : and after they have

given in their travells to be considered by the brethren, they

were either approven in that whilk they had done, or else

their inlaiks (deficiencies) were supplied or doubts opened

up to them, that they might sett down the head appointed

to them more perfitelie, whilk by great pains, much reading,

prayer and meditation, earnestly in-calling the name of God,

in end was finished, and by the allowance and approbation of

the whole general assemblie ; after that, some articles that

were thought too long were abridged. The whole policie

of the kirk was putt in writ in a book, and presented to the

nobilitie and great council of the realme in the end of the

same year."* As illustrative of the church's own views of

the obligation of the church on the one hand, and of the

state on the other, to be guided exclusively by the word of

God in this whole matter, and of the consequent right and

duty of both to form an independent judgment regarding it,

the following sentences from the address to the council, pre-

fixed to the first book of discipline, are not unimportant :

—

Afldress to */ For as we will not bind your honours to our iudo-ments,
the council

'' J o »

of State pre- further than we are able to prove by God's plain scripture

:

fixed to First
i ^ r r

Book of SO must we most humbly crave of vou, even as ve will
Discipline.

- r^ ^i
answer m God s presence, before whom both ye and we must

appear to render account of all our actions, that ye re-

pudiate nothing for pleasure and affection of men, which ye

are not able to disprove by God's written and revealed word.'*

* How's History, p. 16,
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1560 In this standard the church laid down clearly and broadly Chap. hi.

, r^„ the platform of presbyterian government, and enunciated at Principles of
15G7. ^ . \. ., , . 1, , , . First Book

the same time, distmctly and unequivocally, the doctrine, ofDiscipiine.

that '* it appertaineth to the people and to every several

conoTe2:ation to elect their own minister." The rules which

it prescribed for the exercise of church discipline proceeded

on the scriptural footing of having no respect of persons—
declaring as it did that *' all the estates within the realm

must be subject, as well the rulers as they that are ruled

;

yea, and the preachers themselves, as well as the poorest in

the kirk." The plan which it sketched for the application

of the ecclesiastical revenues was distinguished by the truest

wisdom and the most enlightened benevolence. It provided

not merely for the maintenance of a gospel ministry and for

the support of the poor, but also for a noble and most com-

prehensive scheme of national education.

It is at this point the student of history, who is accus-

tomed, amid the seeming chaos of human aifairs, to mark

the leadings and to note the current of an over-ruling pro-

vidence, wiU observe the commencement of that course of

training by which the Scottish reformers were gradually,

but thoroughly, prepared for the new conflict that was

awaiting them and their cause. Their struggle of thirty- iiie twofold

two years with Rome had schooled them into a complete the Reform-

understanding of all those questions which relate to evan- with Popery

gelical doctrine and to the internal economy of the church of with Eras-

Christ. By a somewhat singular coincidence it proved to

be, by a struggle of e:s:actly similar duration, they Avere

subsequently exercised, on the great scripture principles

which go to regulate the connection of church and state.

From the martyrdom of Patrick Hamilton in 1528, till the

abolition of popery in 1560, they were engaged in a cease-

less struggle with the errors and corruptions of Romanism.

From the latter period till the passing of the celebrated
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Chap. m. statute of 1592, they had to maintain a contest not less 1560

strenuous and severe against the erastian encroachments and ^ ^^^

usurpations of the civil power. And nothing can serve more

clearly to show the need there was that the reformers should

he subjected to this preparatory, though painful, process of

practical instruction, than the first book of discipline itself.

Full and explicit as that standard is, on almost everything

that belongs to the being and ordinary administration of a

church of Christ, it is all but silent on the mutual relations

Privy council of the cliurch and the commonwealth. The refusal of the
refuse to

. •iiipt i-iiii
sanction privv council to sanction the book of policy which the church
First Book ^ "^

„ ,„,....
of Policy; had prepared, ofave to the reformers the first distinct inti-
andthe r 1 » &

^ ^ i vi
reasons of mation of the approachinsc contest. That refusal did not arise
tbat refusal.

^^ *
. p i

• • i

from any diiference of opinion as to the form oi ecclesiastical

government which the book of policy laid down, but solely

from aversion to the strict and impartial discipline which it

appointed to be exercised against vice, and to the truly

enlightened and patriotic plans which it suggested as to the

future appropriation of the forfeited revenues of the church

of Rome.* It was the carnal spirit of the world taking

alarm at the rise of a really spiritual church—a church that

seemed to be determined to know no man after the flesh,

but to seek with a single eye the interests of truth and

righteousness.

Queen Mary The return of Queen Mary to her native kingdom about
returns to

i
Scotland, the close of the year 1561, tended greatly to encourage and

breach streno;then the resistance which the reformers had already
widens be- °
tween the bcffun to experience. With a church constituted and go-
politicians o ±

and the vcrned according to the thorough-going principles propounded

in the first book of discipline, Mary and her advisers could

not fail to perceive there could be no hope for popery. If

the deep-laid schemes of her French kinsmen, the Duke of

• M'Crie's Life of Knox^ vol. ii., p. 5.
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1560 Guise and the Cardinal of Lorraine, for the restoration of Chap. lO.

KR7
^^^ ^^^ superstition, were to triumph, it must he upon the

ruins of the church which Knox and his coadjutors were

engaged in founding. The court became, accordingly, the

rallying point of their opponents. The selfishness and

secularity of many of the original promoters of the refor-

mation fell in, easily enough, with the deeper and more

dangerous designs w^hich the queen entertained. "The

courtiers," Knox tells us, "drew unto themselves some of

the lords and would not convene with their brethren, as

before they were accustomed, but kept themselves to the

abbey."* A conference, however, at length took place, of

which some singularly graphic notes have been preserved by

Knox himself. In that conference the germ of the whole

controversy on which the church was entering, distinctly

appears. "The reasoninec was sharp and quick on either Knox's ac-

. 11. . • count of the

side. The queen s faction alleged that it was suspicious to Conference
between the

princes, that subjects should assemble themselves and keep comtiera.,.111 T 1
and the

conventions without their knowledge. It was answered, Reibrmers.

that without the knowledge of the prince the kirk did nothing,

for the prince perfectly understood that within that realm

there was a reformed kirk, and that they had their orders

and their appointed times of convention. And so without

knowledge of the prince they did nothing." " Yea, said

Lethington,t the queen knew and knows well enough ; but

the question is, whether the queen allows such conventions."

It was answered, that if the liberty of the kirk stood, or

should stand, upon the queen's allowance, we are assured

not only to lack assemblies but also to lack the liberty of

the public preaching of the evangel—that affirmation was

marked and the contrary affirmed. " Well, said the other,

* M'Crie's Life of Knox, vol. ii., p. 3, foot-note : the Alley of HoJy-
rood was then the residence of the court.

f Maiilaud of Lethington, the queen's secretary.

1. D
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Cii^. in. Knox, viz., time will try the truth ; hut to my former words 1560

this will I add ; take from us the freedom of assemblies, and , ^^„

take from us the evangel : for without assemblies how shall

good order and unity of doctrine be kept." * * * *

*' Hereafter," continues the narrator, himself a principal

actor in the scene, '* was the book of discipline proposed

and desired to have been ratified by the queen's majesty:

that was scripped (scoffed) at, and the question was demanded

—How many of those that subscribed that book would be

subject unto it? It was answered, * all the godly.' Will

the duke ? said Lethington. If he will not, answered the

Lord Ochiltree, I would he were scraped, not only out of

that book, but of our number and company : for to what

purpose shall labour be taken to put the kirk in order, and

to what end shall men subscribe, and then never mean to

keep word of that which they promise ? Lethington

answered, * Many subscribed them in fide pareatum, as the

children are baptized ;' one, to wit John Knox, answered,

* Albeit ye think that scoff proper, yet as it is most untrue,

so it is most improper. That book was read in public

audience, and by the space of divers days the heads thereof

were reasoned, as all that here sit know well enough, and

ye yourselves cannot deny : so that no man was required to

subscribe that which he understood not.' * Stand content,'

said one, 'that book will not be obtained.' Let God, said

the other, require the lack, which this poor commonwealth

shall have of the things therein contained, from the hands

of such as stop the same."*
ilie ind.pen- These brief memoranda of that sif^nificant discussion,

• ence ol the
_

^
Chunii was sufficiently show how well both parties understood the real

of tiie Con- question at issue between them. The independence of the
lurciicc.

church in matters spiritual, her inherent right to regulate

* Knox's History of ilia rieformation^ M'Gaviii's edition, p. 257.
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1560 and administer the aiFairs of her own province, free from Chaf. HI.

1 1^7
*^^^ control of the civil authority, was plainly the question

of the conference. Nor is it uninteresting or unimportant

to mark the clear distinction which thus early the reformers

had learned to draw, between the right of the civil authori-

ties to be cognizant of the church's proceedings, and the

right to dictate what these proceedings should be. To con-

cede the former, was only to allow to the state its legitimate

prerogative. To refuse the latter, was simply to deny to-

Caesar the things of God. The church of Christ has nothing

to conceal : it is both her interest and her duty to court the

observation of all men. As *'a city set on an hill," she

was never meant to be hid : as "the light of the world,
'^

her great business is, so to let her light shine before men,

that seeing her good works they may glorify God. It con-

sorts well, indeed, Avith the mystery and the machination3

characteristic of the church of Rome, to have her secret

conclaves into which the eye of the state is not suffered to

intrude. How strano-e that states should so often be foundo

less jealous of a church which thus defies their scrutiny, and

is continuaUy plotting in secret against them, than of such

a church as that which, three hundred years ago, was

struggling into existence under the frown of the Scottish

government.

The refusal on the part of the civil authority to ratify the cimrch and'

constitution of the church, was precisely such an event as lemained
"^ apart trimv

was best fitted to bring out clearly into view the relative one auoiUur

position in which these two parties conceived themselves to

stand towards one another. It forms one of those luminous

points which shed a strong and steady light upon the mazes

of our ecclesiastical history. When the privy council with-

held their sanction from the standard of policy the church

had framed, did they claim a right to substitute anotlier in

its room, and to force it on the acceptance of the churcli ?
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Chap. III. Or, Oil the Other hand, did the church consider her own act 1560

in framing a system of poHcy for her own government so ^^'

inept and incomplete, as to be dependent for its validity on

the ratification of the civil power ? Neither supposition finds

a vestige of support in history ; or, rather, history empha-

tically contradicts them both. The civil power limited itself

strictly to the withholding of its sanction from the church's

Church pro- ^q^^^
rji|

church, on the other hand, hesitated not an
ceeds upon ' '

inhereiu
histant as to her perfect competency to proceed, indepen-

authoritj. dgntly of state sanction altogether. In other words, their

bearing towards one another was that of two co-ordinate and

mutually independent bodies ; each entitled to have its own

j udgment on every question touching an all iance between them

;

but neither entitled to dictate the terms of that alliance autho-

ritatively to the other. And what, accordingly, took place

on the occasion to which reference has now been made ?

The state simply remained apart from the church ; with-

holding from her that countenance, and those immunities,

which it belongs to the civil power to confer. But while the

church was thus, for the time, denied a civil establishment,

she went on without a moment's pause to organize herself

as a spiritual institution, by virtue of her own inherent

Reformed authority alone. Nor was this period of separate action
Church cou- .

"^

. .

^ '

tinuedun- either SO brief or so unimportant as to leave to the two

for seven parties concemed no opportunity practically to follow out
ytars.

this theory. The period embraced seven years ; and in the

course of it the church held at least fifteen meetings of her

supreme court, her general assembly ; and exercised, and

that in the gravest matters, all the functions, legislative,

judicial, and administrative, which belong to the christian

church. It was during this period she recognized and

sanctioned the office of ruling elder—originated kirk sessions,

for the spiritual oversight of particular congregations—and

appointed provincial synods ; thus filling up and maturing
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1560 the mechanism of her presbyterian government. Nor was Chap. iti.

, l'2„ the church less resolute in enforcing than in framinsr her impartiality
1567.

. . 1 . . 1 and vigour

laAvs. Her discipline was put m rio;orous and impartial of the^1.1.1 T Church'«

operation against all ofrenders within her pale ; suspending Disdr'iae.

and deposing unfaithful ministers, and expelling from her

communion unworthy members. Nor were these things
^

done in a corner. Her censures fell with as unsparing strict-

ness on those who were high in place and power, as on the

humblest of the people. And so far from being afraid to

confront the state, whose sanction was still withheld from

her constitution, scarcely one of her assemblies passed with-

out making some formal communication to the governing

authorities of the kingdom,—now complaining of the coun-

tenance given by the queen and council to popery, now

urging the settlement of important questions of jurisdiction,

of the reparation of kirks, of the support of the ministry

—

in a word, conducting her proceedings with all the openness

and fearless intrepidity of conscious rectitude and indepen-

dent authority.

But while these proceedings cannot but be regarded as

sufficiently decisive as to the church's own views of her

intrinsic authority in matters spiritual, an important ques-

tion remains,—Was her judgment on that fundamental

question acquiesced in by the state at the era of her civil

establishment ? The state did not intermeddle with the

jurisdiction which the church assumed and exercised prior

to their union ; but what occurred when their union actually

took place ? Did the church receive her establishment on Ou what

the footing of a surrender of her self-governing power ? the church

VVas this the price paid for state alliance and support s establish-

Did she become, to use a modern phrase, "the creature of

the state," possessing only a delegated jurisdiction, and

that too defined, measured, and regulated by an order of the

queen and council, or by act of parliament ? The bearing

ment?
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CnAv. 111. of this question on the recent conflict must be at once 1560

apparent ; and for the answer to it, nothing is needed but a _*?

simple reference to the facts of history.

^0??!?? sute
^^ *^^^ month of December, 1567, the parliament of Scot-

ia estabiisii- land at leno-th resumed the consideration of ecclesiastical
ing the °
Cliuich. affairs, and adopted those measures which brought the

church into immediate connection with the state. Having

first re-enacted those memorable statutes of 1560, by which

the papal jurisdiction had been abolished, the national sanc-

,
tion withdrawn from the church of Rome, and the doctrines

of the reformation approved—by which, in a word, Scotland

had formally, and in its national capacity, renounced the

Romish and adopted the Protestant faith—the parliament

proceeded to take direct cognisance of the reformed church.

** The ministers of the blessed evangel of Jesus Christ, whom
God of his mercy has now raised up among us," and * *

"the people of this realm that professes Christ as He now

is offered in His evangel, and do communicate with the

holy sacraments according to the confession of the faith,'*

were declared " to be the only true and holy kirk of Jesus

Christ within this realm."

Tiie state That is to Say, the church which, for seven years, had
recognised . . ' ,^ • «• i- •

"^
• -, • ,

ti.e Churcii been gomg on m the exercise or its own divmely derived

ing institu- and independent authority, framing its constitution, making

iiavi'n-ln- and enforcing its laws, was hereby formally recognised, not

pouer. as now becoming, by virtue of this imprimatur of the civil

power, but as being, by virtue of what was inherent in itself,

the ** true church " of Christ. Furthermore, in an act of

the same parliament, " anent the jurisdiction justly apper-

taining to the true kirk," it was held '* to consist and stand

in the preaching of the true word of Jesus Christ, correction

of manners, and administration of holy sacraments," and

this jurisdiction the act accordingly " declares and grants."

The state thereby affirming and pledging itself to respect
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1560 and uphold that jurisdiction, not as a jurisdiction now, by Chap. tu.

to

1567.
civil authority, bestowed upon the church, but as "justly

appertaining to it." And to make this legislative recogni-

tion and pledge more explicit, the same act declares *' that

there be no other jurisdiction ecclesiastical acknowledged

within this realm, other than what is and shall be within

the same kirk, or that flows therefrom, concerning the

premises."

There are, however, ordinarily two steps in the process of

erecting a church establishment. The first and the funda-

mental one is, that of pointing out and defining the church

which the state designs to acknowledge and countenance.

The second is, that of endowing it: of providing, in other

words, the requisite means for the temporal support of those

who are to dispense its ordinances. It has been common Tiie endow-

1/. 1 ' 1 ii«'Pi ruent of tlie

to assume that irom this second step, the subjection oi the Church, auU

spiritual to the secular power is inseparable. It has been which it v.s
coufcrrccl*

even very confidently maintained, that any state would be

guilty of a gross dereliction of duty which did not make the

subjection of the church to state control the quid pro quo,—
the acknowledged price of her endowment. What we have

here to do with indeed, is not the question,—what the

Scottish legislature ouglit to have done,—but what it

actually did, in estabUshing the reformed church. On that

other question it would seem to be enough, in passing, to

observe, that if it be the right and duty of the state, in

certain circumstances, to endow the church of Christ, the

church must be entitled to enjoy that endowment on terms

consistent with her true and unquaHfied allegiance to her

only Head and Lord. And if allegiance to Him imphes The state not
•^

. . eutitled to

and requires unfettered liberty to execute her high commis- make the eii-

^ ^ dowineut of

sion in preachino: Ilis word, administering His ordinances, the Churcii
IT o ' <^ a ground lor

and teachins men " to observe all thino-s Avhatsoever He has taking awj.y
o ^ her spintudJ

commanded ;" then, neither is the state warranted to txeedoiu.
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Chap. III. demand from the church one iota of subjection in any of 1560

those matters spiritual ; nor is the church warranted to yield ,
^J?-

it to any power upon earth.

The discussion of that question, however, is not relevant

here. The sole question, as already hinted, wherewith we

are now concerned, is one of fact,—Did the parliament of

Scotland confer on the church the temporal benefits of an

establishment, on terms subversive of her spiritual inde-

ct 1567, on pendence ? The act of the Scottish parliament upon the
the exaini- ... . .

nation and Subject will furnisli the reply. It is entitled, act '* auent
admission of

. ,

ministers J the admission of them that shall be presented to benefices
and the

. . . ,

exclusive having cure of ministry. ' To ascertain the actual position
jurisdiction

, ,

intiiesemat- which tliis Statute assiirns to the jurisdiction of the church,
ters which it

,

'^

,

declares to there are two points to be considered : first, to whom is the
belong to the

Churcii. power of admission granted ; and second, in case of any

dispute arising under the statute, to what court is the

question to be appealed for final adjudication ? On both of

these points the act is quite explicit ; as regards the former,

*• it is statute and ordained that the examination and ad-

mission of ministers shall be only in the power of the kirk;"

and with reference to the latter, the provision made is not

less unequivocal. "It shall be lawful to the patron," so

runs the statute, **to appeal to the superintendent and

ministers of that province where the benefice lies, and desire

the person presented to be admitted, which if they refuse,—to

appeal to the general assembly of the whole realm, by whom
the cause being decided, shall take end as they decern and

declare.^' If there be any meaning in words, the Scottish

legislature, by this important statute, made over the entire

subject of the settlement of ministers to the jurisdiction of

the church. Instead of assuming, under the plea of regulat-

ing the title to the benefice, a right to control the church

in the disposal of the cure of souls, the statute ordains that

the church's decision on the spiritual question of the cure of
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1560 souls shall, ipsofado ^ decide tlie temporal question of tlie C nAr. iii.

. l^„ beuefiee. In a word, the state, by this act of parliament,

made the endowments which it conferred, the mere append-

age of the pastoral office. Having first declared that all

questions about the title to that spiritual office belonged to

the jurisdiction of the church, it then expressly provided,

that her judgment in admitting to or excluding from the

ministry, should settle the point of admission to or exclusion

from the benefice. It may be observed here, in passing, Act 1567 re-

• T . /. stored by

that this origmal and fundamental act was contmued ni lorce revolution

settlement,

by subsequent statutes, and formed an essential part oi the and ratified

n . . ' ^ ^ ^ 1} ^y treaty of

law regulating the settlement of mmisters m the church oi Union, and

1 t 1 1 ^''^ touched

Scotland, as finally fixed by the revolution settlement and by Act of

Queen Anne
the treaty of union. Nor did even the act of Queen Anne,

which will come afterwards to be noticed, profess in the

least to interfere with its unshackled operation.

The act of 1567, however, cannot be dismissed without Lay patron-
age main-

some further remarks. It contained in it a root of bitter- tained by
Act 1567.

ness which was not long in springing up to trouble the

church, and to which indeed may be ultimately traced the

disruption itself: that act "reserved the presentation of

laic patronages to the just and ancient patrons." "In

the bible," as a learned foreigner writing on the Scottish

church controversy observes, " no mention is made of patrons

at all."* Their origin must be traced to a very different

source, the whole system with which the name is associated,

as one of the great standards of the church of Scotland with

reason affirms, " flowed from the pope and corruption of the

canon law ;" and it had been well if the system had disap-

peared with the abolished superstition which gave it birth.

Perhaps, however, on looking into aU the circumstances of

* " TJie Scotch ChvrcJi Qnestion, by the Eev. Adolphus Sydow, chap-

lain to the King of Prussia, &c. ;" a work not less remariiable for fulness

and accuracy of research, than for candour and intelligence.
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Chap. III. the case and of the times, we are less entitled to wonder 1560

that this remnant of ecclesiastical corruption was permitted to f^?-

continue, than that the long-accumulated errors and ahomina-

tions of the augean stable of Romanism, had heen to so large

an extent swept awaj. What could hardly fail to diminish

the alarm of the reformers at the reservation of ** laic pa-

tronages," was the fact that their number was then corn-

Limited num. paratively small. *' Of the parochial benefices of Scotland,
her of lay

^

'

patrona-es amountinoj to nearly a thousand, all except 262 had been
wlien Act ° "^ '

loGTwas annexed permanently, by grant of the patrons, to abbacies

and other religious institutions which came in place of the

rector, and as such drew the tithes ; while the spiritual

duty was performed either by a member of the establishment,

or a stipendiary substitute, and the patronage was altogether

sunk and extinguished: no presentation being ever required

to be made, the benefice being always full, by the continued

existence of the abbacy or other religious institution to which

it had been granted." Such was the state of matters in

Scotland previous to the reformation. Three-fourths of the

benefices were in the hands of ecclesiastical patrons ; and

hence the **laic patronages " reserved by the act 1567,

touched only a fractional part of the church. It was within

this limited range alone that the right of patronage had

then any existence ; a right, moreover, which was restricted

by the act in question to a simple nomination, over the

ultimate disposal of which, in every case, the control of the

church was declared to be entire and absolute. It is not

difficult to understand how the reformers may have come to

the conclusion, that the fact of the legislature making the

reservation of these lay patronages a condition of the

church's establishment, was not a sufficient ground for

refusing that establishment altogether. The issue of this

concession, however, adds but another to the countless

examples of the wisdom and the worth of the maxim, ohsta
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1560 principiis. It was like the letting out of waters. The Chap, iil

i^r7 ^^'^^cli seemed small, and the runnel insignificant, but the Discreditable
•lo^/'

, n 1 ^ ' 1 11'Ti -ri Di cans by
impure Hood which got vent by this little orifice soon swept which lay

over the whole field of the church. *' After the reformation were muiti

the greater benefices (abbacies, priories, <fec.) were erected

into temporal lordships in favour of private individuals, who

were called 'lords of erection,' or * titulars,' being in titulo

of the benefices so erected ; including, of course, the whole

annexed parochial benefices, under the obligation of provid-

ing the cure to be served." And by and by, when King

James had assumed the reins of government, '*he resorted

to the practice of including a right of presenting to the

annexed churches, in his erections of the greater benefices

into temporal lordships, re-erecting the parochial benefices,

and subjecting them to patronage."* It was of this ini-

quitous proceeding the remark was made by Sir George

Mackenzie,! no friend certainly either of popular privileges,

or of the rights of the presbyterian church,—" there can be

nothing so unjust and illegal as these patronages were."

And finally, to complete the history of the extension over

the church of the patronages, which came in under the act

of 1567,—the celebrated statute of Queen Anne, a statute

every way infamous, as there will be ample occasion in the

sequel to show, made over to the crown, by a mere act of

usurpation, those bishopric patronages, which had always

belonged to the church, and which, under the presbyterian

church, had been wont to be settled on the " suit and call-

ing of the congregation,'' without any presentations at all.

There can be no doubt that the existence of lay-patronago

very considerably facilitated the introduction of those mea-

sures, by which, very soon after the- period above alluded

* Dnnlop's Letter to Dean of Faculty, pp. 48. 49.

t Lord Advocate under the reign of Charles II., and too well known
ill Scottish history under the ominous name of the " hloody Alackenzie.**

plied.
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Chap. HI, to, the first resolute attempt on the independent jurisdiction 1567

Lay patron- of the reformed church was made. In order to get hold of the ^ Jl?^
a-e facili-

. ... 1592
tiited the sDoils of the Romish establishment Avith a somewhat hotter
attacks that
were soon oTace than by direct seizure and secularization, the scheme
made on the ...
independent was deviscd of setting up a kind of bastard prelacy. Ministers
jurisdiction

of the were to be sousrht out who would consent to be bribed and
Church. ...

degraded with the dignity of an office not sanctioned by

their church, and who would further stoop to prostitute that

office into a base instrument for serving the sordid ends of

rapacity and ambition. The pseudo prelates, for they had

little of the office but the name, were to be the jackals of

the greater beasts of prey. In their name the forfeited

revenues of the popish bishoprics, and other greater ecclesi-

astical benefices, were to be uplifted as before ; and the

appearance of preserving their character as church property

Tuichan pre- was thus to be Secured. • But the tulchan,* as the tithe-
lacy, its

i • i • i • i • •

origin and gathermg bishop soon came, m derision, to be universally

designated, having played his part in levying the fruits of

the benefice, the lion's share of the booty was to be handed

over to the lay-lord, on whom the benefice had in reality

been conferred. Nor was the task-master over-indulirent

when his servant the bishop happened to be an unwilling or

unsuccessful extortioner. James Melville, in his well known

diary, relates the story of a certain Mr. James Boyd, who

had been induced by Lord Boyd, his kinsman and chief, to

take the bishopric of Glasgow, which, for his own **com-

moditie," his lordship had purchased. ** But within a year

or two, when he found not his bishop pliable to his purpose,

lie caused his son, the master of Boyd, take the castle, and

intromit with all therein, keep it and gather up the rents of

the bishopric to entertain the same ; and this was done witn

impunity, notwithstanding the regent's strict justice, because

* A calf's skin stuffed, employed to induce a stubborn coNf to let

down her milk.
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1567 the tulclian caused not the cow to give milk enough to mj chap tii.

-.}2^ lord."* The same faithful chronicler has preserved the

singularly graphic picture of this tulchan prelacy, that was

sketched in his hearing, bj a preacher of that day, in his

sermon. The preacher made *' three sorts of bishops,—my Three sorts

of bishops.

lord bishop, my lord's bishop, and the Lord's bishop. My
lord bishop, says he, was in the papistrie ; my lord's bishop

is now, when my lord gets the benefice, and the bishop

serves for nothing but to make his tythe sure ; and the

Lord's bishop is the true minister of the gospel, "t

Althoudi the Earl of Morton, the founder of this iniqui- ^^V^^^^^lo^
=> •" ilorton—

tous system, was sufficiently unscrupulous, where his own selfish and
«' -^ i '

nnscrupu-

aggrandizement was concerned, to have disregarded almost io"s-

any obstacles that stood in his way, it seems obvious that

his difficulties, in setting up the system of prelacy, would

have been very seriously increased had the statute 1567

abolished instead of restoring the law of patronage. As

regards the appointment of ministers, that law left in secular

hands the initiative or power of nomination ; and, so far,

made it more easy for crafty and covetous politicians to set

on foot the prelatic scheme. At the same time, it un-

doubtedly required much more than the law of patronage to

form even a decent pretext for the authority which the

regent assumed, in taking it upon him to Intrude episcopacy

upon a presbyterian church. That authority irtiplied nothing

less than the power to create a spiritual office, and involved,

therefore, an act of direct and destructive interference with

ecclesiastical jurisdiction. Referring to the fact, that this

measure was adopted not only without the concurrence of

the church, but in express opposition to it. Dr. Cook, in his

History of the Church of Scotland, denounces it as ** so

plainly subversive of ecclesiastical right, that a determina-

* Melville's Diary, Wodrow edition, pp. 47, 43. f Ibid. p. 32.
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Chap. III. tion to persist in it might have renewed the calamities of a 1567

relio'ious war."* ,.V,..

Tiie Church rpj^^ resistance which these prcTceedmo-s encountered on
resists the ^ °
usurpations

^]^g pj^^t of the church, and the noble remonstrance wliich
of the civil 1

power; ^hev drcw forth from one of the church's ablest champions,
Jrotest of "^

^ ^
:iskine of Erskinc of Dun, serve very conclusively to show how rapidly,

under the training of the times, the mind of the reformers

was maturing on the great principles that should regulate

the relations of church and state. "There is," said

Erskine, addressing the Regent Mar, who had given his

concurrence to the proceedings of Morton, ** a spiritual

jurisdiction and power which God has given unto His kirk,

and to them that bear office therein, and there is a temporal

jurisdiction and power given of God to kings and civil magis-

trates. Both the powers are of God, and most agreeing to the

fortifying one of the other if they be right used. But when

the corruption of man enters in, confounding the offices,

usurping to himself what he pleases, nothing regarding the

good order appointed of God, then confusion follows in all

estates. The kirk of God should fortify all lawful power and

authority that pertains to the civil magistrate, because it is

the ordinance of God : but if he pass the bounds of his office,

and enter within the sanctuary of the Lord, meddling with

such things as appertain to the ministers of God's kirk,

then the servants of God should withstand his unjust

enterprize ; for so are they commanded of God."

TlieHesreut This strcnuous opposition was not in vain. The govern-

the"aieinpt mcut dcsistcd from the further prosecution of the measures

irreiacy'"^^'^ complaiucd of, till they should first obtain some such

BMiif'tionof acquiescence on the part of the church as might enable

them to say, it is the church's own doing. And so far the

fact is by no means unimportant. It plainly shows that the

* Vol. i. p. 109.

.be Church.
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1567 reformed church was constituted, from the beginning, on Chap. ni.

to

L592-
the principle of the right of self-government, and that no

surrender of that principle was either made or intended to

he made, when she entered into union with the civil power.

By ahandoning the attempt to introduce the prelatic scheme

on the strength of secular authority, the state virtually

confessed that, as being a matter ecclesiastical, it belonged

to the province of the dmrch. The church did not, in-

deed, follow up her victory as courageously as she had

achieved it. The superintendents and ministers who met,

at the regent's request, to consider his proposition, not

only assumed, without warrant from the church, the func-

tions and powers of a general assembly, but gave their

consent to the introduction of a modified episcopacy. This

injudicious and mifaithful conduct of the '* Convention of Tlie Comen-
"^

_ _
tionot Leitli,

Leith," as that irre^'ular assembly is commonly called, and the
sanction

occasioned much trouble to the church, and would have which th:it

irregular

occasioned far more but for the important limitation which, assembly
gave to the

in sanctioning the order of bishops, it put on their poNver. prelatic

They were declared to be subject in all things to the

authority of the general assembly. Mere tools of the

leading statesmen as the bishops were, they would have

proved both the fit and the willing instruments to ensure

the subversion of the churches liberty had they really been

made the church's governors. But the supreme power

being reserved to the general assembly, the battle of the

church's freedom could still be maintained on constitutional

ground ; and on this ground it was, in point of fact, both

fought and won. What the church needed at this eventful a master
niindgrejitly

era of her history was a leader adequate to the emergency: needed for'
•^ ^ o ^ that crisis cf

nor was this want left unsupplied. When God has a ^reat the Church's
^^ °

affairs; and
work to do. He never fails to provide the workman. W^hen God's care

, . , 7- 1 1 /? 1
"' providing

the tune comes, so does the man. Knox, the hero or the one.

great conflict with popery, was already old and infirm when
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Chap. III. the Struggle with erastianism had little more than hegun. 1567

iiuiogy pro- Aud when the Earl of Morton, now regent of the kingdom, ^.^
nounced by

i n » i i i
the Regent pronounced over the reformer s grave the memorable euio-
Morlou over it /> ^ t c r*fii>»
the grave of gimii, '* there he lies who never feared the face oi nesli,

it was, perha2)s, with a secret satisfaction at the tliought,

that the chief hinderance to the success of his tyrannical

and selfish schemes was now out of the way. The aged

soldier of Jesus Christ had, indeed, been summoned to his

rest, but it was only that the banner he had so valiantly

displayed for the truth might be transferred to younger

hands. Within two years after the convention of Leith,

another champion appeared in the field. In the year 1574,

Andrew Mel- Andrew Melville returned to Scotland. His character Avas
ville returns , , ,, , tt- i • i • ^ • t

to Scotland, already well known. His great learning, his sound judg-

ment, his vigour of mind, and above all, his unbending

integrity and fearless courage, had secured for him the

esteem and confidence of the continental reformers. "Tlie

greatest token of afi'ection the kirk of Geneva could show

to Scotland," said the famous Theodore Beza, "was that

they had suft'cred themselves to be deprived of Mr. Andrew

Melville." His arrival was not unnoticed by the regent.

Haughty, daring, and despotic as Morton was, he felt that

the presence of Melville would prove a formidable barrier

in his way. His first eflort, accordingly, was to seduce

him by bribes and flattery, and when these failed he betook

himself to his more congenial weapons, terror and force.

Melville in- Neither corrupted nor intimidated, Melville threw himself

courage into heart and soul into the struggle in which he found the

biy. church engaged. Not contented Avitli resisting further

encroachments, the assembly, under his bold and energetic

guidance, proceeded to purge out from the presbyterian

constitution of the church that leaven of prelacy, the in-

troduction of which the convention at Leith had so rashly

and irregularly sanctioned three years before. In the
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1567 assembly of 1575, the question was formally raised. Chap. iii.

,^'^^ ''Have bishops, as they are now in Scotland, their func-

tion from the word of God ; and ought the chapters

appointed for electing them to be tolerated in a reformed

church ? " The former branch of this twofold question was

decided in the negative by the assembly of the following

year; and not long afterwards, the latter branch of it

received a not less emphatic reply in the total abolition of Abolition of
^ ^ '' Lpiscopacy.

Episcopacy, and in the order which the assembly issued,

requiring the existing bishops to resign their offices under

pain of the highest censure of the church.

Meanwhile the assembly had been carefully revising and The |ecoiid

perfecting its whole system of ecclesiastical policy. The cipMne pre-to 'J

.
pared and

second book of discipline, completed and approved in the adopted by

year 1578, was the fruit of these labours. Of this work, biy.

the most competent judge of modern times has said, *'it

has secured the cordial and lasting attachment of the

people of Scotland ; whenever it has been wrested from

them by arbitrary violence, they have uniformly embraced

the first favourable opportunity of demanding its restora-

tion, and the principal secessions which have been made

from the national church have been stated, not in the way

of dissent from its constitution as in England, but in oppo-

sition to departures, real or alleged, from its original and

genuine principles."* As this standard came, in the

language even of a late leader of the moderate party, to

be **a charter of the church," t an authoritative exposition

of the church's views on the great question involved in the

recent controversy, it may be necessary to advert a little to

the statements which it makes : first, on the nature and

limits of church power, as contradistinguished from the

* M'Crie's Life of Melville, p. 125.

t Dr. Cook—Speech on the Independence of the Church, 1838.

1. E
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Chap II I, power of the state ; and second, on the subject of the civil 1567
to

1592.
law of patronag-e, and the rights of the christian people in *

the election of their ministers.

Character It would, perhaps, be difficult to find in any treatise,
and contents . , .

of Second either ancient or modern, a more luminous, comprehensive.
Book of , , . „ . .

Discipline, and at the same tune, carefully guarded definition of the

respective provinces and mutual relations of the civil and

the ecclesiastical authorities, than will be found in the first

chapter of the second book of discipline. Treating of the

viewwhichit power of the church, it says:—*' This power ecclesiastical
gives of the

_

^ ^ i.

powers and is an authority granted by God the Father, throuoh the
functions of

.

"^ * '' ' o
the Church, mediator Jesus Christ, unto his church gathered, and hav-

ing its ground in the word of God, to be put in execution

by them unto whom the spiritual government of the church

is by lawful calling committed." ''This power and policy

ecclesiastical," it continues, **is different and distinct in its

own nature from that power and policy which is called the

civil power, and appertains to the civil government of the

commonwealth: albeit they be both of God, and tend to

one end if they be rightly used—to wit, to advance the

glory of God, and to have godly and good subjects. For,

this power ecclesiastical flows from God and the mediator

Jesus Christ, and is spiritual, not having a temporal head

on earth, but only Christ, the only spiritual king and gover-

nor of his church. * * Therefore this power and policy

of the church should lean upon the word immediately as the

only ground thereof, and should be taken from the pure

fountains of the scriptures, the church hearing the voice of

Christ, and being ruled by His laws." To guard against

the abuse of this general doctrine, the same chapter goes

on to draw the line between the civil province of the state

and the S2)iritual province of the church, and that Avith a

precision and a firmness which protects with equal jealousy

the independence of both. It leaves as little room for tlio
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1567 spiritual despotism of the church, as for the erastian domi- Chap ti t.

^ ^^
nation of the civil power.

"*
*'As the ministers, and others, of the ecclesiasticanj^^jste'jsa^^^^

estate are suhject to the magistrate civil," proceeds this
fg^J,;;^^^'^";

noble document, "so ought the power of the magistrate to another.

be subject to the church spiritually and in ecclesiastical

government. And the exercise of both these jurisdictions

cannot stand in one person ordinarily ; the civil power is

called the power of the sword, and the other the power of

the keys.'*

But while each is distinct from, and independent of, the The functions

,
and duties

other, they are by no means to regard each other s pro- of civil and
spiritual

ceedino-s with cold unconcern. rulers re-

** The civil power should command the spiritual to exer-

cise and do their office according to the word of God.

The spiritual rulers should require the christian magistrate

to minister justice, and punish vice, and to maintain the

liberty and quietness of the church within their bounds.'

** The maa'istrate commands external thinc-s for external

peace, and quietness among the subjects ; the minister

handles external things only for conscience' cause.

** The magistrate handles external things only, and

actions done before men ; but the spiritual ruler judges

both inward affections and external actions in respect of

conscience, by the word of God.

** The civil magistrate craves and gets obedience by the

sword, and other external means ; but the ministry by the

spiritual sword and spiritual means."

Having thus clearly indicated the respective provinces of

the state and of the church, pointed out the nature and

limits of the power which it belongs to them respectively to

exercise, and the kind of means by which their authority

is to be enforced ; the chapter concludes with an applica-

tion of these general statements to particular cases.

spectively.
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Chap. iil "The magistrate neitlier ought to preach, minister the 1567

sacraments, nor yet prescribe any rule how it should be jjf*

done, but command the ministers to observe the rule com-

manded in the word, and punish the transgressors by civil

means.* The ministry exercise not the civil jurisdiction;

but teach the magistrate how it should be exercised accord-

ing to the word.

" The magistrate ought to assist, maintain, and fortify

the jurisdiction of the church. The ministers should assist

their prince in all things agreeable to the word, providing

they neglect not their own charge by involving themselves

in civil affairs.

*' Finally, as ministers are subject to the judgment and

punishment of the magistrate in external things if they

offend, so ouffht the magistrates to submit themselves to

the discipline of the church, if they transgress in matters

of conscience and religion."

Second Book In thesc weio-htv and well-balanced sentences, the ro-
of Discipline ° "^

.

dearly formed cliurcli of Scotland has recorded her views on the
sliows, tliat

the indepen- jurisdiction rightfully belonging to the respective provinces
ClCIlCc 01 X/IlC

Chuicii, in of church and state, and on the duties and obligations which
matters
spiritual, is they owe to one another. They leave no room to doubt,
held to be ^

"^

, ,
»,....

a fiinda- that according to her judgment, both are of divme mstitu-
mental doc- .

^ o t i- i i •

trine by the tion, and of co-ordmate authority ; each havmg a separate

Scotland, and independent sphere of action, broad and well defined,

into which it is not lawful for the other to intrude. Self-

government, in a word, is held to be as complete and as

inherent in the church as it is in the state itself.

In addition to this fundamental question of independent

jurisdiction, it is important to advert to the view which this

standard takes of the rights of the christian people in the

* As, for example, hy depriving ministers, when deposed by the

church for proper ecclesiastical offences, of the civil emoluments granted

hy the state.
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1567 election of their ministers, and of the whole subject of lay Chap, iil

jKQQ patronage. The third chapter has this title
—"How the Election of

persons that hear ecclesiastical functions are admitted to patronasre—
view taken

their office?" And in answer to this inquiry, it is laid down by Second
^ "^

,
BookofPia-

ffenerally that the ordinary callinof of the church's office- cipiineof^
. . . .

these sub-

bearers consists ** in the calling of God, and the testimony jects.

of a good conscience," together with "the lawful approba-

tion and outward judgment of men;" that is to say, there

must be ordinarily both an inward and an outward call

:

inward from God, outward from the church. As regards

the outward call, it is explained to consist of two parts

—

election and ordination. And, further, "election" is defined

to be the choosing out of a person or persons most qualified

for the vacant office " by the judgment of the eldership

(that is, of the presbytery), and consent of the congrega-

tion." And, moreover, it is laid down as a rule to be

always and carefully observed, " that no person be intruded Principle
•^ J ' r

ofnon-iptru-

in any of the offices of the church contrary to the will of sion.

the congregation to which they are appointed, or without

the voice of the eldership."

It is not necessary here to enter into the question which "Were the

. Ill ^Jrst and

has been often raised, how far the privilege thus declared Second
Books of

to belono- to cono-refrations is co-e3:tensive with that which JJiscipiine at" ° f ... . one on the

is assi2;ned to them in the first book of discipline ; where it subject of

^ ^
t'e election

is said, that " it appertaineth to the people, and to every of ministers?

several congregation, to elect their minister." This very

question was put to the man, perhaps the most competent

to answer it, the learned and venerable historian M'Crie,

by a committee of the house of commons, in 1835,—" Did

the second book of discipline set aside the first, or establish Opinion of

. ... ,
Kr. irCrie.

a different mode from it, as to the election of ministers?
'

In reply he said— *' I do not think that the first book of

discipline was supplanted by the second. * * * Nor

do I think that the second book of discipline lays down any
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Chap. III. doctrine on the subject of the election of ministers sub- 1567

stantially different from the first." The apparent difference ^-^^

he accounts for by showing that, as used in the second book

of discipline, ''election" includes two things—both the

choice of the con|>:reo-ation, and the examination of the

presbytery ; whereas the former only is intended where the

same word occurs in the first book of discipline. He

assigns, at the same time, a most intelligible reason for

giving to the word "election" this more comprehensive

ranffe of meanino; at the time the second book of disci-

pline w^as framed. *' The jurisdiction of the church was

called in question at this time by the court ; and as this

jurisdiction had been ratified by parliament, the assembly,

by declaring that election and examination belong to this

jurisdiction, at once asserted their own rights, and took the

liberties of the people under their wing." *

Second Book It is not necessary, however, to resort to any process of in-
of Discipline

. .. I'l"^ i*ii'
condemus ferential reasoning in order to learn the judgment which this

ai^e. standard of policy has pronounced on the question of lay

patronage. Among the " special heads of reformation'* which

it enumerates and "craves," is the following explicit testi-

mony :
" Because this order which God's word craves cannot ^^^

stand with patronages and presentation to benefices used in

the pope's church, we desire all them that truly fear God,

earnestly to consider that forasmuch as patronages and

benefices, together with the effect thereof, have flowed from

the pope and corruption of the canon law only, in so far as

thereby any person was intruded or placed over churches

having cure of souls ; and inasmuch as that manner of pro-

ceeding has no ground in the word of God, but is contrary

to the same and to the said liberty of election, they ought

not now to have place in this light of reformation."

* Minutes of Evidence of the Committee on Patronage, p. 353.
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1567 The second book of discipline having been formally Chap, iil

*^^ adopted by the church as her standard of ecclesiastical The cimrcu

1592. .
^^^'J imme-

polity, and subscription to it having been required of all diate^effect

her ministers, she proceeded to act upon it with unhesitating views of
' -"^ '

^
^ policy laid

resolution. The state indeed had not expressly sanctioned down in her
^ ^

, Second

it, anv more than it had sanctioned the first book of dis- Book of
' *' Discipline,

cipliue, which went before it. But as the church had not

on that account been deterred in 1560, and the years which

immediately followed, from carrying out, upon her own

inherent authority, the conclusions at which she had arrived,

so neither did she falter now. When the state did interfere

in 1567, it was only to affirm the principle of that iutrinsic

power in matters spiritual which the church had from the

first assumed. And the statutes of that year being still in

force in 1578, and these statutes having explicitly affirmed

the doctrine that jurisdiction in matters spiritual resided

exclusively in the church ; she had thus a clear ground

—

not in scripture merely, but in the law of the land—both

for handling such matters as were treated of in the second

book of discipline, and, in so far as these lay fairly within the

spiritual province, of giving them practical effect. The

thorough presbyterianism of the second book of discipline

could not stand with prelacy. And, accordingly, the

assembly of 1580 passed an act declaring the prelatic office Prelacy con.
•^ ^

. .
demned, and

to have no warrant in the word of God, and requiring bishops
^ required to

the existino: bishops to fflve in their demission without give in their
o • ^

_ ueuiission.

delay, and to conform themselves to the actual constitution

of the church. In the course of the same year all the

bishops but five acquiesced in this decision. As the

state had practically acknowledged by its proceedings

in regard to the convention of Leith, that without the

consent of the church, episcopacy could not be set up, so

now when the guarded and limited consent to the introduc-

tion of it, which that irregular assembly had given, was by
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Chap. III. the formal and deliberate act of the churcli withdrawn, 1567

The two legi- there were two courses, one or other of which it was per- , j^^^
timate alter- ^ 159/5.
natives open fectlj ojDeu to the State to pursuc, on the supposition that

in tJiese cir- it could not assent to the church's presbyterian constitution.
cumstauces.

.

t. j

The state might have remonstrated with the church, and

have endeavoured to bring her to another mind on the

question in dispute. The state was under no obligation to

receive the dictum of the church on that or any other

question, whether of doctrine or of discipline. On the con-

trary, and for the regulation of its own conduct, it was

manifestly both the right and duty of the state to judge for

itself, whether the truth lay with presbyterianism or with

prelacy, just as it was its right and duty to judge whether

the truth lay with popery or protestantism. But the ques-

tion being imdeniably a spiritual question, the competency

of the church to deal with it could not be doubted. And
in dealing with it, moreover, it was abundantly clear that

the church, in the language of the second book of discipline,

must ** lean upon the word immediately,—hearing the voice

of Christ and being guided by His laAvs." If, therefore,

the church should continue to think, that in condemning

the prelatic office and form of church government, she was

following the revealed will of her exalted King, and should

thus find herself precluded from conforming upon that

subject to the wishes of the civil poAver, there was still

another alternative the state might adopt. It might with-

What the draw the civil establishment which it had conferred upon
State could

^ , , ,

•*•

not legiti- the cliurcli : but beyond this it could not IcQ-itimately ffo.
niatelydo. ... .

To attempt, by civil pains and penalties, to compel the

church to sanction a spiritual office, or adopt a platform of

ecclesiastical government, contrary to her own conviction of

duty, Avould be to pursue the same course as that of the

Jewish authorities of old, when they **straitly threatened
"

the two apostles, " that they should speak uo more in the
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1567 name of Jesus.'* In such an event the church could have Chap, in,

KQo "^ choice hut to reply in the language of the interdicted

servants of Christ, *' Whether it be right to hearken unto

you more than unto God, judge ye, for we cannot hut speak

the thin2:s which we have seen and heard." *

What then did the state actually do on the occasion what the

alluded to ? The case of Montgomery furnishes the best ally did.

answer to that inquiry, and it is full of instruction on the The case

•1 • miTi i-i» n of Mont-
pomt now under consideration. Ihe light which it renects gomery.

on the relations of church and state in Scotland, is clear

and strong. The state attempted to make the church pre-

latic, in spite of her preshyterian principles, and attempted

it by force. On the death of Boyd the archbishop of

Glasgow, in 1581, a grant of the revenues of the vacant

see was made to the Duke of Lennox, the court favourite

of the day. To make this grant available, it was necessary

to put some one into the archiepiscopal office who would

undertake, on the footing of the tulchan system, for some

small allowance to himself, to collect the rents and hand

them over to the duke. An instrument, mean enough to

perform this contemptible function, was found in the person

of a certain Robert Montgomery, then minister of Stirling.

This transaction at once brought the church and the civil Collision be-
tWPPTl flip

• power into collision. The whole question of the church's civii and ec-

spiritual liberty was involved in it. To suffer her deliberate authorities.

judgment against prelacy, embodied in her standard of

policy, and in the recent enactments of her assembly, to be

set aside by the simple fiat of the crown, would have been

to renounce all pretensions to the right of self-government.

Nothino- could be more admirable than the minified firm-

ness and forbearance which the church on this emergency

displayed. Fully alive to the evils of a conflict with the

* Acts iv. 17-20.
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Chap. III. state, she spared no pains to avert the calamity, Mont- 1567

ffomery was dealt with, to withdraw from the rebellious *^
. . . 1592.

position he had assumed, in accepting an office forbidden

by the church : and at the same time the most earnest

remonstrances were made to the king and council, to induce

tliem to alter their course. The account which Calderwood*

has preserved, of the efforts made for this purpose, furnishes

the best possible answer to the charges of rashness and

violence sometimes made, under the influence of ignorance

or prejudice, against the men who then guided the counsels

of the Scottish church. Unsuccessful in the use of these

more private means, the assembly did not for a moment

hesitate to betake itself to others of a more public kind.

Montgomery Monto-omerv was expressly enioined to renounce his iDresen-
ovuered by ^ «^ '^ •' »' i

tiie ciiurch tatiou to the archiepiscopal see, and to confine himself to
to renounce ^ ^

his preseu- i^jg ministerial charge : and special instructions were at the
tatiou to the * ^

archbishop- game time ffiven to his presbytery to watch his movements.
ric—reiuses ° l j ^

to do so. Montgomery persisting in his unlawful purpose, the presby-

tery, as directed, reported the case to the synod of Lothian.

The court, not less vigilant than the church, immediately

confronted the synod with a messenger-at-arms, and not

only interdicted them from taking up the cause, but sum-

moned them to appear before the privy council, to answer

for their conduct in attempting to stay the execution of an

order of the king. The synod, as resolute as the court,

and standing firmly on the foundation both of scripture and

of constitutional law, declined the jurisdiction of the privy

council. Desirous at the same time to show all respect to

the crown, they appointed certain of their number to inti-

mate this declinature, and to attempt at least to satisfy the

privy council upon the subject. John Dury, an eminent

minister of that day, who was one of the deputies, having

* Calderwood, vol. iii., pp. 577-579, Wodrow edition.
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1567 signified that necessity was laid upon them to act as they Chap. hi.

Iqo ^^^'^ doing, and that should Montgomery persist, it would

become their imperative duty to visit him with the highest

censures of the church,—** We will not suffer you," said

the king. For, young as the sovereign was, he had already

learned the language of intolerance. But Dury was not to

he daunted by this ebullition of royal displeasure. ** We Church re-

must obey God rather than man," he replied, *' and pray with the

God to remove evil company from about you. The welfare interfering

of the kirk is your welfare ; the more sharply vice be re- discipline of

buked the better for you." To show, at the same time,

that their deeds were equal to their words, they summoned

Montgomery to appear before the assembly, to answer for

his conduct.

The assembly to which this citation applied, met in St. Montgomery
cited to ap-

Andrews, in the month of April, 1581. The first move- pear before

„-..-, IIP /. ,
t^'^ general

ment on the part oi the civil power took the form of a letter assembly.

to the assembly, under the hand of the king, requiring them

to proceed no further in Montgomery's case. Reluctant,

perhaps, to come to extremities with the church, the party

.
who held the reins of government, and was driving on this

business, appears to have thought that this simple intima-

tion of the royal will and pleasure might sufiice to bring the >

whole matter to an end. Those who guided the councils of

the church had formed a juster estimate of their own posi-

tioh, and of the interests that were at stake, than to suflfer

themselves to be so easily turned aside. They assured his

majesty, in their prompt reply, that they would handle

nothing that belonged to the civil power ; but that, in dis-

posing of the grave spiritual question before them, they

would and must proceed under their solemn responsibility

to God. The rejoinder which this called forth was delivered

by a messenger-at-arms, who, at the very time when Mont-

gomery's case had just been called, advanced into tho
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Chap. III. assembly, and, "by virtue of tbe king's letters, delivered 1567

A messenger- jjy the lords of secret council and session, discbarg-ed tbe -. j^^
at-arms ap- "^

° ioy-s*
pears in the moderator and his assessors, the brethren of the assembly,
assembly,
and lodges a to direct auv citation ao-ainst Mr. Robert Monto^omery, to
royal inter-

'' ° .....
diet against excommuuicate, slander, or trouble him in his ministry for
the proceed-
ings in aspirino- to the bishopric of Glasgow : or for callino; or pur-
Montgora- ! . .

ery's case, suing of his brethren for the same, or for any promise made

thereanent, or any other thing depending thereupon in the

byegone, under the pains of rebellion and putting them to

the horn : certifying them if they fail, he will denounce

them our sovereign lord's rebels, and put them to his high-

ness' horn." *

Collision of The State and the church were now in immediate conflict.
the civil and
ecciesiasti- The churcli was usinir nothing: but the keys of her own
cal authori- _

_

o o J

ties. spiritual discipline—keys which her divine Lord and King

had committed to her hands, and had required her, as she

would be answerable to Him, faitlifuUy to employ in admit-

ting into or excluding from His house on earth, according

to His word. The state, with its ruder weapon the sword,

threatened to strike the keys from her hand. What was

now to be done ? Which party was to give way ? In such

LordBrongii- an emergency, it has been asserted by a modern authority,
ani's opinion ,,,,,, ,

as to wiiich that the church, as the " weaker party, must go to the
of these two . .

parties must wall, f Forcc, that IS to say, must overbear conscience.
Ijive way. mi • • t i • tThe sentiment is as barbarous as the assumption connected

with it is untrue. Conscience is not the weaker party.

It is mightier far than the brute energies of despotism.

There is a power even in its sufferings and its sacrifices

before which the arm of violence has often shrunk and

withered. With the courage which conscience imparts,

the assembly went resolutely on ; as if the interdict which

had been flung in so haughty and threatening a tone across

* Calderwood, vol. iii., p. 501, Wodi-ow edition,

f Lord Brougham.
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1567 their path, had had no existence. The delinquent being Chap, hi.

*° fully convicted of the offence charged against him, the

' assembly found that he was ** worthy to be deprived, in all

time coming, of the ministry, and that the sentence of ex-

communication should strike upon him, except he prevented

it by repentance."* Overawed, for the time at least, by Firmness of

iiT»/r 11' *'^^ assem-

the firmness of the assembly, Montgomery presented nim- biy. Mont-

•11 1* 1 1
s;oaieiy

self at the bar of the house ; withdrew his appeal to the succumbs.

civil power ; and with many professions of sorrow for his

offence, and solemnly engaging to renounce the arch-

bishopric, threw himself on the clemency of the church.

The contest was bv no means at a close. Althoup;h the ^^^ contest
'> *-' renewed,

assembly, in their earnest desire for peace, accepted Mont-
5fa°^Jf°""^^y

gomery's submission, and abstained from pronouncing the broken Ms

sentence his conduct had merited, they knew the man too

well to repose much confidence in anything he said or did.

Combining, therefore, vigilance with forbearance, the pres-

bytery of Glasgow were instructed to keep an eye on his

movements, while the presbytery of Edinburgh were at the

same time empowered and directed to issue the suspended

sentence of excommunication on the instant of their being

certified that his present engagements were broken. The

necessity for such precautions very soon appeared ; urged

on by Lennox, who was impatient to get possession of the

archiepiscopal revenues, and by the court and king, who

were not less intent on the maintenance of so convenient a

system as the tulchan prelacy, his own weak brain too still

dazzled by the lustre of the forbidden mitre, Montgomery

forgot all his pledges to the assembly, and once more re-

newed his acceptance of the illegal office. The presbytery

of Glasgow, hearing of this treacherous conduct, were pro-

ceeding to follow out the instructions of the assembly upon

* Calderwood, vol. iii., p. 602, Wodrow edition.
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Chap. III. {[^q subject when the provost of the city, attended by other 1567

Assault upon local authorities and followed by a crowd of supporters, t-^t,
the Presby-

.

"^ ^ ^ i5y».
teryof rushed into their place of meetino:. One of these intruders
Gliissow,

, ,

^ °
and their with unmanly violence struck the moderator on the face,
undaunted
spirit. and that with such force as to dash out one of his teeth :

not contented with this brutal assault, they dragged him

from his chair and threw him into prison. With a chris-

tian, heroism which did them honour, the other members

who remained, at once chose another moderator, and, un-

daunted by what had occurred, they executed to the letter

the instructions of the assembly, and transmitted without

delay an account of the whole proceedings to the presbytery

of Edinburgh. The metropolitan presbytery were not less

prompt and resolute in the discharge of their duty in this

Sentence of perilous affair. They pronounced the sentence of excom-
excommuni-
cation munication agamst Montgomery, and thus leit the state, ii

Afontgoraery it should be determined to thrust him into the archbishopric,
pronounced.

, ,. ,iii n •• fi
to put the venal mitre on the head, not oi a mmister oi the

church of Scotland, but of one who had become to that

church as ** an heathen man and a publican."

Extent to It is not unimportant to observe, what this memorable
wliich the ^

principle of case SO clcarly exemplifies, to what lenc^ths erastianism will
Erastianism ...
goes. carry those who adopt its principles. If the civil power is

to be supreme in all matters and causes ecclesiastical, there

is nothing within the whole province of the church safe from

its interference. The church in that event, instead of being

a kingdom not of this Avorld^ becomes one of the very basest

of the world's kinodoms. Its alleoiance is transferred from

Christ to Caesar; its own statute book, the bible, is sup-

planted by human laws ; and, from being the free servant

of God, it is degraded to the condition of the enslaved hire-

ling of man. It was no fault of the civil power in Scotland,

at the period now in question, if the liberties of the Scottish

church were not thus prostrated and destroyed. From dis-
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1567 regarding her fundamental principles and laws, the privy Chap. hi.

*^ council went on to sit in judgment even upon her spiritual Pmy Council

1592. , , • ^ T, 1 ^^ ^ ^- 'J.
declares the

censures, and to set them aside, by pubhc proclamation it excommuni-

1 1 IT r» 1 1 p • i' cation null

condemned and nullified the sentence oi excommunication and void,

ao'ainst Montgomery which the church had pronounced.

This brought matters to a point ; and well was it for the

country that to meet a crisis so formidable, the fitting instru-

ments had been prepared. It was in this stern school our

early reformers were taught the true relations of church

and state ; a lesson they learned so well, and illustrated so

impressively by their labours, suiFerings, and testimonies,

that it has come to be engraven on the hearts of their

descendants, as with an iron pen and the point of a diamond.

A special meeting of the general assembly was convened. Special meet-

The moderator, the illustrious Andrew Melville, ascended General

. Assembly,

the pulpit, and the trumpet gave no uncertain sound. *' He and openin?
address ot

inveighed against those who had introduced the hludie gullie* MeivOie.

of absolute power into the country, and who sought to erect a

new popedom in the person of the prince. The pope, he said,

was the first who united the ecclesiastical supremacy to the

civil, which he had wrested from the emperor. Since the

reformation he had, with the view of suppressing the gospel,

delegated his absolute power to the emperor and the kings of

Spain and France ; and from France, where it had produced

the horrors of St. Bartholomew, it was brought into this

country. He mentioned the design then on foot of resign-

ing the king's authority into the hands of the queen, which

had been devised eight years ago, when he was in France ;

and was expressed in prints containing the figure of a queen

with a child kneeling at her feet, and craving a blessing.

And he named bishops Beaton and Lesley as the chief

managers of that afi'air. This will be called, said he,

* Bloody knife.
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Chap. HI. meddling with civil affairs ; but these things tend to the 1567

wreck of religion, and therefore I rehearse them."*
^ J'"

^SoTe^^o^^
The assembly, thoroughly alive to the magnitude of those

remonstrate interests that were now at stake, drew up a remonstrance,
against the ' -^ *

its?hitu
^" which they pointed out and protested against the outrage

authority, which, in Montgomery's case, the civil power had committed

against both the church's ratified constitution and against

the fundamental principles of religious liberty. ** Your

majesty," they observed, in this vigorous remonstrance, **by

desire of some counsellors, is caused to take upon your

grace that spiritual power and authority which properly

belongeth to Christ, as only king and head of His church.

The ministry, and execution thereof, is only given to such

as bear office in the ecclesiastical government of the same.

So that, in your grace's person, men press to erect a new

popedom, as though your majesty could not be free king and

head of this commonwealth, unless as well the spiritual as

the temporal sword be put in your grace's hand : unless

Christ be bereft of His authority, and the two jurisdictions

confounded which God hath divided."! The commissioners

Interview of appointed to lay this representation before the king repaired

commSLn- immediately to Perth, where the court then was. Rumours

kin<^^at
^ werc rife that an intention existed to take their lives, and

"''
' so to settle their complaints. | Regardless of all such

hazards, Andrew Melville calmly replied to those who sought

to dissuade him and his colleagues from proceeding on so

perilous an enterprize— '* Come w^hat God pleases to send,

our commission shall be discharged." Admitted at length

to the royal presence, they produced and read the remon-

strance of the assembly. "Who dare subscribe these

treasonable articles ?" suddenly and fiercely exclaimed Arran,

* M'Crie's Life of Melville, vol. i., p. 181,

f Calderwood, vol. iii., p. 628.

% James Melville's Diary.
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1567 the court favourite of the day. *' We dare," promptly and Chap, iil

1 KQo resolutely responded Andrew Melville, and advancing at the

same instant to the table, took up a pen and put his name

to the obnoxious document. Animated by his example, his

fellow-commissioners, one after another, did the same.

Their constancy and christian boldness daunted the youthful Tiie kin?
''

^ ^
gives way.

despot and his reckless advisers : right triumphed over power:

and, for the time at least,the attack on the church's liberty

was abandoned.

It is hoped the reader will find an apology for these de- Bearing of

. . . . Moiitgoiii-

tails in the important bearing which they have on the main ery'scase.n
^ °

. . the subject '

subject of this work. The very essence of the recent con- oftiiiswork

troversy is wrapped up in these ancient conflicts. The

struggle in which they involved the church, terminated, for

the time at least, in the well-known statute of 1592, which

is usually spoken of as the great charter of the church of

Scotland. Before advancing, however, to the consideration

of the settlement of ecclesiastical affairs effected by that

well-known statute, it is necessary to advert for a moment

to a somewhat memorable piece of legislation by which it

was preceded. Defeated in the affair of Montgomery, the The king re-

T T 1 o • 1
news his ;i:

king and those who then conducted the Scottish government tack on the

t ^ - • r ^
liberties of

contmued as much bent as ever on the subjugation oi the theChmch.

church. The liberties secured to the church at its first Acts,

establishment in 1567, had proved the chief hinderance to

the court's despotic schemes, and these liberties accordingly

it was resolved to take away. This was done with a high

hand by the "black acts" of 1584. Had these acts re-

mained in force, there would have been no place left for the

ten years' conflict of modern times. The footing on which

they placed the relations of church and state was too well

defined to leave an inch of standing ground within the pala

of the constitution, for any one who wished to uphold the

doctrine of spiritual independence. It is of these acts of

I. P
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Chap. III. 1584-, it was said emphatically by the leading legal opponent 1567

Hope, Dean of tlie chiirch's claims in our own day,—"They destroyed,
q,,

opiuion of
' the churcli : they left it no liberty or independence. * It

Acts. will perhaps appear to those who carefully and candidly

consider the subject, somewhat difficult to distinguish between

the principles for which that learned person himself con-

tended, and those of the black acts. Many, in consequence,

will probably be at a loss to understand why he should have

so heartily commended the resistance which these acts en-

countered. "There was a spirit awakened in Scotland,'*

he says, "mightier far than acts of parliament or the influence

of the court—the spirit of the ministers was not crushed.

They fought on steadily to an end." These sentences will

probably recur to the reader's mind in a later stnge of this

narrative. Meanwhile there can be no hesitation in adopting

the sentiment which they express, that the black acts " left

the church no liberty or independence." In the first place,

they invested the civil power with a complete supremacy in

Provisions of ecclesiastlcal affairs. One of them (1584, c. 129) enacted
ttie Black

^j^^^ ^1^^ |,.^^^ ^^^j j^-g guccessors, *' by themselves and their

councils are, and in time coming shall be, judges com-

petent to all persons his highness' subjects, of whatever

estate, degree, function, or condition that ever they be,

spiritual or temporal, in all matters wherein they or any of

them shall be apprehended, summoned, or charged to answer

to such things as shall be inquired of them, by our sovereign

lord and his council." Another of these acts (c. 131) dis-

charged "all judgments and jurisdictions, spiritual or tem-

poral, which are not approved of by his highness, and his

said three estates convened in parliament, and be allowed

and ratified by them." In other words, this statute assumed,

what is simply the essence of the erastian theory, that the

* Speech of Dean of Faculty y Anchterarder Eeport, vol. i., p. 20f'.
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1567 civil power is the fountain of all lawful jurisdiction, spiritual Chap, iil

ifcQo ^^ ^^'^^^ ^^ temporal, within the realm. And finally, in the

exercise of this usurped supremacy in matters spiritual, a

tlii^'d of these acts, in the face of the church's preshyterian

constitution and laws, estahlished prelacy ; enacting that

the hishops, with such other commissioners as the king

might he pleased to entrust with ecclesiastical affairs, *' shall

and may direct and put order to all matters and causes

ecclesiastical, within their bounds:" giving them authority,

moreover, to receive presentations to benefices and give

collation thereupon.

These oppressive statutes, when proclaimed at the market ^^°*?^'
,

cross of EdinburMi, on the 25th of May, 1584, were met f^^<^^
Acts,

*=' *^ bj' ministers

with a solemn public protest which certain ministers took, on the pnrt

on the part of the church, with all the customary formalities, ciimciu

The attempt to enforce the black acts, drove many of the

ministers out of the kingdom, determined, as they were, to

refuse subscription to the bond by which they were required

to own this new order of things. To smooth the yoke, and ami AdaJT-

induce the less resolute to bow their necks to receive it,

Adamson, archbishop of St. Andrews,* cunningly introduced

into the bond,—where it spoke of obedience to the royal

supremacy and the system set up under it,—a statement

that the obedience required was to be given *' according to

the word of God." As James Melville pithily observed, in

an earnest remonstrance to those brethren who suffered

themselves to be tempted into this very patent snare, " it

was as if one should say, he would obey the pope and his

prelates according to iJie word of Godl^'

Within a few years thereafter, events occurred which

greatly strengthened the hands of the church in resisting

* This was the same individual who, ten years before, so wittily

satirized the system of tulchau prelacy in his sermon, as related by

James Melville.

sou s en-
snaring

clause.
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Chap. III. these tyrannical enactments, and enabled her at length to 1567

Events which obtain their entire abrogation. The popish conspiracy
^^^

E7 for' the against the liberties of the kingdom, which resulted in the

oftiie well-known Spanish armada, afforded an opportunity to the

coiistuu- church, which was nobly improved, of exhibiting her patriotic
loua ng s.

gp.^..j.^ j^ ^^^g ^l^g trumpet voice of her assembly that was

chiefly instrumental in rousing the nation to an adequate

sense of the impending danger ; and even the king and his

council were made to know and confess, that the best friends

of his crown and of the commonwealth were the very men

whom he had been doing his utmost to oppose and to oppress.

Important The Same conviction was not long after powerfully confirmed
services to

, i
-

i i
the kmg aud W the eminent services which the church m general, and
country ren- ''

^ ^ , . . . .

dered by the her leading ministers in particular, rendered in maintainmg

her leadhig the pcace and erood order of the country, durinsj the kino^'s
muiisters, ^ ° -ipi. • t

absence in Denmark at the period of his marriage. James

Tiie king himsclf, for the time at least, was so sensible of the value
pnbhcly
owns his of their exertions, that on his return to Scotland he went to
obhgations
^othe St. Giles' Church, Edinburgh, and pubhcly expressed his

obligations. It was one of those occasions when even mere

secular statesmen are constrained to feel that true religion

is the best bulwark of a nation's security, and that the men

of genuine piety and godliness are really " the salt of the

earth," Under the pressure of the times the king had been

constrained to lean upon the very staff which, a few years

before, he had wantonly endeavoured to break into shivers.

He had found it a far more efficient support than the shoulder

of selfish politicians or profligate courtiers : and ungrateful

and fickle though he was, it was not possible for him, while

aU these circumstances were so fresh both in the public mind

and in his own, to turn a deaf ear to the church's requests.

So favourable a conjuncture the church was naturally

Bolicitous to improve, and accordingly, in the assembly

wliich met in May, 1592, certain articles were drawn up to
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1592. be laid before his majesty ; the first of which embodied a Chap, iil

demand, that "the acts of parliament made, anno 1584, in The Church

prejudice of the kirk's liberty, be annulled, and the discipline Repeal of

presently in practice ratified." It will be seen from these Acts,

significant expressions, that the church, as such, had never

for a moment acquiesced in the usurpations which the black

acts had made on her constitution and liberty, or conformed

herself to the system which they were designed to establish

and enforce. And what was now sought, therefore, was

not the restoration of her original discipline, but simply the

ratification of it. The second book of discipline had con- The Church

tinned all along to be the only standard of policy which she conformed

acknowledged and practised. It was not now to be set up Acts.

anew, but only to be left in undisturbed operation by the

removal of those obnoxious statutes which, in 1584, had

been rudely thrown by the king and his servile parliament

in its way. Such unquestionably was the attitude in which

the assembly of 1592 approached the king, and such in

substance was its prayer. It is in the light of these facts,

that the settlement of ecclesiastical afifairs which followed

can alone be rightly read and understood.

To effect the object which the church had in view, three Tiie settle-

. . .
ment of

thlno^s were necessary. The bishops and commissioners to 1592: itso J y leading pro-

whom the king had delegated, in virtue of the usurped visions.

supremacy, the control of ecclesiastical affairs, must be set

aside ; the brand of illegality which had been stamped upon

presbyterian, and other church court meetings, removed ;

and the freedom of the church to exercise unfettered and

independent jurisdiction, in all matters spiritual, recognised

and allowed. To accomplish this threefold object, the

statutes passed in 1592 were amply suflScient. In the first

place, the act 1584, which had delegated the government

of the church to the king's commissioners, was declared **to

be expired in theself," and to be "null in all time coming,
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Chap. III.

Act 1592
declares the
jurisdictiou

of the
Church in

nialters spi-

rituiil to be
of Divine

right.

Footing on
whicli the

act 1592
placed the
law of

patronage.

and of no avail, force, or effect." Next, it "ratified and 1593,

approved" the presbyterian cliurcli courts, and in doing so

it took them as they were ; not first constituting them by

civil authority, and then attaching to them the sanction of

the state, but simply attaching the sanction of the state to

what already existed by the authority and constitution of

the church. And lastly, it abrogated and annulled " all

and whatsoever acts, laws, and statutes, made at any time

before the day and date hereof, against the liberty of the

true kirk, jurisdiction, and discipline thereof, as the same is

used and exercised ivithin this realm.' ^ And further and

more especially, it declared that the act 1584, c. 129,

(asserting the supremacy of the king and his courts), " shall

be no ways prejudicial, or derogate anything to the privilege

God has given to the spiritual office-hearers of His kirk con-

cerning headsof religion, matters of heresy, excommunication,

collation, and deprivation of ministers, or any such like

essential censures, specially grounded and having warrant

of the word of God."

It may be necessary, however, in addition to this summary

of the settlement of 1592, to set forth somewhat more specifi-

cally the footing on which it left the jurisdiction of the

church as regards the law of patronage. This is a point of

vital importance in reference to the disruption controversy.

And first then, the act 1567, so fully considered in an

earlier part of this chapter, was ratified and confirmed

—

that act was one of several statutes in favour of the "liberty

of the true kirk," which had been enumerated and confirmed

in an act passed in 1581—and the act 1581, in question,

was now, by the settlement of 1592, fully ratified "with the

whole particular acts therein mentioned," which were to be

** as sufficient as if the same were here expressed." Keeping

this in view, let the provisions of the statute, 1592, respecting

patronage and the church's jurisdiction regarding it, be
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1592. attentively noted. It **ortlains all presentations to benefices Chap. III.

to be directed to the iDarticular presbyteries in all time Power of
^

. .
Presbyteries

comiiiir, with full power to eive collation thereupon, and to in admittiug
=" ^ *= .... ministers-

put order to all matters and causes ecclesiastical within tiie astrict-

. . 7

.

. . 1

.

ii^o clause.

their bounds according to the discipline of the kirk, providing

the foresaid presbyteries be bound and astricted to receive

and admit whatsoever qualified minister presented by his

majesty or laic patrons."

This binding and astrictinsf clause is well known to have Importance

. . , of the

been, in the recent controversy, the hinge on which the astrictin^

clause: its

greater part of it turned. It was the strong point of the terms and

erastian case, the favourite ** coigne of vantage," as they

conceived, from which they could play, with the most fatal

efi'ect, their batteries against the independent jurisdiction

of the church. It deserves therefore and requires more than

a cursory consideration. The construction that was actually

put upon it by the courts of law in after times will come in

due course under review. It will be seen, as the narrative

proceeds, that that construction was in entire harmony with

the church's independence in matters spiritual, down till the

year 1838. But meanwhile let the reader look at the

statute itself, and for himself. It will not fail to be observed,

that whatsoever it binds and astricts presbyteries to do, is

to be done "according to the discipline of the church."

Had the civil supremacy in all matters and causes ecclesias-

tical set up by the black acts been still in force, there might

have been sufiicient reason to afiirin that the question as to

what the discipline of the church really was, must come

ultimately to be decided by civil law. But seeing that not

only had the civil supremacy been ^et aside, but that one of

the acts of 1592 had expressly declared both the " collation

and deprivation of ministers " to be a part of the privilege

which " God has given to the office-bearers of His kirk," it

seems hard to comprehend on what ground it could be denied
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Chap. III. that in that matter, as well as in all other matters ecclesias- ] .592.

ChTirch tieal, the church was left to judge, finally and without appeal,
bound by ,,-.,, . i i . «
ihe clause to what her disciplme was, and what, m every case of the kind,

tied minis'- it appointed to be done. Moreover, the fact must not and

only accord- Cannot be overlooked, that if there be any meaning in words,
iag to her . , ^ . • «
o^fn disci- or any consistency m the mterpretation of statute law, the

^ ^' binding and astricting clause must be taken concurrently

with the provisions of the act 1567, unless, by the act 1592,

these were in terms disallowed. They were not disallowed,

but ratified and confirmed, by the act 1592, as already ex-

plained. Now, by the act 1567, it was in the most pointed

language declared that, in case of any complaint arising in

reference to the settlement of a minister presented to a vacant

The Appeal, benefice, the patron had liberty to appeal—not to any court of
in all cases • -i i i L^ i i i >5 i

of dispute, civil law—Dut to the "general assembly, the supreme court

General of the churcli ; by whom, being decided, the cause was "to

take end as they shall decern and declare."

It is, indeed, easily conceivable that the courts of the

church might reject the patron's presentee, on grounds not

contemplated by the statute. In that event, it miglit be

held that the patron had not forfeited his right of presentation,

and that the civil law was entitled to step in for his protection.

Within certain limits, clear and well defined, and in perfect

keeping with the integrity of the church's liberty of decision

The check and action in matters spiritual, the protection alluded to
prodded by

, i , i

act 1592 was actually secured by an express and very remarkable

iifegaire- pi'ovision of the act 1592 itself. But what was the nature

a qualified and cficct of the protection thus provided ? Did it give the

patron the right to have his rejected presentee ordained, and

thrust into the cure of souls, in the face of the church's

judgment to the contrary? Did it give to any civil cpurt

authority to review the church's sentence to these or to any

spiritual efiects whatever ? Nothing of the kind. It simply

made it lawful to the patron, under the sanction of the civil
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1592. court, to retain ** the wliole fruits of the benefice in his own Cha?. tit.

hands." In other words, this admirable, equitable, and This check^
left to the

most wise provision proceeded upon the broad and palpable civil court^ ^ ^
,

^ the entire

distinction, that—while the civil court might regulate and control of

. .
the benefice;

dispose of that which the civil law had ffiven to the church, and to the
^

.
Church that

viz. its endowments—it belono;ed exclusively to the church, of the cure

. 1 1 r>i 1 >»
ofsouls.

in the exercise of the privilege " given to her by God, to

regulate and determine every question pertaining to the

office of the ministry, and the cure of the flock of Christ.

It has, indeed, been alleged, by way of narrowing the Did the set-

tlement of

extent of the jurisdiction recognised, by the settlement or 1592 ratify111 !•• iT-ii only SO much
lo92, as belonffino- to the church, that nothing is to be held of the

. , , 1 . , Church's

as conceded excepting so much as relates to those particular poUcy as it

1 • 1 T f Art • !/• T embodied in

matters specially enumerated m the act 159J itself. It Acts of111 1 -1 • Parliament?

has been assumed that» because the act singles out certain

things from the church's standard of policy, and attaches

to them, in express terms, the sanction of civil law, it is to

be regarded as disallowing everything else in that standard

of policy besides. The assumption would prove too much. Tiie extent of

/. f 1 1 1 1- . T theratifica-

In point of fact, the parts of the second book of discipline, tionnotto
he measured

thus introduced into the statute, are all taken from one by this rule,

chapter; that, namely, which discusses the "matters to be

treated of" in the several church courts. ** But that it was

not intended to specify everything that these courts might

do, so as to exclude the power on the part of any of them

to entertain a subject not there specified as within its par-

ticular sphere, is quite obvious, from two among other

omissions in the enumeration taken from the bookof policy.
"*

That book, in the very chapter in question, sets forth the

power of presbyteries to depose heretical or scandalous

ministers, and also describes the powers belonging to general

assemblies. There is no extract, however, as to either of

* Dunlop's Letter to the Dean of Faculty^ p. 64.
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Chap. III. these two matters taken from the book of policy and inserted 1592.

in the statute ; and, therefore, according to the theory in

question, they must be viewed as having no sanction in law.

It is notorious, notwithstanding, that the power of the cliurch,

in these and many other particulars equally unnoticed in the

terms of the act 1592, is not only unquestionable, but has

M'Crie'snew never been disputed. The historian M'Crie, writing on this

settlement subject long before the disruption controversy had arisen,
of 1592. . . 7 . . . . . .

with his characteristic precision, and with a weiglit of

authority which will long outlive the special pleading of legal

disputants, has put in its true light the settlement of 1592.

"The church of Scotland," he observes, *' did not regard

it or any other parliamentary grant as the basis of her

religious constitution. This had been already laid down

from scripture in her books of discipline. For all her in-

ternal administration she pleaded and rested upon higher

grounds than either regal or parliamentary authority. What

It amounted she now obtained was a legal recognition of those powers

recognitiou which slio had long claimed as belonging to her, by scripture

powers the institution, and the gift of her divine Head. She had now
Cliurch had

. , . , ,. 7. i i n t • i

claimed as a right lu foTO poli ct SOU, by huiiiaii as well as divine laws,
helon<;;ing to ,11 i- ^ ^• • i-
hevjure to liold her assemblies for worship and discipline, and to
divino. n 1 1 • i i • • 1

transact all the business competent to her as an ecclesiastical

Bociety, without being liable to any challenge for this, and

without being exposed to any external interruption or hin-

derance whatever, either from individuals or from the exe-

cutive government." * * * "Melville," he continues,

** must have been highly gratified with this act of the legis-

lature. He had now procured the sanction of the state, as

well as the church, to a form of ecclesiastical polity which

he regarded as agreeable to the scripture pattern, and

eminently conducive to the spiritual and temporal welfare of

the nation. Principles, for the maintenance of which he

had often been branded as seditious and a traitor, were now
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1592 not merely recognised as innocent and lawful, but pronounced Chap. IIT.

-^1^ most just, good and godly, by the highest authority in the The settle-

1638. •'

. i«, I'll! ii- mentofl592
land. It was the triumph oi the cause wnicli nacl cost liim estaijiished

, , , ..,.., „ ^\liat An-

so much Jabour and anxiety durmg eighteen years. drew Mei-

. , ,
f> 1 • • • ^'"^ ^^^^

Considering the completeness oi this statutory recognition laboured to

• . 1 Ti • r ^
secure.

of the presbyterian government and spiritual liberties or the

church, and considering also the lengthened and laborious

efforts by which it had been secured, it might well have been

thouoht she had now reached a haven of rest. The settle-o

ment now obtained was the result of a strus^o-le which had itwastlie
^^ result ot a

lasted two and thirty years. In the course of that eventful struitgie
•' *'

^
which had

period ample opportunities had been afforded to both parties lastedrill I thirty-two

thoroughly to understand each other, and fully to comprehend years.

the matters which had been so long and so anxiously in

dispute between them. The church had been sufficiently

advertised of the disposition, on the part of the state, to

usurp the control of even her most spiritual affairs. And

the state, on the other hand, could not now be ignorant that

what the church claimed and insisted on, as her divine right,

was the power of self-government. And now, after the many

conflicts in which these opposing principles of erastianism

on the side of the state, and spiritual independence on the

side of the church, had been so resolutely asserted—the ,

state, in every case, though often perhaps reluctantly, giving

way in the end—the legislative arrangement of 1592 seemed

to come like a solemn treaty at the close of a- long war,

making provision, by its just though tardy concessions, for

a solid and lasting peace. Such a peace, however, was not

compatible with the fickleness and the despotism of James

VI. Scarcely had he ratified the church's freedom when The settie-

, , . ,„ , . ,,^, ,
1 ^ meat of 1593

he set himself once more to overthrow it. What he could no sooner

. 1 1 1 • • made than
not endure was, that anv power or mnuence should exist in tiie king sets

11--1 11 11 ^ c 1 • • • himself to

the kingdom that would not be the tool or his capricious overturn it.

' tyranny. The independence of the church, the manly spirit
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CnAP. Ill, and out-spoten freedom of its pulpits and its presbytenan 1592
to

1638.
courts, stood continually in the way of his arbitrary power. *°

^tcfthe^rown
"^'^ accessiou to the English crown in 1602 served to alienate

iicSeThis
^^^ ^^^^^ "^^^'^ ^**°^^^ *^^® sturdy presbyterianism of the north,

turaiuV^
and encouraged him to persist with yet greater strenuousness,

pSbyterian
^^ *^^^ effort already begun, to force upon Scotland a system

Church. which he had found so much more pliable to his will. The

very course, however, which he pursued in carrying this

favourite scheme into execution, is the best evidence to prove

that the right of self-government and of exclusive jurisdiction,

in matters spiritual, was the recognised principle and ratified

constitution of the presbyterian church of Scotland. His

plan was to seduce or terrify the church into a surrender

of her liberties ; and in the artifices necessary for this end,

his peculiar kingcraft was singularly fertile. Cunning and

cruelty came equally to this monarch's hand, and with both

he practised incessantly—now on the selfishness and now
on the fears of the victims of his despicable policy. In his

Parliament servile parliament he carried through without difEcultv a
restores

_ .

° •'

bishops to succession of measures by which the political rank, the civil
their politi-

./ x '

cai rank,— endowments, and the secular iurisdiction of the bishops were
but virtually '' ^
admits that restored. But the statutes in which all this was done care-
it cannot
give them fully abstained from attempting to confer on the revived
their spiri-

^
.

tuai office, estate of prelacy any power or function ecclesiastical ; on

the contrary, one of these statutes plainly admits that this

could be done only by the church herself. " As concerning

the office of the said persons to be provided to the said

bishoprics," says the act 1597, ''in their spiritual policy

and government in the kirk, the estates of parliament have

remitted and remits the same to the king's majesty to be

advised, consulted, and agreed upon by his highness with

the general assembly of the ministers at such times as his

majesty shall think expedient to treat with them thereupon.*'

But though the king and parliament began thus early to
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1592 aim at tlie subversion of the settlement of 1592, it was not Chap. in.

,^Q_ till 1610 that anything like a concurrence in their designs Arts by which

could be obtamed irom the cnurcn. JNor is it necessary to laboured to

./. •I'Tii- PI •! subdue the

inform any one acquainted with the history of the period, cimrch.

that the sort of concurrence that was at length procured

would never have been given but for the liberal employment

of both bribery and persecution. The assembly was long

hindered from meeting at all, lest the disgraceful manoeuvres

and purposes of the court should be exposed, and the church

be put more effectually upon her guard : and when at length,

after a shameful course of royal tergiversation upon the The Assem-

subject of its meetings, certain of its leading members dared Church

to convene and constitute the assembly in the usual form, and those

'

fourteen of the most distinguished ministers among them wiiocon-

Avere, for so doing, cast into prison. One of their number,* prisoued.*

writing to the countess of Wigton, from his place of con-

finement in the castle of Blackness, makes a statement on

the subject of his imprisonment, which shows how well they

understood both the king's designs and their own duty.

"What am I," he says, "that I should have been first ^^eish's letter

called to be a minister of Christ these fifteen years, and now. Cwuutess of

,
Wigton

last of all, to be a sufferer for his cause and kino-dom ? to dated from

T n • T /^i .

° hisdungtun.
Witness that good confession—Jesus Christ is the King of

saints, and that His church is a most free kingdom, not

only to convocate, hold, and keep her assemblies, but also

to judge of all her affairs in all her meetings. These two

points—̂ rs^, that Christ is the head of His church : secondly,

that she is free in her government from all other jurisdictions

except Christ's—are the special causes of our imprisonment,

being now committed as traitors for maintaining thereof,

and are now waiting to confirm it with our blood.'* Pre-

vented by the hand of violence from acting through the

* The Ker. Jolan Welsh, son in-law of Knox.
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Chap, III. regular and constitutional medium of their assembly, the 1592

more fixithful and courasreous of the ministers were not de- ^1°°
163S.

terred from adopting every other competent means of letting

their voice be heard against the usurpations upon the church's

?i-otest riglits and liberties, that were now going on. When the
against tlie ,. n •> r>r\r' i i ^ '^\ n -x

usurpations parliament or ibUb had passed enactments still iiirther
of tiie civil • 1 1 , n ^ • c
power maturing the secular arrangements tor the restoration or

lorty.two prelacy, and, at the same time, Investing the king with the

16U6. supremacy over all *' causes both spiritual and temporal

within his said realm," a formal protest was drawn up against

these proceedings, signed by forty-two faithful men, at the

head of whom "was the indomitable Andrew Melville.

Trampling, however, with scorn, as it did, on all these efforts

to withstand its erastlanlsm, the court still felt that without

something having the semblance at least of acquiescence on

the part of the church in those innovations, their consti-

tutional character was still open to question. But for this

also matters were now ripe. The master-spirits of the church

were either silenced or banished, and the rest yielding, some

to the seeming hopelessness of their case, some to fear, and

some to base corruption, the king had at length his miserable

Theijriiied ^^^ disgraceful triumph. The assembly which met in

wSchtife^^ ^'^sg^^^—if ^ meeting of bribed hirelings could be so

tiTumphed. Called—answered the king's wishes to the full, though, as

M'Crie remarks, that ** as it would have been less insulting

to the nation, so it would have been equally good in point

of authority, if the matters enacted by it had been at once

proclaimed by heralds at the market cross, as edicts emanat-

ing from the royal will." Still, however, the very forms

of ecclesiastical jurisdiction and authority, which in con-

ducting these proceedings were so studiously observed by

the assembly, and according to which the civil power was

so careful to have these radical changes introduced, dis-

tinctly show what the rights and privileges of the church
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1592 under the settlement of 1593 had been. In these forms Chap hi.

,
^'^ the shadows of lier chartered independence mi2;ht still be The indepen-

1638. . . . . .
ilence oi the

reco<*"nised. Nor is it unworthy of notice, as illustratinc; ciiurcU in
°

^ ,

"^

.

^ matters

the same tlinif^, that it was not till the church herself had spiritual

_ ^
proved to

ffiven her consent to the settino; up of prelacy, that parliament ii-i^e been
=

^ ._ ... .
herconsti-

interposed its authority in the way of withdrawing its sanction tutionai

. . , . .
riglit, by the

from presbyterianism, and ratifyini^ the episcopal system very means... i. i. .J
tiikeu to

of church government. Iniquitous, in a word, as were the overthrowit.

means that were employed to bring it about, this revolution

was effected professedly on the footing of its being the prero-

gative of the church to frame her own constitution and

regulate her own affairs.

Before passing on from this period, it may not be unim-

portant to advert to a somewhat remarkable provision which

was then introduced into the law of patronage. According

to the law of 1592, as already noticed, the patron was

allowed to retain the fruits of the benefice in his own hands,

in the event of a presbytery refusing to induct a qualified

minister. This was the only compulsitor which the statute

1592 authorized the civil power to employ, in the case of a

dispute arising between the civil and ecclesiastical courts as

to the settlement of a minister. The check, though a power-

ful one, was founded on a thorough discrimination between

things civil and things ecclesiastical ; and made no encroach-

ment on the proper spiritual jurisdiction of the church.

But this check was no longer to suffice, under the erastian-

ism of the acts passed in 1612. As, under the prelatic

system which these acts established* presentations to bene- Bishops em-

fices Avere thenceforth to be directed to the bishops, instead admumims-

of the presbyteries, it was provided that, in case of the mad'esub-

refusal by the episcopal authorities to admit the presentee, jfcuaiiiesii

*' the lords of the privy council, upon the parties' complaint ^
^

of the refuse, and no sufficient reason bein": C'iven for the

same, shall direct letters of horning, charging the ordinary
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Chap. Ill, to do his duty in the receiving and admitting of such a 1592

person as the said patron has presented." That is to saj, ^^
the lords of privy council, acting as a court of law, and in

that respect performing functions similar to those at present

exercised by the court of session, was constituted the ultimate

judge of the reasons on which a presentee should or should

not be admitted to a cure of souls ; and, in the event of their

judgment being for the admission, while that of the bishop

was against it, this enactment armed the privy council

with authority to compel him, under the penalties of civil

law, to induct the presentee. This provision was, no doubt,

in strict harmony with the erastian principle then subsisting,

of the church's subjection, in matters spiritual, to the control

Limitation of of the State. And yet the power which it conferred had
tlie civil

_

J r
court's right limits. The only kind of presentee whom it enabled the
to compel *^ *

tiie bishop, patron to thrust, in the circumstances above described, into

a parish, as the act itself bears, was a '* minister once re-

ceived [i. e., already received) and admitted into the function

of the ministry, being then still undeprived." Even the

gross erastianism of 1612, when the royal supremacy in

matters spiritual was the acknowledged law both of church

and state, never contemplated anything so monstrous as to

Bishop not compel ordination—to oblige the authorities of the church

to ordain a to coufer the ofSce of the holy ministry contrary to their

ouiy to
' own sense of duty, and at the mere bidding of a civil tribunal,

if aireadjr And yet the reader will find, in the sequel of this history,

j.rastiaiiism that an Outrage which was not dreamt of by the despotic

worse tiian king and the servile parliament of 1612, has been practised

by the courts of law, and sanctioned by the parliament, of

our own day ; and that too under a state of things, in which

both the act 1612 and the royal supremacy had for a

century and a half ceased to exist

!

Although the changes now noticed had entirely subverted

the constitution of the church as established by law, they

that of 1612.
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1592 were unsupported by the great body of the Scottish people. Chap, iil

^
*° Both they and the best of their ministers remained as firm

*

as ever in their attachment to those principles and to that

order of things for which the reformers had all along con-

tended, and which the settlement of 1592 had recognized

and ratified. Banished from their parishes on this account,

such men as the celebrated Bruce and Dickson carried with

them, into the remoter districts into which they were driven,

the powerful influence which their talents and worth imparted,

and thus served to spread the fire which their oppressors

meant to extinguish. Under the framework of a prelatic The court

and erastian establishment, the heart of Scotland continued tiie country,,,,..,. ,.. - still presby-
sound and stable m its devotion to presbyterianism and terian.

religious liberty. The former was the religion of tlie court,

but the latter remained the religion of the country ; and to

this cause alone can be ascribed the suddenness and the

completeness of that overthrow which prelacy and erastian-

ism received. In the noble document in which Melville and

his fellow protestors had addressed the parliament of 1606,

the members of the legislature were solemnly warned that

in lending themselves to the subversion of the church's

freedom they were laying the foundation for the destruction

of their own. "If any succeeding prince," said the pro-

testors, ** please to play the tyrant^ and govern all, not by

laws but by his will and pleasure, signified by impious

articles and directions, these bishops shall never admonish

him, as faithful pastors and messengers of God; but, as

they are made up by man, they must and will flatter, pleasure

and obey man." The warning was disregarded then, but J^eaction

its truth became matter of bitter experience, when the prelacy,

grinding and intolerable tyranny of which the king-made

prelates were the ready tools, prepared them for the memo*

rable outbreak of universal impatience and indignation which

I. G
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Chap. III. overthrew in a day a system it had cost so many years of 1592

craft and cruelty to raise. j^°

The events of It is not necessarv to dwell lonff on the events of 1638.
1638 ; the

^ ,

second Re- The period is commonly and iustly known in Scottish ec-
formation. ^ J J j

clesiastical history as that of the second reformation. At

the very moment when the despotism of the crown had

reached its climax, and was carrying with a high hand a

complete lordship over hoth church and state, the overstrained

how recoiled—despotism was felled by the rebound, and

liberty civil and ecclesiastical were once more restored. So

strong and resistless was the national feeling which broke

out in 1637, and embodied itself in the famous national

covenant, that the king, Charles I., regardless as he usually

was of the popular will, saw the necessity of at least appear-

ing to yield. Nothing, however, could be more base than

the duplicity which, on this as on so many other occasions,

marked his proceedings. He had consented to the calling

of a free general assembly, and had appointed the Marquis

of Hamilton to be present, as the king's representative and

commissioner. It is his majesty's secret correspondence

with this nobleman, now come to light, which reveals the

shameful dishonesty of this so-called martyr-monarch.

''ofastow^As.
Writing in June 1638, and before the convoking of the

th™S'iic''ty
assembly had been fully agreed to, he says, " I give you

of Charles I. leave to flatter them with what hopes you please, so you

engage not me against my grounds, and in particular that

you consent neither to the calling of parliament nor general

assembly, until the covenant be disavowed and given up

;

your chief end being to win time, that they may not commit

public follies tUl I he ready to suppress them. This I have

written to no other end than to show you I will rather die

than yield to those impertinent and damnable demands (as

}'ou rightly call them), for it is all one as to yield to be no
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1G38. king in a very short time." And again, in October follow- Chap. TTT.

ing, when the assembly had been summoned, and the time

of its meeting was drawing near, his majesty conveys to his

commissioner such honom-able instructions as these :
—** And The King's

as for this general assembly, though I can expect no good Marquis of

from it, yet I hope you may hinder much of the ill : first,

by putting divisions among them concerning the legality of

their elections, then by protestations against their tumultuous

proceedings. And I think it were not amiss, if you could

get their freedom defined before their meeting, so that it

were not done too much in their favour."*

But neither the arms nor the artifices of the kinsc could

avail. The Marquis of Hamilton did his utmost to give

efi'ect to the wishes and designs of his royal master, but in

vain. The same watchful providence which had raised up Alexander

a Knox to confront the tyranny of Rome in 1560, and a a leader

Melville to withstand the erastian despotism of the Regent Provideuce,

Morton, and of the black acts of James VI., had prepared crisis of the

an Alexander Henderson for the emergency of 1638. This

remarkable man, originally a cold conformist to the order

of things, under which he had entered on the ministry,

had been led by curiosity, sometime thereafter, to hear a

sermon preached by one of its chief opponents, the eminent

and godly Robert Bruce. Hiding himself out of sight in

an obscure corner of the church, unwilling, and perhaps

ashamed to be seen in such society, the Master for whose

service he was destined found him, and one of the arrows

of the King entered his conscience with a force so resistless

that he retired from the congregation another man. The Henderson's

text from which Bruce preached was this— ** Verily, verily,

I say unto you. He that entereth not by the door into the

sheepfold, but climbeth up some other way, the same is a

* Peterkin's Records of the Kirh of Scotland, pp. 81, 93.

conversion.
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ChapJEII. thief and a robber." John x. 1. The word was made quick 1638

and powerful : and this convert to the persecuted cause of

the old reformation principles proved their most powerful

champion when the crisis came. Elevated by the unani-

mous call of his brethren to the chair of the general assembly,

he conducted its whole proceedings in the midst of unexampled

difficulties and dangers, with a wisdom, a firmness, and a

dignity which must always make his name venerable in the

estimation of every lover of truth and liberty. The grand

question between the church, as represented by the assembly

on the one hand, and the state, as represented by the king's

commissioner on the other, was simply the old question of

the church's independent jurisdiction in matters spiritual.

The King The king, pressed by the necessity of the times, offered,
offers con-

.

cessions;but througli his Commissioner, large and important concessions,
refuses to le-

nounce the but Still they woro concossions which implied and required
supremacy
m matters a reservation of the royal supremacy in things ecclesiastical.
spiritual.

. . . ^ .

This was a pomt which Charles was determined not to yield.

Henderson, to whom as moderator it belono-ed to meet the

commissioner's representations and arguments on the subject,

after discoursing "most eloquently, and in most learned

terms," on "the king's majesty's royal prerogatives in

church matters," and thanking his majesty for so far meet-

ing their views, intimated at the same time the impossibility

of their consenting to any arrangement that would subject

Henderson's the church to any king but Christ. "We will do to his
address to , _ .

.

the King's majesty," said Henderson, "what the Jews did to Alexander
Commis-

i i i • i i

gioner. the Great. When he came to Jerusalem he desired that

his picture might he placed in the temjole. This they refused

to grant unto him, as being unlawful so to pollute the house

of the Lord : but they granted him a thing less blameable,

and far more convenient for the promulgation of his honour

;

to wit, that they should begin the calculation of their years

from the time that he came to Jerusalem ; likewise, that
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1C38. tliey should call all their firstborn by the name of Alexander: chap hi.

which thing he accepted. So whatsoever is ours^'" said what the

Henderson, **we shall render to his majesty, even our lives, Akxander^'

lands, liberties and all ; hut for it thai is God^s^ and the tiie Assemr"

liberties of his house, we do think that neither will his foJthe King,

majesty's piety suffer him to crave, neither may we grant

them even though he should crave it."*

The royal commissioner finding the assembly immovable The Commis-

on this cardinal question, took the decisive step of declaring declares the

it dissolved, and withdrawing from it altogether. Hesi- dissohe({

tation on the part of the assembly at that moment might draws.

have ruined all ; but, strong in the righteousness of their

cause, and not fearing the wrath of the king, they kept their

ground. *'A11 that are here know," said Henderson, ad-

dressing the house when the commissioner had retired,

*' the reasons of the meeting of this assembly, and albeit

we have acknowledged the power of christian kings for con-

vening of assemblies and their power in assemblies, yet that

may not derogate from Christ's right, for He hath given

divine warrant to convocate assemblies whether magistrates

consent or not ; therefore, seeing we perceive men to be so

zealous of their master's commands, have we not also good

reason to be zealous toward our Lord, and to maintain the

liberties and privileges of His kingdom? Ye all know that

the work in hand has had many difficulties, and God has

borne us through them all till this day; therefore it be-

cometh us not to be discouraged now by anything that has

intervened, but rather to double our courage when we seem

to be deprived of human authority." Animated by the TiieAssemWy

noble spirit of their moderator, the assembly not only con- sittings, and
I'cstorGs

tinned their sittings, but proceeded to business as if nothing Presby-

had occurred. Their sessions lasted for a montli : never

* MS. Journal of Assembly, 1638, in possession of D. Laing, Esq.,

as quoted in Dunlop's Letter to Dean of Faculty.
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Chap. III. was a woi'k of reformation conducted and carried through 1(338,

with greater energy and decision ; and yet there was no

rashness^ no innovation. All that they did was to remove

the errors and corruptions which erastianism had introduced,

and to restore the original constitution of the church. Pre-

lacy was set aside with the whole train of abuses it had

sanctioned, and presbyterianism in all the scriptural purity

of its doctrine, discipline, worship, and government revived.

The church was set on its old foundation, so that when

this memorable assembly rose, Henderson could say, ** We
have now cast down the walls of Jericho, let him that

rebuildeth them beware of the curse of Hiel the Bethelite."

steps taken It will be remembered that, under the statutes 1567
by GlasE;ow

, , i ti
Assembly, in and 1592, by which the constitution and liberties of the
reference to

• r« i i i n
iion-intru- church had been formally ratified, the law of patronage
sion and the

. . ^
law of was still maintained. This obnoxious law did not escape
pati'ouage.

the attention of the assembly of 1638. In the second book

of discipline, the system which it recognized had been

specially set down as one of the heads of reformation to be

craved. To reduce it within those limits prescribed by the

laws of the church, the assembly revived and enforced the

principle of non-intrusion,—by which it had been declared

and provided, that no pastor should be intruded on any

congregation contrary to their will. But for this right

reserved to the members of the church, and for the abso-

lute control admitted to belong to the church courts in

the whole process of the examination and admission of

ministers, the law of patronage could never by possibility

have been reconciled with that exclusive jurisdiction in

matters spiritua,! which had been, from the reformation

downwards, the grand characteristic of the Scottish pres-

bytcrian church. Even within these important limitations,

it was still a yoke and burden from which the church

longed to be free. And, accordingly, its removal waj
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1638 earnestly sought, subsequently to the assembly of 1638, Chap, iil

2gQQ and at length obtained. The preamble of the act of par- The Church

liament 1649, by which this last fetter was struck from the parliament

church s neck, is worthy of peculiar notice,—bringing out abolition of

as it does so clearly the high and sacred grounds on which

this reform was solicited by the church, and conceded by

the civil power. "Considering," says the act 1649, "that

patronages and presentations of kirks is an evil and bon- Preamble of
LL16 ^Ct l0'x«7

dage under which the Lord's people and ministers of this abolishing

. , patronage.

land have long groaned, and that it hath no warrant in the

word of God, but is founded only on the canon law, and is

a custom merely popish, brought into the kirk in time of

ignorance and superstition ; and that the same is contrary

to the second book of discipline, in which, upon solid and

good ground, it is reckoned among abuses that are desired

to be reformed, and unto several acts of general assemblies,

and that it is prejudicial to the liberty of the people and

planting of kirks, and unto the free calling and entry of

ministers into their charge : and the said estates (of parlia-

ment) being willing and desirous to promote and advance

the reformation aforesaid, that everything in the house

OF God may be ordered according to His will and com-

mandment, do discharge for ever hereafter all patronages

and presentations of kirks, whether belonging to the king

or any laic patron, presbyteries, or others within the king-

dom."

It was durinff this interestino; and eventful period, so Church

o . • 1 / adoptsWest-

remarkable not merely for great constitutional reforms, but minster Con-

. ,, i-iiT 1
fession of

tor the revival of true relm-ion and vital oodliness throuorhout Faith lu

the land, that the church, in the exercise of her inherent

and now once more ratified independence, adopted a new

confession of faith. Up till this time, her doctrinal stan-

dard was the confession of Knox, prepared in 1560. It

Tvas superseded in 1647, by the Westminster Confession ;

1617.
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Chap. m. which continues to this hour the creed of the church. This 1638

important measure is singularly well fitted to illustrate the-.p^Q

mutual relations of church and state, as they existed in

Scotland. The question—What is the true faith?—the

church held to be one which she is bound to determine for

herself. But, while thus considering herself as not only

competent, but under the most solemn obligation, to frame,

with God's word in her hand, and under her responsibility

to Christ her Head alone, her articles of faith, she claimed

no authority to force her conclusions upon the state, and to

require the civil authorities to sanction and support them,

at her instance, and on her authority. The state is subject

to Christ as well as the church ; and that not indirectly

through the church, but immediately, as a primary ordi-

nance of God. Such being its position, it is as much bound

as the church to judge for itself. It has, indeed, no more

right to force its creed upon the church, than has the

church to dictate a creed to the state. But in the sight of

God it is neither called on, nor is it at liberty, to lend the

countenance of the state to any system of doctrhie which it

does not judge to be agreeable to the word of God. In the

Westminster free use of this independent right of judgment, the Scottish

ratified by legislature ratified, in 1649, the Westminster Confession of
law in 1&19. „° ,

Faith.

The church may be said to have now reached the ideal

of her relations with the state. Endowed, and yet free,

she stood on a high vantage ground for executing her divine

commission, in dispensing the ordinances of the gospel to

all ranks and conditions of men ; and great was the blessing

which rested on the land while this goodly order was main-

tained. Then " every parish had a minister, every village

Prosperons had a school, cvcry family almost had a bible ;
yea, in most

state of „ 1 1 1 1 •

religion from of the countrv, all tlie children of aoje could read the scrip-
1638tol660.

"^ ,,/.!•
tures, and were provided of bibles either of their parents or
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1638 ministers. Every minister was a very fall professor of the Chxt. III.

lAAH
^'^formed religion, according to the large confession of faith

' framed at Westminster. None of them might be scanda-

lous in their conversation, or negligent in their office, aa

long as a presbytery stood. I have lived many years in a

parish where I never heard an oath, and you might have

ridden many a mile before you heard any. Also, you could

not, for a great part of the country, have lodged in a family

where the Lord was not worshipped, by reading, singing,

and public prayer. Nobody complained more of our church

government than the taverners, whose ordinary lamentation

was, their trade was broke, people were become so sober." *

This bright period, extending from the Glasgow assembly
'^period

^^'*

in 1638 till the restoration of Charles II. in 1660, as it
^^^'^J^^f^J^

had been preceded, so was it followed by times of great persecution,

affliction and trial. It appears in the heart of the 17th

century like a few sunny hours in the middle of a dark and

cloudy and tempestuous day.

It is not the business of this work either to record or

analyse the events which have branded the very name of

the Stewarts with infamy. From 1660 till the revolution

in 1688, Scotland groaned under a bloody and grinding T^ie royal

tyranny; and it is a memorable and significant fact, that in ."matters

J J ^ o '
spiritual was

the royal supremacy in matters spiritual was, durino- all the persecu-
»/ r J i. o tors scourge

that period, the oppressor's scour2:e. Nothinoj could more from the
ir ' rr is ... restoration

unequivocally prove how thoroughly the opposite principle of to tiie re-

the Headship of Christ, as the sole king and governor of

His church, had been wrought into the very mind and heart

of the Scottish people than this,—that rather than sanc-

tion, by word or deed, the authority in matters spiritual,

usurped by Charles II. and his brother and successor

James VII., not only did 400 ministers vacate their livings

* Kirkton's History of the Church of Scotland, pp. 63, 6-i,
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Chap. Ill, and Submit to be hunted like beasts of prey, but hundreds 1660

and thousands of all ranks of the people, down even to the
^^

humblest orders of society, were contented to be given up to

prison, to torture, and to death. Indeed, had any further

evidence than what has been already furnished been re-

quired, to identify the constitution of the reformed pres-

byterian church of Scotland with the doctrine of Christ's

Headship over it, and to prove how completely her conse-

quent right of self-government had been acknowledged and

ratified by law, that evidence would be found in the very

statute by which her chartered liberties were overthrown.

Act 1662 The act 1662, c. 2, by which the kino's supremacy in all
restoring

o x ^

royal supre- causcs, Spiritual as vrell as temporal, was established,
macy. ^

" casses and annuls all acts of parliament by which the sole

and only power and jurisdiction within this church doth

stand, in the church, and in the general, provincial, and

presbyterial assemblies, and kirk sessions." As the cele-

brated act rescissory—by which the entire legislation of the

period between 1638 and 1660 had been, at one wild and

reckless blow, swept from the Scottish statute book—was

already passed, the acts alluded to in the enactment of

1662, above quoted from, were and could be no other than

those of 1592, and the others of a similar nature, back-

wards to 1567. ** We have thus the acknowledgment of

the keenest supporters of the doctrine of the supremacy of

the civil magistrate over the church, that, under the pres-

byterian church government, as established by law in 1592,

the SOLE power and jurisdiction within the church did stand

in the church and church courts, independent of, and not

subordinate to, the supreme civil power." *

The time, however, was now draAving on when this in-

tolerable yoke was to be broken, and the despotic race

* Dunlop's Letter to Dean of Faculty, pp. 70, 71.
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1660 who imposed it hurled in righteous judgment from their Chap. ill.

^ J^Q throne. In the attempt to force upon a reclaiming and Severity ofthe
lt>oo.

1 .
-I

' 1 ^
persecution

resolute people the prelatic and erastian church government the numbers
» , ... , , o ^

who suffered.

01 the restoration, it is computed that not lewer than

eighteen thousand individuals became, in one form or other,

the victims of persecution.

Nearly two thousand were banished to the colonies, of

whom many died by shipwreck, and many more sunk under

the hardships and destitution of their cruel exile. Multi-

tudes meanwhile languished at home in loathsome dun-

geons, and that not unfrequently after being subjected to

tortures, at the very recital of which the blood runs cold; ..

about four hundred were judicially murdered under the

forms of law ; and at least an equal number without even

the mockery of a trial. As Defoe has truly and touchingly

observed, *' It would be endless to enumerate the names of Touchinsr
statement of

the sufferers ; and it has not been possible to come at the i^efoe.

certain number of those ministers or others who died in

prison and banishment, there being no record preserved of

their prosecution in any court of justice, nor could any

roll of their names be preserved, in those times of con-

fusion, anywhere—but under the altar and about the throne

of the Lamb, where their heads are crowned and their

white robes seen, and where an exact account of their num-

ber will at last be found." *

To complete this summary of the testimonies to the The Revoiu-

/^ 1 i? o *^°" settie-

independence, in matters spiritual, of the Church of Scot- meut.

land, which her constitution and history supply, it now only

remains to examine the period of the revolution. Such as

the statutes passed at the accession of King WiUiam left

her, she continued, in so far as her relations with the state

are concerned, till 1843; with the single, though not uu-

* M'Crie's SJcefcJies, pp. 551, 552.
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Chap. III. important, exception of the act of Queen Anne, restoring 1688.

patronage in 1712. It was on the footing of the revolu-

tion settlement, modified in that one particular, the church

stood when she entered on her late memorahle conflict.

To have a distinct and accurate understanding, therefore,

of the principles on which that settlement proceeded, and

of the powers and privileges which it ratified as helongiug

to the church, is obviously an essential preparative for the

study of the disruption controversy.

For this purpose it may be necessary to glance firs,t at

the position in which the revolution found the church
;

and second, at the position in which, as regarded matters

ecclesiastical, it found the state. The revolution found

Position in the church standing, so far as any acts and proceedings of
whicii the 11/. 1 • 1 1 1 I
Revolution her own were concerned, on the platform to which she had

Church. been restored by the famous Glasgow assembly of 1638.

True, indeed, she had subsequently, in 1647, adopted the

Westminster, instead of her old confession of faith ; but

both the doctrines of that standard, and the act by which

she had assumed it, were only a more emphatic expression

of that right of self-government, inherent and inalienable,

on which the assembly of 1638 had so firmly taken its

ground. The restoration, no doubt, introduced great

changes, but they were changes in the constitution of the

state and not of the church. The church, as such, had

not only no hand in making them, but strenuously, and

at all hazards, resisted them. When the Regent Morton

set up the system of prelacy in the century before, he

sought and obtained, through the convention of Leith,

something that had the semblance at least, of an ecclesi-

astical sanction for the deed. In like manner James VI.,

in reviving that system, and in superadding to it the royal

supremacy in matters spiritual, was at pains, after his own

peculiar fashion, to secure the concurrence of the church.
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1688. It was otherwise with his grandson Charles II. Not con- Chap itl

tented with the despotic maxim of his royal contemporary,

Louis the XIV., Vetat c'est moi,* he added to it this other

significant sentence

—

Veglise c'est moi.i In the exercise of

this usurped authority, he restored prelacy and patronage,

and placed both the one and the other among the laws of

the land ; writing them, by a fierce and remorseless perse-

cution, in letters of blood. But these laws had no place in Nothing

the statute book of the church. Under the storm which changed by

1 c /» • 1 .
the Church.

raged tor a quarter of a century, the church remained, m
her creed and constitution, unaltered to the end.

While this, then, was the position in which the revolu- The position^i,,,., .. , 1. in which tlie

tion lound the church, m what position, as regards ecclesi- Revolution

astical afiairs, did it find the state ? It found the confession state.

of faith set aside. It found a complete supremacy over all

matters and causes ecclesiastical vested in the crown. It

found prelacy and patronage the statute law of the realm.

From this simple statement, it will at once be seen that, on

the supposition of the revolution government designing to

re-establish the church of 1567, of 1592, of 1638,—the

church of Knox, and Melville, and Henderson,—it was not

necessary that any movement whatever should be made on

the part of the church herself. It needed nothing more

than a movement on the part of the state. A church

movement was indispensable in 1638, because, through tbe

combined influence of force and corruption, the church had

professedly given her consent to both the prelacy and the

erastianism of James I. The church needed, therefore, to

undo what herself had done, in order to return constitu-

tionally to her original presbyterianism and spiritual inde-

pendence. The case was entirely diiferent in 1688. She

had changed nothing of that order of things which existed

* T am the state. f I am the church.
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Chap. Ill from 1638 to 1660: and, therefore, in order to carry out 1688,

ii was the the principles, and enjoy the liberty which that order of

and not the things secured, she had nothing whatever to alter at the

which need- revolution. It Will he found accordingly, on examining the

any change facts of history, that the supposition now made was pre-

at the' cisely what actually occurred. The state simply placed

itself in harmony with the church ; repealing those laws

that stood opposed to her principles and government, and
'

enacting others in accordance with them.

^tu^aiP^^ad
These important proceedings commenced with the aboli-

uponTts^OTS
*^^° ^^ episcopacy by the statute 1689, c. 2, and by

\vit?!5*'°°'
conferring, in the following year, the privileges and eraolu-

matTers*
i^^nts of the establishment upon the presbyterian church,

ciesiasticai. r^-^Q manner, too, in which this was done is most deserving

of notice. The ministers " outed" from their benefices for

non-conformity, under the state-created prelacy of Charles

II., were ordained by the act 1690, c. 2, to have "forth-

with free access to their churches, that they might presently

exercise their ministry in these churches, without any new

call thereto." That is to say, the legislature, by this

enactment, not only proclaimed their extrusion to have been

an act of gross injustice, but held that the tie between

them and their flocks, not having been dissolved by the

church, had been all the while entire. This act, then, of

the revolution settlement proceeded on the assumption that

matters spiritual were beyond the state's province, and that

spiritual functions could neither be given nor taken away

by the civil power. The state, having still farther, by the

Act assertirg act 1690, 0. 1, repealed "the act asserting his majesty's

supremacy supremacy," declaring it "in the wlwle heads, articles, and
spiritual, dauses thereof, to be of no force or effect in all time
repealed.

coming," had thus fairly retired from the proper territory

of the church ; and denuded itself of all claim to exercise a

governing authority in spiritual things.
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1688. This was not all, however, that was needful to be done Chap. hi.

by the state, in order to give the full sanction of the civil

law to the ancient rights and prerogatives of the church.

The ** act rescissory" had swept away the entire body of

legislation in favour of the church, such as it subsisted at

the period of the restoration. At the era of the revolution,

therefore, neither the Westminster confession of faith, nor Westminster

the great constitutional charter of 1592, had the force of ratified by

statute law. Both of these bulwarks ot the church s tree- settlement

dom were now restored. By the act 1690, c. 5, the con- restored.

fession of faith, verbatim et literatim, was engrossed in the

statute-book, and thus made part and parcel of the law of

the land. It is not necessary here to show how distinct

and full are the utterances of this confession on the great

question of the church's independence in matters spiritual.

This will come out sufficiently in the details of the disrup-

tion controversy. Two circumstances may, however, be

mentioned in passing—both of them sufficiently significant

of what was understood, in the seventeenth century, to bo

the doctrine of the Westminster confession upon that sub-

ject. The very men who had a chief hand in framing

it, and under whose auspices it was adopted by the church

in 1647, Gillespie, Rutherford, and Henderson,* are well

known to have been among the most learned, able, and

resolute opponents of erastianism—as being a direct usur-

pation upon the royal prerogatives of the Lord Jesus Christ.

Is it conceivable that either these men, or a church which Historical

illustrations

only nine years before had recorded its views in the strong of the true

meaning of

words and stronger deeds of the Glasgow assembly, should the West-

. . ••Ill minsterCoii-

have sanctioned a confession at variance with what they fession, on
the subject

held to be so vital as spiritual freedom ? But, furthermore, of the

. p . . , . . „ Church's iij-

their acceptance of the confession is not more decisive of dependence

* Henderson died in 1646 ; but he was one of the commissioners to

the Westminster assembly from which the confession proceeded.
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C hap. Ill, the true and intended meaning which was then put upon it, 1688.

than was the refusal of it by the erastian parliament of

England. The very chapters of the confession to which, in

the recent controversy, the supporters of the church's in-

trinsic jurisdiction were accustomed to appeal, were precisely

the chapters which the English parliament of the West-

minster assembly period refused to print, and finally laid

aside. ** These propositions," says Neale, after naming the

chapters in question, *' in which the very life and soul of

presbytery consists, never were approved by the English

parliament, nor had the force of law in this country ; but

the whole confession, as it came from the assembly, being

sent into Scotland, was immediately approved by the general

assembly and parliament of that kingdom, as the established

doctrine and discipline of their kirk."*

The royal su- Had the erastiau spirit of the English parliament presided
preraacywas
set aside in ovcr the Settlement of the affairs of the church of Scotland

ediyontiie in 1690, the Scottish estates would never have ratified the
ground of its

, i> . ^ p • i

being "in- Westmmster confessiou of laitli. When they mcorporated
cou^istciit

*' "^

with the it with the law of the land, they knew what they were doing
governmeat

, . . ,. .

of the Pres- —they wcro well aware that they were recognising a distinct
hyterian

•, • -, i • i t • i i

Church- and independent government in the presbyterian church.

And, accordingly, in preparing the way for this measure,

by repealing "the royal supremacy," they did so, as the

statute runs, on the express ground, that "it was inconsistent

with the establishment of the church government now de-

sired." Words more significant could not have been em-

ployed. They proclaim the conviction of the Scottish

legislature, that erastianism and the free constitution of the

* History of the Puritans, vol. iii., p. 321. The points to which

Neale alludes in the same passage, as having been called in question by
Collyer, viz., that the confession yielded to the magistrate a poAver of

convening assemblies, and was silent on the divine right of presbytery,

&c.—are Avell known to have been expressly guarded by the act of the

general assembly in which the Westminster confessiou was sanctioned.
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1688. presbjterian church could not stand together. They abo- Chap, itl

lished the one, because they designed to ratify and maintain

the other.

To render still more complete the identity of the church, The law of

thus recognized and established by law, with the church of repealed

the reformation, the act 1592 was "revived, renewed, and

confirmed in Hhe whole heads thereof,' except that part of

it relating to patronages." (Act 1690, c. 5.) By this act,

not only the presbjterian constitution, but the inherent right

of self-regulution and government, as a privilege ** granted

by God " to His church, were formally ratified. Nor was

this all : intimation was at the same time given in this act,

that the only matter in respect of which, by the settlement

both of 1567 and 1592, there had been a certain interference

with the church's perfect freedom of action, was now to be

done away. The patronage section of the act, 1592, was

not included, but expressly set aside, in the ratification which

that act now received. The " astricting" clause, whatever Theastricting

its force may have been, was expunged in 1690 from the no place in

statute book, and had no place in the revolution settlement, tion settle-

The system of providing ministers for vacant parishes, in-

troduced in the room of the old law of patronage, was this

:

— *' In case of the vacancy of any particular church, and

for supplying the same with a minister, the heritors of the

said parish, being protestants, and the elders, are to name

and propose the person to the whole congregation, to be

either approven or disapproven, and if they disapprove, that The Act 1690

the disapprovers give in their reasons, to the eifect the tiie settle-

affair be cognosced upon by the presbytery of the bounds, ministers,

at whose judgment, and by vjhose determination the calling

and entry of a particular minister is to he ordered and con-

cluded.^*

It has been sometimes hastily assumed, that what this

act introduced was simply the old law of patronage in a

I. H
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Chap. III. new form, vesting tlie riglits which originally belonged to 1688.

individual patrons in the protestant heritors of the parish,

and in the elders of the congregation, under the reservation

of a right on the part of the people to approve or disapprove.

On this subject there is an interesting anecdote related by

Wodrow, and quoted by Dr. M'Crie in his evidence on the

law of patronage, before a committee of the house of corn-

Anecdote, mons. **ln May, 1710," says Wodrow, ** before the
told by . , , . 1

."
P t /^

Wodrow, as question (that is, the restoration of patronage by Queen
to tlie true

, .,. -ititj
meaning of Anne s act) was stirred,—m converse with the late Lord
the Act
1690. Advocate, Sir James Stewart, of Goodtrees, anent the act

of parliament abrogating patronages, and declaring the

choice of heritors and elders in what is now termed calling

of a minister, he told me that he did draw the act. There

were with him three lawyers, and there were three ministers

advised with,—Mr. Gab. Cunningham, Mr. H. Kennedy,

and Mr. Rule. He tells me that their design was to bring

the matter of settling ministers as near the ancient primitive

ytipoTovia as the circumstances did allow of, at this time.

That they were carefully cautious not to bring the heritors

and elders in the patron's room, in the matter of presentation,

when the patrons were abolished, which, in his judgment,

had been as great, if not worse slavery, and an establishing

I do not know how many patrons in the room of one. And,

therefore, they were very careful to abstract the wordi present,

which might have imported something like this, and of design

put in the word propose, in its room. That he wonders

ministers and the most part of persons confound these two,

and suppose that the heritors and elders are now in the

patron's place, when they only are to propose, and the people

are to approve ; and if they disapprove, give their reasons

to the presbytery, who are finally to determine on the

matter. The presentation was entirely abolished, whether

in one person or in many, and the choice lodged in the
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1688. hands of the people, at the determination of the pres- Chap. in.

byteiy."*

Of the three ministers alUided to, as having been advised i'^^ ^'""ee
° ministers

with in the framing of the act, there cannot be the vestio-e ^^^° ^^'^^''^

° ° cousulted in

of a doubt, that they were all of them decided opponents of t^^^ framing
•^ ^^ of the Act

patronage in every form, and advocates of the principle laid 1690 were

down in the first book of discipline, that ** it appertaineth ersotthe
•• ^ principle,

to the people, and to every several cono;reo:ation, to elect thatitiie-

.. ,,.T. lon-slothc
their own mmister. t It is not likely, to say the least of congre-a-

•^ "^
tion to elect

It, that such men would have lent themselves to the framing* their mmis-
ter.

of a statute which did not substantially secure the principle

of popular election. That, in point of fact, the statute was

worked in harmony with that principle Avhen first put in

operation, and for a considerable period thereafter, there is

ample and conclusive evidence. On this point it may be

enough to refer to " Pardovan's Cb/JZee^ioTzs," published in pavdovan's

1708, and recommended to general use by the assembly of show that

1709. Under the first title of the first book, headed, '* of was worked

the election and ordination of pastors," the practice of the ofjiopuiar

church under the act, 1690, is thus described: "when the
^"^°^'

presbytery are well informed that a parish for the most part

is unanimous to elect a fit person to be their pastor, then

they are to appoint one of their number to preach to the

vacant congregation, and to intimate that elders, heritors,

and heads of families do meet at the church, in order to the

electing of a fit person to supply their vacancy."

Before leaving the statute now under consideration, it Position of

may be proper to notice that particular provision contained andot tiie

in it, by virtue of which the members of the congregation, courts, re-

in the event of their disapproving of the person proposed to under the

be their minister, were to give in their reasons. Occasion

* Dr. M^Crie's Evidence before Anti-jpatronage Committee of Eov.sq

of Commons, p. 361.

t Defence of the Rights of the Christian People, by the Rev. Dr.
Cuuningham, pp. Ill, 112.

Act 1690.
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CnA.p.lli. will arise in the sequel for recurring to this point. It is 1688.

enough at present to observe, ^rs^—that there is no restric-

tion as to the reasons which the people might competently

state ; there was nothing to prohibit them from alleging,

and the presbytery from finding it a sufiicient ground for

setting the proposed minister aside, that, in the judgment

of the congregation, he had not gifts to their edification:

second—the presbytery were not required ** to cognosce

upon the reasons,'' that is—to give a judicial decision

sustaining or refusing them ; but simply to cognosce upon

** the afl"air," that is—upon the question whether, in the

whole circumstances of the case, they ought to proceed

with the settlement : and third—the decision of the church

court vfasjlnal. The '* calling and entry" of the minister ;

the entire process from first to last, was to be ^'ordered and

concluded'" according to the "judgment and determination"

of the church courts. Admitting, therefore, in their fullest

extent, the defects which undoubtedly belonged to the

statute in question, not only is it capable of the clearest

proof that the practice under it was little else than " a

regulated system of popular election;" but, further, it is

undeniable that, strictly and legally, it left the jurisdiction

of the church untrammelled and entire.

Review of the Such, then, was the famous revolution settlement of the
conflicts of

. , . .

the Church, church of Scotland ; and now, lookino; back from this pomt,
froml5G0to

, , t ^, . i • i /.
• i

1689. along the Ime of history traced m the foregomg pages, what

do we perceive but a succession of conflicts, in which, as in

the field of Waterloo, the same posts continue from begin-

ning to end to gather around them the heat and fury of the

battle. Tlie independence of the church in matters spiritual,

and the rights of her christian people in the choice and

settlement of their ministers, are the Hougomont and the la

Haye Sainte of Scottish ecclesiastical history. Assailed in

turn by the stern and selfish Regent Morton, by the fickle,
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1688. mean, and crafty James VI., by tlie blindly obstinate and Chap, iil

intolerant Charles I., and finally, by tlie headlong reckless-

ness of the brothers Charles II. and James VII., and by

the remorseless cruelty of their unprincipled governments

—

these posts were ever stoutly defended ; or if lost for a time,

yet in the end were uniformly recovered by the constancy

of the presbyterian church. Sometimes these strongholds

—these keys of the church's position—were approached by

the way of sap and mine—sometimes by sudden surprise

—

sometimes by open and undisguised assault. By such means

the civil power once and again succeeded in hoisting over Tiie royal

_ , . .
supremacy

them the flao- of erastian ascendency ; and it is a most always asso-

. . 1 r. .1. elated with

memorable and instructive fact, that as often as it did so, prelacy:

spiritual in-

the flaunting standard on which the sword and the other dependence

insignia of the royal supremacy m matters spiritual appeared, tery.

was always the emblem and accompaniment of a prelatic

church. The old blue banner of presbyterianism had one

unvarying legend—"For Christ, His crown, and covenant."

The testimony of the latest of the martyrs—that of James

Renwick, in 1688, when the overthrow of despotism and the

accession of King William were already at hand—was as

clear and uncompromising as any which Knox had ever rung
'^Ren"°°ift°e

in the ears of Queen Mary, or Melville in those of her con-
scottfs^^^

temptible son. ** I die," said he, "owning the word of ^^'^^J'^s.

God as the only rule of faith. I leave my testimony against

popery, prelacy, and erastianism ; and particularly against

all encroachments upon Christ's rights, the Prince of the

kings of the earth, who alone must bear the glory of ruling

His own kingdom.'* In these few but emphatic words,

there breathes the very spirit of the presbyterian church of

Scotland,



CHAP. IV.

THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. THE DARK AGE OF THE SCOTTISH

CHURCH.

Chap. IV. The period which the present chapter is designed to 1688

embrace, extends from the revolution settlement to the year ,^"

1833; and will, therefore, conduct us to the threshold of

the great conflict which terminated in the disruption. Though

longer somewhat than the period already traced, it will not

require so minute an examination. It has, in so far as

ecclesiastical history is concerned, fewer epochs and fewer

Ciiaracteris- Organic changes. In studying those aspects and bearings
ncs or Lii6

period em- of it which have to do with the subject of this work, it
braced iu ,

i • i i • •

this chapter, is not SO much With the legislation of the state as with

the administration of the church itself we shall have to

deal. From the reformation to the revolution the conflicts

of the church were, for the most part, external. Assailed

from without, her struggles were then chiefly directed to

the maintenance of her own constitution and liberties against

Conflicts of the usurpations of the civil power. Subsequently to the
llie Church , . . , • i <»

during this revolution, it was, to a large extent, an internal waiiare

chiefly in- that occupIcd her courts. The foes of her principles were

those of her own household. This latter period, however,

is one, the study of which, at least in its more prominent

outlines, is essential to anything like an intelligent appre-

hension of the real merits of the disruption controversy. If

the many arduous contests with the state, during the century

and a half which preceded the accession of King William,

reflect a light so clear and stroug on the characteristic

principles of that constitution of the church, which again

and again the state was brought to acknowledge and ratify.
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1688 and which it finaUy established at the revohition ; so, on Chap. iv.

^^ the other hand, the contests within the church, which were The contests

1833. ,111, n 1
of the 18th

so keenly prosecuted throughout the greater part or the century

century and a half that elapsed between 1688 and 1833, light on the

are not less instructive in deciding the question—Which of the parties

. ^ enga<;ed in

the two parties engaged in those internal contests was stand- the ten

1 • 1 • • 1 • • 1 • years' cou-

mg in the old paths, and vindicating the constitutional prin- met.

ciples of the church of Scotland ?

It has been already noticed, that the period now to be

reviewed has little, comparatively, to do with state legislation.

The only proceedings, indeed, in which the state intromitted

with the revolution settlement at all, were the treaty of union

between the two kingdoms, effected in 1707 ; and the res-

toration of patronage by the statute of Queen Anne in 1712.

Both of these measures have an obvious and important bear-

ing on the recent conflict, and will now, accordingly, require

to be briefly considered.

From the period of the death of Queen Elizabeth in 1602, The Union,
•^ and the

and the consequent accession of James VI. of Scotland to causeswhich
^

^
led to it.

the English crown, that monarch and his successors had

governed both kingdoms. But though ruled by the same

sovereign, they were still in other respects independent

—

each having a distinct legislature, and a distinct executive

government of its own. The change which the revolution

had effected in the settlement of the crown was not long in

bringing these independent powers into play. At the time

that the royal succession beyond William and Mary had

been fixed in the line of Anne, that princess had a family.

Her children, however, having died before she came to the

throne, and there being now no prospect of issue in this

branch of the royal house, it became necessary to provide

for the contingency which had thus arisen. An act was

passed, accordingly, in 1700, by the English parliament,

settling the crown, on the failure of Queen Anne, upon the
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tion of the
succession

to the crowu

The Act of

Security.

Chap. IV. Pilncess Sophia, Electress Dowager of Hanover, and her 1688

Danger of descendants, being protestants. In these circumstances, to

between the it was evidently a matter of vital moment to the peace of

doras on the the two countrics, and to the integrity of the crown, that the

'^^
" Scottish legislature should adopt a similar course. If,

instead of doing so, they should think fit, upon the death

of Anne, to recall the exiled head of the Stewart family, or

to make any settlement whatever diflferent from that which

the English parliament had adopted, great confusion, if not

a violent collision between the two kingdoms, could hardly

fail to ensue. The Scottish parliament and people, however,

were in no mood to go at once into the proposals of England.

Jealous of their national rights and institutions, they viewed,

on the contrary, with the utmost suspicion, any arrangement

that seemed likely to augment the power of their southern

neighbour. Instead of passing at once the English act of

settlement, they passed an act of security, vesting the powers

of the crown, in the event of its becoming vacant, in their

own parliament ; and directing them to choose a successor

of the royal line, and of the protestant faith. And further,

by this act of security, they decided that the person so chosen

should not be capable of holding both crowns, save on the

express condition of maintaining the complete independence

of the Scottish nation, and the integrity of its institutions.

It was the critical position in which the relations of the

two countries were thus placed, that mainly contributed to

the bringing about of the incorporating union which soon

The English after followed. Irritated as the English were at the attitude

assents to the Scottish parliament had assumed, they nevertheless.

Act of secu- under the guidance of Queen Anne and her able minister

the 'footii°g" Godolphin, recognized the wisdom of deferring to the claims

the Union?' of a high-spirited and resolute people. They assented to

the Scottish act of security, and, on the footing of it, urged

forward the scheme of a union. Nor was it after all without
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1688 the utmost difficulty the consent of the Scottish parliament Chap. IV.

*° to the union was obtained. Their fears as to the consequences
1833. •

' of such a measure were not unnatural. If once their own

legislature were merged, not to say swamped and absorbed,

in the far more numerous parliament of England, what

security would remain for the integrity of their own national

institutions, especially of their presbyterian church ? If

even a prelatic sovereign had often exerted so fatal an in- tiic Scotch,

fluence upon their religious liberties, how could they hope the Union,

to be safe under a prelatic parliament ? Actuated by such commission-

. , . , 1 o • 1 • • 1 ers to treat

considerations as these, the {Scottish commissioners, who about it only

were at length empowered to treat about a union, had their conditions,

hands strictly tied up in regard to certain points, which,

unless they should be first consented to as fundamental

articles of the union, the commissioners were forbidden to

treat at all. And when their report upon the treaty was

laid before the Scottish parliament, the famous act was

passed by which the articles stipulated for were made an

essential condition of the union. The act so adopted runs

in the following singularly explicit terms:—" Our sovereign Act of the

lady and the estates of parliament considering that by the iiament eml

late act of parliament for a treaty with England for an union conditions'

of both kingdoms, it is provided that the commissioners for union,

that treaty should not treat of or concerning any alteration

of the worship, discipline, and government of the church of

this kingdom as now by law established, which treaty being

reported to the parliament, and it being reasonable and

necessary that the true protestant religion, as presently

professed within this kingdom, with the worship, discipline,

and governnllRit of this church, should be eifectually and

unalterably secured; therefore her majesty, with advice and

consent of the said estates of parliament, doth hereby

establish and confirm the said true protestant religion, and

the worship, discipline, and government of this church to
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CuAP. IV. continue without any alteration to the people in this land 1688

Worship, dis- in all succeedino: venerations ; and more especially, her ^ }9„
cipline, and

.

° *=>

. .
1833.

ffovernment majcsty, w'itli advice and consent foresaid, ratifies, approves,

byterian and foF over coufirms the fifth act of the first parliament of
Church de-

^ _ _

Glared to be Kinof William and Queen Mary, entitled * act ratifyinj? the
unalterable.

'^^ ^ "^

.

confession of faith, and settling the presbjterian church

government,' with the wJiole other acts ofparliament relating

thereto, in prosecution of the declaration of the estates of

this kingdom containing the claim of right bearing date

11th April, 1689 ; and her majesty, with advice and consent

foresaid, expressly provides and declares, that the foresaid

true protestant religion, &;c., all established by the foresaid

acts of parliament, pursuant to the claim of right, shall

remain and continue unalterable. And farther, her majesty,

with advice foresaid, expressly declares and statutes that

none of the subjects of this kingdom shall be liable to, but

all and every one of them shall be free of any oath, test, or

subscription within this kingdom, contrary to or inconsistent

Thesovereigu ^yith the foresaid true protestant religion," &c. The act
Ijound by jr o '

oath to up. also provides that every sovereisfn of the united kingdom
lioldthecou- ^

.

stitutionof
g]^Q\i ^j^]je a^ Q^th in harmony with this act, and thereby

Church. specially bind the crown to uphold in their integrity the

constitution and liberties of the Scottish presbyterian church.

It farther statutes and ordains "that this act of parliament,

with the establishment therein contained, shall be held and

observed in all time coming as a fundamental and essential

condition of any treaty or union to be concluded betwixt the

two kingdoms, without any alteration thereof or derogation

Conditions thereto, in any sort, for ever.'* And finally, to complete
accepted

. . ^ • t t r- ^ ii r
and ratified this solemn transaction, m which the faith and honour of
by English
Parliament, the two kingdoms were so fully pledged, all these conditions

were, by an act of the English parliament, accepted and

ratified. All and every the matters and things therein con-

tained, and the act for securing the church of Scotland, it
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1688 is declared by this act of the parliament of England, shall Chap.. TV.

TCQQ *'^°^ ®^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ afljudged to be, and observed as
Xooo. ...

fundamental and essential conditions of the said union, and

shall in all times coming be taken to be, and are hereby

declared to be essential and fundamental parts of the said

articles of union," <kc.

It needs nothing more than the simple statement of these The treaty of

_
Union se-

facts, to show with what scrupulous care and anxiety the cured, wiiau

Scottish church and nation guarded their relio'ious liberties revolution

.
°

.

°
settleinent

and privileges at the period of the union. Whatever the secured.

revolution settlement had secured in these matters, the

treaty of union secured. If the revolution abolished prelacy,

the royal supremacy in matters spiritual, and the law of

patronage,—so did the treaty of union. If the revolution

settlement restored that presbyterian church government,

and that intrinsic and exclusive jurisdiction in matters

spiritual, specially inclusive of whatever belonged to the

** examination and admission of ministers," for which Knox

and Melville had struggled successfully, in 1567 and 1592,

and which Henderson and the Glasgow assembly had so

emphatically asserted in 1638,—so did the treaty of union.

Whatever rights the church enjoyed under the one, were

guaranteed by the other ; and that in terms more explicit

and with formalities more strict and solemn, than were almost

ever employed upon any other occasion whatsoever.

The event sufficiently justified the caution and solicitude The caption
displcvvcd ijy

which the church, and her friends in the Scottish legislature, the scotch
]n a^reein"

had displayed. It was .only four years after the treaty of to ttfe Union,

111 Til iVi-'i T 11 amply justi-

union had been completed, that tlie British parliament broke fi«i by the
events

its pledge. The church of Scotland had often seen that which

/• T 1 . ^, • 1 >> 1
followed.

acts 01 parliament are but ** green withs, when statesmen

and politicians find it convenient to break loose from their

restraints: and she saw it again in 1711. Queen Anne, as

is now well-known, was by this time intriguing to have the
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Chap. IV. crown restored, at her own demise, to her popisli brother, 1688

The intrigues the Chevalier St. George. Childless herself, and half dis- *^
of Queen

i i • i • ,. . . , /> i
iooo.

Anne for the poscd to regard this calamity as a divine judgment for the
restoratiou

i- ^
^ ^

"

of the course she had followed, in detachino- herself from the party
Stewarts. . °

.

and the interest of her father, it seems not unlikely, that

both family affection and a desire to repair what she had

come to regard as an injury done to the head of her own

family, inclined her to this new and perilous policy. She

had now broken, moreover, with her female whig favourite,

the Duchess of Marlborough. Mrs. Masham, the new

confidant, fed the tory tastes of her royal mistress, and the

government being now in the hands of Bolingbroke, measures

were secretly but vigorously prosecuted for overturning the

protestant settlement of the crown, and restoring the elder

branch of the house of Stewart. It was to the cunning and

Origin of the disgraceful policy connected with that treasonable scheme,
act restoring

o i
, . „

patronage in the cliurch and the people of Scotland were indebted for the
1711: letter

.

to Lord act of Queen Anne restoring patronage.* In reference to
Brougham.

certain observations of Lord Brougham, putting a different

gloss upon the history of that statute, a letter was addressed

a few years ago to his lordship, full of truth and eloquence,

in which the following conclusive statement occurs:—** The

union had sunk the presbyterian representation of Scotland

into a feeble and singularly inefficient minority. Toryism,

in its worst form, acquired an overpowering ascendancy in

the councils of the nation: Bolingbroke engaged in his

deep-laid conspiracy against the protestant succession, and

our popular liberties ; and the law of patronage was again

established. But why established ? On this important

point your lordship's great historical knowledge seems to have

deserted you at once. There was a total lapse of memory

;

* This act is spoken of by those who have occasion to refer to it.

—

Eomctimes as the act 1711, and sometimes as the act 1712. It was
passed in the former year, and came into force in the latter.
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1688 and all that remained for your lordship in the peculiar cir- Chap, iv.

*o cumstances of the case, was just to take the law's own word

'

for the goodness of the law's own character. Was it not

sufficiently fortunate in its historians? Smollett, ere he Burnett
"

1 1 • r • Smollett,

composed his Enolish history, had abandoned his whig Scott,-aii
A^ => *'

1. •
1 C • concur m

principles ; Burnett was an episcopalian and a bishop ; bir JscrUung

Walter Scott a staunch tory, and full of the predilections to the
•'

1 1 4 Jacobites.

and antipatliies of his party. But all the three, my lord,

were honest and honourable men. Smollett would have

told your lordship of the peculiarly sinister spirit which

animated the last parliament of Anne : of feelings adverse to

the cause of freedom which prevailed among the people

when it was chosen : and that the act which re-established

patronage was but one of a series, all bearing on an object

which the honest Scotch member (Sir David Dalrymple),

who signified his willingness to acquiesce in one of these,

on condition that it should be designated by its right name,

—an act for the encouragement of immorality and JacobUism

in Scotland,—seems to have discovered. The worthy bishop

is still more decided. Instead of triumphing on the occasion,

he solemnly assures us, that the thing was done * merely

to spite the presbyterians, who from the beginning had set

it up as a principle, that parishes had, from warrants in

scripture, a right to choose their ministers '—and * who

saw with great alarm, a motion made on design to weaken

and undermine their establishment.' And the good Sir

Walter, notwithstanding all his prejudices, is quite as candid.

He tells us, that jacobitism prevailed in Scotland more among

the upper, than the lower classes : and that the * act which

restored to patrons the right of presenting clergymen to

vacant churches, was designed to render the churchmen

more dependent on the aristocracy, and to separate them

in some deo-ree from their conirrejrations, who could not be

supposed to be equally attached to, or influenced by, a
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CiiAP. IV. minister who held his living by the gift of a great man, as i6S8
to

1833.
by one who was chosen by their own free voice.' * * * 'O

The law which re-established patronage in Scotland, which

has rendered Christianity inefficient in well-nigh half her

Tne Act parishes,—which has separated some of her better clergymen
wliich hasso, ,, , c i i ^ r ^

injured tiie from her church, and many or her better people irom her

part of a clergymen*—the law through which Robertson ruled in the

a^aiusuile general assembly, and which Brougham has eulogized in the

thekiug- house of lords,—that identical law formed in its first enact-

ment, no unessential portion of a deep and dangerous con-

spiracy against the liberties of our country."!

Additional It may not be uninteresting to notice here, in passing,
autliorities

i • . ^ - n i • •

outliis point, one or two other authorities on the subject of the true origm

and design of the patronage act of Queen Anne. Dr. Welsh,

late professor of ecclesiastical history in the university of

Edinburgh, cited in his evidence before the anti-patronage

committee of the house of commons, a letter written by a

Jacobite leadlno: English to an influential Scotch iacobite in 1708,
letter pre- o o j '

served by ^nd wliicli lias bccn preserved by Wodrow, in which the
Wodrow.and ^ j '

i)'°'wn
f*^ll^^ving passage occurs:—"The matter must first be

sounded at a distance, and a just computation of our strength

made,—such as restoring of patronage, and the granting of

indulgence, with liberty to possess churches and benefices:

and this will undoubtedly make way for an entire re-esta-

blishment of the ancient apostolic order of bishops, for our

queen having right, as patron, to a great many churches,

she will still prefer tliose of our persuasion to others : and

the rest of laical patrons, partly through inclination and

partly through interest to please her majesty, will follow

her example." J The Lockhart papers testify still more

* This reference is to the secessions of last century.

j" Letterfrom one of the Scotch People to the Right Hon. LordBrougham
and Vaux, on the opinicns expressed by his Lordship in the Auchterarder

case. Edinburgh, 1839.

t Patronage Report, p. 227.
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1688 uneqiiivocaHy to the same thing. Lockhart was the agent Chap. rv.

*o in Scotland of the Jacobite party. The presbyterians were TheLockhart

1833. , 1 1 X 1 X xi c xi
• • 1 • 1 T'^v^^^' ^"'1

the grand obstacle to the success or the conspiracy in which the evidence

lie was engaged. Unable to seduce them from their attach- as to the

. . , . . . . 1 ,.
origin and

ment to the protestant succession, it was his Jesuitical policy design of the

1 -11 • • n ^ ' • 1 p Patronage
to disgust them with the union ; to innarae their jealousy oi Act.

England ; and, at the same time, to weaken the moral in-

fluence of their church : and accordingly, he says— *' I

pressed the toleration and patronage acts more earnestly,

that I thought the presbyterian clergy would be from thence

convinced, that the establishment of their kirk would in

time be overturned, as it w^as obvious that the security

thereof was not so thoroughly established by the union as

they imagined."*

These views, indeed, are now so thoroughly established,

that no one, with any pretensions to candour or historical

accuracy, will venture to call them in question. The "heats

and divisions," ascribed, in the preamble of the patronage Dishonesty of

act, to the law of William and Mary which it repealed, were ment con-

11 mi tained in

but the dishonest plea for a most dishonest deed. The preamble

1 f T 1 • 1
'^'^^ Queen

charge was as Avorthy of credit as another statement which Anne's Act.

occurs in the same veracious document, that the patrons

*'had not received payment or satisfaction for their right

of patronage." It is well known that the patrons had been

amply indemnified. ** As to anything of their civil rights, Answertoihc

the act 1690 did make the conditions of patrons better than Patrons had
not been

before ; not only by reserving unto them the right of disposal compensated
by the Act

of vacant stipends for pioiis uses within the parish, but also 1690.

giving unto them the heritable rights of the tithes, restricting

the ministers who formerly had the said rights to stipends

much below the value of the said tithes." And as these

tithes, formerly belonging to the church, were not restored

* Lockhart Papers, vol. i. pp. 417, 418.
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Chap. IV. to her, the patrons, under the patronage act of Queen Anne, 1688

came **to enjoy both the purchase and the price."* lOQq

If anything could have aggravated the outrage done by

the passing of this act to the rights of the church, and to

the solemn obligations of the treaty so recently concluded

between the two kingdoms, it was the indecent speed with

The wrong: which it was hurried through parliament. Without any

Church bv Communication held with the church on the subject, the bill
the Act ltl3
aggravated was introduced into the house of commons on the 20tli

with wiiich March, and on the 8th of April it was already in the house

passed. of lords. In less than three weeks a measure affecting so

deeply the religious interests and privileges of Scotland,

and trenching so directly on the settlement which the treaty

of union had only four years before declared to be unalterable,

had been pushed forward through all those stages which the

constitution of parliament has so wisely interposed as obstacles

to hasty legislation ; and within that brief period it had ob-

tained, by a majority of 173 to 76, the sanction of the most

important branch of the British legislature ! Those were

not times when news travelled upon the lightning's wing,

and when men could be transported in less than a summer's

day from Edinburgh to London. Science had not then

learned so to annihilate either space or time. No sooner,

however, did the intelligence of what was in progress in the

south reach the northern metropolis, than the commission

of assembly was convened; and commissioners were dispatched

with all haste to deliver the remonstrances of the church.

Commission- These o-entlcmen, the Rev. William Carstairs, Thomas
ers sent by ^
theciiurch Blackwell, and Robert Baillie, ministers of influence and
to London,

^ . . ,

toremon- consideration in the church, immediately on their arrival
strate

i? i i
•

asiainst the brou'^it their case by petition before the house of lords ; m
passing of °

.

the BilL which petition, after an able statement of the question, they

* Representation of Commissioners of tJie Church against Queen

Anne's Act.
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1088 craved "from tlieir lordships justice and mature deliberation, Chap. iv.

,^^ that a bin, as they humbly conceived, so nearly affecting

*

the late treaty of union, m one of its most fundamental and

essential articles, respecting the preservation of the rights

and privileges which their church at that time was possessed

of by law, for the security of which the parliament of Scot-

land was so much concerned as not to allow their com-

missioners to make it any part of their treaty, but reserved

it as a thing unalterable by any judicature deriving its con-

stitution from the said treaty, shall not he approved by tlieir

lordships, especially while the nature of the treaty itself shows

it to be a reciprocal transaction betwixt the two nations.'*

The house of lords paid to these reverend commissioners The way in

. /. 1 . , 11 which thuir

the empty compliment of allowmg them to be heard by remon-
strance vns

counsel against the bill, at the bar of the house. This took treated: i.iu

1 -o • 1 p hurried CI 1

place on the 12th of April ; and, as if m mockery of the with grei.t, r

1 1
speed than

deference they had affected to show to the representations before.

of the church, their lordships, without giving to the arguments

that had been laid before them the consideration even of an

hour, had the bill, on the same day and at the same sitting,

read a second time, committed, read a third time, and sent

back, with certain amendments, to the house of commons.

These amendments were agreed to without a division ; and

on the 22d of the following month, the queen gave the

royal assent to a bill which, after deadening the church for

a century, has at length proved the occasion of rending it

asunder from the state. The commission of assembly had

petitioned the queen against the measure, at the same time

that they had sent their commissioners to London to oppose

it. But all these remonstrances were thrown to the winds.

Many, in all probability, of the English members of the

legislature neither knew nor cared much about the matter.

Scotch questions have seldom obtained much consideration,

at any period, in the British parliament. In 1711, national

I. . i
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Chap. IV. prejudices in the soutli were peculiarly strong, and were no 1683

Scotch doubt easily enlisted by tlie government of the day in favour J^S*

questioTis
/. i , • i -o •

ioO«5
iiotnnicii of any scheme that promised, as burnett expresses it, "to
rc^'ftrtled in.

theBnti?h Spite the prcsbytcrians " of Scotland. Hence the facility

with which this most obnoxious and disgraceful measure

was carried through.

^thKu'ixh I* "^^y "^* ^® improper, before proceeding to notice the

view to get
c^i^racter and to trace the history and influence of this act

ous Act°'^^"
I'estoring patronage, to advert to some of the other steps

repealed.
-uri^icij t]ie church subsequently adopted in the vain endea-

vour to procure its repeal. As the death of queen Anne,

and the consequent accession of George I., in 1715, over-

threw the Jacobite influence by which the court had been

for some years so much and so mischievously guided, a

favourable opportunity seemed to have arrived for assailing

the patronage law, and getting justice done to the treaty of

union and to the church. In the month of May of that

year, the assembly accordingly transmitted to the king an

earnest testimony against the yoke which the law of patro-

nage had imposed—declaring that, while '* it appears

equitable in itself, and agreeable to the liberty of Christians

and a free people, to have interest in the choice of those to

whom they intrust the care of their souls, it is a hardship

to be imposed upon in so tender a point, and that frequently

by patrons who have no property nor residence in the

parishes." Tliis appeal proving unsuccessful, commission-

ers were again sent to London two years afterwards, who

laid the representations of the church once more before par-

liament, and urged the repeal of the offensive law,—but

equally in vain.

By various measures of a similar kind, taken from time

to time, and to which more particular reference will after-

wards be made, the church long continued to maintain its

protest against the act of Queen Anne. But meanwhile, in
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1688 order to preserve the continuousness of this narrative, and Chap tv.

QQQ ^^^^ ^^ place the reader in a position to understand the Chaugeniiich
looi). I'll r»iii' ' 1 • n ' 1 f began to

change -winch began soon alter this period to manifest itself appear in

in the whole spirit and administration of the church her- and admini

,f. .
.I-, , ,

, . stration of

sell, it will be necessary to advert to some points not yet tiie ciimch.

considered.

And first, as to the act of Queen Anne restoring patro-

nage. Its discreditable authorship and intention have been

already exposed. But what were the powers which it The powers
•^ ^ ^ which the

actually conferred upon patrons ? It is important to know ^ct 1712
" conferred on

the judgment that was entertained and acted on in regard Patrons.

to this question, by the church on the one hand, and by the

courts of law on the other, while that statute was still fresh

and new, and when its proper legal force and effect could

hardly have been misunderstood. To the ordinary reader,

the only change which it would seem to have introduced, was

in the initial right of selecting the presentee. Under the

statute 1690, tliat right belonged to the protestant heritors

and elders of the parish. Queen Anne's act repealed the

act 1690, "in so far as the same relates to the presenta- The terms of
*• the Act on

tion of ministers by heritors and others therein mentioned ;" this point,

and declares, that "from and after the 1st day of May,

1712, it shall and may be lawful for her majesty, her heirs

and successors, and for every other person or persons who

have right to any patronage or patronages, of any church

or churches whatever, in that part of Great Britain called

Scotland, * * * to present a qualified minister or

ministers to any church or churches whereof they are

patrons." But that nothino; beyond this chancre, in the The terms of

7 . . . ... ^
t^l'e act

initial act of selecting the qualified minister to be presented, indicate nu

. .
change,

Avas desio-ned—nothino; more than takino- the power to save in one

? . . s>ingle point,

nominate from the heritors and elders, and transferring it tiiesuhsti.

lutionoffhe

to the patrons—the act itself seems very distinctly to de- patron for

.
the heritors

Clare. So far from professing to touch the previous stand- andeideii.
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Chap. IV. ing of any of the other parties concerned In the settlement 1G88

of a minister, whether the presbyteries or the people, the , ^^„

act expressly sets forth, *' that the presbytery of the respec-

tive bounds shall, and is hereby obliged, to receive and

admit in the same manner such qualified minister or minis-

ters as shall be presented by the respective patrons, as the

persons or ministers presented before the passing of this act,

ought to have been admitted

^

Upon no view Were it even granted that the expression "heritors and
of the Act

°
. 1 1 1 -1 1

could it be others, " wliich the act employs, was mtended to describe the
held to have

, . , . , , . .

touched the ricrht of presentation which it repealed, as consisting oi the
jurisdiction

i /. i • i i i

of the whole complex right of heritors, elders, and people taken
presbytery. .^^ ^ . ^ i i ^ ^ i i • •

together, still this would not and could not touch the juris-

diction of the presbytery. This construction of the statute,

of course, assumes that the people had a direct share under

the act 1690, in the rigM of presentation, and that this right

of theirs, co-ordinate with the right of the elders and heri-

tors, was, by the act restoring patronage, taken away ; and

if this be conceded—and it is so, only for the sake of argu-

ment—it is the very utmost extent of the change which any

Neither in One can pretend that Queen Anne's act introduced. Even

byTmpH?L after all this, it still remained statute law that the presby-

?ep°eafthose tery was the only competent tribunal '* at whose judgment,

wS^* and by whose determination the calling and entry of a par-

JpiSr^ ticular minister is to be ordered and concluded." It cannot

i7the^'^*'''^ he pretended that either that important clause in the act

1690, or any of the other fundamental acts relating to the

jurisdiction of the church in matters spiritual, which the

revolution settlement restored and ratified, were in any way

affected ; and, as by these ancient statutes it was ** accord-

ing to the discipline of the kirk," that church judicatories

were called on to proceed in the examination and admission

of ministers, the church remained free, even under the act

1712, to give effect to her own conscientious judgment in

Church.
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1688 each particular case, and to see tliat her own fundamental Chap, iv.

Toqo principle of non-intrusion was carefully observed.

Certain it is beyond all dispute that the church both
''J^^^'^'^'^^

understood that these powei-s continued in her possession,
JjJ!^^^"jfg^^'^j

and acted on this understanding without hesitation, subse- |7i3 iuter-
^ rered with

quently to 1712. For some years thereafter indeed, patrons her spiritual

did not venture to exercise their right of presentation at all.

Such was their consciousness of the wrong Queen Anne's

act had done to the church and people of Scotland, and

such was the strength of public feeling against it, that

patrons commonly contented themselves with using such ^1^*^'^°°^^'^''®

private influence as their position gave them to procure a
Jj^'^^^^^J^d

call in favour of the individual whom they might wish to
[jJgYaw"^""

nominate. In almost every instance there were at that

period competing calls, and the person favoured by the

patron was by no means always the successful candidate.

At length, however, patrons took courage ; the first example

which occurs in the records of the general assembly, or its

commission, of an attempt having been made to enforce the

right of patronage in the face of the opposition of an appa-

rent majority of the congregation, was in the year 1720.

It was in the case of the parish of Spynie. The patron, First case of
^ ^'^ ^ an attempt

Sir Harry Innes, appealed in that case to the general assem-
Jjg^j^g^^^;^^^^,^^

bly against a sentence of the synod of Moray, because of
JL^p^"^^*-

*' their refusal to settle Mr. WiHiam Mercer, probationer,

as minister of that parish, upon his (Sir H. I.'s) presenta-

tion, and a call of some of the heritors and parishioners,

which settlement is opposed by others of the said heritors

and people." Sir Harry, it will be observed, does not

attempt to stand on his own right of presentation alone,

but pleads that his presentee had also a call from some at

least of the parishioners. The assembly, not satisfied of

the sufficiency of the call, and not recognizing a mere pre- ^

sentation as giving any title to a cure of souls, however
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Chap. IV. important an element it might be in the title to a benefice, 168S

TiieAssembiy remitted the matter to the commission, and meanwhile
J'^,,

resists tlie
, i^rixT ^ - 183o.

atteaipt,— du'ected the presbytery to send lUr. Mercer ** to preach ni

it was made the foresaid parish of Spynie, and that they take further

of the ° trial of the inclinations of the people of that parish towards

him." It was reported by the presbytery to the commis-

sion, that this further trial of the people's inclination having

been made, there were three out of nine heritors, three out

of thirteen elders, and twelve out of sixty-nine heads of

families in his favour. The patron and the adherents of

Mr. Mercer appeared, by counsel, at the bar of the com-

mission, and it is most material to notice that no attempt

was made to show that a presentation could be legally

enforced without a call, or in the face of the reclaiming

The argu- Congregation. Their line of argument was this, that undue

ptron and^ methods had been used to prejudice the people against the
^is Mippor -

pj^.gggjj^-gg^ g^ij(j i\y^^ some of those who opposed him were

witT th^ *' disaffected to the present establishment of the church."

ron-lutni- Ultimately the appeal was abandoned, and Mr. Mercer was

settled in another parish.

The earliest instance to be met with of anything that had

even the appearance of a disposition to settle a minister

against the will of the people, took place in 1725. It was

First instance the case of a church in Aberdeen. The magistrates and
of an actual o i - mi i • i

intrusion- council of the citv were patrons. Thev claimed to appoint
settlement:

. . , , , i •
,

"
i

thatof Aher. a minister absolutely, and without respect to the concur-
deeu, 17:^5.

"^

rence of the people. The synod of Aberdeen—still lea-

vened with the spirit of the prelatic establishment, which

was abolished in 1690, and whose adherents had always

been numerous in that district of the country—had agreed

to proceed to a settlement upon the presentation alone.

Their sentence to this effect was reversed upon appeal by

the general assembly, and instruction given to moderate in

a new call, and to consult *' the inclinations of the heads of
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1688 families." The result of this sentence was a new call to Chap, iv.

1833 *^^^ presentee, signed by 139 heads of families, but opposed

by 307. The commission of assembly, to whom power to

dispose of the ease had been given, sustained this call, and

by so doing sanctioned an intrusion. Against this decision

there were many dissentients, and amongst these the lord

advocate, the learned and accomplished Forbes of Culloden, The intrusion

.
complained

afterwards president of the court of session. When the of by Forbes

• • 1-1 11^^ Culloden,

record of the commission was laid before the assembly, that and dis-

approved
supreme court of the church expressly "disapproved of the by the

• . , T M , . 1 1
Assembly.

commissioners proceedings, as not having shown '* a due

regard to the inclinations of the people." But in conside-

ration that the sentence of the commission was final in a

case that had been remitted to it for decision, the assembly,

by a plurality of voices, did not feel itself at liberty to set

it aside.

Another case occurred a few years later, in 1729, in

which the assembly took a more decided course still. It

was in the case of Chalmers, principal of King's college,

Aberdeen. The college, as patron, had presented him to Another
Aberdeen

the parish of Old Machar, and a limited number of the intrusion in

• 1 • . 1 • 11 mi ^7;29. The
parishioners had also given him a call. There was, how- settlement

set ftsids

ever, a competing call to a Mr. Howie, which appears to by the

have been more numerously signed. The presbytery sus-

tained Mr. Howie's call, although he had no presentation

at all. This sentence, the synod on appeal reversed, and

at the same time sustained the call to Principal Chalmers,

and inducted him into the charge. These proceedings of

the synod having been brought under the review of the assem-

bly, the settlement of Principal Chalmers was annulled and

the parish declared vacant.

ISiothing could mark more unequivocally than such judg-

ments as these, what was the view which the church then

took of its own powers, and of the construction which it put

Assembly.
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CHA.P. IV. upon the act of Queen Anne. There cannot be a question, 1688

i':oceediug3 that the footing on which those judgments proceeded was^.^
f the ,.-.111 • 11 lotjo

( iiurch in this,—first, that the law restoring patronage had not set
iiiese cases, .11 ..i, . ,. ,1
show clearly aside the principle, that **iio pastor is to be intruded on a
what was . i • -n »» i 1 i 1

iierown Congregation contrary to their will ; and second, that the
\iew of her

» • 1 1 i i /r ^ t

jiowers un- patron s right, at the very utmost, could anect only the
I'tll* tj1l6 Apt
of Queen benefice, but left the disposal of the cure of souls abso-

lutely at the discretion of the church. As showing that

this is no modern gloss put, to serve a purpose, upon the

decisions in question, it may not be unimportant to refer to

the sentiments of one of the most eminent lawyers of that

century, when treating expressly of this subject.* Refer-

ring to the jurisdiction of the church in such matters, as

ratified by the revolution settlement and the treaty of imion,

Croshie, an \^q savs,
—" Hcuce, in the settlement of churches, they (the

)aM7eron church courts) retain, and must always retain, the power
I lie jiirisdic-

lionofthe that wc have seen vested in them (by the statutes 1567
Chiirch
imderthat and 1592) of rejecting a presentee, even though qualified,

and of conferring the ministerial office on another, though

without the right of bestowing the stipend." "In fact,"

he continues, "720 attempt has been made to wrest this power

out of their hands. For though, by the statute 10th of

Queen Anne, chap. 12, the act 1690 was repealed, and the

power therein given to heritors and elders taken away, and

the right of presentation restored to patrons, yet that right

(the right of presentation) was not enlarged by that statute.

It was restored precisely on the same footing that it had

formerly stood.' ^ And things standing thus,—a right on

the part of the patron to present, and a right on the part of

the church to exercise its own discretion as to whether efi'ect

shall be given, quoad spiritualia, to the presentation in any

particular case or no,—Mr. Crosbie puts the matter thus

:

* Andrew Crosbie—the Pleydell of Guy Mannering : TJioicghts on
Patronage and Presentations-, 1769.
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1688 " It will often be a question of ecclesiastical expediency, Chap. iv.

ifiQQ
whether a parish should remain vacant, or a particular pre- TheCimrcii,

xooOf accordin"' to

sentee be settled ? as, for example, while either a large Mr. Crosijie,

secession, or a general non-attendance on public worship by undoubted

1 1 1 1 • T ^ -I

right to dis-

the people, appear to be the immediate consequence of the pose of the

1 PI TTT1 1 f 1
cure ofsouls.

settlement oi the presentee. When another candidate ap-

pears on the field besides the presentee, who is regularly

called by the people, and Avho is Avilling to accept the

charge, the question of expediency seems to be at an end.

Ecclesiastical rules point out what the determination ought

to be."

In point of fact, the church continued long after 1729 to The Church

1 ••! XT -11 -IT 1/. continued to

act upon these principles. iNot, indeed, with the steadfast- act on these

ness and uniformity of that earlier period : and the causes after iT^y".

and consequences of her defections from that better, more

scriptural, and more constitutional policy, will come imme-

diately to be considered. But still the very fact that, from

time to time, she did consult the "ecclesiastical expediency'*

of which Mr. Crosbie speaks, and enforce her own non-

intrusion ** rules," makes it manifest that, when she acted

otherwise, it was not under the constraint of the civil law,

or of any external force, but solely under the influence of a

party within her own courts, who had more sympathy

with patrons than with either the rights or the edification

of the people. As illustrative of this occasional adherence

to older and sounder views, reference may be made to the

case of Kinnaird, in 1736. The crown he'ing; patron of CaseofKia-•1-1 • • r.

•^ ^ naird in

this parish, issued a presentation in favour of a Mr. Blackie, 1736.

to whom the most decided and unanimous opposition was

offered by the people. Attempts were made in consequence

to induce him to relinquish his presentation, and so to put

an end to the contest. Complaining of this interference,

the counsel for the crown protested "that it was illegal

to tamper with his majesty's presentee, or any other per-
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Chap. IV. soil, to drop any office, civil or ecclesiastical, conferrecl 1683

bj bis majesty." Mr. Blackie, tbus supported, refused ,000

to abandon bis presentation ; and the assembly, put in this

Decision of Way to the proof, decided promptly and firmly that "Mr.
tlie General

t>i > • . . , . .

Assembly in George Blackie, probationer, cannot be admitted mniister

case. of Kinnaird, but that the parish must be otherwise settled,

according to the laws that obtain in this church.'^ Here was

an exact exem23lification of Mr. Crosbie's statement. There

might be an expediency in acting so as to secure for the

church's minister the civil benefice. But there was also a

higher expediency in acting so as to secure a suitable and

acceptable pastor for the flock. It could never be other-

wise than the church's interest, as well as her duty, so

to conduct her proceedings as that these two expediencies

might be brought, if possible, to hannouize. Bat when

any case arose, like that of Mr. Blackie and the parish of

Kinnaird, in which the title to the benefice could be made

good only at the expense of dispersing the flock, there could

no longer be a question, on the ground either of scripture

or of the church's own constitutional principles, which of

the two expediencies should be preferred. What laws they

were which "obtained in this charch,*^ and according to

which the assembly decided that the parish of Kinnaird

must be settled, was made sufficiently plain by the general

declaratory act Avhich that same assembly (1736) adopted.

Assembly's —setting foi'th, that "since the reformation," it had been

iu favour of a fundamental principle of this church, " that no minister

8ionini736. be intruded into any parish contrary to the will of the con-

gregation." In accordance with that fundamental principle,

and in the exercise of her intrinsic and often-ratified juris-

diction in the " examination and admission of ministers,

"

the church refused, in 1740, to settle the presentee to the

parish of Curi-ie ; in 1752, the presentee to the parish

of Biggar; in 17G2, the presentees to Glendovan and St.
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1688 Ninians : and in aU these instances she did so solely on the Chap. iv.

1 c^QQ
gi'ound of the insufficiency of the call and the opposition of

the people.

It thus appears, that for half a century after the passing Forfifty years

of Queen Anne's act, the church from time to time pro- passing of

• 1 1 • 1 • • • '11 /•
Gueeu

nounced ludg-ments which it is impossible to account for, Anne's Act,

. , . .
the Church

except on the view already given,—that the act restorino* frequently

. , . p . . 1 '"i
enforced her

patronage had not, in her view of it, interposed any legal non-intru-
sion

obstacle to the fuU exercise of her own discretion in enforc- principle.

ing her non-intrusion principle, and in deciding in what

circumstances she would ordain any man to the office of the

holy ministry, or induct him into a cure of souls.

But the question arises, and it is a most important one,— Did the civil

i i courts of

were the civil courts in those days at one with the church *'"*^ period
'' acquiesce in

in the interpretation which they put on the act of Queen theChnrcii's
••• "^ ^ ^ view of her

Anne? Did they then assume, or attempt to enforce, the j^isdiction?

principle that this act deprived the courts of the church of

all right to look at anything but the life, literature, and

morals of the patron's presentee,—and bound them under

the pains of civil law to ordain and induct him, unless

they found him, in some one or other of these particulars,

unqualified? The clear and unequivocal opinion of an

eminent lawyer—Crosbie—writing about the middle of last

century upon the subject, has been already noticed.

Another authority still more influential, may be cited,

—

the famous Lord Karnes,—a man whose philosophic mind,

equally with his great legal knowledge, give peculiar weight

and force to his judgment; upon such a question. Treating

expressly in his "law tracts " on the constitutional powers

of the diflerent courts in Scotland, his lordship lays it down statement of

as a thing well known and understood, that "ecclesiastical on the juris

,1 . ..1... .,. ., diction ofthe
courts liave an important jurisdiction m providing parishes Church, in

• .i . . ^ - , . , . the settle-
witQ proper ministers or pastors ; and they exercise their meut of

jurisdiction by naming, for the ministry of the vacant
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Chap. IV. cliurch, that person duly qualified who is presented by the 1688

patron. Their sentence is ultimate, even where their pro- -, ooo

ceedings are illegal [i.e., illegal according to the judgment

of civil law)—the person authorized by their sentence, even

in opposition to the presentee (of the patron), is de facto

minister of the parish, and as such is entitled to perform

every ministerial function." That is to say, this eminent

lawyer and judge, familiar alike with the constitution and

practice of the courts, both civil and ecclesiastical, in

Scotland,—a man whose public and professional life, com-

mencing not long after the passing of Queen Anne's act,

extended to fully half a century, and included the very

period whose ecclesiastical history is now under review,—

•

held it to be a settled and familiar principle, that not merely

the ordination, but the admission of a minister to a pastoral

charge, is exclusively of ecclesiastical cognizance, and can-

not be touched, excepting as to civil effects, by any civil

court whatever. The civil court was entitled to look to the

benefice, and to withhold it from any individual who, though

ordained to the spiritual charge of the parish, might be

found to want the proper title to its temporalities : but this

Lord Karnes' was all. *' It would be a great defect," says Lord Kames,

the check "in the Constitution of a government, that ecclesiastical
provided by

i i i i i • • • t • i

Act 1593. courts should have an arbitrary power m providmg parishes

with ministers. To prevent such arbitrary power, the check

provided by law is, that a minister settled illegally, shall

not be entitled to the stipend. This happily reconciles two

things commonly opposite. The check is extremely mild,

and yet is fully effectual to prevent the abuse."

It is not, however, on the mere dicta even of such legal

authorities as Crosbie or Lord Kames, the question need be

decided, as to what were held to be the relative position and

powers of the civil and ecclesiastical courts under the act of

Queen Anne. Decisions as well as dicta can be adduced
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1688 in abundance. Ample evidence has been already given as Chap. iv.

1 fiQQ ^^ *^® construction put upon that statute by the courts of These views

1 -11 1 • • 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 •
supported

the church; their practice shows that they held their hy dedsious

jurisdiction, m the ordination and admission oi ministers, Uida.

to be still entire, exclusive, and ultimate. But what said

the courts of law ?

Notice has been already taken of the fact, that when

the commission of assembly appointed a settlement at

Aberdeen in 1726, without a due regard to the principle

of non-intrusion, one of the leading dissentients who brought

that proceeding under the review of the general assembly

was the lord advocate of the day, the chief law-officer of

the crown, and he an individual no less distinguished than

the celebrated Duncan Forbes of CuUoden. Some years

later, in 1735, a presbytery having disregarded the presen-

tation of the patron altogether, and settled another indivi-

dual on the call of the congregation, the interposition of

the civil court was sought, and their decision unequivocally

intimates what they understood to be the full amount of

their jurisdiction in the matter. They found* that "the important
decision of

right to the stipend is a civil right, and therefore that this the Court of

.
Sission in

court have power to cognosce and determine upon the 1735.

legality of the admission of ministers, ad hunc effectum^

whether the person admitted shall have right to the stipend.^*

Beyond this the courts of law, in those days, not only never

went, but expressly refused to go, as can be shown by

reference to a case in point. The presbytery of Dunse,

about the middle of last .century, thought fit to disregard

the patron's presentee altogether, and were proceeding to

settle another person upon the call of the congregation.

The patron sought redress in the civil court, asking not

simply that the temporalities of the cure should be with-

* jjloncrieff v. Maxton, 1735.
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Chap, iv. held from the person whom the congregation had called, 1688

but that the court should interdict the presbytery from pro- -. ooo

ceeding with the settlement of that person altogether. Both

the judgment pronounced in the case, and the reasons on

which it was founded, are reported by Lord Monboddo:

—

'''courSfuses
" ^^^^^ this conclusion," says his lordship, "the court

"^^witlrordf-
^^'^"^^ ^^0* meddle, because that was interfering with the

pnfic^of the P^^^'®^ ^^ ordination, or the internal policy of the church,

ti!e^case"o?
^^^^^^ which the lords thought they had nothing to do." *

Dunse. js[ay, SO late as the year 1794, in tlie case of the parish of

Unst, in Shetland, the court of session continued to take

the same view of its jurisdiction, as limited strictly to the

disposal of the benefice. In this case the presbytery, on

the assumption that the six months allowed for the exercise

of his right of presentation to the patron were expired, and

that the right had consequently fallen to them, jure devoluto,

nominated a Mr. Gray to the parish, and actually settled

Decision in him in the charge. The patron, Lord Dundas, on applica-

Unst; tiie tion to the civil court, was found to have exercised his rio-ht
civil court

_ ^

°
limits its in- within the time allowed by law: and the court beini*: asked
terferenceto

.

^
the benefice, on this ground to Order the presbytery to set aside the

settlement of Mr. Gray, and to proceed to take trial of the

patron's presentee, with a view to the settlement, declined

to do so. They put the check spoken of by Lord Kames,

in force,—that is, the provision of the act 1592, wdiich

entitled the patron to retain, for pious uses within the

parish, the fruits of the benefice,—but they did nothing

more. The settlement of Mr. Gray, to all spiritual effects,

remained untouched and entire ; and no attempt was made,

by any civil compulsitor, to compel the presbytery to look

at the patron's presentee at all.f

* Hay V. Presbytery of Dunse, 1749. Brown's Sujpjplement, V.,

p. 768.

f In deciding the famous Auchterarder case, in 1839, Lord Brougham
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1G88 The evidence is thus clear and conclusive, that according Chap. tv.

^^^^ to the understanding hoth of the church herself and of the Conclusion to

courts of law, the act of Queen Anne was held to have left from these

the jurisdiction of the church over everything touching the

title to ordination, and to the cure of souls, exactly as it

was -before. And it may with all safety be affirmed, that

on no other understanding would the church have submitted

to that act even for an hour. ' True, indeed, the church

was no party to that act; whatever may have been the

extent to which it went in restoring the civil right of patron-

age—she had done nothing but protest against it, as a most

unrighteous interference with the integrity of that state of

things which the treaty of union had declared to be unalter-

able for ever. But had the chm'ch imagined, or had the

civil courts declared, that on the footing of Queen Anne's

act, she was no longer entitled to enforce her principle of

non-intrusion; nay more, that she was no longer at liberty Had the Act

to regulate and decide, upon her own exclusive responsi- understood

bility, the entire question of the ordination and admission of non^n^m-^

ministers, in so far as spiritual effects were concerned, there invade tiie

cannot be a doubt in the mind of any one conversant with spiritual

the subject, that the disruption of church and state would Disruption

have taken place in 1712. Such a construction of the taken place

statute would have amounted to a practical re-establishment

of the civil supremacy in causes ecclesiastical, and to a

complete extinction of the right of a congregation to be

protected from the intrusion of unacceptable ministers. In

other words, it would have amounted to the total overthrow

of those cardinal principles for which the church had con-

tended since the reformation ; and the refusal of which had

falls into the strange and awkward blunder of first giving a version of

the Unst case, in the very teeth of the facts, and then reasoning upon it

in support of his own views. The Uust case, instead of supporting his

views, flatly contradicts them.

in 1712.
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Chap. IV. never been coincident or compatible with anything but the 1688

destruction of the presbyterian estabhshment. ^'^

^Moderate
'^ And here it becomes necessary to advert to the origin,

party. character, and proceedings of a party which had been

meanwhile growing up in the church, and which gradu-

ally acquired the ascendency in her courts, and for a long

period directed her affairs. There cannot be any reason-

/ able doubt that the rise of this party is to be traced to the

/ admission, subsequently to the revolution settlement, into

i
the restored presbyterian church, of those ministers of the

abolished episcopal establishment who conformed to the new

order of things. That measure savoured much more of the

management of earthly politicians than of the wisdom of

spiritual men. It was a favourite scheme with the king,

—

who, in a letter to the commission of assembly, dated from

the Hague, 13th February, 1690-1, thus urgently presses

LetterofKing it :
—"We do assure you, that we will protect you and

AVilliam, re- _
_

'^ ' ^ "^

^

commending maintain the e'overnment in the church in that our kingdom
the assembly °

^
^ ^ ^

to receive by presbytery, without suiferino; any invasion to be made
theconform- J r J J' t:> J

ing curates, upon it, and therefore we do expect that you will avoid all

occasion of division or resentment, and cordially unite with

those who agree with you in the doctrine of the protestant

religion, and own that confession of faith which the law

has established as the standard of tlie communion of that

This measure church." * It was evidently regarded as an important
dictated by ,/,•,. . , , 't ^ c ±i
State policy, stroke of policy to withdraw as many as possible or the

quondam episcopal ministers from a position that might

have fostered their known attachment to the exiled royal

family, and their disaffection to King Wilham's govern-

ment. Incorporated with the presbyterian church, it was

' thought they would be in better company, and under safer

«

* A Feto Letters concerning ClmrcTi Government in Scotland in 1 690,

from the Collection of the Earl of Leven and Melville. Edinburgh,

1840, p. 14,
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1688 influences. Their admission, accordingly, was strongly Chap. IV.

,
''^ pressed upon the church,—and those who look, with a Considera-

1833. i ^ •111 *'°'^^ which
*

candid and impartial eve, at the fearful trials through induced the
" "

^
Church to

which her ministers and people had come in the two pre- yield this

. , .
point.

ceding reigns, and at the many difficulties and embarrass-

ments in which they and the country were still involved,

win not wonder that the church gave way. The long and

fiery persecutions through which the preshyterian church

had passed, had both diminished the number of her minis-

ters, and hindered, to a large extent, the training of young

men for the ministerial office. The revolution found her,

in consequence, unable to provide a ministry for all the

parishes. The proposal of King William offered a speedy

escape from this difficulty,—at the expense, however, of

creating another. The prelatic establishment which had

subsisted for nearly thirty years, though not very strong in

adherents among the people, was possessed of a numerous

clergy ; and for the sake of the benefices, so many might

and would have conformed, as to render it almost impossible

to carry on the government of the church according to

preshyterian principles. Writin^^ to the Earl of Leven and TlieEarlof
^ "^ ^ J- ° Crawford

Melville, at that time secretary of state, the Earl of Craw- Poi»ts out,
•^ in a letter to

ford, in reference to the difficulty now noticed, makes the ^''^ Earl of

iiCvcn, tji6

followino' pertinent and enero-etic remarks:—"It appears dangers
= ^ ^

^ ^^ likely to

strano-e that it should be pleaded by any that the ixovern- result from
° r 'J J o the measure.

ment of the church be put equally in the hands of conform

ministers and non-conform, when prelacy is abolished, the

act for that efi'ect touched, and the whole bulk of such dis-

aff'ected to our civil interest unto a degree of praying for

the late king. Can it be imagined that we shall have

presbytery established, or that government continued, when

the management is in the hands of men of difi'erent, if not

opposite principles, who, being three to one for number,

would certainly in a short time cast out of the church such

I. K
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Chap. 17. as were not altogether of a piece with them ; and what 1688

should be the issue of such a procedure? ruin to the church, ^^

disappointment to the nation, which, without this settle-

ment, will never be brought to an universal obedience nor

kept at it, though there were a standing force of 20,000

The Earl of constantly on foot. Let this be adverted to as an undoubted

wariimg. truth, which, if I were silent in the dust, may he minded

as a warning to the king and all in rule under him."*

The stout-hearted presbyterian earl has been *' silent in the

dust" long ago; but the reader will judge, as he proceeds

with this history, whether the prophecy of 1690 has not

been at length fulfilled. Even upon the supposition that

pains should be taken to exclude those of the quondam

episcopal clergy who were notoriously disaffected, this

shrewd and sagacious nobleman foresaw that unless patron-

age were done away it would not fail in the long run to

flood the church with men of a similar spirit. ** There will

nis lordship's Iqq a neccssitv," he observes, in another letter to the secre-
opinion as "^

to the tary of state, -'of takino; off patronages, for though those
necessity of •'

. ...
abolishing that daily pray for the late king were laid aside, many in

this nation would present to churches such as were not of

our party." Again, recurring to the same subject a few

days later—July, 1690, " 1 am sorry," he says, **that the

business of patronages should be so much contended for by

some few. If men design not simony, I see no advantage

to any in point of interest, and it seems evidently to be a

heavy yoke upon the church ; and the matter of calls might

be so adjusted ds there needs no complaining upon that

side, they being restricted to persons that are fixedly in

parishes and under the inspection and regulation of pres-

byterian s."

These enlightened views prevailed, and, as has been

* A Few Letters, &c., &c., Melville Collection, pp. 35, 36.
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1688 already noticed, patronage was aboHshed. From the first, Chap. iv.

-^^ the king had been made aware that this course would be

necessary, if he meant to satisfy the church and people of

Scotland, and accordingly <« in the private instructions from

King William to the Earl of Melville, commissioner to the Kin»

parliament," the following significant sentence occurs:— prlvSITiu-

•* You are to pass an act for abolishing patronages, if the to ilfs'Sm-

parliament shall desire the same."* Most probably, the Regarding

fact that patronage had been set aside by the act 1690, and P^^^"™*°^*

that the door had thus to all appearance been efi'ectually

shut against the introduction into the church, in all time

coming, of men of the prelatic mould and spirit, may have

induced the able men who then guided the general assem-

bly, to acquiesce the more readily in the king's wishes, and

to incorporate a large number of the conforming clergy with

the presbyterian church. They considered, perhaps, that

the evil would only be temporary,—that time would gradu-

ally remove the pernicious leaven of that secular and antl-

presbyterian spirit, which the admission of these conformists

could hardly fail to introduce. But they did not sufficiently The abolition

. . .

*^ ofpatronaire

estmiate the deadenmoj influence which the infusion of this ^i<^i not :;ave

1 1 1-1 ^^^ Clmrcli

unwholesome element might meanwhile exert on the whole f^om the iu

•111 T 1
effects of

body ; and still less did they contemplate the re-opening, this camai

by Queen Anne's act in 1712, of the door for the continued

increase of that element, which the revolution settlement

had closed.

During the twenty years that elapsed between these two

important periods, if the conformists were dying ofi*, the

old stock of tried presbyterians, the men who had stood the

brunt of the Stewart persecutions, were diminishing in equal

number. In these circumstances patronage coming at

length, and of set design, to the aid of the party with whose

* Feto Letters, &c., Melville Collection, p. 11.

policy.
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Chap. IV. secular spirit and despotic principles it was in perfect Lar- 1688

mony, it is not difficult to understand how tliej should, in ^p,

the long run, have become the governing party in the church.

The Earl of Crawford, who knew that party well, justly

described them as men not only *' of different, but of oppo-

site principles," from those which characterized the consti-

Identity in tution of the presbvterian church. And althouo;h their views
many re- j. ^ o
spectsofthe and feelinsjs were so far modified, in the course of years,
conformii~t- J »

'^^T^*'- h
^^ *^^^* ^^^^y ceased to have any sympathy with the exiled

the mode- houso of Stewart, or to countenance any movement for
rate party.

^ ^

-^

unsettling that establishment, with which their own temporal

interests had come to be identified; their essential secularity,

and their decided distaste for those popular privileges which

the constitution of the church recognized as given by Christ

to his people, originated and perpetuated a corresponding

course of policy. It was under that policy that the adminis-

tration of the church gradually underwent a total change.

And it is a fact not unworthy of notice, that this cause of

defection from the old constitutional principles of presbyterlan

. church government, was marked by a similar defection from

Contrast j evangelical truth. The zeal for the rights of patrons, and
between tlia ,.., . , .. •iii
idoderate j the degradmg political subserviency which distuiguished the
party and / ,. . c t r
the men off rulmg party in the church, towards the close of the former,
the first aq'd

^ i i to-
second i and throughout the whole of the latter half of the lotli cen-
reforniatioii,

—not in tury, was not more unlike to the bold and independent bear-
questions of . , pin
djseipiine nig towards botli patrons and kings, of the men of the first
only, but of 1 p T

doctriuetoo. and of the second reformation—than the unsound theology

and religious indifference of the one era, were unlike to the

pure calvinlstic doctrine, and to the earnest godliness of the

older and better days of the church.

Causes of the The decay of reliocion in a church is an event, it is true,
rcli'^ious JO ' '

declension whose causes It is sometimes difficult fully and accurately

eig'iteenth to trace. It is also frankly allowed, that it was not in Scot-
century. '' '

land alone the purity and the power of the gospel began.
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1688 about the period in question, to be obscured and impaired^ Chap. it.

*^ Over all Europe, tlie eighteenth century witnessed a re- The religious

1833. „ Till c ^
tleclension

markable departure from evangelical truth, and a mournful general

,. , . . , , tliroughout

decline of the evangelical spirit; and some have taken occa- Em-ope. .

sion from this circumstance, to deny that any connection

existed between the party or the policy above alluded to and

the low state of religion, of which they were at least the

contemporaries. It is plainly, however, as unphilosophical

as it is unscriptural, to assume that there can be an effect

without a cause : nor will it do, in this case, to seek that

cause in the mere sovereignty of God. True, indeed, in the

exercise of that sovereignty, He hath mercy on whom He

will have mercy, and hath compassion on whom He will have

compassion. But the grace and truth which, according to

His own good pleasure, He may thus have conferred, whether

upon an individual or upon a church, are not withdrawn,

save when He is provoked by unfaithfulness to withdraw

them. Germany, France, Holland, England—all, as well

as Scotland, may have simultaneously experienced the same

blight upon their religious spirit and life. But this will not Causes which

A
• It'll promoted it

prove by any means that Queen Anne's act, coupled with the iu Scotland.

previous incorporation in the church of a body of men so well

disposed as were the conforming *' curates," to give effect

to its secularizing spirit and tendencies, had nothing to do

with Scotland's religious decline. Sins that are in them-

selves very different may, notwithstanding, merit and receive

the same kind of judgment. Indeed, if it properly concerned

this work to institute such an inquiry, it would probably not

be difficult to show that,, both in England and on the conti-

nent, the causes of the religious decline wliich so remark-

ably distinguished the eighteenth century, were, to a largo

extent, essentially the same. The w^orld, and that mainly

throug'h a corrupting state influence, had everywhere infected

the spirit and paralyzed the energies of the christian churelu
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CrAP. IV. The erastlanism, no doubt, was far grosser and more unmiti-

gated in other countries than was at all possible here ; and

hence, perha23s, both the earlier and the more fatal influence

which it exerted in the English and continental churches.

But the bitter waters which polluted and deadened the church

^f Scotland had their source in the same fountain head.

The ex-pre- fphe ex-prelatic curates and the law of patronae'e were both
Jatic ciu'ates

|

i o
and the law hf them sorc evils : and evils for which undoubtedly relifrion
of patron- {

jo
age,—the ^as indebted to the secular spirit and policy of an encroach-
sonrce of i. x. %i

imidi evil to inoj civil powcr.
the Church. o i

The party which grew up in the manner now explained,

came in process of time to be distinguished by the name of

"Moderate;" a good name misapplied to designate a very

Sir Richard pernicious thing. *' A moderate divine," said Sir Richard

nitionof a Hill, who secms to havc thoroughly comprehended the prac-

tical meaning of the term, " is one who has a very moderate

share of zeal for God. Consequently, a moderate divine

contents himself with a moderate degree of labour in his

Master's vineyard. A moderate divine is too polite and

rational to give any credit to the antiquated divinity of our

articles, homilies and liturgy. And, therefore, he seldom

quotes them except it be to show his contempt for them, or

to torture their meaning ; nevertheless, a moderate divine

is ready enough to subscribe to them, if by so doing he can

get an immoderate share of church preferment. A moderate

divine is always very cool and calm in his pulpit ; he never

argues, except when he is preaching, against such fathers

of Israel as the pious and lowly Mr. Hallward ; and then a

moderate divine loses all his moderation. And so, I dare-

say, do the moderates of the kirk of Scotland, when denounc-

ing the principles and conduct of the evangelical and zealous

servants of Christ, who seek to do away with abuses which

are favourable to moderatism. A moderate divine is usually

an advocate for card-parties, and for all assemblies except

1688
to

1833.
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1688 religious ones ; but thinks no name too hard for those who: Chap. iv.

J
oon assemble to spend an hour or two in prayer, and hearing

God's word."*

It has been already stated, that for some years after pa- !

tronage was restored, the settlement of ministers went on

very much as it had done before. The might which the

law gave, was so flagrantly opposed to right, that patrons

themselves shrunk from exercising it. And although, as

has been explained, there was already in the church courts

a party in existence, not indisposed to enforce the obnoxious

law to the uttermost, the current of contrary feeling was too

deep and strong to encourao;e any attempt to resist it. At T^e Act of
^ ^ o vf JT Queen Anue

leno-th, however, the obnoxious statute beo:an to show at leugth
° '

'

^ ^ ... begins to

symptoms of life—a life which wrought only division and "^^^^

death. The patron, so soon as he appeared in the field,

found in the moderate party an active and faithful ally; an

ally who supported him not only up to the full amount of

his legal claims, but greatly beyond it. It seemed to be

the very boast and glory of that party to fight the battles

of patronage. In the warmth of his devotion to the cause,

a youthful disciple of that school exclaimed, in the course

of a debate in the general assembly upon the subject, that

he gave God thanks for the law of patronage. "Mode-

rator," said an old evano-elical minister in reply, *' this must) An Assembly

. /. 1 /.
anecdote.

needs be a singularly pious youth—he is thankful for ver^r

small mercies."

It was not all at once, however, that the theory which The call,—

the moderates finally adopted and acted on with regard to contempt

p 1 ' T M 1 P"^ upon it

patronage was formed. Like most other gross departures by the.... •11 -DT- nioderate

from constitutional principles, it came in by degrees. **i>otn party.

parties," observes Sir Henry Moncrieff, speaking of the first

thirty or forty years subsequent to 1712, *'at that time

* Kev. E. Sydney's Life of Sir Eichard IlilL
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CflApJLV. admitted the constitutional necessity of a call from a parish 1688

to become the foundation of a pastoral relation between a ^°

presentee and the parishioners."* It was the poHej of the

moderate party first to narro\7 that call as much as possible

—now holding that the call of heritors and elders was suffi-

cient, next maintaining that anything In the shape of a call,

signed by whomsoever, and by how few soever, would serve

the purpose, and In the end treating the call of the people

as a thing of nought ; a form which, because of the protest

it so evidently embodied against their whole system of policy,

they would fain have ahollshed altogether.

The Seces- To this patronage-loving and people-oppressing system of

eighteenth jpollcy, are to be traced those secessions from the church
centurv

I i • i ^ • i
originated / which occurred m the course of the eIo;hteenth centurv : and
by the

I . .

° "^

oppressive wlilch, from Small beginnings, had already separated at least
policy of } .

"^ A

moderatismi one-fourth of the population of Scotland from the national

establishment, before the more modern controversy, which

' originated in the same cause, had yet begun. It was in

1733 the first breach in the integrity of the national church

was made. To prove that the quarrel of the seceders of

that day had reference, not to the constitution but to the

administration of the church, It Is enough to refer to the

fact that they themselves. In their protestation against the

deeds which compelled them to withdraw, declared their

secession to be **from the prevailing party In the church;"

Appeal of the and that they made their appeal ** unto the first free, faith-

Beceders. ful, and reforming general assembly of the church of Scot-

land." Had tlieir descendants adhered to that appeal, and

had they— recognizing the assembly of 1834, when the

evangelical party acquired the ascendency, as the realization

of the solemn protest made a century before—thrown their

original testimony and themselves along with it into that

* Life of Rev. Dr. ErsTcine—-Appendix, p. 457
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1688 truly "reforming'* assembly, the conflict that followed Chap. iv.

ifi^^
would, in all human probability, have had a briefer duration

and a more prosperous issue. But He who is w^onderful in

counsel and excellent in worldng had determined otherwise.

His ways are not our ways, neither are His thoughts our

thoughts: and although the course, so widely different, that

has been actually pursued, may and must attach grave

responsibility to the parties concerned, it will, doubtless, be

ultimately overruled for a more perfect manifestation of the

divine glory, and for a more signal triumph to His cause

and kingdom on the earth. Were we to indulge in specu-

lations as to what might have been^ it were not perhaps
j

unreasonable to affirm, that had the seceding brethren of 1

1733, Ebenezer Ersklne and his three coadjutors, Wilson, !

Moncrieff, and Fisher, remained in the national church, i

and lent to their evangelical brethren the weight of their

talents and character, reformation principles might have

triumphed at a time and in circumstances that would have

averted the more recent controversy and its consequences

altogether. Why, it may be asked, did not these other Reasons why
Till 1 • 1 -Ti n the evangeli-

evangelical brethren rather retn-e along with them ? Their cui party

n • 1 1 mi .
did not leave

reasons were equally simple and strong. The constitution of the cuurcii

, 1 A 1 11 ^''^'^ their

the church was sound. As the seceders themselves allowed, sec.dina

the grievances complained of resulted from the mal-admi-

uistration of the *' prevailing party" in the church courts.

In this state of affairs, both principle and policy appeared

to the evangelical minority, to dictate and require that they

should abide at their post, and endeavour to rescue an insti-

tution which they honoured and loved, from the hands of

those by whom it was for the time misgoverned. The

efforts which they made at the period now under considera-

tion, seemed for a little as if they were not to be unavailing.

The church was alarmed by the secession which had occurred.

The assembly of 1734: manifested a decided disposition to

brethren.
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Chap. IV. retrace its steps. The act of 1730 refusing to allow pro- 1688

Concessions tests to be entered on the record of the court—one of the ^ J'o„
made to „ . . .

loOiS,
induce the /-fruits of macerate intolerance, and which had not a little
secedersto/

,

'~" -£-.„„
return. / contributed to drive orilTie^ secession—and along with it the

act of 1732, for the settling of charges when, jure devoluto,

the right to nominate might fall into the church's own hands

—an act which gave double offence ; first, by making no

effectual arrangement for securing the non-intrusion prin-

ciple ; and second, by being adopted not only without, but

against the provisions of the barrier act *—both of these

obnoxious acts of the church were, by the assembly of 1734,

annulled.

The same assembly sent, moreover, a deputation to London,

to urge the abolition of the law of patronage ; that old root

of bitterness which, now springing up again under the culture

of moderatism, was already troubling so seriously the peace

Renewed ap- of the churcli. Another deputation followed in the succeeding
plications to

,

pariinnient year, and a bill to repeal the act of Queen Anne, drawn by

abolition of the celebrated Forbes of CuUoden, was actually brought
patronage. ^ _ , ...

into parliament ; but meeting, unhappily, with little en-

couragement, it fell to the ground. A similar spirit con-

tinued to show itself in the assembly of 1736. A testimony

against patronage was once more lifted up ; and, at the same

time, an act was passed *' against the intrusion of ministers

into vacant congregations," in which this solenm and im-

portant declaration and instruction are contained : "The
Declaration general assembly considering that it is, and has been since
of the non-
intrusion the reformation, the principle of this church, that no minister
principle by
the Assera- shall be intruded into any church contrary to the will of the
bly, 1736.

congregation, do therefore seriously recommend to all judi-

* The Barrier act is so called from the obstruction which it offers to

innovations upon the constitution of the church. It provides that no act

embodying a new principle, or involving any departure from the exist-

ing constitution, shall become law unless it first receive the sanction of

a majority of the presbyteries.
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1688 catorles of this church, to have a due regard to this principle Chap. IV.

^Q^o ^^ planting vacant congregations, so as none be intruded

into such parishes, as they regard the glory of God and

edification of the body of Christ." These auspicious pro-

ceedings proved, however, but the last bright gleam gilding

the western sky before the settling down of a long dark

night. An old ecclesiastical historian said of the assembly

of 1596, that it was the last of the *' sincere assembhes " This the
last of the

I which preceded the erastian and intolerant domination of "sincere

I
Assemblies.**

I James VI. The assembly of 1736 was the last of the

** sincere assemblies " of the eighteenth century. The tide

of moderatism, checked and restrained by the struggle for

reformation now described, immediately thereafter gathered

such force as to sweep all before it, and the wrecks of that

desolating flood are manifest and abundant at the present

hour. There can be little doubt, that to this result the

refusal of the seceding brethren to listen to the conciliatory

proposals which, under evangelical influence, the assembly

of 1734 had made, very considerably contributed. Again

and again a door was opened for their return on honourable

terms, but in vain. Their former friends were in consequence The refusal of

discouraged, and in the same measure their opponents, the to return,

, ^ ,1 ,
, P . discouraged

moderates, were placed on a vantage ground tor pursuing their trieuds

their oppressive policy, under the plausible pretext of vindi- Church and

eating the authority of the church. In 1740 the deposition edmudera-

of the seceding ministers, now eight in number, completed

tlieir separation, and put an end to all hope of their return.

/ From this time forward, moderatism was dominant inxheascen-

the counsels of the general assembly, and the means by moderatism

which it ** practised and prospered," were worthy of itself, "ndingcom-

/ To effect its favourite object, of crushing the rights of con-

gregations, and yet so as to avoid the risk of perilous

collisions with the conscientious scruples of those ministers

who might not feel themselves at liberty to take part in any

niittees.'
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Chap. IV. proceedings which involved a violation of the non-intrusion 1688

principle, the assembly had recourse to the famous scheme ^.^

of "riding committees." When presbyteries declined to

take the responsibility of lording it over the heritage of God

by thrusting upon a congregation an obnoxious presentee,

the assembly took the matter into their own hands, delegating

the work of intrusion to a committee of their number, by

whom it was promptly and unscrupulously executed, often.

by the help of military force. The sword opened a broad

way to the benefice, but it was not likely to open a way

,
either to the hearts of the people or to the blessing of God.

Disafi'ection and irreligion, in these circumstances, grew

apace.

At length, however, moderatism found itself strong enough

to dispense with the riding committees. The ruling party

in the assembly began, in the year 1752, to carry their

intrusion policy with a still higher hand. They would no

longer tolerate the hesitation either of presbvterles or of

individual ministers. They insisted not only that the deed

should be done, by which a forced settlement was to be

effected, but that it should be done by the very persons

who most scrupled to do it. This gratuitous tyranny was

signally exemplified that year in the case of the parish of

Inverkeithing. The person, a Mr. Andrew Richardson,

presented to that parish, proving unacceptable to the people,

and the presbytery demurring to go on with his settlement,

they were, upon appeal to the assembly, commanded to

proceed. As three members constitute the legal quorum

of a presbytery, and as there were at least as many in the

presbytery in question who had no difiiculty about the

assembly's sentence, it might have been effected without

ralsefthe'^ requiring the direct personal co- operation of those who could

?hrpreli!y- not concur in it. But, as if glorying in oppression, the

tbiee'^tTsix. assembly raised the quorum in the Inverkeithing case to

Moderatism
becomes at

length
Btrono:

enough to

dispense
with the
riding com-
mittees.

Tlie case of

Inverkeith-

ing.
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1688 SIX, determined to leave no avenue of escape to scrupulous Chap. iv.

*^ consciences, and another breach in the national church was

the consequence. When the day appointed for the settle-

ment arrived, three members of the presbytery only were

present, and the settlement, by a necessity which the

assembly's own tyranny had created, was again delayed.

The presbytery was summoned to the bar of the assembly,

when six of their number gave in a representation in which

they modestly but firmly stated their defence. Tliey re- Remon-

minded the house, that "ever since the act restoring patron- the'sLx^ne.

ages, in the end of Queen Anne's reign, there has been a shmniTfrom

vehement opposition to all settlements by presentations mhiistCT"^

where there was but small concurrence, which settlements Softhe^

have already produced a train of the most unhappy con-
p^°p^''**

sequences, greatly aifecting the interest of religion." They

referred to the fact that, so recently as 1736, the assembly

had passed an act against the intrusion of ministers, which

called upon all presl)yteries, as ** they regarded the glory

of God and the edification of the body of Christ," to see

that no minister be intruded. They declared their solemn

conviction, that *' by having an active hand in carrying Mr.

Richardson's settlement into execution," they should, as

matters then stood, "have been the unhappy instrument,

to speak the language of holy writ, of scattering thejioch of

Christ;^' and, finally, they protested that if on this account

they should be "judged guilty of such criminal disobedience

as to deserve their censures," they Avould sufi'er solely "for

adhering to what they apprehended to be the will of their

great Lord and Master."

Unmoved by this touching remonstrance, the assembly

resolved to make an example. As if they had been a

military commission sitting upon a case of mutiny, in which

scruples of conscience and appeals to the authority of Christ

were a mere impertinence, they resolved to select a victim
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Chap. IV. by vote,—and the lot of deposition fell to the Rev. Thomas 168S

In the spirit Gillespie, of Carnock. From that sino-le seed spruno; the^^P^
of a military

J

'

. . ^ ^ ,
^

p . -^ ,. 1833.
commission, second secossion,—since known by the name of the Relief

Assembly Synod,—a body which numbered about a hundred ministers

victim; and before moderatism had lost the reins of church government

deposition in 1834:. This triumph marked the commencement of the

Gillespie.
* Robertsoiiian era of moderatism,—so called from the dis-

tinguished historian of that name. That celebrated indi-

vidual,—illustrious in literature, but not in- religion, nor in

Commence- the church of Christ,—made his first speech on ecclesiastical
meut of the
Robertson- affairs in the assembly of 1751. On that occasion, in his
iau era, 1752. ''

^

attempt to carry coercive measures against a non-intrusion

minister, he was left, as his biographers tell us, ** in an

inconsiderable minority." The fact, that in the following

year the tide ran so heartily along with him, has been con-

fidently ascribed to the force of his reasoning, and to the

Robertson's power of his eloquence. ** Such was the impression made
success in

. , . / i
•

i i i t
theAssem- bv the aro:ument contained in the protest (which he had
bly ascribed, -^

°
r. i t x ,

by his bio- drawn up against the sentence or the preceding year), and
graphers, to , . , . , , ,

his famous more fully illustrated m his speech, that the supreme court

thepreced- reversed the sentence of the commission, and deposed one

of the ministers of the presbytery of Dunfermline (Mr.

Gillespie), for disobeying the orders of his superiors." It

is well-known that the whole passage in Dugald Stewart's

life of Robertson, in which these words occur, was furnished

by his friend and successor in the leadership of the moderate

party. Principal Hill, after being revised by Dr. Carlyle,

Dr. Blair, and several other prominent members of the party.

But, however, their partiality may have led them to ascribe

the sudden and "complete triumph of the principles for

which Dr. Robertson and his friends had struggled," to the

commanding influence of the logician and the orator, it

seems not without reason that one who was himself a bitter

opponent of the reforming partj^ and principles in 1843, has

ing year.
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1688 suggested an explanation of the fact, considerably less Chap iv.

, J^,, creditable to all concerned. A scheme for the auo-mentatiuu Morren's ex-

ISoo. .
plaiiatioii of

of ministers' stipends which the assembly had been pressing the sudden
i "^ -J triumph ot

with 2:reat urffency upon parliament, had been rejected the Roberison-
° fe J r r

jjj,^ praici-

year before. The day preceding that on which the measure pies,

was thrown out, by a vote of the house of commons, there

had been circulated extensively among the members, a paper,

the authorship of which is unknown, but the eliect of which

in defeatinof the aufruientation scheme, is understood to

have been considerable. In that paper reference is made

to the patronage act of Queen Anne. "It appears," said
^j^^JJ ^JjJ'";„

this smister document, *' that the presbyteries of Scotland
JJfSiiaf

''^

pay very little or no regard to this law ; and that, in direct
"jJS^?„'j^'"'

disobedience to it, they frequently refuse to enter the patron's
J|J;J[^J'JJ

presentee, and for the most part moderate the call of another
JJ^^^^^^^y^g^^^^

person, named to them by the christian people, as they are
J'jJjj^qj^J^I^j^

called, the heritors and elders."* It wiU be observed,

that even in this piece of interested and prejudiced special

pleading, it is not the assertion of the non- intrusion principle

which is complained of, but the disregarding of the patron's

presentee altogether. It is easy enough to understand how

such a statement should have told on Englishmen, who had

no notion, under their own erastian and despotic ecclesias-

tical system, of either the rights of the church or the rights

of the people. Nor is it more difficult to conceive how the Scheme for
* *

,
the augmeii-

rejection, on such grounds as the above document embodied, tation of
"

^ ^ ministers'

of their augmentation scheme, should have fanned the flame stipends

defeated lu

of moderate zeal in the general assembly, for the cause of conse-

. , .
quence».

patronage. Certain it is, that devotion to that cause was

the leading characteristic of the Robertsonian period. Among
** the circumstances which chiefly distinguished his system

* Morren's Annals, vol. i., p. 197.
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Chap. IV. of policy," Say his biographers, "were Jirst a steady and 1688

uniform support of the Law of patronage."* ^^
Robertson Robertson was ah-eady an amateur—though not altogether
assists at the •' no
forcedsettie- a disinterested one—in the cause of intrusion, before he
ment of bis '

biotiier-in- had yet become the champion of patronage in the courts of

the church. The year before, he had assisted as a volunteer

along with the riding committee at the forced settlement of

his brother-in-law, the Rev. Mr. Syme of Alloa. This

gentleman, carried over the necks of a reclaiming con-

gregation, and that by the help of a band of soldiers, into

Lord Brough- the pastoral charge of his parish, was the jrrandfather of
ham, the ^ o i ' &
grandson of Lord Brouo-ham. How sino-ular that the echoes of a deed
that lutriid- ° '^

ed niiuister. which Occurred in an insignificant Scotch town in 1751,

should have been heard reverberating nearly ninety years

afterwards in the British house of lords. Intrusion had

now become the order of the day, and its fruits may bo

judged of by the tenor of the following overture, which was

brought by the evangelical minority before the assembly of

^Je^ued t
^t^h

"
'^^^^'—**-A.s the progress of the schism in this church is

Assenihiy of go very remarkable, and seems to be on the ffrowino; hand,
1768, sliow- > ' o a '

ing the rapid as it is credibly affirmed that there are now one hundred
growth ot ''

theseces- and twenty meeting-houscs erected, to which more than a

hundred thousand persons resort who were formerly of our

communion, but have noAv separated themselves from the

church of Scotland, and that the effects of this schism begin

to appear and are likely to take root in the greatest and

most populous towns: it is humbly overtured that the vene-

rable assembly would take under their mature consideration

this alarming evil, which hath so threatening an aspect to

this church, to the interests of religion, and to tlie peace of

the country,"t &c. But what then ? if the flock in so many

* Stewart's Life of Robertson, p. 25

—

Vixxis edition of Works.
•\ Morreu's Annals^ vol. ii., pp. 3UG, 307.
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1688 cases was already gone, the fleece remained; and, to secure Chap. IV.

-^1^ the benefices, moderatism must needs be content to part

with the people. The preaching and the policy of that I'reacliing

school of divines were alike distasteful to the cono-reo-ations ofmoderat-

^ ,
ism alike ai3

of Scotland. It was not possible that they and non-intrusion tasteful to
^ ''

_
the Scottish

could keep house together : the one could remain only by people.

turning the other out of doors. It has been already shown

that no pressure on the side of the courts of law necessitated

this disregard of the popular voice. When the assembly

did in some rare instance defer to it and to the church's

undoubted law upon the subject, the civil arm was never

interposed to hinder such a course of proceeding. When
its aid was called for by some offended patron whose presentee

had been passed by altogether, even then the withholding

of the benefice was the utmost stretch to which the civil

court could be induced to go. The despotic rigour, therefore,

with which patronage was now enforced, was as wanton and

ejratuitous as it was off'ensive and unwise. Lloderatism, Characterarid
°

effects of th

under the skilful manao-ement of Dr. Robertson, carried all Robertson-

. . • . . .
^'^^ "^^*

before it, and the admirers of his ecclesiastical policy claim

for it the distinction of having stilled the agitations that

were wont to disquiet the church. Faciunt solitudinemy pacem

appellant. They made a desert and they called it peace.

** The bustle in assemblies," says Sir Henry MoncriefF, ^'f Henry
* J J ' Moncneff'g

speaking of the state to which matters had been brouo-ht testimony to

^ .. ,
the injuries

by this vaunted but fatal policy, **i3 in a great measure inflicted on
•^

^

r J

»

&
^

t]ie Church

over, as a disputed settlement no longer creates any serious ^y forced

f _ _ ^

° "^ setllements.

interest or division in the church courts ; but the silent

increase of seceding meetings has gradually weakened and

contracted the influence of the establishment on the general

population."*

It was not without reason that this dreary period was

* Life ofDr. Ersldne—Appendix, p. 469.

I. L
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Chap. IV. designated by Dr. Chalmers the '* dark age " of the church 1688

This, "the of Scotland. The administration of ecclesiastical affairs was
^ qJ.,

dark a^e " of ••11 J-ooo*

the Sc"ottish conducted upon a system that was both unconstitutional and

disingenuous, The forms prescribed by the constitution of

tiie church, to be observed in the settlement of ministers,

were carefully and studiously preserved, while their whole

spirit and substance were habitually set at nought. It still

continued to be upon the call of the congregation the pastoral

tie was professedly formed. The '* paper called a call," as

moderatism came at length insultingly to term it, was still

at every ordination regularly produced ; and the document

ran in the usual terms, inviting, in the name of the

parishioners, the patron's presentee to take the oversight

of their spiritual interests, and engaging to render unto him

all "due obedience in the Lord." Furthermore, this

The call still solemn instrument was still put, on the day of ordination,

aiuhe^^ into the presentee's hands, and the question addressed to

soknmfues, him by the presbytery as heretofore—whether "he closed

du°ed to a with this call," and. engaged, in the strength of the Lord,
mockery,

faithfully to do the work of the ministi-y among that people.

Tliis profane mockery was not the less scrupulously gone

througli that the people, instead of calling the presentee,

were at that very moment vehemently protesting against

his settlement, as a gross outrage upon their highest interests,

and a deliberate violation of their religious liberties. Not

one jot or tittle of the "rue and mint, and anise and cummin,"

was neo;lected—however little account was made meanwhile

of the weightier matters of the law—judgment and the love

of God. Accordingly, when certain members of the party,

whose moral sense was perhaps shoclied somewhat at such

indecencies, and who, at all events, were disposed to rid

themselves of the trouble and inconvenience which the call

occasioned, had shown in their presbyteries a disposition

boldly to set the call aside, a motion was made and carried
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1G88 in the assembly of 1782, the very era of triumphant modera- Chap. tv.

*° tism, that '* the moderation of a call in the settlement of Resolution

1833. . 1
. . 1

oftii^

ministers is aereeahle to the immemorial and constitutional Assembly

. , ,, -r-rr,
1782retns-

Dractice of this church, and ouirht to be continued. What ingtoset

could be a stronger or more conclusive evidence of the caU.

standing which the constitution of the church of Scotland

recognized, as the inherent right of her congregations ?

Even the ruthless hand of moderatism, in the day of it&

greatest strength, durst not venture to tear that element

which was just the principle of non-intrusion, out of the

framework of the constitution. And there accordingly it

remained—^long derided and practically disowned ; but des-

tined to rise again out of the dust, and to resume, in more Theaeadform
.

WHS destined

auspicious times, its rightful place and power. to Uve again.

It has been already noticed, that •' a steady and uniform

support of the law of patronage " is certified, and with

abundant reason, by the friends of Dr. Robertson, to have

been the first point in his ecclesiastical management. Will

it be believed that, in constant company with a system in

which everything was sacrificed to this idol of moderatism,

•—the peace of families—the integrity of the church—the

interests of religion,—the general assembly continued, under Tiiemoderafe

1 • 1 1 1 • n IT i» •
Assenihlv

his leadership, annually to *' empower and direct its com- continues to

• • 1 T • 11' T T record its

mission "to make apphcation to the king and parliament anuu:iipro.

for redress of the grievance of patronage, in case a favour- patromige!

able opportunity for so doing shall occur during the sub-

sistence of this commission !" The fact that this was done

serves, indeed, as Sir Henry Moncrieff remarks, to ** demon-

strate how deeply rooted the original ideas of the church had

been :" but what shall be said or thought of those who
annually perpetrated this piece of shameless hypocrisy.

Had their yearly instruction to the commission been followed

up with even so much as one single efi"ort to get rid of the
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CirAP. IV. law of patronage, charity might have clung to the idea that 1688

perchance their rio-orous enforcement of that law was dis- ^®

tressing to themselves, and resulted only from what they

believed to he the cruel necessity of their position. But iu

tlie extent to which they enforced it, there is the clearest

evidence that they were mider the pressure of no legal neces-

sity whatever. It was the consonance of the system of

patronage with their own secular taste, and the substantial

rewards, in the shape of church-livings, which it showered

upon their party, that commended it to their favour, and

called forth in its beiialf that almost fanatical zeal with

which they supported it. It was an affair of quidpro quo.

They toiled hard for the patrons, and even the most distin-

guished leaders of moderatism were not ashamed to clamour

Secret of tbe importunately for the due acknowledgment. ** It is of the
moderate

^^ tw -m •

party's zeal very greatest importance, wrote Dr. Blair, ** that these
in tlie cause «^ <= x.

. i • • i r •
i

of patron- offices freferrino- to certam ecclesiastical preferments m the
age.

^ "=*

gift of the crown) should be bestowed upon moderate clergy-

men. * * Dr. Robertson, I know, has writ to Sir Alex.

Gilmour, and Mr. Dempster, representing that unless the

ministry choose to bestow these marks of their countenance

upon such clergymen as are friends to law and government,

he for his part will entirely withdraw from all sort of church

business and management." The loyalty of moderatism,

loud and flaming as it was, could not stand the sight of

Dr. Blair's favours going past its own door. Like the mercenaries of
letters oil

«—
J

J.

tlie subject, the preceding century, it was ready to mutiny if there was

any stoppage of the pay. And though it talked of law and

government, as concerned in the enforcement of patronage,

the same document lets out the secret that the strength of

this rigid patronage lay, not in tlie law, but in the 'party

who made use of it.
*' If they," the letter continues—that

is, any belonging to the evangelical party, "should be the
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1688 men, faction wiU he understood to be supported from above, Chap, iv.

1° and i« is vain to tJiink of supporting the cause of patronage

any longer in the country. *

No wonder that under the system and the influences now

described, relioion in the national church should have fallen

into a deep decline. Not merely vital godliness, but even

the form of sound words was disappearing from very many

of its pulpits. So extensively had heretical doctrine and a Heresy ami
^ •'•

•' sceptidsru

sceptical spirit spread among the clergy, that the purpose become

was deliberately ejitertained to get rid of the confession of amougtiie

faith as the grand hinderance to the free-thinking that was

abroad. Dr. Robertson's sudden, unexpected, and for a

long time unexplained retirement from the management of

church affairs, while yet in the vigour of life, is now known

to have been chiefly attributable to that cause. He was

not prepared for so desperate a plunge as a large body of

his friends and supporters were urging on. It was in 1781 ^attackolf

he resigned the leadership of the party, but the strength of
gjonofFaftii

his conviction that the perilous proposal which scared him
g^^'s^unu*

from his position would still be pressed, may be judged of

from the fact, that he privately counselled Sir Henry Lton-

crieff to study the question, as one which he and the evan-

gelical party would soon have to face. Moderatism, grown

wanton and reckless in the consciousness of its now complete

ascendency, was in danger of becoming " overmuch wicked.'*

The retirement of their sagacious and accomplished leader

could not fail to check the rashness, if it did not rebuke the

unprincipled wickedness, of those zealots of the party whose

nefarious scheme had filled him with so much alarm,—and

the projected attack ou the confession of faith fell to thd

ground.

Darkness and deadness, however, still continued to spread

* Memorials ofMr. Oswald of Dunnihicr.—Eev. H. MoncrieflTs Letter

to Lord Melbourne^ pp. 107, 103.
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Chap. iy. among the moderate clergy,—and through them, to a large 168S

extent, among the people also of the national church. So ^°
long before as the year 1744, the well-known Dr. John

Erskine, whose praise is in all the churches of Christ, had

occasion, in his correspondence with Warhurton, the learned

Warburtou's author of the Divine Legation of Moses, to characterize the

Erskine on Spirit and tendencies of moderate theology and preaching,

of modeia-'" iu such tcrms as to elicit the following reply :
—*' What you

say of the state of learning and religion among you is very

curious, but very melancholy. * * * The paganized chris-

tian divines you speak of, are what formerly passed among

us under the name of the latitudinarians,—of late Bangoriau

divines. But Socinus lies at the root." The progress of

this school, under the system already described, secured for

iHume's sinis- the churcli, from David Hume, the sinister and significant
ter compli-

ment, compliment of being more favourable to deism than any

other church of that day I During the Robertsonian period,

the declension which had taken place in the morals and

religion of the people, and especially in Edinburgh, was so

marked as to attract the attention even of those who were

Habits of the not much alive to mterests of that kind. The theatre-loving
moderate , . . . „ „ , ^ .

,

clergy, and and stagc-playuig propensities oi some oi the most prominent

tiension of of the moderate clergy, were notorious enough to have called

morals. forth the stinging satire of the following lines :

Hid close in the green-room, some clergymen lay;

Good actors themselves,—their whole lives a play.

And this downward course of things continued with unabat-

ing rapidity long after Dr. Robertson had ceased to sway

Principal Hill the counsels of the church. His successor in the leadership
thesucces-

^^ ^^le moderate party was Principal Hill of St. Andrews, a

as7iie
^°" man to whose sound and accurate theology an illustrious

kadcr.^'^ foreign writer of the present day* has paid a just acknow-

* Merle D'Avi])i^6—£ecollections, &g.
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1688 leclgment. In this respect he was immeasurably ahead of Chap. iv.

- ^^„ the great body of his party ; although, after all, the diffe-

rence between them was rather speculative than practical.

His more orthodox beliefs were too little under the influence

of an evangelic spirit to come forth in any tangible form

against prevailing errors. If he did not create the current,

he at least floated unresistingly along with it. He had

nothing in him of that sterner stuff, whether of constitutional

firmness and honesty, or of deep religious conviction, of

which reformers are made. In a letter to his mother,

written from London at an early period of his career, he

has himself sketched the features which distinguished him

through life. ** I am sure," said he, *' 1 am pliable enough : Hill's charac

more than 1 think sometimes quite right. I can laugh or sketched by

be grave, talk nonsense, or politics, or philosophy, just as

it suits my company, and can submit to any mortification to

suit those with whom I converse. I cannot flatter : but I

can listen with attention, and seemed pleased with every-

thing that anybody says. By arts like these, which have,

perhaps, a little meanness in them, but are so convenient

that one does not choose to lay them aside, I have had the

good luck to be a favourite in most places."* These arts

and accomplishments did not lose their reward. They

secured for him an accumulation of posts and places, lucra-

tive and honorary, which, in a plain presbyterian church,

are not often or easily gathered up by one pair of hands.

A minister of St. Andrews—a professor of theology in

one of its colleges—the principal of its university—a king's

chaplain—a dean of the chapel royal—and dean of the or-

der of the thistle ;—behold the successor of Robertson.

The mantle of the moderate leadership had many good

things in its skirts. The patrons were not unmindful of

• Dr. Cook's Life of Rill, p. 25.
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Chaf^v. tlieir friends. But how religion fared under Dr. Hill's 16SS

management of ecclesiastical affairs, may be understood by ^.^.

a single but most pregnant illustration.

Tlie Assem-
bly, 1796,
and the

debate on
luissious.

Two synods
send up
overtures in

favour of

missions.

Tlie religious

spirit of tlie

Assembly
tested by
tills debate.

The assembly of 1796, after Dr. Hill had been the recog-

nized head of the moderate party for fifteen years, was the

scene of a very remarkable discussion. Shortly before that

period, missionary societies had begun to appear. In the

spring of that very year the Edinburgh missionary society

had been formed ; its president was the distinguished divine

and truly godly minister already mentioned, Dr. John

Erskine of Greyfriars' church in that city, then in his seventy-

fifth year, but with a heart as warm and a head as active as

ever in the cause of his great Lord and Master. It might

well have been thought that at such a time, when the hor-

rors of the French revolution were giving to the world so

awful an example of the consequences of irreligion and

infidelity, any proposition for the more extensive diffusion

of the gospel might count on at least a respectful hearing

from a christian church. Apparently in this belief, two of

the synods of the church of Scotland had sent up overtures*

on the subject of missions to the general assembly ; one of

these was in general terms, asking only that the assembly

should consider in what way they could best promote the

missionary cause : the other was more definite, suggesting

that a general collection in aid of missions should be recom-

mended throughout the church by the general assembly.

Here then was a fair opportunity of testing the spirit of the

assembly, and especially of the two parties in it whose prin-

ciples and proceedings the foregoing narrative has traced.

If there be any fact more prominent than another in the

history of the church of Scotland from the reformation down-

* The technical name for the propositions which any of the inferior

courts of the church may address to the superior courts, for the purpose

of opening up some q,uestion that appears to demand attention.
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1688 wards, it is this, that erastianisra and a low state of reliofiou Chap iv,

-*^ have always gone together ; while, on the other hand, the

evangelical spirit has ever been found in company with a

zeal for the liberties of the church and the riMits of theo

christian people. A connection so uniform cannot be acci-

dental, and it deserves the attentive consideration of those

who make light of such conflicts as this work describes.

Never, perhaps, on any occasion did the cold secularity of i^eiigioii3

patronage-loving and people-oppressing moderatism come m^derati^i

out more palpably or painfully than in the memorable debate

on missions, in the assembly of 1796.* The leading speaker

on the moderate side, the Rev. Mr. Hamilton of Gladsmuir,

boldly affirmed that, "to spread abroad the knowledge of

the gospel among barbarous and heathen nations seemed to

him highly preposterous, in as far as it anticipates, nay,

reverses the order of nature." *'Men," he continued, Extraorcii-

T T 1 1 1 T
"'"^ speech

"must be polished and refined in their manners before thev of the Rev.^ ^ Mr. Hamil-
can be properly enlightened in religious truths. Philosophy tonof Giada-

and learning must, in the nature of things, take the pre-

cedence. Indeed, it should seem hardly less absurd to make
revelation precede civilization in the order of time, than to

pretend to unfold to a child the Prindpia of Nev/ton, ere he

is made at all acquainted with the letters of the alphabet.

These ideas seem tome alike founded in error, and thereforo

I must consider them both as equally romantic and visionary."

Christianity, according to Mr. Hamilton's views, seemed to

be designed and needed only to give a finishing touch in

the way of completing the progressive improvement of the

human race. To secular civilization it belongs, according

to his theory, to rear up the fallen pillar of humanity, and

all that remains for the gospel is to decorate its summit

* See a striking picture of this debate in a well-known pamphlet,

entitled The Tioo Parties in the Church of Scotland, by Ilugh Miller.

J. Johnstone, Edinburgh, 1841.
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Chap. IV. with an ornamental capital. As to tlie gospel being neces- 1688

sary to the salvation of the heathen, he unhesitatiualv ^^

denied it ; and treated, as a " groundless anxiety," the con-

cern which speakers on the evangelical side of the discussion

had expressed in regard to their condition. Nay, not con-

tented with maintaining that the heathen could do very well

without the gospel altogether, he became eloquent in his

admiration of their innocence, and in his alarm at the very

thought of their being contaminated by intercourse with

Europeans. ** The untutored Indian or Otalieitiau," he

exclaimed, *' whose daily toils produce his daily food, and

who, when that is procured, basks with his family in the

sun, with little reflection or care, is not without his simple

Tiieinno- vii'tues. His breast can beat high with the feelings of
ceiice and

r -i i • i • • ^ • •

iiappiness of friendship, his heart can burn with the ardour of patriotism;
savage life I

i , ,,,.., , , . ,

and although his mmd nave not comprehension enough to

grasp the idea of general philanthropy, yet the houseless

stranger finds a sure shelter under his hospitable though

humble roof, and experiences that, though ignorant of the

general principle, his soul is attuned to the feelings on

which its practice must generally depend. But go—engraft

on his simple maimers, the customs, refinements, and, may

1 not add, some of the vices of civilized society, and the

Danger of influence of that religion which you give as a compensation
sending

. . .,,
missionaries for the disadvantages attending such communications, vMl
to the ^,. , J.7.JJT
Leathen. not rejlne his morals nor ensure his happiness. It was

in rising up to condemn these extraordinary sentiments,

the aged and venerable Dr. Erskine, extending his arms

towards the moderator, exclaimed— *' Rax (reach) me that

Pr. Erskine's bible. " With the sacred volume in his hand, he reminded
indignant
rebuke. the orator of moderatism and his admiring friends, that

an inspired apostle accounted himself a debtor,—not merely

to the polished Greeks, but to the unlettered barbarians,

—not merely to the wise, but to the unwise, to preach
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1688 *^ them that gospel which is the power of God unto sal- Cuap. iv.

to vation, to every one that believeth. The lapse of half a
"^ ' century has not sufficed to efface from the minds of survivors

who witnessed this graphic incident, the impression which

was produced by the solemn and indignant energy of the

aged servant of Christ, in pronouncing this withering rebuke.

So far, however, were his party from being ashamed of so

melancholy an exhibition as this opponent of missions had

made, that not long after, they singled him out for the

highest honour they could confer, by putting him into the

chair of the assembly. His views, indeed, were those which

prevailed in the discussion. Tlie leader of the dominant Principal HiU
*

. .
condemns

party. Dr. HiH, went so far as even to declare the mission- the mission-
^ '' 11- ^^ societies.

ary societies, with their united action and their common

fund, as ** highly dangerous in their tendency to the good

order of society at large." Improving on this hint, thrown

out to catch the political alarmists of the day, Mr. Boyle,

the riding elder from Irvine,*—a young gentleman who, by

a somewhat singular coincidence, lived to take part, in his

old age, on the bench of the court of session, in pronouncing

those legal decisions which produced the disruption,—gave

utterance to this astounding harangue :
** I rise, moderator, Mr. Boyle's

SD66Cll I

impressed with a sense of the alarming and dangerous ten- vehement
, „ ,

-I
• 1 attack upon

dency ot the measures proposed in the overtures on your the mission-

table—overtures which I cannot too strongly, which this

house cannot too strongly oppose, and which, I trust, all

the loyal and weH-affected members will be unanimous in

opposing," * * Speaking of the missionary societies, he

exclaimed, " observe. Sir, they are affiliated, they have a

common object, they correspond with each other, they look

for assistance from foreign countries, in the very language

of many of the seditious societies. Above all, it is to be

* Afterwards lord justice general of Scotland,—the head of the court

of session.

arj societies.
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Chap^v. marked, tliey have n commonfund (!) Where is the security 1688
that the money of tliis fund will not, as the reverend prin- ^^

opal said, be used for very different purposes from the pro-

fessed ones. If any man says that the societies have not

this connection and tendency, he says the thing that is not.

It now, therefore, becomes us as much as possible to dis-

courage numerous societies, for whatever purposes : for, be
the object what it may, they are all equally bad. And as

The mission-^ for these missionary societies, I do aver, that since it is to

be apprehended that their funds maybe in time, nay, certainly,

will be turned against the constitution (I) so it is the bounden

duty of this house to give the overtures recommending them
our most serious disapprobation, and our immediate, most

decisive opposition." (!!!) It seems almost incredible, at

the present day, that such a rhapsody could have excited

ought else than a smile. It was t]-eated, hoAvever, in the

moderate assembly of 1796, as a piece of most serious and

weighty ai-gumentation. That man3'', indeed, must needs

have laughed in their sleeve at the notion of ''treasons,

stratagems, and spoils," being hatched in missionary

societies, and headed by such men as Dr. Ersldne, can

loderatism scarcely be well doubted. But, like the skins of the wild
gave mis-
sions a b.ifl beasts in which the primitive martyrs were put to death,
name, ami •• j i

turned them the brand of sedition served to hide a little the true nature
out of doors.

of the cause upon which they were putting so bad a name,

and enabled moderatism, with a somewhat better grace, to

turn missions out of doors.

In all ages it has been a common device to represent

earnestly religious men as ** troublers" of the public peace.

In perilous There are times, however, when even world! v-mhided poli-
times, even ' « r
worldly ticians become sensible of both the folly and the falseness
statesmen ''

wo^rV'^*^
of this cry. In the season of actual peril, when society is

ligious men. breaking loose from the restraints of authority and law, the

conviction often forces itself upon them that the only true
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1688 conservatives are the men tliat fear God. It was a season Chap. rv.

^° of that kind which, towards the close of last century,

' had arrived. Statesmen had seen nothing to dislike or

dread in infidelity, so long as its teachers were the philoso-

phers and literati of the day, and its disciples were the gay

and the great in society, the loose-living, pleasure-loving

votaries of fashion. The case was altogether different when

that same infidelity came to be embodied in the creed of

political demagogues, and in the insurrectionary movements

of a depraved and reckless populace. The Parisian clubs. Infidelity,
^ ^ '^ armed witn

and the guillotine, and the rei^'n of terror, began to teach the guuio-

men in power that Hume and Voltaire were not the best become aa
••• object of

auxiliaries of the state,—and that clergymen who courted alarm.

such society were not, even for the state's purpose, the most

useful instructors of the people. Under the influence of

such feelings, the officers of the crown in Scotland began ta

look somewhat more favourably upon the evangelical party

in the church. Knowing well that the ministers of that

party had much more to say with the people than their

moderate brethren, the authorities considered it expedient

and necessary now to treat the evangelical party with a

little more deference than they had been accustomed

for many years to enjoy. Under the influence of

similar considerations, and from a growing impression

among the more influential classes of society, that reli-

gion was the only effectual safeguard of social order, the

holders of church patronage found it expedient not alto-

gether to despise the claims of evangelical candidates for

the ministry. The tide, in a word, began to turn. Slowly The tide, in

at first, and almost insensibly, but yet steadily and increas- i)e°gins to

i'^g^Jj the evangelical party in the church gained strength, vouroftiie

And while the causes already noticed contributed largely to party.

this result, it is impossible to overlook the share in pro-

ducing it which undoubtedly belonged to a few distinguished
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Chap. IV. men. During even tlie palmiest days of moderate ascen- 16S8

denej, when to be evangelical was to be accounted and ^ *|',

treated almost literally "as the filth of the earth, and as

the offscouring of all things," the name of Dr. Erskine was

Character of Still a rallying point for the evangelical cause. His learn-

and liis ing SO varied, his piety so deep, his preaching so impressive,

ence. his labours so incessant, his life so unblemished, his whole

character so instinct with honour and integrity—made it

impossible even for dominant moderatisra to treat with

mere contempt the cause Avith which Dr. Erskine was iden-

tified. Among those who succeeded him, as leaders on the

Tlie ciiiefs same side, three men stand conspicuous—Moncrieff, Thom-
uiider whom

i ni i i-i- if i tti i-
theevangeii- son, and Chalmers—each in himselt a host. Under their
cal party .

, i
• i i t • t

gradually auspiccs, tlio party winch long and systematic aiscourage-
grew strong. . „ , . ^ ^ i ^

ment on the part oi patrons and men in power had reduced

fifty years ago to a small minority, waxed, like the house

of David, "stronger and stronger;" while moderatism was

every year becoming "weaker and weaker," like the house

of Saul.

TheRev. s!r The Rcv. Sir Henrv MoncricfF, the friend and bios^rapher
HeinyMoii-

_
v

"^ ^ ^
crieff: his of Erskiuc, was not unworthy to succeed even such a man
character
and his ia- in representing and defendino' the ancient constitutional
fluencein r » o
the Church, principles, and the old scriptural theology of tlie church of

Scotland. Combining, as Sir Henry did, a clear and vigo-

rous understanding, uncommon sagacity, and a resolute will,

with that manly bearing and that inflexible integrity,

which even at first sight command respect, and which

never fail to ensure lasting confidence, few men were ever

better fitted than he to uphold a good cause in difficult

and depressing times. Weakened and dispirited as they

were, the evangelical minority under a less masculine

leadership might have been in some danger of being

crushed altogether. The contest had, in fact, become all

but hopeless and useless in the general assembly. For this
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1688 reason clilefly, no doubt, it was that Sir Henry Moncrieff Chap. iv.

*^ directed so miicli of his attention and his influence towards
183S

'

tliose who had the disposal of church patronage in their

hands. His high character and great prudence led to his

being often consulted ; and enabled him not unfrequently to

bring about, by private advice, the appointment of pious

and useful ministers. In this way he largely promoted the

real revival and reformation of the church, at a time when

it was impossible, through the more public medium of the

church courts, to eiFect anythin o; at all. Some expressions Att?mpt3

which, in the course of this period, he employed, m the been made

appendix to his Life of Dr. Erskine, were afterwards sent his

views.

greedily seized upon, as if they proved him to liave been

unfriendly, or at least indifferent, to some of the great

principles which the recent controversy involved. This

attempt to deprive a good cause of the benefit of his vene-

rable name, neither required nor deserved any serious reply.

It has, however, been most calmly and conclusively ex-

posed, by his respected grandson, the Rev. Sir Henry Wel-

wood Moncrieff, a minister of the Free church of Scotland.* Account of

T •
1 TP >» • T ^ 1 1 • 1 Sir Heun's

•'it was in early hie, said one who knew hira long and views of

well, "that he began to take an active part in the govern- policy, given

ment oi our national church. The principles of ecclesias- I'r. Andrew

tical polity which he adopted as soon as he entered on his

public career, he adopted from full and firm conviction ; and

he maintained and cherished and avowed them to the very

last. They were the very same principles for which our

forefathers had contended so nobly, which they at length

succeeded in establishing, and which they bequeatlied, as a

sacred and blood-bought legacy, to their descendants. But

though that circumstance gave them a deep and solemn

interest in his regard, he was attached to them on more

* Vide his Letter to Lord Melbourne, &c. Edinburgh, J. Johnstone,
1841.
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Cu±r. IV. rational and enlightened grounds. He viewed them as 16S3

founded on the word of God—as essential to the rights and J^

liberties of the christian people—as identified with the

prosperity of genuine religion, and with the real welfare

aiul elnciency of the establishment."*

The Rev. IV. He who drew this picture and pronounced this eulogy,

Thoason. had been already, for several years previous to Sir Henry's

death, the acknowledged leader of the reforming party in

the church. Dr. Andrew Thomson not merely inherited

the principles of Knox, and Melville, and Henderson—he

was himself another of these giant men. Fearless as

i>mpared Kuox, profoundly skilled, like Melville, in ecclesiastical
with Knox.

^
^

Meiriiie.isr.d aifairs, and ficifted, like Henderson, with that readv and

commanding eloquence so indispensable to the leader of a

popular assembly ; he belonged to the same high order of

minds as that illustrious triumvirate. He was, moreover,

instinct with their spirit ; in him the very genius of these

great reformers of the church lived again ; their intense

love of liberty, their unsparing and imcompromising enmity

against all corruptions and abuses, their inextinguishable

hatred of tyranny and arbitrary power; and, above all.

Foists in their zeal in promotintr the relisrious culture and intellectual

AM»e<«' improvement of the people, and their resolute and unnmch-

infj maintenance of the spiritual independence of the church

tkai«. and the rights of the christian people, formed the grand

distioimishiutr characteristics of Thomson's character and

life. And most remarkable was the progress made during

the brief but busy years of his public career, in bringing

back the church towards the old paths, so well defined in

her constitution and so brightly traced in her history. It

had been the fashion, in the days of dominant moderatism,

to identify evangelical preaching with intellectual imbecility.

* Sermon preached by the Kev. Dr. Andrew Thomson on the occa-

Axk of Sir Heniy s death.
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1688 To be reputed an e^rnt fort, it was essential to be at least Chap, iv,

\M.%
^^ friendly terms with scepticism, and to be ashamed of the According to

'gospel of Christ. The protest against this mingled im- spirit of the

pietj and insolence of an irreligious age, which, even in the century, to

worst times, had been offered in the person of such men as caiwasto

Erskiiie and Moncrieff, received from Thomson an immense

accession of force. Occupying the pulpit of St. George's,

in the very centre of the most influential classes of the influence

northern metropolis, the prodigious energy of his character preachmg of

speedily gathered around him, and brought under the im- exerted m
pulse of his ministry, many of the most vigorous and culti- down tin

vated minds in the city. While his preaching was thus reproach-

rapidly regaining for evangelism a firmer footing in those

ranks of society from which it had been long almost ex-

cluded, his advocacy of reformation principles—on the plat-

form, through the press, and in the courts of the church—

•

was telling not less powerfully on men's views of ecclesias-

tical affairs. Young and generous minds among the candi-

dates for the ministry caught fire from this master in Israel,

and took from him many of the best lessons and impulses

of their after life. His sun went down at noon, while yet Dr. Thom-

shining in its meridian strength ; and although, at the death,

sudden and stunning announcement of his death, men felt

as if the church's firmament had become dark, time has

proved how many burning and shining lights his own—as a

great instrument in God's hand—had kindled and left

behind, to guide her affairs when his own light had dis-

appeared. "His was the olden theology of Scotland; aHisftmerai

thorouglily devoted son of our church, he was through Dr-'c^^im.

life the firm, the unflinching advocate of its articles, and
its foi-mularies, and its rights, and the whole pohty of its

constitution and discipline. His creed he derived by in-

heritance from the fathers of the Scottish reformation ; not,

however, as based on human authority, but as based and
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The preach-
ing of the
eigliteenth

century

:

evangelism
Then
derided as

fanatical.

Chap IV. upliolclen on the authority of scripture alone. * * * |g53

The whole system originated in deepest piety: and has ^^

resulted in the formation of the most moral and intelligent

peasantry in Europe. Yet, in spite of this palpahle evidence

in its favour, it fell into discredit. Along with the elegant

literature of our sister country, did the meagre arminianism

of her church make invasion among our clergy ; and we

certainly receded, for a time, from the good old way of our

forefathers. This was the middle age of the church of

Scotland—an age of cold and feeble rationality, when evan-

gelism was derided as fanatical, and its very phraseology

was deemed an ignoble and vulgar thing in the upper

classes of society. A morality without godliness—a certain

prettiness of sentiment, served up in tasteful and well-

turned periods of composition—the ethics of philosophy or

of the academic chair, rather than the ethics of the gospel

—the speculations of natural theology, and, perhaps, an

ingenious and scholar-like exposition of the credentials,

rather than a faithful exposition of the contents, of the

new testament ;—these, for a time, dispossessed the topics

of other days, and occupied that room in our pulpits which

had formerly been given to the demonstrations of sin and

of the Saviour. You know there has been a reflux. The

tide of sentiment has been turned : and there is none who

has given it greater momentum, or borne it more trium-

phantly along, than did the lamented pastor of this congre-

gation. His talents and his advocacy have thrown a lustre

around the cause. The prejudices of thousands have given

way before the might and the mastery of his resistless

demonstrations. The evangelical s^'stem has in conse-

quence risen prodigiously, of late years, in the estimation

of general society,—connected to a great degree, we doubt

not, under the blessing of God, with his powerful appeals

to scripture, and his no less powerful appeals to the con-

The tide iu

lavour of

evangelism
now turned,

and the

influence

Thomson
had exerted

in producing
tiiis cban^e.
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1688 sciences of men.** "If, indeed," exclaimed the preacher, Chap i v.

*^ in the same funeral discom'se, "our next war is to he a war The loss the

1833. , ^ 1,1., , ^^ n Chuich liad

of principles, then before the battle is begun the noblest or sustained b

t o ^^ -IT >j 1 1 , 1 1 J.
Thomson's

our champions has fallen. Yet, added he, ** we dare not death,

give up to despondency a cause which has truth for its

basis, and the guarantee of heaven's omnipotence for its

complete and everlasting triumph. In this reeling of the

nations,—this gradual loosening of all spirits from the

ancient holds of habit and of principle,—still we cannot

fear that the church, the one and indestructible church,

though tossed and cradled in the storm, will not be rivetted

more securely upon its basis. * We are distressed, but not

in despair : troubled, yet not forsaken : cast down, yet not

destroyed : help. Lord, when the godly man ceaseth, and

the righteous fail from the children of men.' " *

Could the illustrious man who paid this just and noble This loss
'^ *' would have

tribute to the memory of his departed friend, have foreseen seemed to
^ ^ the preac.uT

the agitating and eventful controversy that was destined so still greater

soon to break out in the church of Scotland, the dispensa- kn"^" wh^t
^ a struiile

tion of divine providence by which Thomson had been so yas await-
• '^ nig the

suddenly struck down and removed, would doubtless have Church,

seemed darker and more distressing still. Judging after

the manner of men, who would not have been ready to sa}^

that his was the fittest, perhaps the only, hand for the

helm, when the vessel was about to be caught by so peril-

ous a storm. But God's ways are not our ways, neither

are His thoughts our thoughts. One had laboured, and

others were to enter into .his labours. One had mustered Gfod hnd pro-
vided other

and disciplined the forces, but it was reserved for otiiers to soldiers for

the coming

marshal them in the field, and direct them in the shock of coniiicu

* Sermon preached in St. George's Church, Edinburgh, on Sabbath,
February 20th, 1831, on occasion of the death of the liev. Dr. Andrebt
Thomson.—Chalmers' IVorhs, Collins' edition, vol. xi., pp. 205-207,
216-217.
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Chap. IV. battle. And these others, He whose name Is Jehovah- 1688

jiieh had ah'eady provided: and the chief of them all was ^^

the very man, who, with characteristic humility—as if him-

self were not worthy to be thought of, in the view of the

great crisis he described—was pronouncing his sorrowing

lamentation over the heavy loss which God's cause had

The chiefest sustained. Even in the way of preparing the church for
of these was ... . ,

the preacher the trcmeudous Struggle that was awaitmg her, no smgle

Thomas individual, not even Andrew Thomson, had done more than
Chalmeks.

Thomas Chalmers.

His removal jj^g removal from his quiet rural charge, in the parish of
from Kil- ^

,

nieny to Kilmcnv, in Fifeshire, to the Tron church of Glasf^ow, in
Glasgow the J

'

' o
heginniugof 1315 marked the commencement of a new era, not in his
a new era.

'

own personal history alone, but in the history of the revival

of evangelical religion. Whatever influences existed, and

were in operation before, on the side of that sacred cause,

were immediately and immensely increased. There was in

his case no transition period of slowly and gradually gather-

ing fame. His sun shot up at once into the very centre of

the firmament. From the comparative obscurity of his

former position, he burst upon society, in his new sphere,

The time had as the greatest preacher of modern times. That massive

the man. intellect, wliich from boyhood had been measuring its

strength and multiplying its resources, by grappling with

almost the entire circle of the sciences ; that large heart,

which God had touched and filled with the love of Christ,

and which already had been burning with deep desires

for the spiritual regeneration of his fellow-men ; that native

genius, whose lofty inspirations had been giving to his

earlier friends unequivocal promise of what it was yet des-

tined to achieve,—had all at length obtained a fitting

field to call them forth and to exercise their highest

ca-.aimers as powers. Not Only was the pulpit, in his hands, found to
apieacher.

^^ altogether abreast of science and philosophy, but those
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1GS8 pi'ouc! names, which the enemies of the gospel had been Chap. iv.

accustomed in the preceding century to challenge as pecu-

' liarly their own, were now seen serving the uses of the most

earnest piety, and ministering, as humble and yet graceful

handmaids, at her shrine. It was not, however, as a

preacher alone—unprecedented and unrivalled as his power

in that department was—that he gave so mighty an impulse

to evangelical truth. Never was piety more intensely

practical than in this illustrious man. To reform society To reform
society was

was the object of his life. The gospel could do this, and the oiiject of'.his hie.

nothing else could do it. And how to brmg that gospel to

the homes and the hearts of the neglected masses that were

multiplying with such fearful rapidity on the ''ground

floor " of the social edifice,—this was his grand problem,

which he spent his days in working out with incredible

energy, and in labouring with matchless eloquence and

power to get other men to learn. He set little value on

any question of ecclesiastical policy, excepting in so far as

it bore upon what was to him the all-important object, of

making the church more efficient as an instrument for pro-

moting the moral and spiritual well-being of the people.

Possessed as he was, and as hardly any other man since

Knox, or Luther, or Paul, was ever possessed before, with Chalmers be-
louged totlie

this one srrand idea,—he was sometimes, and especially in economists

^
^ ^ » 1 J yather than

the earlier stages of his public career, impatient enou2:h of the>m/5ofof » 1 o theChmch.
those whom he was wont to designate the "jurists " of the

church : bent as they were on putting right the machinery,

tvhen he could think of nothing but working the machine.

Time, however, and experience made him more and more

sensible how closely the one process is connected with the

other. It was mainly, indeed, by the obstructions which

the state of the ecclesiastical machinery presented to the

carrying out of his own plans of practical usefulness, that

his attention was gradually turned to its defects, and to tho
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Chap. IV . absolute necessity of having them remedied. Among those 1688
A vigorous ahuses which moderatism had encouraged, and was still *^
opponent of

_ _

o
' 1833.

whatever rcsolute In defending;, was the frequent union of the pastoral
hindered the

^

° ^ ^
efficient and professorial offices,—a system which commonly turned
working of

_

"^

the Church, either the pulpit or the chair into a mere sinecure, and very

commonly degraded both. In the vigorous efforts which

the evangelical party in the church made to put an end to

this evil, Chalmers took a prominent and powerful share.

And the fact is not undeserving of notice in a work like

this, that it was in the course of a keen and elaborate

Titedehateon discussion upon this subject, which took place in the general

of offices" in assembly of 1826, those views of the constitution of the
tlie Assem-
bly of 1826. established church which were afterwards adopted and acted

on by the courts of law, in the disruption controversy, were

for the first time formally and deliberately announced.

'^thcOT^^oni? -^^P^' *^^ ^^^'^ president of the court of session, was a
Church's member of that assembly, and in supportino; the party and
constitution *" ^ '^ ° i J

first broach- tj^e principles of moderatism, in the debate on the union of
ed in the r i »

speech of officcs, he took tliis ground,—that even if it were expedient
LordPresi-

* & » l

tieut Hope, to abolish pluralities, the church had not, by the law which

regulated her relation to the state, the power to do so.

This doctrine was new, not only to the assembly, but to

that learned person himself. "When the case," said his

lordship, ** was before the assembly several years ago, I did

then. Sir, as several members may recollect, express great

doubts how far it was competent for the assembly to pass

the qualified act then in question. But the acts of parlia-

ment relating to the powers of the church, not being of

(l new theory every day's practice, I was not sufficiently master of them

Lord Preai- to venture to form or to give a positive opinion upon the

subject." These sentences are somewhat remarkable. They

distinctly show that the light of that theory of the church's

constitution, as a national establishment, which brought

about the disruption, had then but recently broken in upon
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1688 tlie lord president's mind, and had only now, for the first Chap. rv.

^^ time, guided him with any confidence to those startling

conclusions which he thereupon proceeded to expound. His

argument from the statutes was simply a rehearsal of what

formed, twelve years afterwards, his judicial opinion in the

Auchterarder case. ** The presbyterian religion, and the Hisiordship'

. . . .
views.

presbyterian form of government, " said his lordship, in the

debate of 1826, "are in this country the creatures of sta-

tute. Both derive theu' existence and their doctrines, as well

as their powers, from parliament ; and it is impossible that

they could derive them from any other source!" In these

extraordinary views, the entire argument on one side of the

disruption-controversy will be found to lie. No wonder that

the speaker who followed the president in the debate, the ThePresifient
" '^ aaswered

Rev. Dr. Stevenson M'GiH, professor of divinity in the
J-^.^.^-^'-

university of Glasgow, should have protested, with indig- Glasgow.

nant astonishment, against this virtual re-assertion of the

civil supremacy in matters spiritual. *' With all the re-

spect which 1 truly feel for the distinguished member

who has last addressed us, nothing, 1 must acknoAvledge,'*

said Dr. M'GiH, "has more surprised me than the doc-

trine, which I never expeded to hear maintained in this

assembly, that the church of Scotland has not the power

to declare what shaU be the qualifications of its own minis-

ters. The powers of this church, he (president Hope) main-

tained, were founded only upon acts of parliament : these

fixed the qualifications of ministers, and we had no power

but to administer them ; and on parliament depended the

exercise of that power which from parliament we received

!

This, Sir, is indeed a sweeping doctrine ; but, happily for Indignantly

us, it is as untrue as it is dangerous—our rio-ht to deter- V"' ?'^'^f''° ° dent's doc-

mine the qualifications of our ministers flows not from triue.

acts of parliament.'* * * * *« The reformation of

this country was accomplished by great and enlightened
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Chap. IV. men instructing all classes in the truths of the gospel, and 1688

in opposition to the power and prejudices of its rulers, ^p^

It emanated not, as in England, from the will and the

power of an arbitrary monarch fixing its doctrines, its

government, and its worship, and appointing its canons

Describes the and its Statutes, by his own authoritv. The relijrion of
rise of the . >

presbyteriaa Scotland was previously embraced by the people on the

Scotland,— authority of the Word of God, before it was sanctioned bv
and the .

"^
./ ' j

footing on parliament ; and thus previously fixed, it was adopted by
f statjiisiieii r)arliament as the religion of the nation, received on autho-
liy the civil .

.

power. rity superior to man. Now, of this system, acknowledged

and submitted to by parliament, the right of the church to

judge of the qualifications of its ministers, formed an essen-

tial part ; and with that wisdom which distinguished the

first period of the reformation, parliament, so far from

interfering with a business of which they could not be the

most competent judges, ratified that right, and gave to the

church all the advantage which could arise from its temporal

authority." The learned and venerable professor, having

briefly reviewed the statutes ratifying the church's spiritual

freedom, in corroboration of what he had thus affirmed,

Tiie indepen- concluded with this solemn declaration: ** I hesitate not to
dencc of tlie . . , , . . i • m
Church in mauitam, that the constitution and privileges of the church
matters spi-

ritual, a fun- of Scotland are fundamental principles, which cannot be

principle, destroyed but by the breaking up of the general frame of
guaranteed o t • i i i

hy the con- our government, or by an act or despotic and lawless
Elitutiou of . )j * 1 1 1 Til
the king- opprcssiou. As the debate proceeded, the sentiments so
dom.

promptly and impressively delivered by Dr. M'Gill, on the

cardinal question of jurisdiction, were still more fully and

emphatically stated by another learned and distinguislied

member of the house, the late Lord Moncrieff. " With

regard to that doctrine," said he, alluding to the civil-

supremacy views of the president, ** I must be permitted to

say, with all manner of respect, that I hold it to be in sub-
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168S stance the same thing as to say that you have no ecclesias- Chap. iv.

to tical jurisdiction whatever, as a church hy law estahUshed. Mr. {now

1833 ,.1.1. • .
Lord)Mon-

* Sir, the basis of that argument is laid m this proposition, cricfffoUow

n ri 1 1 1 •
^'- ^^*^'"'

that the established church of Scotland has no existence iu condemn
_ .. iii^theview

and no power but what it holds by virtue of acts or parlia- of tiie
^ "^ .11 rresidcnt.

ment. Nobody certainly can doubt,' he continued, **that

our establishment—like every other, in so far as it is an

establishment, sanctioned and maintained by the civil

government of the state—depends for its existence on the

provisions of the system of government derived from the

will of the people who have chosen it; but it is quite

another thing to say, that all the powers of this church,

established under such a government, are derived solely

from the express enactments of acts of parliament in

which particular things are committed to the church, or

that the measure of these powers is to be restrained within

the limits of such express civil enactments. This would

be, in other words, to say, that the church courts may

indeed have certain powers as a part of the civil govern-

ment ; but that, as the judicatories of the ecclesiastical

establishment, properly considered, and independent of any

special statutes, they have no power at all.'* And having

thus distinguished between tv/o things which the president

seemed to confound, and having thereby exposed the fallacy

which ran through his lordship's entire argument, Mr.

Moncrieff concluded a succinct and able summary of the

statutes bearing upon this great question by referring to

the confession of faith, which he reminded the learned

judge was part and parcel of the revolution settlement and

of the law of the land. Having quoted from that solemnly Tiie sist ar-

ratified standard of the church, its 31st article, that it Confession

belongs to the synods and councils of the church to set and the ar-

down rules and directions for the public worship of God, Moucrieft

1 .1 o XT. 11 • 1 • i founds uiion
*• and the government of His church ; to receive complaints it.
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Chap. IV. in cases of mal-administration, and authoritatively to deter- 1688

Quine the same: which decrees and determinations, if conso- ^^

nant to the word of God, are to be received with reverence

and submission; not only for their agreement with the

word, but ALSO FOR THE POWER whereby they are made as

being an ordinance op God, appointed thereunto in His

word." Having recited these explicit statements of the

church's nationally-ratified confession, " There," exclaimed

the speaker, with all that characteristic energy and force

which made his sentences strike like a sledge hammer,

when he was crushing an opponent beneath the weight

of a resistless argument, ** there is the basis of the powers

of our ecclesiastical establishment ; it rests not upon the

The true force of acts of parliament, but on the nature of the esta-
soiircpoftbe

• M> 1 • • 1 1 • 1

Church's blishment itselt—on the great prmciples on which our
spiritual

powers. reformers put it—acknowledging no other Head but the

Lord Jesus Christ, and no other warrant but the bible

itself, that book by which we, not less than the first refor-

mers, have sworn to be guided in all our deliberations, and

to which all our decisions should be conformed."

Notice has been already taken of the fact, acknowledged

by himself, that it was only in preparing for the debate of

] 826, the lord president reached the conclusions Avhich he

Singular that then announced. Strange that a theory of our ecclesiastical
the Lord ....,.'"

i i i

President's Constitution, involvmg consequences so momentous, should

should have have lain undiscovered and unapplied for nearly a century
lain undis- i i m tp • • i on/-» • ^ i

covered a and a halt. It it was true in ibJb, it must have been

a halt. equally true ever since the revolution settlement in 1690;

and yet, not only had it not been found out either on the

bench or in the general assembly, during all the anxious

controversies of the eighteenth century, but when now at

length formally propounded in the manner above described,

even the moderate party themselves gave it no ostensible

countenance. Wlien Dr. M'Gill and Mr. Monciieff treated
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Chap. 7V.

2638 it as hardly either requiring or deserving a serious answer,

to not one solitary individual ventured to utter a syllable in its No one «nve

1833. -»,T 11 • 1-1 1 • -I
^"y 1^0""-

support. Not only so, but the motion which was submitted tenance to

by Dr. Cook of St. Andrews—a prominent member of the dent's view

moderate party, and afterwards its acknowledged leader in Cook's

the assembly—proceeded on a complete denial of the lord sumes tiient

president's doctrine, by assuming the perfect competency of unfounded,

the church to legislate upon the question. And yet that

little cloud, **no bigger than a man's hand," which first

showed itself above the horizon in 1826, was the same

which, twenty years later, had darkened the whole firma-

ment of the church,—until at length it burst forth in the

storm which rent the establishment in pieces. It is not

unimportant to observe, that the purpose for which the

power of the church was thus, for the first time, deliberately

challenged, was to stereotype an abuse, and to arrest the

progress of practical reform. In this respect, those who

have since studied in the lord president's school will be

found to have maintained an undeviating consistency.

But to return to Dr. Chalmers. It has been already Nanative
returns to

remarked, that his natural position was among the econo- Dr. ciiai-

mers.

mists rather than among the jurists of the church. His

mind was too much engrossed with her practical business,

to have much liking ot leisure for discussing the theory of

her constitution. It was only when some abuse was found,

lying, as a mighty hinderance across his path, and arrest-

ing him in his incessant eflforts to do good to society and to

the souls of men, that he appeared in the arena of ecclesias-

tical debate. It was this mainly that drew him into the

discussion of 1826. **This toleration by the church of His speech iu
''

, .
the debate

pluralities," he exclaimed, iu the eloquent and impressive of 18;26.

oration which on that occasion he pronounced, ** neutralizes

the whole force and authority of its voice when it calls,

whether upon rulers of the state, or rulers of the city, for
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Chap. IV. the subdivision of parishes. When the clergyman of &ome 1688

enormous city parish is allowed to be a professor also, with Jf

what face can we lift any remonstrance about the magnitude

of bis charge,—or expect that the public shall be at the

expense of a new functionary to relieve that man, who, in

His argu- fact, has deprived them of the services of an old one—by
nient

. . .

against holding himself forth as competent to double duties, or at
pluralities

.

chiefly turns all eveuts bv cnefrossinQ; the double emoluments? This
ontheob- J & o
stacie they monopoly of offices by churchmen is utterly at antipodes
putinthe , ^ -^

. ^
''

. . ...
way of with that hio;h obiect of patriotism, the multiplication of
Church ex.

. ^ ;*.

tension. churches in our land. * * * * The appeal of this

venerable house for more of churches and parishes in the

over-crowded cities of our land, had been lifted with tenfold

force, were it not for the policy by which you have neutral-

ized it. Your voice has been like that of a trumpet which

soundeth uncertainly: and so long as you countenance

pluralities, your testimony in behalf of a greater number of

parishes will neither be respected nor relied on." It was

on this broad and palpable ground of the damage done to

the cause of learning on the one hand, and to pastoral

efficiency on the other, that Dr. Chalmers took his stand

rhoroiigiiiy against pluralities ; and it will be found, as we proceed, to

character of havc been on grounds of the same practical kind that he
all Dr.

^
„ . . 1 . 1 • 1

Chalmers' took his stand in support of non-mtrusion, and against high-
views on

.
.

questions of handed patron ajxe, m that memorable controversy, to tbe
Cliurch

. ,

policy threshold of which we have now advanced.

In bringing this long chapter to a close, and especially

in concluding this rapid sketch of the influences and the

individuals that chiefly contributed to the revival of evange-

lical truth and reformation principles in the church of Scot-

land, during the first thirty years of the present century, it

is impossible to overlook the venerated name of M'Crie.

His Lives of Knox and Melville, efi'ected for those great

men, as well as for the cause and the principles with which
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1688 tliej are identified, a service resembHng that which, more Chap. iv.

^° recently, has been rendered to CromweU bj Carljle. In Writings of

the writinsfs of M'Crie, the Scottisli reformers and the M'Crie:they
°

. . ,. .
did for the

Scottish reformation received a vmdication so complete and Scottish

Retormers

decisive as to have dispelled, at once and for ever, the clouds wiiatcariyie

has done for

which prejudice and calumny had combined, in an infidel CromweiL

and irreligious age, to gather around them,—and to have

kindled in their behalf the old national enthusiasm ouco

more. Himself deeply imbued with the pure theology, the

profound learning, the stern principle, the christian patriotism

of the founders of the Scottish church, he could thoroughly

understand and estimate both the men and the work he had

undertaken to describe. The comparative neglect into The state of

neijlect into

which the study of the religious movements of the sixteenth which the

. .
relis;ious

and seventeenth centuries had previously fallen, s'ave to the movements

11 1 . , 1 1 1 • 1 P 1 IT of the 16th
whole subject, when thus brought up again beiore the public and I7th

centuries

mind, not a little of the freshness and the charm of a dis- had previ.

•sr 1 • 1 1 • 1 • • ousljfallen.

covery. Multitudes whom ignorance and misrepresentation

had succeeded in making almost ashamed of their ecclesias-

tical ancestry, now learned to glory in the reformers as the

best benefactors of their country. Nor was it among reli-

gious men alone that such feelings were awakened or con-

firmed. The interest inherent in the record of great events

and stirring times, secured numerous and attentive readers

among all classes of society ; and that interest, especially

for the higher order of minds, was powerfully enhanced by Tiie charm

the historian's manly vigour of thought, profound political MCrieim-

sagacity, and intense sympathy with the cause of truth and these long-

•1 mi'n 1 111 •• • forgotten
right, ihe innuence thus exerted by the writings in ques- themes, ani

tion was obviously and altogether on the side of the evange- thus exerte

lical and reforming party in the church: it commanded mation of

greater respect and consideration, both for them and their

principles, and hastened the arrival of that period when

these principles at length obtained the ascendency in the

councils of the church.

the Church.



CHAP. V.

THE BALANCE OF PARTIES.

Chap. V.

The charge
that the
measures
adopted by
the Church
in 1834 were
uncalled for.

Tlie attempts
made to

create a
prejudice

against the

evangeUcal
paity.

Facts will

show th.it

the mca-
sures of

IH'ii were
urgently

required.

It has been sometimes alleged, that the measures which 1833

were adopted by the general assembly, in 1834, and which

gave occasion to the ten years' conflict, were uncalled for

and unnecessary. This has been affirmed even by some of

those who wish to be understood as not altogether approving

of the policy of moderatism. Things, it has been usual for

such persons to say, were going on well enough,—patrons

were showing more deference to the wishes and welfare of

congregations,—the church was increasing in efficiency, and

gaining upon the affections and confidence of the community

!

Under cover of such vague and general statements as these,

attempts have been made to create an impression that the

course on which the church entered, at the period in ques-

tion, was altogether gratuitous, and that the commotions

and collisions which ensued, were as needless as they were

injurious. However, some well-meaning people may have

suffered themselves to be led away by representations of

this kind, and to be prepossessed, in consequence, against

the reforming party in the church, it cannot be difficult to

establish, upon this point, a very different conviction in the

minds of those who are disposed, in the exercise of common
candour and intelligence, to examine the case for themselves.

Indeed, justice cannot be done either to the measures in

dispute, or to the men who carried them through the courts

of the church, without taking into view the whole circum-

stances in which these measures were introduced. The

consideration of these circumstances, instead of proving that

nothing needed to have been done at all, will be found to
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1833. fumlsli the most conclusive argument in favour of tlie course Chap v.

which the church actually pursued.

It must he sufficiently apparent from the foregoing nar-

rative, that both honesty and consistency demanded from Con^steiicy
* "^ and honesty

the evano-elical party, that means should now be taken to t'emanded
^ 1 ~

l^j^g adoption

put an end to those abuses and oppressions in the adminis- of these
^

^ ^

'^
'-

^ _
measures.

tration of ecclesiastical affairs, against which they had so

long protested. However sufficient such protestations might

have been to guard their own integrity, and to keep them

clear of the charge of becoming partakers in other men's

sins, so long as their party constituted a mere minority in

. the supreme court of the church, such a vindication would

have been no better than a delusion and a mockery when

the actual government of the church had passed into their

hands. The principle, in particular, that *'no pastor should

be intruded on a congregation contrary to their will," was

one in regard to which it was impossible they could be silent.

The neglect of it had formed their standing quarrel with

moderatism for a hundred years. Riding rough-shod, as Tiiey were

. ,
demanded

moderatism had done tor two or three generations, over the by a repid

neck of that principle, it had disgusted and driven away froui rests of the

the church's communion, tens of thousands, nay, hundreds

of thousands, of the best of her people. And although

**the forced settlements" of the preceding century, when

ministers were often thrust into parishes by the help of a

band of soldiers, might now be of comparatively rare occur-

rence, it did not follow for that reason, that it had ceased to

be necessary to secure to congregations the protection which

the non-intrusion principle was designed and fitted to give, llie improve-

In so far as forced settlements had disappeared through the imd taken

greater consideration which some patrons had been showing exercise of

for the interests and inclinations of the people, the improve- tiouage was
,.,,..,. , . limited, and

ment was both hmited in extent and most uncertain as its coutinu-

•I
» ., . T> • 11 -PI ""ce uucer-

regarded its continuance. i3ut in truth, the cessation oi the tain.
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Chap. V. scandal in question was, in very many cases, due to alto- 1833.

gether a different cause. ** If you dislike the minister offered

to you by the patron, you can become dissenters,—the door

is open for you to leave the established church." Such was

the remedy which, in its reckless zeal for absolute patronage,

moderatism had been accustomed to offer to the people ; and

The absence the people had learned how to use it. The settlement of a
of opposition

at tiie settle- minister in a parish had ceased, from such causes, to awaken
nieut of

. , .
,

. , .

ministers that deep and universal mterest among the parishioners
was often

• i i i i • mi
due to iniiif. which, in Other and better tunes, had attended it. They
ference or

.

disgust. had found it vain and hopeless to enter into a contest with

the courts of the church, which had so long and so syste-

matically disregarded their voice. If the minister nominated

by the patron, and settled, as a matter of course, by the

presbytery, turned out to be an active and useful pastor,

they gathered with more or less cordiality around him. If

he proved, on the other hand, as still not unfrequently hap-

pened, to be a man careless of the responsibilities of his

office, or destitute of the capacity and the qualifications

necessary to make a useful minister, they either withdrew

quietly to seek food for their souls in some dissenting

church, or sunk, as was too often the case, into a state of

religious indifference, and perhaps neglected divine ordi-

nances altogether.

riie necessity The mere fact, therefore, either that disputed settlements
Ptill existed ' ' ^

for a move- yreve not now of frequent occurrence, or that a better and
ment in fa- ^
yourofnon- mQi-e enlio'htened feelins: had, for the time, made its way
uitrusion. ^ & ' j

among some of the holders of church patronage, in no

degree diminished the necessity for steps being taken to

revive and enforce the principle of non-intrusion. During

the long reign of moderatism, the evangelical party had

uniformly condemned the system by which that principle

had been trampled on, not only as a violation of sound

policy by alienating the people from the church, but as a
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1833. direct infringement upon the law and constitution of the Chap. v.

church itself. The time had now come for making proof of

their sincerity.

The course wliich all their past professions thus dictated

and required, the state of the times rendered still more

urgent and indispensahle. Two events had occurred, either Events which
rendered

of which, of itself and alone, would have heen enough to tins ueces.

. .
sitv more

justify, and even to necessitate, some concession to the urgent.

popular voice: but which, together, pressed with a force

which nothino- but infatuation could have ventured to dis-

regard. The one of these events was the then recent

adoption of the great measure of parliamentary reform. It

was natural, and indeed inevitable, that the acquisition of The Reforn»

1.-1 ..11111 1 . •
Bill, and the

political emancipation snould make the people more impatient stimulus it

. . mi -11 1 . ?^^ ® ^^ ^^'^

of ecclesiastical servitude. To be entitled to take part in demand tor

popular

the choice of their national representatives, and, at the same privUeges.

time, to have nothing whatever to say in the selection of

those on Avhom they must be chiefly dependent for the

religious instruction and spiritual edification of themselves

and their children, could not fail to strike most minds as a

painful and offensive incongruity. In England, perhaps,

and especially among members of the established church

of that country, the force of this remark may not be so

apparent. The English people have always been more The people of

jealous of their political than of their ecclesiastical rights, jeabus of
"^

This may probably have arisen from the circumstance, that asticai thuu'

the members of the church of England have never been political

permitted to take any part in ecclesiastical affiiirs. The

fact, too, that so large a portion of the ordinary church

service performed by their clergy is taken from the liturgy,

and that, to this extent at least, the congregation are very

little dependent on the qualifications of the officiating minister,

may have tended considerably to lessen their interest in tlio

question of his appointment. Tlio preceding chapters can

1. N

ri<;lit3.
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Chap. y. hardly have failed to show in how entirely different a position 1833.

matters have stood in Scotland, from the reformation down-

Causes which wards. The rights of the Christian people in the election
have made „ , . . . , • ^ • ^i
the Scotch of their ministers were expressly recognized in the very

tothe'impor- earliest standards of the Scottish church, and the assertion
tnncc (tf

being cou- of these rights had formed, all along, one of the salient

choice of points of Scottish ecclesiastical history. The absence,
their minis-

/. i. -i i • i
...

tfcrs. moreover, of a liturgy, and the necessity thence arising in

the church of Scotland, that the congregation must look to

the officiating minister, not merely to proclaim to them the

word of life, but to be the exponent of their devotional feel-

ings and spiritual desires at the throne of the heavenly grace,

served, no doubt, to lend additional importance, in their

eyes, to the wliole subject of the choosing and calling of

those that were to be over them in holy things.

^Tvimeiit
^^ i^o'mt of fact, to many of the most pious and patriotic

ahohtSm of
^^ *^^^ Scottish pcoplc, the main charm of the reform bill

patronage, ^y^s to be foiind in the prospect which it held out to them

of getting rid of the yoke of church patronage. Anti-

patronage societies sprung up not only in the great cities

and chief towns, but in multitudes even of the quiet villages

and rural parishes of the country. At the hustings, the

abolition of patronage took its place at once, as one of the

chief testing questions of the time. As indicating the extent

to which the question had taken hold of the public mind, it

rn 1834 the is cnouo-h to State, that so early as the sprins; of 1834, a
House of

°
. n . , n

Commons large and influential committee of the house of commons,
apponits a

. . ,

committee consisting of uo fower than forty members, was appointed
to consider p i i i? i i

the subject. ** to considcr the past and present state of the law oi church

patronage in Scotland, and to inquire how far that system

is in accordance with the constitution and principles of the

church of Scotland, and conducive to its usefulness and

prosperity, and to report their observations thereupon to the

house." Nor can tlicre be a doubt in the mind of any ono
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1833. conversant with the subject, that the main reason why that Chap. v.

committee contented itself with reporting, in the month of

July thereafter, simply the evidence it had taken upon the

subject, and not giving to the house any recommendation of

its own, was to be found in the fact, that the law which

had been meanwhile adopted by the general assembly was

considered as having met the exigencies of the case, and as

having rendered parliamentary interference unnecessary.

Certain it is, that so little did the law, which the assembly Reason why

hacl m the mterval adopted, awaken the jealousy oi par- mentary

,. 1 ^ •
I* -I ^ 1 • • committee

liament, or appear to be deservnig oi blame, that it was in abstained

the full knowledge of what the assembly had done, the mending a

parliamentary committee, speaking of the church of Scotland, the law.

in the report which the house unanimously adopted, made

use of the following words:—*'Your committee most earnestly

recommend to the legislature the defence and preservation

of an establishment, with the permanence o£ which, in their

judgment, the general prosperity and moral welfare of Scot-

land may be considered as intimately interwoven."

There was, however, as has been ali-eady hinted, another ittacknpon,.,.,. 1 f.
. Church

reason tor something being done in the way oi restoring to EstaWish-

the members of the church their ancient rights and privileges, additional

in the calling and settlement of their ministers, besides the ecciesiasti-

fact that the reform bill had so recently become the law of

the land. The same political franchise, the possession of

which prompted and enabled the members of the church to

bring their influence to bear on the reform of their national

religious establishment, furnislied equally the opponents of

that establishment with a powerful instrument for effecting

its overthrow. Among that large section of the community Prevalenre

which the law of patronage—and, still more, its liigh-handcd sumers of

enforcement by the moderate party—had driven from the ihshmont
principles.

established church, principles had been gradually growing

up, adverse to national religious establishments altogether.
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Chaf. V. Although these principles formed no part of the grounds of 1833

their original secession from the national church, and have

not been made any part of their public profession, as churches,

even to the present day, they had come to he extensively

embraced by a large proportion both of their ministers and

fjmonofpo- people. In addition, moreover, to those who had thus be-
litical liber- ^ ^ ' '

ais witii the come hostile to church establishments on professedly reli-
dissenters in _

_

i ./

their attack ffious orounds, it Seemed, for the time, to have been re^jarded
on the

° ° / / '
^

»
Church as a part of liberal politics to contend ao-ainst the endowment
Establish- r l o
meuts. of religious teachers by the state. It was taken for granted,

by at least a considerable section of those who belonged to

that school of politics, that the supply of religious instruction

to the community should be left to the operation of the same

principles which regulate the supply of any secular commodity.

The tide, accordingly, set in suddenly and strongly against

the very existence of the church as a national establishment.

Voluntary Voluntary-cliurch societies, as they were then commonly
Church so- , . . . , . c i i \
cieties: their Called, that IS, societics opposed to the union oi church and
elforts and • n t • mi ^ r i ^

activity. State, spruug up m all directions. The plattorm and the

press were plied, with incessant activity and energy, in

disseminating their anti-establishment views. The religious

voluntary denounced all church establishments as inconsistent

with the liberty and spirituality of Christ's kingdom; while

the political voluntary condemned them, in not less

unqualified terms, as founded on the exploded and now

universally repudiated principle of monopoly, as grossly

violating the principles of free trade, as involving all the

odium and iniquity of class legislation, taxing one section

of the people for the benefit of another, and therefore

carrying in them a gross political injustice. It was in

reference to this growing and powerful movement that, in

answer to a letter requesting his attendance, along with

other friends of the establishment, at an anti-patronage

society meeting at Aberdeen, Dr. M'Crie, in the month of
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1833. October, 1832, wrote as follows:

—

**I have long acted in Chap/v,

support of a testimony ao-ainst certain evils, both in the Counter-
^i ./ o movement

administration of the church of Scotland and in the laws by of the
•^ friends

which she is established, of which patronasje, thouf^h not of the
•^

"^ Established

the only, is a leadino: one;* but I am a decided and sworn Church: and
•^ ^

_ ^
Dr. M'Crie'a

friend to her reformed constitution, and to the le^al esta- opinion as to

thenecessity

blishment of it, and my principles lead me to seek the cor- of reforming
its abuses.

redion of the evils, not the overthrow of the church, or the

subversion of her establishment. I regret the spirit of strong

and increasing hostility to all establishments of religion which

lias manifested itself, though, perhaps, it was necessary to

awaken their friends to a sense of their duty, and may be

overruled by providence for inducing them to adopt those

measures of reform, without which, in my humhle opinion,

the threatened danger cannot be ultimately, perhaps not long,

averted. It is now nearly forty years since those with whom

I was in immediate religious fellowship gave warning of the

coming agitation ; and, I am sorry to say, it was but little

regarded by those whom it most nearly concerned. No

defence of establishments, how able soever it may he, wiM be

effective on the public mind, in opposition to feU grievances

and undeniable corruptions.'^

Such were the views of the distinguished author of the

lives of Knox and Melville, as to the course which both duty

and policy then dictated to the friends of the church of

Scotland. So thoroughly did these views commend them- Churrh-de-
fcnc6 socic*

selves to the great body of those who were most active and tiesaiiform

/Y>. .,-,. , . , ,, ,
edon the

emcient m defendmg the church establishment, that the principle of

Bcclciii" rc-

societies which almost everywhere wei'e promptly formed for foimat'ion

the defence of the church, engaged, at the same time, to andinpar-

1 . - . , . . , , .
ticulartlie

seek its reformation too—and in particular, to seek, in some revival of

lorm or other, the practical enforcement of the principle oi sioo.

* Dr. M'Grie was himself a seceder.
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Chap. V. non-intrusion in the settlement of ministers. It was felt by 1833.

all who took part in that great and arduous controversy,

that however successful or even triumphant their demon-

stration might be of the lawfulness of church establishments,

that demonstration would be altogether impotent as a defence

of existing institutions, so long as, either by their laws or by

their actual administration, they were doing violence to the

just rights and privileges of the christian people,

riiemove- Nothing, therefore, can be more groundless than the idea
nientoftlie t i
evangelical that the evangelical party were carried away by a spirit of

1834,'essen. rash and reckless innovation, in proposing and carrjang
tially cou-

i • i i t •

servative. those measures upon which the disruption controversy came

afterwards to turn. The charo-e is both ungenerous and

unjust. It was the policy of moderatism which had nursed

the long gathering storm, whose fury was now threatening

the safety of the establishment. The reader will judge as

he proceeds, whether the contrary policy, which signalized

the ascendency of their hereditary opponents in 1834, was

not the true lightning rod to catch the fiery thunderbolt,

/oiuntary- and to bury it safelj' in the ground. The causes now alluded
ism and tlie

i • i i i • i i n i ^^\

Keform Bill, to—the mipulse namely that was given by the reiorm bill

but did not to all questions connected with popular rights—and the
orisinatethe

, . , , , i !• i

movement Contemporaneous attack upon national church establishments

geiicaiparty.—though they scrvcd powerfully both to strengthen the

force and to accelerate the triumph of the policy of 1834,

did not originate that policy. In the proceedings of the

evangelical party, at the period in question, there was nothing-

whatever that was new. The vessel did not shift its course

by one single point. It only sped forward, beneath the

freshening gale of those stirring influences that were now

abroad, with greater momentum and velocity. The courts

of the church became the arena of more frequent and earnest

discussions on questions of ecclesiastical reform. The

subject especially of the rights of congregations in tho
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1833. calling and settlement of tlieir ministers, was pressed every Chap, v.

year with increasing urgency upon the notice of the general

assembly. The overtures regarding it, which came up from The inferior

. Ill Church
the synods and presbyteries of the church, were not by any cumts ad-

1 11-11 1 T 1
fii'esslhe

means at one as to the remedy which ought to be apphecl. Assembly in

While some struck boldly at the root of the evil complained non-iuiru-

sion.

of, by assailing the law of patronage, and calling on the

assembly to petition parliament for its immediate and total

abolition ; others, rather less confident in the safety of

leaving the choice of ministers entirely to the congregations

themselves, or at any rate less hopeful of succeeding in a

measure so strong, were disposed to acquiesce in any arrange-

ment that would give practical effect to the principle of

non-intrusion. Those who took this latter view, and who

at that time constituted a large majority of the evangelical Majority of

CV3.11^tillC3,l

and reformino- party in the church, sought to have the pai'y ^i^^

^ i^ J > o
^

favour of

interests of the congregation protected by rescuing *' the reviving the

call " from the state of utter inefficiency and mockery to

which moderatism had reduced it, and by giving it what the

law and constitution of the church both implied and required

—a potential position in the settlement of every minister.

And here it may be necessary to explain what this call face which
•^ J i

_ ^ tliecaU

of the cono;rec;ation is, and what is the place which it occupied in

,
° ° '

,

-^
. tlie settle-

occupies in the process of formino- the pastoral tie, between meut of
•'

.
ministers in

a minister and his flock. When a parish becomes vacant, the Scottish

.
Church.

the patron issues his presentation in favour of the individual

whom he wishes to nominate. In this document, he requests

the presbytery within whose jurisdiction the vacant parish lies,

** to take trial of the qualifications, literature, good life, and

conversation," of the presentee—and *' of his fitness and

qualifications for the functions of the ministry, at the church

to which he is presented." The right, therefore, to have

the presentee inducted, is acknowledged by the very terms

of the presentation, to be only a contingent right—and the
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Cttap. V. step now about to be described, forms an important part of 1S33.

the contingency by which the right is limited and controlled.

The very first act of the presbytery is to send the presentee

to the vacant parish, to conduct public worship, and to

preach to the congregation on one or more sabbaths, that

**the people may have trial of his gifts for their edification.**

Thereafter, the presbytery hold a meeting, pursuant to

notice given publicly from the pulpit of the vacant parish,

at least ten days before, for the purpose of ascertaining

whether the congregation are prepared to give the presentee

CirCTimstaTi. g^ «« qq\\ " ^q -[^q ^\^q\j. minister. On this occasion, after
{•es in which
the congre- public worship and the preachino- of the word by one of the
fintion are ^ r i o j

i"<r'th^^
ministers of the presbytery, the document, named the call,

call. jg produced and read, and intimation is given to the people

that they may now have an opportunity of subscribing it,

if they be minded so to do. The document in question is

addressed to the presentee, and runs as follows:—"We
The terms of whose names are subscribed, heritors, elders, and others,

of the parish of , being destitute of a fixed pastor,

by the death (or otherwise, as the case may be) of the

Rev. , our late minister, and being well assured of

the ministerial abilities, piety, and prudence, of you the

said , have agreed, with the concurrence of the

reverend presbytery of , to invite and call, like as we

by these presents do invite and call you to undertake the

office of pastor amongst us, and we promise, on your accept-

ing this our call, to give you all suitable respect and obedience

in the Lord."

This grave and solemn transaction, according to the law

and practice of the church of Scotland from time immemorial,

forms the first and fundamental step in tlie process of in-

jncijTTiPTitof vesting a minister with a cure of souls. When the call has

tcryastoiiie been subscribed, the presbytery proceed to consider the
Kutticiencv

. . -10*11
of the call, question—ought it to be sustained? And that question.
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1833. hj a formal resolution of the presbytery, entered upon tlieir Chap. V.

records, they must decide in the affirmative, before they

can do anything else whatever, in the way of going on with

the settlement. The theory of this procedure is obvious. Tiieory of this

• ... whole pro-

The church of Scotland does not sanction a oninisterium ceeding.

vagum ; it does not confer the ministerial office where no

field is provided, in which to exercise it. In accordance

with this rule, it first ascertains, through the medium of the

call, whether the individual seeking holy orders has such a

field open to him. If it were the presentation of the patron

that gave him this field, then would the presbytery go at

once into the examination of his personal qualifications for

the sacred office, without approaching the congregation at

all. But, because, according to the standards and laws of

the church of Scotland, the question whether the field for

the proposed ministry be open, must be determined, not by

the patron or by any other external party whatever, but by

evidence furnished by the congregation itself,—hence the

position which the call occupies at the very threshold of this

business. Having found the call sufficient, it is then, and "Without a

not till then, the presbytery finds itself at liberty to deal, presentee,

1 ^ . . ,. . Ml the presby-m the way oi exammation, accordmg to its own prescribed tery caunoi

methods, with the presentee. It does not follow, indeed, take him on

that though a sufficient call has been given—in other words,

that the congregation is satisfied to receive him—the presby-

tery, as matter of course, are to be satisfied too. The

decision of the presbytery must be given on other and in-

dependent grounds. But still, before proceeding to consider

these other and independent grounds, he must first have

a verdict from the congregation in his favour. He may

have got the people's verdict, and yet fail to obtain the

verdict of the presbytery : but he cannot have the verdict of

the presbytery without first obtaining that of the people.

And as it is thus upon the call of the congregation the

trials.
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Chap. V. process of orJaining a minister to a cure of souls "begins— 1833.

Process of a SO it is again upon the call the process is made finally to
minister's

. .
i i

•

ordination terminate. For after the presbytery liave taken their own

nient begins methods of testing the personal quahficationsof the presentee,
and ends

i i i . /• i
• i •

V itii the and have assembled in presence oi the congregation to bring

the whole matter to a close, the services of the occasion are

concluded thus :—Before the presbytery and the people, the

officiating minister lays upon tlie presentee the ordination

vows. In none of these is there the slightest reference to

the deed of the patron ; but they terminate with this pointed

Place winch ^reference to the deed of the people: "Do you close with,

occupies and accept the call, to be minister of this congregation, and

Udination promise through grace to perform all the duties of a faithful

vows.
puinister of the gospel among this people ? " His answer in

the affirmative to that solemn inquiry, is the signal for the

consummation which follows,—the setting him apart by

prayer and the laying on of the hands of the presbytery,

to the office and work of the holy ministry among that

people, as under the Lord Jesus Christ, the *' shepherd and

bishop " of their souls.

Such was the place which belonged to the ** call" of the

congregation, in the settlement of ministers in the esta-

blished church of Scotland. Moderatism, it is true, as the

narrative contained in a foregoing chapter sufficiently shows,

had done what it could to convert all this into an empty

' and indecent mockery. But the very form and frame-work

of the call protested against that abuse, and prevented its

rightful character and claims from being, even in the worst

To pive effi- times, altogether forgotten. To restore the call to a state

Srscemed of practical efficiency, seemed to be the readiest way of
the readiest . -i i p • • ^ .i j.-

and most correcting a great evil, and oi giving, at the same time,

tionaiway Contentment to congregations, by securing to them their
of cuforcinpr . ..,.., -r

,

i ^ • ' c
the principle ancient Constitutional privilege. It was by no decision oi

intrusiou. thc couits of civil law tlie call had been emasculated, but
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1833. solely hj the oppressive acts of the courts of the church. Cnxp. v.-

What the church had done contrary to her own law and

constitution, it was surely competent to undo, by returning

to the course which her constitution and law had all along

prescribed. To effect the removal of patronage altogether,

tlie interposition of parliament would have been indispen-

sable. And, apart from the question whether or not it was

desirable to have patronage done away, many, and these

not the least influential members of the evangelical party,

shrank from the responsibility of placing; the church, for Disinciina-

.
^

. . . , tiou of the

any purposes affecting her own internal interests, m the Assembly to

hands of parliament. With a legislature as intelligent in iiaoient, and

II- PI 1-11 1
*'"^ reasoua

the history and laws oi the presbyterian church, and as why.

much in harmony with its principles as the Scottish parlia-

ment of 1649, or even of 1690, there could have been little

hazard or difficulty in dealing about ecclesiastical affairs.

The case was thought to be materially different, as regarded

any such intromission with Scottish ecclesiastical affairs, by

the British parliament of 1834. Whether the more cautious

policy, advocated on such grounds as these, was, after all,

the best and wisest, is not here the point to be considered.

It was the policy which prevailed, though not, perhaps,

altogether by its own unaided strength. The indisposition

of the leading parties in the state, and of the political

friends of the whig ministry in the church, to abandon the

law of patronage, was, undoubtedly, a powerful weight on

the same side of the scale.

The resolution was accordingly taken, by those who Resolution

1 ' n '111 PI Ti • taken to at-

chiefly guided the movements oi the evangelical party in tempt the

the church, to attempt that work of ecclesiastical reform form by the,.,,,,. ii« .., 1 inherent
wnicn both the times and their own principles so urgently power of the

demanded, by calling into exercise the legislative powers of

the church herself. Not, indeed, that all who belonged to

the evangelical and reforming party concurred in the deter-
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Chap. V.

The anti-

patronapre

party concur
in tlie

measures for

reviving

tlie call,

—

wliile they
retain tlieir

purpose of

seeking tlie

entire aboli-

tion of

patronage.

Should the

desired

reform be
brought
about by the

passing of a
general
enactment,
or by a
series of

judicial

decisions?

mination, that no steps should be taken to procure from 18S3

parliament the repeal of the law of patronage. To that

determination a section of the party gave, on the contrary,

and from the very first, the most strenuous opposition.

They acquiesced, it is true, and without difficulty or hesita-

tion, in the measures now about to be proposed in reference

to the call of the congregation. To rescue the call from

the state of inefficiency to which it had been reduced, was an

obvious and immediate duty, whatever might become of the

law of patronage ; and a duty to the discharge of which the

church was all the more bound to address herself honestly

and without delay, tliat she had the regulation of the call

in her own hands. Without abandoning, therefore, for a

moment, their views or intentions in regard to the propriety

and necessity of labouring to effect the total overthrow of

what the church's own standards and laws had so often

and so righteously stigmatized as the ** grievance of patron-

age," they made common cause with all those who were

now agreed about putting fresh life into the call. But how

was this to be done ? In the private conferences that

were held upon the subject, as well as in the public discus-

sions which took place in the presbyteries and synods of

the church, various plans were proposed. It was the sug-

gestion of some, that the best course for the church to adopt

was to have recourse to her judicial rather than to her

legislative power ; in other words, by a series of sound deci-

sions, refusing to sustain any call that did not exhibit a

bona fide concurrence on the part of the congregation, to

make once more a reality out of that which had been too

long treated as an empty name. To this method, however,

there were many obvious and formidable objections. It

implied that, as each case arose, the question would still be

open—What is a sufficient call ? The endless and harass-

ing litigations to which that state of matters must expose
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least a long period of years, and till precedents had so Objection to

, 11. *''^ niDde of

accumulated as to create a common law upon the pomt, proceeding

would be of itself an intolerable evil. It was precisely by ot" decisions.

the vexatious delays, disappointments and expense, which

a similar course of j^rocedure during the preceding century

involved, that the people had been tempted, in so many

cases, to seek redress by the shorter and more summary

process of abandoning the national church altogether. The

now greatly diminished strength of moderatisra might, no

doubt, have been reasonably enough expected to diminisli

the risk of any recurrence to the tyranny of former times,

and to afford to congregations a much greater assurance of

justice being done to their cause in the general assembly.

But such a mode of redressing the evil complained of was

too remote and uncertain in its operation, at all to meet the

exio^encies either of the case or of the times. It was not PerfomaTice" auu not

promise but performance, that alone could now convince promise was
^ ^ wliat tlie

the c;reat body of the members of the church, that the casede-
°

_
manded.

assembly was in earnest. Moreover, there were difficulties

of another kind connected with the plan in question not less

fatal to its adoption. The long-continued contempt with

which the call had been treated, had deprived it, to a large

extent, of respect or confidence in the eyes of the people.

Havinoj seen, in cases innumerable, a single name or two— Tiie past pro-

.

^
ct;edings of

and these, perhaps, not belonging to any member of the the Cimrcii
had destroy-

congregation, but to some non-resident landlord or factor edtiie peo-
ple's confi-

on his estate—accepted and founded on as ''the call of the denceiatLe

peopleV and this too in the face of the known and mani-

fested opposition of the congregation to the settlement,—it

is no wonder that they had become, in a great degree, in-

different to what they were thus taught to regard as an idle

and often offensive ceremony. This state of mind, induced

and confirmed by a long course of bad ecclesiastical dcci-
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to a mere announcement by some leading person in the

general assembly, that the church intended in future to

deal more respectfully towards the call, and towards those

congregational rights and privileges which it was designed

Their apathy to secure. What then was to be done if, under the influence

either tiie
' of a popular apathy, for which the church was itself respon-

rcicction of

an unexcep- sible, an Unexceptionable presentee should turn out to have
tionablepre- . i • n o -nr i n c
sentee, or hardly a Signature to his call i Was the call, as matter ot
oblige the , . , . ^ . , , ,

presbytery coursc, to DO rejected as msumcient, and the presentee to
to sustaina,

^ ^ • • p ^ • i i?l
call signed DC thus made the Victim oi the past misconduct oi the
t)v 3. mere
fraction of cliurch ; or was the call to be sustained, notwithstanding of
the parish- . , . , p -i

•
^

• ^

ioners. its having the concurrence ot only a tithe, or a twentieth,

or a hundredth of the people, on the ground that silence

must be taken for consent ? No one at all acquainted with

the subject could fail to foresee, in such contingencies, the

materials for endless embarrassment and confusion in the

church courts, and for the gravest misunderstandings among

the people.

For these and similar reasons, it came to be felt and

acknowledged by all who were interested in the success of

the proposed reform, that the remedy sought for must be

found, not in the judicial, but in the legislative functions of

Reasons for the church. By layino: down once for all in the form of a
preterniig a j j r>

declarator declaratory law what should be held to constitute a violation
law. J

of the non-intrusion principle, the inferior courts of the

church would be reheved from numberless perplexities, uni-

formity would pervade their decisions, and the rights and

duties of all the parties concerned would be distinctly known

and understood ; and while so many evident and important

practical benefits might be expected to result from tlie

adoption of such a course, it was not easy to see any objec-

tion to its competency. If it was not a mere delusion that

the non-intrusion principle had an actual footing in the
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in an earlier part of this work, from the standards, the acts, Everythin^in
^

.
her past liis-

the decisions, and whole history of the church, to illustrate tory seemed

/>
tojustifytlit;

the standing which that principle possessed from the refer- assumption
til till tll6

mation downwards, had any foundation' in truth ; it seemed cimrch was
competent

to follow of necessity that the church must have the power to pass sucii
-^

.
. alaw.

of defining that principle and taking measures to see it

enforced.

There were obviously two different ways in which this Two forms,
•^ into one or

might be done. It might be ruled by a declaratory enact-
J^j^f^fhe

ment, either that a certain amount of positive concurrence
{;'J\j™if|'jJ^

on the part of the congregation should be necessary in order

to warrant a presbytery in proceeding with the settlement

of a minister, or that a certain amount of positive dissent

should be conclusive to hinder the settlement. The former

of these methods appeared to many to be the more simple

and natural of the two, and to be most in harmony with

existing forms ; others, however, and these men of great

weight and influence, conceived it to involve difficulties that

would prove insuperable. Less than a majority of those Objections to

... - , . , ,,. , , ^ the plan of

entitled to have a voice m the calling and settlement oi requiring.... 1, „ 1 1 ,.
tli^ express-

their minister, could not well be taken as the amount of ed consent

. . of a majority

concurrence necessary to indicate the positive consent of a of the con-

congregation, and yet it might be often found altogether

impossible, even when no objection to the proposed minister

existed, to induce a majority of the congregation to come

forward and place themselves in the responsible attitude of

positively calling him. In this way the patron's nomination

might come to be rendered nugatory from no fault either on

his part or on that of his presentee. Ignorance or apathy,

or a scrupulous conscience which shrunk from countersign-

ing the patron's selection, from the want of sufficient infor-

mation concerning the man of his choice,—these and various

other causes of a similar kuid mia'ht arise to obstruct tlic

sregalion.
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rence of the congregation, and so as to inflict serious injury,

if not actual injustice, on all the parties concerned. The
riiispian effect of all this, it was thou^^ht by those who took the
miglit pro- . , . .

tract vacan- vicAvs uow Stated, would inevitably be to keep parishes Ion*!*
,cies and was >' r r o
likely to be vacant, to enibaiTass the church courts, and to be^et amonor
uiipalatHble

i • i i i i

to patrons, the patrons a decided hostility to the law of the church

from which those inconveniences arose.

Partly in deference to such considerations as these, and

partly out of deference to those by whom they were urged,

the supporters of the positive call gave way to the other

The plan of alternative that was proposed,—that of protectino- conare-
the dissent

. . . . .

or veto pre- gations against the intrusion of unacceptable ministers by
ferred, and

•, ^ •

the grounds declaring that the dissent of a majority should bar the set-
ofthat
preierence. tlemcnt. This method had several very important advan-

tages to recommend it. There was nothing self-destructive

in it. It was fitted to work. There could be no such

thing as what chess-players call a stale-mate under it. If a

mnjority of the congregation opposed the settlement, it

would be arrested ; if not, it would go on. If, therefore,

an intrusion took place, it must be through the people's

own fault. And while the rights of the confcreoation, in so

far as the non-intrusion principle was concerned, were thus

effectually guarded, the ordeal to which the presentee was

subjected was considerably less stringent than that created

by the positive call. Many through indolence or indiffer-

ence, or insufficient information, might hinder a settlement

—when, in order to do so, they had merely to withhold

their names from the call,—who yet would by no means

hinder it at the expense of coming personally and indivi-

dually forward and publicly tendering their dissent. It

seemed, therefore, a fair and reasonable calculation, that

this latter mode of effecting the proposed reform, if it did

not secure the approbation of the patrons, would at least
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desire on the part of those who had the chief hand in brino-. Tiie veto was
*• adopted in

mg forward the measure now described, either to overthrow no spirit nf

, . , - . p • 11 IT •
liostility to

the rights of patrons, or to come into unfriendly collision tiie rights of

, . ,
patrons.

with those to whom these rights belonged. It was their

honest belief, on the contrary, that without such a conces-

sion to congregations as this measure involved,—a conces-

sion which, after all, was only restoring a privilege of which

they ought never to have been deprived,—patronage could

not possibly be maintained.

These observations may help the reader to a better under-

standing of the proceedings about to be described. Events

now indicated, not unequivocally, the near approach of the

period when moderatism must surrender the lead in eccle-

siastical affairs,—and when reformation principles, after

the long lapse of a century, were destined once more to

prevail in the councils of the church. In the year 1832, Movement in

P 1 -.1 TiP-i theCliurch
overtures from three provincial synods and from eight pres- courts for

reviving the

byteries had been laid on the table of the assembly, recom- call.

mending that steps should be immediately taken to restore

its ancient and constitutional efficacy to the call. The overtures on

proposal founded on these overtures—that they should be atthe"
^^^

' remitted to a committee—was lost, and the negative car- isss, and

ried by a majority of forty-two. The defeated call thus tiony*"'^'^"

thrown back upon the inferior courts, reappeared at next

assembly in greater force than ever. Instead of eleven the Their number

immense number oi forty-two overtures now loaded the table in i83o.

of the house,—announcing the significant fact that the

question had been already triumphant in that large number

of the synods and presbyteries of the church. These mul-

tiplying overtures made it no longer doubtful that the crisis

of the question was at hand,—and rendered it absolutely

necessary that their supporters, unless they desired to defeat

their own object, should come to some agreement as to the

I. o
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Resolution Under the influence, accordingly, of such views and consi-
takeu to

i i i i i i
fight the derations as have been sketched above, the resolution was
battle of

non-intni- finally taken to fight the battle of the call and of non-
siononthe

, i i p i irT-imrv
plan of the mtrusion on the plan of the VETO.
veto*

It was in the assembly of 1833 that celebrated measure

was first announced, and formally debated ; and seldom has

any public measure been brought forward under auspices

better fitted to commend it to general confidence and esteem.

The veto Introduced by Dr. Chalmers, and supported by Lord Mon-

fonvardin crieflP,—the One the most illustrious of divines, the other,
1&33 bv Dr,
Chalmers long the acknowledged head of the Scottish bar,—whatever
and Lord .'

i . i
MoucritiE, weight could be given by the matured wisdom and com-

manding eloquence of the ecclesiastic, or by the profound

legal knowledge and practical sagacity of the judge, the

Debate of proposal of 1 833 had upon its side. The debate was opened
1333- speech
of Eev. Dr. by the Rev. Dr. William Thomson, of Perth, in a speech

Thomson, replete with intelligence. He called upon the house " to

observe distinctly in the opening of this discussion, that the

object specially aimed at by the overtures, was not any

change in the constitution of the church of Scotland on the

subject of calls, but a return to the observance of the con-

stitutional principle in the administration of calls. We
wish," he said, "for no new legislative enactment, but for

such an explicit declaration as may render calls no longer

what they have for sometime been,—a mere ineffectual and

unmeaning form : but what they were in former times, an

effective and substantial reality." After one or two other

speakers had submitted their views. Dr. Chalmers rose. It

was known that the motion to be made, in support of the

overtures, bad been placed in his hands, and both parties

were alike impatient to hear him. The remark has been

already made, that the natural position of this great man

was among the economists, rather than among the jurists.
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more taken up about the working of a system, than with

the theory of its constitution ; and was sometimes, in conse-

quence, disposed to estimate at less than their real worth

and magnitude, questions of constitutional reform. This

characteristic of his habit of mind, was not indistinctly

exhibited in the introductory sentences of his speech :
** He Speech of

bad not any great faith in the efficacy of a renovated con- cuaimeis

stitution for bringing forward a renovated spirit, or a reno-

vated character either, among their ministers or people. It

seemed to him like the problem of the best construction for The little im-
portance he

a house, with the misfortune of having nothing but frail attached to

. 1 c 1
niere coasti-

materials to build it with, in which case the study of the tutionai

retorms.

fittest proportions for durability and strength were of little

avail to them. He was not denying that there was an

optimism of form in ordinary architecture, iind also an op-

timism of form in the architecture of an ecclesiastico-political

fabric, if he knew but how to find it, an absolutely best and

most perfect framework, which might be obtained by some-

how altering the present relation of its parts, and fixing on

other adjustments of proportion and power, between the

men of the congregation, and the men of the session, and

the men of the presbytery,—and last of all, the man whom
it is now proposed to remove altogether from the place

which he at present occupies on the apex of the structure

(Dr. C. here alluded to the proposal of entirely abolishing

patronage), and who has so long held the initial, and a

great deal too much of an absolute voice in the appointment

of ministers. By these changes power will be diiferently Hisariinment

. , o , on this 3UU-

partitioned, and the constitution forced into a difierent sort ject.

of body politic from that which it was before: but it ought

ever to be kept in mind, that we have nothing after all but

poor human nature to piece and to build it with, and th^^t

with such materJ&ls we in vain expect to make good our
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other. It is for this reason, that however mucli I may

Bympathize with many of my friends in my wishes for a

pm-e and efficient church, I do not sympathize with them in

the extravagance of their hopes. I will not be a party to

the delusion, that our church is necessarily to become more

christian, by the constitution of it becoming more popular,

or by the transference of its authority from the hands of

the few, to the hands of the many." Nothing but the

TLe fallacy of peculiarity above alluded to, could have blinded a mind like
tills cU'*'U-

nient. " that of Dr. Chalmers to the obvious fallacy which runs

through this argument. It is begging the whole question,

in a dispute with the advocates for the repeal of the law of

patronage, to assume that what they were seeking for

amounted to nothing more than a transference of power

fi om the few to the many. It was not numbers alone or

chiefly, but quality that was concerned in the case. The

quality of a patron as such, cannot be put on the same level

with the quality of a communicant as such, in regard to

fitness for the exercise of power in the appointment of a

christian minister. The quality, in virtue of which the

patron is called to exercise that power, is purely secular

:

that, in virtue of which the communicant is called to exer-

Tiie ditTer- cise it, is purely spiritual. The patron may be an infidel
enceinjiiin-
cipie, be- or an atheist, a fool or a knave, a scandal to society and a
Iwecn a pa- . , . ,

tron as such foe to godliucss ; but because he has bought, or mherited,
aud a com- •••iii i !•/• ' i ^ •

toiunicaut as a Certain civil right, he has the chief power m the selection

of the man who is to minister in holy things to a Christian

congregation. Whatever share of that power, on the other

hand, may be given, on anti-patronage principles, to the

people, is given to them solely and exclusively because they

possess the spiritual qualification of being members of the

church of Christ. To take the power, therefore, from the

patron, and to give it to the communicants, is surely some-
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It is of course, in point of fair argument, nothing whatever Tiie abolition

.
,

, p n 1 . . , of patronage
to tlie purpose, that the patron may aiter all be a spiritual not a mere

- . <> 11 • • 1 question be-
nian, and the communicant aiter all an unspiritual man, tweenthe
_. ,. ., 11' -IT f^^ ^"^^ tb^
It IS not by its accidents, but by its essentials, that any many.

system is to be judged. So far as the system of patronage Every system

is concerned, it is the accident that the patron should pos- judged of by
its PSSfillflRls

sess any spiritual qualification,—whereas, according to the and not by

system of church-membership, it is the accident that spiri-

tual qualifications should not belong to the communicant.

True, it is still " poor human nature" that is the material

we have to work with, in both cases alike : but it is human

nature under two totally distinct and ditferent conditions.

The obvious and eaa;er satisfaction with which mod era- i^eiight with° wliich the

tism listened to the speaker, so lonff as he was occupied in moderate

. . .
p^irty listeu-

proclaiminff his distrust of popular election, and picturing ed to Dr.
^. .*. f^ .. .

Chalmers so

with his peculiar and m^aphic power the mischiefs to which long fis he

. . , r . .
descanted

he feared it might give birth, disappeared at once, when ou the... mischiefs of

leaving that point he proceeded to turn the full thunder of popular

1 . . T 1 . , . o
election.

Ins indignant eloquence against the opposite extreme or an

unqualified and despotic patronage. ** The great complaint," atTn'^end''

he went on to say, •* of our more ancient assemblies, tlie turned his

great burden of Scottish indignation, the practical grievance againtf*

which, of all others, has been hitherto felt the most into- patroiia%.

lerable and galling to the hearts of a free and religious

people, is—the violent intrusion of ministers upon parishes.

An effectual provision against this enormity, this unfeeling

outrage which, in the exercise of a reckless and unprin-

cipled patronage, has so often been perpetrated in our be-

loved land, an outrage by the appointment of an ungodly

pastor on the rights of conscience, and the religious sensi-

bilities of a sorely aggrieved people,—a provision against so

deep and so wide a moral injury as this to the families of a

parish, I should feel the most valuable of all the legislative
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sent occasion, and would welcome it all the more cordially if

we had not to go in quest of it without the limits of our actual

ecclesiastical constitution ; or, in other words, if instead of

enacting a new law we had but to declare our interpretation

^xpkins^the ^^ ^^ ®^^ ^"®* "^^^^ *^® ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ placcs such a facility

S'lnotfon!
^" ^"^' hands: and as I feel I must not take up the time of

the assembly, lot me state at once, and without further

preamble, my own preference as to the best way of restoring

significancy and effect to this now antiquated but still vene-

rable form,—and this is by holding the call a solid one,

which lies, not in the expressed consent of the few, and

these often the mere driblet of a parish ; but rather than

this, which lies in the virtual or implied consent of the

majority, and to be gathered from their non-resistance or

their silence. In other words, I would have it that the

majority of dissentient voices should lay a veto on every

presentation."

Having thus announced his measure, he proceeded to

argue that there was nothing new in it ; that it was in fact

simply "the appropriate, the counterpart remedy against

Justifies the the evil of intrusion." And after pointing to the second

precedenis book of discipline, the act of assembly 1649, and the act

iC9a of parliament 1690, as affording sufficient evidence in sup-

port of this assertion ; he then forcibly and beautifully illus-

riie neacefui trated the operation of the measure proposed. *' If we

the right of hear little of the application or actual exercise of this

remedy during the time it was in force, it was because of a

great excellence, even that pacific property which belongs

to it, of acting by a preventive operation. The initial step

was so taken by the one party as to anticipate the gainsay-

ers in the other. The goodness of the first appointment

was in the vast majority of instances so unquestionable as

to pass unquestioned ; and so this provision, by its reflex
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the trade of agitation. Those village demagogues, the

spokesmen and oracles of a parish, whose voice is fain for

war, that in the heat and hubhub of a parochial efferves-

cence they might stir up the element they love to breathe

in, disappointed of their favourite game by a nomination

which compelled the general homage, had to sheathe their

swords for lack of arojument. It was like the beautiful The veto
^

_
^

works by

operation of those balancing and antagonist forcea^n na- pressure,—

ture which act by pressure and not by collision, and by lision.

means of an energy that is mighty but noiseless, maintain

the quiescence and stability of our physical system. And

it is well when the action and re-action of these moral forces

can be brou£cht to bear with the same conservative effect on

each other in the world of mind, whether it be in the great

world of the state or in the little world of a parish ; and the

truth, the historical truth, in spite of all the disturbance

and distemper which are associated with the movements of

the populace is, that turbulence and disorder were then

only let loose upon the land when this check of the popular

will was removed from the place it had in our ecclesiastical

constitution, and where it was inserted so skilfully by the

wisdom of our fathers ; that instead of acting by conflict,

or as a conflicting element, it served as an equipoise. It

was when a high-handed patronage reigned uncontrolled

and without a rival, that discord and dissent multiplied

in our parishes. The seasons immediately succeeding to Happy effects

1649 and 1690, when the power of negation was lodged as exercised

with the people, not, however, as a force in exercise, but as ly to i649

a force in reserve—those were the days of our church's

greatest prosperity and glory, the seasons both of peace

and of righteousness. Persecution put an end to the one

period, and unrestricted patronage put an end to the

other.'*
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of the measure so felicitously described, the intelligent and

candid reader will probably be of opinion, that in the eulogy

thus pronounced upon it by Dr. Chalmers, there was not

Dr. c.'s reply more of the beautiful than there was of the true. One of
to the ob- .

jection that the most plausible objections to the veto, that it gave effect
a dissent

i i t • i i !> i

without rea- to a naked dissent, unaccompanied by any statement or the
sons assign-

i • i i t ^ i i • • i
ed, was un- reasons on which the dissent was lounclect, was anticipated
just,

and answered in this memorable speech with a clearness

and a conclusiveness which left nothing to be added. **The

people may not be able," said Dr. Chalmers, "to state

their objection, save in a very general way, and far less be

able to plead and vindicate it at the bar of a presbytery,

and yet the objection be a most substantial one notwith-

standing, and such as ought, both in all Christian reason

and Christian expediency, to set aside the presentation. I

will not speak of the moral barrier that is created to the

usefulness of a minister by the mere general dislike of a

people ; for this, though strong at the outset, may—literally

a prejudice or a groundless judgment beforehand—give

way to the experience of his worth and to the kindness of

his intercourse among them. But there is another dislike

than to the person of a minister—a dislike to his preacliing,

which may not be groundless, even though the people be

wholly incapable of themselves arguing or justifying the

grounds of it—just as one may have a perfectly good un-

derstanding of words, and yet, when put to his definitions,

here may be not be at all able to explain the meaning of them. This
gciod reasons iii .

^ c t i(>t m ' •/»•
for the dis- iiolds pre-eminently oi tlie gospel oi Jesus Christ manitesting
8fnt, thoiij;h .

, ,
. „ , .

a tont're<;a. its own trutli to tho conscieuces or men, who yet would be
tion cannot

,
, , , /-itt ^ ^

anbstantiute utterly nouplusscd and at lault, did you ask them an account

legal evi. or reason for their convictions. Such is the adaptation of

scripture to the state of humanity—an adaptation which

thousands might feel, though not one in the whole multitude
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of moral earnestness,—when once brought to entertain the

question of his interest with God, and conscience tells of his

yet uncancelled guilt, and his yet unprovided eternity,

—

erven the most illiterate of a parish might, when thus

awakened, not only feel most stronoly but perceive most The aroni-

intelligently and soundly, the adjustment which obtains trated.

between the overtures of the new testament and the necessi-

ties of his own nature. And yet, with a conviction tlius

based on the doctrines of scripture and the depositions of

his own consciousness, he, while fully competent to discern

the truth, may be as incompetent as a child to dispute or

to argument it : and when required to give the reasons of

his objection to a minister, at the bar of his presbytery, all

the poor man can say for himself might be, that he does

not preach the gospel ; or, that in his sermon there is no

food for his soul." Having brought out in these solemn

and striking sentences how possible, nay, how likely, it was

that both a strong and a solid objection might exist against

the nominee of the patron, while yet that objection could

not be put in the shape and surrounded with all the conditions

of legal evidence,—it was in this strain of lofty and im-

passioned eloquence he denounced the iniquity of treating

that objection as a thins; of nought. *' To overbear such The wicked-
''

. , .
ii^ss of over-

men," he exclaimed, ft'hile his kindling eye and glowing bearing the
honest con-

countenance and vehement utterance proclaimed the depth victions ot a
chrisliHtt

and earnestness of feelina; with which he spoke, "to overbear congrega-

such men, is the highway to put an extinguisher on the

Christianity of our land,—the Christianity of our ploughmen,

our artizans, our men of handicraft and hard labour: yet

not the Christianity theirs of deceitful imagination or of

implicit deference to authority, but the Christianity of deep,

I will add, of rational belief, firmly and profoundly seated

in the principles of our moral nature, and nobly accredited
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Chap. V. by the virtues of our well-eouditioned peasantry. In the 1833.

olden time of presbytery—that time of scriptural Christianity

in our pulpits, and of psalmody in all our cottages—these

men grew and multiplied in the land : and though derided

in the heartless literature, and discountenanced or disowned

in the heartless politics, of other days, it is their remnant

which acts as a preserving salt among our people, and

which constitutes the real strength and glory of the Scottish

nation."

The motion The motion with which Dr. Chalmers concluded was in
of Dr. Cbal-

. mi i i
mers. the following terms :— ** That the general assembly, having

maturely weighed and considered the various overtures

now before them, do find and declare, that it is, and has

been ever since the reformation, a fixed principle in the law

of this church, that no minister shall be hitruded mto any

pastoral charge contrary to the will of the congregation

:

and considering that doubts and misapprehensions have ex-

isted on this important subject, whereby the just and salutary

operation of the said principle has been impeded, and in

Takes the many cases defeated, the general assembly further declare

declaratory it to be their opinion, that the dissent of a majority of the
law.

male heads of families, resident within the parish, being

members of the congregation and in communion with the

church, at least two years previous to the day of moderation

(of the call), whether such dissent shall be expressed with

or without the assignment of reasons, ought to be of con-

clusive effect in setting aside the presentee (under the patron's

nomination), save and except where it is clearly established

by the patron, presentee, or any of the minority, that the

said dissent is founded in corrupt and malicious combination,

or not truly founded on any objection personal to the

presentee in regard to his ministerial gifts and qualifications,

cither in general or with reference to that particular parish:

and in order that this declaration may be carried into full
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1833. effect, that a committee shall be appointed to prepare the Chap. V.

best measure for carrying it into effect, and to report to the

next general assembly."

Such was the measure, to destroy which it was not

thought too great a sacrifice to rend church and state

asunder. Posterity will probably wonder that so ffreat a Posterity vrtii

. , . -11 wonder that

price should have been paid to achieve so questionable a to defeat

.
such a law,

triumph : and fail in o; to find in the measure itself anythmoj Church and

to justify the reckless opposition which at leno'th succeeded Scotland

. ,

^^
. . , should have

in burying it beneath the ruias of the church's spiritual been rent

. .
asunder.

freedom, will be tempted to exclaim,

Tantaene animis coelestibus irael

The Rev. Dr. George Cook, professor of moral philosophy

in the university of St. Andrews, the able and dexterous

leader of the moderate party in the general assembly, rose

to reply. The point, and the only one in reference to which

he objected to the motion of Dr. Chalmers, was the giving

effect to the dissent of the congregation without the assig-

nation of reasons. He admitted **that patronage in Scot- speech of the

land had never been an unconditional right,—that it could cooL

be exercised only in favour of a particular description of

persons ; and that it had always belonged to the church to

determine whetJier the election by the patron hod been pro-

rjerly made.'" He admitted, moreover, "that the power of Admits that

. the mode-
church courts in this matter had been for many years rate party

, had narrow-

practicaUy narrowed, and that it came to be held tbat, m edtiie power

general, when there was no deficiency of literature, or Church

conduct, or doctrine, a presentee was entitled to be admitted,

whatever other objections might have been made to him.'*

** But,** continued Dr. Cook, ** there was no rescinding of

the ancient law upon the subject—that remained as it had

ever been ; and to it, it was quite competent for the general

assembly to return, for regulating the conduct of presbyteries

courts.
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Chap. V. as to the presentation and induction of ministers." His 1833.

The right of view of what that unrescinded law sanctioned and required

to state ob- was this—tliat the preshyterj shoidd ** aiford to the heads

"whatever of families in a vacant parish an opportunity of stating

against the whatever objections to the presentee they might think it

proper to urge. These, with the reasons on which they

were founded, the presbytery, in the exercise of its legiti-

mate power, would consider ; and its sentence with regard

to them, if no appeal be taken (that is, to a higher church

court), would become final." Let the reader, in connection

with these important admissions, mark the statement with

which they were wound up. ** In this way," said Dr.

Cook—that is, by recurring to and enforcing, as he had

Dr. Cook as- recommended and explained, the unrescinded law—'*the

thepeo/ie pcoplc would acquire all the check upon the settlement of
had the same ... i • i 7 • .7 7 7-. • /• .

place and a mmistcr which, even during the abolition oj 'patronage^

e.visting"
^^ they ever possessed,—and they would do so from the

"diiringthe Operation of what had always been the law of the church."

patronage^." In Other words. Dr. Cook's statement involved precisely the

same conclusion which has been contended for in the earlier

part of this work,—that the restoration of patronage by the

act of Queen Anne had not taken away, or even touched,

either the sole and final jurisdiction of the church courts in

the examination and admission of ministers on the one hand,

or the right to approve or disapprove which belonged to the

congregation on the other,—such as that right had existed

under the act 1690 and under the act 1649. This brings

Difference the sinole point in dispute between Dr. Cook and Dr.
between Dr.

. . , . /n • •/? •

Chalmers Chalmcrs witliin very narrow limits. Obviously, if it can

Cook re- be made out that, in the principle of the veto law, there
duced to

, , , •11 1 1 >>
a single was nothing substantially at variance with the " check
point, and „ , . i • i i j
that related upou the Settlement of a minister which the people possessed
to a question

>> t\ /^ i >

of fact. " during the abolition of patronage, Dr. Cook s reasoning

is at an end.
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1833. "But let me now," said Lord MoncriefF, spealcing in the Chap. v.

course of the debate on this very point, ** request attention Speech of

. . .
Lord Mou-

to the act of assembly, 1649, which is on all hands admitted ciieff.

to be a part of the law of the church in that part of it which

is here material. So far as it placed the right of nomination

in the kirk session, it is of course superseded by the acts

restoring patronage,—by the act 1690, and by the act of

Queen Anne. But in the other parts of it, it is admitted

to be still of authority. It directs, that after the session on

intimation by commissioners of the presbytery have agreed

to the person to be proposed to the people, and this is inti-

mated,—if the people * acquiesce and consent to the said

person, then the matter being reported to the presbytery,*

&c., they shall proceed to the trials of the presentee, and

if he be found qualified, admit him to the ministry. Then

it proceeds :
—

* But if it happens that the major part of the

congregation dissent from the person agreed upon by the

session, in that case the matter shall be brought into the

presbytery, who shall judge of the same, and if they do not

find their dissent to be grounded on causeless prejudices, they

are to appoint a new election in manner above specified.

'

The full force of this enactment," continued Lord MoncriefF,

" cannot be estimated without takino; alonsr with it the

clause which follows as to a diiferent case, and attending to

the contrast between them ; for the act goes on:—* But if

a lesser part of the session ov congregation show their dissent

from the election withovt exceptions relevant and verified

to the presbytery, notwithstanding thereof the presbytery

shall go on to the trial and ordination of the person elected.'

Compare," said his lordship, *' these two provisions together, Hisiordsiiip's

ixposilioii of

and see whether there be any doubt, that the first supposed iiieActi649.
•^

.
—as afford-

that the dissent of the major part of the cono-reo-ation was ing a clear

.„ .
precedent

to 06 alone conclusive, without the statement or verification tor the veto,

of special reasons of objection, unless it were proved to
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The Justice

Clerk
Boyle's

speech: lua

lordsliip's

view ol the
Act 164U.

proceed on causeless prejudice: while in the second, a 1833.

minority dissenting were required to state and to veftify

relevant objections, objections that is to the life, or doctrine,

or specifically to the personal qualifications of the presentee.

The contrast is too pointed not to have been made by design:

and it is to me evident that there would have been no sense

in the separation of the two cases, if it had not been intended

to make a distinction between them, precisely in the point

of requiring reasons to be stated in the case of the minority

;

but holding the dissent of the majority to be conclusive,

unless a case of causeless prejudice were proved against

them. It has been said that the act bears that the matter

is to be taken to the presbytery, who are to judge of the

same, and that this must mean that they are to judge of

the reasons to be assigned. This could not be the meaning,

otherwise the distinction would have been unnecessary. But

it is plain that * the matter ' here mentioned, means the fact

of the dissent of the majority—in the same manner as * the

matter ' is to be taken to the presbytery by the previous

clause, where the people acquiesce in the election of the

presentee. But why make so pointed a change of expression

if nothing more was meant in the one than in the other ?

In both cases, the subject was to go to the presbytery : and

the only difference is that in the case of the majority dis-

senting, the election was to be set aside, unless causeless

prejudice were proved, and in the other it was to be sus-

tained unless oh]ections relevatit and verified were laid before

the presbytery. I therefore think that the first motion

on the table is essentially the same in principle with the

act 1G49."

The lord justice clerk (Boyle), who followed Lord Moncrieff

in the debate, " took his stand on the law of the church,

and even as it was contained in the act 1649." He dis-

sented indeed from the interpretation of that act which
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1833. Lord Moncrieff had given, and contended that the distinction Chap. v.

which it made hetween the dissent of the major and the

dissent of the minor part of the congregation amounted to
^

no more than this, that while the dissenting majority were

entitled to have an opportunity of stating and proving their

objections at a subsequent meeting, the dissenting minority

were bound to do this on the spot or not at all. The simple Evident mia-

take on
and sufficient answer to this construction is, that it proceeds which the

.
JusticeClerlt

on a mistake. At the moderation of a call it is not necessary, proceeds.

in order to sist procedure, that a dissenting minority shall

make good the relevancy and the truth of their objections

on the spot. The only stage of a settlement at which so

summary a demand is made upon objectors is on the day of

induction. If failing to take advantage of any of the preceding

steps in the process of a minister's settlement to bring their

objections forward, they reserve them till the eleventh hour,

it is nothing more than a fair protection to the presentee to

insist that both the relevancy and the truth of their objections

shall be made out there and then. And this accordingly is,

and has always been, the express law of the church ; but

it never was the law of the church that such a demand

should be made upon objectors at the moderation of a call,

nor is there anything whatever sanctioning that demand in

the act 1649. The whole argument, therefore, of the lord

justice clerk, in so far as that act is concerned, was founded

upon an assumption which is altogether groundless ; and his

lordship's theory being consequently inadmissible, the simple

common sense reading of the act given by Lord Moncrieif

remains untouched and entire.

The admission already noticed, as made by Dr. Cook,

and acquiesced in for the first time by all the subsequent

speakers on the moderate side of the house, was too im-

portant to pass unnoticed by their opponents. ** I must
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express," said tlie Rev. William Cunningham,* **my deliglit 1833.

with the great concession which Dr. Cook has this day made,

and which was approved by the Reverend Principal on your

right hand (Macfarlan), viz., that the presbyteries of this

church, in the exercise of their undoubted right to judge

of the qualifications of a presentee, are to take into account,

not merely his moral and literary qualifications, his fitness

to be minister of the gospel in general, but also his special

qualifications for being minister of the particular parish to

which he has been presented. This principle has been

often denied in theory ; it has been almost wholly overlooked

in practice. Principal Macfarlan, indeed, was pleased to

say that he did not know that it had been overlooked in

practice. This, sir, is a very strange assertion. [Here

Principal Macfarlan interrupted the speaker and said, that

he did not know, or at least, that he did not remember

having said so, but that he had said that he would inquire.]

Mr. C. in continuation said, Moderator, this explanation

does not mend the matter, for men are not in the habit of

inquiring into those things which they know already. Now
sir, short as my life has been, and small as my knowledge

is, in comparison with that of the Rev. Principal, I know,

and I here assert, that the principle now conceded has been

overlooked in practice,—nay more, that this very principle

formed the main subject of controversy in the grand struggle

between the two parties in the church during the latter

half of the last century, and that the result of that struggle

was, tliat the principle of the presbytery having no right

to judge of a man's special fitness to be minister of the

particular parish to which he was presented—except in one

or two points of a physical kind—was established by the

* Now the Kev. Dr. Cunningham, principal and professor of church

Lifitory in the new college, Ediubm-gli.
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1833. votes of a decided majority of this house, and was constantly Chap. v.

acted upon. I rejoice, sir, that by the concession this day

made, that decision has been reversed, and that the great

principle so strenuously but so ineffectually contended for

by our predecessors on this side of the house, is now uni-

versally admitted. And upon the ground of this concession The light in
''

. r . .
which Dr.

I must take the liberty of declarincr, that the majority of Cook's ad-

,
mission pre-

this house who, in that ffreat struefo-le, succeeded in enforc- sents the

. . .
past conduct

ino^ the principle that has this day been disclaimed, were otthemo-

, , . 1 . -1
derateparty.

thereby trampling upon the ecclesiastical rights and privileges

of the Scottish nation, and that while all the time they pre-

tended that the law of patronage left them no alternative

and allowed them no further discretion, it now appears, by

the concession of their friends and successors, that they were

just laying upon the law of patronage a responsibility and

a guilt that were all their own." Keeping in view the con-

cessions which drew forth this just and withering rebuke,

the question in debate as between the two parties in the

assembly was well put by Mr. Bell, the procurator for the

church. It was now admitted on all hands, that fitness or

meetness for the particular parish to which the presentee

might be nominated, was one of the qualifications which the

presbytery were entitled and bound to require that he should

be found to possess. Now, said Mr. Bell, ** the true and The speerli

only point in question between us, when stripped of its procurator

adventitious circumstances, relates to nothing more nor less Church.

than the way in which this individual fitness or meetness for

a particular parish shall be proved in the church courts.**

Dr. Cook and his friends sought, by their motion, to hava

it done by a judicial process, according to which the con-

gregation must prove the presentee's want of meetness to

the satisfaction of the presbytery. Dr. Chalmers and his

supporters, by their motion, wished to have it declared once

for all by the veto law, that the dissent of a majority should

I. 3?
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Cttat». V. constitute the proof required and be conclusive of want of 1833

meetness on the part of the presentee. Dr. Cook's method

might have done well enough had the principle involved in

the call been this,—that **no pastor shall be intruded on

nny congregation contrary to the will of the presbytery/*

Or Cooic's But seeing that the principle to which the call was designed
()ian pre- . , ..,« ••ii
vents intru- to give effect, the principle ot non-intrusion, had respect not
Sion acailist ^,^ f ^ i i, ,, t ^^l r ^ ti*
the wiii of to the Will of the presbytery but to "the will ot the people,

tcry: that of the motiou of Dr. Chalmers, like the act of assembly 1649,

mers, and which was also the church's directory under the statute

w'iiiofthe of 1690, was simply a test by which the state of the con-

gregational will might be fairly and honestly ascertained.

Several things which came out in the course of this im-

portant debate, will be found worthy of being remembered

Dr. Cooic, the at a later stage in the progress of this history. Dr. Cook,

Clerk, &c., and the lord justice clerk, the ecclesiastical and the legal

bivond tiie authorities of the moderate party, were at one with the

wiiicii the evangelical side of the house, in holding that other things

der cHse\vMs besides "life, doctrine, and literature," entered into the

the courts question of a minister's fitness for a cure of souls. Dr.

Cook's motion recognized the competency of the people to

urge, and of the presbytery to sustain objections, of " what-

ever nature^ against the presentee, or against the settlement

taking place." No such latitude of objection, however,

was recognized six years afterwards, when tlie veto law

came to be reviewed in the house of lords. The construc-

tion of the law of patronage, ou which the decision of their

lordships turned, would have been as fatal to the legality

of Dr. Cook's regulations as to those of Dr. Chalmers,

—

RcTsons fur- a fact which, when the heats of controversy shall have
nished l)y

thisdehate passcd away, will probably sui^o-est, to most men, grave
for attribut- . . it • • •

iiiK the dis- suspicions that the disruption was due neither to the inno-
ruption to a .

i i •

blunder of vations, uor to the obstinacy, of the general assembly, but

courts. to a blunder ot the supreme civil court.
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1833. Another thing hardly less memorable in the debate of Chai. v,

1833, was the fact that the finalit}'-, as to all spiritual

effects, of the church's jurisdiction in everything touching

the examination and admission of ministers, was held to be

indisputable. A great deal was no doubt said by Dr. Cook

and others about the motion of Dr. Chalmers being uUra

vires of the assembly,—and that the passing of it into a

law would lead to a collision with the civil courts. The Theer-
tremest le-

speaker who was most doomatic upon this point was Mr. gaiisisofthe
^

.
moderate

Whifi^ham, the late sheriff of Perthshire. But to show party in°
. . .

1833, held

what was the kind and extent of the only collision he and sound views

of thejuris-

his friends contemplated, a few sentences from his speech diction of
^

,

^
the Church.

will suffice. ''Mark then, said Mr. Whigham, "the effect Mr. Whig-

which the adoption of Dr. Chalmers' motion must necessa- speech.

rily produce upon the rights of patrons, and the direct and

painful collision which its adoption must necessarily give

rise to ! The presbytery are bound, if the presentee he qua-

lified, to admit him. If they don't, the fruits of the

BENEFICE ARE WITHHELD." And again, after expatiating

still further on the obligation under which he held the

church courts to be laid by civil statutes to adjudicate upon

the qualifications of the presentee, and after again affirming

that the veto law was incompatible with the fulfilment of

that obligation, he returned to the subject of a collision

with the civil courts. ** These statutes, I have already Tlie loss of

said, the judicatories of the church must obey. If they do wa? the only
, , effect antici-

not, THE FRUITS OF THE BENEFICE ARE WITHHELD, and a Col- nated hy

,. . ./,,.. 1 . . . , , *ii'. Whig-
lision, more pamiul in its nature, and mjurious to the best ham, as

interests of the jj^oiole themselves, than any consequences result from

Which result irom the law as it stands and as it has been hcingdis-

j . . , , , j» T allowed by
aaministered, must be the necessary consequence. In the civil

other words, the bringing into operation of the provision

contained in the statute of 1592, and which Lord Kames,

in his Law Tracts, had signalized as the only clieck which

courts.
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the civil courts could interpose, when dissatisfied with the 1833.

decisions of the church in connection with the law of patro-

nage,—this Mr. Whigham, and the entire moderate party

along with him, manifestly believed, in 1833, to be the only

result to which a collision with the civil courts about the

veto law could possibly give rise. That, in addition to

withholding "the fruits of the benefice," the courts of law

could annul the spiritual sentences of the church, and that

the church courts, contrary to their own sense of duty, could

be compelled, by civil pains and penalties, to perform spiri-

tual functions at the bidding of the courts of law,—was an

imagination that had not at that time dawned upon the

mind even of that Coryphseus of erastianism, Mr. Hope

himself. This fact, too, is significant,—and will tell upon

an impartial posterity.

When at length the debate had been concluded, and the

vote had been taken on the opposing motions, the balance

of numbers was found to be still on the side of moderatism.

For the motion of Dr. Chalmers there voted 137—for the

amendment of Dr. Cook 149. By this narrow majority of

twelve, the triumph of non-intrusion was postponed for

another year. "Another such victory and we are lost,'*

said Charles XII., when by a hair's-breadth he had beaten

the Russians at Narva. The debate of 1833 made it

abundantly manifest that the dominion of moderatism was

passing away. Its success on this occasion was tanta-

mount to a defeat, for it was secured at the expense of a

confessJun, that for a century it had been tramplmg on the

constitution of the church, and tyrannizing over the rights

and privileges of its members. Dr. Cook's motion recorded

that sentence of condemnation against the policy of his own

friends.

Another discussion took place in the same assembly,

wliich tended still further to indicate the decline and ap-
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1833. proacliing fall of the party that had heen so long dominant Chap. v.

in the church. It was on the question of chapels of ease. The question

. , . . 11- IT • of cliapels of

As this question enters largely into the disruption contro- ease,

versy, it is necessary at this point to furnish the reader

with some necessary information. Previous to the union

between Scotland and England, effected by the famous

treaty of 1707, the division of overgrown parishes and the

erection of additional churches was carried on through the

medium of commissioners of teinds (tithes], who held their

authority from the Scottish parliament. When the union At the Union,

took place, the jurisdiction which had belonged to these session

commissioners was transferred to the court of session, which a "com-t of

was empowered by statute to act as a ** court of teinds and piLutattonof

plantation of kirks.'* This transference was made, how-

ever, with an important limitation as to the circumstances

in which alone the court of teinds could interpose. By the

act erecting this court, it was prohibited from entertaining

any process for the erection of a new parish, and the impo-

sition of the consequent burdens connected with church,

stipend, school, &c., unless with the consent and concur-

rence, previously obtained, of heritors possessing at least

three-fourths of the valued rent of the parish. As might

have been anticipated, and as was probably intended, this

notable specimen of class-legislation operated as a most

eflfectual bar to the multiplication of parishes and parochial

institutions. It virtually locked up the unexhausted teinds,

—the reserved fund which the law of the land had destined

for the extension of the church,—and put the key, as well as

the fund itself, into the pockets of the heritors. Armed
with this formidable power, the selfishness of the heritors The obstruc

proved greatly an over-match for the zeal of the chuich- the law
'

extensionists. With her feet made fast in the stocks of SayVSie
^

this obstructive enactment, the church made little progress the Mationai

in the way of overtaking the spiritual wants of a continually
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increasing population. Access to the resources which right- 1833.

fully belonged to her as an establishment, being thus made

all but impossible, the only other means that remained of

adding to the number of her ministers and places of wor-

ship was to be found in the private liberality of her members.

Not indeed that the church in her corporate capacity was,

during last century, at all active in this cause; the secular

spirit and oppressive policy of moderatism, were not well

calculated to cultivate among the people a desire for the

ordinances of the national church. In the face of these

discouragements, however, chapels of ease were now and

then erected in some of the more populous parishes. These

chapels found no favour with the then prevailing party in

the church ; originating, as they chiefly did, among those

who valued relioious ordinances and were willing to make

pecuniary sacrifices to maintain them, they were commonly

filled with an evangelical ministry. For being free from

the yoke of patronage, their congregations had it in their

power to indulge their own evangelical tastes. This, in-

deed, was the circumstance of all others that rendered them

so peculiarly obnoxious to the ruling party in the church.

They were the nurseries of all those principles to which

that party was most fiercely opposed. They were looked

upon accordingly to a large extent, and especially during

the pahny days of triumphant moderatism, as so many ene-

mies in the camp—dissenting institutions within the pale of

the establishment. Instead of facilities being afforded for

the multiplication of these chapels, the most vexatious ob-

structions were continually thrown in their way. It needed

much management in many cases to get the assembly to

license them, or, as it was usually expressed, to grant them

constitutions. Tlie difficulties they encountered were indeed

often so great that, harassed and worn out, and disgusted

by such treatment, the friends of the intended chapel with-
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1833. drew, in more cases than one, from the estahlishment alto- chap. v.

getlier, and connected both their chapel and themselves

with some dissenting communion. There are places of wor-

ship at this moment in the hands of those who now represent

the relief and secession churches, whose connection with

these bodies was notoriously and exclusively attributable to

the cause now described. It was a part of this suicidal Disabilities
^

^
ot the diapel

policy, to lower as much as possible the ecclesiastical status miuisters.

and influence of the ministers of these chapels of ease.

They were not allowed to exercise discipline over their own

flocks, or to take their seats in any of the church courts.

In other words, they were permitted to teach, but not to

rule. That fundamental principle of presbyterianism, the

parity of all ministers, was flagrantly violated by stripping

chapel of ease ministers of one half of the powers of their

office. To ground all this on the mere fact, that these

ministers were not beneficed clergymen like their brethren

who had stipends provided out of the parish teinds or other

public funds, was only an after-thought brought in to bolster

up a fore2:one conclusion. Not only was there nothing in No connte-

, . . nauce given

the constitution or practice of the church to sanction the by the stuu-

dards of the'

gross idea, that the ri^ht of her ministers to exercise the chmchto
*=*

.

°
the distmc-

full powers of their sacred office depended upon a sentence tinn made
between

of the court of teinds, but there was everything in her endowed
and un-

practice and constitution to prove the contrary. " Pastors, endowed

bishops, or ministers," says the second book of discipHne,

** are they who are appointed to particular congregations,

which they rule by the word of God, and over the which

they watch. In respect whereof sometimes they are called

pastors, because they feed their congregation ; sometimes

episcopi or bisJiops, because they watch over their flock

;

sometimes ministers, by reason of their service and office

;

and sometimes also presbyters or seniors, for the gravity in

manners which they ought to have in taking care of the

nuiusters.
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Chap. V.

The practice

of the
Churcli in

harmony
with its

principles,

till niodcra-

tisra had
become
domlaaut.

riie facts of
iiistory ou
this point.

splrltunl government which ought to be most dear imto 1833.

them." Here there is no distinction between beneficed and

unbeneficed, endowed and unendowed ministers. Whoever

is "appointed to a particular congregation," is declared,

in virtue of that spiritual appointment, to be entitled and

bound to rule as well as to teach his flock. And as for the

practice of the church, until after the middle of the eighteenth

century, when moderatism had already risen into power,

not one solitary instance can be pointed out, in which an

ordained minister holding a cure of souls within the national

church, had ever been excluded either from the right to rule

his own flock, or from a place in the higher courts of the

church, on the ground of his having no legal benefice, and

no civil parish attached to his spiritual cure. It is well-

known, indeed, that from 1560 to 1567, the ministers of

the reformed presbyterian church of Scotland were without

benefices altogether, and had no other support save that

which their congregations, or private friends of the reformed

cause, supplied. And although after the last-named year,

provision was appointed to be made for the ministry out of

what were called the "thirds of benefices,"—one third of

the old popish revenues being nominally set apart for the

reformed church,—it is abundantly notorious that the scanty

pittance which this arrangement furnished, many ministers

never obtained. Again, at the period of the revolution,

when the outed ministers were restored, it is well known

that a large number of the benefices were retained by those

quondam episcopal ministers who now conformed to the

presbyterian establishment. In these circumstances, there

must have been not a few of the restored ministers who

could have neither a parochial benefice nor a parochial cure.

But no distinction was ever heard of, as having been made

on this account, between them and their brethren in what

belonged to the spiritual functions and privileges of their
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1833. ofSce, as ordained ministers of the cliureli of Scotland. Chap. v.

Moreover, although chapels of ease, properly so called, did

not beo'in to come into existence till after the middle of

last century, there were then, and there had always been,

chapelries or private foundations which had no proper bene-

fices attached to them, and with which the court of teinds

and plantation of kirks had never had anything whatever to

do. One of these was a chapel at Foot of Dee, which was The ministers

1 . . 1 1 1 Ml 1 1
of the chapel

not erected mto a parish church till so recently as the year at Foot of

Dee sat in

1828 ; and yet the ministers of that chapel, from 1720 till the Assem-

1782, had a seat in the general assembly. In defiance, 17^0 to 1782

however, of all these considerations, both of fact and law,

dominant moderatism denied to the ministers of chapels of

ease the ruling powers of their office, both in their own

congregations and in the superior courts of the church.

Crippled and degraded by these offensive and injurious

restrictions, chapels of ease had neither multiplied as other-

wise they might have done, nor had they been in circum-

stances to confer, upon the localities to which they belonged,

that amount of benefit which a more enlightened and a

more constitutional policy would have enabled them to

impart. In the course of the hundred years which preceded During the
*^ ./ r century pre-

1833, the population of Scotland had been doubled; and to ceding isas,
' i- i^ ... "*® popula-

meet the relio-ious wants of this additional million of in- tionofScot-
° ... land had

habitants, the whole amount of provision which had been doubled,
^

^ _
while only

made in connection with the established church was limited sixty-two

chapels and

to forty churches, erected under a special act of parliament, fo'ty

,

•^ ' ^
^ cliurches

and sixty-two chapels of ease. It is a striking evidence of I'ad ''een
•^ ^ °

_ ^
added to the

the uro:ent need which existed for a more ample provision, Estabiish-

that during the century in question, about five hundred

places of worship had been erected outside the pale of the

national church. Nothing but the oppressive and mis-

chievous policy which had been pursued under the ascendency

of moderatism, in regard to chapels of ease, had hindered
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' Chap. V. private liberality from doing within the establishment what 1833

it had been doino: amongf the seceders. The time was now

more than come for havins^ that hinderance withdrawn. In

the vio-orous efforts that were makins: to overthrow the

church establishment, it was impossible for the blindest not

to see the danger of having allowed the population to run

so far a-liead of that limited provision for their religious

The Church instruction, which the national church supplied. With its

losinglts high-handed patronage in the parish churches, on the one

name of haud, and its unconstitutional and de^radino; treatment of
A' / 7

O O
and the con- the chapels of ease, on the other, it had been fast losing its

necessity of title to the name of a national church. To repair these
removing:

-i • • i • • i i»

the disabiii- cvils, it was Hot morc neccssary to revive the principle oi
ties of chapel • . , . , ,

ministers, non-intrusion than it was to put an end to those pernicious

restrictions which had operated so powerfully in keeping

down the number, and impairing the usefulness of chapels

of ease. If the one measure was demanded by the necessity

that lay upon the church, of strengthening her stakes, the

other was not less demanded by the equal necessity of

lengthening her cords. Thus rooted once more in the

esteem and attachment of the people, and bringing the long-

neglected outfidd of her more unwieldy parishes within the

range of her ministrations, she would have nothing to fear.

Pursuing such a course of constitutional reformation and

practical efficiency, it was no presumption to hope that her

ways might please God, and that He would make even her

enemies to be at peace with her.

^ih"*"ss"m°
Under the influence of views like these, many synods and

oii^the
^^^^' presbyteries of the church had sent up overtures to the

chaSof assembly of 1833, praying that chapels of ease might be

ease. placed on a more favourable footing, and that their ministers

might be relieved from their existing disabilities. The

chapel ministers themselves, not being represented in the

house, craved to be heard by counsel, at the bar of the
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1833. assem"blj, in support of their claims. The motion made by Chap, v.

Dr. Cook, to refuse this most reasonable request, was

negatived by a majority of twenty—a significant hint that

the wand of the nioderate leader's power was all but broken.

The counsel, whose mouth this decision opened, was Mr.

Alexander Dunlop, a gentleman whose name will often occur v

in the sequel of this history. It has been one of the marked The chapel
••• *' ministers

distinctions of the church of Scotland, to have enjoyed, in heari by
*' *^ their coun-

most of her e'reat strusrales, the services of eminent lawyers: sei, Mr.
^ &o »

^ ^
^

J Dunlop, at

men who had studied her constitution and history with all the bar of
"^

^
the Assem-.

the accuracy, and yet with none of the prejudices of their hiy.

profession. Among these, there are, perhaps, few or none

to whom posterity will assign a higher or more honourable

place than to the individual now named. None, however,

save those who were themselves called to take an active

share in guiding the church through all the perils and

perplexities of the ten years' conflict, can fully understand

how much of the dignity and consistency of the church's

course was due to him.

Mr. Dunlop's able and luminous address from the bar

was followed by a singularly animated discussion in the

house. Dr. Brown, professor of Greek in the university of Motion in
lavour of

Aberdeen, moved that the chapel of ease ministers *' ought the chapel

, . , . 11 1 • -I /, 1
niiuisters by

to be admitted to enjoy all the privileges of the regular Professor

clergy of the established church." Dr. Cook stood upon the atuend-

.

,

. Ill 1 1 .
"i6"t of Dr.

the opposite, or old moderate tack ; at the same time, as Cook.

was his wont when debates became critical, framing- his

motion so as to lie as near as possible to what appeared to

be the prevailing wind. It professed to take ** a deep

interest in whatever could promote more effectually the

spiritual instruction of the people, and increase the comfort

of ministers of chapels of ease ;" and hesitated to grant the

prayer of the petitioners, only because "doubtful" of the

assembly's power. On the subject of this doubtfulness,
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Chap.V. whether without th*^ intervention of a civil court the church 1833.

could allow her ministers to exercise the spiritual functions

of their office, it was well asked hy a subsequent speaker.

Speech of the "what it was the state gave a right to? Not," said he,

Paniei
' " to the pastoral office—that was from the Lord Jesus

Christ, the only Head of the church. The office of a pastor

was purely spiritual, and was conferred by the church on

those whom it thought qualified. That was the doctrine

of the church of Scotland for which our fathers suffered

unto death, and the civil power, in sanctioning the church

of Scotland, had sanctioned this very view."* This state-

ment is neither less important nor less true, because ten

years later, when the day of trial came, it seemed too much

to its author to risk the headship of a provincial college for

a cause to which other men had given their lives. So much

easier is it to eulogize than to imitate self-denial.

Dr. Cook As the debate proceeded. Dr. Cook found it expedient to
alters hia

, , . . , i • i 'n i i
amenJment brino: his motion a point closer to the wind still, by droppmsf
and with

° ^
. i> 1 ,

J rr o
difficulty out altogether the clause expressive of doubt as to the power
carries it.

of the church, and agreeing ** to approve of the overtures,

and appoint a committee to consider by what means their

objects may be most effectually and extensively carried into

execution." By this contrivance he saved, and no more

than saved, himself from a second defeat ; for when the

division came, it assigned him a majority of four.

In this manner did the coming events of 1834 cast their

shadows before them in 1833. Our next chapter introduces

us to the first assembly of the ten years' war.

* Speech of Rev. Dr. Dewar, Christian Instructor for Jnne, 1833.

Dr. Dewar adheres to the establishment, and is principal of one of tbtt

colleges at Aberdeen.



CHAP. VI.

THE ASSEMBLY OP 1834. ^THE VETO LAW AND THE CHAPEL ACT,

1834. The assembly of 1834 will long be memorable in the annals Chap. vi.

of the church of Scotland. Those who disapprove of the Tiie Assem-

11 ^'v of 18;^4

measures by the adoption of which that assembly was wiUbea

T 1 1 • 1 ^ • 1 1
memorable

Signalized may, perhaps, think of it only as the commence- epoch in tiie

1 1 n • ^ ' • history of

ment of that disastrous decade of anxiety and agitation the Scottish

. 1 . 1 T • -iTTi M 1 1
Chiuch.

which terminated m the disruption. While those on the

other hand, who recognize in these measures, the breaking

forth again into life of the old reformation principles, which

the founders of the church had laid deep in its constitution,

and with which all that is best and noblest in its history is

inseparably associated, will ever regard the assembly in

which these principles reappeared as being worthy of all

honour, not only for its own sake, but still more for having

led the way in one of the most illustrious conflicts for the

spirituality and the liberty of the church of Christ, of which

any record can be found either in modern or in ancient times.

The issues, indeed, that were destined to arise out of the

movements then begun, were, perhaps, as little foreseen by Neitherofthe

the party that opposed as by that which promoted them, in that

Had it been otherwise, it is hard to say whether tlie course foresaw the„,,., , , ,.^ Tf»i 1
issue of the

01 both might not have been dmerent. It to have known connictthen

beforehand the trials and difficulties, the losses and privations

to which the steps they were about to take in vindicating

great scriptural and constitutional principles of their church,

would ultimately lead—if this knowledge might have thinned

the ranks of the majority—it is surely a supposition, at

least as charitable and not more extravagant that, had the

minority foreseen how, through their agency, the power of

he^uxL
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Chat, vl patrons and of the courts of law was to triumph, at the IS.jdj.

expense of trampling under foot the independence of the

courts of the church, their minority would have been smaller

still. But while God places before us the rule of duty, he
Onr dwty is keeps often and wisely the consequences connected with it

before us: altoo'cther out of our siffht; and thus it is, that even amid
while tlie

^ ...
consequen- all the crrors and infirmities of men, He works out unerrino-ly,
ces of dditig

^ ^ ^

o ./

'

it are often and to their full accomplishment. His own glorious desig-ns,
and wisely ...
liidden from What His design was in the case of the momentous strue-o-lo
08. ^ ^°

which commenced in the assembly of 1834 is, perhaps, even

now, only beginning to be disclosed. Already, however,

enough has transpired to show that the lesson is not for us,

or for Scotland alone, but for all the churches and nations

of the earth. The constitution of the church of Christ, aud

its relation to the civil power, is the very question of questions

which is now struggling for solution in the mind of this

pregnant age. And when the great truth concerning it,

Tlie hearing embodied in a ffreat fact, shall at leno-th be born into the
of the ten T ...
years' con- world—wlien kiuo's shall be found kissino; Christ's sceptre
flict on the . ....
ultimate ad- in token of their subjection to His power, and when churches
justiuent of

the relations shall bc fouud renderiuo; unto Ca3sar only the thino;s that
of Church

,

°
.

andi^ute. are Cassar's ; but reserving for God all those things that

are God's—when church and state shall no lono'er be the

synonyme either for a spiritual despotism, such as the Roman

antichrist long usurped over kings, or for an erastian

tyranny, such as in their turn kings have exercised over

the churches of the reformation—when each shall recognize

the other as an independent ordinance of God—the state

honouring Christ in the church, and the church honouring

God in the state,—when this glorious consummation shall at

length be realized, it will, perhaps, appear, that of the light

which guided men towards it, some of the brightest rays

emanated from that eventful controversy, whose opening

. scenes are about to be laid before us.
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1834. It -was plainly impossible that matters should continue Chap, vl

long in the state in which they were left by the assembly The balance

I'liii 111 ^^ parties in

of 1833. The all but success which had then attended the tue Assam-

efforts of the reforming party, could not fail to ensure an ensured an'
. . i. , ^ T\ ^ ' ^' ^ early repeti-

early repetition or the struggle, xliverything, accordingly, tionoftiie

that occurred both within and without the church in the refomation.

course of the succeeding twelvemonths was indicative of the

coming conflict. The opponents of the establishment were Thevoiun-

1 i> • ^ • tt ^ ••)> 11 tary Church
everywhere lorming their " voluntary societies, —and by controversy.

means of itinerant lecturers, addresses at public meetings,

pamphlets, tracts, and newspapers, labouring with incessant

activity to imbue the public mind with their own peculiar

views. Their money argument against church establishments The money

1 1 -rtii -iTi' • argument
made, at least m Scotland, comparatively little impression, had httie

Not only were the incomes of the clergy moderate in amount, Scotland.

but being derived, except in the large towns, from the

landed property of the country, the holders of which, with

few exceptions, were friendly to the establishment, the mass

of the people were unconscious of any burden ; and, indeed,

so quietly had the system worked, that they hardly knew

how the ministers were paid. And even in the case of the

large towns, where the stipends of the established clergy

were levied from the funds of the corporation, or other

local revenues, the pew rents of the established churches,

which the corporation levied in return, and appropriated to

the public use, were for the most part a full equivalent.

To speak, therefore, of the cost to the community of the

church establishment, and especially in those days, when at

least two-thirds of the entire population of the country

belonged to it, was to use language which had little force.

But there was another argument much more fitted to tell

—

and that not merely on those who dissented from the

establishment, or who cared nothing for religion or its

institutions—but on the best and most intelligent of the
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Chap, yl adherents of the establishment themselves. The argument 1834

llie strongest in Question was that which was derived from the notorious
argument of

• c i i • i i

tbevoiun- fact, that except in Scotland, every national church in
taries was

•, • •, i i i • -i
founded on Christendom was enslaved to the civil power. It was, of
the subjec-

. -i i -i /» •

tionofthe course, Quite possible by fair reasonmo; to show that the
Establislied

. , , • , , , , f
Churciie* to gi'oss erastianism which the church and state system thus
the civil

1 -1 •
-I

power. almost everywhere exhibited, was not necessarily involved

in that system ; and that it was contrary to all the rules of

Bound logic to convert the abuse of a principle into a ground

for denying its right and legitimate use. But still, every

one knows it is by things in the concrete, and not by things

in the abstract, that the public mind is chiefly governed.

When certain things are always seen in conjunction, the

inference is too plausible not to convince, at least, the mul-

titude, that there is some natural and inseparable bond of

union between them. A fact, in such cases, is worth a

Ihe spiritual thousand apolof!:ies and explanations. And one such fact
freedom of

.

the Church the most earnest, enlio;htened, and withal successful advocates
of Scotland

o
. '

supplied the of cliurcli establishments, were too happy to be able to
best answer , ^ r» • n i
to that adduce as furnished by the national established church of
argument, o i j tt -it i • • i

bcotland. Here, said they to their opponents, is that very

institution which you describe as an impossibility,—

a

church supported by the state, and yet in all matters

spiritual, free from state control ! Those views of its

ratified liberties as a church establishment which are ffiven

in an earlier part of this work, and the heroic conteudings

there briefly sketched in defence of these liberties, were

the very weapons with which, in 1833, and the years

immediately following, the battle of church establishments

was chiefly fought. Weapons of which, as wielded in his

London lectures, by the illustrious Chalmers, even the

powerful church of England was not unwilling to secure

and to enjoy the benefit.

The argument, however, which the actual independence
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1834. in matters spiritual of the church of Scotland, supplied, Chap, vl

potent as it was, had yet in it something like a vitiating This argu-

1 1 1 T T ^11 mentmaired
flaw so long as the church did not put forth her power to by the

concessions

vindicate, from the encroachments of lay patronage, the made to the

spiritual rights of her congregations. If a patron could

compel the church courts to thrust his obnoxious presentee

upon a reclaiming parish, it would not be easy to show

wherein this differed from the erastiau subjection of the

church to the civil power. Church courts had indeed, in

cases innumerable, as the preceding narrative has told,

committed this outrage, but they had done it out of their

own spontaneous and infatuated zeal for patronage and

contempt of the congregation's voice. Dr. Cook's motion

of 1833 distinctly proved that moderatism had not then

sunk so low in its views of the church's prerogatives, nor

learned to be so tame and abject in its submission in matters

undeniably ecclesiastical to the encroachments of the civil

power, as to allow that the intrusions perpetrated under the

management of his predecessors in the leadership of the

moderate party were necessitated by the termsof the church's

compact with the state. At the same time until, in the The assertion

calling and settlement of ministers, in the enfranchisement Church's

I, , ••, f 1 ^ i> T'l ,.
pow'er in the

or her mmisters or chapels or ease, and m other matters of reformation

a similar kind, the church did actually put in force those abuses, tife

spiritual powers which she held to belong to her, not only effectuaiiy

in foro Dei as a church of Christ, but in foro Regis as a exiSce of

national establishment, the argument in favour of church freedom!

establishments derived from her spiritual independence was

deprived of half its power.

There can be no question that considerations of this kind

did most naturally and most properly stimulate the reforming

party in the church to redouble their efforts in preparing

for the assembly of 1834. It was at one of the public

D^.eetings, held by the anti-patronage section of that party

L Q
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Chap. Ti. in Edinburgh, in December, 1833, that Dr. M'Crie toot 1884

Dr. M'Crie's occasion to deprecate, in strong terms, the taking of any

a5ins\iiaif course in the general assembly which did not include a
measures-

pg^j^-j^jj ^^ parliament for the immediate and total abolition

of patronage. The fears which, in the preceding assembly

Dr. Chalmers had too much countenanced, as to the evils

that mioht arise from leaving the election of ministers in the

hands of the congregations, he treated as altogether visionary.

Buiicwies the <»But the people—the people," he exclaimed, in that tone of
dread of

r i i

jiopuiareiec- quiet satiro which he knew so well how to use, "it we expel the
tion, which ^

i -n i • i-i • •

certain patrons, the people will rush m like air into a vacuum, and
members of ^

i • -n -i

tiie reform, raise such a storm, tempest, hurricane, as will root up and
ina: party

. -, -, •

iiiduiged. scatter everything precious and venerable m our church.

Good friends," said the reverend doctor, *' be not so much

alarmed—the period of ecclesiastical agitation is past—the

popular current is changed—the current has turned from

religion to politics—and although you should join the anti-

patronage society* you could not bring it back to its old

channel. Instead of rushing in, the people have been rushing

out from you. You have told them that it is a delusion to

think that the christian people have an inherent right to

choose their own minister ; but to pacify them, you have

added, that every man has the right of choosing what

minister he shall hear,—and they have learned the lesson.

The time may come," he continued, ** when you Avill need

all the assistance the people can give—when you will be

fain to stimulate, instead of stifling their voice—and to ask

their suffrages, instead of telling them that they are incapable

of anything but dumb and dogged resistance without the

[lis fling at assignment of a reason." This fling at what he accounted

the half measure of the veto, was appropriate enough from

the historian of Knox and Melville. And yet the event

showed, that even that measure, and others with which it

was accompanied, had a power, when introduced and
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1834. administered by a reaHy evangelical and reforming assem- CnAP. vi.

bly, to "bring back the popular current to its old channel"

unspeakably greater than Dr. M'Crie supposed.

It was in the midst of the excitement connected with Circnmstftn-

ces ill winch

these ecclesiastical questions and controversies, that the theAssem-
^

, ^ bly of \bZ4,

supreme court of the established church of Scotland met, in met.

1834. This court, called the general assembly, is a repre-

sentative body. It is made up of ministers and elders,

elected for this purpose annually by the several presbyteries,

—and of one elder from each of the royal burghs and

universities. The ministers chosen to sit in the assembly,

must themselves belong to the same presbytery which sends

them ; but, in the case of the elders, this, though usual, is

not imperative. The number of commissioners chosen by

each presbytery, bears a certain proportion to the number

of its own members. The proportion of ministers to elders,

delegated by the different constituencies now named, ib

about five to four; and, at the period now under conside-

ration, the total number of members returned to the assembly,

amounted to about three hundred and fifty. For many The General

generations previous to 1834, the assembly had held its place of

meetings under the roof of St. Giles' church, in a part of
""

that venerable structure which, from the use to which it

was devoted, was commonly designated the ** assembly

aisle." In times when travelling difiiculties hindered many

of the members belono-ino- to the remoter districts of the

country from taking their seats, and when under the chilling

auspices of moderatism, the assembly had few attractions

for the public ; the "aisle," limited as its amount of accom- The "A«sptii.

modation was, had been sufliciently large. But the times thoud/'

were changed. The revived evangelism of the churcli, beeuiaiKe
• ,• '.Ti • 1 ,•, ciioncli for
impartmg as it did a growing earnestness and energy to its the times of

whole administration, had given to the assembly an interest

altogether new. For all who concerned themselves about
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Chap. VI. the church's welfare, the annual meeting of the assemhly 1834.

had hecome the great ecclesiastical event of the year. And,

moreover, as the two parties in it hecame more nearly

balanced, in point of numbers, every single vote acquired

additional importance, and the attendance of members was

The "Aisle" in consequence greatly increased. For these reasons,
Sreatlv en- t • i i i i • i ^
arged and application had been made some tune before to the govern-

beautiiied in
i i <» .

1833. ment, eitlier to provide another place of meetmg, or to

enlarge the existing one. The latter of these two proposals

had been acquiesced in, and actually carried into effect, in

connection with certain extensive changes that were then in

' the course of being made upon the whole building to which

the aisle belonged. The assembly, however, had scarcely

taken possession, in 1833, of the more spacious and beautiful

place of meeting, into which the old narrow and dingy aisle

had been transformed, when the discovery was made, that

however pleasing to the eye, tlie place was totally unfit for

Fonna to Tie use. Its lofty gothic roof, and graceful transept, rendered

unsuited for hearing impossible, unless every member who had a few
tl I e purposes , ,, ,, ,. ,,. , ^,
of our As- words to Say, had ascended a pulpit to deliver them, ihe

sittings of that assembly were accordingly at once adjourned

to one of the adjoining churches. It is a somewhat singular

circumstance, that during the ten years that followed—the

years of the disruption conflict—the general assembly never

TiieAssembiy had a placc of meeting of its own. The church of the
hiidDO"cer- ^ '^

tain dwell- reformation was about to be driven from the walls of the
in g place"
uuiingaii establishment; and the iournevinixs to and fro of her
the ten /

'' "^
^

°
years' con- assembly during the struggle which preceded that event,

passing from one temporary place of meeting to another,

were in keeping with the loosening process by which she

• was at length prepared, like her sufi"ering Master, **to go

forth without the camp, bearing His reproach."

The assembly of 1834 met in the Tron Church of Edin-

burgh. Several things occurred at the very commencement
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1834. of its sittings that were pleasingly indicative of the change Chap. vi.

which had for some vears heen hecomiu^ more and more Tiie Assem-

manifest in the religious tone and spirit of the majority or met in the

its members. On the very day on which it convened, ciiurch.

George Buchan, Esq. of Kelloe, a country gentleman of

great piety and worth, called the attention of the house to

certain violations of the sanctity of the Lord's day which Tiie Assem-

/. 1 . 11 XT bly 'scare for

occurred at the annual meetmgs of their assembly. He the sanctity

alluded to the practice of her majesty s commissioner to the Sabbath.

assembly going in procession to church, attended by the

military, as an exhibition which served only to crowd the

streets with the idle and the thoughtless, and to disturb

that sacred rest by which the Sabbath in Scotland was

otherwise ordinarily and honourably characterized. Dr.

Cook, Principal M'Farlan, and other members of the moderate

party, discouraged and opposed Mr. Buchan's motion to refer

the matter to a committee. The feeling of the house, how-

ever, was too strong and decided to give way, and it was at

length unanimously agreed to instruct the moderator to

request a conference with his grace the commissioner upon

the subject. To the representations which were made in

consequence, the commissioner at once deferred. Already in-

deed as the result of a previous communication from the com- xhe Commis-

mittee of the assembly on Sabbath observance, he had, with lic'ieJees"

'

the express concurrence of his royal master, the king, discon- oiuheLorJa

tinued his public levees and dinners on the Lord's day, and ^^lS also

from that time the military fanfaronade of the procession to sionrto'^'^^'

church was also laid entirely aside. In itself the incident may

appear inconsiderable, but it was a sign of the times. It could

not have occurred in the anti-missionary assembly of 1796.

The suggestion of Mr. Buchan had hardly been disposed

of, when another kindred proposition was made, wliich

though at once assented to, would have sounded very

Btrangely half a century before. It was brought forward

Cliuixh.
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Chap. VI. by the late Rev. Dr. Ilaaiilton of Stratliblane, a man 1834

equally distinguished for piety and learning, and was to

this effect, that in consideration of the momentous character

of the business that was about to come before the assembly,

more time than usual should be given at the diet of the

The devotion- following day for earnest and special prayer. By imme-

the Assem- morial usage, the day after that on which the assembly

convened had always been dedicated to devotional exercises;

and those who are old enough to remember the assemblies

of thirty or forty years ago, will not need to be told how

brief and how cold these exercises were, and how scanty

the attendance of members on such occasions was wont to

be. It was one of the sure tokens that the movement for

ecclesiastical reformation, now so strong and vigorous, had

its root and spring in a revived evangelical spirit, that the

devotions of the assembly had become to a large body of its

members as attractive as its discussions.

Pebateonthe It was on Tuesday the 27th of May, that the measure

commonly called the Veto-law, was introduced and carried.

Dr. Chalmers was not a member of that assembly, and the

task was, in consequence, devolved upon Lord Moncrieff, of

proposing the motion and leading the discussion of that

eventful day. Nor would it have been easy to find one

better qualified in all respects for this important duty.

Tlie measure Himself the SOU of the former leader of the evangelical
proposed by °
Lor.i .Mou- party, and not more distinguished for his hereditary attach-

ment to the presbyterian church of Scotland, than for his

profound acquaintance with her constitution and history,

his position, character, and acquirements, all equally pointed

him out as the fittest individual that could have been selected.

Ilis lordship's "1 may fairly own," said his lordship, when he stood up

in the midst of profound silence to address the house, "that

I rise to offer myself before you with feelings of fear and

reluctance. 1 think this will be an important day in the
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1834. history of the church, and whether I be right or wrong in Chap, vl

the views whicli I have taken upon this subject, I most

sincerely wish that the duty of bringing before you the

motion which I have to propose, had fallen into other hands.

I cannot but remember the manner in which this subject

was presented to you in the last general assembly, by a man

suflScient to adorn the annals of any age or church, and

whilst I remember the magnificent speech of my reverend

friend, surely it must impress me with some considerable

awe in now venturing before you. We live in times when

it becomes every man to surrender himself with all humility

to the duties to which the situation he is in, may call him.

In last assembly I had the honour of seconding the motion

of my reverend father, and, in these circumstances, I could

not have declined to undertake this motion; and we do

propose this day to make another efi*ort, so far as any efi'ort

upon our part may, under the blessing of the great Head

of the church, avail to stem the force of excitement and

agitation which many of us think has been greatly increased

by the rejection of this motion in two former assemblies."*

Such was the calm, dignified, and solemn strain in which

that measure was introduced, that was destined to become

the occasion of one of the greatest ecclesiastical convulsions

of modern times. Having justified from the standards, laws, Thenon-in-
, .,., trusion priii-

and history of the church, the assertion contained m the cipie proved

1 1 /» 1 • • • 1 • • r 1 11 to be iu liar-

preamble 01 ms motion; viz., that it is **a lundamental law monywith

of this church, that no pastor shall be intruded on any con- ards and

1 '11 f> 1 1 >> 11- laws of the
gregation contrary to the will ot the people, and having cimrcii.

traced the progress of that iniquitous and oppressive policy

by which that fundamental law had been so long and so

systematically violated, his lordship proceeded thus; "We
have come thus far, that an evil was introduced. The next

* Bejport of the Proceedings of the General Assemllij, 1834.
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Chap. VI. thing to be asked is, how shall that evil be remedied? If 1S34.

Objections to it is to be remedied, are you to take up special cases with

restoriuj; it all the peculiar interests that constantly surround them ?

by decisS Are you to take up special cases and consider only particular •

in individual objections ? What hope can we then have that the evil shall

ever be remedied? When we see the course which the thing

took under the auspices of the great men of the last age,

what hope have we that it will be more favourable in our

own time ? We must take a far more decided step, we

must take our standing upon the existing laws of the state

and of the church. I want no more than what is contained

in the act 1690, qualified as it is by the act of Queen Anne,

and the laws of the church by which that act is ordered to

Lord Men- be carried into effect. The act 1690 gave the election to
crieff pro"- t i

•

poses to go the elders and heritors beinor protestants. But did it rest
back to tlie

old law of there ? No. It sroes on to assert the powers of tlie church
tke Church.

. , .

®
, . . , , , . , , ,

in a material point, ordaining that the heritors and elders

are to propose the person to the congregation, and if they

disapprove of him, the reasons are to be given in to the

presbytery, by whose determination the collation of the

minister is to be completed. The act of Queen Anne in

1712, repeals this act only so far as relates to the presenta-

tion of the minister by the elders and heritors ; it alters

nothins: as to the manner in which the individual is to be

presented to the congregation, and it is still in force on this

point. Was it not recognized by the act of assembly 1736

and 1782? and is it not recognized in the constant practice

of our presbyteries sending the individual to the congrega-

tion to preach before tliem?" His lordship subsequently

referred to the assembly's directory of 1649, as the known

guide of the procedure of the church courts under the act

1690,—as the existing ecclesiastical law even under the act

of Queen Anne, acknowledged to be such by Dr. Cook and

the moderate party generally in the debate of 1833 ; and as
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1834. furnipliing a clear authority for the adoption of the veto. In Chap, vl

reference to the aUeged hardship to the presentee, of being

.shut out from a parish by the mere dissent of the congrega-

tion, a point on which the opponents of the veto had laid

great stress in the discussions of the year before. Lord

Moucrieff took the most favourable case for their argument,

the case of a really worthy person suffering under this right

of exclusion, and met it in these striking terms :
—"Either," His lordship's

' '-' answer to

said his lordship, "the people are right and there is some
J!^^^j^°{j^^

defect in the individual, and thus our sympathy should be under the

with the people and not with the individual who is rejected ;
worthy

ir y
"

^
presentee

or the individual is a worthy man, of good gifts and quali-
^^J^^^^

fications, of pure and upright principles ; and then, I appeal

to the assembly if it can be really said to be an injury to

the man that he is thus prevented from entering into a

parish situated as we suppose ; for I come back to the man

of pure and upright heart and honest intentions, who desires

to minister in the church for the benefit of those under him,

and for the glory of God ; and I ask whether such a man,

introduced into the parish against the wish of the people,

can be said to enjoy a benefit, or to have suffered an injury,

in being thrust upon the people ? A deserted church,

—

desolation in his heart,—the mjeetlng-houses rising around

him,—sabbath after sabbath treading his way to the churcli

door, and there finding none whom he can spiritually edify

;

returning to his home' meditating upon the condition into

which he has been brought, and the total abuse and frus-

tration of his powers,—his learning a burthen,—his talents

utterly useless, because he has not been placed in a sphere

where he might employ them." There are probably many

ministers in the establishment, at this moment, who could

tell, from an intimate experience, whether the picture which

Lord Moncrieff so graphically sketched in 1834, has not

turned out to be most painfully just and true. The motion
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Chap. VI. with which his lordship concluded was in these words:— 1834;.

Lord Mon- *' That the general assembly having maturely considered the

tiou.

*

'

^'
overtures, do declare that it is a fundamental law of this

church, that no pastor shall he intruded on any congregation

contrary to the will of the people ; and that in order to carry

this principle into full effect, the presbyteries of the church

shall be instructed, that if at the moderating in of a call to

a vacant pastoral charge, the major part of the male heads

of families, members of the vacant congregation, and in full

communion with the church, shall disapprove of the person

in whose favour the call is proposed to be moderated in, such

disapproval shall be deemed sufficient ground for the pres-

b^'tery rejecting such person, and that he shall be rejected

accordingly, and due notice thereof forthwith given to all

concerned; but that if the major part of the said heads of

families shall not disapprove of such person to be their

pastor, the presbytery shall proceed with the settlement

according to the rules of the church ; and further declare,

that no person shall be held to be entitled to disapprove, as

aforesaid, who shall refuse, if required, solemnly to declare

in presence of the presbytery, that he is actuated by no

factious or malicious motive, but solely by a conscientious

regard to the spiritual interests of himself or the congrega-

tion: and resolve that a committee be appointed to report

to an interim diet of the assembly, in what manner, and by

what particular measures, this declaration and instruction

Difference, may be best carried into full operation." A e;reat deal was
allc^'ed by

*'

r ^ i

Mr. Hope, attempted to be made some years afterwards, by a certam
to exist

1 • • 1

between the learned person,* of the alleged inconsistency between this

I8:«an<i motion of Lord Moncrieff, and that submitted by Dr.
tliat ol 1831.

, , r. , T /. mi
Chalmers to the assembly of the year berore. ** Ihe truth

i3,*' said Dr. Chalmers, commenting on Mr. Hope's ground-

* Mr. Hope (now lord justice clerk) in his Letter to the Lord Chan-

cellor, &.C., &c. Edinburgli, Ib'dd,
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1834. less aUegation, "that the rejection by the people, and on chap. vl

grounds which they are not called upon to state or indicate,

is just as absolute by the motion of 1833, as by that of

1834; and the only difference between the two years is,

that the security required by the church for the moral

honesty of the dissent was different, and in the latter year,

instead of appearing in the body of the motion, had a place

assigned to it among the supplementary regulations fur

carrying the motion into effect."*

The opposition to the reforming movement was this year The opposi-

headed by the Rev. Dr. Mearns, professor of divinity in the veto led by

university of Aberdeen. No fewer than three other clerical Mearus.

speakers from the same county followed him on the same

side. Certain districts would seem to have their indige-

nous opinions, just as they have their indigenous plants.

When Dr. M*Crie was in the act of asserting, in a well-

known pamphlet which appeared some months before, that

"none will appear as the advocates of patronage, or deny

that it is a grievance, " the recollection of the ecclesiastics The heredi-

of Aberdeenshire came suddenly across his mind, and imme- ratism of

diately he qualified the sentence that had dropped from his sUuu

pen. "When I say none, I have not lost sight of certain

divines in the distance, who, by the help of their northern

lights, contrive to see everything in a position the reverse of

that in which they appear to other men : who would persuade

the people, that Avhat they believe to be a burden too heavy Dr. M'Crie'a

to bear, is, in reality, as light as the web of the gossamer; that subject.

and remind us of the lordly Peter, in the Tale 6f a Tub,

who called the brothers *a couple of blind, positive, igno-

rant, wilful puppies,' because they would not believe that a

dry crust, which he put into their hands, was a glass of

* Bemarks, <&o., &c.^ occasioned hy the publication of a Letter to the

Lord Chancellor hy the Dean of Faculty, by Thomas Chalmers, D.D,
Glasgow, 1839. P. 13.
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Chap. VI.

Speech of

Rev. Dr.

Mearns

:

declares the
veto to be a
transfer of

the right of
coUatioa
from the

Presbyteries
to tlie

people

claret, and some slices, which he cut from a loaf, to be as 1834!.

*true, good, natural mutton as any in Leadenhall market.'

Tliey have been nursed in the same school, have breathed

the same air, and imbibed the same spirit with their prede-

cessors, the doctors of Aberdeen in the seventeenth century,

who, when all Scotland were rejoicing in the recovered

liberties of the presbyterian church, made their cloistered

walls resound with their plaint, and vowed to live and die

under the shade of regal and prelatic despotism."* That

old stock was not extinct, and furnished, as has been noticed,

a large proportion of the speakers who took part in the

assembly of 1834 in withstanding the proposed limitation

of their favourite law of patronage. The opposition of Dr.

Mearns, calm and clear, like his own thoroughly argumen-

tative intellect, was rested almost exclusively upon one single

ground. "This motion," he said, "was a giving up to the

people of the power of judging. It was a transfer of the

ri2:ht of collation." The rii^ht of collation he held to be

"a great principle, early vindicated and maintained by the

church, implying an entire power to grant admission, to

extrude, to fix qualifications in the abstract, and to examine

into the possession of these qualifications by every individual

nominee, including also the right of induction. " He admitted

that, under this right of collation belonging to the church,

there was included "the right on the part of the congrega

tion to be consulted, to have the nomination intimated, and

opportunity afforded them to express their consent or dissent

;

such reasons to be judged of by the ecclesiastical court."

But he contended that the motion of Lord Moncrieff amounted

"to a transfer of the essential right of the church to judge

of all qualifications, and the giving to the people a co-ordi-

nate voice and authority in this matter, which was at variance

* What might the General Assemhly to do at the Present Crisis f

Edinburgh, 1833. Pp. 8, 9.
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1834. with the whole system." Apart from the question of expe- Chap, vl

diency, this argument constituted the main strength of the

opposition. Dr. Cook recurred to it again and again. Dr. Cook

"Nothiijff could be more manifest," said he, "than that the oiyectiouof
o

^
Dr. Mearrs.

meaning of the statute was, that the judging of tlie qualifi-

cation was not witli the people, but that, when a person was

presented by the patron, the ecclesiastical courts were to

proceed to consider the qualification : that the judgment of

the inferior (church) court might be carried to the superior,

and that the final settlement of the matter lay with the

general assembly. Of the opinion of the people as to this,

not the slightest mention is made. But what is the motion

of my honourable friend ? It sweeps all this away,—it

wrests from presbyteries all control or judgment in the

matter,—it renders them purely ministerial : and where a

majority of the people, without assigning the slightest cause

for it, disapprove the presentee, let the sentiments of the

presbytery with respect to him be what they may,—let them

be ever so fully satisfied that he would be a conscientious

and zealous minister,—they must reject the presentation

and prevent his admission. Is not this in direct opposition

to the law which has been quoted ?"

However plausible such considerations at first sight may The objection
•*

_ .
plaiisiblebut

appear, they admit of a very simple and conclusive answer, groundless.

In the first place, it is abundantly obvious that they proceed

upon a total disregard of the principle, so emphatically laid

down in the standards and laws of the churcli, that "no

pastor shall be intruded upon any congregation, contrary to

the will of the people." As Lord Moncriefi*, in his speech LordMon-

at the close of the debate, observed, "when some gentlemen swertoit

tell us that intrusion is used with different significations,

what is that to the purpose, when the words are, 'against

the will of the people.* The declarations of the books of

discipline," continued his lordship, "are familiar to all, and
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Chap. VI. too plain to he set aside. If more is wanted, the act 1736 1834.

not merely declares the same thing, but is made for the

very purpose of declaring that this was a fundamental law

of the church, and this is quite clear of all gloss they may

put upon it. I therefore hold myself to stand firm on the

broad base of that law. I wonder not at the attempts to

evade it, as it constitutes the source of all the question, both

in principle, and power, and law." It is not possible for any

subtlety or ingenuity to get over this. The **will cf the

people" can never with any show of reason be explained to

mean, *'the will of the presbytery." The expression is too

plain and precise to admit of any such mystification. And

therefore, to blame the veto-law for requiring that the dissent

of the congregation shall be accepted by presbyteries as

decisive, in all ordinary cases, against their proceeding

with the settlement,— is simply to find fault with their

being required to give efiect to a fundamental law of the

church.

Atimissicnsof But further, it was admitted by the opponent9 of the

ate^urty.' veto-law ; Jirst, that it belongs to the church courts to decide

finally and conclusively on the whole subject of the qualifi-

cations of ministers,—not merely on their qualifications for

the ministry in general, but on their qualifications for the

ministry in the particular congregations to which they may

be nominated. And second, that in giving judgmejit upon

this latter question, the church courts are bound to have

before them the mind of the particular congregation con-

cerned. It will be remembered, that the motion of Dr.

Cook, made and carried in the assembly of 1833, explicitly

asserted these views, and appointed a committee to prepare

a report as to the way in which they might best and most

cfi'ectually be put in force. It was now, accordingly, the

The cnnntnr adoption of that Committee's report which Dr. Mearns put

Ur. Mearns. as the countcr motion to Lord Moncrieff's, In that report,
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1834. which ^ill be found below,* there is, first, the doctrine laid Chap, vi.

down in the preamble, "that in all cases in which a person Preamble of
^

^ _
the regula-

is presented to a vacant parish, it is by the law of the church, tions pro-
^ i ^

posed by Dr.

sanctioned by the law of the land, competent for the heads Mearus.

* " The general assembly declare that in all cases in which a person

is presented to a vacant parish, it is by the law of the church, sanctioned

by the law of the land, competent for the heads of families, in full and

regular communion with the church, to give in to the presbytery, within

the bounds of which the parish lies, objections of A\hatever nature against

the presentee, or against the settlement taking place ; that the presbytery

shall deliberately consider these objections, and that if they find them

unfounded or originating from causeless prejudices, they shall proceed

to the settlement ; but if they judge that they are well founded, that they

reject the presentation, the presentee being unqualified ; it being com-

petent to the parties to appeal from the sentence pronounced, if they

shall see cause."

The appended regulations for working this law, as suggested by Dr.

Cook's committee of 1833, and approved by the motion of Dr. Mearns

in 1844, were as follows :

—

I. The law of patronage remaining as at present, presentations to

vacant parishes must be given in to presbyteries before the expiration

of six months from, the vacancy taking place.

II. When presbyteries have received a presentation from the un-

doubted patron, they shall appoint the person nominated to preach, as

soon as they may judge convenient, in the church to which he has been

presented.

III. After he has so done, the presbytery, or a committee thereof, due

notice having been previously given, shall meet at the vacant church,

when, divine service having been performed by the presiding minister,

intimation shall be made to the congregation of the nomination of the

presentee, that they may have an opportunity of expressing their wish

cordially to receive him : and it shall at the same be intimated that if

any one or more of the heads of families, in regular communion with the

church, shall have objection to the settlement of the person by the patron,

it shall be competent for them, by themselves or by an agent properly

authorized, to state their objections, of whatever nature, to the next

meeting of presbytery.

IV. If the objections thus stated aflTect the moral character or the

doctrine of the presentee, so that, if they were established, he would bo

deprived of his license or of his situation in the church, the objectors

shall, as is the case at present, proceed by libel, and the presbytery shall

take the steps usual in such cases.

V. If the objections relate merely to the insufficiency or unfitness of

the presentee for the particular charge to which he has been appointed,

the objectors shall not be required to become libellers, but shall simply

deliver in writing their specific grounds for objecting to the settlement,

and shall have fall liberty to substantiate the same : upon all of which

the presentee shall have an opportunity to be fully heard, and shall have

all competent means of dei'euce. The presbytery shall then consider
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Chap. VI. of families in full and regular communion "witli the church, 1834

to give in to the presbytery, within the bounds of which the

parish lies, objections oiwhatever nature against the presentee,

or against the settlement taking place." And neody in the

appended regulations, for giving effect to this right of the

congregation, it is provided, that "if the presbytery shall be

satisfied that the objector or objectors have established that

the presentee is not fitted, usefully and sufficiently, to dis-

charge the pastoral duties in that parish, then they shall find

that he is not qualified, and shall intimate the same to the

patron, that he may present forthwith another person." Now

^S"to*^°'
it will not be disputed, that according to this motion of Dr.

the°/^uia^
Mearns it would be competent for the congregation to state

tions of Dr.
^/^^'g ^g their objection to the presentee, that having heard him

preach, and having otherwise made good and suflacient in-

quiry concerning him, they found him not suited to edify their

souls. The question must thereupon fairly and necessarily

arise, whether, upon the supposition of the people solemnly

and deliberately adhering to tliis their declared conviction,

that circumstance would not contain, in and of itself, a due

and sufficient disqualification, such as to require that the

presentee should be set aside ? It could not surely be said

to be anything extravagant or unreasonable, if the presby-

these grounds ; and if it shall appear that the opposition originates in

causeless prejudices, no adequate reason being adduced for it, they shall

proceed to the settlement of the presentee, according to the rules of the

church. But if the presbytery shall be satisfied that the objector or

objectors have established that the presentee is not fitted usefully and
sulficiently to discharge the pastoral duties in that parish, that they shall

find that he is not qualified, and shall intimate the same to the patron,

that he may forthwith present another person : it being always in the

power of tlie different parties to appeal from the sentence pronounced by
the presbytery, if they shall see cause.

VJ. In the event of a settlement not proceeding, provided there has

been no valid objection to the doctrine and moral character of the person
declared unqualified, his rejection shall be no bar to his receiving a pre-

sentation to a different parish, and to his being settled in that parisli, if

no sufficient objection shall be made to him by those having the privilege

of objecting.
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1834;. terj should decide that the presentee was not ** fitted usefully Chap, vi,

and sufficiently to discharge the pastoral duties in that

parish," when the congregation were solemnly protesting

against his settlement, on the ground that he could not

edify their souls. Even though they did not concur in the

opinion of the congregation,—even though they might have

a more favourable view of the gifts for edification, which the

presentee seemed to possess ; this could not alter the fact,

that it was not the presbytery's, but the people's spiritual

interests that were at stake in the settlement. And that,

therefore, to disregard their convictions in the matter, and

to thrust the presentee upon them notwithstanding, would

not only be in itself a great and grievous outrage on their

religious feelings, but would inevitably raise up such a barrier

in the way of his usefulness, as must destroy all reasonable

hope of his doing any good among them. If the principles

laid down in the motion of the moderate party, did not make

it competent for the presbytery to arrive at such a conclu-

sion, and to decide accordingly, they were utterly worthless,

and involved as great a mockery of the rights of the presby-

tery as of the riHits of the people. But on the other hand, Tiie reg:iiia.... . .
t'«"s of I>r.

if these principles did sanction such a judgment as the one Meams

above described, in any given case, the whole argument mocked the

.
people with

against the veto-law, as a ''transfer of the right of collation, a shadow,—

. . n ^"^ tliey over-

to the people,—as "a giving up to the people the power of threw hia

T • 5 > • 1 IT) "^° argu-

judging, falls at once and entirely to the ground. For meutagainst

. the veto-law.

what does the veto-law do ? It simply declares beforehand,

that what is thus admitted to be a suflScient disqualification

in a given case, shall be held to be an actual disqualification

in every case. And if the assembly could sanction upon

appeal, the grounds on which the presbytery in the case

supposed, had found the presentee disqualified, it is a

mere abuse of words to say, that it was unconstitutional

to do by a general rule applicable to all cases, what it

I. R
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Chap. vt. vras quite constitutional to do in each particular case as 1834.

it arose.

A summary The wholc aririiment upon the point may be briefly stated
ot the argu- o t r J ^

°^^?
'f" h"^'"

^^^^^s* ^^^^ patron is bound to present a qualified minister.

veto-law. ii belongs to the church to say who is, and who is not

qualified. It is the law of the church, as admitted in the

motion of tlie moderate party, that the members of the con-

gregation to which a minister is presented, are entitled to

be heard on the question of his qualification, and that it is

competent for them to state objections of whatever nature

against the presentee, or against his settlement taking place.

Under this process, the very thing to be ascertained is this.

Has the presentee gifts to edify the congregation ? Evidence

must be taken upon the point. The veto-law lays down a

specific mode of taking that evidence. It rules that the

deliberate dissent of a majority of the congregation shall be

conclusive of the fact, that the presentee "is not fitted use-

fully and sufficiently to discharge the pastoral duties in that

itsimpiyiays parish." And having established this rule, it directs pres-

gcnerai nxie bvteries to follow it. And where is there in all this any
once tor all.

,

*'

surrender of the church's right of judging, any transfer to

the people of the church's power of collation ? She is bound

to judge of the qualifications of ministers, and to exercise her

i^ower of collating them to their charges, "according to the

discipline of the kirk." The veto-law contained her solemn

decision as to what her discipline in these matters required.

The compe- On sucli ffrounds as these, the competency of the church
tency of tlie

° ...
Church to to adopt the veto-law was capable of the fullest justification,
enact tlie

^ ^ o '

veio-iaw. even had there been no exact precedent for that method of

proceeding in the calling and settlement of ministers whicli

it established. That whole matter was in its own nature,

and according to the ratified constitution of the church, a

proper subject of ecclesiastical regulation. It was a matter

witliin her o\Yn province, and in legislating upon it, she
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1834 stood no more in need of a precedent to authorize her to Chap, v i.

determine that the dissent of the majority of the congrega-

tion should disqualify the presentee, than she stood in need

of a precedent to determine that every presentee should he

held as disqualified, who had not passed through a certain

curriculum of study in literature and philosophy, and at the

divinity hall. But the church had a precedent for the veto-

law. She had not only what mioht be called a constructive Precederits
•^ ^

_ ^ lor the law.

precedent, in those numberless decisions of former times in

which presentees had been set aside in consequence of the

opposition of the congregations to which they had been

nominated, but she had a direct and formal precedent, first

in the very terms of her ancient non-intrusion principle, and

next in the directory of 1649. It will be remembered that

in attempting to explain away the precedent furnished by

that directory, the lord justice clerk (Boyle) in the assembly

of 1833 had recourse to a somewhat singular, and as was

shown, totally inadmissible interpretation. According to

his lordship's theory, the distinction made by the directoiy Tiie cou'tmc-
tiou put on

between the privilege of the major part, and the privilege of tiie Act ig49

the lesser 'part, of the cono-reo-ation, amounted to no more JusticeCierk

-f ^ 111- (Bovle), ill

than this; that while the lesser, if they tendered then' theAssem-

dissent, must "there and then' verify their objections, the not repeated

major part were entitled, when they dissented, "to say to the

presbytery, Sist procedure for the present, and we will prove

to you at your next meeting, or after sufficient time for getting

evidence, that we have good and substantial reasons for our

objection/^ This distinction of the learned lord, as is known

to every one acquainted with the subject, is a pure fancy.

As his lordship spoke last in that debate, there was no

opportunity of exposing his error. In the debate of 1834,

not only did his lordship not repeat it, but as if conscious

of its being utterly untenable. Dr. Cook endeavoured to sub-

stitute for it another of his own, and one which, though

in 1834.
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CiiAP. VI. quite new, was no better than tlie lord justice clerk's. " If 1834

Dr. Cook'9 it SO liappeij," says the directory of 1649, *'that the major

of the Act pct'i^i of the congregation dissent from the person agreed

upon by the session (the session standing then in room of

the patron), in that case the matter shall be brought into

the presbytery, who shall judge of the same ; and if they do

not find their dissent to be grounded on causeless prejudices,

tliey are to appoint a new election in manner above specified.

But," and here lay the point of that distinction which so

embarrassed the opponents of the veto-law, **if a lesser part

of the session or congregation show their dissent from the

election vnthout exceptmis relevant and verified, notwithstand-

ing thereof the presbytery shall go on to the trials and

oidination of the person elected, yet all possible diligence

and tenderness must be used to bring all persons to an har-

monious agreement." Those who insist that the dissent of

the majority is not enough of itself, according to these pro-

visions of the directory 1649, to bar the settlement, unless

it be supported by reasons satisfactory to the presbytery,

are bound to meet and answer this question : Why were

reasons required to be given in support of their dissent by

the lesser pait of the congregation, while no mention is made

of such reasons as being required to support tlie dissent of

the majority? No doubt the presbytery were to judge in

both cases, but the point submitted to their judgment in the

one case, was altogether diiferent from the point submitted

to them in the other. In the case of a dissent by a majority,

it was simply the bona fides of that dissent with which they

had to deal. In the ease of the dissent by a minority, it

was the bona ratio of that dissent of which tliey were entitled

to be satisfied. But no, said Dr. Cook in the debate of

1834, that is not the way of it. When the minority dis-

sented under the directory of 1649, **thei'> is no doubt the

parties in that case were required to verify their charges.
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1834. But the inference has been drawn from the distinction that Chap, vl

in the first case (when the majority dissented) there were no

reasons required, because if there liad, there was no need

for that distinction. He (Dr. Cook) said he could not see

the shghtest foundation for this inference, or tliat there was

not the greatest propriety in giving a facility to the majority

which was denied to the minority, in so far that the pres-

hytery in the one instance investigated for themselves the proof,

in the other they required this to he done by the dissenters /"

No wonder that after oiferinsc this notable solution of the

difficulty. Dr. Cook should have followed it up with the

somewhat significant expression, **But be this as it may."

He had evidently no confidence in it himself, and it was not

to be expected the assembly could have any. The supposi- Dr. Cook

. . . .
evidently

tion which it makes is not only wholly gratuitous, but alto- iiaci uo con-

. . . ., .
fidence in

ffetlier absurd. Instead of a facility or a privilege being tiie correct-

^
iiess of his

offered to the major part of the congregation. Dr. Cooks ownintei-

,. ^ -intr. pretation.

theory would make the dn-ectory of 1649 put them in a

worse position than that in which it put a dissenting minority.

Tiie only effect of taking the investigation out of the hands

of the dissentient majority, would have been to put a facility

and a privilege into the hands of the presbytei-y, a facility,

viz. for quashing the dissent, and a privilege, as at least

moderate presbyteries were wont to account it, of intruding

the minister against the will of the people !

This important debate, which began at eleven o'clock in

the forenoon, was at length concluded at eleven at night, Tiie division:

iTT-iir • rcf • ' T 1 • • r J^ord Moil-
when Lord JMoncrieii s motion was carried by a majority oi cneff's

184 to 138. Of the clerical members of the house, 95 voted ried hy isi

for the motion, and 86 against it ; of the presbytery elders,

42 for, and 38 against it; of the burgh elders, 43 for, and

only 7 against it. From this analysis, it is evident that the

success of the motion was not due to the preponderating

influence or numbers of any one class; but resulted from
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Chap. V I. convictions which predominated in all the classes of which ISS^*,

the assembly is composed. If that predominance was by

much the greatest in the case of the burgh elders, the fact

serves only to show how popular this reforming movement

was throughout the body of the church at large. Of all the

members returned to the general assembly, the burgh elders

were undoubtedly those upon whom, what might be called

the public mind of the church, and even of the general com-

munity, most directly told. And the circumstance that

their votes were given in the proportion of 43 to 7 in favour

of the veto-law, is conclusive evidence that what was done

in the assembly was in harmony with the views and feelings

of the people,

^rief? tongs ^* ^ subsequent diet of the assembly, Saturday, 31st

pfrt^o'f the
^^^y» ^^^'^ Moncrieff brought up the report of the committee

committee, appointed, under his motion, to prepare regulations to be

observed for the future in the callino; of ministers throucrh-

out the bounds of the church. On this occasion the house

was called to determine whether the resolution of the assem-

bly upon the subject of calls and non-intrusion must be

^Actfft?''
subjected to the provisions of the barrier act. The act in

pl-ivLS.
q"^s*io"» as its name implies, is designed to protect the

church from rash and sudden alterations and innovations

upon its constitution : and for this purpose it requires that

no new law shall be established without the express consent

and concurrence of a majority of the presbyteries. As an

interim act, a new law may be enforced for a year by a vote

of the assembly, but it must at the same time be trans-

mitted to presbyteries for their opinion, and only when a

^tbe""Stiofi °^^J^^'^*3^ ^f t^'^se have decided in its favour does it take its

Vefoiaw*''''
place among the standing laws of the church. But the

Kiife^d ^'^^^l^J' ^" agreeing to apply the barrier act to the case in

to ti.e provi- hand lay here, that to do so miojht seem at least to imply
sionn of the

_
^ x J

BcunerAct. that it was a new law which the assembly was about to
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1834. introduce, instead of being, as its supporters held it to be, Chap, vi.

an old and fundamental law of tbe church. The precedent

of the act prohibiting the non-residence of ministers was

urged in favour of sending down the veto-law to presbyteries

;

non-residence was held to be contrary to tlie constitution of

the church, and yet the act upon that subject adopted by

the assembly in 1814 was afterwards, in 1816, subjected to

the judgment of the presbyteries. "Had it not been," said

Lord Moncrieff, "for the procedure of the assembly in 1816,

and the respect he entertained for the memory of the person

who took a prominent share on that day, he would have

been more clearly of opinion tlian he now was, that in point

of constitutional principle there was nothing to prevent the

house from passing this act without transmitting it to pres-

byteries." Upon the whole his lordship thought it best **to ].orci Won-

11 i.'i? crieff lecom-
recommend to those who had supported the resolution or mends thatmil . ' • l^ li-j. the point

Tuesday last, to agree in transmittmg the resolution to should be

presbyteries. He proposed this in deference to the doubts grounds of

of many, and in order that that act might not be exposed

at each successive year to be challenged by overtures, but

might be established, ratified, and confirmed, by the full

consent of the presbyteries of the church.'* The motion

which he accordingly proposed was in the following terms:

"That the assembly firmly adhering to the principle laid

down in the report, that it is a fundamental law of the

church that no pastor shall be intruded into any parish con-

trary to the will of the people, do yet, in deference to doubts

expressed upon the subject, resolve that the said resolution

of the assembly be converted into an overture, and trans-

mitted to presbyteries for their approval, and that the same

be enacted as an interim statute." This concession to the

opponents of the measure, made for the sake of peace, would

not have been yielded unless the motion had been framed in

the guarded terms which Lord Moncriefi" en]2iloyed. "Had
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Chap. VI. not the preamble of this motion," observed Mr. Dunlop, 1834.

Mr. Duniop ** saved them from being held to admit that it was not a
consents to

p i i i i •

tiierecom- clear law of the church, and that it required strenoth from
mendatiou

i
• i i • i i

'^

only because presbyterial approbation, he would have opposed it, and for
tlie terms of

i t i i
itsavetiie tliis reason only did he consent to it, that the preamble set
question of

i i
• •

i i

piiucipie. forth, not that the principle that no man should be intruded,

&;c., required to be strengthened by transmission to pres-

byteries, but that it was done in reference to the doubts of

some, and as a matter of expediency and courtesy." Dr.

The Veto-law Cook opposed the latter part of Lord MoncriefF's motion, by
made an * * ^ *'

inurim act: whicli the vcto-law was to be converted into an interim act.
Dr. Cook's
amendment and movcd an amendment accordino-ly, which, however, he
on tins p:int is J r ' '

withdiawn, subsequently withdrew, and the original motion was adopted

without a vote. The regulations for giving effect to the

law were finally adopted on Monday the 2d of June, the last

day of the assembly's sittings for the year.*

Bcport and * ^^^^ following report and regulations, as adopted by the general

re>culatious assembly, were converted into an interim act, and transmitted as an
regarding overture to presbyteries for their approval :

—

law

'
*' '^^^^^ *^^6 general assembly, having maturely considered the over-

tures, do declare that it is a fundamental law of this church that no
pastor shall be intruded on any congregation contrary to the will of the

people ; and in order to carry this principle into full eflfect, the presby-

teries of this church shall be instructed, that if, in the moderating in of

a call to a vacant pastoral charge, the major part of the male heads of

families, members of the vacant congregation and in full communion
•with the church, shall disapprove of the person in whose favour the call

is proposed to be moderated in, such disapproval shall be deemed suffi-

cient ground for the presbytery rejecting such person, and that he shall

be rejected accordingly, and due notice thereof forthwith given to all

concerned : but that if the major part of the said heads of families shall

not disapprove of such person to be their pastor, the presl)ytery shall

proceed with the settlement according to tlie rules of the church ; and
further declare that no person shall be held to be entitled to disaj)prove,

as aforesaid, who shall refuse, if required, solemnly to declare, in presence

of the presbytery, that he is actuated by no factious or malicious motive,

but solely by a regard to the spiritual interests of himself or the congre-

gation ; and resolve that a committee be appointed to report to a future

diet of this assembly, in wliat manner and by what particular measures
this declaration and instruction may be best carried into full operation.

"Your committee have carefully considered the matter remitted to

them by the above deliverance, and also the regulations proposed by the
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1834, And thus was consummated that first great step towards CnAr. Yl.

the reinforcement of the constitutional privileges of the First step in

., . ^1- the work c)t'

Christian people, m the calhng and settlement of their reformation
completed.

ministers. When reviewing, in a former chapter, the debate

committee of last general assembly: and they now heg leave to report

their opinion that, in order to carry into full operation both the prefixed

resolution and the resolution of last assembly, the following directions

ought to be given to the presbyteries of the church :

—

" I. That when any presbytery shall have so far sustained a presenta-

tion to a parish, as to be prepared to appoint a day for moderating in a
call to the person presented, they shall appoint one of their own number
to preach in the church of the parish on a day not later than the second

Sunday thereafter ; that he shall on that day intimate from the pulpit

that the person presented will preach in that church on the first con-

venient Sunday, so as it be not later than the third Sunday after such
intimation ; and that he shall at the same time intimate that on another,

to be fixed not less than eight nor more than ten days after that appointed

for the presentee to preach, the presbytery will proceed, within the said

church, to moderate in a call to such person to be minister of the said

parish in the usual way; but that the presbytery, if they deem it expe-

dient, may appoint the presentee to preach oftener than once, provided

that the day for moderating in the call be not more than six weeks after

that on which the presentation has been sustained.
" II. That on the day appointed for moderating in the call, the pres-

bytery shall, in the first instance, proceed in the same manner in which
they are in use at present to proceed.

" III. That if no special objections and no dissents by a major part of

the male heads of families, being members of the congregation and in

full communion with the church, according to a list or roll to be made
up and regulated in manner hereinafter directed, shall be given in, the

presbytery shall proceed to the trials and settlement of the presentee,

according to the rules of the church.
" IV. That it shall be competent to any one or more of the heads of

families in the parish, in full communion with the church, by themselves,

or by an agent duly authorized, to state any special objections to the

settlement of the person presented, of whatever nature such objections

may be: and that if the objections appear to be deserving of deliberate

consideration and investigation, the presbytery shall delay the further

proceedings in the settlement till another meeting, to be then appointed,

and give notice to all parties concerned then to attend, that they may be
heard.

" V. That if the special objections so stated affect the moral character

or the doctrine of the presentee, so that, if they were established, he
would be deprived of his license or of his situation in the church, the

objectors shall proceed by libel, and the presbytery shall take the steps

usual in such cases.

" VI. That if the special objections relate to the insufficiency or unfit-

ness of the presentee for the particular charge to which he has been
appointed, the objectors shall not be required to become libellers, but ^
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Chap. VI, of 1833 on the same question, special notice was taken of 1834.

the important fact, that although the competeuej of the

church to pass such a law was disputed by various members

of the moderate party, it was only in so far as a legal title

shall simply deliver in writing their specific grounds for objecting to the
settlement, and shall have full liberty to substantiate the same : upon all

which the presentee shall have an opportunity to be fully heard, and
shall have all competent means of defence. That the presbytery shall

tlien consider these special objections, and if it shall appear that they are

not sufficient or not well founded, they shall proceed to the settlement

of the presentee according to the rules of the church. But if the pres-

bytery shall be satisfied that the objector or objectors have established

that the presentee is not fitted, usefully and sufficiently, to discharge the
pastoral duties in that parish, then they shall find that he is not qualified,

and shall intimate the same to the patron, that he may forthwith present

another person ; it being always in the poAver of the different parties to

appeal from the sentence pronounced by the presbytery, if they shall

see cause.

" VII. That if it shall happen that at the meeting for moderating in.

the call, dissents are tendered by any of the male heads of families, being
members of the congregation and in full communion with the church,

their names standing on the roll above referred to, without the assign-

ment of any special objections, such dissents shall either be personally

clelivered in writing by the person dissenting, or taken down from his

oral statement by the moderator or clerk of the presbytery.
" VIII. That if the dissents so lodged do not amount in number to

the major part of the persons standing on the roll, and if there be no
special objections remaining to be considered, the presbytery shall pro-

ceed to the trials and settlement, according to the rules of the church.
" IXo That if it shall appear that dissents have been lodged, by an

apparent majority of the persons on said roll, the presbytery shall adjourn
the proceedings to another meeting, to be held not less than tea days,

nor more than fourteen days thereafter.

" X. That if the presbytery deem it expedient, and the person pre-

sented be willing, or if he shall desire so to do, the presbytery shall

appoint him to preach to the congregation in the interval.

" XI. That it shall not be competent to receive any dissents without
cause assigned, except such as shall be duly given in at the meeting for

moderating in the call as above provided ; but it shall be competent to

any person who may have lodged a dissent at that meeting, to Avitlulraw

such dissent at any time before the presbytery shall give in judgment
on the effect of the dissent.

" XII. That in case the presbytery shall, at the second meeting ap-

pointed, find that the major part of the persons entitled to dissent do
not adhere to tlieir dissents, or that there is not truly a majority of such
persons on the roll dissenting, they shall sustain the call, and proceed to

the trials and settlement.
" XIII. That in case the presbytery shall, at that meeting, find that

# there is a majority of persons on the roll still dissenting, it shall be
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1S34. to the benefice was concerned. They thought that the Chap, yi.

rejection of a presentee, simply on the around of the dissent Limits within
•^

. .
-^

. 1 . which the

of a majority of the congregation, would not destroy his objection of

claim to the benefice ; that the civil court mi<^ht so decide; tencywas
conlined ia

183 A.

competent to the patron or presentee, or to any member of the presby-

tery, to require all, or any of the persons so dissenting, to appear before

the presbytery, or a committee of their number, at a meeting to be ap-

pointed to take place within ten days at farthest, at some place within

the parish, and there and then to declare in terms of the resolution of the

assembly ; and if any such person shall fail to appear after notice shall

have been duly given to him, or shall refuse to declare in the terms

required, the name of such person shall be struck off the list of persons

dissenting, and the presbytery shall determine whether there is still a
major part dissenting or not, and proceed accordingly.

" XIV. That if the presbytery shall find that there is at last a major

part of the persons on the roll dissenting, they shall reject the person

presented so far as regards the particular presentation and the occasion

of that vacancy in the parish ; and shall forthwith direct notice of this,

their determination, to be given to the patron, the presentee, and the

elders of the parish.

"XV. That if the patron shall give a presentation to another person,

within the time limited by law, the proceedings shall again take place in

the same manner as above laid down ; and so in regard to successive

presentations within the time.
" XVI. That if no presentation shall be given within the limited time,

to a person from whose settlement a majority on the roll do not dissent,

the presbytery shall then i^resewt jure devoluto.*
" XVII. That cases of presentation by the presbytery, jure devoluto,

- shall not fall under the regulations in this and the relative act of assem-

bly, but shall be proceeded in according to the general laws of the church

applicable to such cases ; but any person who shall have been previously

rejected shall be considered as disqualified to be presented to that parish

ou the occasion of that vacancy.

"XVIII. That in order to ascertain definitely the persons entitled,

at any particular time, to give in dissents, every kirk-session shall be

required, within two months after the rising of the present assembly, to

make out a list or roll of the male heads of families who are at the date

thereof members of the congregation, and also regular communicants,

either in that parish or in some other parish of the church, of which, in

the latter case, proper evidence shall be produced to the kirk-session.

" XIX, That the roll so made up sliall be inserted in the session

record, and shall be transmitted to the presbytery ; and after being in-

spected by the presbytery, and countersigned on each page by the

moderator, shall be returned to the kirk-session, and form part of its

records for the foresaid purposes.

* By the law of patronage it is provided, that unless tlie patron present a qualified

minister, that is, one found to be qualified by the cliuvrh courts, within six months
after tlie vacancy has occuiTed, the light of pieseutaliou, '^ro hac vice, devolves upon
the presbytery.
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Chap.vi. and that, in consequence, it might come to pass that there ISSi.

The incompe- would be, for the time at least, a severance of the benefice
tencv in the

/. i i • m
judgment of from the cure of souls,—the civil court giving the benefice
Dr. Cook and j i i i ..,..,
his friends to onc, and the church courts giving the spiritual cure to

only the another. The subject had now been a full year before the

beiiefice. minds of thoso who opposed the veto-law ; and it is most

material to observe, that in the assembly of 1834, not one

of the objectors went a single hair's-breadth farther on the

question of competency, than the objectors of 1833. In

truth, there was but one person who recorded even that

Tiip reasons objection a2:ainst the measure. There were ''reasons of
of dissent / °
acrainst tiie disscnt from the deliverance of the general assembly, relative
Veto-law of

° -^

'

Dr. Mearns to calls, ou Thursday, 27th May, 1834," c;iven in by Dr.
and others:

./ o ^

in tiiese no Mcarns, and adhered to by the great body of the moderate
charge of in-

^ , , ^

competency party, includino^ all its chief members, both lay and clerical,
hrousht

. . ...
azainst the —but, in thcso reasons of dissent, not a word is said against
Veto-law.

the competency of the church to legislate as it had done.

There "were, however, separate reasons given in by an indi-

vidual who is, perhaps, entitled, by way of eminence, to be

" XX. That the said roll shall be revised and re-adjusted immediately
after the occasion of dispensing the sacrament (of tlie Lord's supper) in

the parish, which shall have last preceded the 22d of November in each
year, and shall be transmitted to the presbytery within the first week of

December.
" XXI, That the said list or roll, as last revised immediately before

the vacancy in the parish", shall be the only roll for determining the per-

sons entitled to be reckoned in any dissents to be offered in the manner
above set forth, against the admission of any presentee to be minister, in

the moderating in a call, provided that it shall not be made to appear
that they, or any of them, have ceased to be members of the congregation.

" XXII. That the presbyteries of the church shall use their utmost
endeavours to bring about harmony and unanimity in congregations,

and be at pains to avoid everything which may excite or encourage un-

reasonable exceptions in the people, against a worthy person that may
be proposed to be their minister.

" XXIII. That cases in wliich the vacancies have taken place before

the rising of the present assembly, shall not fall under the operation of

the regulations in tliis and the relative act of assembly, but shall be

proceeded in according to the general laws of the church.

" (Signed) JAMES W. MONCIUEFF, Convener.''
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1834. called the author of the disruption ; and among these reasons Chap. vi.

—fourteen in all—there was undoubtedly a prominent place

ffiven to the question of competency. But even Mr, Hope, Mr. Hope the
*=> ^

.
s°'^ uissen-

who was the author and sole subscriber of these fourteen tientonthe
score of the

reasons, does not pretend that, in virtue of the alleo-ed iucompe-
' ^ '

, ^ tency of tUa

incompetency of the church to pass the veto-law, the civil law.

court could do more than alienate the benefice. His words

are these: "Because I am clearly of opinion, in point ot

law, that a presentee, though rejected by a majority of the

heads of families, yet, there being no judgment of the church

courts on his qualifications, will nevertheless be legally,

validly, and effectually presented to the benefice, and will

have a clear right to the stipend and all other rights apper-

taining thereto. " That even Mr. Hope accounted this to be Even Mr.

1 7 7 p 1 • M 1 • ii ii • Hone limited

the ne plus ultra or the civil court s power in the matter, is the effects of

conclusive evidence of the fact, that at the period now under meompe-

consideration, and as will afterwards be shown, for some benefice,

years later, there was no man connected with the church

of Scotland who ever dreamt of such a thing as that

the civil courts could annul the spiritual sentences of the

church, or compel the church courts to perform spiritual

acts under the pains and penalties of civil law. Men's

minds,—the minds even of the extremest supporters of

moderatism,—had not then learned to admit a doctrine so

degrading to their church and to themselves, and so dis-

honouring to its great Head and Lord.

The other important measure which signalized the assem- Tiie ciiapei

Act the
bly of 1834, was that which is familiarly known by the name other f?reat

of the chapel act. The origin and object of this measure i834.

have been already noticed in reviewing the proceedings of

the assembly of the year before. After the overtures and

petitions upon the subject had been called for in the usual

form, certain ministers of chapels of ease were heard in

support of them from the bar. One of these ministers, the
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ClIAP. VI.

Speech from
the l)ar, of
the Kev.
Andrew
Gray.

Tlic sup.
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the Cliapcl

Act accused
of inuovat-

ing upon tiie

constitution
of the

Cliurch.

Rev. Andrew Gray, then of Woodside cliapel, Aberdeen, 1834

stated the case with a fulness of information and a force of

argument which left little or nothing to he supplied. ** It

having been thought desirable," said he, "by many of my
brethren, that some of ourselves should appear before you

tills day, it has fallen to me to act as one of their represen-

tatives, and I therefore earnestly hope that you will not

think me too bold in advancing to your bar, but will grant

me what I very much require, your indulgent consideration.

No one denies that the present status of chapel of ease

ministers, and the present condition of chapel of ease con-

gregations are altogether anomalous, and at variance with

funtlamental principles of the constitution of the church.

On this point we do not need to dwell for the pui-pose of

removing doubt in regard to it. Happily there are no such

doubts. But it is affirmed that in the case of chapels of

ease there is a conjlict of principles. While it is admitted

that there is an infringement of important principles in

withholding from a pastor the power of ruling, and from a

congregation the privilege of what the standards call a con-

gregational assemUy, that is, a session ; it is held also to be

an infringement of an important principle to invest a minister

with authority, and to give a congregation its appropriate

judicatory where there is no endowment. We are said to

be attempting to make an innovation upon the fabric of the

cliurch of Scotland, which would be essentially opposed to

its character and well-beino- as a rcliii'ious establishment.

All our arguments about the constitution of the church

—

about the nature of the pastoral office—about the rights of

ministers and the rights of the people, are admitted to be

forcible, and to be such as cannot be answered ; but ever

and anon we are met by the intimation, that an unen-

dowed minister, sitting in a presbytery, synod, or general

assembly of this national church, would be a novelty preg-
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1834. nant with danger, and a worse anomaly than any that now Chap. vi.

exists.

** Affainst the position then that what we ask is somethinoj Mr. Gmvor ^ repels tiic

new and unprecedented,—somethino; contrary to the genius accusation:

of our rehffious estaLHshment, and therefore incompatible the chapel
<=> ' A system to be

with its welfare,—I hep: that the house will allow me to the true
° ... muovation.

direct my efforts. By means of a short series of historical

propositions, I hope to be able, not only to show that it is

untenable, but also to show that, instead of advocating, we

are opposing a novelty, when we plead for our admission to

all pastoral privileges ; and that, in addition to the fact,

which our opponents admit, that the great constitutional

principles relating to the rights of congregations and the

functions of the pastoral office are against their views ; it is

likewise a fact, that they have the practice of this established

church against them for nearly two hundred years."

The propositions with which Mr. Gray followed up this M'"- Gray's
five pruposi-

singularly lucid introduction were five in number, and all of tions m sap-

them he substantiated by the clearest and most satisfactory ChapeiAct.

historical evidence. The first of these propositions affirmed

that the disjunction of the ruling from the teaching power Thec!i?junc-

or tlie pastoral omce, m the case oi ordamed mmisters liavmg ruling t"ro!:i

, . , , ,.„,.. the teachin;^

particular congregations, and the exclusion oi such mmisters powers of

« , , , , , . the pastoral
irom cliurch courts on any grounds whatever, were thmgs office un-

totally unknown in the church of Scotland for two hundred sou years

years after the reformation. ** That the indivisibility, if I reformation,

may so term it, of the pastoral office," observed Mr. Gray,

speaking on this point, "had always been religiously acted

on, becomes apparent when we advert to what took place in

1751 and 1753. In the former of these years, a reference

Trom the presbytery of Edinburgh came before the assembly,

regarding the status of the castle chaplain. Till then ho

had uniformly been received as a clerical member of pres-

^y^^^'y* and had been returned, in his rotation, as a com-
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Chat>. VI. missioner to the general assembly. The way in which the 1834

Report of the reference was disposed of is most noticeable, 'The report

ofTssembiy of the Committee, named on Thursday last, to consider the

the case^of reference from the presbytery of Edinburgh, for advice with

of Edin-
^'"

respect to receiving the minister of the castle of Edinburgh
uig cast e.

^^ ^ member of the presbytery, brought in, containing an

overture that the assembly advise the presbytery ofEdinburgh

to receive and admit Mr. John Johnstone, minister of the castle

of Edinbitrgh, to he a member of the said presbytery : and the

assembly, not having time to consider the same, ordered that

it be signified to the presbytery of Edinburgh, that a com-

mittee of assembly had given their opinion above-mentioned,

which the presbytery may have under their consideration,

and follow it or not, as they see cause.' Can anything show

more clearly," continued Mr. Gray, after quoting this minute

of the assembly, 1751, "that the proposal to withdraw from

an ordained minister the power of ruling, and to refuse him

a seat in church courts, was, at this time, a startling novelty,

—a tiling never before heard of, and for which, in the first

instance, the assembly was by no means prepared." The

case thus adduced is conclusive as to what the practice of

the church, anterior to that period, must have been. Aiiother

fact, not less decisive on this point, and to which also Mr.

Gray made reference, was the judgment pronounced, in

regard to missionary ministers, by the assembly of 1753.

Thejudg- That assembly prohibited presbyteries from returning these

Assembly missionary ministers, or itinerants, as they were called, as

ing miss'iou- members of the general assembly: a prohibition which it

tei-8. could never have been necessary to issue had not the practice

of the church been strongly in favour of sanctioning the

right of all ordained ministers to rule as well as to teach.

The very circumstance that presbyteries had been carrying

this right so far as to concede it even to a class of ministers

who had no fixed pastoral charge, proves to demonstration
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1834. that, in the case of mhiisters settled in ^'particular congre- Chap, vl

gations," the right of sitting in church courts had, up till

that time, been reirarded as a matter of course. The other

propositions which Mr. Gray laid down and established, Mr. Gray's
* -"^

' otlier propo-

embraced such points as these:—That the church of Scot- sitious.

land was established before it was endowed, and hence, that

the possession of an endowment could not possibly have been

regarded by the founders of the church, and the framers of

its constitution, as essential in order to entitle a minister to

exercise all the functions and enjoy all the rights of his

sacred office.—That the church did, long after the reforma-

tion, settle ministers whose stipends were provided and

secured precisely in the same way as those of the ministers

of modern chapels of ease, and that no difference whatever

was made between these ministers and those having public

parochial benefices, in regard to sitting in church courts,

and taking part in the government of the church,—a state-

ment which Mr. Gray illustrated by a reference to the case The case of

of the well-known James Melville, the nephew of the illus- viUc.

trious author of the second book of discipline.*—That the

church actually settled ministers in charges where there was

no security for a stipend of any kind, and this so frequently

and notoriously as to have raised a formal discussion in the

assembly of 1565, whether it were lawful for men once

ordained to the ministry to leave it, and to follow a secular

calling, in consequence of finding themselves without the

means of subsistence.—That these things were not done per

incuriam, but deliberately and on principle. In proof of

this last assertion, Mr. Gray adverted to the judgment pro-

nounced by the assembly of 1600, when the propriety of

following this course had been specially considered. *'Tho

question being moved, if it be lawful, where congregations

* M'Crie's Life of MehiUe, vol. i., p. 327-329.

I. S
'

^'
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Chap. VI. are so spacious that a great part of the same may not com- 1834;

Decision of modiously resort to their own parish kirk, by reason of the

biyi.neoo, great distance of the same, that a nmiiber of the said con-

s erertion grcgation buiUl a new kirk, and entertain a pastor upon their

ciairches by own expenses ? The assembly, after long reasoning, thought

means! it lawful, and declared they would assist the same as a godly

work, and crave the same to be ratified in parliament as offc

as it did occur."*

The theory of The theory of the church's procedure in all this, cannot
tlli8 piOCC-

. 111/.
dure on the be mistaken. What it accounted to be the first and the
part of the . . . , . .

Church. fundamental question in agreeing to ordain a minister, and

to invest him with the full powers of his office, was not, Is

there a benefice to sustain an additional minister ? but,

Is there a cure of souls requiring the services of an addi-

tional minister ? To meet the spiritual necessities of the

people was evidently, in the church's estimation, the thing

to be first thought of, and first attended to. As the national

church, intrusted with the spiritual interests of the entire

population, it could not consent that an overgrown town or

country parish should be left without the means of grace,

till a well-secured endowmnent had been provided. But

T]ie Church having first furnished the means of grace, it then addressed
provided the . , „ . , ,. . ^ ,

means of itsclf to the parties, whether public or private, trom whom
grace, and , . i i , ^^^ ^ i ^

took the it seemed most suitable and most likely that the necessary
means of iii ^ ^ t ii*
support temporal support should come, and urged them to do their
either from , /-vi-/.. i- i t iti- l ^^

the State or duty. On this lOOting, everything the church did in settling
from private . . , „ . • t i i i

individuals, mmistcrs where no secure or suthcient stipend had been at

the time provided, becomes perfectly intelligible. But, on

the other hand, had an endowment been regarded by the

church as a shie qita non, without which, ministers were

either not to be ordained at all, or if ordained, were to be

excluded like the modern chapel ministers from church

* Calderwood, p. 837.
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1834. courts, and stripped of tlie riiHng powers of their office, Chaf. vl

the constitution and the practice of the church would be

found alike inexplicable. Such was the substance of the

argument, which, bj means of his five historical proposi-

tions, Mr. Gray so conclusively and unanswerably main-

tained. "To make that historical argument complete, all
^Jj':;^^j;fyjj

that seems now to be necessary," said Mr. Gray, **is to
JJg""g^^"S^

show that the views of the state appear to have harmonized
^J^J ^^'^^{^g

with those of the church upon the point under discussion. ^P^^l^^^^'

The proof of this proposition will be found in the act of the 1690.

Scottish parliament of 1690, on which the church of Scot-

land at present rests, as a religious establishment, and which

recognizes the right of a class of ministers, who had no

other support than what came from the contributions of their

flocks, to take part in administering the ecclesiastical

government. The words of the act are: * Allowing and

declaring that the church government be established in the

hands of, and be exercised by those presbyterian ministers

who were outed since the 1st of January, 1661, for non-

conformity to prelacy, or not complying with the course of

the times, and are now restored by the late act of parlia-

ment, and such ministers and elders only as they have admitted

and received, or shall hereafter admit and receive!' But,"
'^JJjj^°",^gJg

continued Mr. Gray, "the ministers they had 'admitted and
J'ggJJg^J'^jj

received,' were not, and could not be in the receipt of legal
J^^-^^^^^^'^

stipends, or possessed of benefices, because their admission either bei»
i- ' I '

lices or

had taken place in the time of prelacy: and they had no parochial
1 tr J ^ cures.

Other status at the passing of the act, than that of pastors

of meeting-houses, which had been opened under the autho-

rity of the indulgences issued during the later years of the

dynasty of Stewart." The grounds on which he rested his

case being thus firmly laid, he felt himself entitled with con-

fidence to say:—"The historic sketch which I have thus

ventured to present, might have been made much more
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Chap. VI. minute: and I am sensible that in studying brevity, I have 1834.

weakened the force of the argument which it affords: but

still I think it is most powerfully demonstrative that our

proposal implies no innovation, and aims at no novelty : but

On these that the present chapel system is contrary to all analoQ'v in
grounds Mi-. , , , „ ^ , , , , .

Gray con- the churcli of Scotland, and contrary to the practice of our
dernns the r r i piaa
chapel sys- forefathers for 190 years: and that unless the founders of
teni as an

i ,. i i i i • i i i
iuuovMtion our estabhshment, whether connected with the church or

ancient with the stato,—uuless Knox and Melville, Gillespie and

tiie existing; Heuderson,—unless nearly one hundred general assemblies,
standards of . ^ i i t i • i

the Church, were Utterly ignorant or what an establishment is, the prayer

of the petition now lying on your table may be granted

without the slightest infringement of any principle which is

peculiar to your situation, as a church, that is recognized

and established by the law of the land."

After following up his constitutional argument with some

valuable reflections on the practical advantages of the pro-

posed measure, the speaker gave way to another of his

The Rev. c. brethren, the Rev. C. J. Brown, then minister of Anderston
J. Browu

:

his speech chapel, Glaso'ow. Mr. Brown, who also spoke from the
on the sub-

. . . .

jert of en- bar, applied himself chiefly, in his perspicuous and forcible
uownieiits. -^ -^ "^ '- ^

address, to the question of endowments. There were some

in the church, whose objection to the measure under discus-

sion did not rest at all on any doubts as to the competency

of the assembly to adopt it, or on any want of sympathy

with the evangelical and reforming principles which the

great majority of the chapel ministers were known to cherish.

Their difficulty was one altogether on the side of expediency.

They were disposed to think that the introduction of tlie

chapel ministers into the church courts, and the giving of a

parochial or territorial character, quoad spiritualia, to their

places of worship, might hinder, instead of helping forward,

any efforts that might be made to get them endowed. Of

this not numerous class of objectors. Dr. Chalmers was one

;
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1834. and, "but for the weight which it derived from his distin- Chap. vi.

guished name, their opposition would neither have deserved The views of

nor received much consideration. On his part, the opposi- mers on the
chapel ques-

tion was emmently, and, in one sense, honourahly character- tion.

istic of the man. It has heen ah-eadj noticed that his

tastes, in nu; tiers ecclesiastical, lay greatly more with the

economical than the juridical. Constitutional questions had

not, at that time, engaged much of his attention. It was

the practical working of the church to which his thoughts

had heen chiefly turned. And full as he was of a just and

enlightened admiration of the parochial or territorial system

—the system which laid down a certain specific locality as

the well-defined and manageahle field on which the minister

and his elders should go forth, from day to day, and from

house to house, to gather its families into the house of God,

and to bring them under the ministrations of the gospel,

—

his whole heart was on fire to have this well-tried system

made co-extensive with the spiritual wants of every over-

grown parish in the land. The system f >llowed by all the

dissenting churches, he was wont, with that felicitous

phraseology for which he was so remarkable, to designate

the attractive, in contradistinction to his own favourite terri-

torial system, which he styled the aggressive. The unen- Tiie attrac-

tive and
dowed dissenting church drew into it by the attractive force aggressive

o • ' r o • ^ n
systems,

—

of its mmister s fame, as a preacher, a certam number from as desciiicd

.
hvDr.

all distances, and from all points of the compass. The Chalmers.

endowed territorial church sent forth its agency, after the

manner described by our Lord in his parable of the marriage

supper, into the streets and lanes, or into the highways and

hedges around it, so as, in the scriptural sense of the terms,

*'to compel them to come in," that God's house might be

filled. And knowing, from a long and unquestionable

experience, that the latter of these two forces was immensely

more powerful than the former,—that while the attractive
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Chap, vl system touched little more than the mere sm-face of society, 183d.

it was the aggressive alone tliat could penetrate down to its

lowest depths, and, reaching the degraded masses lying

neglected, out of sight and out of mind, could bring them

up to the light and the consolations of a gospel ministry,

—

Dr. Chalmers' it was therefore Avith Dr. Chalmers the 2:rand desideratum
preiereuce ^
for the ag- ^0 sTct what he re^'arded as the main requisite for the exten-
gressive sys- o o x

tem:andhis sion of the affOTcssive system immediately supplied. That
consequent °° "^ *' i x

au.viety for requisite he considered to be an endowment. Without an
endow- ^

nients. endowment, it would be impossible to bring the territorial

church system to bear on the poorer and more destitute

districts, whether of town or country, and his fear was, that

if a territorial status should be given to the chapels of ease

before an endowment had been procured for them, the effect

Avould be to mar the great experiment he had in view. The

public and the government might thus be encouraged in the

idea that endowments were not necessary, and that tlio

benefit of additional territorial churches could be had with-

out them. This result he dreaded all the more that in the

great towns, where religious destitution chiefly prevailed,

tlie civil authorities, in providing church accommodation,

were getting more and more into the gross mercantile prin-

ciple of allowing the demand to regulate the supply, making

the parish churches, by means of high seat-rents, to support

themselves, and thus relieving the funds of the city from

any ecclesiastical burden, at the expense of shutting out the

poorer parishioners from all access to a place of public wor-

ship. Under the influence of this apprehension he had

I>r.chaimers' published, not long before, a pamphlet upon the subject, in
pamphlet on , . , , , , , _ , r i • i

theciiapei whicu he had spoken oi the movement for altermg the posi-

his fear that tion of the chapcls of ease in the following terms:—"We
Act might desiderate a movement, but not such a movement as will

geuiugof plunge us from one anomaly into another: but a movement,

nienis. cvcn tliougli it sliould be a more gradual one, by which tho
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1834. whole anomaly might he rectified and done away. If we Chap. vi.

do not make the assimilation ourselves, hy transmuting

these voluntary chapels into endowed churches, but admit

them on their present footing into the high places of our

establishment, then the likelihood is that the assimilation

will be made for us in another way : and that is by the

transmutation of the endowed into the voluntary, The

present incipient tendencies of Edinburgh and Glasgow, and

other towns, will be encouraged into full development, after

having made so good a beginning ourselves, by admitting

sixty-six voluntary churches within the pale ; our work will

thus be taken up by other hands, until they have made the

church of Scotland a universal voluntary from one end to

the other of it. We shall then be rid of our anomalies with

a vengeance."

But this was evidently no answer to the plea of the chapel This argn-

. . ,T,Ti •
meutofex-

mmisters. What they urged was a scriptural and constitu- pedieucy no

, . , T> • e of^
answer to

tional right. By virtue of our oflS.ce, said they, as ministers ti'e argu-
•^ meat of

of particular congregations, we are entitled to be put in a piincipie.

position to perform all those functions which God's Word,

as well as the laws and standards of the church, recognize

as belonging to our office ; and it will not do to refuse our

claims on the alleged ground that other parties, external to

the church, may turn the concession of that claim to a wrong

use ; because already we labour under one disadvantage in

being without an endowment, this is no reason why we should Tiiough the

1. \ 1*1 .,. 1 • -, y
Stiite might

continue subject to another disadvantage m being denied the neglect its

o -i ^p e . . . , IP ciuty as to
exercise oi one-iialr oi our ministerial powers : tiie tact that granting en-

, ^ .,..-, . . . , tlowments,
the state tails in its duty m granting us that temporal sup- —tiie

port which would enable us to labour more efiectively for must not

the public good, cannot justify the church in putting us duutogrant

under an additional and a still heavier disability by refusing ministers

to us the full rights of our spiritual office. Even on that spiritual

lower ground of mere expediency on which Dr. Chalmers
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based his argument, Mr. Brown could face his opponents 1834.

without fear. *' Would your admitting us," he demanded,

after reading the above-quoted passage from the pamphlet

of Dr. Chalmers, "into church courts imendowed, imply

that you thought endowments useless, or that you had altered

your judgment as to their vast importance, nay, indispens-

able necessity, to the full efficiency of the church ? You

would, no doubt, declare, by admitting us, that you were

not prepared lightly to sacrifice the most fimdamental prin-

ciples of your ecclesiastical constitution. But instead of

tluis giving a handle to voluntary churchmen, you would take

one from them ; since they not only can, but in point of fact

do, urge these very anomalies in our status, as illustrative

of the trammels into which the church of Christ is brought

by a connection with the state."

Instead of feeling his cause to be weak in this practical

aspect of it, or in its bearing on the great question of church

establishments, which were then the question of the day,

the speaker was prepared to address himself to these very

views of the subject, as supplying him with some of his best

and most powerful arguments. ** The fact," he said, *'i3

now, alas, too notorious to require either proof or illustra-

tion, that the population of this country has completely

outgrown, and is every day more and more outgrowing the

means of grace provided within the established church. I

might dwell on the fearful effects of this state of things, as

it regards the spiritual and eternal interests of our fellow-

countrymen,—which indeed is by far the most important

view of the subject, and that by which we ought chiefly to

be moved in devising a remedy for the evil. But I purposely

confine myself to the bearing of the fact on the prospects of

the church establishment. You may argue never so power-

fully in support of a national establishment of Christianity,

but the established church must ultimately come down, if
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1834. tlie mass of the people are aHowed to fall away from its Chap, vi.

communion. The question then is, how is the progress of

this evil to he checlced ? We shall all agree in answering,

under God, hy the rapid extension of pastoral superinten-

dence among the people. But then, next comes the question,

how is this to he accomplished ? By endowments, say

some,—well; hut from whence are they to come to the

extent to which we need them ? Has the church the com-

mand of the puhlic purse? We question not, sir, the duty

of the legislature in this matter. We question not the

mighty importance of its aid. But we cannot shut our eyes

to the state of puhlic affairs. We cannot hut think that in

times like these, it savours more of infatuation than of sound

practical wisdom, to build up ourselves in the confidence of

a speedy and large accession to our endowments ; and

helievino; it therefore to he indispensable to the very exist- The means of
°

.
Churcli

ence of the establishment, that for the future it should look extension in

these time?,

much to the affections, and draw largely on the liberality of to be looked
'

. . .
for rather

its friends ; we now from this draw the obvious conclusion, from the

people than

that the church must ffive to her friends the same encou- from the

ragements for building churches within her pale, as dis-

senters have not failed to give them for building them out

of it ; that instead of throwing barriers in their way, saying,

for example, you must not only build and maintain, but you

must further sink your property in endowing, or ^ve can

have nothing to do with you,—she must furnish them with

all possible facilities for erecting churches moderately sized,

and cheap, and numerous ; in a word, that instead of barely

tolerating such churches, she must gladly embrace them

and encourage them, not so much the less, but so much the

more, by how much the more disadvantageous their situa-

tion is."

The discussion having passed from the bar to the body of

the house, it was moved by Professor Brown, of Aberdeen,

state.
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Chap. "Vi. that the general assemhly having maturely considerecl the 183i.

The motion of report of the committee, and the overtures and petitions
Professor

, ^ • . .

Brown lor relative to chapels of ease, approve of the principles and
removing

, -, . .

thedisa- recommendations of the report, and appomt a committee to
Jjilities of

, ,

^
. f i . i ,

ministers of prepare a declaratory act in accordance therewith, and
chapels of ^' o ^ i i mi • • i
ease. report to a future diet of the assemhly. The principal

speakers in opposition to this motion were the Rev. James

Grant, then of South Leith, and the Rev. Dr. Cook, of St.

Andrews. The former dwelt chiefly on the want of endow-

ments. Churches unendowed could have no stabiHty: they

might be here to-day and away to-morrow. To attach

territorial districts to such fleeting and transitory institu-

tions, would be to degrade the parochial system; and to

invest their ministers with a parochial status, would be, in

tlieir circumstances, only to make the distinction between

them and their beneficed brethren more marked and painful

than before. Dr. Cook, on the other hand, assailed the

motion of Dr. Brown mainly on the ground of its being, as

he alleged, beyond the competency of the assembly to give

Dr. Cook effect to the proposal which it embodied. *' After careful
opposes tlie

. »? i
•

-i t ii i • • i i
motion as Consideration, he said, *'l adhere to the opinion stated last
nUra vires of ,..,
the Assem- year, that it is ultra mres of the assembly to place chapels
bly.

on the same footing as parish churches. The whole system

of parish arrangements is the effect of the legislation of the

country. There are certain civil privileges connected with

them, and ministers inducted to parishes have, in conse-

quence of such induction, certain civil privileges which it is

altogether out of the question to suppose that an ecclesi-

astical court could bestow on them. We sit in synods and

in general assemblies solely and purely as ecclesiastical

courts, but in presbyteries in the double capacity of spiritual

and temporal courts : and as members of presbytery, we sit

in judgment on manses and glebes, and have certain tem-

poral acts to perform, which no man out of the church can
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1834. perform, and which we could not have been warranted to Chap. vi.

perform, had not the acts of the legislature made us che

established church of the country."

In makino; these strono; assertions. Dr. Cook failed The answer° °
,

'

toDr.Cook'8
altogether to establish them by either evidence or argument, objectiou.

It is true that the acts of the church courts, in certain

instances, affect temporal interests, and that in one or two

special cases temporal matters are submitted to their adjudi-

cation. It is also true that the power of the church courts

to handle such matters, and to carry civil consequences in

the train of their ecclesiastical decisions resulted, and coidd

result, only from the authority of acts of parliament. But

to say and to show this, made nothing for the conclusion

which Dr. Cook founded on it, unless he had been able also

to prove that it belonged to the civil law to determine who

should, and who should not, be admitted into the courts of

the church. It did not follow that because the state had

conferred a certain amount of civil jurisdiction on the church

courts, that therefore the constitution of these courts became

a matter of civil regulation. This were simply in other Dr. Cook's

words to say that erastianism is involved in the very essence wmUd make

of the church establishment principle ; that by the mere act to^e^oTthe

of establishing the church the state necessarily becomes its of^a cimn^

rightful lord and master. In the learned and masterly ^g^t.
^^'

speech in which Mr. Dunlop replied to Dr. Cook, he made

it clear, by an explicit reference to all the leading acts

establishing the church, that the state recognized the

governing authority in the church as belonging to "the

spiritual office-bearers of the church," without reference

to any civil connection with either parishes or benefices.

Coming down in his elaborate exposition of the statutes to

that of 1690, the foundation of tlie existing establishment,

and after reciting from it the words which had already been

q^uoted by Mr. Gray,—"This statute, it will be observed,"
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Chap. VI. said Mr. Dunlop, **does not pretend to confer anything on 1834

Mr. Duniop's tlie cliurch *. it allows and declares that the government of

i)r!cook"s the church is estahhshed in the presbyterian ministers whom

incorape- it specifies, and recognizes that government as existing not
'^"^^'

only in ministers restored to parishes from which they had

been previously ejected, but also in all those ministers lolio

had been admitted to the pastoral office during the subsistence

of episcopacy, and who possessed no character nor status

Avhatever, but that of loastors of congregations alone. This

is still more clear when contrasted with the subsequent part

of the statute, which regards the civil rights and privileges

of ministers ; for while it recognizes the powers of church

government as being in all the pastors who had been received

during the subsistence of episcopacy, it declares that the

ministers shall have right to the maintenance, rights, and

other privileges by law provided to the ministers of Christ's

church Avithin this kingdom, as they are or shall he legally

Hisexposi- admitted to particular churches.'' *'Now here," continued

Act 1690 as Mr. Duiilop, "in so far as regards the church government,

thequestion. it is expressly declared to belong to pastors of congregations

without qualification ; while as to the maintenance, rights,

and privileges hy law provided, these are declared only to

belong to such as shall be legally admitted to particular

parishes ; but as to every privilege inherent in themselves,

not in virtue of the civil law, but in virtue of the constitution

of the church and the ordinance of scripture, they are

entitled to exercise them at once as being pastors duly-

admitted into the pastoral office of the church. Nothing

therefore can be more clear than that under this act, no

qualification is required but that of the possession of the

pastoral office itself, and that on the contrary, the right of

every pastor to a share in the government of the church, is

expressly acknowledged and recognized." "But, it is said,"

the speaker farther remarked, bringing his able argument
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1834. to bear more directly on Dr. Cook's grand difficulty, "it is Chap.JVI.

said by the learned doctor, that although we were to admit

the ministers of chapels into our church courts, we could

not confer on them the power of deciding in certain civil

matters which come under the cognizance of these courts.

Now I admit that the church has no power to confer any The state has
attached

civil nrivileo-e Avhatever ; but where the state has attached whatever
^ » ..... civil juris-

to an ecclesiastical staius the possession of any civil privilege, dictiouithas
^ conferred on

then it follows, by inevitable consequence, that whenever ministers, to
•^

. . an ecclesi-

that status is lawfully conferred by the church, tlie civil asticai
•^ .... 1 • 1 status,^\\\Q\\

privileire necessarily follows." As to the jurisdiction which it belongs to
i: o J "

the Church

the civil law gives to presbyteries in regard to manses and to regulate,

glebes, Mr. Dunlop called on Dr. Cook and the house to

bear in mind that it had been conferred, not on the indi-

vidual ministers, but on the presbyteries, in tlieir corporate

character as church courts. And hence *' whenever any

one is lawfully admitted to the ecclesiastical status of a law-

ful member of presbytery, it necessarily follows that he is

entitled to a voice in those civil matters, in regard to which

a jurisdiction has been conferred on presbyteries, while it

belongs to the church alone to determine who are the con-

stituent members of such courts." But even if this point

were thought doubtful ; even if it should be found by the

civil courts that the chapel ministers had no vote in such

matters, where, asked Mr. Dunlop, would be the monstrous

evil sufficient to prevent their being admitted to the proper

ecclesiastical privileges of their office ? Could a difficulty

of that kind be for a moment put in competition with the

spreading of the gospel among thousands, who would never

otherwise hear its sound ?

It miojht, indeed, have been expected that after what had The act of
° '

' ^ Assembly,

been done with the full concurrence of the moderate party, 1833, as to

the parlia-

and by a unanimous assembly only the year before. Dr. menta>y

Cook's argument would never have been produced. Although mimsters.
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Chap. VI. the assembly of 1833 bad besitated to concede tbe claims of 1834.

tbe cbapel ministers, it bad, witbout any besitation wbat-

ever, acknowledg-ed tbose of another class whose case was

substantially the same. About forty churches bad been re-

cently erected, under the authority of an act of Parliament,

in the highlands. Tbe act in question not only did not con-

fer a parochial status on these churches, or upon their

ministers, but it expressly declared that tbe districts at-

tached to them were not disjoined from tbe original parishes,

and that the ministers and elders who might officiate in

The pariia- them were not formed into separate kirk-sessions. And yet
meiitary .

i i i i o • c
Churciies' the general assembly, upon the report ol a committee, ot

was passed whicb Dr. Cook was convener, unanimously admitted tbe

immediate ministers of tbcsc parliamentary churches to " exercise and

Dr! Cook, enjoy, within their respective districts, tbe whole powers and

very same in privileges now competent to parish ministers ;

"—admitting

the diaper them to cburcli courts, side by side with their brethren.

Some years later, when the collision between the civil and

ecclesiastical courts had begun, and when be was himself

urging forward tbose proceedings in which it originated, Mr

Hope, then dean of the faculty of advocates, had the in-

decency, for no other term will describe it, to characterize

tbe act of assembly, 1833, admitting the parliamentary

Fxtravagant church ministers, as ** a very remarkable instance of the
statement of . i. i /> n i i* • r» • -i i i •

Mr. Hope systematic disregard or all the limits or civil and ecclesiasti-
regarding'

the act ol" cal jm'isdiction, whicb has been established of late years in

tbe proceedings of the church of Scotland," and as having

been ** intended to pave tbe way for the introduction of tbe

ministers of chapels of ease into the assembly !" Dr. Cook

and bis party successfully opposed, in 1833, the claims of

the chapel ministers : and yet Mr Hope is not ashamed to

say, that the act in favour of the ministers of tbe parlia-

mentary churches, passed under the immediate auspices of

the very same individuals, was intended to advance the ob-
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1834. ject wliicli they had themselves defeated ! And the adniis- Chap, vl

sion into church courts of the parliamentary-church minis-

ters was a "very remarkable instance " of the systematic

disregard of all the limits of civil and ecclesiastical jurisdic-

tion ! It is thus Mr Hope speaks of a deed recommended Tiie act of
^ ^

_
1833, con-

by a committee of which he was himself an uncomplainins: demnedby
•'

.
Mr. Hope,

member, and done by the assembly without so much as one 'was recom-
mended by

dissentina: voice ! The deed in question became shortly a committe
°

^ ,
^

.

-^ of which be

thereafter the occasion of an amicable suit before the courts was himself

a member.

of law, with a view to ascertain whether the ministers of

these parliamentary churches were now within the provisions

of the statute for regulating the ministers' widows' fund.

In determining that point, the court had to consider the act

of assembly, 1833, and to consider it in relation to the

special terms of the act of parliament under which the

parliamentary churches had been erected. This was in

1836. The conflict of the courts had not then commenced,

and the dust, through which afterwards thina;s assumed Opinions of
° ° the judges

such horrid shapes, had not then arisen to blind judicial of the Court
^ "of Session

eyes. The lord president of the court, Mr Hope's father, as to the act

of Assembly,

was not able at that time, to see anything at all ** remark- 1833.

able " in the act of assembly, 1833. "This was a mat-

ter," said his lordship, speaking from the bench, ** within

the proper province of the assemUy. They had power to pass

such an act, and they exercised that power: and I see no

conflict between the provisions of this act and those of the Uie Lord

statute. The parliament on the one hand, and the assem- Hope de-

, , , , 7 7. • •, . clarestheact
bly on the other, each being supreme in its own loromnce, isostoiiave

passed their respective enactments, both tending to the the compe-

same end, and the last being in supplement of the first, church.

The assembly made no disjunction of parishes gwoacZ aw7/a,

but it declared the ministers to be members of all church

courts : and it also declared them to possess all the pri-

vileges of the parish ministers of Scotland, and thai the
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Chap. VI. assembly alone could do. I do not think the assemhly 1834!.

exercised a Qiew power in declaring a minister to be pos-

sessed of such privileges. I conceive the same power to

have been exercised in analogous cases, such as when se-

cond ministers were appointed, or in any of the numerous

instances where new ministers were appointed in Scotland."*

^mJ-^Ho^c's"
Such an incident may seem unimportant. In itself, in-

f"'*'='\
"P™ deed, nothing could he more unimportant than the fact that

Mr. Hope wrote of the act of assembly 1833, in the terms

above quoted. It throws an instructive light, however, on

the history of those events which gave birth to the dis-

ruption of the church of Scotland. Studying them in that

light, posterity will know what to ascribe to passion and

partizanship, and what to reason and truth.

^spee^hfu^'^
*«I own," Said Mr. Dunlop, after hearing Dr. Cook set

act debate of
^^^'^^ ^^^ argument about the church's want of power to

^^^^ admit the claims of the ministers of chapels of ease, in the

debate of 1834, **it was with surprise I heard him advance

this argument once more,—an argument which I had

thought was completely abandoned. After the unanimous

decision of this house last year, in regard to the ministers

of parliamentary churches, so universally carried into

effect, and not reclaimed against by a single presbytery, I

had hoped the objection would not be repeated in regard to

the ministers of chapels of ease/' It was a kind of argu-

ment, however, that had always been a favourite one with

the moderate party in the church. When urged the year

before, in the debate on calls, it drew forth from the Rev.

William Cunningham one of those prompt and masterly

commentaries by which, so often afterwards, in the course

of the great controversy that was then arising, he at once

rebuked and exposed the sophistry and secularity of such

• Dunlop's Answer to the Letter of tJie Dean of Faculty^ p. 4.
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1834. objections as that of Dr. Cook. ** In regard to the gene- Chap, vl

ral character of this plea (of want of power), I must say The remarks
, . , . . of the Rev.

that I always hear it urged with extreme suspicion, it has w.Cuiming-
, . , . , , . , . ham ou the

been often urged in this house, on various occasions, and it favourite

has exerted far too great an influence on our proceedings. Cook and

"

Til iT'c 1 1 ^ r 1
'^'^ Iriends,

It has, however, seldom if ever been brought lorward, ex- that this and

n ^ • t 1 ^ r 1
^^^ other

cept for the purpose of deterring the church irom the measure

proper discharge of its duty, from the rightful exercise of vires.

its prerogatives, and from the due improvement of its op-

portunities of usefulness. The principle upon which this

house has too often acted seems to have been something

like this,—that in consequence of our connection with the

state, we have no power to do anything, however closely

connected with the interests of religion, which the state has

not expressly warranted and authorized ; whereas, the true

principle by which we ought to be guided,—true alike in

doctrine and in fact,—is this, that notwithstanding our

connection with the state, we can and ought to do every-

thing fitted to promote the interests of religion, which the

state has not expressly prohibited.'*

Dr. Cook was certainly altoorether unable, and did not Dr. CookJO
^

failed to

even make the attempt, to show that there was anything support Ws
•^

_ ^ 1 1 J
assertion of

whatever either in the terms or the spirit of the church s theChmch's

. . , incompe-

connection with the state, to disqualify any minister whom tency by
^

_ ,
either

the church had duly ordained to a particular congregation, evidence or
•^ ... argument.

from exercising the poAvers proper to his spiritual office, by

ruling as well as teaching. It was not to be supposed that

his naked denial of the church's power in the matter, should

have much weight with the assembly. Even among his

own supporters, only a limited number coincided with him

in that particular point,—the stress of their opposition, as

has been already noticed, being directed to the want of en-

dowments from the state rather than to the want of power

in the church. In point of fact, in the amendment which

I. T
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Chap. VI. Dr. Cook moved, he was careful not to assert his own doe- 1834

Inhisaraend- trine of the church's want of power, knowiiii^ well that to
ment he x o
avoided all have done so, would have been to separate from him, in the
relereuce to

the point of vote, a larffe number of his own friends. His amendment
alleged in-

. ,

competency, was in the following terms:— ** The general assembly hav-

ing considered the overtures relative to chapels of ease, and

also the report of the committee of last assembly in respect

thereto, highly approve the purpose of these overtures, and

Pr. Cook's of that report ; and with a view of most effectually and per-
counter , . . .

motion to manently securing it, appomt a committee to correspond
that of Pro- . , • i i rv /> i o ,

fessor With government, or with the omcers oi the crown, for ob-

taming a legislative enactment, through which, with the

consent of all parties interested, parishes may be divided,

or the districts now attached to chapels of ease, quoad

spiritualia, may be assigned to them as parishes when the

church is satisfied that this is proper or necessary for

the instruction of the people. The general assembly further

instruct the committee to take the measures which, to

them, may seem best calculated to procure permanent en-

dowments to such chapels as it may be deemed expedient

to erect into parish churches, and to make all arrangements

relative to carrying the scheme into effect; and, in the

meantime, the general assembly instruct presbyteries to re-

port to next assembly, whether, in their estimation, such a

change as to chapels of ease should take place, and the

present law, with regard to them be, upon the adoption of

the new system, rescinded."

To effect all which this amendment embraced, the inter-

position of the legislature would have been obviously indis-

pensable ; but there was nothing in this amendment neces-

sarily to imply that the more limited and strictly spiritual

privileges which it was designed by Dr. Brown's motion to

confer on the chapel of ease ministers might not be accom-

plished without the intervention of the civil power. Among
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1834. the memorabilia of this important debate was the speech of Chap. vi.

the Rev. Mr Garment of Rosskeen, whose quaint but never Speech of the
Rev. Mr.

caustic humour, and whose strong good sense, rendered his Cament, of

11 c 1 m ' I'liT • Rosskeen.

address one ot the most enective which the discussion pro-

duced. He had been formerly, and for many years, a

chapel minister himself, in the city of Glasgow, and was

not disposed to treat Avith much respect Mr Grant's dis-

paraging observation upon the insecurity of chapel stipends.

' "I really wonder," said he, "that ministers of high de- He repels the

gree in a certain city," alluding to the ministers of Edin- the s'tipends

burgh, whose stipends are derived from a tax on house miniS

property, which was then, as it is still, extremely obnoxi- cure,

ous to many of the inhabitants, "should talk so much

about endowment, as 1 really think that their own stipends

are not so very secure. I conceive the stipends of chapel

ministers to be in less danger than the stipends of certain

(parish) ministers. We had a list of grievances and diffi-

culties held out by Mr Grant, but really, sir, he might as Ridicules Mr.

well say. Oh, may be a flood or an earthquake will come cuities!

and carry away ministers and chapels! Taking it in a

pecuniary and political view, it would be found the duty

and interest of landed proprietors to do all that lies in them

to spread churches over the length and breadth of the land.

But how are you to obtain endowments for such churches ?

It is in vain, in present circumstances, to apply to govern-

ment—^but I will tell you how such endowments might be

got: send abroad ministers of piety and energy through the

length and breadth of the land, and, as it happened in the

church of Jerusalem in the days of the apostles, you will

raise up many Barnabases, who will go and sell all their

possessions and come and lay them down at the foot of the

cross." And after alluding to the noble example of such

christian liberality which was at that very moment exhibit-

ing itself in the city of Glasgow, and to the blessed and
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Chap^i. glorious change that might speedily be accomplished upon 1834,

Refers to the the destitute districts both of town and country, were such
Clunch J '

Building efforts suitably encourai^ed and increased,— ** The only
movement jo ' j

then begin- wav," he Continued, "to come to a consummation so de-
miig in "

Gias-ow. voutly to be wished is by giving the chapel ministers the

rights to which they have a claim, and thus infusing into

the minds of our people such a spirit as that which has been

displayed in the city of Glasgow, where such a glorious

effort has been made to rescue from the ways of sin a popu-

lation which the rulers of our land had allowed to sink into

the lowest degradation, by shutting the doors of the house

of God against them* and opening the haunts of sin and

wickedness. Are such efforts to be accomplished by a long

palaver about forms, and expediency, and endowments ?

No, sir, remove your barriers, open wide your doors, and

then, I am convinced, you will see the liberality of the pub-

lic, and even of heritors, manifested in a way never yet

known ; but this is not to be done by dry lectures, on form

and expediency. No, sir, we have in the word of God a

powerful instrument which we are commanded to use.

Mr. Car- Some learned doctors, indeed, say that this must be done
mem s view ' ' ./

oixhcmode- slowly and deliberately—that we must wait till the great
rate recipe j j o
for aiTesii g recipe which they have discovered, be applied—till an en-
the progriiE s ^ *' ' 1

1

of spirituHi dowment be procured. Just as wisely mio-ht some of these
destitution, ^

.

same learned doctors tell me, when my house is on fire, not

to be too hasty in extinguishing it, to wait a little till they

apply some wonderful chemical composition to be received

from London. In the matters of the church they must get

CordAl- some wonderful chemical composition from Lord Althorp'sf

laboratory, laboratory. But, sir, while you are waiting for the appli-

cation of this wonderful specific, all Glasgow and all Edin-

burgh may be consumed!

"

* By imposing high seat-rents in the city parish churches,

f Lord Althorp was then chancellor of the exchetiuer.
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1834. This graphic appeal of the old Ross-shire minister was Chap. vi.

no mere touch of rhetoric. It was not more telling than

true. The effort to which Mr. Garment alluded as being

then in progress in Glasgow, presented a striking proof of

the bearing of this movement in the assembly, on the great

cause of the extension of the church. A society had been Tiie Glasgow
Church

formed in that city a few months before, and had already Building

raised the magnificent sum of £20,000 for the building of

additional churches in Glasgow ; but the condition on which

this money was subscribed, and without which the society

would not have been authorized to expend a single shilling

of their rapidly increasing fund, was this, that the churches

must be parochial.* The truly enlightened and generous

founder of the society, Mr. William Collins, a man whose its foumier,
ATr AVilliftm

name will be held in honour by his fellow-citizens, at least Coiiina.

till they become ashamed of the venerable legend upon

their city's shield—"Let Glasgow flourish by the preaching

of the word ;

" this man was an office-bearer of the church

in which Chalmers had ministered, and where he had given

that marvellous impulse to the cause of Christian philan-

thropy which continues to the present hour. Collins was

a disciple of Chalmers. His church building society was

a reflection from the great soul of the instructor, at whose

feet he had sat for years. It was not the chapel system,

with its feeble power of attraction^ but the territorial church

system, with its strong and active aggression, that was to

penetrate the dense lanes of Glasgow, and to carry saving

light and health into their spiritually dark and desolate

* By a decision of the house of lords, pronounced in February 1849,
the churches of that society, though stripped of their parochial character

in 1843 by one of those judgments of the courts of law which led to the

disruption, have been secured to the established church, and the society

prohibited from selling them and returning the money to the subscribers.

The establishment is to keep the churches, even although its bargain

with those who built t.hem has been broken.
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Chap. VI. habitations. And tliis accordingly was the scheme of the 1834.

iiadtiieAs- church building society. Had the assembly of 1834
senibly re-

. . /• i i i
• •

fused to pass rejected the claims of the chapel mmisters, it would have

act, tLe brought the operations of the Glasgow church building
Cliurch . . , . 1 , • c ' IT
Building socicty, With its noblo enterprize or rearing twenty addi-
SoClGtv of

Glasgow tional churches, at once to an end. It was therefore no

beeu dis- abstract theoretical reform that was now agitating the
solved.

*• 1 1 -I T . p . .

supreme court or the church. It was a question or giving

or not giving the gospel to thousands and tens of thousands

in over-peopled parishes, for whose souls there was no

man, according to the then existing state of things, to care.

There was an old minister, the historian Calderwood relates,

who had taken part in the first reformation, but who lived

to see, in his declining years, a spirit arising that augured

ill for the church. At a meeting of the synod of Fyfe in

Speech of the the year 1596, this ao-ed servant of God, David Ferguson
Rev. Dand '^ ' o ' o
I'er-iuson, by name, adverting to the days of his youth, " discovered

how that a few preachers, viz., only six, whereof himself

was one, went forward, without fear or care of the world,

and prevailed, when there was no name of a stipend heard

tell of, when authorities, both ecclesiastical and civil, opposed

themselves, and there was scarce a man of note or estimation

to take the matter in hand ; but that now the fear or flattery

of man, care of purchasing or fear of losing moyen or stipend,

had weakened the hearts of a number of ministers." It

was after reading this significant citation that Mr. Dunlop

concluded, with this beautiful peroration, what was un-

Peroration of doubtedly the speech of the day:—** I would that I could

lop's speech. Call back the feelings of this house to the period here spoken

of, when our fathers, amidst difficulties and dangers, struggled

and overcame ; while they strove for the aid of man—which

they valued at, and not beyond, its worth—they unhesitat-

ingly, and with unwavering confidence in the presence of

God, rushed into the battle and prevailed. The conflict
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revolution they encamped their thousand tents in peace,

and reared a wall of safety around. For a while they abode

in harmony and joy. Morning and evening the voice of

praise and prayer rose from their dwellings, and all within

was peace. This lasted not. An hundred years are gone

since unjustly they thrust forth a brother who pitched his

solitary tent beyond their walls. Another and another they

expelled. Their numbers multiplied, but no new tabernacles

were provided, and others departed and joined their exiled

brethren. These day by day increased, till now we see

their tents thickly crowded around on every side. For

many years those we had sent forth looked back with long- The spirit of

ing eyes and loving hearts to the camp which they had left, seceders.

waiting the day when we should enlarge our borders, reverse

the sentence of their exile, and open our gates to receive

them home. But as the fathers dropped into the grave, A different

sons arose with other feelings and with other hopes ; a arisen

goodly company still hold by their ancient truth, and these successors,

yet pray for an entry into their beloved Zion. But, alas

!

for the greater part, their love is turned to hate, and tbey

now look towards our camp with the impious wish to over-

throw its walls, and to revel in its spoils. While this sad

change advanced without, we in cold apathy within, year

after year, for these same hundred years, assembled in this

the chief tent of our encampment. Over our heads was

the standard under which our fathers had fought, and bled,

and conquered : though, alas ! the banner no longer floated

in the breeze, but, still and motionless, clung to the staff.

This year again we have assembled once more, but under The eyes of

better auspices. Our anxious people from the door of every of the

tent intensely watch the holy banner. Already, blessed be fixed intent-

God, they have seen it slightly unfurl in the rising breeze, anxiously

and lift itself in part from the staff, and the solemn stir of Assembly.
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Chap. VI. preparation is heard throughout the camp ; and at this very ISSi.

hour, with prayer, uplifted hands and eager eyes, they

watch the moment when they shall see it once more broadly

unfold itself to the glorious sun, and hail it with one long

loud hosannah that shall resound from shore to shore. Oh
then, fling it forth bold and free ; wave it, wave it o'er your

head, and your people will rally round it as of old, and you

shall lead them forth to a glorious victory, soon to return

to a more glorious peace."

Tiie division: ^he debate closed and the division came. The motion
Professor

Brown's ^f Professor Brown was affirmed by a majority of 49, the
motion •' J *'

'

i'?t^*^i08
^"^^6rs being 152 to 103. A committee was accordingly

appointed to prepare a declaratory act for admitting chapels

of ease to the ecclesiastical status of parish churches, accom-

panied with a directory for the guidance of presbyteries in

carrying the law into effect. On Saturday the 31st of May,

the committee gave in its report, and the act and relative

directory became the law of the church.



CHAP. VII.

THE FRUITS OP EVANGELICAL ASCENDENCY.

1834 The friends of the veto-law and the chapel act, the adoption Chap. vii.

ni'oo of which slornallzed the assembly of 1834, could have no The measures
1838. .^ , f . . -, 1 • 1 11 of 1834 can

difncmty whatever m consenting that the wisdom and the bear to be

worth of these measures should be tested by their fruits, their fruitsc

They had been already tried by an appeal to the church's

laws, and standards, and history ; and to a very decided

majority of the assembly it had appeared, that the judgment

pronounced by these authorities was altogether and unequi-

vocally in favour of the measures in question. But the other

mode of ascertaining their real merits, by the test, namely, of

their practical utility, is now also open, and their supporters

and advocates have no cause to shrink from its application.

Reference has been already made to the mournful and

alarming deficiency which then existed, in very many places,

of the means of religious instruction and pastoral superin-

tendence. St. Cuthbert's, for example, the suburban parish

of the city of Edinburgh, with a population even at that

time of sixty or seventy thousand, had only its parish church
^fgiil^u"^

°^

and three chapels of ease as the entire amount of provision
^"ciith-"'

made within the pale of the establishment, for the spiritual
Iju^^'^'.^'^'"'

wants of its inhabitants. The barony parish of Glasgow, gj.™"^'

with a population larger still, was, in respect of its eccle-

siastical equipment, exactly in the same position. These,

it is true, were the extreme cases, but a multitude of others

could easily be named, in which religious destitution was

scarcely less marked or less deplorable. This state of things

had begun to force itself, even before moderatism had lost

the reins of government, upon the attention of the general
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assembly. A committee on clim'eli accommodation liad ISSi

been formed, and tbe Rev. Dr. Brunton, one of the ministers -^^^^

of Edinburgh, and professor of Hebrew in the metropolitan

university, had been placed at its head. It is abundantly

notorious that the existence of that committee was due to

the growing numbers and influence of those who were

destined ere long to have the control of ecclesiastical affairs

in their own hands. Nor was it perhaps unnatural that

while yielding, in so far as the appointment of a church

accommodation committee was concerned, to this increasing

minority, the still dominant party of moderatism should, at

the same time, have set over it one of themselves. In Dr.

Brunton's hands, however, the cause made no progress.

Independently of his want of any peculiar aptitude for

stimulating or conducting an enterprize of that kind, there

were then difficulties in its way which even a greatly more

energetic manasfement than his could not have overcome.

These were the difficulties interposed partly by the disabilities

of the chapel system, and partly by the want of confidence in

the party that still swayed the counsels of the church. The

assembly of 1834 took both of these obstacles out of the

way. It put an end to the chapel system, and, guided by

an evangelical majority, secured for itself a title to the

character of a really reforming assembly. The effect was

alike instantaneous and remarkable. Dr. Brunton resigned

at that very assembly, an office which in his hands had been

purely nominal. Now at length, for the extension of the

church, both the time had come and the man.

Long before the church in its corporate character had

begun to interest itself in the state of the neglected masses

that were so rapidly accumulating, especially in the great

manufacturing towns. Dr. Chalmers had already thrown

his whole soul into the subject ; and by his eloquence, and

by his achievements at Glasgow, had done mure than all
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1688 other men put together, to prepare the public mind to respond Chap. vil.

g^ to the appeal which at length issued under his own immediate

auspices from the general assembly of the church. When

the nation was startled in the month of November, 1817,
^iJ';a^i^n^'^"

by the sudden and lamented death of the Princess Charlotte, ^t^'^'^j''^''""'':V ing to arouac

he seized the opportunity to turn men's thoughts to the
^^j^^^^l^n

consideration of the true sources of the country's danoer. tt>e subject:
'' o his sermon

•* The time has been," he said, in the well-known funeral onthedeath
' '

or the rnn-

sermon which the occasion called forth, ** Avhen such an ^^^^
^^^'

'
lotte.

event as the one we are now assembled to deplore, would

have put every restless spirit into motion, and set a guilty

ambition upon its murderous devices, and brought powerful

pretenders with their opposing hosts of vassalage into the

field, and enlisted towns and families under the rival banners

of a most destructive fray of contention, and thus have

broken up the whole peace and confidence of society. Let

us bless God that these days of barbarism are now gone by.

But the vessel of the state is still exposed to many agitations.

The sea of politics is a sea of storms on which the gale of

human passions would make her founder, were it not for the

guidance of human principle : and therefore the truest policy

of a nation is to christianize her subjects, and to disseminate

among them the influence of religion. The most skilful

arrane-ement for rightly ffovernina; a state, is to scatter Tiie lessons
* o J & &

of the gospel

amone: the iroverned, not the terrors of power, not the threats aud not the^ *=
.

^
• f

terrors of

of jealous and alarmed authority, not the demonstrations of power, the
•

• c best security

sure and ready vengeance held forth by the rigour of an of the state.

offended law. These may at times be imperiously called

for. But a permanent security against the wild outbreak-

ings of turbulence and disaster, is only to be attained by

diffusing the lessons of the gospel throughout the great mass

of our population, even those lessons which are utterly and

diametrically at antipodes with all that is criminal and wrong

in the spirit of political disaffection.'* After showing, with
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Chap. VII. all his own grapliic power, how that wholesome leaven was 1834

disappearing from among thousands, and tens of thousands , I^q

of the working people, under the influence of those manifold

temptations by which thej were incessantly surrounded, and

to whose destructive assaults they were to so large an extent

abandoned, with hardly any one to care for their souls, ** is

there no room then," the preacher exclaimed, ** to wish for

Appeal for twenty more churches, and twenty more ministers ; for men
twenty new '' ' ^

ciiurches in gf zeal, and of streno-th, who mig-ht ero forth amono; these
Glasgow, o C3 C3 o
niade by Dr. wanderers, and compel them to come in; for men of holy
Chalmers in ^ ''

1817. fervour, who might set the terrors of hell and the free offers

of salvation before them ; for men of affection, who might

visit the sick, the dying, the afflicted, and cause the irresis-

tible influence of kindness to circulate at large among their

families ; for men who, while they fastened their most intense

aim on the great object of preparing sinners for eternity,

would scatter along the path of their exertions all the bless-

ings of order, and contentment, and sobriety, and at length

make it manifest as day, that the righteousness of the people

is the only effectual antidote to a country's ruin, the only

path to a country's glory."

Dr. Chalmers' Twenty additional churches and ministers for his own
demand for

*^

twenty new sinole citv ! It souudcd like a wild extravao-ance. The
Churclies in ° ^

.
°

.

Glasgow, vast maiority saw no need of them. The wise men of this
seemed at •'

the time world had no ereat sense of their value. The political
extravagant

economists, busy with their science of wealth, made little

account of an agency that was to be employed in the pro-

duction, not of money, but of morals. The penny-wise

people cried out at the very thought of the expense. The

preacher in this, as in many other things, w^as far a-head

of his age ; men disregarded his advice, and it will be due

to other causes than to their short-sighted policy, if his

impressive warning be not ere long realized. Recent events,

and the feeling of utter insecurity with which even the most
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1834 thoughtless are constrained to regard the condition of society Chap. vii.

-, „ ^„ in most of the great towns and manufacturing districts of The dangers

1883. ^ 111. to society

the kingdom, may now help men to understand that it was wbich have

.,. . .p , . 1 1 -1 resulted

not the excited imagination of an alarmist, but the wisdom from re-

.
fusin? his

of one who had the spirit both of a patriot and a prophet demaud.

that dictated these words: *' I am surely not out of place,

when, on looking at the mighty mass of a city population,

I state my apprehension that, if something be not done to

bring this enormous physical strength under the control of

Christian and humanized principle, the day may yet come

when it may lift against the authorities of the land its brawny

vigour, and discharge upon them all the turbulence of its

rude and volcanic energy."

Chalmers demanded twenty churches, and the city The wonders
wrought by

authorities gave him one—that famous St. John's in which Dr. Chai-

, . . , , JD^rs in St.

bis great moral experiments in regard to the management John's

»? 1, ,,. . p, parish, Glas-

of the poor, and the general amelioration of the most gow.

neglected classes of the people were carried on, with an

energy and a success amply sufficient to justify their author's

most sanguine anticipations ; but the community was not

ripe for the reception of his doctrines, even when the demon-

stration of their soundness had been wrought out before its

eyes. His gigantic efforts, however, were by no means in

vain ; individuals here and there, of large hearts and liberal

minds, were adopting his views,—the more religious portion

of society were becoming increasingly alive to their duty

;

an impulse had been given to the cause of Christian philan-

thropy which it never lost, and there needed only that

favourable concurrence of events which appeared in the ^

reforming assembly of 1834, to make manifest the amount
Chalmers

of progress and preparation for a great church extension becomes the
^ °

1 . , , 1 ,
coi>veuer of

movement, which had been already made. At that assembly, the Chiu-cii

1 • • /• -f-v -r» T-w /-<! 1
accommoda-

* upon the resignation oi Dr. Brunton, Dr. Chalmers was tion com-

immediately, and by common consent, summoned to take 1834.
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Chap. VII. his place as convener of the committee on church accoramo- 1834

dation. Instantly the vessel, which hitherto had lain like -.z^^

a log upon the waters, hegan to move ; with a fresh crew,

and another steersman, and a fast rising' breeze, she sped

at once upon her course; and from her annual voyage returned

to each succeeding assembly, bringing better news and more

ample treasures for the great cause on which they had sent

her forth. From 1828 till 1834 the committee had existed

and had done nothing ; within one year thereafter, at the

assembly of 1835, Dr. Chalmers found himself in a position,

Tiie result of in his report, to say, "The result on the whole has been

year's satisfactory ; the whole contributions, in collections, dona-

tions, and individual subscriptions, to the general fund for

church accommodation amounts in this, the first year of its

(new) existence, to £15,167, 12s. 8|c?. * * But this is not

the whole pecuniary result which we have to make known

to you, and not even the most prosperous and best part of

it. In reply to our application for aid, we were often told

of the home ecclesiastical wants which stood in the way of

a remittance to the general fund ; and whenever the local

exertion and the general contribution came into conflict with

each other, it has been our uniform policy to encourage the

former in preference to the latter,—assured that, in every

instance where an interest was once awakened for the

necessities of any immediate neighbourhood, there would

not only be a far more intense feeling, but a far more pro-

ductive liberality than could be expected in favour of the

larger but more distant operations of a central or metropo-

litan board. The effect has justified our anticipations, and

we now proceed to enumerate, in geographical order, begin-

ning with the north of Scotland, the additional places of

worship in connection with the establishment, built or build-

ing, subscribed for, or being subscribed for, in various parts

of the country." This general announcement was followed
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1884 up by the long statistical array of parishes, places of worship, Chap. vil.

^P number of church sittings and of pounds sterling which the

triumphant and rejoicing convener had it already in his

power to record as the trophies of his first year's toil. The

assembly listened with feelings of wonder and gratitude as

the seemingly interminable roll proceeded, and which Dr.

Clialmers thus summed up at its close: *' It will thus be

observed that the number of new places of worship com- Sixty-fonr

, , . . . . „ 1111 iiewClmrch-
pleted or now m preparation is sixty-iour; that the whole esbuutor

sum subscribed for distinct Zoca^ erections is £55,021, 7s. one year.

dd., and that, if to this be added the general fund, as far

as it stands disengaged from this, we have to report a grand

total of £66,326, Is. life?." Amid the acclamations with

which this memorable report was received, it might have

both amused and instructed the curious on-looker to study

the countenances of some of the former leaders of the assem-

bly. These were victories on a field with which they were The divided

, ,11 • , 1 • . • 1-11 1 11 1 feeling witli

totally unacquainted, victories which they hardly knew winch the

whether to welcome or deplore. I Sixty-four new churches, party heard
of tllPSG

all of them strangers to the blessings of the cherished law triunrphs.

of patronage, their congregations destined to choose their

ministers by their own free voice,—and these ministers, all

of them, by the chapel act, entitled to take their places in

the courts of the church,—what hope was there for moderat-

ism under such a condition of things ! ' Reflections of this

kind doubtless robbed Dr. Chalmers of a good many cheers ;

they would have deprived him, indeed, in all probability, of

very many more, had not certain other considerations operated

at that time in his favour. The establishment was threatened

by external foes; the numerous and active supporters of

voluntary church principles Avere still plying all their energies

to effect a separation of church and state, and not a few

in consequence, even of those who had no sympathy with

the recent ecclesiastical reforms, were still well enough
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pleased with the unequivocal indication which Dr. Chalmers' 1834

report contained of the immense additional strength which
^ ^^_

the cause of the establishment had now acquired.

Without the reforms in question, not even Dr. Chalmers

could have made much way in the extension of the church.

If any would dispute this statement, they are bound at least

to explain upon some other principle the remarkable coinci-

dence which the foregoing narrative exhibits. That illus-

trious man did not become a convert to the cause of church

extension in 1834. His heart had been set upon it for

twenty years before. He had expended upon it both his

noblest eloquence and his noblest efforts at a much earlier

period; not indeed by any means in vain, as has been

already noticed, but yet without meeting with any sensible

response from the public mind. Whence came it that the

same path in which hitherto he had encountered hardly

anything but obstacles and discouragements, had now

become all at once a scene of such unexampled successes I

It is not intended, indeed, to ascribe this remarkable

change to the exclusive influence of any single circumstance.

Great movements are commonly the result of a complex

cause. Something was due, undoubtedly, to that stimulus

to exertion, which the friends of the established church had

received from the attack of its opponents,—and still more

to that growing interest in the religious improvement of the

people, which Dr. Chalmers himself had done so much to

enlighten and increase,—but these forces would have been

impotent without the concurring and contemporaneous

impulse which emanated from the assembly of 1834. Facts

can be adduced which render this statement indisputable.

The church-building society of Glasgow, which took its

rise in the spring of that year, and which may be said to

have struck the key-note of the whole movement thatfoUowed,

proceeded, from the very first, on the abolition of the chapel
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1834 of ease system as a sine qua non. It had even then hecome Chap, vil

^ ^^
certain, that at the approaching assembly this desideratum

' would be secured under the ascendency of an evangelical

majority : and the society proceeded upon it accordingly by

the very title they assumed, as a society for building addi-

tional " parochial churches " in Glasgow. Another circum-

stance may be noticed as conclusive of the same thing.

According to the then existing law, when a parish was sub-

divided, the patronage of any parochial church erected

within the territory of the original parish fell to the patron

of that original parish. This was a formidable difficulty in

the way of church extension, on the plan of the Glasgow

society, and which was the only plan the public were dis-

posed to support. Men would not give their money to erect

and maintain new churches which the caprice or tyranny of

a patron, living perhaps in London or Paris, might render

useless. To escape from the disadvantages and incon-

gruities of the chapel of ease system, at the expense of

falling under the yoke of church patronage, would be to

make an exchange of very questionable utility. To get rid

of this hinderance was felt, therefore, on all hands, to be

indispensable. And accordingly, at the same time that the The Glasgow

Glasgow society were raising funds and making all their Bunding

preparations for a great effort in the church extension cause, Coiquiiouu's

a bill was, through their influence, brought into parliament

to alter the law of patronage in the particular point above

alluded to, and that bill' had already passed the house of

commons, and was in progress through the house of peers

at the moment when the assembly of .1834 convened. While

the supreme court of the church was taking one grand

difficulty out of the way, by abolishing chapels of ease, and

placing them on the footing of parochial churches,—the

legislature, the supreme power of the state, was removing

another difficulty, by exempting these new parochial churches,

I. u

act.
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Chap.vil anJ all others erected by similar means, from the operation 1834

of the law of patronage. This act of the legislature was -.^.^^

completed shortly after the assembly rose, and ran in the

The terms of following sinn:ularly explicit terms;*—**Be it enacted, &c.,
Colquhoun's & o J i ' »

»ct: passed (fee.,—that where any church, chapel, or other place of

worship, in that part of Great Britain called Scotland, built,

or acquired, and endowed by voluntary contribution, shall

be erected into a parochial church, either as an additional

church within a parish already provided with a parochial

church, or as the church of a separate parish to be erected

out of the part or parts of any existing parish or parishes,

whether the same be established and erected quoad spiritu-

alia, by authority op the church courts of the esta-

blished CHURCH OF SCOTLAND, or also quoad temporalia, by

authority of the commissioners of the court of teinds, neither

the king's majesty, nor any private person, nor any body

politic or corporate, having right to the patronage of the

parish or parishes within which such additional churches

shall be established, or out of which such new parishes shall

be erected, shall have any claim, right, or title whatsoever

This act ex- to the patronao;e of such newly established churches, or
eniptedthe

i o J

newChurch- ncwlv crccted parishes : but the riffht of presentinsf ministers
63 from the

*' ^
, .

operation of thereto, sliall be exercised according to the manner and
the law of

. ...
patronage, subject to the conditions which shall be provided or sanc-

tioned by the church courts establishing the said churches,

-—or where new parishes shall be erected, or shall be pre-

scribed and regulated by the said church courts erecting such

new parishes into separate spiritual jurisdictions, subject

always to such alterations as shall be made by the said

courts, according to the laws of the church, from time to

time."

This act of the state completed that preparatory process

* 4 and 5 Will. IV. c. 5—commonly called ColqubounV act.
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1834 wIiicTi preceded and paved the way for those efforts, the chap.vii.

*® signal success of which Dr. Chalmers had the hiirh ffratifi-

* cation of announcing, as ah-cady described, to the assembly

of the following year. And the circumstance that even

the most zealous, and the most liberal church extensionists

did not, and would not advance a single step in their noble

enterprize, till these important preliminaries had been all

definitively adjusted and arranged, affords decisive proof

that those ecclesiastical reforms which distinguished the

assembly of 1834, are entitled to claim the parentage of

the church extension scheme. They were the main source

both of the people's confidence, and of the people's liberality.*

Nor was it a mere temporary burst of o;enerosity and zeal The cause of
^ ^ ^

°
,

*^
.

Church ex-

which had now broken forth. Year after year it continued tension goea

on triumph

to flow with unabating force. At the assembly of 1836, ingfrom

Dr. Chalmers reported as the result of his committee s ope-

rations during the preceding twelvemonths, twenty-six ad-

ditional churches as being in progress, and money contri-

buted to the extent of £32,359, 12s. 5ld. ; attlie assembly

of 1837, sixty-seven churches, and £59,311, 6s. Od. ; and

at the assembly of 1838, thirty-two churches, and £48,683,

Is. 4|c?. I It thus appears, that during the four years, im-

mediately subsequent to the reforming assembly of 1834,

and to the ascendency of the evangelical party in the coun-

cils of the church, no fewer than 187 additional churches

were built, or in progress within the pale of the establish-

ment, a number exactly three times greater than had come

into existence during the entire hundred years that went

before,—the century of the reign of moderatism. ^ The

amount of money contributed to the church extension fund,

* These additional facts regarding the origin of the Glasgow church-

building society, and the terms and conditions on which its membera
subscribed their money, will be found to throw a flood of light on that

decision of the house of lords, of date February 1849, adverted to iu a
toot-note, p. 293.
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Chap. VII. during these four memorable years, was no less than the 1834
to

1838
Times still more recent, and events still more momentous.

Chalmers*
convener*
ship.

1838.

Magnificent munificent sum of £205,930, 14s. lOld.
sum raised

durinij the
fust four

^ears^of Dr. have familiarized men with a scale of liberality, in support

of religious objects and institutions that may weaken some-

w]/at the impression which the amount now named would

otherwise have made. In those days, however, that sum

was a moral wonder, the existence of which well entitled

Dr. Chalmers, when he announced it in his report to the

pr.ci aimers' assembly of 1838, to exclaim, *' What other single scheme
repoi t for

, . ^

°
of christian benevolence in this country ever commanded so

noble an income as one of £50,000 per annum! On what

other ground, but a deep-rooted sympathy for the present

wants of our densely crowded cities, and over peopled

country parishes, and the persuasion that no likelier

method than the multiplication of our parochial churches

can be devised for accomplishing this moral regeneration,

can the fact be accounted for that, year after year, so

splendid an offering is laid on the altar of public liberality ?

Had the cause of church extension been based on a de-

lusion, that delusion would have been dissipated long ago.

Ha 1 the operations of the committee not harmonized with

the sentiments of the country at large, they never would

have commanded an amount and continuance of pecuniary

sup|)ort, altogether without precedent in the history of

christian beneficence in this part of the British empire.

Nor is there any premonitory symptom yet of declining

fervour in the cause among the people of Scotland. Their

heart beats as warmly as ever, and with as healthy and

vigorous a pulse towards the church of their fathers : and

more than one intimation is already before the committee,

which prompts the well-grounded anticipation that the com-

ing year will be as encouraging as the past, or even still

more abundantly."

Intimates
that the
cause con-
tinues to

prosper as

much as

ever.
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1834 It seemed indeed as if at length, under a reforming and Chap.vtl

^° evangelical establishment, the inestimable blessinc^s of re- Cheerincr

1838. • 1 1 p 1
prospects

lio-ion were about to be carried to the homes of even the which
"^ •111111 seemed to l)e

poorest and most destitute in the land ; and had the govern- openins

• 1 1 1 '1 1 ^^P°'^ **'®

ment of the country come tmieously and heartily to the church.

church's aid, Scotland might have shown again what a

scripturally-constituted and well-wrought church establish-

ment can do for the well-being of a nation. Valuable and

influential as the new churclies were, both they and the

former chapels of ease laboured under the serious disad-

vantage of being unendowed. Left in consequence to de-

pend for support on the pew-rents and other contributions

of those who frequented them, a barrier existed to their

full efficiency in those very districts where, owing to the

poverty and irreligion of the people, they were most urgently

required. Men have no natural appetite for spiritual things.

They do not resort to the house of God as they resort to

the market-place, under the spontaneous impulse of desires To leave the
•• ^ demand to

which they are easrer to indulo-e. It is not enouoh, there- regulate the
•^ ° ^ -11 supply— not

fore, that in the midst of an ungodly neisjhbourhood a sate in the

.
*", case of true

church has been reared and opened. Its minister must go reiigiou.

forth according to the aggressive system of Dr. Chalmers,

accompanied by all the other christian agencies he can

bring to bear upon the surrounding population, to allure

them towards it. And to enable him to do this both freely

and perseveringly, it is obviously indispensable, that to

some extent at least his temporal subsistence be derived

from an external source. Without this he can neither deal importance
of endow-

with those whom he seeks to reclaim in a character suf- n^euts

lor the

ficiently independent, nor can he offer sufficient facilities to churches of
^ ^

_
Ihe poorer

the poorer and more careless to attend on his ministrations, districts.

It is on these grounds the best argument for church endow-

ments rests.

To a national church, charged with the responsibility of
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Chap. VII. ^t least offering to the entire body of the people the iiistruc- 1834

tions and ordinances of religion, the duty of the state would . 1^

8eem to be, to afford such assistance out of the public funds

as might be requisite for that end. A claim of this nature

the church had been making for some time without success,

when at length, in 1835, it was admitted by the govern-

ment to be at least deserving of consideration ; for in the

course of that year a royal commission was issued to in-

Royaicom- quire "into the opportunities of religious worship and

issued in means 01 religious instruction, and the pastoral superinten-

quiie into deucc afforded to the people of Scotland ; and how far these

desritution Were of avail for the religious and moral improvement of

the poor and the working-classes, and with that view to

obtain information respecting their stated attendance in

places of public worship, and their actual connection with

any religious denomination : and to inquire what funds

were then or might thereafter be available for the purpose

of the established church of Scotland, and to report from

time to time, that such remedies might be applied to any

existing evils, as parliament might think fit." It is abun-

Tiie commis- Jaiitlv well known that the inquiries of this commission
sion not (lis- '' i

posed to ^vere not conducted upon the principle of mao-nifyino' the
exaggerate -i ^ ^ o j o
theCiiurch's churcli's casc. Everything was done, on the part of those

who were unfriendly to the establishment, to make the

spiritual destitution existing in the community appear as

small as possible : and it is stating it moderately to say,

that the efforts made for this purpose were not discouraged

by the commission. And yet, after all, this was the de-

plorable result which their report exhibited ; first, that in

Report of the the sinMc citv of Edinburfrh ** there is a laro-e number of
commission

<_• t/ o o
as to the persotis Capable of attendino* who habitually absent thera-
religious

^ ° •^

destitution selves from public worship:" and that this number could
of Ldin- ^

hurgh and ** not be Icss than from 40,000 t^ 50,000, accordino- to the

age at which children may be supposed capable of attending
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1834 church." And next, that in Glasgow ** upwards of 66,000, Chap.vii.

Tcyo exclusive of children under ten years of age, are not in the
lo^O. , . . , . I'll

habit of attending public worship, in the sense m which that

term is understood by the ministers of the several congrega-

tions," and that, *' after making allowance for old and infirm

persons, and those who may necessarily be absent, that num-

ber cannot be stated at less than 55,000." These were

the sunken and degraded masses upon whose pitiable con-

dition,—pitiable both for time and eternity,—Dr. Chalmers

had striven, many years before, to turn the consideration of

men in power. No wonder that now, when their own officers

had at length laid, in part at least, the facts of the case

before them, he looked with both eagerness and confidence

for their immediate interposition.

A deputation, headed by himself, had been sent by the The commfs-

assembly to London in 183o, to solicit endowments for the been issued.in conse-

new churches which his great scheme of church extension quence of

.
-I 1 • • i» 1 ^''® urgency

was fast summonina; into existence ; but the issumoj or the of the

. . . .
Church's

royal commission of inquiry was all the answer they ob- entreaties

.

1 ^ •'on the sub-

tained. And when at length, after the lapse of two years, ject.

the blue books of the commission had been laid on the

tables of parliament, certifying the existence,- in the two

chief cities of Scotland, of a spiritual destitution so exten-

sive and alarming as that which the foregoing quotations

describe, the call upon the government was once more re-

newed by the church. It was, however, renewed in vain.

Something was, indeed, proposed by government to be done.

A scheme was talked of, according: to which what are called The scheme
' ° ot Chm-ch

the bishop's teinds,—the teinds attached in former times to endowments
A proposed by

the Scottish bishoprics, and which had lapsed to the crown ^^'^ govern-

on the abolition of prelacy,—might be appropriated in pro-

viding so far for the exigencies of the church. Anotlier

part of this scheme was to alter the law regarding the un-
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Chap. VII. exhausted teinds,* so as to relax those restrictions, described 1834

in a preceding cliapter, and the operation of which, as there , '^g

stated, had been to render these teinds practically inacces-

sible for the purposes of church extension. The project

was surrounded by so many insuperable difficulties, and was

altofrether so unsuited to the case, that most men were

tempted to think the government never meant it as any-

thing more than one of those ingenious devices to wbich

politicians sometimes have recourse, in order to put an in-

The Duice of convenient question aside. This, at least, was evidently the

opLion 0?^ mind of an illustrious duke, with whom the church's deputa-

andofE'tion had occasion to confer regarding it. "Gentlemen,"

fhrfi^ch. said he, "you will get nothing. That is my opinion. I

am sorry for it ; but so you will find it. You have two

parties against you—the radicals, with Lord Brougham at

their head ; and the government, who are really as much

opposed to you as the radicals. I believe," he said, ** they

y^\l not be able,—or, at least, it will be with great difficulty

if they succeed,—to carry through the grant of the bishops'

teinds. They are part of the consolidated fund \ they will

need an act to get them out ; and I doubt if they will ob-

tain it from the commons. The other part of their mea-

sure, altering the law as to the unexhausted teinds, and

which affects the rights of property, I think they will get

through the lower house. There is some robbery to be

committed by that part of the plan," he said, with a

sarcastic smile, ** and that is a great recommendation to

any measure in present times. But my firm conviction is,'*

he again repeated, "that you will get nothing. The real

question which now divides this country, and w^iich truly

• That is, the surplus tithe remaining in possession of the heritors, or

proprietors of land, and intended by law to be available, under authority

of the court of teinds, for the purposes of the church.
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1834 divides the house of commons, is just this,—church, or no Chap.vil

g^ church. People talk of the war in Spain and the Canada
' question ; but all that is of little moment. The real ques-

tion is, church, or no church : and the majority of the

house of commons,—a small majority, it is true, but still a

majority,—are practically against it. It is a melancholy

state of things, but such appears to me to be the actual

position in which we now stand."*

The views of public men, and especially of those belong- The views of

. public men,
ino' to the liberal school of politics, have undergone, withm and espe-111' cially of

the last ten years, so great a change on the whole question liberal poiiti-

• iiT/vi IT cians, mucli

of church endowments, it seems already difficult to believe changed in

regard to

that, in 1838, matters could possibly have been in the suchques-

position above described. Now-a-days, m place of resist- 1838.

iug all endowments for religious purposes, the tendency is

rather to offer them indiscriminately to every ecclesiastical

body that will accept them. Instead of refusing the claims instead of
rcfusin*'

of existing establishments, or threatening to take from them Church°en-

the endowments they at present possess, the ambition of the state'

,, . . in J^ow willing

all parties m the state seems now to be to call a new to endow all

,11.1 . . , 1. 1 •. parties, and
establishment mto existence, by endowing, almost against especially

its will, the Irish branch of the church of Rome. The of Rome.

same liberalism which formerly would have nothing to do

with religion of any kind, has become quite disposed to

have to do with religion of every kind, or at least of every

kind that will be subservient to political uses or ends.

Perhaps, after all, did an evangelical establishment,—bent

upon executing its divine commission without respect of

persons, and crossing often in its course of straightforward

and fearless integrity, the crooked schemes of time-serving

politicians,—exist at this moment in Scotland, it would

find as much and as vehement opposition to a demand for

* From MS. notes in possession of the author, who acted as secretary

to the deputation.
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Chap. VII. additional endowments, aa the church of Scotland actually 1834

encountered ten years ago. But, however this may be, ^^^
there can be no doubt in the mind of any one acquainted

with the state of parties in parliament, at the period above

alluded to, that the statement given to the deputation from

the church of Scotland upon that subject, was strictly and

literally true. And the fact, that in the judgment of one

so singularly sagacious as the Duke of Wellington, the

The opposi- church establishments of the country had then so little to
tion to en-

''

dowments look for at the hands of the leijislature, serves only the
in 1838,

*=• •^

proved iiow more clearly to show both the wisdom and the necessity of
wisely the *'

ciiurchhad that course which the church of Scotland had been for
acted in

strengthen- some years pursuing, in throwino; herself more and more
ing herself

./ i o o
among her upou the afFections and support of the people. Even the
own people. ^ ^

church of England, that now seems so secure, was not in-

sensible to the danger which then threatened her. It was

in the spring of that year that Dr. Chalmers delivered, in

London, his well-known lectures on church establishments.

And it is a circumstance not undeserving of notice, that

those views of the church's independence of secular control,

in all matters spiritual, which have been traced in the

earlier chapters of this work, and upon which she had pro-

ceeded in adopting the measures of 1834, were the very

views which Dr. Chalmers proclaimed in London, not only

without offence, but amid thunders of applause. It was in

the presence of one of the most influential audiences that

ever assembled in the metropolis, including many of the

most distinguished members of both houses of parliament,

and of the leading prelates of the church of England, the

^eM?oik!i;S
^^^"^^^ Presbyterian minister spoke as follows:— '« There

Si-iJeud-"'''
^^ *® ^^^^^ ^^ *^^^ members of the church of Scotland an in-

cimixhof^
dependent voice from within, and from without there is

hi8°Londou
"^ P^^^'®^ ®'' authority whatever in matters ecclesiastical,

iccturcb. 'j^iie^ ^iiQ fggi dislike to an establishment, do so in geneial.
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1834. because of their recoil from all contact and communication Chap.vii.

to with the state. We have no other communication with the
1838

*
state than tliat of being maintained by it ; after which, we

are left to regulate the proceedings of our great home

mission with all the purity, and the piety, and the indepen-

dence of any missionary board. We are exposed to nothing

from without, which can violate the sanctity of the apostoli-

cal character, if ourselves do not violate it. In things

ecclesiastical, we decide all. Some of these things may be

done wrong ; but still, they are our majorities which do it.

They are not—they cannot be forced upon us from without.

We own no head of the church but the Lord Jesus Christ,

—whatever is done ecclesiastically, is done by our ministers

acting in His name, and in perfect submission to His au-

thority. Implicated as the church and the state are His view of

• T 1 1 'ii J.
the kind of

imagmed to be, they are not so implicated as that, without connectioa
cxistiu&T

the concurrence of the ecclesiastical courts, a full and final between

effect can be given to any proceeding by which the good of state in

Christianity, and the religion of our people maybe affected.

There is not a clerical appointment which can take place in

any one of our parishes, till we have sustained it. Even

the lavf of patronage, right or wrong, is in force, not by the

power of the state, but by the permission of the church, and

with all its fancied omnipotence, has no other basis than

that of our majorities to rest upon. It should never be for-

gotten that, in things ecclesiastical, the highest power of

our church is amenable to no higher power on earth for its

decisions. It can exclude, it can deprive, it can depose at

pleasure. External force might make an obnoxious in-

dividual the holder of a benefice ; but there is no external

force in these realms that could make him a minister of the

church of Scotland. There is nothing which the state can

do to our independent and indestructible church, buo strip

lier of its temporalities. Nee tamen consumeh'-.iur ; suo
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Chap, yii. would remain a church notwithstanding,—as strong as ever lS3'i

in the props of her own moral and inherent greatness. And ^^

though shrivelled in all her dimensions bj the moral injury

inflicted on many thousands of families, she would be at

least as strong as ever in the reverence of her country's

population. She was as much a church in her days of

suiFering, as in her days of outward security and triumph,

—^when a wandering outcast, with nothing but the moun-

tain breezes to play around her, and nought but the caves

of the earth to shelter her,—as now, when admitted to the

bowers of an establishment. The magistrate might with-

draw his protection, and she cease to be an establishment

any longer,—but, in all the high matters of sacred and

spiritual jurisdiction, she would be the same as before.

With or without an establishment, she, in these, is the un-

fettered mistress of her doings. The king, by himself or

by his representative, might be the spectator of our pro-

The memora- ceedings ; but what Lord Chatham said of the poor man's
ble words
of Lord house, is true in all its parts of the church to which I have
Chatham ^

> i
applied by the honour to belong.— * In England, every man s house is

mers to the his castlc,'—not that it is surrounded with walls and battle-
Church of imiit-i • t c
Scotland, ments. It may be a straw-built shed. Every wmd of

heaven may whistle round it,—every element of heaven

may enter it,—but the king cannot, the king dare not."

In regard to this brilliant passage there is a fact not un-

deserving of notice. Attempts have been often made to

diminish the value of that testimony to the truth and

righteousness of the cause of the church's spiritual liberty

Tiie assertion that was derived from the adhesion of Dr. Chalmers to the

ciiaimers party who 80 rcsolutcly maintained it in the ten years' con-
acquired his „. Til •!•• 11 ^ • ' 1

spiritual in- ilict. It lias been said, it is to be hoped in ignorance, that
dcDcndcncc
views late in in the beginning of that conflict he had no sympathy with

years' con- the vicws of tliosc with whom he was outwardly associated

;

that the influence and the urgency of youthful zealots first
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1834 drew him into the struggle, and afterwards drove him on, Chap, vil

,*^o overbearing his own better judgment and his own juster

'

views ! It will not be denied that the ground taken by

the church against the courts of law in the disruption con-

troversy was never, at any period of the contest, more

broadly stated than in the noble paragraph cited above.

And yet, with the single exception of the reference, at its

close, to the striking and memorable words of Lord

Chatham, the entire passage, verbatim et lileratim, is taken

from a sermon '^on religious establishments, preached by the He had pub-°
1 1 r.

lished these

Rev. Dr. Chalmers, in St. George s church, Edmburgh, before views as

G (irlV lis

the society for the daughters of the clergy, in May, 1829 !" I82a.

So little had he to learn from others concerning the funda-

mental principle of the disruption controversy, that five years

before the controversy commenced that principle was as fully

before his mind, and its magnitude was as thoroughly real-

ized, as when he left the establishment for its sake.

It is not, however, for the purpose of refuting a very silly

story that this passage from the London lectures has been

adduced. It has been brought forward chiefly in connec-

tion with the remarks of the Duke of Wellington, as to the

dano'er which at that time threatened even the Enolisho o

church establishment. Nothing but a conviction of the

existence of such dangers could have brought nine bishops

at once to listen to a presbyterian minister defending the

connection of church and state ; and there was but one

theory of that connection which Dr. Chalmers would under-

take to vindicate, the theory that had been realized in the

church of Scotland. There seemed to be nothing monstrous There seemed

in that theory then ; conservative peers and statesmen thing mon-

could hear it propounded with the utmost complacency, tiiese views

because in an hour of peril it proved by far the most eftec- propouuded

tive argument against those Avho were striving to do all },is London

religious establishments away. Posterity will not fail to
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Chap. VII. mark that, when the danger had disappeared, the very same 1834

individuals concurred in 1843 in driving Dr. Chalmers from r^

his place, and in rending the church to which he helonged

asvmder from the state, rather than sanction the very views

which they had themselves applauded to the echo in 1838.

The glorious Never, perhaps, did God, in His providence offer to men
opportunity

that was in powcr a more glorious opportunity of blessing their coun-

ruiersofthe trv than, on the occasion in question, was presented to the
kingdom to

. .....
bless the rulers of this land. Here was a ejreat relio;ious institution,
people.

^ , .

^
,

strong in the historical recollections and hereditary attach-

ments of the people; and stronger still in the scriptural

purity of its faith, in the reviving warmth of its evangelical

spirit, in the popular character of its free constitution, in

the earnestness of its desires, and in the unprecedented

vigour of its efforts and liberality of its contributions, for

the public good. If ever that preserving salt, which a

living Christianity alone supplies, was to be lodged in the

very heart, and in the lowest depths of those corrupting

masses that were fast accumulating on the ground floor of

society, and are now so fearfully endangering the stability

of the whole social edifice, it was by such means and

agencies as the church of Scotland, led on by Dr. Chalmers,

was multiplying on every hand ; and which it needed only

a very limited assistance from the state to have multiplied

still more, and so as to have made them co-extensive with

the spiritual destitution of this northern kingdom. If the

church, through the generous kindness of her own mem-

bers, at her own expense, reared the places of worship, the

state need not have grudged the little help that was neces-

The attitude sary, in order to bring their services within the reach of the

c.andth?'li"mblest and poorest of the people. "We seek by it,"

teSui^s said the eloquent expounder of that claim, ** no increase to

the ^wim- ^"y <^f ^^^ livings ; and as we have no pluralities, each of

our new churches must be occupied by a distinct and addi-
lueut.
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1834 tional ecclesiastic. Let the government themselves deter- Chap.vii.

J? mine what his revenue ought to he ; and then, for every

shilling tliey contribute thereto, by a grant from the trea-

sury, let that shilling go not in augmentation to him, but

in deduction from the seat-rents, which we are at present

forced to demand from the general population. We repeat,

then, that the terminus ad quern of our proposition is not

any personal object of our own, but the public object of a

cheap christian education to the community at large. We
knock at the door of government, not in the crouching Tiie church

attitude of suppliants for ourselves, but in the firm and istswere

high attitude of donors—with two hundred thousand pounds, suppliants.

or a hmidred and eighty new churches as an offering to a

cause of highest patriotism, and saying— * This is our con-

tribution—What is yours ?
' It is not true, as represented,

that we stand before them as so many fawning and pampered

ecclesiastics, bent on the further aggrandizement of our-

selves or of our order. We appear for the families of our

peasants, and our artizans, and our men of handicraft and

hard labour. We are the tribunes of the people, the repre-

sentatives of that class to whom law has given no other

representatives of their own,—of the unfranchised multi-

tude who are without a vote, and without a voice in the

house of commons. Our sacred object is the moral well-

being of that mighty host who swarm and overspread the

ground floor of the fabric of our commonwealth ; and after

the mists of prejudice and misconception have cleared away,

our ultimate hope of success, under heaven, is in the inherent

and essential popularity of our cause."*

Chiefly, it is believed, under the influence of that hostile The applies-

tion to t;c-

political pressure, to which the Duke of Wellino-ton alluded, yemTnent
^ i- '

^

^
_

for churoli

as being at the time so strong against religious establish- endowmeuts

ments in general, the government did nothing. Their own

* Chalmers on Church Establishments
, pp. 109, 110.
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Chap. VII. proposal, limited and defective as it was, was allowed to 1834i

drop, and the church was left to prosecute her great enter- ^^
prize unsupported and alone. And nothing, assuredly, hut

the immense hold which the reforming policy and the

revived evangelism of the church had given her of the

affections of her people, could have enabled her to achieve,

unaided, those triumphs in the cause of church extension -

which have been already described, and which, in the face

of all the discouragements encountered on the side of the

government, went on increasing every day.

The fruits of Nor was it by any means in the home department alone
evangelical

, „ . n t i ^ • n
ascendeucy that the fruits of evangelical ascendency in the manage-

limitedto mcnt of chui'ch affairs appeared. The reader, doubtless,

field. has not forgotten the anti-missionary assembly of 1796. It

was natural, and indeed inevitable, that with the increasing

numbers, and influence of evangelical men in the courts of

the church, a better state of feeling would begin to show

itself in the proceedings of the assembly, even before the

A missioTiavy direction of its business had passed into their hands. Five

been grow- or six years anterior to that period, such was already the

ciTiuch. reaction in favour of those views, for which Dr. Erskine

and his little band of evangelical supporters had struggled

in vain thirty years before, that a proposal to enter on the

work of foreign missions now received the unanimous

sanction of the general assembly. At the head of the

committee which was accordingly appointed, was placed

the late Rev. Dr. Inglis, one of the ministers of Edinburgh.

He was not perhaps the individual whom it would have

occurred to an onlooker to propose for that office. His

cold and somewhat rigid character, and the prominent

place he had long occupied in the leadership of a party

never known for zeal in missionary schemes, would pro-

bably have led any one who was in quest of a suitable

director for this new entcrprize to look elsewhere. And
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1834 yet, Dr. Inglis had many qualities which fitted him to Chap. vii.

, l?,^ undertake this task with eminent advantaoje to the cause. Character of

1838. ^ , ^ ^ , . -.1 n . the Rev. Dr.

rossessed oi a powerful intellect, or uncommon sagacity, ingiis, the

. . first Cou-
and of remarkable talents for business, the practical venerofthe

o 1 T 1 • 1 • • 11 Committee
arrangements necessary tor establishing the mission could on Foreign

Missions.

not well have been in safer hands. And if awanting some-

what in that religious earnestness, and depth of devotional

feeling, so necessary to kindle and keep alive the public

sympathy in such a cause, he was at least sincerely and

increasingly interested in its prosperity. Not mingling

much, in his later years, in the proceedings of the party to

which he continued to belong, it is believed he found in his

new office more congenial employment. He died before

the disruption controversy began, and it is therefore useless

to conjecture what part he would have taken in it had he

lived. In his able *' vindication of ecclesiastical establish- Dr. Tngiis*

ments," he has certainly laid down principles which no tionotEc-
cl'^sisst.ipsl

ingenuity can reconcile with those proceedings on the part of Establish-

rm 1 • meats."
the civil courts which his party sanctioned. *' The kmg-

dom of Christ," said Dr. Inglis, *'is not only spiritual, but

independent. No earthly government has a right to over-

rule or control it." * * * "If any civil government,

under pretence of providing for the welfare of Christ's

spiritual kingdom, shall usurp its peculiar and appropriate

juiisdictiou,—if a civil government shall attempt to direct

the appropriate concerns of the visible church of Christ,

by either superseding, or controlling its separate and Maintainsthe

independent power for the reo:ulation of its own spiritual that the
^ ^ ° -^ Cliurch's in-

and inherent interests,—if a civil government shall pretend dependence
° ^ in matters

to reo;ulate the administration of its ordinances, or to pro- spiritual is
° -^ ot divine

nounce judgment on the qualifications of its ministers, that "giii-

government is so far an adversary of Christ and of His

cause in the world."* There is enough, in these few

* Vindication of Ecclesiastical EstaUisJimenfs, by John Inglis, D.D.,

pp. 102, 103.

I. X
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[ncreasin?

prosperity of

the missioii-

ary cause

subsequent-
ly to 1834.

Chap. VII. words, to Vindicate everything essential in that course, 1834

which, in the conflict between the civil and ecclesiastical ,
*°

18S8
courts, the evangelical party pursued.

Without in the least disparaging the support which, under

the management of Dr. Inglis, was given by many members

of the moderate party to the foreign missions scheme, it

will not be questioned by any one at all acquainted with

the subject, that its life and strength came from the other

side. Undeniable it is that this scheme, in common with

all the rest, acquired fresh force from and after the assem-

bly of 1834. During the year preceding that assembly,

the revenue of the foreign missions scheme was £2,736.

In 1838, it had risen to £7,589. It would be unreason-

able and unjust, however, not to allow that for this rapidly

increasing liberality one important and influential cause

was to be found in the presence, at the period in question,

of that most distinguished and devoted missionary the Rev.

Dr. Duff. It was to him the founding of the church's now

well-known India mission had been intrusted. Compelled

to seek in the climate of his native Scotland, the health

which jungle fever and his own incessant toils on the banks

of the Ganges had already nearly destroyed, he made his

appearance in the general assembly of 1835, and the

speech which on that occasion he delivered, and the sensa-

tion which it produced, none who were present can ever

forget. What a contrast to those days of cold and lifeless

indifference, or rather of semi-infidel antipathy to the

missionary cause, when in that same supreme court of the

church of Scotland the obligation to send the gospel to the

heathen had been all but denied ! Less than forty years

divided 1796 from 1835, but the change which during that

interval the assembly had undergone, amounted to a revolu-

tion. Not only had the representatives and successors of

Dr. Erskine's minority become the prevailing party in the

church, but even moderatism itself had learned to speak

Contrast as

to the mis-

sionary spi-

rit, between
the Assem-
blies nf 179G
and 1835.
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1834 with another tongue. If it had still its Hamiltons and Chap, ttl

,i'?^ Carlvles, they were so far at least affected by the new
1838. J

*
J ...

influences that were abroaa, as to consent to swim with a

current whose force they could no longer stem. Dead,

indeed, must that heart have been that did not thrill with

strong emotion while the eloquent and devoted missionary,

fresh from those scenes of moral and spiritual desolation

which overspread the vast continent of India, thundered in

the ears of the assembly tliis trumpet call to come to the

help of the Lord, to the help of the Lord against the mighty.

*' Ah, lono; too long; has India been a theme for the visions The Rev.rill o rx^ ^ 1-1 Dr. Duff'3

01 poets and the dreams oi romance. Too long has it been speech in the

enshrined in the sparkling bubbles of a vapoury sentimen- 1835.

talism. One's heart is, indeed, sickened with the eternal

song of its balmy skies and voluptuous gales,—its golden

dews and pageantry of blossoms,—its fields of paradise

and bowers

Intwining amaranthine flowers,

—

its blaze of suns and torrents of eternal light. One's

heart is sickened with this eternal song, when above we

behold nought but the spiritual gloom of a gathering

tempest relieved by the lightning glance of the Almighty's

indignation,—around a waste moral wilderness, where 'all

life dies and death lives,'—and underneath one vast cata-

comb of immortal souls perishing for lack of knowledge.

Let us arise and resolve that henceforward these * climes of His appeal on
belialt of

the sun ' shall not be viewed merely as a storehouse of '^'^^

flowers for poetry, and figures for rhetoric, and bold strokes

for oratory ; but shall become the climes of a better sun,

even the Sun of Righteousness,—the nursery of plants of

renown that shall bloom and blossom in the regions of

immortality. Let us arise and revive the genius of the

olden time; let us revive the spirit of our forefathers.
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Chap. VI I. Like them let us unsheath the sword of the Spirit,—unfurl 1834

the banner of the cross,—sound the gospel trump of jubilee. ^^

Like them let us enter into a solemn league and covenant

before our God, in behalf of that benighted laud, that we

shall not rest till the voice of praise and thanksgiving arise

in daily orisons from its coral strands—roll over its fertile

plains—resound from its smiling valleys—and re-echo from

''J/bS"*
^^"^ everlasting hills. Thus shall it be proven, that the

*f s^oUaud
^^^^^^ ^^ Scotland, though *poor can make many rich,'

though poor, beino- herself replenished from *the fulness of the Godhead,'
may coaler ° ^ '

ou India. —that the church of Scotland, though powerless as regards

carnal designs and Avorldly policies, has got the divine

power of bringing many sons into glory,—of calling a

spiritual progeny from afar, numerous as the drops of dew

in the morning, and resplendent with the shining of the

Sun of Righteousness,—a noble company of ransomed

multitudes that shall hail you in the realms of day, and

crown you with the spoils of victory, and sit on thrones,

and live and reign with you amid the splendours of an un-

clouded universe."

When the pale, exhausted, but still burning, impassioned

missionary, concluding with these words an address of

unexampled pathos and power, added this solemn prayer:

**May God hasten the day and put it into the heart of every

one present, to engage in the glorious work of realizing it,**

—the heart, if not the lips, of the entire assembly uttered

a fervent amen ! It is difficult to refer now, at this distance

of time, to the impression which that address produced,

Account without using what may seem like the language of exagge-
given in tlie . •tipi'^
Presbyteriuu ratiou. A scutonce from one of the periodicals oi the year
lleview of

, i .11 1 t 1 i i

July 18:55, wlicn it occuiTcd Will uot be liable to the same suspicion.

—

of the iiu- TA- !•• 1 • • 11 11 »»
pression *' During tliis intensely interesting and eloquent adtlress,

Duff's says the Presbyterian Review oi July, 1835, "the whole

house was absorbed in one feeling exquisite even to pain.
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1834 tears ran down almost every cheek, and with a grateful Chap.vii.

1^ sense of the blessings bestowed on the exertions of our

mission and a fervent hope of the glorious triumphs that

seemed to await it, was mingled an ardent outpouring of

love and admiration towards the . noble missionary who

seemed rushing to spend and to be spent in the great cause

in which his labours had formed a new era, and who now,

with scarce recovered strength, so eloquently strove to in-

spire his countrymen with somewhat of his own devoted

enthusiasm."

It was indeed a token that better days had come for the ciiaimersana

church of Scotland when Chalmers and Duff were contempo- one pleading

raneously making the whole country resound with their then at

noble pleadings,—the one for the heathen at home, the other'for the

other for the heathen abroad. And the fact that the out- abroad,

burst of Christian liberality with which their appeals were

responded to and their efforts sustained, was ushered in

and accompanied by those ecclesiastical reforms which have

been already described, cannot fail to lend force to a con-

clusion which the whole history of the Scottish church con-

firms, that the evangelical and the reforming spirit were

essentially one. The examples that have been already

adduced of the church's practical efficiency, under evan-

gelical management, are not the only ones that might be

given. There was no part of the wide field of duty which

it belongs to a church of Christ to cultivate, that did not

now receive anxious and attentive consideration. What had

been in proo:ress before was prosecuted with auo-mented The measures
^ °

.

-^ °
,

adopted by
resources and enero'v. while much that had been hitherto the Assem.

, ^ o . .
blyofl836,

neeiected was taken up and cared for m a spirit altoirether for promot-

new. In 1836, measures were adopted for promoting, on refigious

interests of
a large scale, the religious interests of the presbyterian Scottishi'i t • 1 1 •• eel 1 settlers in

settlers m the colonies, by makmg the raismg of funds and the British

coiouics

the providing of ministers for that work, a regular and
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Chap.vil permanent department of tlie business of the church. The 1834

church had thus her hand at work in great and strictly ^^
missionary enterprizes among the outfield population of her

own home territory, among her expatriated sons in the

various colonial possessions of the empire, and among tlie

multitudinous and idolatrous tribes of the east. The field

of the church of Christ is the world, and the only section

of that field on which it yet remained for the Scottish church

to enter was that which is occupied by the lost sheep of the

house of Israel. Up till this time no one Christian church,

in its corporate character, had undertaken a mission to the

The mission Jews; but in the year 1838, the general assembly of the
to tiic Jews
oripnated in church of Scotland was enabled, by the grace of God, to

take tliis reproach away. In that year, the venerable Dr.

Keith, the modern apostle of the circumcision, accompanied

by the heavenly-minded M'Cheyne, and his other estimable

colleagues, were sent forth to gather tidings of God's ancient

people, and to bear to them the unwonted news that the

national Christian church of an ancient kingdom had turned

her heart towards them. The immediate result was the

founding of that mission to the Jews, which God has since

60 greatly honoured, and which continues in connection

with the Free church of Scotland, in undiminished, or rather

in growing, vigour and prosperity, at this hour.

TiieefForfg In addition to these e'reat evangelistic movements, it
made in the

^ ^

cause of would be improper to omit an allusion to what was doing at
education. "

the same time in another kindred department,—that of the

education of the people. In the system of the great men

who founded the church of Scotland, the school was all

along designed to have its place side by side with the church.

To their enlightened representations and remonstrances

upon this subject, incessantly and earnestly continued by

their successors, is undoubtedly and exclusively to be

ascribed the institution of the parochial schools of Scotland.
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1834 Valuable as that institution was, the population had much Chap.vii.

qoo outgrown it,—and school extension was as urgently needed
'

as the extension of the church. It is due to the moderate

party to state, that under their auspices, and a good many

years before they ceased to have the direction of the church's

affairs, they had originated a scheme for increasing the

means of education, particularly in the highlands and islands. Principal

Over that scheme the late Rev. Dr. Baird, principal of the able services

university of Edinburgh—a man of great kindness of heart cause.

—long and usefully presided ; and to his great exertions in

its behalf, it was largely indebted for that measure of suc-

cess which it then enjoyed. It was not, however, the

quantity merely, but the quality of education, which had

fallen behind the exigencies of the age. Not only were Tiie quality

the methods of instruction in many respects greatly defective, education

but the range of instruction was extremely limited. Normal fectiveasthe

schools, seminaries where the future teacher might be trained

for his important and arduous profession, were altogether

unknown. The prodigious improvement which has since

been effected in the whole style and business of common

education, was originated mainly by the late Rev. Dr.

Andrew Thomson of Edinburgh. His favourite maxim was,

that the schoolmaster is the school. To put life into the

teacher,—to give him an adequate idea of the importance

and the responsibilities of his office,—Dr. Thomson became Devotion of

a teacher himself; and his school, whether as taught by Andrew'

himself or by those who were trained under his auspices, the caus° oi

and had caught his spirit, became the resort of the younger

and more enterprizing teachers from all parts of the country,

and gave the first impulse to that educational movement

which ever since has continued to gather strength, and which

is now telling with such force over the whole length and

breadth of the kine-dom.

In 1835, Dr. Baird's increasing infirmities disabled him
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CHAP."vn. for the charge he had hitherto taken of the education scheme, 1834

and its management was soon after transferred to other ^"
The Educa- hands. Both the report which was that year laid before
tion Report

,

laid before the asscmhlj, and the proceedings that were founded on it,
1116 Asscni-

bijofi835. bore unequivocal marks of that more vigorous management

that was now at the helm of affairs. Instead of limiting

itself to the consideration of what Avas requisite for the

highlands and islands, as had been the practice heretofore,

the report, given in by the Rev. Dr. Gordon, called the

attention of the church to the original and more compre-

hensive object of the education scheme, and pointed out the

lamentable amount of educational destitution which pre-

vailed in the great cities and more populous districts of the

Proposal for lowlands. It further contained an elaborate argument for
the erection

•. i i i i i i

of Normal the ercction of normal schools, and recommended that steps
Schools. Ti -I 1 1- 11-1

should be immediately taken to have this grand desideratum

in the educational apparatus of the country supplied. Of

this proposal, the late Rev. Dr. Welsh, then professor of

church history in the university of Edinburgh, was both the

author and the eloquent advocate. In moving the adoption

of the report, he took occasion, when speaking of the defec-

tive style of education which prevailed in many of the

existing schools, to bring out his views as to the only

Speech of the effectual remedy.—"The want of proper training in the

Welsh in tcachers is the chief cause of the evil, and until there is

favour of . , . t i

Normal some improvement m this respect, 1 do not expect to see

any great advancement in the cause of education in Scot-

land. It is indeed astonishing that this defect should have

been allowed to exist so long, and that in the highest and

most difficult of all the arts that should be dispensed with,

which is so vigorously and so properly enjoined in every

other department. Yet so it is, that while divines, lawyers,

physicians, merchants, nay, every particular craft and trade,

in addition to the education common to all, enjoin some
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1834. special training for their own separate branch, schoolmasters Chap. vti.

^o are exempted from this general rule. Here no professional

training is required. When ever^'thing else fails, any man is

ready-made for a schoolmaster. And yet, why should this

\yQ9. * * * We would not trust our health, our fortune, our

reputation, in the hands of men who had not specially fitted

themselves for doing us justice in these separate particulars.

In the humblest departments of life, all those Avho minister

to our comfort or convenience, have made their rude pre-

paratory efi'orts ere they could solicit our employment. And

yet, we can allow the instruction of children to be com-

mitted to those who had never themselves enjoyed the

benefit of any training, for the fulfilment of their important

trust. Can anything be more glaring and melancholy than

this inconsistency? We would shrink from the idea of

placing a costly and delicate work of art with those who

were ignorant of its value, or who had not learned to handle

it. And yet, we can place the richest, the most delicate,

the most complicated piece of mechanism, requiring the

extremest skill to arrange its parts, to adjust its movements,

to develope its relations, to preserve it uninjured,—we can

risk the immortal soul in an unpractised, it may be in a

clumsy and careless hand."

Chiefly through the influence of Dr. Welsh and Mr. David A Normal

a 1 1 -I
• r> 1 • School in

btow, steps were then already m progress tor the erection process of

of a normal school in the city of Glasgow. The assembly, Glasgow,

in giving its judgment on the educational report, adverted throug;]i the

to the fact with marked satisfaction, and recommended Dr. Weish

**the committee to encourage the establishment of similar tstow.

institutions in Edinburgh, and other suitable places." The

normal school at Glasgow was soon after comj)leted, and

both the extension and the improvement of education were

carried forward from that time with redoubled energy and

zeal. The amount contributed to promote the objects of
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Chap. VII. the assembly's committee in the year ending at the assembly 1834

Income of the of 1834, was £2121. The amount contributed in the year ^'^

education t ooo r^/fHsro t i t i • o i -1833.
sciiemeis iooo, was i/4:/oo. In other words, the mcome oi the

1838 what Committee had been considerably more than doubled under

I83i: and the new ecclesiastical management, and this, notwithstanding

gate income of the immense sums wliich had been annually raised, during

schemes of the Same period, for the extension of the church. Altogether

is fourteen the clcar income of the schemes of the church had risen, in

ini838'^t£un 1838-9, to the large sum of £69,412, being an amount

1834.
^ ahout fourteen times greater than the income of 1833-4!

Such a fact is surely indicative not merely of increased

vigour in the conduct of the church's affairs, but of that

increased acceptance and confidence which the church must

now have enjoyed among the people. It is impossible that

such results could have been obtained unless those measures

and that management, from the date of whose introduction

they began to appear, had been decidedly favourable to the

practical efficiency of the church.

Ill effects In regard to the veto-law, many predictions had been
which the
enemies of confidently uttered by its opponents, as to the evils it was
the veto-law

"^ J ll

anticipated destined to produce. " It would set patrons and people at
from its

. . .

working, war, and keep parishes, in consequence, without pastors for

years. It would breed heats and divisions among the

people themselves, and drive disappointed minorities out of

the church altogether. It would tempt licentiates to adapt

the jn selves to the tastes of the least educated portion of the

people, in order to gain the support of the multitude, and

thus be injurious both to the learning and the manners of

These unfa- the clcrgy. A fcw years, however, served to rebuke these

tui])ations dismal auguries. Witliin five years after the law had been
contradicted . « - ^^ . i . /. ti t n ,

h> facts. put m lorce 15U parishes had fallen vacant, and out ot the

150 ministers and licentiates presented to these vacant

parishes only ten were vetoed. ' Of these ten vetoes, a large

proportion occurred immediately after the law had been in-
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1834 troduced, and before eitlier patrons or people had come fully CnAP. vil.

*^ to understand its operation. In no single instance did a

second veto occur during any one vacancy of a parisli.

These facts are decisive as to the discord and delay which

the veto-law was expected to create. The anticipations of

Dr. Chalmers were iustified and realized. It wrought, as its working

he finely expressed it, "by pressure, and not by collision, lizedthe

It told silently, but steadily, on the manner in which the of Dr. Chai-

patron exercised his initial right of presentation. It led

him to have greater regard to the feelings and interests of

the people of the vacant charge in making his selection, and

it fell out, in consequence, that in fourteen out of every

fifteen cases the people acquiesced in his choice, and his

presentee was quietly, and to the satisfaction of all parties,

settled in the parish. As to the danger that was threatened

of ofi'ended minorities being driven, under the irritation of

disappointment, to forsake the established church, it is

enough to say that no such case occurred. And that while,

during the . five years now in question, upwards of 200

churches had been added to the establishment, hardly an

additional place of worship had been built in any of the

dissenting bodies. It remains only to notice the deteriorating injurious

• n Til -iiifi influence

mnuence which, it was affirmed, the law would be round to which it was

exert on the candidates for the ministry. Writing in Veto-iaw

T -TV
would exert

reference to this alleo-ed tendency oi the veto-law. Dr. oncandi-

, <. . . dates for the

Chalmers, with five years experience of its operation to ministry.

regulate his conclusions, found himself in a situation not

only to deny the allegation, but to carry the war into the

enemy's country, by showing that the evil of which they

complained was precisely the result which their own favourite

system had too often produced. *' Previous to the veto-law,

in the days of absolute patronage, any client or dependent

who had a sure hold on the influence of his superior,—aa

the son of a factor, or of a favourite tenant, or of a poHtical
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CuAP.viL adherent,—who could confidently reckon upon a living in 1834

Dr. Chalmers the church, might, on the impulse of this worldly con- ,^^3
shows that .,., , , , t f , n

J-ooo.
the influ- sideratiou alone, have entered on the studies 01 the prores-
ence of tlie . i , , e • ^ ^

lawiiadbeen sion, whether by a course 01 partial or regular attendance,
liiglily bene- , ,, < , ,• , n i-ti-i
ficiai. and could at length realize the preferment which his heart

was set upon. This will not now he done so easily, with

the fear of the veto before their eyes. And, accordingly,

we doubt not there are many who, rather than encounter

the hazard of being vetoed at the termination of their

academical career, have, very wisely, taken the matter into

their own hands, and put the veto on themselves at the

commencement of it. * * * Altogether, the eficct will be,

or rather the effect is, a generation of licentiates of more

devoted principle and of loftier talent than heretofore : and

we again appeal to the observation of all Scotland if, both

in regard to the work of the pulpit on Sabbath, and the

work of the parish throughout the week, this efiect has not

begun to be palpably realized. The fact which cannot be

denied or explained away is, that both students and licentiates

are now of a higher grade than formerly, and that whether

in respect of personal Christianity or of both sacred and

The position P'eneral literature. " No man either was or could be in a
of Dr. Clial- '^

. . ^ , _
, i • i -r. /-.i i . ,

niers, as position SO favourable as that which Dr. Chalmers occupied
Professor of „ , • . i i i • i • •

divinity, for speaking with accuracy and authority upon this point.
enabled him ,. . . in- i • • o t\ ^• ^ i i-i
to speak The divimty hall in the university 01 iLdinburgh, over which

racy and lie presided, was the great school of tlie prophets, out of

this subject, which the pulpits and parishes of the church of Scotland

were then chiefly supplied with their ministers. And the

testimony which he bore upon the subject no one acquainted

with the facts of the case has ever ventured to dispute.

It is well known indeed, that even those who at the outset

were most vehemently opposed to the veto-law, including

"Dr. Cook himself, had begun some years afterwards to

speak of it in a very altered tone. After an ineffectual
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1834! attempt to procure its repeal in the assembly of 1835, an Chap.vii.

Tooo attempt which was defeated by a majority of 52, opposition Opposition to

Xooo, ^
/. 1 1 1 mi the Veto-law

to it entirely ceased in the courts of the church, ihe same and the
•^

.
Chapel act

thine: occurred in reo-ard to the act for removmoj the dis- ceased in the

• . rm Church

abilities of chapel churches and ministers. The same party courts soon

who resisted it in 1834, made a motion to have it rescinded were passed

in the assembly of 1835, a motion which was thrown out

upon a division by 176 to 108 votes. From that day

forward, not only did all opposition to the chapel act cease,

but on the express recommendation of the moderate party

themselves, a chapel minister, and one who was a zealous a Chapel

member of their own party, the Rev. Dr. M'Leod of Glasgow, minister,

was shortly afterwards placed in the chair of the general chosen to be

assembly. In a word it may be unhesitatingly affirmed, of the

that never in modern times did the general assembly, or Assembly.

the ecclesiastical courts throughout the church, present a

more pleasing spectacle than at the period now under review.

The violence of party spirit had, in a great measure, dis-

appeared. Although the leading characteristics by which

the two parties in the church had all along been distinguished,

might still be easily enough discerned, there was no unseemly

collision between them. If the evangelical majority were

learning something in the details of ecclesiastical manage-

ment, from those who had preceded them in the direction

of church affairs, it may be safely and without offence

affirmed, on the other hand, that the moderate minority

were benefiting in their turn under the influence of that

warmer pietj, and purer discipline, and increased activity

and zeal, which now pervaded the whole atmosphere of the

church.

Amona; the practical improvements introduced durino- this Reform of the

, , , p 1 .
Eldership.

healthful and promising period of the church's history, was

the measure which provided that no elder should be eligible

as a commissioner to the general assembly, who was not
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Chap. VII.

Injury the

Cliui-cli liad

sustained
from the
preseuce in

the Assem-
bly of elders

wlio had
nothing of

their office

but the

name.

Recommen-
dations of

Mr. Dun-
lop's cora-

imttee on
the elder-

ship.

honajkle an acting elder in some particular kirk-session and 1834s

congregation of the church. Upon the motion of Mr. Dunlop, ,^
this important measure was carried, after a vigorous struggle,

in the assembly of 1836. Previous to that time, it had

become common for individuals who had neither the incli-

nation nor the fitness to discharge the ordinary duties of

the eldership, to get themselves appointed to the office solely

for the purpose of obtaining seats in the general assembly.

Such persons, strangers in many cases to all the feelings

and habits that should distinguish the office-bearers of the

church of Christ, were often, as might have been anticipated,

a source of great injury to the church, obstructing the

exercise of a faithful discipline, and lowering, by their

secularity and religious indifference, the whole tone and

spirit of the assembly. Their presence was a manifest

violation of all those principles that were designed by the

law and constitution of the church, to regulate the com-

position of its supreme court. And the act accordingly

which put an end to this abuse, was a much needed and

most important step in the direction of practical reform.

The whole state, indeed, of the eldership was greatly in

want of revision. The eldership constitutes one of the most

valuable elements of presbyterianism, and on the purity

and integrity in which it is maintained, much of the sound-

ness and efficiency of any presbyterian church must always

depend. It was abundantly well known, that in very many

parishes it had sunk into a state of utter uselessness. A
committee, of which Mr. Dunlop was convener, had accor-

dingly been appointed in 1834, the very first year of the

reforming decade, to examine into this whole subject, and

the measure above mentioned as having been carried in

1836, had formed one of the recommendations contained in

that committee's report. In that report it was justly

observed, that *' no provisions or checks which may be
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1834 established with reference to the election of representative Chap.vil

elders, can prove efficient unless accompanied by regulations

that may exclude from admission to the office of elder, per-

sons not duly qualified, and who are not able and willing to

perform the proper duties of the office." And after pointing

out how the office had been lowered in the estimation of the

people by the system which had been followed, of excluding

the conoreoation from all share in the election of those who

were to exercise it, a system which converted the elder

into the mere nominee of the minister, and in many cases

into his creature and tool, the report recommended a return Proposal to
'^ give the con-

to the practice of the earlier and purer periods of the church's gregation a
•*

.
voice in tlie

history, when the elders were chosen either by the direct choice of
•^

'

"^
their elders.

voice, or at least with the express concurrence of the church

members. Although this part of the committee's recom-

mendation was not adopted till some years later, a great

general improvement, in the condition and working of the

eldership, resulted from the labours of the committee, and

from the full and frequent discussions to which their state-

ments gave rise.

Alons; with these vioiorous efi'orts to elevate the character The disci-
° ° pline of the

and standino; of an important class of the rulers of the church ad-
^ •• ... ministered

church, it was natural to expect that the discipline of the with fidehty

and vigour.

church should exhibit the fruits of the same searchmg and

reforming spirit. Neither heresy nor immorality were any

longer winked at, as too often they had been before. To

deprive a minister who was dishonouring his office by

teaching gross error, or by living in sin, was no longer the

strange and marvellous event which it had been wont to be.

Such was the uncompromising faithfulness with which the

laws of the church were now enforced against all such

delinquents, and such the general efficiency which pervaded

the entire management of its affairs, that impartial on-lookers

were struck with honest admiration at the spectacle which
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Chap. VII. it exhibited. The London Record, the organ of the evan- 1831

Testimony of ffelical party in the church of England, will probably be ., oo«
i\\e London ° l J

^ ^

o * if J 1838,
Record to accepted by most relift-ious men, as a competent witness in
theefficien-

r J o >^ r
cy of the reference to the character and doiua's of a Christian church.
Church of

. . ,
^

Scotiiuidin and it is thus that respectable journal sj)oke of the general

assembly of the church of Scotland, in the summer of 1835

:

** It were impossible, we should think, for the attached

members of the church of England to view the proceedings

of the Scottish church, as detailed in our columns, without

mournful and uncomfortable reflections : there we see the

national church of Scotland concentrated in her supreme,

judicial, and legislative assembly, and wielding with a bold,

vigorous, and yet consecrated arm, all the power with which,

in the good providence of God, she is entrusted. She does

not restrict her proceedings withia a confined range, nor

limit her operations, in this era of danger, to the exercise

of the usual discipline over the immediate objects of her

care ; but considers and adopts various measures more or

less intimately connected with the consolidation of her

strength, the extension of her spiritual influence, the

efficiency of her clergy, the scriptural education of her

children, the propagation of Christianity by missionary

exertions throughout the world, and she also avails herself

of the address of the lapsed church of Geneva to bear a

clear and uncompromising testimony to those fundamental

truths on which she and every other true church of Christ

must ever stand. These appearances, we say, while cheer-

'\ht Record mg and consolatory in the abstract, are fitted to recal un-
ci intrusts

*^

tiie united plcasaut scusations to the minds of the c'odly members of
and vigorous o

./

action of the the cliurcli of E no-land. The irodly vigour and concentrated
Scottish

.

^ fo J o
Churcii with excrtious of the sister church, according to her measure
the disloca-

tion and and Opportunities, cannot but force upon them the remem-
Lelplessness

of the brance that the vast powers of their own church lie scattered
Church of

,

^
Kugiaad. over thc wide expanse of the country, with no centre or
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1834 head of union; with no means in this, her hour of danger, Chap. VIL

, i.?Q of drawing to a head her giant strength, and making it to

bear with full effect on the events of the age, big as they

are with blessing or cursing, life or death, to her existence

as a national church ; in other words, to the national pro-

fession of the christian faith."

Such a spontaneous and incidental testimony from an Posterity wm

enlightened and impartial observer, candour will regard as for the 'sake

evidence of the best and most unexceptionable kind, as to ing; absolute

the true character and merits of that reforming policy on statesmeu

which the churcli of Scotland entered in 1834. But, in- theniue-

dependently altogether of the mere opinion or judgment of tury, Jiave

any class of men upon that subject, the facts which this this reform-

chapter records, facts which resulted directly and immediately prosperous

from that reforming policy, will always furnish for it an ciiurch.

ample vindication. And when at length the prejudices and

the passions, inseparable from a contest so exciting and

eventful, shall have died away, a future generation, review-

ing from a distance, and through a calmer and clearer

atmosphere, the career of growing energy and usefulness

on which the church was now advancing, will doubtless

wonder, that in the nineteenth century it should have

seemed better, not merely to a minority of disappointed

and defeated ecclesiastics, but to leading senators and

statesmen, to arrest so noble a work, and to destroy so

fair a promise of national good, rather than concede to a

christian congregation the very moderate privilege of not

having, peihaps, the hireling nominee of a haughty and

headstrong, if not irreligious and ungodly patron, thrust

upon them against their will! ** Schools," said Dr.

Chalmers,* speaking of the healthful and prosperous

* HemarJcs, d-c, occasioned hy Letter of Dean of Faculty to the Lord
Chancellor, Glasgow, 1839, pp. 74, 75.

I. Y
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Chap.vii. period tliis chapter has described, "schools are multiplying 1834.

with churches. The intellectual is keeping pace with the ^P

moral. The spirit of the age, too resistless to be stemmed

or overborne, will, in the hands of a reforming church, be

tempered with Christianity, and have the right aim impressed

Dr. Chalmers as well as the right principle infused into it. Unless the
on tlie two
alternatives dean, at the head of those ancients whose notions are as
at that time
presented to old as their families, and whom he now labours so despe-
the aristo-

i n i
• •

-i

cracy of the rately, and with all his might, to rally against the majorities
country.

of our church,—unless he succeed in arresting our progress,

we shall take possession of the land, and at length present

to our opponents, as the fruit of our victory, and in the

benefit of which they will have the principal share, present

them with a rational and educated, as well as a religious

and v/ithal orderly population. But if they will follow under

the banners of the dean of faculty,—if the aristocracy of

i our land will commit themselves to the guidance of a defeated

party in Edinburgh, whom the general assembly has now

dethroned from their once hurtful pre-eminence over the

counsels and measures of the church of Scotland,—if more

intent on their own triumph than on the peace and good of

our community, they do succeed in alienating from the church

of our fathers the great bulk and body of their descendants,

—then the alternative has been offered to them, and they

have made their choice,—between a population now loosened

from all the holds of this world's authority, and without

the fear of God or the prospect of a future world before

their eyes; and that same population, chastened by the

power of Christianity, and moulded into a conformity with

His solemn its lessons and its laws. Heaven forefend that they should
warning,

^

''

Hiidthereck- be the authors of their own undoing ; or that, laying a hand

with which of violencB on the fundamental principles of our church, they
It has been r i » ./

dibiegoided. should, like Samson of old, who took hold on the pillars of
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1834 the fabric, bury themselves in the ruins of its fearful over- Chap.vii.

1838.
*^^<^^-" Solemn and pregnant words. And our next chap-
ter will bring us fairly into the stream of those events from
which it will be seen how little the warning was heeded ; how
recklessly, on the contrary, the deprecated alternative was
chosen, with all its tremendous hazards to society in its

'

train.



CHAP. VIII,

THE AUCHTEUARDER CASE.

Chap. VIII, WiiiLE the cliurch was advancing with increasing energy 1838.

and unanimity in that career of usefuhiess which the fore-

going chapter describes, an event had occurred, inconsiderable

in itself and for a time little regarded, hut destined, ere long,

to put a fatal arrest on her prosperity and peace. 1 At the

very moment when the horizon of the future seemed to he
^

all briglit with promise, there had been coming up from the

horizon of the past the little cloud that was soon to darken

the whole firmament, and to fill the heaven with storms. In

Tiie origin of the month of August, 1834, the minister of Auchterarder,
theAucliter-

, , • t t mi
ardercase, a parish in the southern part of Perthshire, died. That

quiet country parish, previously without a name in history,

was about to become the birth-place of a struggle that will

mnlve it memorable for centuries to come. By the law of

Scotland, the patron of a parish is bound, within six montiis

after it has become vacant, by the death or removal of the

former minister, to nominate a successor to the charge,

otherwise he forfeits pro hac vice his right of presentation,

which fails, in that event, into the hands of the presbytery

itself. It was at a meeting of presbytery, held on the 14th

of October, about six weeks after the vacancy occurred,

that a presentation was produced in favour of a licentiate of

the church named Robert Young, from the patrlln, the Earl

of Kinnoull.
j That the general reader may know what kind

of document a presentation is, and to enable him the better

to understand some of the points that may afterwards meet

him in the legal discussions regarding it, it may be as well
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1838. to introduce here a copy of the identical presentation out Chap. viil.

of which the Auchterarder case arose. "The Ricrht Presentation
° by Lord

Honourable Thomas Robert Drummond Hay, Earl of KiimouUm
*'

_
favour or

Kinnoull, undoubted patron of the parish church and parish ^ir. Robert

of Auchterarder, lying within the presbytery of Auchter-

arder and sheriffdom of Perth, considering that the said

church and parish is now vacant, and become at my gift

and presentation by and through the death of the Rev.

Charles Stewart, late minister of the gospel at the said

church of Auchterarder ; and I, being sufficiently informed

of the literature, loyalty, qualifications, good life, and con-

versation of Mr. Robert Young, preacher of the gospel,

residing at Seafield Cottage, Dundee, do therefore, by these

presents, nominate and present the said Robert Young to

be minister of the said parish and church of Auchterarder

during all the days of his lifetime, giving, granting, and

disponing to him the constant, localled, and modified stipend,

with the manse and glebe, and other profits and emoluments

belonging to the said church for the crop and year 1835,

and during his lifetime, and his serving the cure of the said

church, requiring hereby the reverend moderator and presby-

tery of Auchterarder to take trial of the qualifications,

literature, good life, and conversation of the said Robert

Young; and having found him fit and qualified for the

function of the ministry at the said church of Auchterarder,

to admit and receive him thereto, and give him his act of

ordination and admission in due and competent form, recom-

mending hereby to the lords of council and session, upon

sight of this presentation, and the said presbytery's act of

ordination and admission, to grant letters of horning, on a

simple charge of two days only, and other executorials

necessary at the instance of the said Robert Young against

all and sundry the heritors, life-renters, feuars, tacksmen,

tenants, possessors, and occupiers of lands within the said
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Chap, vitt. parish, subject and liable in payment of the said localled 183S.

and modified stipend, for causing the said Robert Young,

and others in his name, be readily answered and paid

thereof in sucli due and competent form as effeirs. And I

consent to the registration hereof in the books of council

and session, or others competent, therein to remain for

preservation : and for that eiFect I constitute ,

my procurators. In witness whereof, &c., (signed) Druni-

mond KinnouU. R. A. Yates, witness. Thomas Neaiham,

witness.**

Tbe fmporf: of It will be Seen upon the very face of this leo-al instrument
tlie presen-

.

tatiou. that the thing which alone the patron professes to have at

his disposal, is the benefice. It is this only which he claims

any right or power to convey. The ** examination, ordi-

nation, and admission,"— everything, in a word, which

belongs to the investing of the presentee with the office of

the ministry and the cure of souls, is here distinctly avowed

to belong to the presbytery. Nor is it merely the presentee's

fitness for the ministry in general, of w^hich the presentation

acknowledges it to be the exclusive prerogative of the

presbytery to judge,-—^but his fitness and qualifications

** for the function of the ministry at the said church of

Auchterarder."

The presentation having been allowed to lie on the table

till next meeting of presbytery, it was taken up for con-

sideration in the usual form and in presence of the attorney

or agent of the patron, on the 27th of the same month. On
that occasion the presbytery recorded in their minutes, that

Thepreshy- as "the twenty-third regulation of the interim act of the
tcrv resolve

toprocecdin late general assembly anent calls, intimates that all cases
ternn of the • i • , . i . , , i r i • •

Veto-law. m which tlie vacancies have taken place alter the rising

of said assembly shall fall under the operation of the

regulations and relative act of assembly anent calls : finds,

therefore, that they must proceed to fill up the vacancy in
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1838. Aiicliterarcler accm-dingto said act and relative regulations/' Chap.vtu.

If, therefore, either the patron or presentee designed to

object to the legal competency of the assembly's act, it

seems obvious enouo-li that now was the time to do so. Not

only, however, was no protestation made against their being

held to be in any way compromised by the presbytery's

resolution, but the patron's agent expressly ** acquiesced "
^tlfg^^jf^J^J*^

in the resolution of the presbytery, and "took instruments
^^^^'f^'^^^!^^'

in the clerk's hands " to denote his acquiescence in the com- ^^tioa.

mon form of law. This important fact is thus specially

noticed, not merely for the purpose of pointing out with how

much reason it was urged afterwards in the civil courts,

that the patron and presentee were "barred by acquiescence

from objecting to the proceedings of the presbytery, and

pleading that the same were illegal,"—but also to show

that at this stao;e of the ease it had not occurred to either

of these parties to question the legality of the assembly's

act, and that the subsequent civil prosecution was an after

thought,

Followino; out their own resolution, and with the express Mr. Young
sent to

concurrence of all concerned, the presbytery of Auchterarder preach in

the parish

appointed Mr. Young, according to the law and immemorial church.

usage of the church, to preach in the parish of Auchterarder,

so that the congregation might judge of his gifts for their

spiritual edification. It has been already explained, that

the church of Scotland does not ordain to a ministerium

vagum. Excepting in the case of those who are set apart

as missionaries, it ordains only to a particular cure of souls.

The licentiate is not in orders: he is as yet a layman. His a licentiate is

license implies no more than this, that the church is satistied man.

so far with his capacity, learning, and character, as to put

him on 2^'^ohation,—to sanction his preaching to the effect

of giving him an opportunity to cultivate his gifts, and to

put the presbytery in a position to judge at a future period
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Chap. VIII. whether they are such as to warrant his heing admitted to 1838.

the office of tlie holy ministry. Mr. Young having preached

on two several sabbaths in Auchterarder, as directed by
the presbytery, the day at length arrived on which the

question must be decided,—has he the call of the congre-

^ion isThe^*
S'^^^^on ? For as the patron's presentation is the foundation

foundation of the title to the benefice,—the call of the conoreo-ation is,
of a title to o o »

the benefice according to the law and practice of the Scottish church,
^tliC Call} to

the ciue of the foundation of the title to the pastoral office. On the
souls.

_

^

day fixed for this purpose, and after due notice given, the

presbytery met in the church of Auchterarder in presence

of the assembled people. The church was filled by a con-

gregation thoroughly alive to the importance and the sacred-

ness of the duty they were now called to perform. After

divine service had been conducted in the usual way, the

call was produced, read, and presented for signature to the

^the mlish of P^^P"^^* ^^ ^^" ^^ these words :
— ** We, the heritors, elders,

deTto Mr'
^^^^^^ ^^ families, and parishioners of the parish of Auchter-

YoS arder, within the bounds of the presbytery of Auchterarder,

and county of Perth, taking into our consideration the

present destitute state of the said parish, through the want

of a gospel ministry among us, occasioned by the death of

our late pastor, the Rev. Charles Stewart, and being satis-

fied with the learning, abilities, and other good qualifications

of you, Mr. Robert Young, preacher of the gospel, and

having heard you preach to our satisfaction and edification,

do hereby invite and call you, the said Mr. Robert Young,

to take the charge and oversight of this parish, and to

come and labour among us in the work of the gospel ministry,

hereby promising to you all due respect and encouragement

in the Lord. We likewise entreat the reverend presbytery

of Auchterarder to approve and concur with this our most

cordial call, and to use all proper means for making the

Bame efl'ectual, by your ordination and settlement among
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1S38. us, as soon as tlie steps necessary thereto will admit. In Chap.viii.

witness whereof, we subscribe these presents, at the church

of Auchterarder, on this the 2d day of December, 1834

years."

This solemn statement on the part of the congregation

forms, as must be at once apparent, the natural and ap-

propriate accompaniment to the deed of the patron. The

patron offers, and it is all that he can give, a benefice. The

people offer, and they alone, according to either scripture

or right reason, are competent to offer it, the care of their

souls. There could be no question at all that the Earl of

Kinnoull was the legal patron, and therefore that in his

presentation, the presbytery had before them the means of

constituting a valid title to the living. And had the signa-

tures attached to the call been such as to satisfy the presby-

tery that it expressed the voice of the congregation, their

warrant to proceed could have been no longer doubtful, and

Mr. Robert Young, if found, on examination, to possess the

other requisites of learning, character, and good life, would

certainly and without delay, have obtained both the benefice

and the cure. The signature appended to the deed o^
''^^\?Jn iSe" te

presentation was undoubtedly that of the patron, but not signature ^of

less undoubtedly the names adhibited to the call did not
JJjf^ 'Jf^^j^^^jj^

constitute in any sense the signature of the parish. Had jj."^'||*g*^'"«^

the name of his lordship's valet been the signature attached people.

to the presentation, Lord Kinnoull could not have thought

the presbytery acted unreasonably had they thrown the

spurious deed over their table. And it should not have

surprised eitlier the patron or the presentee, that this treat-

ment was given to a call which taking to itself the st3de,

title, and designation of " we the heritors, elders, heads of

families, and parishioners of the parish of Auchterarder," Tlic call

• J 1
signed i)y

a parish containino: upwards of 3,000 souls, was signed by only two

• Ti/r- 1 1 rr -1
paiisliion-

three individuals, only two of whom, a certani Michael iod ers.
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Chap.viii. and a certain Peter Clark, belonged to the parish! Sheri- 1838.

d.an's "three tailors of Toolej-street," were not a greater

burlesque upon " we, the people of England."

Let it be borne in mind, that unless the presbjterj,

by a formal judgment pronounced by them as a court of the

church of Christ, sustained this call as sufficient, that is, as

representing adequately and fairly the mind of the congre-

gation, they could not, according to the law and immemorial

practice of the church of Scotland, proceed a single step

farther towards the settlement of Mr. Youno*. The fact

that, under the reign of moderatisra, presbyteries were not

ashamed to prostitute their sacred spiritual functions by

performing farces of this kind, cannot alter the nature of

things ; cannot turn a lie into a truth. Michael Tod and

Peter Clark were not the congregation of Auchterarder

;

and their call, though cauntersigned by the patron's factor,

could never, without the grossest indecency, have been

made the basis of that solemn procedure by which the church

Tiie call iilus- of Scotland sets a man over the flock of Christ. In order,

tiie place it liowevcr, fully to understand not simply the effrontery, but

the ordina- the profanity which the sustaining of such a call must needs

minister, have involved, it is necessary to advance from this first step

to that which comes last, in the process of the ordination

and admission of a minister to a cure of souls. When the

day for that solemn service in any given case arrives, the

presbytery assemble, the people convene, divine worship is

offered, the presentee stands up in the face of the congrega-

tion, and the officiating minister proceeds to impose the

ordination vows. The last of them all is this, ** Do you

accept and close with the call to be pastor of this parish,

and promise through grace to perform all the duties of a

faithful minister of the gospel among this people?'* The

call of Michael Tod and Peter Clark, two individuals out of

three thousand, sanctioned in the presence of God, and by
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1S38. a solemn religious act, as tlie call of the parish, and as the Chap.tiil

warrant to the presbytery for proceeding with the ordination,

—what could have been a greater mockery, or a grosser

Tiolation of sacred things ?

There is only one plea that could possibly be urged to The Veto-iaw

lessen the ofFensIveness of such a proceeding. If there tiie negative

were no opposition to the call, it might be nelcl that silence the positive

, ,
- 11. 1 • state of feel-

was to be taken for consent; and on this ground, previous ingmthe

to the passing of the veto-law, calls that were signed tioifinre-

fcrcncc to

scantily enough were occasionally defended even by some tiiepresen-

of those that were no friends to the policy of moderatism.

Even then the ground was narrow and dangerous ; but the

passing of the veto-law having enabled congregations to

bring out the negative as well as the positive state of feeling

in reference to the presentee, that ground was no longer

available for the vindication of Mr. Young's call to Auchter-

arder. Finding that they had exhausted the number of

callers, the presbytery *'then proceeded to afford an oppor-

tunity to the male heads of families whose names stand

upon the (communion) roll, to give in dissents from the call

and settlement of Mr. Robert Young, as minister of the

palish.'* This step in the process formed a striking contrast

to the one that went before it ; instead of two individuals,

nearly the whole congregation were instantly on their feet.

' Out of 330 persons entitled to exercise the privilege, no The Veto

fewer than 287 came forward to record their names at the by the con-

presbytery's table as dissentients against Mr. Young's call
"

and settlement ; and that under the solemn sanction of a

declaration which the very fact of their dissenting implied

their readiness to take, that they were actuated *' by no

factious or malicious motive, but solely by a conscientious

regard to the spiritual interests of themselves or the con-

gregation."

In these circumstances the course of the presbytery could
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CiTAp.viii. not be otherwise than simple and plain. If that principle 1838.

The duty of of non-intrusion which the veto-law was designed to protect
the presby- j i. , i i -i p • /• i
tcry in such and cniorcc, was not to be trampled under foot,—if the
a case was .111 -,

plain. presentee was not to be thrust into the church at the expense

of driving out the people,—to he clothed with the fleece at

the expense of being stripped of the flock,—the presbytery

must reject Mr. Young's call, and refuse to proceed with

his settlement. Having adjourned for a fortnight, agreeably

to one of the provisions of the veto-law, in order that time

might be afibrded to the dissentients to consider maturely

the course they had followed ; and finding at the adjourned

meeting that they all without one solitary exception adhered

to their dissent, the presbytery came to the preliminary

decision, that there is ** a majority of the persons on the

roll still dissenting.*' The majority in point of fact,

amounted to seven-eighths of the whole. Thereupon it was

^tor?ecrM
^ further moved and seconded, that the presbytery ** do take

Yoimg. into consideration the call to Mr. Young, presentee to

Auchterarder, and do find, that it being signed only by

three individuals, and of these only two members of the

congregation, that said call is not a good or sufficient call:

and do declare that no settlement can take place thereon.'*

ATnenament To this motiou an amendment was moved, that because of
to delay, till

'

taken'wx'^
Certain appeals to the provincial synod taken in the course

b^*Csu°e-
^^ *^^^ foregoing proceedings by the agent for the presentee,

courS^^^
" ^* ^^^ incompetent at this stage of the business " to come

to a final judgment. The appeals in question had no refe-

rence to the legality of the veto-law ; on the contrary, they

were founded on the alleged violation by the presbytery of

Bome of the regulations which constituted the directory for

working it. The objections, obviously groundless and

untenable, on which the appeals were taken, the presbytery

had repelled. It appeared, however, to the supporters of

the amendment, that till these appeals should have been
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1838. disposed of by the synod, the final decision of the case ought Chap. viri.

to be delayed. The amendment having been carried, the The amend-

case went accordingly to the Synod of Perth and Stirling, ried, and the

case ap-

in the month of April following ; where the appeals were pealed ac-

cordingly.

dismissed and the case remitted to the presbytery, '* to

proceed agreeably" to the veto-law. This sentence having

been appealed, in its turn, to the general assembly, it was

finally decided on the 30th of May, that " the proceedings The decisioa

,.,,.. of the

of the- presbytery are not liable to any valid objections. Assembly.

and remit to the presbytery to proceed fm-ther in the

matter in terms of the interim act (the veto law) of last

assembly."

The remaining history of the case, in so far as its career

in the church courts is concerned, is soon told. On the 7th

of July, the presbytery of Auchterarder met once more in

the vacant parish, and with the decision of the general

assembly before them for their sruidance, did " now reject Final sen-
''

* , 1 r. 1
tence of the

Mr. Yoimo;, the presentee to Auchterarder, so tar as regards presbytery

. •, .
1 1 11 • ofAuditer-

the particular presentation on their table, and the occasion avder, reject-

of this vacancy in the parish of Auchterarder, and do loung.'

forthwith direct their clerk to give notice of this their

determination to the patron, the presentee, and the elders

of the parish of Auchterarder.'* Against this sentence,

Mr. Young's agent " protested and appealed to the ensuing

synod of Perth and Stirling." That appeal, however, was

never followed out, and So far as the church was concerned

the case was now at an end. And here the reflection

cannot fail to suggest itself, that if the act of 1834 was to

be disputed at all, a better case than that of Auchterarder The Auchtcr-
*

• 1 J
arder case

for brinffino: the real question which that act mvolved to an M-eii fitted to
° ° •••

. test the non-

issue could not well have arisen. At Auchterarder it was intnisiou

,. principle.

no neck-and-neck race between the callers and the dissen-

tients. It was no case of a parish all but equally divided

on the subject of the presentee's gifts. It was not a case
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Chap. VIII. in which the only thing at stake was the mere letter of the 183S.

veto-law. The parish was, to all intents and purposes, at

one upon the point submitted to them. Mr. Young could

not by possibility have become minister of Auchterarder,

except at the expense of its being declared that the call of

the people was a nullity, and the principle of non-intrusion

a lie. If the call of Michael Tod and Peter Clark was

sufficient,— if two parishioners out of three thousand were

enough,— the call could be nothing better than a legal

fiction, which ought to have no place among the solemnities

of religion, and no share in the proceedings of a court of

Christ. And again, if the proclaimed opposition of seven-

eighths of a congregation, represented by the most staid and

sober-minded portion of it, the male heads of families in full

church communion, did not suffice to bring into operation

the principle that ** no pastor is to be intruded on a con-

gregation contrary to their will," it could be only because

the standards and laws of the church which so unequivocally

announce that principle were to be stigmatized as uttering

The call and a falsehood. The call and non-intrusion, not in their
non-intru- .,,.,.
sion, not in accidents but in their essence, were the grave matters

dents but in involved in the Auchterarder case. It will be seen, accord-
tlicir CS"

seuce, were iugly, in the scqucl, that the issue of that case has been to

this case, sweep botli the one and the other utterly and entirely away.

It has been already noticed, that the appeal to the synod,

taken against the final sentence of the presbytery of Auchter-

arder, by Mr. Young's agent, was dropped. The reason

was, that before the synod met, the resolution had been

The patron taken by the presentee and the patron to carry their case
and ])rescu- . , . ., mi • i

tee resolve intc Che civil courts. The private history of that resolution,
to carry the . .

i
, . , . .

case into the it miglit DC curious, Dut it IS Hot important to know. It

law. has been generally understood, that though Lord Kinnoull

lent his name, he lent nothing more to support the action

that was destined to break up a great national institution.
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1838. His lordship's responsibility, however, was not lessened by Chap.viu.

leaving the expenses of the suit to be defrayed by the

presentee. Such an arrangement seems only to show,

that though the maintenance of his rights as patron might

hazard the disruption of the church of Scotland, his lordship

did not think them suflSciently valuable to risk, for their

sake, the costs of an action at law. The fact adds another

to the many curious illustrations which history supplies of

the light way in which often those first steps are taken,

whereby, in the end, great public interests come to be sub-

verted and destroyed. His lordship lends his spade, though

he would not think it worth while to use it himself, to dig The patron's

,
part in tli!3

a little hole in the bank ; and the hole becomes big enough prosecution.

by and bye, under the increasing force and violence of the

inrushmg erastian flood, to sweep away the blood-bought

liberties of the church of Scotland.

There is another circumstance, however, connected with

the rise of this famous Auchterarder case, of much greater

moment, and to which it is necessary that special attention

should now be given. In itself, there was nothing either

new or alarming in the mere fact, that a case which had

been before the courts of the church, should be brought

before the courts of the state. Such a thing, as has in this

work been already shown, had occurred again and again

before. A complex case, like that of the settlement of a

minister, involves, from its very nature, both matters which

are purely ecclesiastical, and matters which are purely civil,

—and, therefore, that both the spiritual and secular courts

might have occasion to handle it, had always been freely

allowed. But the material point to be noticed is this,

—

to

what effects were the courts of law to be now called on to

deal with the case of Auchterarder. This question must be

decided by the pursuers, before they can bring their action

into court at all, as the forms of law reijuire that the sum-
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CuAP. VIII. inons by which the action is raised, shall distinctly state 1838.

what it is they wish the court to do. The leading counsel

for the pursuers was that same dean of faculty who, as

Mr. Hope, g, member of the general assembly, had taken, in 1834,

faculty the qq decided a part in opposing the passing of the law

the pur- which this action was desio;ned to resist. It was, there-
sucrs, °

fore, no new and strange subject with which he had

now, in his professional capacity, to deal. It would, of

course, be unwarrantable to affirm, that he had himself

created the case,—but beyond all dispute, it was the legiti-

mate offspring of his own reasons of dissent, recorded

against the veto-law in the assembly of 1834. There is

plainly, therefore, no room for the supposition that, when

the case was placed in his hands, he had stumbled in his

haste, as a counsel less versant in the points on which it

turned might possibly have done, on a mode of laying the

action, which farther inquiry into precedents led him after-

wards to change. If any man might be expected to know

how far precedents would carry him, in asking the inter-

ference of the civil courts against the veto-law, that man

was the dean of faculty. Nor is there the least reason to

suppose that any shrinking sensitiveness about endangering

the spiritual rights of the church, would at all disturb him

in the discharge of his duty to his clients, by hindering him

from taking up the strongest ground which either statute

or usage could be held to countenance in asserting their

claims. What, then, was the ground which this C07i amove

The original counsel of the Auchterarder patron and presentee took up,
lonnottLc

. ,
^ ^ ^

aeiiou. when he lodged their case in the court of session ? It was

a ground entirely in harmony with that view of the civil

court's jurisdiction which has been given in this work

;

namely, that the validity of the patron's deed of presenta-

tion, and the disposal of the benefice, were the only matters

to which their jurisdiction could extend. In the original
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183S. summons, prepared under the auspices of the dean of faculty, Chap. vm.

the pursuers sought to have it found that Mr. Young had

been ** validly presented,"—which no one ever disputed,

—and that he had " just and leojal ridit to the constant Conclusions
o o Qf the on-

localled and modified stipend, with the manse and debe, &c., ginai sum-
^

_

*- mona.

during all the days and years of his life,"—that the pres-

bytery, and the collectors of the ministers' widows' fund

—

a fund to which, by law, the stipends of all vacant parishes

are assiirned,—should be " decerned and ordained to desist

and cease from molesting and disturbing him in the posses-

sion and enjoyment of the stipend of Auchterarder,"—that

" the heritors of the said parish of Auchterarder ought and

should be decerned and ordained, by decree foresaid, to

make payment to the pursuer, the said Robert Young, of

the stipend payable by each of them, respectively,"—or

alternatively, ** to make payment of the stipend to the

(other) pursuer, the said Thomas Robert, earl of KinnouU,

* * * during the life of the said Robert Young."

Such was, in the first instance, the sum and substance These con-
. elusions in-

of the demand which the legal advisers of the patron and voived no

. interference

presentee thought it competent for the court of session to mtii the

proper jurls-

ffrant. As Mr. Youno- has received a presentation to the diction of

?• . /. * , -, ,> , 1,1 11 the Church.
livmg of Auchterarder, from the undoubted patron, and lias

been hindered from getting it by an act of the church which

has no legal competency,—let him have the living without

ordination to the ministry, or induction to the cure of souls

at all. Or if this cannot be,—if his title to the benefice

cannot be completed without the spiritual act of the church

courts investing him with the pastoral office,—then, and in

respect that the civil court has no jurisdiction to compel

that spiritual act,—let the provision of the act 1592 be

enforced, and let the patron retain the benefice in his own

hands. These were the alternatives between which tho

dean of faculty, in the original summons, rested his entire

I. z
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Chap VIII. case. And had he continued to leave it there, all those 1838.

jTad the case graver questions that were subsequently raised might have
been prose- • -, •,

nited in its been altogether avoided.

form, no Scarcely, however, had the action been brought into court,
conflict be- , , ,

,
,

,

tween the when it scems to have become apparent that, as on the one

ecclesiastical hand, HO law could be found to warrant the giving of the

have ensued, benefice to an unordained and uninducted presentee,—so on

the other, there was a clear law to hinder its beiuo- o-iven

to the patron,—the law, namely, which had expressly con-

veyed all vacant stipends to the widows' fund. Accord-

ingly, before the action had been yet proceeded with, the

form of the summons was entirely changed by the introduc-

riie amend- tion of conclusions of a much more startling nature, and
ed summons • i n • i -i i
and its new such as, if entertained at all, might easily be made to draw
and startling

r ^ n ^ • ^ f •

conclusions, after them consequences of the most extensive and formi-

dable kind. These conclusions, if followed out in the way

which the pursuers contended for, must necessarily touch

the spiritual powers and functions of the church, and could

not fail in the long-run to bring on a conflict of jurisdiction

between the civil and ecclesiastical courts. The amended

summons sought to have it found by the courts of civil law,

Tlie terms of ''" that the presbytery of Auchterarder, and the individual
the amended
summons, members thereof, as the only legal and competent court, to

that effect by law constituted, were bound and astricted to

make trial of the qualifications of the pursuer, and are still

bound so to do; and if in their judgment, after due trial

and examination, the pursuer is found qualified, the said

presbytery are bound and astricted to receive and admit the

pursuer as minister of the church and parish of Auchterar-

der, accordmg to law. That the rejection of the pursuer

by the presbytery, as presentee foresaid, without making

trial of his qualifications in competent and legal form, and

without any objections having been stated to his qualifica-

tions, or against his admission as a minister of the church
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1888. and parish of Auchterarcler, and expressl}^ on the ground Chap.^hi.

that the said presbytery cannot, and ought not to do so, in

respect of a veto of the parishioners, was illegal and inju-

rious to the patrimonial rights of the pursuer, and contrary

to the provisions of the statutes and laws libelled." J

The thing assumed in this "amendment of the libel" is Thesunr-

. 1 1 1 • 1 • nioiis as-

obviously neither more nor less than this—that even in sumes a

n • • 1 • o ^ ^^' 1 • 1. ri<j;ht on the

matters confessedly spiritual, in matters tor handling wnicn part of the

• • ii'imii 1 T • 1 1 ^^^^^ court

It IS on all sides allowed that the presbytery *' is the only to prescribe

n • • . , -, its duty to

legal and competent court, the court oi session is entitled the Presby-

to interfere, to the etfect of prescribing to the presbytery

its duty. And as the right to prescribe a duty would seem

to imply the right to enforce the performance of it, the

claim now made in the Auchterarder case, if followed out

in the manner indicated by the pursuers, could involve

nothing short of the total subversion of the church's spiri-

tual independence. Her courts, on the footing on which

that claim, if conceded in the sense and to the extent con-

templated by the pursuers, must inevitably place them,

would become the mere executors of the decrees of the conse-

court of session ; dispensing, at the bidding of Caesar, the thatassum])-

things of God,—giving or withholding ordination, and by

consequence all other spiritual functions and privileges,

—

not in deference to what they judged to be the revealed will

of their divine Master, Christ,—but in deference to another

master altogether,—to one who enforced his decisions, not

by appealing to conscience and a divine directory, but

simply and shortly by the pains and penalties of civil law.

' The judges of the first division of the court of session having

pronounced an order that this important cause should be

argued before the whole court, the pleadings were opened Tiie case

on the 21st of November, 1837, and concluded on the 12tli E'lss?!
and decided

of the succeeding, month. On the 27th of February follow- 8tii March,

• i . . • .
1838.

mg, the bench began to deliver their judicial opinions,

—
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C?AP.v.ni. and on the 8th of March, the sentence of the court was 1838.

given. / These dates alone are sufficient to indicate the

importance that was attached to the matters in dispute.

Whatever may he thought or said of the decision, it cer-

tainly was not arrived at without the expenditure of an

amount of time and pains worthy of the great interests and

momentous consequences it involved.

Tiie printed When the fact is considered that the printed report of
report ot the ^ ^

case. the case occupies two well-sized octavo volumes, the diffi-

culty will perhaps be seen and sympathized in of selecting

and stating, with the needful brevity, the points material to

Solicitor- the main question at issue. ** One miyht naturally ex-
General ^

^ ^

=• •'

Kutiierford's pect," observed Solicitor-General Rutherford, in opening his
remarks ou

^

i o
the intricacy learned and most lucid reply on the part of the respondents,

ings. " that in a discussion of this kind the ground should be

narrowed as the debate advanced,—that the lists should be

contracted in the hour, as it were, of mortal strife. But it

t often happened otherwise, and in this case remarkably so

;

for the field grew wider and more wide as the conflict was

prolonged; position after position was taken up by both

parties, till at last they were in danger of abandoning alto-

gether the points on which alone the contest turned." If

even the accomplished lawyers who conducted the case had

thus all but lost their way in the labyrinthine mazes which

le^al subtlety and ingenious special pleading had contrived

to gather around it, no wonder that the unprofessional stu-

dent of their learned lucubrations should experience some

little bewilderment in attempting to follow them. Reference

has been already made to the important change that was
Iheintri- eftVcted upou the original form of the action. Not a little
cacy cliufly ^ o
attributable ^f ^he intricacv which characterized the pleadings at the
to the altera- '' x o
ti..ns made }jar, as well as the opinions of the bench, was due to that

summons, change. The civil conclusions about the validity of the

presentation and the disposal of the stipend still stood upon
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1838. the face of the action, and furnished to the counsel for the CnAP.vni,

pursuers plentiful materials for an argument in support of

the court's title to try the cause. In point of fact, how-

ever, these purely civil conclusions were practically super-

seded and set aside by the new matter which had been

subsequently introduced into the summons, and the real

question which alone the court had to deal with was one of

jurisdiction. The question which came to be debated was The real

not—who is the legal patron? or who has a legal title to that was

the fruits of the benefice ?—but, what is the duty of the the bar.

presbytery? And although the conditions of the argument,

as agreed upon by both parties at the bar, were such as to

preclude the pursuers from founding anything whatever

upon the original conclusions of the action ; though these

conclusions were to be held as in reality out of court,—yet

were they continually and dexterously resorted to by the Dexterous

prosecutors, so as both to perplex and to prejudice another the pnrsu-

question with which they had nothing to do. But more made of the

than this, not only was the real point in dispute unfairly of the sum-

overlaid in the argument by considerations which were bor-

rowed from an irrelevant source, but there was a want of

candour and directness in the way in which the one point

laid down for discussion was approached. When the original

summons sought to have it found that either the patron,

Lord Kinnoull, or, alternatively, his presentee, Mr. Young,

was entitled to the fruits of the benefice,—there were corre-

sponding petitory conclusions attached to these demands.

The court was craved, in the event of their deciding in favour

of the claim of either of the pursuers, to ordain the heritors

to pay the stipend to the successful litigant, and to restrain

all other claimants from molesting him in the enjoyment of

it. All this was simple and intelligible : the court was asked

to find that a certain wrong had been done, the remedy for

that wrong was distinctly named, and the court was called

mous.
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Chap. Tin. on to grant the remedy. Not so, however, in regard to the 1S3S.

new and altogether different question of the duty of the

The amend- presbjterv, introduced into the action by the amended sura-

caiiediipon mous, and which came, as has been ah*eady explained, to

declare ab- DO in fact the Only question the court was asked either to
stractly, and ., i-i t ,• ' i ii •

apart Jroni coRSidcr or to decide. In connection witli this new matter
any practical . , , . i . . i t
result, what introduced into their action, there was no corresponding

of the'preV petitory conclusion put forward by the pursuers at all. The

demand made upon the court was to declare nakedly and

abstractly, and altogether apart from any practical result,

what was the duty of the presbytery. The pursuers did not

venture to say, ** the presbytery have committed a wrong

against Mr. Young, in rejecting him as they have done, and

in refusing to proceed any farther with his settlement as

minister of the parish of Auchterarder, and we call on the

civil court to give him redress by requiring the presbytery,

under the pains of law, to set their own sentence rejecting

him aside, and to proceed to ordain and admit him notwith-

standing." Had they taken this bold and manly course,

both the bar and the bench would have known what they

were dealing with, and all parties would have been compelled

Disadvan- to come at oiice to the point. As it was, the true character
tage the
Church sus. of the Conflict was never more than half disclosed, and the
taiued from
this mode of responsibility of fairly facing it was to a large extent evaded.
proceeding.

*< o

Had the court from the very first been challenged by the

pursuers, not merely to lay down a doctrine, but to act upon

and enforce that doctrine,—not merely to assume a compe-

tency to prescribe their duty, in matters ecclesiastical, to

church courts, but actually, by civil process, to compel the

performance of that duty, that is, to compel ordination, by

the rude arguments of fine and imprisonment—the solicitor-

general would have had less occasion to complain of the dis-

cursiveness and irrelevancy of the debate. The lists would

ill that case have been contracted from the beginning. Just
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183S. because it would then have been manifest to all that the Chap."VIIL

strife was mortal—that it involved nothing less than a life

or death struo-o-le, not for the veto-law, but for the church's

right of self-government, for the very soul and essence of

her spiritual freedom—there would have been neither time

nor taste for those " tricks of fence," those nice but need-

less displays of legal swordmanship which, after much noiso

and beating of the air, and confounding of the uninitiated,

left the real merits of the question untouched and often

unapproached.

Whether this insidious and stealthy mode of carryinf? An insidious
•^ ^ o and stealtliy

their point, was the result of a preconcerted plan on the mo^ie of as-
^ ^ ^ sailing the

part of those who jnanaged the case for thie pursuers, it is jurisdictioa

useless to inquire. There can be no reasonable doubt that cuuich,

it much contributed to their ultimate success. It intro-

duced the narrow end of a wedge, which afterwards had

only to be driven home, in order to rend asunder the liberties

of the church of Scotland. Seeing that the action came to

be thrown into the shape that has now been described,—the

shape '* purely and simply of an action of declarator ao^ainst Wd the^
\

"^ ^ '^
.

° Cliurchcom-

the legality of the proceedings of the presbytery under the promise her
i. .y ^ iiidepend-

act of assembly,"* it has been sometimes alleged that the enceby
consenting

church betrayed her own position and principles in consent- to plead at

ing to appear and to plead before the civil court at all.

This, however, is obviously a mistake. The church was

clearly called upon, and. had an undoubted interest to show, Tiie reasons

if she could, that the law passed in 1834, and which had it the duty

governed the decision of the presbytery of Auchterarder in ciimch to

rejecting Mr. Young, was not ultra vires of those powers

which the law of the land had ratified, and that it did not

violate any of those civil rights which the law of patronage

had conferred either on patrons or their presentees. It was

* Eutlierford's Eeply, p. 347.—Robertson's Beport,

plead.
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Chap.vi ij. only by doing so she could prevent a severance of the bene- 1838.

fice from the cure of souls. The church never questioned

the right of the civil court to review the acts of the church,

to the effect of determining whether or not they were entitled

to carry civil results in their train. The church had received

the benefices of her establishment from the state : she had

received them for the support of those who were serving her

spiritual cures. She was therefore not merely entitled, but

bound to see that they were not illegally withdrawn from

that use by any party whatever ; and her business in the

court of session in the Auchterarder case was to hinder such

a withdrawment of the benefice of Auchterarder, either by

Lord Kinnoull the patron, or by Mr. Young, his unordained

and rejected presentee. And, moreover, since the pursuers,

in their attempt to make good their claim to the benefice,

had raised the further question as to the duty of the church

in examining and admitting ministers, the church was doing

nothing more than protecting her own right and interest in

the benefices of the establishment, ia attempting to satisfy

the civil court that her duty in such matters was beyond the

The case ir- limits of the civil court's iurisdiction altoo-ether. In a word,
volved civil JO »

interests, there were civil interests involved in the Auchterarder case,

which the church had a clear call to maintain, and which

could be maintained only in a court of civil law. Her right

to control these civil interests by her decisions, depended

necessarily and solely upon civil statutes. To the question,

how far she had acted in harmony with these statutes, she

was plainly bound to plead ; but to this effect, and to this

Limits with- effect Only,—to determine whether her sentence rejecting

recofrnized Mr. Young should or should not carry the usual civil conse-

court'sjuris- qucnccs aloug with it, of voiding all claim on the part of

the case. Mr. Young to the benefice, and of requiring the patron,

under pain of forfeiting jp?'o hoc vice his right of presentation,

to proceed to nominate another individual to the vacant
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]83S. benefice. These were suIjstant ially the grounds on whicli Cuap.ytii.

the church, through one of her presbyteries, appeared in the

court of session, and these were the limits within which she

submitted her interest in the Auchterarder case to its con-

sideration and decision.

There were two main points in this case, as it was pleaded Tiie two
main points

at the bar, namely, these :—First, was the act of assembly which the

1834 legal,—in harmony, that is, with the civil statutes voived.

regarding patronage on the one hand, and the church's

right of examination And admission of ministers on the

other ? If it was, then must the pursuers be non-suited, and

the sentence of the presbytery of Auchterarder must stand

good, with all its civil results, as against both patron and

presentee. But if it was not legal, then arose the other

point in the case, namely, this, was it ecclesiastical,—did tho

matter, which it was the object of the law to regulate, belong

to the province of ecclesiastical aifciirs ? If so, then was it

out of the cognizance and control of the civil com*t, to any

other or further effect than that of disallowing the civil

results which otherwise would have followed after it. Such

at least was the doctrine held by the church, and maintained

by her counsel at the bar of the court of session. " It is ^rr- Ruther-
•^ ford denies

said," observed Solicitor-General Rutherford, speakino- spe- the right of
'

^

» 1 o r the civil

cifically to this second point of the case, **it is said, how- court even
'' ^ ' '

to iedress n

ever, on the opposite side. If the church may do in this ^"•ongcom-
i i^ ' J nutted by

matter as she pleases, shall the parties injured by her acts t^^ Church,

judicially or legislatively have no redress ? My answer is, matter pro-

None in this court against her judgment, or against her- siasticai.

enactments in reference to matters purely ecclesiastical : and

I maintain further, that in matters purely ecclesiastical,

even if she acts unjustly, illegally, ultra vires, still the

remedy does not lie with this court, nor can your lordships

give redress by controlling the exercise of her ecclesiastical

functions, when in the course of completing the pastoi'al
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relation. The court may have the power of disallowing* the 1838.

after consequences. Your lordships may refuse to regard

the irregular or unlawful proceedings of the church. When
the question before you on any civil right is said to arise out

of the relation so illegally constituted, you may refuse, and

you have refused the stipend in many cases to the incumbent

spiritually inducted: but that is not the question here. The

question is, whether an abuse by the church of her legisla-

tive powers will justify the interposition of this court ? It

_ has been maintained, on the other side, that it loill in all
i he state

. .
'

. .

may redress cases. I maintain the reverse of the proposition, and that
such a
wrong by however competent it may be for the state, by the power of
disestablish-

^ i

ing the leii'islature, to withdraw their recoijrnition of a iurisdic-
theChmch. .?.,.' . , T

tion which is no lono-er exercised so as to warrant the con-

tinuance of the confidence originally reposed, it is not within

your province."*

Tiie first of In reo-ard to the former of these two ffrand points in the
the two °

.

points: Auchterarder case, that is, the legality of the act of 1834,
namely, the

»»././
^

legahty of the determination of it turned substantially upon this other
the Veto-

.

law. question—Is there any legal foundation for the call of the

cono'reo'ation in the settlement of a minister ? . If it wereo o

admitted that the call, according to the ratified constitution

of the church of Scotland, was an element without which

no settlement could proceed, it would be obviously impos-

sible to resist the conclusion that the church must be entitled

to regulate the call; and hence, that the act of 1834 having

been framed for that purpose, and being limited exclusively

To prove the to that object, must be a legal enactment. Accordingly, at
Vet(j-law

1 1 1 i?

illegal, the the bar the counsel for the pursuers took the ground oi
call must be ^• ^

proved to be denying that the call had any legal standing whatever,

—

they held that it was an absolute nullity in the eye of the

law. ** The combination of a call with the right of presenta-

tion in patrons, as by law established," said Mr. Whigham,

* Rutherford's Reply, p. 382.—Robertson's Be^ort, vol. i.
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1838. the junior counsel, "is not only unintelligible but inconsis- Ciiap.viii.

tent. Under no statute will your lordships find any authority The pur-

./. ' ^ ^ 11T11 suer's coun-
lor a union of presentation by the patron and calling by the sei deny the

1 • 1 legality of

congregation. * To the same purpose, the senior counsel, tue call,

the dean of faculty Hope, with equal confidence, observed

— ** I think it quite apparent that, in principle, the call was

not applicable to a patron's presentee, as any necessary part

of the ecclesiastical process. "t

In reply to these strong assertions, attention was called Mr- l^uther-
^ -^ * ^ ford's

by Mr. Rutherford to the fallacy on which they rested,—a answer to
*^

the argu-

fallacy which lies at the bottom of that whole line of aro-u- mentagnmst

. , , . ,

° the call.

ment by which the church's spiritual prerogatives were

assailed, and in deference to which they were in the end

destroyed, ** There is no mention of the call in the statute

of presbytery ; and therefore,'* observed Mr. Rutherford,

** it has been said that the call can be no part of the law of

the land,—no part of the law of the church which the civil

courts are bound to acknowledge or act on. I answer, that,

ailopting such a mode of reasoning, one-half, and more than

a half, of the privileges of the church would be disallowed

;

and she would be rendered more bare of honour and prero-

gative than even any ordinary corporation, whose privileges

may he asserted and ascertained by an appeal to the general

practice of the constitution. If the call be shown to be a He main-
tains, that if

part of the law of the church, it is necessarily a part of the the call be

I .
the law of

law of the land,—because the laAv of the church is recog- the Church,

,
it is, therc-

nized by the state : and if the veto-act, in rea'ulatinG: that fore, the law

call, has not exceeded the bounds within which the le<risla-

ture of the church is circumscribed, it is impossible in a civil

court, any more than in a church court, to deny the lawful-

ness of its enactments. "I Having laid down this funda-

mental principle, he proceeded to show, by a reference to

* Robertson's Report, vol. i., p. 57. f I^i^M P* 260.

X Ibid., y. 35G.

of the laud.
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Chap.viii. the books of disciiiline, and to various express enactments 1838.

Proves the of the church, that the non-intrusion principle, which is the

imbedded in real source and foundation of the call, lay imbedded in the
the very r.iii> •• ii-
constitution very heart of the church s constitution and history ; and

Church. having further shown, by a long series of decisions in the

ecclesiastical courts, that, under the existing law of patron-

age, the want or the insufficiency of a call was held to be a

fatal objection to otherwise unexceptionable presentees ; and

further still, having adverted to the well-known acts of

assembly 1753 and 1759, ** anent simoniacal practices," to

prove how sacred and essential an element in the settlement

of a minister the call was held to be, seeing that by these

acts it was declared to be " a just cause of deposition in

ministers, and of taking away the licence of a probationer,"

if they should be found using undue methods *' to procure a

call," or to obtain ** a concurrence with the presentation
**

of the patron,—having set forth all this array of evidence,

Mr. Rutherford put the matter in dispute in this simple and

tangible form :
—** It is said, no doubt, and this is the mode

pursued on the opposite side, on the basis of their argument

—that regard must be had to the right of the patrons : but

if the church, under reservation of the civil rights of patrons,

has been recognized by the state as possessing the whole

right of collation and induction, and if the call be essential

to collation and induction, how can it be said that the right

of the patron is a civil right, independent of the church, or

of the right of tlie church to determine anything essential to

Demaiias to oi'dination ? The question maybe brought to avery simple test

consistently —Could it be maintained for a single moment, in the face of

laws and all the authoHty which has been laid before your lordships

of tiie now, and by my learned friend (Mr. Bell) who spoke first in

ini'nister * tliis debate, that any presentee could be ordained without a

hci lied with, call,—that the call might be entirely superseded, and tho

presentee inducted into the parish without that form, neglect-
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1838. ing and passing over that part of the procedure which has Chap, vin.

been recoo-nized as essential from the earliest period of her Holds it to
o IT*''® impossi-

history ? Such a position appears to me untenable. It is bie t^ha^tie

contrary to the first principles of her institutional writers,— superseded.

it is contrary to the forms and proceedings laid down in all

her elementary books, and daily observed in practice,—it is

contrary to the standards of the church, and discipline of

the church, and to her most solemn declarations and enact-

ments. I refer not only to the act 1782, but to those

other enactments of 1753 and 1759 in which she herself

expressly declared that it shall be simony,—inferring depo-

sition of office in the case of a minister, deprivation of licence

in the case of a probationer,—if any undue practice shall

be resorted to in order to procure concurrence in a call."*

On the supposition that all these arguments were to go Fvenifthe

for nothing—that the call was to be treated as a shadow, niegai, to

and non-intrusion as a dream—and the whole basis of the can the civil

veto-law to be accordingly swept away,—the question still redress?

remained—To what extent can the civil court grant redress?

Admit that the call is unknown to the civil law, it is beyond

all question known to the church. The principle which it

embodies holds a conspicuous place in her standards of

policy, the obligation to enforce it is made imperative by

many of her laws, and her whole system of conferring

ordination and the cure of souls is constructed on the

assumption of its being an indispensable element in the

settlement of every minister. This plainly implies that, at The call is a

IP 1 11 • matter

least in the iudf::ment of the church herself, the call is a strictly ec-
'' ^

, , clesiasticaL

matter ecclesiastical. It is evidently such, moreover, m its

own proper nature. Its sole design and use is to test the

fitness of a candidate for the ministry, for that particular

sphere which he is seeking to occupy. It bears exclusively

* Eobertsou's liejoort, vol. i., p. 377.
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Chaf. Till, on the question of Lis gifts to edify the body of Christ. 1838.

And lying, therefore, within the ecclesiastical province,—

a

province within which the civil court has no jurisdiction

whatever,—that whole province being by the state itself

declared to belong exclusively to the jurisdiction of the

church,—the foundation of the solicitor-general Rutherford's

In the case assertion remains broad and clear: ** I maintain that in
ofawron» , . . , .pi
committed matters purely ecclesiastical, even if the church acts un-
in a matter . , .„ ,, , . -n i i i t •

i

ecciesiasti- lustly, illegally, uttra vires, still the remedy does not he with
CJil tbc re*

medy does this court—iior Can your lordships give redress by control-

the civil ling the exercise of ecclesiastical functions, when in the

course of completing the pastoral relation. ' ihe hinge or

the whole question as to the church's spiritual independence,

or right of self-government, lies here. And by attending

to the line of argument by which, in the Auchterarder

case, the competency of the civil courts to break in upon

the ecclesiastical province was maintained, much light will

be thrown upon the whole question in dispute.

Take the Dean of Faculty's view of the origin and con-

stitution of the church, and it follows, as matter of course,

that the church can have no intrinsic jurisdiction whatever,

and no province that can, with any strictness of propriety,

Theargru- "be called her own. "The reformation in Scotland," he
ment by
which the says, " was not brought about by changing the creed of the

cuity breaks existino; church (the church of Rome), and carryint; on a
down the

.

® J' J o
jurisdiction different persuasion under the old institutions ; the latter

Chuich. Jell. The authority of the existing church was completely

annulled, and for some time no establishment whatever

existed in its room. It was not by pouring fresher blood

into the ossified and corrupted veins of the ancient system

that our refonnation was accomplished. A new and vigo-

rous, a young and untried fabric, full of energy and power, waa

created by the state in the room of that which the state

overturned and abolished. I say, crealed, for it was devised.
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1838. formed, moulded, instituted, and created wholly and of new, Chap.viii.

by the state." Never was there a more ludicrous travestie His account

I .-, . , f^ o^ tl'C origin

of the facts of history than this passage exhibits ! One and estab-

. Jislinietit of

would suppose that the queen in council, or at any rate the tiie Scottish

estates of parliament, had done the whole business—had, variance

by the pure force of one civil enactment, thrown down the facts of his-

institutions of popery, and by the magic power of another,

had conjured into existence a protestant church in their

room. It could never be gathered from the learned Dean,

what notwithstanding is the indubitable fact, that the

*' authority of the existing (popish) church was completely

annulled," in the sense of being practically thrown off by

the people, not by the help of the state, but in spite of all

that the state could do to uphold it. And as to the state

"devising, forming, moulding, instituting, creating" the

"new and vigorous " church of the reformation, every child

who has read the history of the period knows the contrary.

The state, guided by popish influence, did its best to play

the part of another Herod, by attempting to strangle the

infant church in its cradle. It was in the face of the state's The state did

1 • . Till •! 11 ^^* create,

bitter enmity and bold persecution the protestant church but rather

arose in Scotland, and already had it become so vigorous crush the

as to have enlisted the better part of the nation in its ranks, church of

before the state interposed in its behalf at all ; and when it

did interpose, in 1560, it was simply to do in form what had

already been done in fact, to withdraw the national sanction

from the forsaken and falling superstition, and to. recognize

the adherents of the reformed cause as the true church of

Jesus Christ. Beyond this, as has been shown in an earlier

part of this work, the state for some years did absolutely

nothing. The church, by the blessing of God on the labours The cimrch

of Hamilton, Wishart, Knox, and their devoted fellow- maturedits

labourers, had been " devised, formed, moulded, instituted," cai system

and, in so tar as human agency is concerned, "created, the state.
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Chap. VIII. without any intervention on the part of the state whatever ; 1838.

it framed its confession and standard of policy, it convened

its assemblies, constructed the platform of its government,

and put its whole machinery in motion,—apart from the

civil power ; and it was notoriously as an already existing,

organized, and powerful institution, that it first came into

contact with the state, and received the immunities of an

establishment.

The Deau was dissatisfied with the junior council, because

he had permitted himself to use language which implied

this. Mr. Whio'ham had '* described the establishment of

The Dean the national church as a compact.'' ** Any such compact,"

idea of there exclaimed the Dean, scoutino; the idea which the term
ueing any ^
compact ht' couvcyed, *' any such compact implies the existence of two

ciiurchand independent bodies with previous independent authority

and rights." Undoubtedly it does. And was the church

of Christ not an independent body, having ** indepen-

dent authority and rights," during the first three cen-

turies of the christian era ? Had it no authority and

no rights till in the fourth century it received them at

the date of its civil establishment from the hands of a

Iloman emperor ? Most of those who are contented to

take Scripture for their guide on such questions, are accus-

tomed to think that when the divine Head and Founder of

^mlssionto™'
*^^® church said to his apostles,

— *' All power is given unto

tile truf
^^^' ^^ ^^ heaven and in earth. Go ye therefore, and teach all

theri^Ms
nf^tions, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of

riJy oaie' *^*^ ^^"' ^"^"^ ^^ *^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^* • teaching them to observe

Cliurcb.
g^ij tilings whatsoever I have commanded you : and lo ! I

am with you alway, even to the end of the world ;"* that

then and thereby the only " authority and rights " which

properly belong to any branch of the christian church were

* Matt, xxviii. 19, 20.
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1838. made over to it once for all. But not such is the opinion Chap.viil

of the Dean of Faculty. ** What rights," he demands to The Dean's
'' notions on

know, "had the church of Scotland hefore its estahlishment that subject.

by act of parliament to assert, or surrender, or concede."*

And by way of explaining, what he understands to be in-

volved in the contrary notion, of its actually having pre-

existent rights, he goes on to say,—" The question I advert

to involves the claim of divine right, of a power to legislate

and regulate as bestowed on the church by its great spiritual

Head, and inalienable, as in a pre-eminent manner derived

from the authority and accompanied by the blessing of God.

This, my lords, is the most pernicious error by which the Pronounces
-.

-I 1 o r^^ ' ' ' 1 ,1 I'x* the claim of

blessed truths of Christianity can be perverted, and its m- a divine

fluence on the social system blighted and destroyed,—an part of the

error which arms fallible man with the belief that he pos- exercise her

sesses the power and authority of the divine Teacher whom government,

he worships, and leads him to disregard all rights or ^rnicious
error.

usages, or laws, which interfere with the end which he is

thus tauo;ht to believe he has a divine commission to ac-

complish, or with the authority which he believes he is

commissioned to enforce.'* Stripped of its high-sounding

phraseology, what does all this mean ? It means simply,

that it is false and wicked to affirm that the church can

understand what its divine Lord and Master would have it

to do : but that it is most true and wholesome to maintain,

that the state, through the courts of law, is alone entitled

to determine and declare what is the church's duty. It

means that it is most perilous to society that the church what this

itself should be allowed ** to legislate and regulate " in means.

matters spiritual,—but that it is most safe and necessary

that the power to do all these things should be entirely

under the control of the secular government. Plain it is,

* Eobertson's Beport, vol. i., p. 184.

I. :2 A
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CHA.p.vm. that if the church is to exist as an organized body,—if it is 1838.

to have a membership, and offices, and ordinances,—a power

to legislate and regulate in those matters which belong to

it as a peculiar and distinct society, must reside somewhere.

The Dean's theory amounts simply to this, that it is *' a per-

nicious error " to say that that power was meant, by the Lord

Jesus Christ, to reside in the church itself,—and that, for

the church to plead a divine commission, as its warrant for

what it is doing, or a divine authority for any sentence it is

seeking to enforce, is nothing less than blasphemy against

Christ, and treason against human society ! If indeed the

church took up such ground on the footing of an alleged

infallibility, and if it claimed to enforce its decrees by the

sword of the civil power, there would be some ground for

the Dean's alarm. But he will find the ideal of his sketch

only in the church of Rome. The reformed church of

Scotland not only never made, but ever vehemently con-

tended against all such impious pretensions, and all such

tyrannical recourse to the sword of the civil power.* But

not the less does it claim a divine commission and divine

authority, as the foundation on which both its doctrines and

Tiie reign of its discipline rest. In executing that commission, and en-
tlte Stewarts p . , i •

i t
will tell forcino; that authority, however, it touches neither the person
wlietherit /^ "^

,

^

be safer for nor the property of men,—it deals with conscience alone.
society that

. r» i i i - t
matters spi- And whether society be safer when the power to ** legislate
ritual be .

"^ ... . ,

controlled and rco-ulate " in matters ecclesiastical, is left with those
by the

. . .... . ,

sword of the spiritual I'ulcrs who back their decisions with nothing but
state, or by

, -i i i i • i i»
the keys of an appeal to an open bible, and to the judgment-seat or
Christ's

Church. Christ,—or with that secular power which supports its decrees

* It may indeed be possible enough to pick out stray sentences from

the writings of some of the Scottish reformers, that may seem hardly in

keeping with the description given above. Enlightened views on the

subject of toleration were not reached all at once. But in so far as the

public profession and actings of the church are concerned, the statement

in the text is strictly true.
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1838. with the sword,—let the persecuting reign of the Stewarts CiTAr.Yiii.

tell.

If, indeed, all that the Dean intended to say were only wi.en tte
' ' 111 state e?tab.

this,—that when the state bestows upon a church the iisiiestiie

. .
CImrch, it is

privileo-es of a national establishment, it is entitled to know entitled aud

.
bound to

what the church is to teach, and what is the kind and ex- know what
tlie Church

tent of iurisdiction which it claims to exercise,—his state- is to teach,
•^

&c. &c
ment would not only be harmless, but would embody an

admitted and most important truth. The state, as being

itself responsible to God, is bound to satisfy itself that the

doctrine of the church which it countenances is according to

truth, and that there is nothing in its principles and polity

that trenches upon the proper prerogatives of the civil power.

And, moreover, when this understanding has been once

defined by the statutes on which the church's establishment

rests, the church cannot adopt a new creed or a different if tiieCimrcli
•^ alters its

polity, without, by so doino- releasino; the state from the creed or

. . . . ? . . .
policy, it

obliiration to uphold it as a national institution. But this releases the
^ ^

_
state from

is a concession that will by no means meet the demands of the oWiga-
''

.
tion to

the Dean. His theory assumes that the state is, at least maintain it.

to an established church, the source and fountain of all the

authority and jurisdiction which the church enjoys. His

view is,—not that the state recognises and ratifies a certain

authority and jurisdiction as inherent in the church, and

« derived to it from its divine Head,—and which the state

accordingly binds itself to respect and uphold,—but that These con-
cessions wiU

the state deleo-ates to the church a certain measure of power, not satisfy

.
.the Dean.

which being held from the state, must be exercised at all

times under state control. "When one," he observes. The Church,

lias to consider the power and authority of a national derives aii

v T 1 T 1 T 1 • 11^^^ spiritual
cnurch established by statute, the true question and the powers irom

, • • 1 , , 1 .
statute laws.

simple questiou is—to Avhat extent has statute entrusted to

tJiat church any authority or power, either in spiritual or

ecclesiastical matters ? The Question is not one of divine
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Chap.viii. right, or spiritual authority, or scriptural truth. It is a 1838.

question of law^ of dry law, depending on the construction

of statutes and the force of precedents."

It seems, indeed, extraordinary enough, that any one

should attempt to maintain such a theory in relation to the

The law cf cliurch of Scotland. The very statutes by which it was
Scotland ex- -.i.^ii , t\ » ^

pressiy con- established deny the Dean s doctrme in express terms.
tradicls the

i « i • • • • . i .

Dean's Instead or denouncmg it as a pernicious error, to say that
tlicorv*

the church holds any of her spiritual powers by divine right,

the statute 1592, in so many words declares, that the right

of the church to regulate and dispose of all matters '* con-

cerning heads of religion, matters of heresy, excommunica-

tion, collation and deprivation of ministers," &c., &c., is a

Xhe act 1593, privilege that ** God has given to the spiritual office-hearers

Confession of His Jcivk.''* While the confession of faith, which is also
of Faith, on fiii^iifv i itit
this point, the law 01 the land, pointedly amrms that ** the Lord Jesus,

as King and Head of His church, hath therein appointed a

government in the hands of church officers distinct from the

civil magistrate." And further, that under this delegation

from Christ, **it belongeth to synods and councils (of the

church) ministerially to determine controversies of faith and

cases of conscience ; to set down rules and directions for

the better ordering of the public worship of God and go-

vernment of His church ; to receive complaints in cases of

maladministration, and authoritatively to determine the .

same ; which decrees and determinations, if consonant to

the word of God, are to be received with reverence and sub-

mission, not only for their agreement with the word, but

also for the power whereby they are made, as being an ordi-

nance of God appointed thereunto in His word."*

It is impossible, by any selection of language, more

explicitly and emphatically to contradict the Dean's theory,

* Confession of Faith, chap, xxx., xxxi.
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1838. than by the language now quoted. It would, indeed, have Chap.viii.

been hardly worth while to take so much notice of that So much no-
''

• r 1 • ^^^^ taken of

learned person's confident, but pjroundless assertions, had it the Dean's
^ theory of the

not been that they were adopted, to a large extent, by many relation of
"^ ^

1 • p ^
Cliurch and

of the iudo-es, and went far to reo-ulate those views ot the state, sim-
•^ ° • • 1 A 1 P^y because

court's jurisdiction, on which their decision in the Auchter- it was
''

n • -L 1
adopted bv

ardor case, and in all the subsequent conflicts between the the majority

1 1 T
of the

civil and ecclesiastical courts proceeded. It was not, there- Judges, and

fore, so much by the force of any particular construction ot governed
. their deci-

the act of Queen Anne restoring patronage, as by the force sionoftheii-piiii Auchterar-

of a new view of the fundamental relation of the church and der case.

the state, that the court of session was guided to those con-

clusions which, as afterwards interpreted in the second

Auchterarder case, and sanctioned by the legislature, brought

about the disruption.

The solicitor-general in his reply grappled with the Dean's Mr. Ruther-

erastian theory, and showed, with consummate ability, that to the eras-
"^ tian theory

it was not only unsupported, but contradicted by the whole of the Dean,

constitution and history of the Scottish church. Having

recited the many statutes in which the liberty and jurisdic-

tion of the church " in all matters and causes ecclesiastical,"

are ratified in the broadest and most explicit terras, he went

on to say, *' The statutes already referred to, show that it

is impossible to take the most general survey of the statute

book, witliout seeing the fallacy of any argument that would

rest upon the two or three statutes alone that have been

quoted (by the Dean), as explaining and defining the con-

stitution of the church. These statutes refer to an existing The statutes

7..,. f, ,. 1 J estat)lishing

aiscijmne,—tiiey refer to presbyteries, synods, and as- the Church

semblies already in existence, and exercising known ana create, hut

. simply re-

acknowleaged powers. They do not creaie but recognise an cognize it.

established order of things. Their language in itself is too

vague to have been used, if it had been their object to

create, and not merely to acknowledge and ratify an actual
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Chap, VIII. constitution. To see, therefore, what it is that the parlia- 1838.

meut approved and ratified, your lordships must look to tlie

practice of the church herself and to her records, and must

find in her statute books, and in her practice, the more

exact definition and explanation of that constitution which

the parliament generally, and by reference, sanctioned and

The powers ratified. It is only by referring to the history of the church,
of the

. . , .

Church to and examming the various ways in which the church has

irora her exercised her judicial and legislative powers, that your lord-
standards

1 . 1 r.

andpractice. ships Can know and see what is the form and extent of her

constitution, and to what matters it extends, many of them

having reference to her own internal regulation."* These

general views he proceeded thereupon to illustrate and

enforce by a long series of conclusive examples. On the

supposition that the state was the fountain of the church's

entire jurisdiction, and that it neither had, nor could liave,

any powers but those which civil statutes had in express

terms conveyed, the solicitor-general called on the court to

observe some of the consequences that must follow. The

Cousequen- general assembly has never had its powers defined by any
ces tljat 111 1 • 1 •

would follow statute whatever; and hence the very great power which it

Deau'smode has exercised for centuries, and which it would be considered
ofcoiistru-

1 1 1 1 n
ing the Utterly absurd to challenge, must be pronounced to have no
powers of , , p - . * • i . . ^
the Church, legal loundation. Again, that grand characteristic leaturo

of presbyterian church government, the presence of ruling

elders, an order of men distinct from the ministry, in all the

church courts, has no warrant from any law of the state,

and according to the Dean's theory must be swept away.

Farther still, the church has from time to time altered the

proportion which the representatives, sent by the several

presbyteries to sit in the general assembly, should bear to

the number of parishes which each presbytery contained ;

* Itobcrtson's Report^ vol. i., pp. 352, 353.
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1838. admitted representatives to the assembly from the cliurcli Chap.viii.

of Campvere in Holland, from Darien, and from India

;

divided presbyteries and parishes, made regulations with

respect to plurality of offices, imposed additional tests of the

qualifications of ministers, framed laws regarding simony

and simoniacal practices by ministers and probationers,

regulated the solemnization of marriage, &c. &c., and all

this without any express statutory sanctions for so doing.

*' When your lordships are therefore called to consider,'*

said the solicitor-general, "what are the powers of the

church with respect to collation and admission of ministers,

to what extent more especially the church has it in her

power to regulate the call, * * * it is necessary to

enter into the consideration of the subject in regard to a

church invested with hio-h judicial and leo-islative powers, The powers,
° ''

°
, 1

judicial and

not precisely defined by any acts of parliament, but the legislative,

extent of which is to be discovered in their operation, by the church not

. 1.1 • r 1
defined by

varied and important acts, which, in the exercise oi them, acts of Par-

1 >» lianieiit.

she has from time to time performed.

Having brought this powerful general argument to bear

on the church's right to regulate the call, and having set

forth the grounds already noticed on which the legality of

the act formed for that purpose in 1834, might be confidently

maintained, he returned to the still graver question now

under consideration, of the civil court's power to grant the

redress which the pursuers claimed, even if the legality of

the act of 1834 should be denied. The court's alleged The astrict-

, . . , , ins;; clause of

power to prescribe their duty m this spiritual matter to the the act 1592,

presbyteries of the church, was rested formally on the argument

astricting clause of the act 1592 ; the clause, namely, which it to support

provides that the presbyteries **be bound and astricted to tiouofthe
. . « civil court.

receive and admit whatsoever qualified minister presented

by his majesty or other laic patron." That clause mani-

festly must be read in conjunction with the clause which
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Cjiap.viil precedes it, and which ordains **all presentations to benefices 1S38.

to be direct to the particular presbj^teries in all time coming,

with full power to them to give collation thereupon, and to

put order to all matters and causes ecclesiastical within their

bounds, according to the discipline of the kirk.^* It must

be read, moreover, in conjunction with that whole series

of statutes by which the jurisdiction of the church in all

"matters and causes ecclesiastical," and specially in the

whole business of the ''examination and admission of minis-

ters," is declared to be supreme and independent. And

last of all, it must be read in conjunction with that remark-

able provision of the act 1592, by which it is laid down, as

the only competent remedy, in the event of the presbytery

refusing, on what the civil court might regard as an illegal

ground, to receive and admit the patron's presentee, that

the patron might retain the civil fruits of the benefice in his

own hands. Speaking to this point of the astricting clause

Mr. "Ruther- —«<It is maintained," said the solicitor- general Rutherford,
ford on the

. . °
.

astricting " that the act 1592 contains a special clause by which the
clause. , . . . .

church is astricted and obliged to receive and admit quali-

fied ministers, and that the present action has been brought

in terms to enforce that obligation." The astricting clause

had been repealed by the act 1690, and it might with no

little force of argument be maintained, that there was nothing

Reasons why in Queen Anne's act to revive it. Moreover, it miffht be
the clause

^

miahtbe questioned whether the phrase "qualified minister/* had
held as not ^ ' '

nowin force, reference to a mere probationer, as yet xmordained,—and

whether therefore the astricting clause, even if allowed

to be in force, was ever meant to apply to a case like that

Admitting it of Mr. Young, a layman, seeking not only a benefice, but
to be in , . , . .

force, has scekmg the ministerial office. "But passing all this by,
'

court juris- continued the solicitor-general, "and considering the act
diction to ^^^ • p ' o ^

compel the 1593 as Still m forco, does it follow that your lordships
observance
01 it? have power to see to the observance of that obligation by
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1838. the cliurcli ? or in the event of her failhig to discharge her Chap.vi ii.

duties, that you can compel her to do so ? The church has

not in this respect only, but in many others, rights and

powers of very large extent and of vast importance to the

temporal and spiritual welfare of the people. In this, as

in all other cases, right and poAver imply corresponding

duties and obligations. For the exercise of her rights and

powers, for the performance of her relative duties and obliga-

tions, the church unquestionably is responsible to the state by

which, as an estaUishment, she is created: but she is not The state has

therefore responsible to this court, unless, indeed, it can be the Court oi

shown that the state has made this court the supreme judge supreme

over the church, and has conferred on it power to correct an the^Church.

abuse of power which the church may commit in the discharge

of what are purely her ecclesiastical functions."*

In other words, the solicitor-general clearly proved that

the astricting clause would not suffice to invest the civil

court with the jurisdiction claimed. Unless, along with

that clause, certain general principles be assumed of the

nature of those which the Dean had laid down,—princijjles

which take for granted that there is in the civil court an

inherent supremacy in all matters over the courts of the

church,—the astricting clause would want the fulcrum on

which to rest, and would be altogether impotent as an

engine for overthrowing the spiritual independence of the

church. Nothing could be more striking or impressive

than the argument of the solicitor-general on this funda-

mental point. He sought to open the eyes of the court to

the consequences of such a doctrine as the Dean had main-

tained. "This brings me," he observed, after disputing

that doctrine on the general grounds already noticed, ** to

consider what is of very great importance in this case, as a

* Robertson's JRejport, vol. i., pp. 382, 383.
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Chap. VIII. criterion by which to ascertain how far this court has power 183S.

Mr. Ruther- to interfere in the manner which is asked by this action,
ford oil the

^

''

remed)'Lint- namely—What sort of remedy is proposed, on the other
ed at by the .

•'

.

J if I >

pursuers' side ? There is no remedy asked in the summons. The
counsel.

summons concludes for a mere declaration of ria:ht,—but

my learned friend supplied this defect, and has been pleased

to explain pretty fully the sort of remedies he expects

;

and I am glad that he has done so, because it brings the

matter to this test—Whether any enforcement which your

lordship's decrees in this court can receive will reach the

case which is in court. * * * What remedy can be

imagined, if the presbytery should refuse to fulfil that obli-

gation which your lordships' judgment should declare to be

incumbent on them ? Can you, by any decree, order the

presbytery to take the candidate upon trials ; and if found

qualified, to establish the pastoral relation by ordination ?

Can you complete his admission to the pastoral cure, as

you may no doubt declare his right to the temporal fruits

of the benefice ? Where is there authority for any such

proceeding in the act 1592 ? That statute is directly to

Maintains the contrary: for it points out a specific remedy in the
that by law / , ^ . . , , ,

no remedy event 01 the presbytery reiusmg to induct, namely—that
is competent . i • i mi • i

but the the patron shall have right to the stipend. That is the
alienation of • i • i i ^^ i • i ^^
the benefice, alternative which the statute allows: that is the peculiar

civil remedy which is given for the civil wrong : and the

very circumstance of that special remedy being given, proves

in the strongest manner that no other remedy was intended

;

and that anything like civil process, under your lordships*

decree, to establish the pastoral relation, is a proj)osition

utterly preposterous and extravagant."

ford on the The wisdom, the justice, and the true philosophy of that

provinces of great radical distinction which the whole constitution and

and the history of the church of Scotland exhibited and maintained,

law. between the matters proper to the church, and the matters
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1838, proper to tlie civil power, has been seldom more efFectivelj Chap. viii.

brought out tlian in the following noble appeal :
" What

means," demanded the solicitor-general, "have your lord-

ships of forming a judgment as to whether, in a particular

case, the party proposed is a fit pastor for the parish,

—

wliether it is or is not consistent with the interests of the

church that that particular part of the flock should be

placed under his spiritual cure ? ^ Looking to this court,— Tiie courts of

1 .., ,.,.. Ill 11 l^'^v cannot
to tue prmciple on which it is called to act, to the know- formajmig-

iT I'l.i •• I'll nient upou
ledge wnicli the constitution presumes, and rightly presumes, matters

to reside in it,—you have not the means of forming a correct

or proper judgment upon those spiritual matters which the

constitution has confided to no civil court, but given for

regulation to the church—in her judicial tribunals, and in

her own internal legislature. Enforcing, by your lordships*

decrees, the spiritual induction of a pastor I Compelling,

under pain of horning and imprisonment, the chuich to

confer the spiritual gift of the ministry ! Have the pur-

suers reflected for a moment upon the nature of the propo-

sition they maintain? It is simony,—a grave ecclesiastical

offence, a crime even of deep dye, in the eye of the church,

and not considered lightly by the law,—to procure presen-

tation for good office and reward ; or, in the case of a call,

to procure concurrence to the call by similar means. Then wm the cMi

what shall it be, if the civil power compel, by imprisonment, pel OTdma*

by the dread of punishment—by brute force, for it comes loicif^^^*^

to that—the imposition of hands, and that gift of the Spirit

which is presumed to pass by the ceremony of ordination ?
•

The supposition is monstrous,—and it is the more extraordi-

nary when we consider the constitution of the church of

Scotland in this respect, that she has not, as other churches

often have, their ready-made clerks—their clergymen already

completely ordained—stamped by the church,—persons to

whose ministry there can nowhere be any objection: but
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CiTAp. VIII. that every case of presentation, -with a few exceptions, as 1838.

Mr. Ruther- already observed, of ministers transferred, implies a case of
ford treats .. r^i t • • i ^ ^ ^
the claim of ordmation. So that, if it is held that a presbytery may be
tlie pursuers

i i i • >
-i i •

as altogether compelled, by your lordships decree, to admit the presen-
nioustrous.

tee to the benefice, they must equally, and by necessary

inference, be held as compellable to give ordination."*

^i'^
^^", P?^^* Such were the two leading- positions taken up and main-

were main- tained bv the counsel for the church in the Auchterarder
taineu by •'

the counsel case at the bar of the court of session. First it was con-
fer tlie

Church. tended that the act of 1834 was legal, and therefore that

the decision pronounced under it was effectual to carry all

the ordinary civil results in its train ; and second, on the

supposition of its being found that the church had exceeded

her powers, in the sense of having imposed, by the act of

1834, a restriction upon the rights of patrons not contem-

plated by the statute, that restriction had been effected not

by legislating on a matter of civil cognizance, but by

legislating on a matter strictly ecclesiastical, and lying

therefore exclusively within the province of the church.

And hence, that whatever the courts of law might do in

the way of refusing to allovv decisions under the assembly's

act to affect the disposal of the benefice—whatever, in a

word, they might do in regard to the original conclusions

A fiecree in of the summons—they at all events could not touch the

amended ^ decision of the presbytery. To all spiritual effects that

^Imid^deter- decision was beyond the cognizance of the courts of law

;

Sgniore to take any other view would be to usurp a jurisdiction

that th^'"" which the constitution had not given to the civil court, and

the a'iu?cif to subvert the very foundation of the jurisdiction of the

.tiTve?"-'^'''^ church. Even if the court should pronounce a decision in

Imve'n^cMi tcrms of the amended summons, still so long as no practical

results.
conclusion was founded on it, that decision could not be held

* Robertson's Beport, vol. i., pp. 384, 385.
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1838. to have actually settled anything more than this, that the Chap. vni.

rejection of a presentee, on the ground prescribed by the

Veto-law, was illegal, and could not, therefore, carry the

usual civil results along with it. The pursuers might,

indeed, use that decision afterwards, as they did use it, to lay

the basis of a further demand, that the presbytery should

be compelled, under the pains of law, to undo their spiritual

sentence and to go on with the trials of JMr. Young ; but the

amended summons, as has been already explained, cautiously

—perhaps it would not be too strong an expression to say,

cunningly—avoided making that demand, and no decision,

therefore, which confined itself to the terms of the summons

could be held to have given to that demand a legal sanction.

The bar having concluded its pleadings, and the bench Opinions of

having taken ample time to deliberate, as already noticed,

the judges began, on the 27th Feb. 1848, to deliver their

opinions. It has been already explained, that the main

ground taken up by the counsel for the pursuers, against

the validity of the act 1834, was a denial of the congrega-

tion's right of call. Those judges who supported their

claim did so upon the same ground. They held the call to

be destitute of any foundation in law. The lord president. The Lord
•^

^
,

r > President

who led the way, maintained that the act 1592, the ffreat Hope denies
"^

^ .
tliat tlie call

charter of the church, gave no hint *'of any ri^ht in the has any°
. .

./ o authority in

congregation, or any part of it, to interpose themselves law.

between the patron and the presbytery," and that the act

of 1711, under which patrons enjoyed their existing rights,

*' gives no authority for calls or for a2:)proval or disapproval,

either with or Avithout reason." Lord Gillies contented

himself with assuming, that by the act on calls of 1834,

*' patronage would be rendered a mockery." And holding

that the question lay, which no doubt it did, between

maintaining absolute patronage on the one hand, and

maintaining that restriction upon it which was implied ia
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Chap. VIII. the call on tlie other, he had no difficulty in deciding which 1838.

Lord Gillies of the two to choose. ** If the question be put," said his
firrBcitlv pre-
fers absolute loi'dsliip, "whether the call is to be rendered or continued
patronage to . i i i i
a valid right a mockerj, or whetlier patronage is to be rendered a mockery,
of call,

I have no hesitation in thinting that the call must yield to

the presentation ; and I would at once say, let not patronage

be abolished or defeated, but let the call continue to be,

Avhat it has been for the last fifty years, a mere piece of

form.*' The Lord Justice Clerk Boyle was more cautious

—he admitted that, by the law and practice of the church,

the call was " an established part of the procedure " in the

Tiie Lord Jus- Settlement of a minister, but still he came to the same con-
ticG CJcvk.

comes to the clusion with the others, that the right of presentation "is,
same con-

•, ^ t> f ^^ r • • i

ciusiou. by law, tree from all tetter or restriction whatever, except-

ing the right of tlie church "of giving collation after

examination, as to the qualifications of the persons pre-

sented." His lordship assumed that acceptableness to the

people was no part of a presentee's legal qualification; and

hence, that the call was an element altogether unessential

lordMea- in the process of his settlement. Lord Meadowbank was
dowbank , ,

i i p /^ *

holds that Clear and peremptory, that the act oi Queen Anne restoring

Queen Aune patronage left neither "assent nor dissent" to the people,

right of and of course, that the call was a mere usurpation. Lord

or dissent to Mackenzie took the same view. He held the call to be,

and Lord
' ** of necessity, in contradiction to patronage, and that, when

concurs. continued under patronage, it must necessarily have been

originally a mere piece of resistance to the legislature on

the part of the church." Lord Medwyn, an episcopalian,

confessed that the whole subject was new to him. He
favoured the court, however, with the result of his researches,

and these had conducted him to this conclusion, that the

call was no " legal or necessary step in the induction of a

minister when presented by a patron." His lordship's

disquisition on the riglits of patrons, the law and practice
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1S3S. of the continental eliurclies in regard to the settlement of CHAr.viii.

mhiisters, ecclesiastical jurisdiction, &c., and extending to Lord Med-

eigntj-four closely printed octavo paj^es, became a rich and elaborate

. . . ,. .
speech:

a

favourite quarry, from which, in the sequel of the disruption storehouse
^

^
for the

controversy, the writers and speakers on the side of modera- moderate

. , p^rty- His
tism extracted laro-ely—erroneous quotations not excepted, lordship

. e ^
treats the

The only thing they omitted was an acknowledgment of the call as a

.
usui'pation.

source from whence their ready-made evidence and arguments

had been derived. His lordship found no right belonging

to the congregation, except the right of llbelUng the presen-

tee as a heretic, if his doctrine should be unsound,—or as

a profligate, if his morals were impure. Lord Corehouse

followed Lord Medwyn, sed longo intervaUo, in his researches

into ecclesiastical history. He quoted the authority of a Lord Core-

T\ /~i ^ • II /» 1 house and
certain rope belasius, to prove tliat the consent ot the his ancient

1 r •^^ a f • i i u ecclesiasti-

people was no tree-will consent. "Alter it was settled, caiauthori-

said his lordship, ** that the consent of the people is to be

asked at the admission and ordination of a bishop or other

minister, the question arose, as it necessarily must arise in

such circumstances,—What if the people refuse to consent,

does that defeat the nomination or does it not ? This

question was answered as early as 493. Gelasius, the

pontiff at that time, states, that he was informed that a

benefice had been long vacant, and that very few, and those

of the meanest class, would concur in the election of the

person who had been approved by the church. Therefore

he puts the clergy in mind, that it is their duty to compel

all the people, by assiduous admonitions, to give their con-

sent."* And further, to demonstrate the absurdity of

allowing the voice of the people to have any force or effect

in determining the suitableness of a minister for the charge

to which he may have been nominated by the patron ; his

^ * Robertson's Bejport, vol. ii., p. 220.

ties.
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Chap. VIII. lordship recited the case of the apostles at Ephesus ! 1838.

Paul and Bar- ** When the apostles first preached at Ephesus they were
ufibas were

. . „ ,

not accept- Dv no means acceptable ; and it was not a majority of the
able at

Ephesusi male heads of families then who objected,—we are told

that the whole city rose and rushed into the theatre,

threatening them with personal violence !
'* His lordship

saw no difference whatever between the judgment of a mob

of depraved and godless heathens, and that of a christian

congregation, on the question of a minister's fitness to edify

the soul. His inquiries, it would appear, had not brought

him in contact with the exhortation which scripture addresses

to the members of the christian church, **to try the spirits."

And yet it seems natural to think, that the giving of such an

injunction implies the competency to form a judgment, and

also the propriety of some deference being paid to that

judgment when actually pronounced.

Seven judges Seven iudo-es in succession had thus concurred in con-m succes- " "
sion con- demuino; the call, before a sino;le contrary opinion had ema-
demnthe ® ...
<^aU. nated from the bench. At this point, however, it began to

appear that the court was by no means unanimous. One

Five judges after another, five of the remaining judges, and these not
ID. SUCCCSS"

sion take an certainly the least distinguished among their colleagues

view. either for legal learning or for that grasp of mind and pre-

cision of thought which know how to seize and distinguish the

essential principles of a system, took up a ground upon the

question of the call the very opposite of that which their

brethren had maintained. It has been already stated that

the illegality of the proceedings of the presbytery of Auchter-

arder, and by consequence of the act of assembly, 1834,

must needs imply the nullity of the call. Having shown,

by a singularly lucid and powerful statement, .that the claim

of the pursuers assumed tliis to be the fact. Lord Fullerton

said, *' Looking then at the proceedings of tlie presbytery,

combined with the enactments of the general assembly in
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1838. which they are rested and the terms of the summons, I Chap.viii.

think these inferences are inevitahle: That the presentee in Lord Fuller-

this case was rejected on the ground of the insufficiency of tiiat the

the call, and that your lordships are called upon to declare pursuers is

J.^ •^^ !• f 1 •• 1 t t
to luive, not

tlie Illegality 01 that rejection, on the ground that no call theVeto-

1 r> 1 . 1 . • .
1^^^ inerelv,

or concurrence on the part or the parishioners is required but the cdii

, . , ,

.

-I , , , . , declared
to support a presentation, and that no bar can be interposed illegal

between the admission of the presentation and the taking

the presentee on trials, and his ordination and induction if

these trials are satisfactory. That I must consider to be

the question now at issue. And it is needless to state, that

whether the extent of its operation be considered or its bear-

ing on what has been immemorially treated as the law and

authorized practice of the church, it is a question of the

greatest importance."* Lord FuUerton was clearly of

opinion, that the act of Queen Anne restoring patronage

left untouched all that portion of the preceding law of 1G90,

which recognised the congregation's right to ajDprove or

disapprove of the presentee. But, even if this should not

be insisted on, he held it to be indubitable that the uninter-

rupted and unvarying usage of the church in maintaining

the call, even under the act of Queen Anne, and that with-

out challenge for 150 years, made the call ** as completely Maintains

and effectually part of the law of the land as if such form he part of

(of a call) had been inserted expressly in the act of the 10th thekud.

of Queen Anne" itself.f ' It had been argued, indeed, by

some of the judges on the other side, as well as at the bar,

that the charge of illegality might stand good against the

rejection of Mr. Young without necessarily involving the

illegality of the call ; because his rejection proceeded on the

ground of the dissent or veto of the congregation. In reply

to all this. Lord FuUerton showed that it was utterly incon-

* Robertson's Iie])oi% vol. ii., p. 259. f Ibid., p. 264.

I. 2 Ii
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Cii Ap.\ii f. sistent witli tlie summons of tlie pursuers, whicli was " quite 1838.

explicit, that ante omnia and without any condition or limi-

tation whatever, the presbytery were and are bound and

astricted to make trial of the qualification of the presentee;"

and that it was equally inconsistent with common sense and

The Veto-law the nature of things, it being "impossible to separate the

means of disscut froui the call," the dissent beino- "only one of the
testinj; the =* *^

sufficiency means taken by the fijeneral assembly to determine whether
of the call. 1,1111 .

a call should be sustained or not." The mere circumstance

that this means of testing the sufficiency of a call had been

prescribed by a standing law of the church, could not pos-

if the Assera. sibly make it illegal. If the assembly had a right to test

decide in the Sufficiency of a call judicially in each case as it arose,

judicially it could not, as Lord Fullerton well remarked, be ** ultra

good call — vires of the general assembly to enact, generally and pro-

deciavc it spectively, that in all cases there should be exacted some-
oncc for all . . i • i i i i .1 • • i

by a general thuig which they had a right to exact m every particular

case which came before them." It was obvious, indeed,

that no dependence was placed on the contrary argument

even by those who used it ; for, as has been distinctly shown,

both the counsel of the pursuers and the judges who sup-

ported their claim contended for the absolute nullity of the

call, judging evidently that on this footing alone could their

charge of illegality against the church's proceedings be

made good. ** When I look, then," said his lordship,

summing up his views as to the alleged illegality of Mr.

Young's rejection, ** to the very general terms of the act

of Queen Anne, directing how presbyteries are to admit

—

otMir
^^^

at the principles immemorially held by the church against

150 years, intrusion, meaning by that, settlements independent of the

ed in\ny°' coucurrcnce of the people—at the constant practice, since

detlion*-"' ' the act of Queen Anne, of never dispensing with a call, on

?e^'aifty o'l^ which the ecclesiastical courts were sole judges—when I

the^nghtof
j^^^ ^^ ^1^^ numerous instances in which presentees have
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1838. Loen rejected on the ground of the insuffieiency of the call, Chat-. Mil.

and find tliat, in no one instance lias there been any challenge

by patrons or pi^esentees in a civil court, either of such rejection

or of the form requiring a call as a condition superadded to

the fresentation,— I cannot avoid the conclusion that the

requisite of some concurrence on the part of the parish, of

which the sufficiency is to be judged of exclusively by the

church courts, is, by law, part of that form of the admission

of ministers, according to which alone presbyteries are

bound to admit the presentees of patrons."* Lord Mon-

crieff concnrred with Lord Fullerton in his interpretation of L^JrclMon-
crieff takes

the act of Queen Anne, and held it to leave untouched the the same
view,

right of the congregation to approve or disapprove. At

the same time, like Lord Fullerton, he was thoroughly

satisfied that, independent of that consideration, the matter

was ** absolutely closed and settled by the practice ever

since the date of that statute of Queen Anne." Lord

Jeffrey was of the same mind Avith Lords Moncrieff and

Fullerton as to the meaning of the act of Queen Anne.

That act declared that with the exception of transferring

the initiative, the right of presentation, from the heritors

and elders of the parish to the patron, the admission of

ministers was left to proceed *'in the same manner as persons LordJeffrey's

presented before the making of this act ought to have been the act of

admitted." To say, as was said on the other side, that Anue.

*' before the making of this act," of 1712, must be under-

stood to signify, before the making of a totally different act,

that, namely, of 1690, appeared to Lord Jeffrey to be

"altogether extravagant." "Nor is there anywhere, I

believe," added his lordship, **"^n example of such a per-

version of clear and unambiguous expressions being sug-

gested." f Even admitting the extravagance, however, the

* Eobertson's Eeport, vol. ii., p. 270. f Ibid., p. 386.
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Chap. VIII. unchallenged practice for a century and a half of the church 1838.

courts was enougli in liis judgment to decide the question in

dispute. "When I consider," said Lord Jeffrey, ** how-

much painful discussion and costly litigation took place for

the better part of a century upon this very subject of the

sufficiency or insufficiency of caUSy and how many parishes

were left vacant and destitute for a long course of years in

consequence, I confess it is impossible for me to believe

that it really was all this time in the power of any one

patron or presentee to come to this court, and maintain, as

I understand the pursuers do now, that the existence or

sufficiency of a call was no necessary proceeding in the

settlement, but a mere idle or mischievous ceremony, and

that the presentee was fully entitled to go on without it.

The fart that That such an arofument was never started durinar all that
tlie call had ° ^^

never been time by auv of thosc who had so clear an interest to main-
questioned '' ''

before, was tain it, or bv any of their learned advisers, is conclusive
a denr proof

' d ^

that it had jn niy mind against the possibility of its soundness, opposed,

in^ in law. as it now is, by the accumulated usage and settled opinion

of all the intermediate period."* Lord Glenlee, one of the

ablest men and most accomplished lawyers that ever adorned

the judicial tribunals of Scotland, and whose great age made

him the natural representative of the views that were held

on such questions by the men of a former generation, while

his unabated intellectual vigour, his venerable character,

and his manifest freedom from all possible bias or pre-

possession upon the matters in dispute, lent peculiar weight

r.ordGlen- and force to his iudo-ment, concurred in maintaining the
lee's opinion.

.

perfect legality of what the church had done. The church,

he conceived, was manifestly both entitled and bound to

ascertain the fitness of every presentee for the particular

charge to which he had been nominated. Acceptableness

* Robertson's Rej^ort^ vol. ii., p. 388.
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1838. to the congregation was, bj the law and practice of the Chap.viti.

cliurch, a necessary part of that fitness, and Mr. Young had

it not. The act 1834, was simply the test by which his

want of fitness was ascertained. *' Upon the whole matter,"

said his lordship, after submitting his views, ** it may be

that this act is an improper act, but, for the life of me, I

cannot find myself at liberty to say that the act is ultra

vires.'"'* On tlie subject of the call, Lord Cockburn observed,

*' I cannot discover an accurately known period of our history Lord Cock-

in which some such call has not prevailed. I could not opinion: no
known

have been more surprised on beino; told that presbytery was peiiod, in
A ^ 1 J

.; ^ history of

not the church of this country, than I have been by learning the Scottish

Clmrch, in

that calls, except as forms, are no part of our presbytery ; wiiich the,,.,,,.1 .
f^all '^^a-s not

they seem to me to be absolutely mibedued in the constitu- maintained.

tion and in the practice of the church. The solicitor-

general quoted some strong instances from the proceedings

of the assembly for several years after tlie final establishment

of presbytery (patronage?) in 1711, to show how efficaciously

calls Avere then enforced. Lord Moucrieff explained how

these examples were succeeded by the cases of Cromarty,

St. Ninians, Glendevon, Currie, and other parishes, all

showinc; that it never was the feelino; that the call was not

a real and practical thing. No doubt there came a period Lord Cock

J. ^ ' ^ ^ -n»«'i-ni > ' ^ •
'jurn's re-

clurmg which, under rrincipal Kobertson s guidance, its marks on

efiicacy was relaxed. Those who, in his day, had the wisdom Principal"

to enforce the law of patronage had also the weakness to

imagine that they supported patronage when they repressed

every popular claim by which its abuses might be checked,

and therefore they repressed the call. It may have been

wise in them to do so ; but though the assemblies of that

day made the call as insignificant as they could, they saw

that circumstances might change, and they never attempted

* Eotertson's Iiej>ort, vol. ii., p. 359.
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Chap. VIII. to anticipate and exhaust the future legislation of their 183?.

successors. They never abolished it in practice, and never

even attempted to strike it out of the system : all that they

did was, that, exercising their own discretion, in their own

day they tried to make the call, so long as it was adminis-

tered by them, insignificant ; but they still left it to be stated

as a fact at this hour, that for the last 150 years, or there-

by, not a single clergyman has been admitted mto a church

without a call given by the people, accepted by the presen-

tee, and approved by the presbytery."*

LordCun- Lord Cunniuo-ham, who, as the youno;est judoje, gave his

agrees with opinion last, concurred with the majority in denyins; that
the majority ^

^

J J J o
ofthejudges the Call had any leo:al standing whatever, and consequently
111 condemn- .... .

iug the call, [n maintaining that the act of assembly 1834 on the subject

of calls, and the proceedings of the presbytery of Auchter-

arder under it, were altogether illegal.

^o/m?^'^^^^^
It will be seen from this narrative, that eight out of the

Ihe'Teto-'^^'^
thirteen judges of the court of session, Avere agreed on the

heTd to'lj^e
^'^^ ^^ ^^^® ^^^'^ leading points contended for by the pursuers,

ei^a out of
—namely, that the rejection of Mr. Young, under the act

tiiirteea 1834, was an **illeo:al" proceedino;. Their views on the
judges. ' o r o

second, and in its ultimate consequences, still more important

point, remain to be considered. That point involved the

question of the civil court's competency to redress the wrong

which the ** illegal " proceeding complained of had caused,

Tlie second or even to pronounce upon its illegality at all. If the pro-
point iu the ..... 1 . • 1 1 1 1

• M
case re- ceeding m dispute was a matter ecclesiastical, had the civil
mains : what ,..,.. i i i i i

•
i

redress cau court tlie jurisdiction neccssary to enable them to deal witli
the court

. o /-< ^ ^ ^ ,
-i ^ 1 • •

feivcV it 5 (jrrant that the church had gone wrong, by rejecting

Mr. Young on a ground not recognized by the statutes,

did it follow that the court of session were entitled to inter-

fere ; and if so, how far did their right of interference go I

* Eobertsoii's liejport, vol. ii., pp. 402, 403.
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1838. Allusion has been already made to the principles that were Chaf.viii.

laid down by the Dean of Faculty in his speech at the bar,

with a view to make out a jurisdiction as belonging to the

court of session, broad enough to cover all his demands and

designs. It was in discussing this general question of

jurisdiction, that sentiments were uttered by several of the

judges which sanctioned to the very uttermost that theory

of the relations of the state with the church, which the

pursuers' counsel had maintained, and which was shown

to be so entirely subversive of the spiritual independence of

the church. To go over in detail the opinions and arguments

of all the judges on this vitally important subject, would

involve much needless repetition. The whole case may be Opinions of

made sufSciently intelligible by selecting two of the leading on tiie |reat

. -, , , . . /. , . IT- question of

judges who took opposite views oi the question, and placing jurisdictioiu

over against one another their conflicting views. The dis-

cussion, as will be seen, and as was formerly hinted, goes

deep into the very essence of the disruption conflict.

It will be remembered that in an earlier part of this work

reference was made to a speech delivered by the Lord Lord Presi-
•^

.
- "^ dent Hope

President Hope, as an elder in the general assembly of refers to iiis

, •
speech in

1826, in which he had developed that erastian theory of the ti'c Assem-

entire subjection of the courts of the church to the courts of

the state, the subsequent enforcement of which brought on

the disruption. It was then regarded as the mere legal

idiosyncrasy of an old high-tory judge, and though out of

deference to his lordsliip's character and office, it was very

fully and efi'ectively answered on the spot, by Dr. ]\Iacgill

and by Mr. (now Lord) Moncriefi", it was no more thought

of. It was to that speech, spoken twelve years before,

that the lord president evidently alluded when he said from
,

the bench in 1838

—

''This question is not new to me. I

had occasion some years ago, when I had the honour to be

a member of the general assemblv, to consider with great
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CiiAP.^qii. care and attention thepoioers of the church in its relation to 1838.

tJie state. The question then was different, but it led me

to the very same research and inquiry which are necessary*

to enable me to form an opinion on the present case." His

opinion on the grand question of jurisdiction he proceeded

His whole ar- accordingly to announce,— and it is not unimportant to

fouuded on notico that by his lordship's own confession it grows pruiiarily
a mere as-

, ^ • -r>n • > >

suuipiiou. and radically out of a mere assumption. ** Before entering,

he says, *' on the consideration of the different statutes

relating to the church, I must remark that in every civilized

country there must be some court or other judicature, by

which every other court or judicature may be either com-

pelled to do their duty, or kept within the bounds of their

own duty ; without this the greatest public confusion must

follow, and often great injustice to individuals." Having

adopted this sweeping conclusion, he acknowledges that

after all he does not know " how this end is accomplished

Refers to tiie in most of the countries of Europe." France is his only-
court of cas- •

_

eation in continental Instance, and Its court of cassation Is the tribunal
Iraiice, &c.

In which he finds the kind of super-eminent jurisdiction for

which he contends. **It," he says, **has the power of

keeping all other judicatures witliin the bounds of their

proper province." Another example he discovers in the

court of queen's bench, In England, which Is known to have

asserted Its authority over courts martial, and to have Issued

a mandamus "to compel a bishop to admit a person as a

prebendary In his cathedral ;" nay, to have even bearded

Assumes, and controlled the house of commons Itself. ** In like man-
vvitliout at-

»j • 1 1 • 1 1 1 • r ' ^

tempting to ncr, said his iordsliip, alter narrating these cases, " as
prove it, „ ii« i ' ^ • • ^' •

that tiie Will appear aiterwarcls, this court has exercised jurisdiction
Court of

1 • 1 -1 • 1 • 1

Session lias over prcsbyteries when exceeding their powers, or when,

eminent In the course of their proceedings, they encroached on civil

contended and patrimonial Interests." It is certainly singular enough,

that after this peremptory assertion, his lordship should
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1838. have failed or forgotten to adduce so raucli as one solitary Chap, vili.

example to malve it good. Such, notwithstanding, is the

fact. He indulges, indeed, in additional and strong aver-

ments. He affirms, for instance, that the act 1592, while

it ratifies the church's liberties, does not by any means

ratify thera as "liberties which are acknowledged as belong-

ing to the kirk suo jure^ or by any inherent or divine right,

but as given and granted by the king or any of his prede-

cessors." And this affirmation is made in the face of the

fact, that this very act 1592 in so many words declares the The act 1592
•^ ''

^
contradicts

contrary,— declares that the church has liberties suo jure, tiieassert.on
•^

,
ot tlie Lord

or by divine right—and specially, that the " collation of President,

ministers," the very matter out of which the Auchterarder

case arose, is a privilege which " God has given to the

office-bearers of his church.'* Further on, his lordship,

with less perhaps of decorum than of dogmatism, gave this

summary of his views on the point in hand :
" That our

Saviour is the head of the kirk of Scotland, in any temporal^

or legislative, or judicial sense, is a position which I can

dignify by no other name than absurdity. The Parliament Hisiordsiiip's

unqualitied

is the temporal head of the church, from whose acts, and assertion of

. . 1 1 1 1 1 '^^ erastinn

from whose acts alone, it exists as the national church, and principle,

from which alone it derives all its powers."* Grant this,

and undoubtedly a foundation will be laid, broad enough to

carry, not merely such an abstract finding as the pursuers

in this case craved,—but to carry all those practical appli-

cations of it, beneath which the spiritual liberties of the

church were at length crushed and destroyed.

Speaking to this question of jurisdiction, and with the Lord Jeffrey

statements oi the lord president, and oi those other judges tionofjuris-

who more or less concurred with him, in his eye, Lord

Jeffrey said, that as " something had been thrown out as

* Robertson's Hejiort, vol. ii., pp. 2, 4, 5, 10.
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Ckap.viit. if this court possessed some super-eminent and peculiar 1838.

power of correcting, or at least declaring, the errors or

excesses of power of other independent judicatures, I think

"^n the^udi
^* ^ig^^* to Say in the outset, that whatever may be the case

tiary system witli the court of Cassation in France, or even with the
ot Scotland '

thei^isthe court of Quecn's hcnch in Eno-land, I am unable to discover
shadow of a ^ & '

for "!!?]?"
d ^^^^ ti'^ces of any sucli prerogative, or extraordinary autho-

President's pity in the court of sossion. In our iudiciary system I

take it to be clear that no tribunal has, either on review or

originall3'-, an unlimited jurisdiction over all the rights and

interests of the subject. On the contrary I think we

recognize, in our judiciary establishment, several supreme

courts of co-ordinate and independent jurisdiction ; each of

which has a specific and well-defined province, within Avhich

alone it has any authority or power of acting,—and beyond

which it has, in no case, any right to trespass, so as to

encroach with eflfect upon the province or jurisdiction of

another. This court, in particular, possessing within its

own province as large powers, both in law and equity, as

any court can possess, has by no means an unlimited or

universal jurisdiction even in questions of civil right. Till

very lately, it had no original jurisdiction in proper consis-

torial cases, which belonged to the commissaries ; nor in

proper maritime cases, which were for the admiral ; and

even now it has no jurisdiction whatever in proper fiscal

or revenue cases, which ar3 exclusively for the court

Tite Court of of exchequer ; nor can it take cognizance even of ordinary
Session lias . n i , i '

-i nn-^ i

no jurisdic actious 01 debt, unless the sum is above i/J-9, or the question
lion except ... „ . -p, ,, . •. i

in citilibus. IS With One 01 its own membcrs. Jiut at all events, it has

If has no ju- no proper jurisdiction except in civllibus. With a few

wiiateverin exceptions, not afi^cctiug the principle, it has no jurisdiction

cifcsiasticaL in Crimes ; and with no exceptions at all, it has none what-

ever in matters properly ecclesiastical ; and especially none

as to the examination, ordination, or admission of ministers;
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wliicli are not only in their own proper nature ecclesiastical Chap. viii.

proceedings, but are expressly declared by the acts of 1567

and 1592 to be exclusively for the church judicatures."

To say, in reply to all this, that, granting the proceedings

complained of were ecclesiastical, they had affected civil

and patrinionial interests,— and that, therefore, the civil

court had jurisdiction to control them, w^ere, in other words,

to say that the church has no exclusive jurisdiction what-

ever, and that there is no limit to the jurisdiction of the Lord Jeffrey

, exposes the

courts of law. ** It can only requn-e to be suggested, fallacy of th

notion that

observed Lord Jeffrey, '* that though what the presbytery because a

. . rf 1
jiulirment of

did, or refused to do, may, m us consequences, affect the theCimrcU
• •!• ^1

'

i« t • ^ m t
courts may,

Civil interests of the pursuers, this can obviously afford no in Us cause-

OHEilCCS

ground for saying that they adjudicated upon such interests; affect cKii

interests

or that a civil court may therefore interfere with proceedings that ther'e-

, . , . ,
. , . , . , . fore the

Winch were, m other respects, within their proper ecclesias- jiuiguient is

mi 1 11 1 ^• c to bt held as

tical province. There can hardly be any proceeding of any a judgment

court which will not in this way afreet the civil interests oi interests,

the parties concerned. Take the case of a court of criminal

jurisdiction, for example. Is there any punishment which

it can award that will not most deeply affect tlie patrimonial

interests of the culprit and his family ? If a fatlier is

transported, are not the patrimonial interests of tlie cliildren

affected as well as his own ? But does the court of j usticiary,

therefore, adjudicate on civil interests ? Or can this court

be called on to consider whether its sentences were illegal,

because a strong civil interest might be advanced by finding

that they were? In the same way, Avhen the general assem-

bly deposes a clergyman for heresy or gross immorality,

his civil interests, and those of his family, necessarily suffer

to a pitiable extent. But is the act of deposition the less

an ecclesiastical proceeding on this account ? or can it,

therefore, be subjected to question before your lordships?"

In reference to another argument employed to vindicate
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Chap. VIII. the court's jurisdiction—namely, that the claims of the 1838.

Exposes vhe pursuers amounted to nothino: more than a demand that
ple:i that ^

^
°

_

thepuisuers Mr. Youno^ should he taken on trials—Lord Jeffrey exposed
sou;,'lit only ^°

^ ^ .

to have Mr. the sophii-trv, if not the disinivenuousness, which lurked
Yoimgtaken

. . .

upon\riais. under this plea, in the following forcible terms:—**It is

quite in vain to take distinctions, or to disguise the difficulty,

by dividing the process into its several stages. What is

asked for this presentee is full admission to the office of the

ministry, and nothing else. I, for my part, think the whole

of the proceedings, after sustaining the presentation, are

properly ecclesiastical ; but at all events, it is clear that the

concluding and most important part of them is purely so,

"Uiiatthey And if that cannot be dispensed with, and is distinctly
want IS tlie ^ -^

admission of required by the pursuers, how can we possibly decern the

sentee, and presbytcry to admit, without intruding", in the most flagrant
this cannot i •' «/

'

.

beaccom- manner almost that can be imao^Ined, on their sacred and
plislied

^ _ .

witiiout peculiar province ? It would be but a little o-reater profa-
ordination.

_ ^

^
.

nation, if we were asked to order a church court to admit

a party to the communion-table whom they had repelled

from it on reli2:ious grounds,—because he had satisfied us

that he was prejudiced in the exercise of his civil rights by

Lwd Jeffrey the exclusion." Finally, in reo-ard to that famous maxim
on the -^ ®
Dean's of the Dean of Facultv—so much countenanced also on the
famous *'

,

maxim, bench—that there ** can be no wrong; without a remedy,
"that there ... .

can be no —a maxlm which has since been made not only to stand in
wrong
witiiout a the room of statute law, but to drive statute law to the wall,
remedy." t i ro—Lord Jeffrey, with that philosophic accuracy of thought

and power of discrimination, for which he was so remarkable,

laid bare at once the fallacy on which it rests. The maxim

assumes that some one court is infallible, and that it can

and will certainly correct all the wrongs which the others

The maxim is may do. "The truth is," remarked Lord Jeffrey, ** that

no system of mere jurisprudence can ever afford redress for

such occasional errors or excesses of power by supreme
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1838. courts, while acting witliin their several departments. Wlien Chap.viii.

they trespass on the province of other courts, the remedy

is for those courts totally to disregard the usurpation, and

to proceed with their own husiness, as if no such intrusion

had occurred. The law and the constitution presume that

no such excesses will he committed ; and they trust as much

to one supreme court, or to the judicial establishments in

one department of law, as to another : and certainly have The constitu-

^
....,., /. tion pre-

not invested any one with any peculiar visitatorial right oi sumes the
''

1 r 1
supreme

ffoino- out of its own department, to note the errors or another, courts to be

, t} ^ ^^ equally

In the theory of the constitution, the supreme courts ot the fallible, tiiat

.
it has not

country are held to he nearly as incapable of doing wrong entrusted

as the sovereign herself,—and though known to he lallible with the cor-

77 r 1T1 1 1
rection of

in fact, are presumed to he so equally fallible, as not to be the errors of

. f 1 1 » >»* theolhers.

trusted with the correction oi each other s errors. "^

This is the compendious and conclusive answer to all those

monstrous suppositions,— '* what if the church should do

this, and what if the church should do that,"—that were

so freely made both at the bar and on the bench, by way

of showing the danger of conceding the church's claim to

an independent jurisdiction. To talk of there being no

wrong without a remedy, and to assume that the only way

to secure the remedy is to give a right of review to the

civil court, is neither more nor less, as Lord Fullerton Lord Fuller-

tou SCUttlil'^

cuttino'ly observed, than *' to reverse the ancient error, and observation
o •' on the

to provide ao-ainst the possible fallibility of the church by iJean's
i- o i-

. ,» maxim.

the supposed infalhbility of the court of session.

On the ground of those views, which the minority of the

judges took regarding the call, and the church's right to

regulate it, they were decidedly of opinion that the proceed-

ings complained of were strictly legal, and such as ought

to carry all the usual civil consequences after them. But,

* Eobertson's Bejport, vol. ii., pp. 363, 372, 383.
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CHAP.vni. further, on the ground of their views of the other and larger 1838-

The minority question of jurisdiction, they were not less clear,—that even
of the jiulg- •/. , ,. . • 1 1 -I

es held the II the proceedings m question had been illegal, yet, being
\ Veto-law to . ,..,.,.,

beiegai: and proceedings in a matter ecclesiastical, it did not belong to
they further , ,, . i • -n i. t
held that the coui't 01 session to pronounce upon their illegality. It
cvcD if illC"

gal, it did might disregard these proceedings in so far as any civil

to the Court results following from them were concerned, but it would

to interfere be going altogether out of its own province to find, by a

purely spiri- general declarator, that the whole complex act of the presby-

ceediiigs of tcry of Aucliterardcr, in which undeniably matters ecclesias-
tlie Church , • i • ^ -t . , i

Courts un- t^cal were involved, was contrary to law.

The majority of the court, however, were of a different

mind, and their judgment was as follows:

—

" Edinbukgh, March 8, 1838.

\ Thejudg- / "The lords of the first division having considered the

court. cases for the earl of Kinnoull, and the Rev. Robert Young,

and for the presbytery of Auchterarder,j with the record

and productions, and additional plea in defence admitted to

the record, and heard counsel for the said parties at great

length, in presence of the judges of the second division, and

lords ordinary,—and having heard the opinions of the said

judges, they, in terms of the opinion of the majority of the

judges, repel the objections to the jurisdiction of the court,

and to the competency of the action as directed against the

presbytery : further repel the plea in defence of acquiescence:

find that the earl of Kinnoull has legally, validly, and efi*ec-

tually exercised his right as patron of the church and parish

of Auchterarder, by presenting the pursuer, the said Robert

Young, to the said church and parish : find that the defen-

ders—the presbytery of Auchterarder—[did refuse, and con-

tinue to refuse, to take trial of the qualifications of the said

Robert Young, and have rejected him as presentee to the

said cimrch and parish, on the sole ground (as they admit
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183S. on the record) tliat a majority of the male heads of families, Chap. viii.

coiimiunicants in the said parish, have dissented, without

any reason assigned, from his admission as minister : find

that the said presbytery, in so doing, have acted to the hurt

and prejudice of the said pm-suers, illegally, and in violation

of their duty, and contrary to the provisions of certain

statutes libelled on ;\ and, in particular, contrary to the

provisions of the statute of 10 Anne, c. 12, entitled *an

act to restore patrons to their ancient rights of presenting

ministers to the churches vacant in that part of Great

Britain called Scotland:' in so far repel the defences stated

on the part of the presbytery, and decern and declare

accordingly, and allow the above decree to go out, and be

extracted as an interim decree : and, with these findings

and declarations, remit the process to the lord ordinary to

proceed further therein, as he shall see just."

(Signed, 10th March.) C. Hope, I.P.D.

Such was the decision pronounced by the court of session

la the celebrated case of Auchterarder. The voice of the

oracle was of somewhat dubious import. So far, indeed, it

was plain enough. In finding that the presbytery had
^-^jt* ueat

'^

acted contrary to the statutes, in making the dissent of a

majority of the heads of families a ground for rejecting the

presentee to the parish, it was obviuusly ruled that the law

of the church regulating the title to the cure of souls, was

not in harmony with the law of the state regulating the

title to the benefice. But as to everything beyond that

general doctrine, the decision left all parties in comj^lete

uncertainty. The lord president himself, who as the organ

of the court, pronounced the judgment, was not sure what

would follow if the presbytery, in the face of the decision,

should "persist in refusing to take trial of the presentee."

He had "doubts" whether, in that event, Mr. Young,
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Chap. VIII.

Ilie Lord
President
was not sure
vliat would
follow in the
event of the
presbytery
refusing to

take Mr.
Young ou
trials.

The Cliurch

is alarmed
by tlie views
of tlie

judges.

riie inferior

Church
courts ad-

dress the
General
Assembly,
on this

subject.

imadmitted, and uiiordained, could get the stipend. He 1838.

*'liad also doubts " whether, in the face of the act relatmg

to the widows' fund, the patron could get the stipend. The.

only point on which he had no doubt was this, ** that no

oilier person (except Mr Young or Lord Kinnoull) ever can

have a legal right to the stipend, unless the pursuer is

rejected, on examination, as not properly qualified." In a

word, the deed of the presbytery of Auchterarder had

effected a severance in the case of that parish between the

cure of souls and the benefice ; but for anything contained

in the decision, this was the entire result. Several of the

other judges in the majority went farther than the president,

it is true, and hinted pretty plainly, that the abstract and

barren finding of 1838 might be made by and bye to bear

bitter fruit for the church. There can be little doubt it

was contrived for that end,—and as the event showed was

capable enough of being so used. But still in itself it

settled nothinof more than what has now been described.

At the same time, the form in which it was put, the

assumptions on which it proceeded, taken in conjunction

with those views of the court's jurisdiction, which so many

of the judges had given forth, and with the hint thrown out

by some of them, as to what their jurisdiction might enable

them to make of this decision at a future time, were too

well calculated to excite alarm. The church could not fail

to see that while the blow had not yet been struck, and

that her spiritual independence was still entire, this bald,

and for the pursuers seemingly useless decision, might come

to be made the means of levelling her liberty with the dust.

Influenced by such considerations as these, a large num-

ber of the most influential synods and presbyteries trans-

mitted overtures upon the subject to the general assembly,

calling upon that venerable court to adopt such measures

as might seem to be requisite for the purpose of vindicating
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1S38. the menaced constitution of the church. The necessity of Chap. vilL

taking- some decided course was not diminished by the use

which Mr. Young, the rejected presentee to Auchterarder,

had meanwhile been maldno; of the court of session's decree

in his favour. Armed with that judgment, he had returned

to the presbytery and demanded to be taken on trials. This

requisition implied, of course, that the presbytery was to

set aside both its own sentence and the law of the church

upon a matter spiritual, solely out of deference to the

decision of the court of session ; and when the presbytery,

iu answer to so unusual and offensive a proposition, deter-

mined to refer the whole matter for advice to the synod, Mr. Mr. Yownc;

Young, instead of acquiescing in this very modest and guarded compel the

resolution, handed in a notarial protest, by which he held Sf Auchter-

the members of the presbytery, conjointly and severally, take him on

liable to him in damages for doing as they had done. This threatens

was a tolerably distinct indication of what was to be expected damages lor

in the following up of the Auchterarder case, in the event '

°*

of the court of session's judgment being affirmed by the

house of lords. Had it been possible to regard this conduct

as the mere rash and reckless act of the presentee himself,

it might have awakened no other feeliuo-s than those of Mr. Young:
^

^

°
^

the feelin;?3

disgust or pity ; disgust at the grossly secular spirit that i"3 conduct

could allow a licentiate of the church thus to grasp at the to excite.

fleece at the expense of scattering the flock ; or pity for the

state of mind that could prompt him, in such circumstances

and by such means, to attempt to intrude himself into the

office of the holy ministry. But Mr. Young was notoriously

little better than a puppet in the hands of others. This

new step could not, therefore, be otherwise regarded than

as a further development of those views at which his legal

advisers, in their pleadings at the bar of the civil court,

had pointed, and as a fresh note of warning to the church,

that the conflict now begun might ere long be carried into

I. 2 c
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Chap. VIII. the very sanctuary of her most sacred prerogatives. It was 1838.

The Assera- impossible, indeed, in such a state of things, that the gene-

not now go ral assembly could consent to appeal the Auchterarder case

the courts of from the court of session to the house of lords at all, without

first making first giving forth such a declaration of its own views and
a form.il de- . .. , , ,.,.., -, . ,

ciaration of intentions m regard to the great cardmal principles which

and inteu- had been brought into dispute, as would prevent any subse-

Church. quent misconstruction of the church's conduct. It had

become altogether indispensable that there should be no

pretence left at any after period for insinuating that she had

put herself into the hands of the courts of law, and then

refused to abide by their sentence when it was found to

have gone against her.

The Assem- In the 2:eneral assembly of 1838, on Wednesday the 23d
: blyofl838: ° J ' J

Mr. Bu- of May, the overtures on the independence of the church
chanau's ^

**
^

speech on havino; been called for, the Rev. Robert Buchanan, of
the inde- °
pendence of Glaso-ow, rosc to addrcss the house. *' It will be readily
the Church.

,, . .

allowed," he said, "that the question now brought by these

numerous overtures under the consideration of this venerable

house is one of fundamental importance. The question of

the church's spiritual independence is a vital question. It

touches directly and deeply, not merely the church's interests.

Vital impor- but the church^s character. It bears immediately and essen-
tance ot the .

question, tially, not only on the welfare of the church's members, but

on the authority and honour of Him who is her blessed

Head. And never, since the hour when the reformed

presbyterian church of Scotland was originally founded,

have the great principles that question involves been assailed

or threatened, without finding this assembly prepared, at

whatever cost, resolutely to assert and defend them. In

proposing, therefore, in accordance with the prayer of the

overtures now upon the table, to issue a declaration in sup-

port of these principles at present, the only possible difi"er-

ence of opinion that can arise must be limited to this single
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consideration,—whether at present there be any sufficient Chap.vtii.

call for such a declaration being made ? The doctrine of is it neces-,..,., , . , , . sary at tliis

the church s spu'itual independence, it may be argued, is time to issue

already abundantly well known. It is laid down broadly tiononthe

and conspicuously in our confession of faith. It is recorded

in our books of discipline. I.t is inscribed, and that not un-

frequently, in characters of blood, on many of the brightest

and most memorable pages of our ecclesiastical history.

Like some ancient banner which has been borne in triumph

through many a hard fought field, it hangs honoured

and venerated within our church's armoury : and there is no

cause, it may be thought, why we should now be shaking

the dust from its folds and flinging it again abroad to the

winds of heaven. That the framers and supporters of these The nume-

overtures have arrived at a different conclusion, is sufficiently tures on the

1 • 1 -p 1 1 1 Ml 1 • T 1 T table of the

plain: and if the assembly will grant me the indulgence I Assembly,

so greatly need, I shall not despair of being able to adduce adeciara-

. tion—and
some considerations that may perhaps serve to show, that with reason,

the view they have taken of the subject has not been adopted

on slight or trivial grounds." Having alluded to the con-

troversy which had for some years been so hotly maintained

against the lawfulness of church establishments, and to the

assumption which their opponents in that controversy had

made, that the establishment principle involved in it, of

necessity, the surrender to the state of the church's

spiritual freedom,—the speaker frankly admitted, that if it

were really so, there would be an end of the discussion. Thevoiim-

No church could ever be justified in binding itself to obey versy:and

another master than Christ. But the constitution and mentm

history of the church of Scotland had always been their church
- 1.111 ,

Estal)lish-

rcaay answer to that anti- church -and -state argument, ments,

TT 'T-T- 1 1 !•• i?i- liitherto

Here in this living example was the very condition or tilings furnished by
tll6 CHSC of

which was pronounced to be impossible,—a church endowed the Church

by the state, and yet the sole mistress of her own spiritual
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C:iAF. VIII.. affiiirs ! If, however, the views that had recently been 183S.

promulgated in high quarters had any foundation, this

defence of establishments could be pled no longer. •* It is

to be presumed,'* said the speaker, "the members of

assembly are well aware there has recently issued from the

press a report of the proceedings of the court of session

relative to the Auchterarder case,—a report which bears

upon its title-page to have been * published by authority of

the court.' In that voluminous report there are co'.itained

assertions in reference to the church's independence, given

Speeciies of as employed by eminent counsel on one side of the case, to
the counsel

i . i t i n • n ii i i
ao;Minsttiie which I shall not moro specially allude, because I am well
Churcli in

. o ^ ' ^

tiieAuciiter- aware that a privilege of which we have all heard, under
arder case. . , . .

the name or the ' poetic license, is a privilege well known

at the bar, and by common consent allowed. If, however,

I must venture to advert with greater minuteness to certain

expressions of a similar kind, which are reported as having

Speeches of fallen from the bench, I hope it will be understood that I
liic judges.

do so with all becoming respect and deference. But it is

just because the quarter from whence these expressions

have proceeded is so high and influential,—because both

professional learning and eminent official station combine

with private worth to lend weight and authority to the

opinions thus pronounced, that it is impossible to maintain

silence regarding them. And certainly it does not diminish

the pressure of that necessity which lies upon the assembly

to repudiate those opinions, that they were delivered in

some cases by individuals, who are not only judges of the

court of session, but elders of the church of Scotland."

The opinions After Quotino: some of the strong and unqualified state-
oftlie judges U o ox
contrasted mcnts already noticed in the account of the Auchterarder
witli the •'

Etatements ^^80, in which Certain of the judges had indulged, when
ot the stun- ' j o o

Churcif
^'"^ speaking of the state's alleged supremacy over the church,

Mr. Buchanan proceeded to set over against them the
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1838. directly contrary doctrine of the books of discipline and Chap.viil

confession of faith, and to show how pointedly and expressly

that contrary doctrine had been ratified by the law of the

land. Having completed this general argument, by a

review of the legal and historical evidence upon the subject,

he next brought it to bear upon the matter more immediately

in hand. **To apply this grand doctrine of the church's Doctrine of

independence to the late civil proceedings in the Auchter- indeiieu-
^

.
uence m

arder case, might require more of the time of this assembly tnatters

than I dare venture to occupy ; but the process is as simple applied to

L116 A-UCIltCr*

as its result is satisfactory. That case arose out of the act arder case.

on calls, passed by the church in 1834. The object of that

act was to give full force and efi'ect to the fundamental law

of the church— ' that no pastor be intruded on any congre-

gation contrary to the will of the people.' That such a law

was laid down by the church from the beginning of its

history, cannot be denied. We meet with it in the very

infancy of the church in her first book of discipline: in the Tiie principle

of non-in-

second book it is pointedly repeated: again at the resto- tmsion

ration of presbytery in 1638 : in the directory of the assem- through the

^ ^ entire his-

bly 1649: and long after, in 1736, four and twenty years toryofthe

after patronage, in its present form, had been restored, it is

declared by the assembly, in the most solemn terms. That

this fundamental law of the church had, at the same time,

in a parallel course of civil statutes, been recognized and

ratified by the state is equally clear. The act 1567, of

course havino- in view the law of the church as to non-

intrusion, expressly and exclusively put into the hands of

the church, as then ' publicly professed ' within the realm

of Scotland, the wliole power of * the examination and The civil law

aamission of muiisters, —reservmg, indci^d, the right of tiie exami-

. . . . , nation and
presentation to the ancient patrons, but reserving it under ndmission ot

,
. • • , ,. . . .„ , . T T • 1 • ministers.

the restriction and limitation manifestly impned in leaving

the whole matter of the trial and settlement of the ministers
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Chap. vm. presented, to the cliurcli herself,—whose laws, therefore, 1838.

on that point, are plainly ratified and confirmed. This act

1567 was confirmed by that of 1581 ; and this latter again

by the statute 1592,—in which, while the powers conferred

on the church by former statutes are confirmed, it is further

The act 1592 specially provided and declared, that * Presbvteries shall
rec'ojinizes r j r

^
^

' ./

the right of havc fuU powcr to givc collatiou upon all presentations to

courts to benefices, and to put order to all matters and causes ecdesi-
disijoseofall ^

jiiatteis ec- asUcal witliiu their bounds, according to the discipline of the

accordiugto /j/r/j.' Now I have no intention of going into the question

piiue of the whether or not the act of assembly 1834, by which intrusion
CLiucli.

.

'' '

f
was defined to mean a dissent by a majority of male heads

of families communicants, was or was not a wise and salutary

measure. It is enough for me that a majority of the presby-

teries of the church deliberately declared this to be their

judgment, and that the church in consequence passed it

The compe- into a standino; law. But what the assemblv is concerned
tency of the .

°
.

"

Church to with at present is, not the wisdom of the church, but the
enact the

Veto-law. competency of the church in making such a law at all. I

am well persuaded, that even among those who objected to

the passing of the law on grounds of expediency, there are

many as much prepared as I am to contend for the church's

full right and authority to make it ; and who will be as

ready to join in disclaiming that jurisdiction which the civil

court has assumed in venturing to pronounce it illegal.

That the settlement of a minister is a matter purely eccle-

siastical, is too obvious to need illustration. In all such

matters, the policy of the church, as her own standards

The Church's require, * must lean upon the word immediately, as the only
ruleinregu- j , p y • r
laiing mat- grouud thereof, must be taken from the pure fountains of
ters spiti- , .

tuai. the scriptures, the church hearing the voice of Christ, the

only spiritual King, and being ruled by His laws.' And
never can she consent to renounce that fundamental article

of her constitution, whatever be the cost at which she may
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1838. be called to maintain it. What course she may find it Chap.viil

necessary to pursue, in case that happen which I shall not

anticipate, that the decision of the court of session shall he

confirmed in the house of lords, it would not become me at

present to offer an opinion. But this I will venture before-

hand confidently to affirm, that she will never consent to She cannot

. , abandon her

abandon a law which she has made under a solemn conviction law as to a

matter spiri-

that it was imperatively required,—alike by a regard to the tuai, so loug

^
&s sue JU.u^CS

fundamental principles of her own constitution, to the it to he
according; to

spiritual welfare of her people, and to the honour and glory the win of

Cluist,

of her supreme and only Lord. To do so were to lay

herself prostrate at the feet of her enemies,—to proclaim

with her own tongue what they have injuriously and calum-

niously averred—that she has sold her hirthright for what,

in comparison, were more worthless than Esau's mess of

pottage."

There was one other point which the emergency required The Assem-

that the assembly should look to, and this was to the con- look to the
*' conduct of

duct of her own ministers and licentiates. Mr. Young's Mr. Yoimg.

proceedings might encourage others to a like defiance of

ecclesiastical authority. The church *' must not allow her

own office-bearers to defy her own laws,—to employ the

very status she has conferred upon them for the purpose of

pouring contempt upon a jurisdiction they have sworn to

obey. * * * The course which, in similar circumstances,

was pursued by this church in the celebrated case of Mont-

gomery, in 1582, was no new thing in the Christian church.

The very same thing was done, 1200 years before, by the

great councils of Antioch and Carthage. On this subject Ecclesiastical,. T>'7 /^ authorities

the following passage from Lauder s Anaent hisliops ton- condemna-

. . . .. ,. tory of the

sidered, p. 289, is worthy of notice. * It a minister, lie course Mr.

says, ' by the presbytery, synod, or assembly, should have pursuing,

recourse to the civil magistrate, king or parliament, fur

restoration, he would be looked upon by our church as very
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Chap. VIII. unworthy of the office in all time coming. And this agrees 1838
The councils with the twelfth canon of the council of Antioch, held in
ot Autioch n . .

and Car- 342, which forbids clergymen, who have been deposed by

their bishops, to address themselves to the emperor to obtain

restitution, and takes from those who shall do so, all hope

of being restoi'cd. And with the ninth canon of the council

of Carthage, in 397, which ordains, that if a clergyman,

being accused before the ecclesiastical tribunal, removeth

the cause to the civil magistrate, though he even gain the

cause, he shall lose his place.' How far, adds this author,

were Christians from being erastlans in those days." "The

truth is," continued Mr. Buchanan, "such a course is

prescribed by the very nature of things,—there can be no

government unless those who are legitimately within its

jurisdiction be compelled to obey it. But, as if to leave no

loophole, no room for evasion, to any one who may be dis-

posed to disregard so obvious a principle,—that principle

The vow of has been embodied in the form of a solemn oath, which is
ecclesiasti-

. . .

•
.

caiobedi- sworn by every mmister and probationer of this church.
ence taken ^ . • •> if ,

by every In that oath he swears that * he will submit himself to the
licentiate j- • t , ^ i . i i

and minister disciplme and government of this church, and shall never,

Churth. directly nor indirectly, endeavour the prejudice or subversion

of the same.' The church has imposed this vow, and she

must not allow it to be treated with mockery. If she has

probationers who are ignorant or heedless of the obligations

it imposes, it is her bouuden duty to take order, to instruct

them if they will hear her, and to punish them if they will

obstinately disobey."

After a solemn appeal to the assembly to realize its posi-

tion and responsibilities, and *' tc adhere unalterably to those

great principles of spiritual independence which were ce-

mented into the constitution of the church of Scotland, by the

blood of our martyred forefathers," the speaker concluded

by laying the following motion on the table of the house:

—
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Cha-P.VIIL

1838. '''That the general assembly of this church, while they ~

unqualifiedlv acknowledo;e the exclusive lurisdiction of the tionpro-
^ *' ° ... posed tor

civil courts, in resrard to the civil rio'hts and emoluments tiie adoptiou
' <^ o

_
_

of the As-

secured by law to the church, and the ministers thereof, sembiy ou
•^ ... tli<^ spiritual

and will ever give and inculcate obedience to their decisions independ-
^

_ ^ ^
cnce of the

thereanent ; do resolve, that as it is declared in the confes- ciiuicii.

sion of faith of this national established church, that *the

Lord Jesus Christ is King and Head of the church, and

hath therein appointed a government in the hand of church-

officers distinct from the civil magistrate,' and that in all

matters touching the doctrine, government, and discipline

of the church, her judicatories possess an exclusive jurisdic-

tion, founded on the word of God, which * power ecclesiasti-

cal (in the words of the second book of discipline) flows from
^

God and the Mediator Jesus Christ, and is spiritual, not

having a temporal head on earth but only Christ, the

spiritual King and Governor of His Kirk.' And they do

further resolve, that this spiritual jurisdiction, and the

supremacy, and sole Headship of the Lord Jesus Christ, on

which it depends, they will assert, and at all hazards defend,

by the help and blessing of that great God who, in the days

of old, enabled their fathers, amid manifold persecutions,

to maintain a testimony even to the death, for Christ's

kingdom and crown. And finally, that they will firmly

enforce obedience upon all office-bearers and members of

this church, by the execution of her laws, in the exercise

of the ecclesiastical authority wherewith they are invested." _J

The way in which this motion was met by its opponents

in the assembly was characteristic and curious. Dr. Cook,

who led the opposition, was full of zeal for the spiritual Tiieresolu-
i^ i-

' •" tion opposed

independence of the church. *• I am prepared to say," he by Dr. Cook,

observed, *• that with a good part of what has been brought

before you by my reverend and respected friend, Mr.

Buchanan, I entirely agree; and there is no language
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CuAv.viii. which he could use stronger tlian I would be inclined to 1838.

adopt, to assert the spiritual independence of the church,

and to vindicate the power which we have received from its

Dr. Cook's great Head. * * * J entirely agree with my reverend
exordium, />.,, 111 ^ t f rnt • • ^
full of veue- iriend that our church, the church of Christ, is not the
ration for the ikt 1 1 i •

iDdepend- crcature 01 the state. We had our doctrines, our views,
eiice of tlie , .

ciiurcii. and principles, before we were connected with the state;

and we would have them to-morrow if we were to sever that

connection. * * * My reverend friend will find that

if there is any opposition to this doctrine, if we conceived

there was any danger of its violation, we and he would

display the banner of our great King and Head, and, if

necessary, under it we would perish." Brave words; but

the real amount of their meaning and worth will soon appear.

Having noticed the principle laid down in the second book

of discipline, that in the courts of the church there should

be no meddling with anything pertaining to the civil juris-

T''.e t^opro^ diction. Dr. Cook went on to say, " My argument is this,

civil and ec- ]iere is a clear admission that there are two distinct provinces,
clesiastical. ^

the spiritual and civil; these are expressly said to be

essential and distinct ; and this being the case, it is admitted

and laid down that spiritual men shall not interfere with

the department that is civil. So much for the second

book of discipline. I now go to the confession of faith. It

is there laid down that synods and councils do handle nothing

but that which is ecclesiastical, and not to intermeddle with

civil affairs that concern the commonwealth, except by

humble petition in cases extraordinary, and so forth. It is

quite manifest that the church, when this document was

prepared, recognized this spiritual jurisdiction, and held, as

a matter of jurisdiction, that the one province should not be

Dr. Cook'a invadcd by those who were placed in the other. " All, as
doctrine is

1 1 • mi
80 far unex- yet, very sound and wholesome doctrine. There are two
ccptlouable. ,. • • 1 • M 1 1 • • 1 1

• r
distinct provinces, the civil and ecclesiastical: the one is tor
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1838. tlie cognizance of the state and its courts; the other for the Chap.viii.

cognizance of the church and its courts,—and neither is to

intrude into the other's domain. But the important question

still remains who is to decide whether or not, in any given

case, the forbidden intrusion has actually been made'^ Is

the church to be the sole judge ? If so, Dr. Cook might wiien a dif.

... o>» T r» 1 ference be-

well ask, "Where is this to stop? In so tar as the tweenthe
„ , . 1 • 1 ^

civil and
principle of such an arrangement is concerned, it could never ecciesiasti.

stop anywhere short of that universal supremacy of the which Is to

spiritual over the secular power which is still claimed, and

^ was so long and so tyrannically exercised, by the church of

Rome. But the ease has two sides. Another question

must be proposed before we have exhausted the difficulty.

Are the courts of law to be the sole judge? If so. Dr.

Cook's inquiry must surely be repeated again, ** Where is

this to stop?" It must be allowed to be at least a possible

thing that the civil courts should step out of their own

province, and declare that to be civil which is in reality

spiritual. In the event of their doing so, is the church

bound to give up its own jurisdiction, and to take its orders

in that matter from the courts of law ? Yes, rej)lies Dr.

Cook, without the least hesitation. "I hold," he says. Dr. Cook

"that when any law is declared by the competent (civil) Sie right of

authorities to affect civil right, the church cannot set aside decSon to

such a law." And he affirms that any attempt to do so imv.

would be ** to declare ourselves superior to the law of the

land." This is, at least, a perfectly intelligible theory ; and

on the supposition of its being well-founded, it would be

somewhat difficult to tell what was meant by the abolition,

at the period of the revolution settlement, of the supremacy

of the crown in matters spiritual. The presbyteiiau church

of Scotland had consented to be disestablished, and to endure

a bloody persecution of nearly thirty years' duration, rather

than acknowledge that supremacy. And when the govern-
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CnAP.viii. ment and parliament of the revolution were proceeding to 1838.

On this foot- ro-estaLlisli tlie presbvterian cliurch, they paved the way
ingitisnot _ . . , V 1 . , 1 . . . ,

easy to un- lor it Dv abohslung the royal supremacy in matters spiritual,
derstand . . ,, . i i t .

wiiatwas as *' mconsistcut With the religious system then about to
gained by, > r\ ^ o • o t\ r>i i * i
aboiisiiing, be restored. On the footing of Dr. Cook s theory, that
ai the Revo- • i ^ i • -in i

lution, the wluch was considcrcd at the time, and tor nearly a century
roval supie-

^ i in ^ n ^ • 1

macy in and a halt thercaiter, a very substantial transaction,

Bpirituai. must havB been in reality a delusion and a dream.

The courts of law hold their jurisdiction from the crown

;

and the crown cannot delegate what it does not possess.

If the crown has no jurisdiction in matters ecclesiastical,

and the revolution settlement declares that it has none in

reference to the presbyterian church of Scotland, it follows

of necessity that none can exist in the courts of law.

Dr. Cook's It is obviouslv a mere quibble to say in defence of Dr.
apparent

^

" •• *'

limitation of Cook's position, that the civil court is not allefljed by him
the civil ..... o J

court's right to liavc jurisdiction, in matters spiritual, as such; but only
of interfe- '' I ' > J

rence comes in the evcnt of their ** affectino' civil rio;hts." Such a liiui-
toiiothmg.

, , ... ? .

tation is no limitation at all ; it is a plea that will suffice to

stretch the civil court's jurisdiction over the entire province

of the church. There is no law or decision of the church

of which it may not be affirmed that it affects civil rights.

The refusal to admit a person to the Lord's table, in its own

nature one of the purest instances of spiritual jurisdiction

that can be conceived, can hardly fail to affect civil rights

:

it must needs affect the reputation of the individual con-

cerned, and character is undeniably a matter of civil right

;

Jlie principle and bccause it does so, Dr. Cook's theory would entitle the
laid down by

. . .

Dr. Cook civil court to nullify any law which the church mio-ht frame
would carry*

/. .

the courts of for protecting the purity of the communion table, and obliffo
law over tlie , , , .

entire field the chui'ch to subiult to any sentence, upon any case arisinff
of matters

j i
' i J &

spirituaL under that law, which the civil court might think fit to

pronounce. The only difference between such a state of

things and that which was abolished at the revolution,
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1838. ^oulJ be a difference merely nominal. Under the royal Chap. viii.

supremacy, the king and his courts could take up matters ^
spiritual, as belonging natively to the secular jurisdiction.

Under Dr. Cook's theory, the courts of law could equally

take them up by simply hokliug, what always might be held,

that they " affected civil right."

It was another conclusion very obviously involved in Dr. According to
' •' his own

Cook's views on this subiect, that the serious continp;ency ti»e<'ry, Dr.
J ' <=> J Cook wa3 m

of "displayino; the banner" of the church's Head, and no great
i- -J <3 danger of

marchina: forth from the walls of the establishment, was being ever
° called on to

one which mio;ht be spoken of without much anxiety or "display the
° •*

^

^ banner of

alarm : that contingency could only arise when the church's indepen-

independence was rea% invaded ; but as, in order to save

them from the charge of having made any such invasion, it

was necessary for the courts of law only to say, there was

something in the case that "affected civil right,"— the

moment for displaying the banner could hardly be expected

ever to arrive.

Mr. Dunlop, whose accurate knowledge of all questions

connected with the constitution and history of the church,

proved of such eminent service throughout that whole con-

flict in which the church was now embarked, put the question

in its true light, and with his customary precision, when

replying to Dr. Cook, in the following words :
** The real Mr. Duniop's

point of difference between the two sides (of the assembly) Cook.

was this, who was authoritatively to determine what was

the spiritual jurisdiction of the church? Was the church,

in guiding her own conduct, in matters spiritual, to take

the decision of the court of session as the binding rule of

her proceedings? This doctrine was involved in Dr. Cook's

motion. If admitted, however, the independence of the

church, in matters spiritual, was but a name, and it rested

entirely on the arbitrament of the court of session. The

only true rule in questions of conflicting jurisdiction of
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Cha?.viii. supreme courts—even where there is no peculiarity, such 1838.

The only true as that of the divine source from which the church's iuris-
nile in que*- .... .

tions of con- diction immediately spruno;—was that in such cases each

juiisdiction. court judged for itself in its own matters, and did not take

the determination of any other tribunal. Thus the court

of session, in determining in all civil questions, such as the

right to manse, stipend, or glebe, would act on its own con-

struction as to what was ultra vires or iMra vires of the

church, and decide without regard to the determination of

church courts. Thus again, in matters spiritual, which

alone they could decide, as in regard to ordination, deposition,

or the like, the church would not be bound by the decision

of the civil court, which had no control over them in such

matters, hut would to this effect determine for themselves."

The amendment with which Dr. Cook had concluded his

speech, was like the speech itself; it began with a very

valiant assertion of the church's spiritual independence, but

ended by the recognition of a principle loose and large enough

Dr. Cook's to smothcr that independence altogether. "That the general
amendment,

-i •! • i i i t ^ • • i
assembly, while it holds sacred the spiritual powers confided

to the church by the Lord Jesus Christ, its great Head,

and considers it to be its indispensable duty to maintain and

preserve inviolate those powers,—is nevertheless persuaded

that it is incumbent on all classes of men, and particularly

the members and office-bearers of a church which is sanc-

tioned, established, and endowed by the state, to yield

obedience to existing laws, declared by the supreme legal

tribunals of the country to relate to, and to regulate civil

and temporal rights, privileges, and possessions to whom-

The church soever appertaining." That is to say, it is the duty of the
mast tnke

i i i i

the civil church to take the civil court s word for it, that the law

for it that which slic herself had framed about a matter spiritual, is in
sheiawrong. tit . , i i

reality a law about a matter civil ; that she must therefore

at once renounce it as illegal, and proceed to regulate the
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1838. matters spiritual to wbicla she designed her law to apply by Chap. Tin,

the iudffment of the court of session. After a lengthened Mr.Buchan-
** ° an's luotioa

and animated debate, Mr. Buchanan's motion was adopted carried i.y
'

^. 183 to 142.

upon a division by a majority of 41,—the numbers bemg

183 to 142.

Dr. Cook had added to his amendment a clause recom-

mending that the court of session's decision in the Auchter-

arder case, should be carried by appeal to the house of

lords. The time, however, for considering and disposing

of that question had not yet arrived ; and accordingly, the

successful motion had very properly taken no notice of it

whatever. It was not, then, in any tangible or relevant

form before the house. It came on, however, in due order, The proposal

to appeal

the following day, by a reference from the sjmod of Perth theAuchter-

•x ci • -
-I

• T 1 11 arder case to

and Stirling. That synod having been applied to, as already the House

PAT -i o ^ • of Lords

mentioned, by the presbytery of Aucnterarder tor advice, agreed to.

as to the course which ought to be taken in regard to Mr.

Young's memorial and notarial protest, instead of giving

any judgment of its own, had very properly handed the

whole case forward to the general assembly. As the

judgment of the court of session in the Auchterarder case

formed part of the record thus laid before the assembly,

the proper opportunity was thus presented for deciding

whether to appeal it or not. On that particular point, there

was neither difficulty nor difference of opinion. The same'

reasons which made it right and necessary for the church

to follow the case into the court of session, made it equally

right and necessary to have that court's judgment reviewed

in the court of last resort—the house of lords. There was,
-J

another question, however, not so easy of adjustment,—the

question, namely—What was to be done with Mr. Young ? ^liat was to
^ ^ J ^_ be done Willi

Was he to be permitted with impunity to threaten his Mr. Young?

ecclesiastical superiors with actions of damages, because

they had refused to violate the laws of the church ? lu
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Chap.viil making himself a party to the summons in the Auchterarder 1838.

case at all, he might fairly be held to have exposed himself

to the censures of the church. But the assembly, in 1B36,

when his conduct in that matter was first brought under

notice, had virtually pledged itself not to proceed against

him,—at least till the civil action had run its course. To

have deprived him of his license then, and thus to have

stripped him of the ecclesiastical status which gave him his

title to appear in the case, might have seemed like an

The pledge attempt to get rid of the action by a side wind. But that

iSIiot to pledge or understanding could not be held to have covered

proceedings this ucw and altogether gratuitous attack upon the authority

dfd not ex-'' of the church courts. The notarial protest and the threat

new outrage! of an action of damages, were not at all necessary for the

maintenance of his civil rights. These were as safe without

the protest as with it. And the act, therefore, had on the

face of it nothing but the aspect of a wanton outrage upon

that ecclesiastical government which he had sworn to obey.

Mr. Whigham, the junior counsel for the pursuers in the

Auchterarder case, was a member of this assembly: and

while Mr. Young's conduct, in regard to the protest, was

under discussion, he rose and stated that Mr. Young, in

that matter, had acted under the direction of his legal

advisers. The house declined, however, to allow any one

to come between them and their own licentiate. And while

they determined to appeal the Auchterarder decision, and

for the present to institute no proceedings against Mr. Young

in regard to that action—they further resolved, in reference

to the notarial protest, that, before going further, Mr. Young

Mr. Young be "cited to appear at the bar of the assembly." On the

mfderliu- day appointed, Monday the 28th May, he appeared accor-

barn'fthe dingly,— accompanied by his senior counsel the Dean of

attended by Faculty. The sccno which followed was not creditable to

I'acuity. the judgment, good taste, or candour, of that learned person.
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1838. His first movement was to plead ignorance of the purpose Chap.viii.

for which his chent had heen summoned to the har, and on The Deaa

11 pleads igno-

this ground to intnnate, on the part or Mr. Young, that he ranee of the

, . ,
cause of his

had nothing to say. The assembly havmg, however, heiugsum-

decided that the interrogation should proceed, it was moved

and carried, at the expense of another division, that the

question he put, ** whether Mr. Young is prepared to say

that he served the protest on the presbytery of Auchterarder

under the direction of his legal advisers, that it was necessary

or useful tOAvards the case in dependence at his instance

aoainst the said presbytery." Forficettinof what was due The way in° r J J & o which he

both to the house and to himself, the Dean of Faculty had evades the
questiou put

recourse to the expedient of attempting; to ride off from this ^>y the

question upon a palpable perversion of its meaning. Taking

advantage of the expression, *' whether Mr. Young is

prepared/*—the Dean, speaking for his client, said,—no,

he is not prepared to say yea or nay. What the house

wanted was, to get formally and judicially at the knowledge

of the fact, whether or not Mr. Young, in serving his

notarial protest against the presbytery, had acted upon his

own responsibility, or upon that of his counsel. If he

** was prepared to say "—that is, if he was in circumstances

to say,—if the facts warranted him to say, that the pro-

ceeding complained of, was substantially the deed of his

legal advisers,—the assembly had signified again and again,

in the course of the discussion, that for the present they

would be satisfied to let Mr. Young alone. The Dean of

Faculty knew, of course, the real import of the question,

—

and that his mode of meeting it was only one of those

dexterous quibbles to which a pettifogging attorney might

stoop, but which was as unsuitable in the supreme court of

a Christian church as it was unworthy of the oflScial head

of the Scottish bar. The feeling which this manoeuvre pro-

duced, the shock which it gave to every man's sense of

I. 2D
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Chap. VITT.

Tlie house
offended by
tliis treat-

ment.

Dr. Cook
rescues the
Dean froni

Ills difficulty,

Tlic Church
had now
taken her
gtaud.

propriety, was too unequivocally displayed to leave any 1838.

room for doubting that the Dean had overshot the mark.

There is a natural sympathy with the accused, which inclines

men to allow considerable license to the side of the defence.

Eut the limit had been overstepped, and the Dean felt it.

In the very act, however, of escaping from the awkward

position in which he had placed both himself and his client,

he stumbled into an additional breach of both personal and

professional decorum, by signifying, that the question which

he had evaded as coming from the house, he would answer,

if addressed to him by any member of standing and con-

sideration ! Dr. Cook very considerately came, in these

circumstances, to the rescue of his friend, and the question

was at length answered in the affirmative. Both orally,

and in writing, the Dean admitted that he had advised Mr.

Young to do what he had done, as essential to the protection

of his interests in the pending lawsuit ; and so this somewhat

exciting passage, in the history of the assembly of 1838,

came to a close. I It served sufficiently to show, that in so

far as those who were managing the Auchterarder case were

concerned, it was a "war to the knife," which had been

declared against the independent jurisdiction of the church.

In this respect, the scene, however unpleasant, was not

unprofitable. Forewarned is forearmed. The enemy had

betrayed his plan of attack, and the church, in consequence,

prepared for a firmer stand. With her eyes open to all the

hazards of the conflict now begun, she had, in this impor-

tant assembly, distinctly drawn the line around her own

spiritual territory, and taken her ground, resolved, by God'a

help, to abide the issue.
, And in now looking back over

all the perils and perplexities of her subsequent struggle,

it cannot but be a pleasing reflection to those who led

the movements of the assembly of 1838, that the principles

then laid down, and the resolutions then taken, were fol-
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1838, lowed out with eq^ual consistency and constancy to the Chap.ttil

end.

Before leaving this assembly, it may be proper to advert
^^1'^;;^^^^^

to a particular amendment which, in the course of its sittings,
Jluunt

y^"^'

was effected upon the regulations of the act on calls of 1834.
^JjIgYct'

*'^**

As these originally stood, it had been, not very wisely, pro-
^^'JgfPjf/g.

vided, that when, by the jms devolutum, the right of presen-
^^^''pfg^",;'^^.

tation to a vacant parish fell into the hands of the presby- Series.

tery, their presentee should not be subject to the veto of

the congregation. It was out of deference to an objection

urged with great vehemence by the opponents of the act

that this provision had been adopted. Parishes, they said,

would be kept interminably vacant by this right of veto,

The people would be so enamoured of the powers which it

placed in their hands, that they would employ it in mere

wantonness against every man that might be offered to

them, or at least until they had compelled the patron to

nominate the man of their own choice. The supposition

was a mere gratuitous libel on the good sense and fair

dealing of congregations, and ought never to have been

listened to. With a view, however, to conciliate their The provision
' now with-

opponents, the provision above specified was introduced.
|5j"^*J™g'J'*jJj

Here, it was said, is an effectual check upon the evil you conciliate

dread. This will make sure ao-ainst interminable vacancies; ems ot the
*

^
act.—and it will effect this object by hindering the right of

presentation from ever geiting into the hands of presbyteries

at all. Both patrons and people will have an interest in

coming to a good understanding, and in securing, in

harmony with the rights of both, an amicable and an earlj^

settlement.
It was •mong

It was well and honestly intended, but it was wrong not- 'joih in
^

_
policy and

withstanding, both in principle and in policy—wrong in principle,

principle, because it could not be reconciled with a full and fore, was
' ^

^ ^
wasely

fair application of the fundamental law of non-intrusion |
rciiioved.
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Chap. \III.

The conflict
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Cfil autho-
rity.

and wrong in policy, because it was fitted to expose the 1838.

church to the injurious and mischievous imputation of

seeking selfishly to aggrandize her own power. Although

perfectly well aware of the real origin and history of this

ill-contrived provision, the enemies of the veto-law were

r. cither just nor generous enough to abstain from using the

advantage which it gave them, in their zealous efforts to

bring odium both upon the veto act and on those who

framed it. The lawyers especially made their own of it

at the bar of the court of session,—and the assembly of

1838 most wisely silenced the hostile battery which had

been planted on it, by abolishing altogether the ill-judged

provision.

Indications had now begun to multiply of a deepening

and widening conflict. Even before the court of session's

judgment in the Auchterarder case had been yet pronounced,

the spirit which gave it birth, and those views of the civil

courts' pre-eminence which were developed in its progress,

were already at work in other quarters, preparing materials

for new disorders and still more harassing divisions. When
the very foundations of authority come to be called in

question, it is the sure token that a formidable struggle is

at hand. The idea having once gained currency and

countenance that ecclesiastical decisions were no longer to

be held as final and conclusive, even upon such questions

as the admission of ministers to their spiritual office and

cure, it needed no unusual sagacity to foresee the con-

sequences that must needs arise. Licentiates of a secular

spirit—men who were seeking the priest's office for a piece

of bread—were too likely to take advantage of the facility

thus afforded them of gaining a position which otherwise

tliey could never hope to reach. As there were, moreover,

already in the ministry not a few to whom the evangelical

and reforming character of that career on which the church
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1839. had now embarked was altogether distasteful,—to whom Chap.viii.

the stricter discipline, the more living and active piety, the Licentiates

and minis-

increased seriousness and spirituality of this new sera, were tersota
secularspirit

a source of continual uneasiness and alarm,—it was a thing encouraged
to rebel

to be counted on, that in the progress of such a controversy against an

IT • '11 • n J' evangelical

as had now arisen, a collision with those internally dis- and reform-

1 11 TVT ^^^ Church.

cordant elements should, sooner or later, take place. Men

whose whole habits, as well as theology, belonged to the

dark and dead school of the preceding century, were too ill

at ease under the ascendency of principles so diverse from

their own, not to take advantage of the first favourable

opportunity to betray their discontent. The ground of

these observations will begin ere long to appear.

At the assembly of 1838, two cases were brought up for

review which were destined to occupy a prominent place in

the struggles of the church, and to illustrate with peculiar

force and clearness the great cardinal principles which were

now at stake. These were the cases of Lethendy, in the Cases of Le-

presbytery of Dunkeld, and of Marnoch, in the presbytery Maruoch-.

of Strathbogie. Instead of taking them up, however, at deration of

1 • 1 n 1 • • . •^^ 1 ' . them DOSt-

this early stage of their progress, it will be more convenient poned.

to defer the account of them till it can be given in a more

complete and continuous form. It will serve to keep the

narrative more unencumbered and intelligible to go on at

present, tracing out to its issue the fundamental case of

Auchterarder, and describing the consequent proceedings of

the general assembly.

The appeal was brought on in the house of lords, by a/The Auchter-

o -"loon ^rder case

snecial order of the house, on the 18th of March, 1839.. in the
^

. House of

Counsel being called, there appeared for the church, Sir Lords.

Frederick Pollock, Mr. Pemberton, and Mr. Bell ; for Lord

Kinnoull and Mr. Young, the attorney-general Sir John

(now lord) Campbell, Mr. Knight Bruce, and Mr. Whigham.

The pleadings, which occupied five days, having been
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Chap. VIII. closed, judgment was delayed till the 2d of May. On that 1839.

day Lords Brougham and Cottenham delivered their judicial

Character of opiuious. That of Lord Brougham was given in the shape

Broup;iiani's of an extcuipore address, which, partly, no douht, from this

speech. cause, and partly from the discursive character of that

eminent and learned person's intellect, appears, from the

report of it which has been preserved, to have been of a

somewhat rambling kind. Lord Cottenham delivered his

sentiments in writing, and with all the wonted calmness and

gravity of an English judge. The first thing in Lord

Brouo-ham's address that must strike the reader, is the

facility with which he gets at his conclusion. Alluding to

the ** great divisions" which appeared on this case in the

court below, "it does so happen," observes his lordship,

Lord «* that I have been, with the utmost diligence, seeking for

can mid no difficulties and found them not,—that I have been, with all

in the case, the power which I could bring to bear upon the investigation,

wholly unable, and am to this hour unable, to discover

wherein the very great difficulty consists." He signified,

moreover, that Lord Cottenham was in this respect, entirely

Neither he at One with him. "We entertain," said he, "as little

Cottenham hesitation in our judgment, the one as the other, being both
can under- „ , , /> i ,• e ^

stand what of US unablc to accouut tor the question oi law now at issue

perplexed having bccu made the subject of such a long and pertinacious

Session. discussion." * That men of such capacity and legal know-

ledge as Lords Glenlee, Jefi'rey, Moncrieff, &c., should have

had absolutely nothing, in the law of the case, to afi'ord any

ground, or colour even, for the strong and decided opinions

they had been led to form upon the subject, appears to bo

a somewhat startling assumption. The surprise, however,

which it produces, vanishes at once on examining the view

of the case on which Lords Brougham and Cottenham pro-

* Robertson's Hcjyort, pp. 2, 3.
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1839. ceeded. Grant tlieir premises and there could be no diffi- Chap. vm.

culty in coming to tlieir conclusion. (The theory on which Thetwoposi-

their judgment turned involved these two positions,

—

First, tiieir lord-

The church is, by statute, the judge of qualification in the down, and

. . which sufli-

case of every presentee to a parish, but qualiiication is a cientiy

1 • 1 -IT 1 • 1 • • acco\intfor

technical term, including under it nothing but doctrine, their having

!• ^ ^^n l •
1 P r i

nO difficul-

literature, and lite ; and excepting tuereiore tor heresy, ties.

ignorance or immorality, the church cannot legally reject a

patron's presentee. And second, the presbytery is in the

same position as a bishop in the church of England, and

the civil court has the same jurisdiction in the case of the

one as in the case of the other.
|
The former of these two

positions is fatal, of course, to the legality, not merely of

the act of assembly 1834, but of the principle involved in

the motion made by Dr. Cook both in 1833 and 1834

—

that it was competent to the people, at the moderation of

the call, to give in *' objections of whatever nature against

the presentee, or against his settlement,"—while the latter

of the positions in question, carries the civil court triumph-

antly over all the defences of the jurisdiction of the church

of Scotland. Speaking to the point of qualijicaiion. Lord

Brougham observes, *' I am somewhat surprised to find, in

the very able and learned arguments from the bench below, Qualification... is ^ purely

an attempt made to show that qualification is of such technical

term, ot very

extensive meaning, that within its scope may be brought restricted

the whole of the matter, at present in dispute, namely

—

the acceptableness and reception of the party presented by

the congregation, as finding favour in their sight. * * *

A man, say they, may be of such rude and stern manners,

he may be so disagreeable in his habits of life, or he may

be so much above his flock in his manners, and so entirely

disqualified for associating with them, that they Avill receive

no edification from his ministrations. My lords, if it amount

to anything aff'ecting his morals, his life, and conversation.

meamngr.
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Chap.viit. that comes no doubt within the meaning of qualified. * * * 1839-

The word qualified," continued his lordship, is not "used

in its general sense,—as you talk of a man's qualities, of

his capacity, of his abilities, of his merits,—which are all

general phrases, and none of them technically defined. The

Literature, word ' qualified
' is as much a known word of the law, and

morals, are has as mucli a technical sense imposed upon it by the
all tliat

, , 1 1 • • 1 1 • • c
qualification statutes, by the law authorities, by the opinions or com-

mentators, by the dicta of judges, as the word qualification

has when used to express the right to kill game, or when

used to express a right to vote in the election of a member

of parliament. * * * It means a qualification in

literature, life, and morals—to be judged of by the presby-

tery."*

On this important point Lord Cottenham is not less clear.

When "the act of 1567, c. 7, ordained," says his lordship,

*' that the examination and admission of ministers should

be in the power of the kirk then publicly professed within

the realm, the presentation of lay patronage always reserved

to the just and ancient patrons ; and directed that the

patron should present one qualified person within six months,

otherwise that the kirk should have power to dispose the

Lord Gotten- same to onc qualified person for the time,—it is clear that
liam takes . i . . i i ^ i

tiiesame the presentation so secured to the lay patron was to be

qualification, subject oiily to the trial and examination of the church as

to the qualification of the presentee,—that is, as to his

literature, life, and manners : and that the appeal given by

that act to the patron against the refusal of the super-

intendent to receive and admit the presentee, apj^lied only

to what had been before the subject of trial and exami-

nation, that is—his qualification as to literature, life, and

manners."!

* Robertson's Bejjort, pp. 14, 15, 17. f Ibid., p. 46.
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1839. The power of "examination and admission" of ministers, Chaf. viii.

ratified by this statute, is declared to belonf^ to the church The answer

then "publicly professed within the realm. Beyond all assumption.

question it was a part of the public profession of that church,

at the time when this statute was adopted, that no pastor

be intruded on any congregation contrary to their will. The

state could not expect, when it recognized the right of

examination and admission as being exclusively within tho

power of the church, that the church was to trample upon

its own avowed principles relating to that subject. There No such de-

. finition of

is nothing whatever about life, literature, and manners, m qualification

the statute. The law makes no such limitation of the statutes.

church's power. It finds a church publicly professed

within the realm. It takes it as it is,—and says nothing

more than this—"the examination and admission of ministers

belong to you.'* Lord Cottenham never looks at this

argument. But setting out with an assumption, that

"qualified,*' has the restricted and technical signification

stated above, he carries it along with him to the end. It

follows from this view, as matter of course, that the call

has no legal foundation whatever. Not contented with The call

denying to the call any legal competency or force. Lord by this

Brougham, the quondam champion of popular rights, treats and turned

this popular privilege of Scottish congregations with contempt Brougimm

and scorn. *' I will take," says his lordship, "an analogous

instance. Mr. Attorney-general very properly alluded to

the coronation. It is a decent and convenient solemnity, to

present the sovereign to the people, and the people are sup-

posed to take part in the choice,—a part, however, so

immaterial, that if they were all with one voice to reject,

the coronation would be just as good, would go on exactly

in the same way, and the rejection or recalcitration of the

assembled people, would have no more weight than tho

recalcitration of the champion's horse in Westminster hall

into ridicule
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Chap. VIII. during the festival attending the great solemnity. It is an 1839.

obsolete right which has not, within the time of known

history, ever been exercised by any people." And was this

** an analogous instance !
" Had the call " not within the

time of known history, ever been exercised by any " parish

in Scotland ! Was the hereditary succession to the cro^vn

*' analogous " to a presentee's title to ordination and a cure

of souls ? Would a dissent from the nation against the

accession of a particular individual to the crown, equal in

point of extent and earnestness to the dissent /rom theparish

against the settlement of Mr. Young, be of no more eifect

than the kicking of the champion's horse when he is backed

Lord out of Westminster hall ! His lordship, in his judicial
Brougham's
remarks oration, in evident allusion to Lord JeflVev. thought fit to
on Lord.

J» fe

Jeffrey. say, that he knew *' his subtlety to be unbounded," and

" the fertility of his imagination in dealing with questions,

to have no limits." The world, it is believed, has already

formed a jDretty confident opinion, as to whether of

these two distinguished personages it is, who, in his

judicial proceedings, has dealt less in ** subtlety, ingenuity,

and fancy," and more in logic and law. But if in his

*' analogous instance " of the coronation. Lord Brougham's

legal accuracy and precision of thought were considerably

at fault, his imagination had full scope : and mounting as

it did upon the '* recalcitrating horse " of the champion, it

furnished him with the opportunity of having a fling at

those popular rights, which his boasted ancestor Principal

Robertson had been at so much pains to tread in the dust.

Easy to un- Lords Brougliam and Cottenham, proceeding]: accordino; to
derstand

^

° ' 1 o o
how their that view of the law, which they had thus laid down, reo-ard-
lordsliips _

^

-^

, ,

should have in^ the restricted import of the term, "qualified minister,'*
found no " ^ ^

difficulty in and as to the consequent legal nullity of the call—it is easy

tije rejection euouoli to sce how they should have encountered, in the
ofMr. Youijg ° ''

illegal. consideration of the point of law, none of those difiiculties
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wliich embarrassed so many of the judges of the court of cha?.viil

session. They were clear, accordingly, that the rejection

of Mr. Young was illegal.

As to the other question of the civil courts' competency

to pronounce upon the illegality of the proceedings of the

church courts, and to assume the right of prescribing to

them their duty in the settlement of ministers. Lord

Broufjham seemed to think any aro-ument upon the subject The question°
. ... orjuiisdic-

altoo-ether unnecessary. His theory carries him to his tiou: Lord
^

.

*' "^ Brougham
conclusion at once ; he takes for granted that when any thinks their

right to dic-

proceedino; of the church court, however strictly ecclesiasti- tate to the
^ ° "^

. .
Church

cal in its own nature, or to whatever extent matters spiritual courts is

&6lf*6Vi(l6Il1;

may be involved in it, affects a civil right,—that proceeding,

in its whole extent, falls under the cognizance and control

of the courts of law. ** The church courts," he says, *' are

excluded, they are barred and shut out from any cognizance

of civil patrimonial rights, and not only of civil patrimonial

rights directly, but of those things which indirectly affect civil

'patrimonial rights I
" * Dealing with this question, ofjurisdic^

tion, his lordship proceeds in this confident strain: **It only

now remains that I should say something respecting the ques-

tion of jurisdiction, but I have no doubt whatever upon that.

It is asked, * How can the court of session interfere in a

matter of ecclesiastical cognizance ?
' Prove to me, your

minor, that this is a matter of ecclesiastical cognizance, by

which I mean of exclusive ecclesiastical cognizance. Prove

to me that this is a question of qualification, like the pnts the

question of siifficlens or minus siffciens in literatura, and S'the"^
^°*^

then I say that the court of session will be excluded : just ScoXnd''on

as the com't of queen's bench was in Specot's case upon a fJoti^ngVith

quao^e hnpedit, but which court did not deem itself to be cimrch o?

excluded (and the Common bench agreed with them) where
^"=^^*^-

* Robertson's Be^ort, p. 32.
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Chap. VIII, the return to the quare impedit hy the bishop was non 1839.

idoneus. They would not have been exehided, even if the

bishop had said schismaticus inveteralus, much less if he

had merely said nolo inducerey as the presbytery has here

done.''

It has been always understood that this right of the civil

court to compel a bishop to induct applies only to the case

of a clerk, that is, to a person already in holy orders,—and

that even under the royal supremacy in matters spiritual,

Maicestiie whicli is the law of England, the bishop cannot be corn-
case worse „ , , . ., . T 1 T .

for the pelled, by any civil court in the realm, to grant ordmation
Cliurcli of .,.„.,
Scotland to a layman, or even to one possessmg the mierior orders

for the of a deacon. And yet Lord Brougham has no hesitation

England, iu in laying down the position that in Scotland, where the

which, civil crown, and consequently its courts, are by law declared to
supremacy ...... . . , ,

in matters have no jurisdiction in matters spiritual, a presbytery may
spii-itnal is , ,. , „ f> i • i t • •

the law of bc Compelled to periorm an 9,ct oi which ordmation is a

necessary and essential part! His lordship does not think

it needful to bestow any reasoning upon the point; he

employs neither argument nor evidence to support his

opinion, it grows out of his theory, it belongs to the very

essence of his conception of the relations of church and

state. "It is said," his lordship observes, "you have no

means of carrying into effect the decree of the court of

session, albeit supported by the authority of the house of

lords, which is a decision of parliament by its judicial cha-

racter upon the subject. In other words, although you say

the presbytery have acted wrong, although you say that

their reason for rejecting is of no avail Avhatever, although

3'^ou say the law is contrary to what you have supposed it

to be, and although you say, deciding upon the petitory part

as well as the declaratory part of the summons (which how-

ever you are not called upon to do), let the presbytery

induct immediately, for it has no grounds for refusing,—

•
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1839. still it is affirmed that the preshyterj may persist ia refusing, Chap, viil

and must prevail.

" Mj lords, it is indecent to suppose any such case. You i^^d

miofht as well suppose that doctors' commons would refuse hoids°the
^

, . ,
Church

to attend to a prohibition from the court of queen's bench, courts as
*

_
much bound—you mio'ht as well suppose that the court of session, to obey the-JO li

^
decree of the

when you remit a cause with orders to alter the iudfijment, civil courts,
•^

. .

"^ °
. as t}ie Court

would refuse to alter it. Conflict of laws and of courts is of Session is

bound to

by no means unknown here. We have unfortunately, upon obey the

decree of the

the question of marriao'e, had a conflict dividing the courts House of

. Lords.

of the two countries for upwards of twenty-five years, m
which the court of session have held one law, and in which

your lordships, and all our English judges, have held another

law. The court of session in Scotland has held, and still

holds, two persons to be married, whom your lordships hold

not to be married. But has the court of session ever yet,

when a case which had been adjudicated by them according

to their view of the law,—has the court of session ever then

continued the conflict, which would then have become not

a conflict of laAV, but a conflict of persons—a conflict of

courts—in which the weaker undoubtedly would have gone

to the wall ? The court of session never thought for one

moment of refusing to obey your orders upon this matter,

whereupon they entertained an opinion conflicting with your

own. For this reason alone, and it is enough, I have no

doubt whatever that the presbytery, when your judgment

is given, declaring their law to be wrong—declaring the

patron's right to have been valid,—will even upon the

declaratory part of the judgment, do that which is right."*

According to this statement, the courts of the church of

Scotland stand to the courts of civil law, in the same relative

position that a subordinate civil court stands to a supremo

* Robertson's Heport, pp. 38, 39.
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Chat. VIII. Civil coiirt. The idea of a distinct province as belonging to 1839.

According to the church, and of a jurisdiction intrinsic and exclusive

the Church' Within that province, is entirely set aside. With Lord

inti-insic and Brougham the question of churcli jurisdiction is not one of
cvclusivc

jurisdictioQ less or niorc. He denies the existence of an independent

jurisdiction as belonging to the churcli at all. He treats

it as an "indecency," even to suppose, that the courts of

the church of Scotland would ever dream of refusing to

obey any sentence which the supreme civil court miglit

think fit to pronounce ; as indecent as to suppose that the

court of session would refuse to bow to the judgment of the

house of lords. Lord Brougham, at the same time that he

is so unhesitating in his view of the civil court's super-

Ohii^ed to eminent jurisdiction, is obliged to admit it to be true, of all

therrareiio preceding decisions upon cases carried before the courts of
prece en s.

^^^^ ^^^^^ ^-j^^ judicatories of the church, that they were

** not fruitful of instruction for the present question : " that

" no one of them is to be found which disposes of it and

governs it
;

" and that in *' no one to which they relate, has

the present question ever been raised."* Lord Cottenham

recites all the leading cases which had occurred in the

course of last century, one after another, but is not able to

adduce a sinHe case in Avhich the civil court had evero

Lord Gotten- meddled with the ordination or induction of a minister, or

equally at a had Bvcr gouo One stcp farther than to determine the ex-

pmedent, clusively civil questions,—Whose was the right of patron-

treiSr^"^" age? or whose was the right to the stipend? And yet

civil court's Lord Cottenham comes to the same conclusion with Lord

Sereiicc." Brougham, stated, no doubt, in more guarded and respectful

lanf^uao'c, but still in lano-uai^e which bears the same mean-

ing,—that the civil court's jurisdiction, even in a matter

which involves the spiritual act of ordination, is supreme

* Robertson's Report^ p. 19.
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1839. and must be obeyed. *' If your lordships," said the chan- Chap, yiii.

cellor, "shall concur in the opinions I have expressed, and

by your decision, inform the clergy of Scotland what the

law really is, I cannot doubt but they will, by their conduct

and example, inculcate the sacred principle of obedience to

the laio, of respect for the rights and interests of others,

and of the sacrifice of private feelings to the performance

of public duty."*

\ Guided by the views and principles now explained, their

lordships, without any hesitation, affirmed the judgment ^f
'^f^Kj^u^t

the court of session. This was a o-rave event for the church, of Session
o affirmed.

In itself, it is true, the decision went, and could go, no

further than the decision of the court below. It settled

the point that the rejection of a patron's presentee, solely

on the ground of the dissent of the congregation, was y
illegal ; and hence, that though the patron should refuse to

present another, the presbytery could not claim, jure devoliito,

the right to present in the patron's room, nor could any

individual whom' they might, in these circumstances, and

upon their own authority, induct into the charc^e of the wiiatthis
•»• '' ^ decision set-

vacant parish, be entitled to the civil fruits of the benefice.! tied, and
i '

^
what It did

It did not settle whether any, or what, compulsitor could not settle.

be brought by the civil court to bear on the presbytery, for

the purpose of controlling their ecclesiastical proceedings.

Taking the decision, however, in connection with the

grounds on Avhich it was • avowedly based, it could not fail

to increase that anxiety and alarm to which the judicial

opinions uttered the year before in the court of session, had Tiie judicial
*

, ^

" opinions of

already given rise. No one could read the speeches of Lord the ciiancei-
•*

_
lor and Lord

Brougham and the chancellor, without beinsr fully satisfied Brougiiam

.

o ./ went much
that it was not by any means the mere veto-law that was turther timu

, . .
their seu-

now at stahe, but the non-intrusion principle itself, in every tence.

* Eobertson's Heport, p. 64.
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Chap. VIII. shape and form of it,—and in addition to this, the church's 1839-

whole right of self-government in matters spiritual. If

those views of the law, regarding the rights of patrons, on

which, in the court of last resort, the judgment in the

Auchterarder case was expressly founded, were to be main-

tained,—the congregation, as such, must be pronounced to

Lave no legal standing whatever in the settlement of their

minister. Their voice, whether for or against the settle-

ment, must henceforth become a thing of nought. Their

solemn and deliberate judgment, as to the presentee's

unfitness to edify their souls, must be treated as a mere

impertinence. Bestrode by the all-powerful patron, and

with his spur in their helpless side, they must submit to be

forced out of their own parish church, in order that his

According to useless prescntce may be forced in. Their opposition, even
their opin- .„ i • i n i • • t no i t • •

ions, the II made With all the circumstantiality of formal objections
people cau-

^ • •> o ^ ^ IT -IT '11
not obstruct to liis litness lor the charge, could not avail, unless, indeed,
fill6 SCttlfi-

mentofa it should tahe the form of a libel against the soundness of
Dr6S6Xlt66

excepting by his faith or morals, and be followed out in due course of
meaus ol a , , . , • i •

-i

libeL law; and even then, unless the presbytery, which might

chance itself to be not very rigid in such matters, should

come to be of their mind, all their efforts to exclude the

obnoxious presentee must fall to the ground. Nay more,

upon the principle so confidently laid down in the house of

peers, of the civil court having a right to review and reverse

any sentence of a church court which affected civil rights,

the concurrence of the pres'bytery with the people in their

libel, would still leave the whole question of the settlement

Even a libel, where it was. The case might be carried from the ecclesi-

brought by astical to the civil court, and the sentence be there set aside,

aid^Bup' on the alleged ground that the charge libelled was not

tiie Church within the statute, or any other of the thousand pleas which

might not tliis right of review would open to legal ingenuity,—and
avail.

thus, a presentee, libelled by the people, and convicted by
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1839. the presbytery, might after all be carried over the necks of Chap. viil.

both, not merely into a benefice, but into the office of the

ministry, and into a cure of souls!—that is, if any church

court, even under the terrors of fine and imprisonment, the

civil court's only weapons for enforcing its decree, could be

found willing to degrade itself and to prostitute its sacred

functions, by submitting to this erastian control.

It was manifestly, therefore, no ordinary crisis which this T'lis decision
'' •' brought OQ

final decision in the first Auchterarder case had brought on, a crisis in
°

_ the affairs of

in the affairs of the church. The interval was but a brief the chmch.

one between the 2d of May, when that decision was pro-

nounced, and the 16th of the same month, when the general

assembly convened. Brief as it was, however, it found at

its close the assembly perfectly prepared to meet the emer-

gency. Not only had there been much earnest consultation

among those distinguished men upon whom, since 1834:,

the responsible charge of guiding the counsels of the church

had chiefly devolved,—but among the most godly members

of the church there had been much earnest prayer. Special Prayerful

111 1 1 111^1 preparation

meetmgs had almost everywhere been held, tor the purpose for the

of commending the assembly to the God of all grace and Assemhiy

wisdom ; and of supplicating, on behalf of its members, the

spirit of love, and of power, and of a sound mind,—the

spirit of faith and fidelity, and of the fear of the Lord.

This memorable assembly was opened, as usual, with The opening

divine worship, and a sermon preached by the moderator of sembiy, and

the year before. The sermon had a text singularly appro- tor's ser.

priate to the assembly in which the question was to be

determined,—are the rights of the Christian people, in the

calling and settlement of their ministers, to be utterly

abandoned by the church ? The text was that exhortation

of the apostle John contained in the 1st and 2d verses

of the 4th chapter of his first epistle: "Beloved, believe

not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they he of God,

!• 2 E

mon.
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Chap. VIII. because many false prophets are gone ouf into the world. 1839.

The text; Hereby know ye the Spirit of God: every spirit that con-
meant by ^ , , T ^1 . -

the preaciier fessetn that Jesus Christ IS come in the flesh, is of God.'
to apply to
popery In his discoursc from these words, the preacher, the Rev,
rather than ttt-it ht • i» -n t i t
topatroiiage, Dr. Wilham Muir, of Edmburah, was at some pams to
but equally .

i • i i i (^ • i • • i i
good against prove that the right and dutj ot trjmg the spirits, belongs

not to the clergy or chm-ch rulers alone, but to the private

members of the church. There can be no doubt, indeed,

that in asserting this hnportant truth, it was against popery

and not against patronage he meant it to bear. It is quite

as good, however, for the one purpose as for the other

—

and though it clashed rather inconveniently, as will shortly

appear, with Dr. Muir's own speech in the subsequent

debate, it furnished a very solid argument in support of the

motion that was adopted by the house.

On the first day of the assembly, distinct intimation of

the coming contest was given. As if impatient to announce

the prompt and cordial readiness of himself, and of those

with whom he acted, to conduct the affairs of the church

on the footing of entire submissiveness to the decrees of the

l)r. Cook's civil courts, Dr. Cook took the unusual course of calling
Jiaste to pro-

^ ^

claim his the attention of the assembly, within an hour after it con-
purpose of ''

submitting; vcned, to the result of the Auchterarder appeal, and of
to the civil .... rr »

courts. intimating his purpose to submit to the house a motion upon

the subject ; suggesting, at the same time, a particular day

of the following week for discussing it. The trumpet of

the moderate leader, blown in such haste from one end of

the lists, was answered on the instant from the other. Dr.

'^/^Pl'fi?!"^
Chalmers, who was known to have sjirded his ffiant strenj^thannounces o o o

wmhavcT' ^^^ *^^® momentous conflict, rose as Dr. Cook sat down, and
motion to calmly observed that, " he would feel it to be his duty to

submit some distinct proposition to the house, and that he

would table his motion at the same time with that of the

liev. Doctor." The gage of battle being thus taken up, a
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1839. third cliampion advanced into tlie lists, eager, apparently, Cha?.vi ii.

to step in between the combatants, and to persuade them

to shake hands. The representative of no intelligible

principle upon the question himself, Dr. Muir seemed to

think it possible that even antagonist principles might be

reconciled; that non- intrusion and absolute patronage,

spiritual independence and erastianism, might, somehow or

other, be made good friends. ** It was plain," said the

ex-moderator, "that propositions which might be conflicting

were impending over the assembly. Yet surely there might Dr.Muirsug-

be elicited, by a private friendly discussion of the propositions the matter

contemplated, some ground on which a harmonious resolution ,
fed •" »

^ ^
^

^"private

could be obtained." This notion of arrano-ino^, in some fnendiy
^ ^ _ discussion"

quiet half-hour's private talk between the leaders, a difference

which affected the whole theory of the church's constitution,

and which had been publicly debated for years, was, of

course, by common consent rejected. Its author clung to

it notwithstanding, expressing his hope that ** the learned

and reverend doctors would consider themselves free to

amalgamate their motions into one, if they saw that this

would be for the good of the church
:

" a very amiable

imagination, doubtless, but one which betrayed a singular

misapprehension both of the parties and the principles that

were about to come into collision. It was but recently that Dr. Muir Tiad
*^ but recently

Dr. Muir had bep-un to interest himself in the ereneral begun to in-
° ° teresthim-

business of the church. He had been accustomed, indeed, self in the

business of

during by far the greater part of his previous ministry, to Church

absent himself entirely from church courts, and to addict

himself exclusively to his pulpit and parochial duties. Pur-

suing this course, he had justly earned for himself the

reputation of a faithful and useful minister, but on the other

hand he had, by this seclusion, totally unfitted himself for

being an efficient counsellor upon great public questions

like those which were now agitating the church. His
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Chap. VIII. evangelical sympathies were understood to have been of late 1830^

drawing* him more and more towards the men of the party

of Dr. Chalmers,—while at the same time, in matters of

church policy, his leaning- had always been towards the side

His seat in gf moderatism. On the present occasion he had taken his

beuciI"°^^"P^'^^^'
^^^^^^ mathematical precision, in the very centre of the

cross bench, and from this position it was that he attempted to

step in after the manner above described, between the mode-

rate and evangelical leaders, and to bring them to one ! The

circumstances now mentioned seemed, at least at the time,

both to explain and excuse a proceeding which otherwise,

as coming from a person of Dr. Muir's standing and intelli-

gence, it might have been somewhat difficult to understand.

liie antagou- ^q indicate still more strono-ly the importance which was
1st inotious '=' '' ^

cinfur r*^
so justly attached to the approaching debate, Drs. Cook

laid on the ^mj Chalmers laid their antaoouist motions on the table of
table two •^

dajs beiore the assembly two days before it came on. The fullest
tLe debate. -^ •^

opportunity was thus given to every member of the house

to consider their real import, aud to determine to which of

them he should lend his support. The motion of Dr. Cook

set out with a long preamble, in which were minutely

detailed the origin and progress of the Auchterarder case,

—first in the courts ecclesiastical, and afterwards in the

courts of law. Thereafter it proceeded thus:—"Under

these circumstances, it is moved, that the act on calls,

Tlie motion commonly denominated the veto act, havino- been thus
olDr. Cook. ...

declared by the supreme civil tribunals of the country to

infringe on civil and patrimonial rights, with which the

church has often and expressly required that its judicatories

should not intermeddle, as being matters incompetent to

them, and not within their jurisdiction, it be an instruction

by the general assembly to all presbyteries that they proceed

henceforth in the settlement of parishes according to the

practice which prevailed previouoly to the passing of that
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1S39. act ; keeping specially in view the undoubted privilege of Chap, vin.

parishioners to state, at the moderation of the call, any

relevant objections to the induction of presentees; upon

which presbyteries, after hearing parties, shall decide,—it

l)eing in the power of these parties to appeal, if they see

cause, to the superior church courts." It was on Wednesday, The Rev. Mr,
^ Burns, ot

the 22d of May, the discussion took place. Before entering KUsyth,
•^ *^

called on txi

on it, a venerable member of the house, the Rev. Mr. Burns, engage in

. . prayer

of Kilsyth, was called on by the moderator to mvoke m
their behalf the presence and blessing of Almighty God.

This was about twelve o'clock noon, and the debate was

concluded about two hours after midnight. Dr. Cook's

argument in support of his motion amounted substantiall}'-

to this:—It has now been conclusively determined by the Summary of

courts of law that the veto act aiiects civil rights ; the stan- arguoient.

dards and laws of the church forbid her courts to handle

things which pertain to the civil jurisdiction ; the assembly

of 1834, in passing the veto act, is proved to have violated

that prohibition, because the civil tribunals have declared

this to be the fact ; the veto act is therefore null and void

;

the church is bound to treat it as such, and to go back at

once, and as matter of course, to the state of things which

preceded its enactment. The fallacy which runs through
'^^i?,^^^^"^!;^^^

this whole argument lies here. It assumes that the church nient.

is stepping out of its own ecclesiastical province, and

meddling with what belongs to the civil jurisdiction, when-

ever it touches anything which draws, however indirectly,

some civil consequence in its train. As has been already

sufficiently shown, this is in other words to deny that there

is such a thing as a province ecclesiastical,—a province

proper and peculiar to the church. Dr. Cook forgot alto-

gether to advert to the fact that the same church standards

which prohibit the ecclesiastical courts from meddling with

matters civil, deny not less peremptorily to the civil courts
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Chap, viu. all right and competency to meddle with matters ecclesi- 1839

Tiie Stan- astical. If the courts ecclesiastical forget this distinction,
dardsofthe ...
Church pro- the civil court will, of course, protect itself by disallowing

State from to the illegal acts of the church any civil result, and by
meddling ... 'J
witii matters treating them as in this respect destitute of all force and
spiritual, as

peremptorily effect. But, on the Other hand, it belonf^s to the very
as they pro-

<? i • • • •

iiibit the cssenco of that distmction between the civil and ecclesiasti-
Church

1 1 • 1 1
courts from cal, which the standards of the church lay down, that there
meddling . ,. . .

witii matters IS a correspondmg right, inherent in the courts of the church,

—a right to guard what is ecclesiastical from the encroach-

ments of the courts of law. As the civil courts are not

bound to hold a church act to be ecclesiastical, merely

because the church has chosen to call it so,—no more are

the courts ecclesiastical bound to hold it to be a matter civil,

merely because the courts of law have been pleased so to

decide. Each class of courts must judge for itself, and act

accordingly. It is curious to observe how strangely Dr.

Cook misrepresents this very simple and harmless proposition.

^m d°"^f'
** ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^*'" ^^^ ^^J^»

'* is a contradiction in itself.

stating the We not ooly have not, but we could not have, such a power
views of the j ' 4.

supporters consistently with the purposes and intentions of the civil
ot spiritual ./ r r

'ji'J^^peuJ- government. There cannot be two independent legislatures

in the same country. It is impossible that society can exist

if one legislature be not supreme. If we admit an imperium

in imperio, we tear up the foundations not only of govern-

ment, but we tear up the foundations on which the whole

system of social union rests." This is surely an example

of very great confusion of thought. Dr. Cook identifies

the courts of law with the legislature; and because the

church refuses to submit to the sentence of the one, he takes

for granted that it is setting itself up in opposition to the

other. But how does the case actually stand ? The argu-

ment of his opponents was this,—the legislature of the

country has delegated one kind of jurisdiction to the courts

eiice.
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1S39. of civil law, and It has ratified another kind of jurisJictlon Chap.vi ii.

as belono-iufi: to the courts of the church. The legislature Tiie state re-

° °
^

cognizes the

has not made the one class of courts subject to the other, cini and ec
clcsiastical

but has placed them on the footinoj of courts of co-ordmate courts as,..„,, co-ordiuate.

jurisdiction, and has declared the decisions of each to be

final in regard to all matters which fall within its own pro-

vince. On the supposition that this was a correct statement

of the fact, it is abundantly obvious that, in refusing to

acknowledo-e the rio-ht of the civil court to control its pro-

ceedings in matters ecclesiastical, the church, instead of

rebelling against the legislature, was only giving effect to

the legislature's design. If, when the time for making the

appeal arrived, this view of the relative position of the civil

and ecclesiastical courts should be disallowed by the legis-

lature of the country. Dr. Cook's opponents never hesitated

to avow, what their after conduct nobly exemplified, that

then their resistance would be at an end. All along, they Should the° "^ State deter-

distinctly declared that it did, and must, belong to the mmeother-..,.,„ ^ise, and

legislature to determine on what conditions it will confer insist on a

^
civil supre-

upon a church the immunities of a civil establishment; and macy in
'• matters spi-

that if once its decision should be given forth to the effect ritual, there

_ ^
would tlien

of sanctionincr that doctrine of the civil courts' supremacy, be nothing

now heard of for the first time since the revolution settle- submit, or

to renounce

ment of 1690, there could be but one or other of two alter- theEstab-

natives open to loyal subjects and men of honour,— either

to submit to that civil supremacy in matters spiritual, or to

leave the establishment altogether.

Such being the real state of the question, it was unworthy

of Dr. Cook to attempt to load his opponents with the odium

of seeking to set up the old popish principle which subor-

dinated the civil to the ecclesiastical power. It was ini- Dr. Cook tries

,. , to confound
possible that Dr. Cook could be ifjnorant of the radical the claim ot

i-n- 1 1 ^ 1 • ^ the Church
ditterence between a claim, like that of popery, to subject with the

the state to the church,—and a claim, like that of the Popsry.
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Chap. VIII. churcK of Scotland, to be free from civil coercion in ad- 1839.

ministering its own spiritual affairs. The former was the

claim of tyranny, the latter is the claim of liberty of con-

science. The one was the ally of despotism, the other is

the only foundation for true and lasting freedom. Not

only, however, did Dr. Cook raise this groundless and sense-

less cry,—a cry which was afterwards greedily caught up,

and confidently repeated, by many who knew nothing about

Vilifies his
[^ —j^y^ }^g allowed himself to indule-e in vilifyinoj the church

own (Jh'iixli. * o J o

to which he belonged, by attempting to show that this

usurping spirit was no new feature of its history, but one

which had appeared more than once before. As his one

solitary proof of this offensive charge, he read an extract

from the Booh of the Universal Kirk, on the strength of

which, he accused the assembly of 1591 of maintaining,

" that ecclesiastics should not be brought under the cog-

nizance of civil tribunals," and of dragging before them

*' a judge of the court of session " for an act done by him,

"in the exercise of his duty, sitting upon the bench

ihePresi]/- administering justice." This, observed the Fresbyterian
terian Re- o .»

^ ^

view's Review in its commentary on Dr. Cook s speech, '* is a pure
answer to
Lis state- fabrication, a gratuitous calumny, utterly unsupported by
mentontliis » & J*

r i
•

i
puiut. the record on which Dr. Cook professes to found it, and

expressly contradicted by the known facts of the case, as

established by the testimony of an opponent. Spottiswoode,

notwithstanding all his strong prejudices, brings no charge

against the church for their conduct in this matter : and

from his narrative of the facts of the case (pp. 384, 385),

it is quite evident that Dr. Cook's accusation is wholly

unfounded. Dr. Cook, however, is not the fabricator of

\)T. Cook's this calumny. He has borrowed it from two most disrepu-
story was a

. . ^
• r ^'\ ^

calumny, table episcopalian productions; viz., that infamous libel,

from Max- Bishop MaxwoU's Burden of Issachar, and that most viru-

Heyiiu. lent and mendacious book, Heylin's History of the Fresby-
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1S39. terians (p. 295). It is also deserving- of remark, tliat Chap. viti.

Principal Baillie, in his reply to Maxwell, describes at length

the actual facts of this case, and proves that this slander

of Maxwell's (the very same as Dr. Cook's), is utterly

groundless, and that the assembly on that occasion did not

attempt to interfere in any civil matter, and did not try to

step beyond their province of judging in ecclesiastical affairs.

Dr. Cook of course knows these facts: but we take the

liberty of recommending to his attention the following sen-

tence with which Baillie introduces his reply to this calumny

as brought forward by Maxwell:"

—

** At this place, p. 46, you bring us another story, where- The calumny.. PI Ti»'i exposedlong

upon you make tragic outcries of the assembly s insolent ago by

usurpations. It seems you thought that this your book

should never have come from Oxford into the hands of any

Scotchman who knew the custom of the judicatories of

Scotland. / do marvel much at your impudence, that you

should speak of the assembly's encroaching upon the lords

of session with any civil cause which the law commits to any

temporal judicatory."

** If Baillie," continues the Review, "marvelled much at Baiiiiewon-

the impudence of a bishop who had been excommunicated impudence

. . which could

by the church, and declared an incendiary by the state, in pubhshsucb

. rs P t 11 1 • 1
a story at

publishing at Oxford so groundless a calumny against the Oxford;

church of Scotland, how would he have described the conduct he have said

, . c ^ ^ ^ i
of its beino;

of the man who, himself a minister of that church, and one published ia111- . 1 . ^ ^ j^
t^^ General

who had written its history, should have dared to repeat Assembly.

the very same calumny in the face of the general assem-

bly?"*

It was entirely in keeping with those views which Dr.

Cook had given forth, as to its being the church's duty in

every case to accept the sentence of the courts of law, as

* Presbyterian Review^ vol. xii., pp. 175, 176.
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Chap, viii, decisive of what does, and what does not belong to the 1839.

Dr. Cook ecclesiastical jurisdiction, to say as he did. *' It appears
lioldsthe

J ' J rr
Veto-law to to me, therefore, that the veto-act is not an act of the
be 110 law of
the Church churcli I it is altogether a nullity : the church was actins:
at all, be.

i v , •

cause (lis- luidcr crror,—she did that which she supposed she was
allowed by , , . .

the civa competent to do : hut it is now found that she was not
courts.

competent, and the act falls to he considered as no act of

the church at all. This being the case, there is no occasion,

in my estimation, to send down this act to be repealed, to

the different presbyteries. We had not the power to pass

it : we cannot have the power to repeal it : it is an absurdity,

and therefore, in my opinion, it falls to the ground alto-

gether." Such was the state of utter impotence and slavish

subjection to the courts of law, to which Dr. Cook sought

to reduce, by his motion, a church whose glory it had ever

been to hold, as the cardinal principle of its constitution,

that Christ was its only Head and King. Those who have

studied that church's laws and history, will judge whether

The spirit of its true ffcnius be found in the crouchino- and craven spirit
the Church

.

*
,

*=• ^

of Scotland which breathed in the speech and motion of Dr. Cook, or
breathed _

^

not in Cook, in the unflinching resolution and noble sentiments which
but in

°
Chalmers, pervaded the speech and motion of Dr. Chalmers.

In the outset of his elaborate and magnificent address,

Dr. Chalmers took occasion to state, that in 1833 and 1834

he had been himself in favour of going to parliament—"not

for the purpose of obtaining the sanction of the state in

Chalmers ex- favour of our own great constitutional principle of non-intru-

in 1834 he sion—for that I hold to be beyond their province—neither
wished to

, .

have gone for the purpose of superadding: the civil to the ecclesiastical
to Parha-

. ,

Lieut. sanction, in order to confer a rightful authority either on the

veto-law or any other device by which to carry the principle

of non-intrusion into effect—for that I hold to be equally

beyond their province—but for the purpose of making sure

that we did not forfeit that which it is altoirether within the
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1839. power and province of a government either to give or to Chap, vth

withhold, the inestimable benefits of a national establish-

ment." In alluding to this fact, it was not so much the

speaker's object to vindicate his own consistency in propos-

ing, as he was about to propose, that they should do now

what it had been his wish to do five years before ; as rather,

to meet a particular and very mischievous objection which,

in high and influential quarters, was rife at that moment

against the conduct of the church. The church was accused

of the grossest recklessness in passing the veto-law. It was

assumed that those who guided its counsels had neither in-

quired nor cared about the risk of bringing on a collision

with the civil rights of patrons. Adverting to those who

entertained such views, ** itmay, perhaps," said Dr. Chalmers,

'* blunt the edge of their dislike to us, when made to under-

stand, that at the very commencement of this ecclesiastical

law there were the most anxious solicitude and inquiry in

regard to the bearing which the civil law had upon it ; and

if these were confined to the chamber of consultation and Tiiey did not
go to Parlia-

did not come forth into visible display, it was because met nient in

^ ''
. .

ISSi, be-

and satisfied by the hi^h authority of his majesty's law cause theJO •' J J
1j^^, ofticers

officers in Scotland. If no reference was made to the 2:0- of the state
° assured

vernment durinor the enactment of this law, it was because theoi it was
°

_ _
unneccs-

their own legal functionaries were upon its side, and any sary.

charge which the champions of loyalty may found upon this,

lies at the door, not of the ecclesiastics, but of the civilians

of the general assembly."

The independence resolution of the precedino- year had The indepen-
^ X o ^ dence reso-

already alienated many conservative statesmen and members '"tiou of
•'

_

"^

^
1838 had

of the Scottish aristocracy, from a cause which Dr. Chalmers alarmed
•^

_
some ol tlie

had deeply at heart,—the cause of church extension. A couservative
^ "^

^
statesmeu,

church not tied hand and foot by civil statutes, not snbject and of the
•^ **

Scottish

in everything to the control of the courts of law, they looked aiistocracy.

upon as dangerous to the commonwealth. Their own notions
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CiiAP. VIII. of a cliurcli establisliment being all formed upon the model 1839.

The right of of the cburcli of England, with tbe parliament for its legis-

mentdiUm- lature and tbe sovereign for its bead ; tliey were equally

ciiuJch was surprised and alarmed to bear of sucli pretensions to a self-

by^them^aT governing power as were maintained by tbe eburcb of Scot-

fomi of land. It seemed to tbem to be only anotlier manifestation
radicahsm.

^£ ^|^^ dreaded spirit of radicalism and revolution. Nor was

tbis impression at all weakened but rather strengthened by

tbe fact, that tbe shield of that jurisdiction, in all matters

and causes ecclesiastical, which tbe church claimed as her

own, she bad been throwing as a protection over tbe spiritual

rights and privileges of the people. For the sake of that

great cause to which his whole soul was devoted, as well as

for their own sake, be would fain have disabused these frown-

ing grandees of their utterly mistaken prejudice. *'Let

Pr. ciiaitners' me," be exclaimed, "give an assurance, which I do with tbe

this class,— profoundest respect to the nobles and high gentlemen of

attempt to Scotland, that never, never was there a greater misconcep-

neediess tlon than to look on the doings of our church, as they would

on the fermentations of some coming anarchy which is to go

forth and desolate the land. Truly they confound the things

which differ ; they apprehend tbe same danger from giving

way to tbe popular mind in this ecclesiastical question, as

from giving way to the popular mind in a question of civil

or political warfare ; and in perfect keeping with tbis, they

look on tbe vindicators, or if you will on tbe champions of

tbis cause, just as they would on the agitators or demagogues

of tbe commonwealth in seasons of plebeian delusion, or

of fierce and frenzied partisanship ; never was there an

imagination wider of tbe truth. There is no affinity whatever

between tbe demand, tbe honest demand, of tbe common

people for a pure gospel, and those demands which are lifted

up in the loud accents of turbulence and menace for tbe exten-

sion of their riglits as citizens. There is a total distinction
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1839. and dissimilarity between those two things. Even an anti- Chap.viil

patronao-e clergyman—let alone a vetoist—is just as unlike An anti-pa-
r o oj

' ^-^
tronau:e

a chartist or a radical as William Wilberforce is unlike to cier-yman
as unlike a

William Cobbett." Cha.tist hs

Leaving these more general considerations by which Dr. bcrtorceis

Chalmers sought to conciliate, in the hidi places of the land, wiuiam111-1+ Cobbett.

a favourable reception for that appeal which he designed to

recommend that the assembly should make to the govern-

ment and parliament, with a view to obtain a legislative

sanction for the veto-law,—he came next to the question,— Recommends

What is to be done meanwhile, and until that sanction is lative sanc-

, , tion should

iriven ? On this fundamental point his views were clear ana be sought°
7. 1 1 • • • +1 for the Veto-

strong. When the hazard of an adverse decision in tne law.

Auchterarder case had first been spoken of, his own impres-

sion, and he had sppken of it often and openly to others,

was, that in such an event he would be prepared to go back

from the legislative to the judicial powers of the church, and

to effect by the veto of the presbytery what could not be

effected, so as to carry the benefits of the establishment

along with it, by the veto of the congregation. Not, indeed,

that he would ever for a moment have consented to do this

on the footing contemplated in the motion of Dr. Cook. He

would have done it "in the event only of the veto-law being

repealed, which law«we never can be freed from till it is

repealed ecclesiastically. But supposing it thus repealed ;
Tiie circum-

and supposinjr also that' we had tried to obtain the civil which alone

sanction for the veto-law, or somethini? else in its place, and mers would

had failed;" it was then, and in that case alone he '* should ].reparedto

, . tail back on

have had no objection to fall back on the judicial and ad- the judicial
^

^

^ power of the

ministrative power of presbyteries." Church.

Till the date of the Auchterarder decision in the house of

lords, it had never occurred to Dr. Chalmers, and it could

not have occurred to those who supported the motion of Dr.

Cook, in the assemblies of 1833 and 1834, that presbyteries
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CnAP.viTi. were not entitled to look at all tlie circumstances wLIch 1839.

seemed to affect the ministerial usefulness of a presentee,

and having respect to all these ch'cumstances to determine

absolutely whether thej would settle him or no. Why then

The judicial was Dr. Chalmers no longer disposed to betake himself to
power of the

i » i -i m i o mi
Church as sucli a coursc as the one he had described? ** That was
effectually

t » > i • i t •

taken away my gTound, he said, ** speakirig to that very question,

—

as its legis- iti ^ 'n t ' t i
lative power and I have not shifted it. I have not changed my ground,
hy the late

i i i /> i i •

decision, and —the ground has been cut away from me, and there is not
especiallyas... „ . ^^ ,

interpreted one luch left lor my leet to stand upon. Here we are, m
ions of the Virtue of this decision, and of the* principles on which it rests^

flung abroad upon a viewless gulph, with no support and no

resting-place save a despotic patronage on the one side, or

a lapse into voluntaryism on the other. There is positively

nothing left for us between these two extremes in the present

state of the law, as expounded by the two chancellors in the

house of lords. And the precise object of my motion is to

save us from both of these extremes,-—from a system of

patronage on the one hand, that will secularize our church.

Nothing now and justlv alienate the aflfections of all our people,—from
but absolute , » , . .,.,.„
patronage or that systcm of voluntaryism on the other, into which, if we
the surren-

,

derofthe oncc pluno;e. there will plun2:e alone: with us the ^reat mass
Estflblish- , .

° '
.

-^ *
. ^ , ,^

ment. and majority of our population into the depths of an irre-

ligion and a vice, from which, with but the means and forces

of a voluntary church, we can never recall them."f

.^J
Dr. Chalmers had not then contemplated those methods

which, when driven, four years afterwards, into separation

from the state, his own great mind devised, of calling forth

the resources of a voluntary church. But to whatever extent

he may himself, by the divine blessing on his own wisdom

and energy, have thus become instrumental in diminishing

the very evils which he dreaded and foretold, enough, alas!

will remain behind amply to justify the solemn warning

ivhich he gave.;' And the time will come when men will
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1839. ^ook back with equal indignation and astonishment, at the Chap, viri,

choice which statesmen made,—when, in the nineteenth The time will

1 T • 1 /. 1
come when

century, the sera oi progress and political rerorm, they pre- the foUy of•/»••• iiiT having dis-

ferred the alternative ot maintaining unaltered a barbarous regarded

and oppressive law of the middle ages, to the concession of lemn'wam-

a principle so just and reasonable as this, that a congrega- seen and

tion should be allowed at least a negative voice in the choice

of their minister!

By large extracts from the printed judicial speeches of

Lords Cottenham and Brougham, Dr. Chalmers substanti-

ated to the full that account of their decision which he had

submitted to the house. He showed that, not the right of

dissent alone, but the call, in every form of it, had been

SAvept away. And furthermore, that while the congregation shows that

had been stripped bare of every privilege they had hitherto and the
{ircsbV tcrv

lave been

Excepting within the limited range of literature, life, and equaUyof

manners, they were held to have nothing whatever to say to leges by the

the patron's presentee. He might be utterly destitute of gion.

preaching gifts ; there might be no evidence of the grace of

God in his heart; he might be a man who was evidently

destined to lay the parish desolate ; the presbytery might

have the most solemn conviction that they were sinning

against God in committing to him the holy ministry and the

care of immortal souls,—but not being able to prove him a

heretic, a profligate, or an ignoramus, they must trample on

the laws of their church, on the principles of God's word, on

the dictates of their own conscience, on ever^^thing that

should be most sacred to ministers of Christ,—and, simply

at the bidding of a court of law, and under the coercion of

brute force, they must ordain and admit him to the charge!

By way of illustrating the monstrous nature of that juris-

diction which the courts of law were now claiming over

presbyteries, in regard to a process which involved the
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Chap. VIII. spiritual act of ordination. Dr. Chalmers referred to the 1839.

Quotes the chiirch of England. He quoted the case of a Mr. Abhott,

Abbott of ' M.A., of Queen's College, Cambridge, who, on being refused

of England, ordination by the Bishop of Norwich, and also, on appeal,

by the Archbishop of Canterbury, applied to the crown, as

head of the church ** to remove this hinderance to his ob-

In his case taining episcopal ordination." To this application, made in

houruere- 1830, Lord Melbourne, as the king's first minister, replied,

vise the ' that he ** cannot advise the king to give any command for

terferewith Controlling the judgment of a bishop on the subject of ordi-

right to give nation to holy orders." And yet, what the sovereign,

ordination, though having undoubted jurisdiction in matters spiritual,

according to the law and constitution of the church of Eng-

land, would not venture to do there, the courts of law were

now prepared to do here,—notwithstanding that these courts

of law had not one particle of jurisdiction in any matter

spiritual whatever! True, indeed, in England, ordination

is usually separated altogether from induction. They ordain

first,—and when the patron issues his presentation, it is in

favour of one already in holy orders,—nothing but induction,

therefore, remains, and induction the law and practice in

England treat as a matter of civil right, to grant which the

One of Lord bishop may be compelled by legal force. Lord Brougham,
Brouirhaui's . , . j,

blunders, misled by his English precedents, took it as a matter or

course, that the only thing which created the difiiculty as to

the civil courts' interference in Scotland, arose out of the

fact that here ordination and induction were usually com-

bined. His lordship knew, however, that there were cases

in which that combination did not exist. A patron may and

does often present to a vacant parish a minister already

Takes the ordaiued and in the enjoyment of a benefice. In this in-
case of an

. 1 T 1 T> » -I
' ^ J.

ordained Stance, Said Lord Brougham, ** the only question tliat can
minister

. . . ,
.,.,.. ,, •

i r \
presented arise IS With rcspcct to inducting him into the parish or A,

charge. Avhcreas formerly he was settled in the parish of B;" and
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having provided himself with this case, ** sifted entirely of Chap.yiii.

the difficulty with which it is sought to be mixed up as to the

first benefice,—because the first benefice is accompanied with

ordination and the second benefice is accompanied with no

ordination, at all,"—and having further laid down the prin-

ciple that *' whatever law applies to the case of the first

benefice, in respect of the present controversy, must be

equally applicable to the second benefice,"—he thinks he

has here discovered an experlmentum cruds that will carry

him, without difficulty, to his conclusion. Assuming? it to Takes for
' *''

.
.° granted that

be an imao-ination too absurd for any one to indulft-e in, that induction
°

•;
. ,

cauiiot be

a presbytery could refuse induction in the case of a minister refused iu
' "^

, .
such a case,

already ordained, he reasons upon this assumption as a and con-
•^ ' ^

. . ,
eludes that

suflacient ground for holdino; that they cannot refuse it in the therefore it

°
, ,

° "^ caunotbe

case of a minister not ordained. refused m
any case.

" Now,' said Dr. Chalmers, after quoting the passage in

which this notable argument of the ex-chancellor is contained,

*' I would have the assembly specially to notice the total mis-

understanding under which his lordship here labours in Dr. Chalmers

.
sliows his

regard both to the law and the practice of our church judi- lordship to

. . . , he in error

catones. * * * Jje reasons from the imagination that hoth as to

, . , . . [. T • • 1 the law aud
when induction is separate from ordination, as in the trans- tiie practice... .

of the

portation of ministers, the idea of a presbytery having the Churcii.

power to refuse such induction were an absurdity too violent

to be entertained for a moment. And from this he reasons

to the equal, if not greater, absurdity of a presbytery having

power to refuse induction, when a minister for the first time

has been presented to a parish. Now, it so happens that on

every such question of a second induction, and wherewith

the ordination of the presentee is not at all concerned, he

having been already ordained on admission to his first parish, iTie thing

on every such question of induction, and of induction alone, Brougham
takes fur

the church courts do put forth the very power, and actually granted is

, ., ,

J 1
' J

uolUue.
clescribe the very steps, which, in the eye of his lordship, it

1. 2 F
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Ch*p.viii. were quite monstrous to conceive as possible. They call on 1839.

the first congregation to appear at their bar and state their

reasons, if they have any, why their minister should not be

dissevered from them: and they call also on the opposite

side to state their counter reasons, why the removal should

take effect. The presbytery sits in judgment on these

reasons : and if their finding be the superior fitness of the

The presi)y-. prescntec for his present over his proposed charge, they can

Mays done, put their authoritative interdict on the removal— an interdict

ciiaiienge, the powcr of wliicli has never been disputed that we know

tiling Lord of ; but, as a matter of course, is acquiesced in by all
Brougliam • i i -i t • • i i i

considers to parties, though to the great disappomtment, it may be, both

bie. of the patron and presentee. So late as last year this very

process was gone through, to the very great disappointment

of the patron. His lordship has just carried us to the very

place where the strength of our cause appears in characters

of most irrefragable demonstration. Go to England, where

ordination is given separately from induction, and we there

see that no civil power, not even the king, who is the head

of their church, would ofi'er to control a bishop in the matter

of ordination. Come back to Scotland, and look to the only

cases where induction takes place separately from ordina-

tion, as in the transportation of ministers, and we there see

the absolute, uncontrolled power of the presbytery, either to

reject the presentation or to give effect to it. In England,

ordination is a matter not to be touched by the civil power,

but is left altogether with the power ecclesiastical. In Scot-

laud, induction, when it stands aloof from ordination, is a

matter never touched by the civil power, but is left alto-

gether to the power ecclesiastical. But by this sweeping

sentence on the case of Auchterarder, the power ecclesi-

astical is doubly overborne. Not only are we lorded over as

to the matter of induction,—respecting which our church

has all along, and up to this moment, stood superior to tlie
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cliurcli of Enofland,—but we are further lorded over as to Chap.viii.

the matter of ordination, in which, if our prostrate and
^^^Jo^^^jj^j^^.g

fallen church do acquiesce, we shall be degraded irameasur- whole argu-

ably beneath the sister establishment. And all this, too, as
^^•"^"^Jg^™^^

the conclusion ofan argument not only differentfrom the truthy

but directly and diametrically opposite to tlie truth/*

Reckless, however, as Lord Brougham's assumptions and

arguments might thus be shown to be, they had been made

the basis of a decision which, in respect of all civil effects,

must now be recognised as the law of the land ; and with

that decision before them, and still more with that decision

read in the light of those principles on which it was pro-

fessedly founded, the assembly must proceed to determine

the question,—what was now to be done. Dr. Cook had No room left

^ '
tor even Vi:

agreed to append to his motion, the recognition of special Cook's "spe-

fitness for the particular charge, as a legitimate ground on according: to

which tiie presbytery might place its judgment in rejecting of tiie House

or accepting the presentee ; but special fitness was not within

the definition given by the two chancellors of the term

** qualification,"—it did not fall under any one of these three

categories, literature, life, or manners. In a word, there was

no middle course left to the church. Absolute patronage,

enforced at the expense of riding rough-shod over the entire

field of the church's spiritual jurisdiction, must be acquiesced

in at once, or a stand must now be made, once for all, against

these intolerable aggressions. The only position that could

be taken up, consistent with loyalty to the state on the one

hand, and with true allegiance to the church's divine and

glorious Head on the other, was that which, in the following

motion. Dr. Chalmers proposed:

—

"The general assembly havinor heard the report of the The motion of

procurator on the Auchterarder case, and considered the mers.

judgment of the house of lords, affirming the decision of the

court of session, and being satisfied that, by the said judg-
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Chap.viii. ment, all questions of civil right, so far as the preshytery of 1839.

Auchterarder is concerned, are substantially decided, do

now, in conformity with the uniform practice of this church,

and with the resolution of last general assembly, ever to give

and inculcate implicit obedience to the decisions of civil

The Church courts, in regard to the civil rights and emoluments secured

decision, in: by law to the church, instruct the said presbytery to offer

matters of no farther resistance to the claims of Mr. Young, or of the

are conceru- patron, to the emoluments of the benefice of Auchterarder,

and to refrain from claiming the jus devolutumy or any other

civil right or privilege connected with the said benefice.

*' And whereas the principle of non-intrusion is one coeval

with the reformed kirk of Scotland, and forms an integral

part of its constitution, embodied in its standards and de-

Rp'oivesto jclared in various acts of assembly, the general assembly

principle of resolvc that this principle cannot be abandoned, and that
uoii-mtru- ^ "•

siou. no presentee shall be forced upon any parish contrary to the

will of the congregation.

** And whereas, by the decision above referred to, it ap-

pears that when this principle is carried into effect, in any

parish, the legal provision for the sustentation of the

ministry in that parish may be thereby suspended, the

general assembly being deeply impressed with the unhappy

consequences which must arise from any collision between

the civil and ecclesiastical authorities, and holding it to be

their duty to use every means in their power, not involving

any dereliction of the principles and fundamental laws of

their (church) constitution to prevent such unfortunate

appoints a results, do therefore appoint a committee for the purpose
coiiiruittee .,.. .., «•, .,
to seek an of considcrmg in what way the privileges of the national
adjustment

i i i
of the (liflcr -establishment and the harmony between church and state,
ence be- ...,.,. . n • ^

tn-een the may remain unimpaired, with instructions to conier with
civil and ec- ,,
desiasticui the government oi the country it they see cause.

All that the state had given to the church in the parish
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of Auchterarder was the benefice, and the power, in certain Chap.viti,

circumstances, to exercise the patron's right of patronage.

The late decision had ruled the point, that the act of assem-

bly 1834 could not be enforced without the loss of these

temporalities. The presbytery of Auchterarder was accor-

dingly instructed, in the motion of Dr. Chalmers, to hold

them as, for the present, forfeited by the church. It was it ^s lawful

lawful for the church to surrender the state's gifts, but not church to

lawful to surrender any of her own fundamental laws, so ihe state's

long as she believed them to be in accordance with the will not^to give

of Christ, and necessary for the spiritual good of His people, ^fwa.'^'^

*

The act of 1834 possessed these characteristics. The prin-

ciple on which it rested formed part of her public profession

as a church before her connection Avith the state began. She

had carried it along with her into the state alliance, it had

been always embodied in her standards, often proclaimed in

her laws, frequently asserted in her administration, and

never abandoned during the two centuries and a half that

had elapsed since she received her civil establishment. She

still held it to be both scriptural and expedient,—and a

principle therefore which she could not renounce without

doing violence to her own constitution and sinning against

God. At the same time this state of things,—this contrariety The existing

e 1 ' •^
-I T Ti r* i ^ • ' i

Contrariety

or the civu law regardmg the benefices, to the ecclesiastical between the

law regardmg the spiritual cures of the church, must tend, to the bene-

if continued, to break up the union of church and state the church

altogether, and hence the recommendation with which the the cure of

Till • 11-11 • 1 souls, must
motion concluded, that a committee should be ajipointed to be doneIff- 1 ' • T away if

consider the best mode of adjusting this serious disagree- ciiurcii and

• 1 f»
• 1 1 p ,

^''ite are

ment, with power to confer with the government or the to continue

country upon the subject. As the first effort of that com-

mittee would naturally be to obtain from parliament a law

in harmony with the act of assembly. Dr. Chalmers dedi-

cated a considerable portion of his speech to the vindication
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Chap. VIII. of the principle on which that act proceeds. The extract 1839.

is long in which this vindication is contained, but it is tar

too full of both wisdom and eloquence to make it burden-

some to the reader. It meets, and with a force of argunjent

which no opponent has ever ventured fairly to face, the

only plausible-looking objection with which the non-intrusion

principle has ever been assailed.

Theconciu- "Let me now conclude," said the distino-uished speaker,
sionotDr.

. . . .
° ^

.

*

Chalmers' ** with a few brief remarks on the principle asserted in the
speech.

i i c i • i

preamble of the motion, that most express, and one of the

most ancient of our statutory and constitutional principles

;

and, to this hour, the one in greatest demand, and the

dearest of all others to the people of Scotland,—we mean

the principle of non-intrusion. The object of the veto-law

was to supply a definite test for the clear guidance and

determination of church courts, and by which they might

come at once to a deliverance on the question whether or

not this principle is violated. But if we are not to have

the direction of this law, then, though in the absence of its

Tiie principle test, w© are not to lose our hold of the principle, but judge
ofnon-in-

. i i i

trusion not as WO can by any other tests that remam to us, wnether by
to be aban-

.
r» n i -i

doned. the aucicnt measure of a call,—happily preserved to us as

a relic of better days, spared and transmitted, in the midst

of their other cruel sacrifices, by the reckless innovators of

last century,—or failing the call, for had this of itself been

an unfailing index, the veto-law would never have been

heard of: but in defect of the call as not being a perfect

criterion, then must presbyteries look to the matter with

their own eyes, and judge in their own consciences—and

with a solemn feeling of their responsibility to the God of

righteousness and truth—whether or not they hold the

appointment of this man to be an intrusion or an offence to

the Christian feelings of the people ; and whether or not,

with this moral barrier in the way of his usefulness, it is
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1S89. for the Christian good of their families that he shoukl he Chap.viii.

inducted to the charge of their souls. I know what may

he said against this ; and it equally applies to the veto and

the call, or to any other method hy which you proceed on

the mere fact of the popular antipathy, and that without

requiring any statement, or at least any vindication from

them, as to the reasons of it. I am fully prepared for all

the wanton ridicule which has been cast on a popular

antipathy, without reasons, or such reasons as can bo

stated before a bench of judges for them to judge upon.

The Dean of Faculty, in his pleading before the lords of Contempt
thrown by

session, makes repeated and contemptuous allusions to this tiie Dean of

Tacultv on
mystic and incomprehensible somethino;—too shadowy for the dissent

•^

.

"
.

®
.

"^
without

expression, too ethereal to be bodied forth in language, and reasons

assigned.

on which we would reject the presentee,—grounding our

rejection on a veto, itself without grounds ; or at least such

grounds as are capable of being set forth and made intelligible

to the minds of other men. Now, if there be one thing of

which we are more confident than another, it is that here

we have all philosophy upon our side, and all that is sound

in the experience of human nature. Not in Christianity Dr. ciialmers

. , 11 1 . /. 1
vindicates

alone, but m a thousand other subjects of human thought, that dissent.

there may be antipathies and approvals resting on a most

solid and legitimate foundation,—not properly, therefore,

without reasons, but reasons deeply felt, yet incapable of

being adequately communicated. And if there be one topic

more than another on which this phenomenon of the human Argnment in

spirit should be most frequently realized, it is the topic of from the

Christianity ; a religion, the manifestation of whose truth is Christianity

unto the conscience: and the response or assenting testimony

to which, as an object of instant discernment, might issue

from the deep recesses of 'their moral nature, on the part of

men with whom it is a fell reality—able, therefore, to articu-

late their belief, yet not able to articulate the reasons uf it.
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Chap. VIII. There is much, and that the weightiest part by far, of the in- 1839.

ternal evidence for Christianity, that rests on the adaptations

which obtain between its objective truths and the felt necessi-

ties or desires of our subjective nature—adaptations powerfully

and intimately felt by many a possessor of that nature, who

is yet unable to propound them in language, far less to state

or vindicate them at the bar of judgment. And if ever the

prerogatives of the human conscience were at one time more

cruelly trampled on than at another, it has been during

the last century, and at the bar of this house,—when the

collective mind of a congregation, who both knew and loved

the truth as it is in Jesus, has been contemptuously set at

nought: and the best, the holiest feelings of our Scottish

patriarchs, by lordly oppressors sitting in state and judg-

Condemns mcnt. Were barbarously scorned. In that age of violent

tempt of the settlements, these simple, these unlettered men of a rustic
conscien-

tious dissent congregation could say no more—yet said most truly of the
of pious con-

. .,.. . i«iiTi -IT
grregations mtendcQ minister—than this, that he did not preach the

vailed in the gospcl, and that in the doctrine he gave, there was no food

century." for their souls. I cannot image a more painful spectacle,

than such men as these, the worthies of the olden time, at

once the pride and the preserving salt of our Scottish com-

monwealth, placed under the treatment and rough handling

Sketch of a of an able, ieerine:, uno-odly advocate,—while coarse and
scene in the "^ o' o j '

Assembiv contcmptuous clergymen, booted and spurred for riding

reign of committees,* Avere looliinff on and eniovino; the scene: and
nioderatism. ° j ./ o

a loud laugh from the seats of those assembled scorners,

completed the triumph over the religious sensibilities of

men who could but reclaim with their hearts and not with

their voices. This was the policy of Dr. Robertson, recently

* In those days the general assembly enforced the law of patronage

both against the people and the refractory presbyteries by means of

travelling, commonly called riding committees, whose office it was to

ordain the intruded clergyman, which was not unfrequently done under

the protection of a military force.
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1839. lauded in high places, * a policy which has dissevered our Chap. \iil.

population from our church, and shed most withering influ-

ence over the relio'ion of the families of Scotland. Re-enact

this policy if you will, and you place your kirk, as a national

establishment, on the brink of its sure annihilation. Have Warns the
Assembly

a care, ye professing friends of order and loyalty,—have a against,,./,, 1
returning to

care, lest by a departure from the hne of resolute and the policy of

unswervmg principle, ye strip the church of all moral sionists,

weight in the eyes of the community. Think of the deadly

enemies by whom we are encompassed : and have a care,

lest by one hair-breadth deviation from the path of integrity

and honour, ye cause the hearts of these Philistines to

rejoice.

•* This discernment of the gospel, this just perception of

truth, on the part of a home-bred peasantry, though unable

to assign the principles or reasons, is not more marvellous

than is their just perception of beauty, though unable to

assign the philosophy of taste. Hear the most philosophical
^JJ^jfjJ^^J!^".

of all our poets, Akenside, who in his Pleasures of Imagi-
JJJgJ^jg™

nation, bids us

* Ask the swain who journeys homeward from a summer day's

Long labour, why— forgetful of his toils

And due repose, he loiters to behold

The sunshine gleaming, as through amber clouds,

O'er all the Avestern sky. Full soon, I ween,

His rude expression and untutor'd air.

Beyond the power of language, will unfold

The form of beauty smiling at his heart.

How lovely, how commanding,—heaven

In every breast hath sown these early seeds

Of love and admiration.'

** In the one case our peasant feels, and correctly feels, au

admiration which, unskilled in metaphysics, he cannot

* By Lord Brougham, in giving judgment on the Auchterarder case.

His lordship prided himself on his blood relationship to the leader of

Scottish moderatism, and naturally admired the policy wliieh his own
decision sought to restore.
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Chap. VIII. vindicate: in the other he knows the trutli, hut, unskillecl in 1839.

logic, he can neither state nor defend the reasons of it.

** 'It has been frequently remarked,* says Dugald Stewart,

'^that the justest and most efficient understandings, are

often possessed by men tvho are incapable of stating to

others,, or even to themselves, the grounds on which they

rngaldstew- procced in forming their decisions.' *An anecdote which 1

dote of Lord heard many years ago, of a late very eminent judge (Lord

appHed^in Mansfield) has often recurred to my memory, while reflecting

of the Vct^. on these apparent inconsistencies of intellectual character.

A friend of his who possessed excellent natural talents, but

who had been prevented by his professional duties as a

naval officer from bestowing on them all the cultivation of

which they were susceptible, having been recently appointed

to the government of Jamaica, happened to express some

doubts of his competency to preside in the court of chancery;

Lord Mansfield assured him that he would find the difficulty

tiot so great as he apprehended. * Trust, ' he said, ' to

your own good sense in forming your opinions : but beware

of attempting to state the grounds of your judgments. The

judgment will probably be right, the argument will infallibly

be wrong.' *

—

Stewart's Elements, vol. ii. 8vo. pp. 103-106.

** I would take," continued Dr. Chalmers, after giving

this most pertinent quotation from the celebrated meta-

ThecongTc, physician, ** the verdict of a congrec'ation, just as I take
gfUion com- ,«. ., ^

rT\^ • '
-i

paved to a the vcrdict of a jury, without reasons. Their judgment is
jury, which

, -, f i ' • i n-
givesitsver- what I want,—not the grounds or their judgment, (jive
diet without .,1111 i i • • /• i i
assigning me the aggregate will ; and tell me only that it is lounaed
reasons.

. ^ i t i t •

on the aggregate conscience of a people who love their

Bibles, and to whom the preaching of the cross is precious:

cind to the expression of that will, to the voice of the collec-

tive mind of that people, not as sitting in judgment on the

minor insignificancies of mode, and circumstance, and things

of external observation, but as sitting in judgment on the
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1839. great suLject-matter of the truth as it is in Jesus,—to such Chap.viii.

a voice, coming in the spirit and with the desires of moral

earnestness from such a people, I for one would yield the

profoundest reverence."

The motion of Dr. Chalmers having heen seconded in a

vigorous speech bj Mr. Bruce, of Kennett, as that of Dr.

Cook had, without any speech, been seconded by Mr

Smythe, of Methven, Dr. Muir presented himself to the

notice of the assembly. When these motions were tabled

two days before. Dr. Muir had intimated that neither of i^^. Muir not
•' '

satisfied

them met his views, and hinted that he would probably pro- "'ith eitiii^r

•^ " * of the two

pose something different from both. The addition Dr. Cook motions.

had since agreed to make to his motion, by introducing

special fitness for the particular congregation, as one of the

grounds on which the presbytery must rest its judgment in

rejecting or admitting a presentee,—had, to some extent,

conciliated Dr. Muir ; though he was ** still desirous of

ffoino' further."* His own plan, which he proceeded forth- His own

, . .
sclieme,

with to explain, would have involved a complete departure

from the course which had been followed by the church in

the settlement of ministers from time immemorial. The

first step of that process had always been to send the pre-

sentee to preach to the congregation ; for until he had done

so, and obtained their call, it was the assumption of the

church that they had no warrant to proceed further in the

matter. Dr. Muir proposed, instead of this, ** that immedi- Proposes to

ately on a presentation beinef received and sustained, the trials of the
*^ * '^

^
presentee

presbytery enter on the trials of the presentee,—trials the frst.&na*'''' -t '
thereafter to

object of which shall be to ascertain his still havinij: those appoint iniu

. . . .
to preach

([ualificatious, theological, moral, and literary, which at the beiore the
congrega-
tion.

* The addition made to his motion by Dr. Cook was this,—" That all

ministers or entrants presented to kirks be tried before their admission,

if tliey be qualified for the places to which they are presented, besides

tij« ordinary trials of expectants before their entrance to the ministry."
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effect.

CuAP.vi ii. first sanctioned the granting to him a license to preach the 1S39.

gospel." Having passed safely through the first ordeal,

they were to record the fact in their minutes,—and then to

submit him in some way or other, which Dr. Muir did not

attempt to explain, to a second ordeal, by which his suit-

ableness for the particular congregation should be tested.

'"Hie mind of Under this second ordeal, the " mind of the people" was to
tlie people"

^ ^

^ -'

to be taken be One of the "circumstances and considerations for ascer-
into account, ....
but did not tainmg his Suitableness,' which ought to become the sub-
explain liow,

. » . . .

or to what ject *'of mvcstigation and judgment to presbyteries" in

accepting or rejecting the presentee. It would not have

been easy to contrive a scheme fitted to run more directly

than this of Dr. Muir in the teeth of those views of the law

which had been laid down in the house of lords in deciding

the Auchterarder case. Let the presentee only have the

presbytery *s attestation that all was right with him in regard

to "qualifications theological, moral, and literary," and

xinything beyond this would prove but a cobweb in the way

of hindering his ordination and induction. The presbytery,

by this process, would merely have furnished him with the

staff to break their own heads. In the event of their presum-

ing to throw their second ordeal across his path. The^rs^

had given him, by an express and recorded judgment of the

presbytery, all which Lords Cottenham and Brougham held

to be necessary for the completion of his title both to orders

and admission. The attempt to interpose a second would be

as great an illegality as the act of 1834,—and one still

theAuchter- more offensive to the civil law, as having been framed at the
arder deci-

^
8ion as the very moment when the iudgment of the civil courts forbid-

ding it, had just been pronounced.

There were, however, many other objections to the scheme

of Dr. Muir : and these were stated and urged with singular

felicity and force, by one who was destined from that day

forward to exert perhaps a greater influence than any other

The whole
sclienie as

much at va
riance with

Veto-law
iUtlf.
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1839 single individual in tlie cliurch, upon the conduct and issues Chap.viil

of this eventful controversy. The reputation of Mr. (now Dr. Muir an-

swered by

Dr.) Candlish as a preacher was already well known. His the Rev. r.
'

. . . I .
S. Caudlisli.

extraordinary talents in debate, and his rare capacity for

business, not hitherto having found any adequate occasion

to call them forth, were as yet undiscovered by the public, His great

—probably undiscovered even by himself. They seemed, debate, and
, , , , „..,., in the man-
nowever, to have needed no process oi traming to bring them a^ement of

to maturity. The very first effort found him abreast of the iheu uu-

most practised and powerful orators, and as much at home

in the management of affairs as those who had made this the

study of their life. There was a glorious battle to fight, and

a great work to do, on the arena of the church of Scotland,

—and in him, as well as in others evidently raised up for the

emergency, the Lord had His fitting instruments prepared.

Dr. Muir had thrown his motion into the form of a series

of resolutions. ** First of all," said Mr. Candlish, after a Speech of Mr.
Caudlisli.

brief exordium, " I find expressions introduced into these

resolutions which, unless carefully explained and strictly

guarded, would go far to lay the authority of the church

prostrate at the feet of the civil power, not only in questions

relating to the admission of ministers, but in other questions

also, affecting the most sacred spiritual functions which the

church can be called to exercise." In his second resolution

Dr, Muir had laid it down, *' that in passing this act (that

of 1834) of her own will, and carrying it into effect, the

church was influenced by the belief that this act, being not Points out
tli6 crroi 8

only in its nature, but also in its consequences, strictly and bothinfa!t
,....,, . , . . , and princi-

purely spiritual, there was no necessity to obtain previously pie, contain-

the concurrence of the legislature to it.'* As Dr. Candlish Muir's
, 111- 11 T second re-

justly remarked, this statement was really not true. In solution.

passing the act of 1834, the assembly knew well enough,

and could not but know, that **in its consequences^' it was

not •• strictly and purely spiritual.'* They knew that if the
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CiiAr.VTiT. law took effect in the ordinary way, one of its consequences 1839,

must be to exclude the presentee from the benefice. Why,

indeed, did the church follow Mr. Young and Lord Kinnoull

into the civil court at all, but just because "consequences"

were connected with the act 1834 that were not spiritual but

civil, and on which, accordingly, the civil court alone was

competent to adjudicate? But, furthermore, this statement

of the resolution, so incorrect in point of fact, was as un-

sound in point of principle. If it had any meaning at all it

could be only this, that it was ultra vires of the church to

pass any act, however purely and strictly spiritual in its own

nature, if only it could be shown to carry, no matter how

indirectly and remotely, some civil consequences in its train.

It was to this Mr. Candlish alluded, as a principle that

would place the church, even in her most spiritual functions,

under the entire and absolute control of the courts of law.

In a word, it was precisely Dr. Cook's erastian principle

somewhat less broadly announced ; and their essential iden-

tity was sufficiently brought out at the division, when at the

final vote, Dr. Cook's motion had the support of Dr. Muir.

TJ'e point in T^e point, however, in Dr. Muir's resolutions which most
Dr. Muir's ^ » »

resolutions needed animadversion was of a different kind. There was
which most
requiiedaui- ^ P'rcat deal in them about " the iudicial character aud
nmUversion. ° •'

privileges of the ecclesiastical courts," but nothing whatever

about the privileges of congregations. The only kind of

intrusion to which Dr. Muir seemed to be opposed was in-

trusion against, not the will of the people, but the will of

the presbytery. "I have looked," said. Mr. Candlish,

-,, ,
"and I do not find, from the beccinnino; to the end of his

The resolu- ' & o
tiouspieaded resolutious. One single word recoanizino* the privile2;es of the
for the pre- ' o o o r o

u^^ci^^^?^
christian people. The reverend doctor has pleaded for the

Courts, but power of the church,—in its courts, composed of its rulers
studiously > ' ^

disrci^ardcd
j^j)(j office-bearers, but without securinc: and carryino- out

those of the ' o J o
people. along with that power the rights of the christian people.
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1839. Antl this, to mj mind, Is substantial popery. It is a posi- Quap.viu.

tion which must go far to establish a system of spiritual

despotism. In truth, it is only when the rights of the people

in the church of Christ are secured that the power of the

ruling courts can be safely pleaded ; and it is then also that

that power can be pleaded to its highest point. * * *

If the people are once effectually secured in their rights, I

hold that their rulers in the church may exercise a far more

energetic superintendence, and a more discretionary juris-

diction than now they do ; and may interfere with far more

authority, in regulating and moderating the proceedings

which take place throughout the whole matter of the settle-

ment of ministers. If we recognize their privileges, we may

require and expect them to recognize our prerogatives. For

it is undoubtedly the right and duty of the rulers of the Ut. Candiish

church, to moderate and control, with a high scriptural it is only

authority, the movements of all the other i^dTties who act to- people imve

gether in this matter. But when we assert the power of secured!

the church in its ruling courts, while the rights of the chris- ty can safely

,

.

I , , 1 .

.

he vested in
tian people are sunk and merged, we are assertmg a power tiie Chmcii

altogether unchecked and arbitrary, to which surely the

Lord never intended that those whom He has made free

should be subjected."

After expressing his satisfaction, that the form which the

question had now assumed was that of a life and death

struggle for the principle of non-intrusion ; this, said he,

*'is the plain and palpable alternative'^ we have to put be-

fore our people :
—** Will you have us to submit without a

struggle and without an effort, to a system of patronage the xiie a}>peai to

most arbitrary and unrestricted,—to a system of patronage fiiemembers

which, but for the milder temper of the days in which we cimrcii in

live, might bring back those melancholy times when not crisis!^''

"^

ministers in their robes, but bands of armed men, introduced

the pastor to his people ? Will you submit, or will you
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Chap viii. have US to sutaiit to that iron yoke which your fathers were 1839.

unable to bear,—or will you give us your sympathies and

your prayers while we stand up for the rightful power of the

church of Christ, and assert at once and together our pre-

rogatives as the rulers and your liberties as the people
;

while we go respectfully, but manfully to the other party,

in the contract by which we are established, to the state,

—

to the authorities of the nation,—testifying to them what is

their duty, and soliciting them to the performance of it? I

His confi- Lave no doubt whatever, that when the question is thus put,
dence that >• ^^
the people it wiU be fully, and cordially, and unanimously answered
will rally -n-p-i .

round the throuohout all our parishes. But, if the trumpet £jive an
Church ia °

. , 7- , ^ • . n -,

such a cause, uncertain sound,—it we merely assert the rights of the

rulers in the church, while we sacrifice or hold in abeyance

the people's liberties, it will be no wonder if we have not,

—

we shall not deserve to have with us the heart or the prayers

I
of one single man who is worthy of the name of Scotsman."

As the debate proceeded, the chief speakers in support of

Br. Cook's motion were, Mr. Whigham, advocate, and the

Rev. Dr. Bryce, formerly of Calcutta ; in support of the

motion of Dr. Chalmers, and in addition to Mr. Candlish,

The speakers Mr. Eaile Monteith, advocate, and the Rev. Dr. Burns of
wlio took
part in the Paisley; and in support of the motion of Dr. Muir, Sir

Charles Fergusson, Bart, of Kilkerran, and the Rev. Adam
Tait of Kirkliston. Mr, Whigham argued, or rather asserted,

that the motion of Dr. Chalmers, if carried, would amount

to a violation of the law. Dr. Bryce maintained that the

simple fact of having appealed the Auchterarder case bound

the assembly, as matter of course, to give up the veto-law

at once, since the decision had gone against it ; and said

Dr. Bryce that when he saAv his opponents hesitating to do this, *' he
impugns tlie

. . , •, .

honesty of felt inclined to doubt whether he was speaking to honest
his oppon-

,

cnts and mcu and clergymen." This indiscretion brought the speech
DrcaikS

down. of the reverend gentleman, then in its opening paragraph,
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1839. to an untimely end. After assuring the house, amid the Chap, viil.

storm of disapprobation which immediately arose, that he

would sit down if it refused to hear him, and attempting to

struo-ole on for a little in the face of the unmistakeable re-

spouse which this appeal called forth, he sunk down into his

seat. ** Moderator," said Dr. Burns, reverting to this tragi-

comic scene, " amid the vituperators of the veto, there is at Dr. Bums
claims Dr.

least one gentleman who will be its friend—I mean Dr. Bryce as a

1 -I IT 11 vetoist.

Brjce—for he began his speech by telhng us that the

moment the voice of the house was lifted against him,

though without reason assigned, he would cease to speak.

It is true, he has not kept the pledge, but the countenance

of a minister of thirty years' standing is worth something."

Mr. Monteith occupied himself almost exclusively with the

injurious charge brought by JMr. Whigham against the

motion of Dr. Chalmers, of violating the law. His speech

was one of eminent ability. It scattered Mr. Whigham's Mr. Mon-
. 'If teith's an-

cliarge to the wmds. It demonstrated, with a weight of swer to Mr.,,,.,,,, , Whigliain.

evidence and argument altogether irresistible, the utterly

unconstitutional character of that supereminent jurisdiction

which was now claimed for the courts of law ; it proved the

jurisdiction of the church to be co-ordinate with theirs ; and

that the violation of law was consequently and altogether on

the side of those who would betray that independence in

matters spiritual which the state had ratified as the prero-

gative of the church. Mr. Talt, like Dr. Muir, was all for Rev. a. Tait,

the ** authority of church rulers." Sir Charles Fergusson diaries Fer-

ji TT-wTr'' • 1 ' T ' *) IT giisson sup-
thought Dr. Muir s motion the most ''judicious, and that port Dr.

,,./., . /.-r^/-^l^ -ii • Muh's reso-

**n the motion oi Dr. Chalmers was carried, the connection lutious.

between church and state must cease."

Other speakers were still desirous to address the assembly,

but midnight was already past, men were exhausted, im-

patience for the decision had become strong and universal,

and the debate was at leuo-th closed, when the lin-ht of the

i. 2 G
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Chap, vtii. summer morning was already beginning to dawn. On the 1839.

TJie divisiou. first vote there appeared

—

For Dr. Chalmers' motion I97
For Dr. Muir's motion 161

Majority 36

On the second vote

—

For Dr. Chalmers' motion 204
For Dr. Cook's motion 155

"^m Thi?°
°^ Majority for the motion of Dr. Chalmers 49

\ raers carried

t"^o^f49*^""'
'^^"^ decisive majority clearly showed that the indepen-

dence resolution of the year before was no idle bravado, but

the calm and well-considered declaration of principles by

which the assembly was determined, at all hazards, to abide.

What was then a proclaimed purpose was now an accom-

plished fact. In 1838, the church had distinctly announced

what she could and would give up at the bidding of the

courts of law ; and what she could not and would not give

Tiie motion of up at their biddina'. The motion of Dr. Chalmers, adopted
1839 gives o •

effect to the by the assembly of 1839, did nothing more than carry into
independ-
ence resoiu- practical effect the doctrines thus laid down. Nor was this
tionofl838. „ ^ n 1 . 1 i • iuunmching hrmness untempered with becoming modera-

tion. Not only was a strong desire expressed, but the

utmost pains were taken that nothing should be done mean-

while of a nature to give needless offence either to the

minority of the assembly or to the civil courts. An injunc-

tion was issued requiring the presbyteries of the church to

report all cases of disputed settlements to the next general

Means taken assembly. By thus sisting procedure in every instance

sembiy to where a fresh collision was likely to occur, matters might,

ajrahistfresh witliout difficulty, havc been kept at least in statu quo ; and

the committee appointed to negotiate for an alteration of the

law of patronage would thus have been left free to prosecute

their important commission undisturbed by those complica-
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1839. tlons which every new conflict between the civil and ecclesi- Chap. titi.

astical courts must inevitably produce. There can be no

reasonable doubt, that had this arrangement been fairly

dealt with by the minority in the church, the conflict might

have had a totally different issue. Instead, however, of ^'lese efforts
•^ to preserve

accepting this concession, and taking advantage of the thepeace

opportunity which it ofiered of promoting an amicable settle- ^,^"'''':'''

ment of the church's difficulties, it will be seen, as the i^ytiie sub-
sequent pre-

history proceeds, how very different was the course they ceediugsot
" * "^ '' the nioder-

actuaily pursued—^how wantonly they aggravated the diffi- ^^^ P^^'^y-

culties which already existed, and how recklessly they

dragged the church into others still more formidable which

need never have arisen at all.

Those of the moderate party who were bent on committing

themselves to the extreme measure of resisting the laws and

authority of the church, received no little countenance and

encouragement from an occurrence which took place in the

assembly of 1839. In the committee mominated under the

motion of Dr. Chalmers were included most of the leading

members of the assembly, to whatever party belonging.

When the names were read over, on the morning of the day

after the debate. Dr. Cook intimated his intention not to

serve upon the committee. Upon this, the Earl of Dal- Tiie Earl of

Dalhousie's

housie rose and sio'nified that he too must declme to act. movement.

This intimation was the more surprising, that some days

before, Dr. Chalmers had shown his motion to that young

and estimable nobleman, and had received his lordshij)'s

express consent to have his name placed on the committee

and to take part in its business, in the event of the motion

being adopted by the house. His excuse for now with-

drawing that consent his lordship found, he said, in Dr.

Chalmers' speech. That speech told the house what Dr.

Chalmers understood by the expression, that *'no pastor be

intruded on any congregation contrary to their will." He
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C:rAP.viiL iiiulerstood it to mean—not contrary to the presbytery's 1839.

will, but contrary to the congregation's will. All the world,

however, knew this well enough before. His speech in

1833 was as explicit upon that point as his speech in 1839.
Reasons as- j^ord Dalhousie would have ffone, he said, to parliament to
si'^ned l)y to ' » r

for Ivitif'"^
^^^^ ^^^' ^ ^^^ ^^ sanction the right of the presbytery to judge

drawing Ills ^f gpecial fituess,—in other words, to sanction such a power
promise to i ' ^

member of
^^ ^^^^ Contemplated in the concluding clause of the motion

thenon-in- ^f j)j,^ Cook: for his lordship admitted, that under the
tnisioii com- ^ '

raucee. Auchterarder decision, even that miserably limited preroga-

tive would be denied to the church ; but this was all the

length he was willing to go. And now, therefore, that he

had learned from the speech of Dr. Chalmers that the com-

mittee nominated under his motion was intended to go con-

siderably farther, his lordship "could not consent to join

the committee when his doing so Avould commit him, not

only to the principle (according to his own understanding

of it), but to the principle acccording to the interpretation

put on it in the speech delivered yesterday." Had Lord

Dalhousie contented himself, after making this statement,

with the withdrawal of his name from the committee, the

incident would hardly have deserved any remark. Con-

sidering, indeed, how perfectly well known it was that Dr.

Chalmers held those views of non-intrusion, of which Lord

Dalhousie now complained, most men might have wondered

that the difficulty which his lordship found so formidable

had not sooner presented itself to his mind; but still the

Kot content- fact beino- so that his lordship had made, even at so late
cdwith

. .

having his an hour, the discovery in question, no one had any riffht to
name erased

_ . . , . . .

from tiie list find fault at his declining to assist in procurini^ the sanction
oftlieconi-

.

°
, ?

mittee, his of the leijislature to a principle of which he disapproved.
lordship

^
. . . .

must iiave But Lord Dalhousie did not content himself with having
it erased

from the roll his name erased from the list of the committee. He must
of tlie

House. also have it erased from the roll of the house. Not only
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1839. 'vvould lie not sit in the committee, he would not sit an hour chap.VUI.

longer in the general assembly! And all this because a

motion had been carried, whose object he had himself been

willing, three days before, to concur in promoting. True,

indeed, his lordship was pleased to state his reasons for

this strong and necessarily, to the house, offensive step,

somewhat differently. ** I will not form," he said, ''part

of the governing body of an established church which, with

no invasion by the state of any of her holy and inherent

rights, in defence of no sacred principle, but for a matter HisiordsMp's

of mere ecclesiastical polity, has set herself up in an attitude, conduct ot

—for so it is, gloss it as you will,—in an attitude of dogged biy.

^^^'^"

defiance, of virtual disobedience to the declared law of the

land." But what had the assembly done to justify this

language ? If the motion of Dr. Chalmers involved no

** defiance " and no "rebellion " against the state when his

lordship gave his consent to act under it, why should it be

loaded with these odious accusations now ? Not a letter of

it had been changed. And even if the speech of Dr. Chalmers

had been both rebellious and defiant,—instead of being as

it was, full of deference and loyalty,—it was not the speech the

assembly had adopted, or for which the assembly was

responsible, but the motion alone. And granting that Lord

Dalhousie may have been ignorant before of what he knew

now, that the non-intrusion principle contended for by the

motion was a much stronger kind of non-intrusion than his

own,—there was, at least, no such difference between them His lordship

as to make the asserting. of the one a duty, and the assert- Ajinon-iu-

ing of the other a crime. Lord Dalhousie himself admitted uot^staud'

'

that his non-intrusion was swept away by tlie Auchterarder Auchterar-

decision as effectually as that of Dr. Chalmers ; and that any more""'

without an act of parliament his non-intrusion would be Dn^ciiEd.

found as much in collision with tlie civil law as the non-

intrusion of Dr. Chalmers: and yet by giving his consent
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Chap. VIII. to act under the motion of Dr. Chalmers he was, at the 1839.

very least, declaring that, let the civil courts say what

they might, his lordship's non-intrusion was a principle

that "cannot be abandoned," and in the face of which no

presentee would be settled by the church. His point of

resistance was considerably in the rear of that occupied by

Dr. Chalmers, but it was still outside and in advance of

what Lords Brougham and Cottenham had declared to be

If tiiere was the line of the civil law. If there was rebellion in refusing
veliellion in

. . ...
refusing to to Surrender the one position, there was rebellion in refusing
abandon Dr.

, . ,

ciiaimers' to Surrender the other. And yet it was in these circum-
non-iiitru-

.

sion, there stances Lord Dalhousie ventured to charge the supi-eme
would liave

. . • i i i t ^ r i ^
beentiie ecclcsiastical court—which he had entered for the first
same in

_ ^ ^

refusing to time in his life only a few days before, and of which he was
abandon liis

• i i it • i
lordsiiip's. probably the youngest member—with rebelling against the

law of the land. His lordship gave himself no time to

reconsider the sentiments he had uttered, for after telling

the house, if not with all the dignity at least with all the

confidence of a prophet, that the church had *' already rung

out her knell as the established church of Scotland,'* he

immediately withdrew ; and by thus setting to the other

office-bearers of the church a conspicuous and influential

example of contempt for her authority and laws, he did his

best to sow the seeds of that ecclesiastical insubordination,

to which undoubtedly is due whatever fulfilment his predic-

tion has received.

A glance at Before leaving this important assembly, it may not be
the other

/• i i p /> • i

measures of out 01 place to glance tor a moment at some oi its other

biy. proceedings. They will serve to show that the stand the

church was now making for the integrity of her constitution,

however it might have cooled the attachment of certain

statesmen and secular politicians, had been drawing more

closely around her the afi"ections of her own people, and the

esteem of other branches of the church of Christ. The
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1839. independence resolution of 1838 had broken up those con- Chap. vilL

ferences in London, at the house of a certain great political

chief,—in which, for some months before, much interest

had been expressed in the cause of the extension of the

church of Scotland. It exerted, however, no such chilling

influence among the people of Scotland themselves. And,

accordingly, in the assembly of 1839, Dr. Chalmers had to Continued

. . » . .
prosperity of

report, as the contribution for church extension made during the church
extensioa

the preceding twelve months, no less a sum than ^652,959. scheme.

It was in the course of that same period a new fund had

been commenced,— of whose origin and prospects Dr.

Chalmers spoke in the following terms. The extent of

spiritual destitution, and the consequent call for additional

churches, being found to multiply the demands on the

ordinary fund greatly beyond its means of meeting them,

—

"on revealing," sai'd Dr. Chalmers, in his report to the

assembly, " the difficulties of our scheme to him who from

the first has been its most munificent supporter, Mr. Wil-

liam Campbell, of Glasgow—practised in business, and with Mr. William

a sagacity in devising liberal things only equalled by the Glasgow,

open-heartedness which prompts and actuates him onwards piementary

to the noblest sacrifices, and leaves us at a loss whether

most to admire the largeness of his benefactions or the

largeness of his views,—this truly patriotic friend of the

church of Scotland has suggested a plan, which now that

it has been put, though as yet partially, into operation, bids

fair, if only prosecuted with sufficient energy, to bring our

enterprize into its desired haven. The proposal is to con-

tribute, at the rate of £1 or more, for each of the next

hundred new churches not begun to be built previous to the

publication of the assembly's church extension report of

1838; or for any smaller number of new churches which

subscribers may choose to fix upon." This supplementary

fund, though but newly started, had already reached the
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CTiAP.Tirf. munificent sum of £27,000. If peers and politicians tliouo-lit 1839.

Peers and the church of Scotland less worthy of countenance because
politicians

. . , . .

might dis- 01 hcr Hou-mtrusion and spiritual independence, those who
relish tlie

.

Assembiy'3 knew the practical worth and working of these principles
proceed-

, ^ • ^ !•«> ^ •

r i

lugs; but had arrived at a very different conclusion.
not so the , , ^ i . , i , ,

members of It was unclcr an act ot this assembly, too, that a large
the Church. ,,/. , . i-iiii i

body or presbyterians, which had been long separate from

tlie establishment—the burgher synod of original seceders

Tiie synod —returned to the communion of the national church,—

•

seceders re-
** the beginning," as Mr. Candlish, the mover of the act,

cuter tli6

Church. trusted, *' of that ingathering by which the church of Scot-

land might yet be the church of all the people of the land."

Nor was it only from brethren at home this assembly received

testimonies of fraternal regard. The presbyterian church

in England—the presbyterian church in Ireland—the pres-

byterian church in Canada,—had each of them appeared by

their deputies in the assembly of 1839, for the purpose of

cultivating friendly relations and a closer alliance with the

evangelical and reforming church of Scotland.

reputation Not long after the assembly rose, a deputation from the

nient. committee appointed under the motion of Dr. Chalmers,

proceeded to London. Unhappily for the success of their

mission, the government then in office were not strong.

Theweakness Able to command but a bare majority in the house of

government commons, and liable to be out-voted any day in the house

them from of lords, they could not afford to take a decided course on
grappling

, .. tit ' i ^ j'J?
with the almost any question that was likely to involve much dii-

ference of opinion. There can be no reasonable doubt that

to this cause was mainly due the hesitating, half and half

course which they followed on the affairs of the church of

Scotland. The veto-law had been passed by the assembly

in 1834, with the express concurrence of the Scottish law

officers of the crown. If the church had erred in believing

that this law made no invasion of the leiial rights of patrons,
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Chap. VIIL

1839. she erred in common with the highest authorities she could

consult upon the question. Even, therefore, if it had not gatiou under

been as it was—substantially the same ministry and the
government

same political party that were still in power in 1839,—the ^^"^^^^1^;^

circumstance now stated would have entitled the church to
Jf^lfJ"^*^^

expect 'the prompt assistance of the government In extrica-
^J^[^'*g

ting a great national institution from difficulties growing

out of a measure to which the proper legal advisers of that

government had given their deliberate sanction.

This is a consideration to which sufficient attention has

never yet been paid. It is not improbable, indeed, that

Lord Melbourne, and his colleagues, felt its force, and that

in more favourable circumstances they would have acted

accordingly. The timidity and irresolution, however, which,

through their want of parliamentary strength had become

a general characteristic of their public policy, would not

suffer them to grapple with the case boldly and at once,

and as its urgency and importance demanded. At first, it

is true, the negotiations of the committee wore a very pro-

misino: appearance. When the commission of assembly met Favourable
o ^ ^

^

"^
report made

on the 14th of August, shortly after the deputation returned by the depu-

. . .
tatiou to the

home, the report of their proceedings that was laid before August com-

, „ mission.

it was of a nature to encourage the best hopes oi a speedy

and satisfactory settlement. First, there was produced an

official communication from Lord Belhaven, the queen's

commissioner to the preceding general assembly, in which

his lordship made the following gratifying statement: "I

bee: leave, at the same time, to mention to you, that I had Communica-
=> '

/ .
tion from

the pleasure of accompanying the deputation to the heads the Queen's
J.

»/
o 1 Commissiou-

of the government, and I feel myself entitled to say, that er. Lord

a strong desire was expressed both by Lord Melbourne and

Lord John Russell to effect a satisfactory settlement of the

question respecting the presentation of ministers ; they

both expressed their decided intention of making such
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Chap. VIII. arrangements as would enable the queen's patronage to be 1839.

exercised according to tbe veto-law : and Lord Melbourne

stated that he would instruct the lord advocate to confer

with the procurator of the church on this most important

subject, and to draw up the heads of a bill to be laid before

the cabinet as soon as possible, in order that the measure

may have full consideration before the next meeting of

parliament. I hope this will be, so far as it has gone,

satisfactory to the church ; it is extremely desirable that as

much unanimity should exist as can be obtained, and I hope

all parties will see the propriety of uniting, in order to effect

a satisfactory adjustment of this very important matter."

How little this just and patriotic sentiment of his lordship

was responded to by the moderate party, or at least by

many of its most influential members, will presently appear.

The statement made by Lord Belhaven was reiterated in

the report of the non-intrusion committee. That report

Tiie report of was given in and read by Dr. Chalmers : after noticing the
the noii-in-

-i
•

i • • i p
trusioncotn- steps taken With a view to obtain the concurrence of mem-
mittee given
iu by Dr. bcrs of parliament, and of the patrons themselves, in sup-
Chalmers.

port of the object which the committee had been appointed

to prosecute, it proceeded as folloTvs:— ** First, we can state

our havina: received the assurance of the Q-overnment that

they were fully impressed with the importance of the subject,

and would give it their most serious consideration, and that

they would give instructions to the lord advocate to prepare,

along with the procurator, a measure to be submitted to

the cabinet. And for those who might desiderate something

more definite, and as they perhaps feel, more substantial

Confirms the than this, WO have tbe satisfaction of announcing, if not
statement of . ,,>•, i -n
Lord Beiha- yet a speciiic measure by the legislature, at least a specmc

and most important concession to the views of the church

on the part of the government. They have authorized us

to state, that in the disposal of those livings which ai-e at
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1839. tlie nomination of the crown, its patronage will most Chap.viil

certainly be exercised in accordance with the existing law

of the church, a resolution which applies to nearly one-third

of the parishes of Scotland."

The report further expressed a confident hope, founded,

to some extent at least, on facts which had already come to

the knowledge of the committee, that the private patrons

would not be behind the government ; and that, thus freed

from the hazard of any new collision, time might be afforded

for the friendly interposition of parliament. The committee

concluded their report by re-echoing the sentiment of Lord

Belhaven : ** Let us fondly hope," said they, ** all the feel- Re-echoes

^ , , i! . , , . -, ,
Lord Belha-

ings 01 party—whether of triumph on the one side because ven's patrio-

of victory, or of humiliation on the other side because of meat.

defeat—shall be merged and forgotten in the desire of a

common patriotism ; to the reassurance of all who are the

friends of our establishment, to the utter confusion of those

enemies who watch for our halting, and would rejoice in our

overthrow."

Surely there was nothing unreasonable or extravagant in Reason why

imi 1 T T n 1
itmighthave

this appeal. The moderate party disapproved of the veto- beenexpect-

. . , , ,...,., ed that Lord
law. It IS true; but there was nothing in it which troubled Beihaven's

their conscience. With them the adoption or rejection of it Conmuttee's

1
• p T mi 1 1 IT appealwould

was simply a question oi expediency, ihey had acted under have been

it without any difficulty for five years already. Their only to.

difficulty in continuing to do so arose out of the Auchter-

arder decision. But, on the supposition of that difficulty

being taken away by the legislature, conscience at least

could have nothing more to say upon the subject. And

now, therefore, when government was expressing its willing-

ness to introduce a bill into parliament for that very purpose,

and signifying its determination to use meanwhile the patron-

age of the crown in such a manner as to preserve the peace
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Chap. viir. of the cliurch, it miglit well have been thought that no party 1839.

within the church itself would incur the heavy responsibility

of opposing this patriotic design. Even if the evangelical

majority of the general assembly, under whose auspices the

veto-law was adopted, had stood, in reference to the question

of non-intrusion, on the same ground with the moderate

minority,—had the question been to the majority as it was

confessedly to the minority, a question of mere expediency,

—it would still have been nothing more than what was due

The deference to a maioritv, that the minority should have sdven way.
u'luch IS due J J

'

J
^

o ./

by amino- The mind of the church havinoj ao-ain and a^'ain unequivo-
ritytothe & o & ^ ^

majority, cally declared itself on the side of the measure of 1834, it

I would not have been going farther than is the established

usage of all public bodies, to expect that the minority should

not persist in a factious attempt to defeat the wishes of the

Non-intru- church. But the two parties did not stand in reference to
sion a ques- . . ,, , , . ...
tionofcon- nou-mtrusion upon equal ground. With the mmority it m-
science with iii-.. , , •, .,. /.

the majority, volvcd, by their owu acknowledgment, considerations oi expe-
but of simple .. . , i i • ^
expediency dicncy alonc. With the majority, as not only their proies-
with the mi- . , , , . t • i i i •

nority, who sions then, but their conduct since have amply proved, it was

tha't rfiason, ail affair of conscience. Let the legislature affirm the prin-

readiiy to ciplc of the vcto-law, and not one member of the moderate
licivc *^ivcn

way. " party would feel himself called upon to leave the establish-

ment. Let the legislature, on the other hand, affirm the

principle of the Auchterarder decision, nullifying non-intru-

sion, and making it the ''statutory duty'' of presbyteries to

intrude ministers upon reclaiming congregations, and no

honest man in the majority could remain in the establish-

ment. The moderate party knew this well. Dr. Cook, on

one occasion, openly proclaimed in the assembly that very

view of the position of the two parties in the church in refer-

ence to non-intrusion which has now been described. If

you succeed, said he, speaking across the house, and ad-
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1839. dressing tlie majority,— if you succeed in getting parliament Chap.viii.

to confirm the veto-law, we stay in. If we succeed in pre- Dr. Cook's

account of

venting the passing of such a measm*e, you go out. the position.... of tlie two
It is only when contemplated m this point of view that parties in

rGfcrcDCC to

the attempt to obstruct the legislative settlement of the the issue of

, X 1 -r> 11 • ^^^ conflict.

question appears m its true colours. Lord belhaven, evi-

dently, had not thought it possible that any party would seek

to carry matters to the extreme of driving its opponents out

of the establishment. And certainly Dr. Chalmers and the

non-intrusion committee had no disposition to impute such

criminal recklessness to Dr. Cook and his friends. It was

not long, however, till indications tolerably explicit were

given, that scarcely any hazard to others would be consi-

dered too formidable, or any cost too great, to deter the

minority in the church from maintaining the hostile attitude

they had assumed.

No sooner had Dr. Chalmers finished the reading of his Ur. Cook's

Tr?-i unfriendly

report than Dr. Cook rose, and m the most unqualmed terms, response to

accused the government of disreo-ardino- the law of the land, of the com-

It was in this strain the leader of the moderate party re-

sponded to the appeal from Lord Belhaven and the committee

in favour of peace. ** It had been distinctly laid down, that

the law of the land, as determined by the supreme judica-

tories, conferred certain rights upon patrons, and before

those rights were done away, it was requisite to remodel the Charges tlie

I o ^ -x t -XT t ^ Til •• government
law 01 the land. Yet the house had here a communication with oppos-

J. , . , '11 1 ^ng: tlie law
irom her majesty s government, stating that they were tie- of the land,

termined to carry on their patronage in direct opposition to

that law." Dr. Cook might as well have said, that because

the law of the land, as determined by the supreme judica-

tories, had conferred on him a right to so many hundreds a

year as professor of moral philosophy in the university of

St. Andrews, he would be proceeding in direct opposition to

that law, if he should, notwithstanding, direct that profes-
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Chap. VIII. Borial income, so long as his right to it continued, to be paid 1839.

Groundless- back into the funds of the university, or to be handed to the
ness of this *'

vr v ^
ciiaige. poor of the parish. Grant that, under the Auchterarder

decision, the patronages of the crown might now be exercised

without the least regard to the feelings and wishes of con-

gregations, the crown was not bound to enforce this offensive

and oppressive power. There was nothing whatever in the

^crown nor ^^^ ^^ *^^ ^^^^^ *^ hinder any patron from consulting the

tronfbJund
congregation, as to the acceptableness of the individual

theSS'^" whom he proposed to nominate to the vacant charge. He
rights. iia(j Qjily to do this, and nothing more, in order to secure all

which either Lord Belhaven or the committee had said

concerning the intentions of government. Patronage so

exercised would be found in perfect *• accordance with the

existing law of the church," and that without in the least

interfering with any other law whatever.

The rude attack of Dr. Cook, therefore, is deserving of

notice, not for any force of argument contained in it, but

simply for the force and fierceness of that animus which it

^r7to^to'^'^
betrayed. The Rev. Mr. Cairns of Cupar expressed his

Dr. Cook. <* painful astonishment to hear from the Rev. Doctor (Cook)

that he would look upon the conduct of government as a

violation of the law of the land. He utterly abhorred and

abjured the feeling which gave rise to such a declaration."

It was not, however, in the commission alone that the

** feeling" which gave rise to Dr. Cook's attack upon the

government appeared. Scarcely had the report of what

took place in the commission passed into the public prints.

Lord when Lord Brougham assailed Lord Melbourne upon the
Brougham

, ,

^ ^

attacks Lord subioct in the houso of lords. Evidently with a view to
Melbourne

.

*'

iu the House prejudice the peers against the church of Scotland, and to
of Lords. .

. ,

indispose them to legislate in its favour,—and in this way to

deter Lord Melbourne's government from carrying its friendly

intentions towards the church into execution,—the ex-chan-
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1839. cellor indulged himself first in a tirade against the proceedings Chap.viil

of the general assembly, and next against the countenance

which both Lord Belhaven and her majesty's government

were alleged to have given to the rebellious church. Lord

Belhaven, in his letter to the moderator of the assembly,

had said, that he was commanded by her majesty *' to con-

vey to the moderator her royal approbation of the manner

in which all the proceedings of the assembly had been con-

ducted." Lord Melbourne declined to comment upon the Lord Mei-

conduct either of the queen or of her commissioner, Lord reply.

Belhaven. But as to what had passed between himself and

the deputation from the church, he said it amounted to this

—that the subject which the deputation had brought under

his notice ** deserved very serious consideration ; that there-

fore the lord advocate would be directed to confer with the

procurator of the church, to see whether the matter could

not be settled,—not with the intention of framing a bill

immediately,—not with the intention of pledging the cabinet

to proceed to legislate on the subject,—but to show that it

was a question that ought to be calmly and carefully con-

sidered. As to the crown patronage, all that was stated on

that point was, that it would be administered, as it had

hitherto been, in conformity with the provisions of the veto

act passed by the general assembly in 1834." Obviously

no two statements could be in more exact accordance than Lord Mel-
bourne's

this of Lord Melbourne and that which Lord Belhaven and statement io

,, I . , , . . „ exact accor-
the deputation conveyed to the commission oi assembly, dance with

The committee and Lord Belhaven were both somewhat Belhaven

1 • • 1 T 1 T»T 11 1
audtheconi-

more minute and precise than Lord Melbourne as to the mittee.

instructions the lord advocate was to receive,—but neither

the one nor the other had said anything to indicate that the

cabinet had pledged itself to legislate at all.

Lord Brougham had probably succeeded in his object,

which appears to have been simply to throw difficulties in
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CHAP.vin. the way of relieving the church from the rigid and unhend- 1039

Tiie apparent ing application of those views of the law of patronage, and
object ot „ , ..,../,,
Lord 01 the super-eminent jurisdiction or the courts of law, on

attack. which his lordship's judgment in the Auchterarder case was

founded. But this, though it was mischief enough to satisfy

Lord Brouo-ham, was not mischief enough to satisfv another

The Dean of and a far more deliberate and systematic opponent of the

more relent- churcli's claims—Ml*. Hope, the Dean of Faculty. In the

nent than drama of this great controversy, that learned person played

Brougham, many parts. Now he was the eager and influential partizan

of moderatism, as an elder in the general assembly. Now

he was the professional advocate of its principles at the bar

The Dean of the civil courts. Now ho was the legal adviser of those
played many

^ _ ^ ^

parts in the ministers and licentiates of the church who threw off their
drama of the
conflict. allegiance to their ecclesiastical superiors. Now he was the

fierce controversial pamphleteer, scattering in high places

accusations against the church with his pen, where his voice

could not reach. Now he was the confidential correspondent

of diplomatists and statesmen,—ever busy in marring any

movement that promised to heal the divisions and avert the

dangers of the church.

At the present stage of this narrative, it is to his labours

as the controversial pamphleteer that some reference is due.

Not long after the commission of assembly already noticed.

His letter to there issued from the press *'a letter to the lord chancellor,
tliel.ord

1 1 . P 1
Chancellor. Oil the claims of the church of Scotland, in regard to its

jurisdiction, and on the proposed changes in its polity: by

John Hope, Esq., Dean of Faculty." In point of bulk, it

was a very leviatlian among pamphlets,—extending, as it

did, to no fewer than 290 pages. It had been far advanced

His object the towards completion, it would appear, before the commission

Brougham's, met, for the allusion to what occurred on that occasion comes

cuteii'wiih in at the 270th page. His object was evidently the same

bitterness! as that of Loid Brougham—to defeat the chnrch in her
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1839. efforts to procure a legislative adjustment of her difficulties, chap.viii.

—but his means were considerably different. He does not,

like the somewhat reckless but by no means malevolent ex-

chancellor, complain either of the government or of Lord

Belhaven,—but he spares no pains to cover with odium the

deputation from the church. He boldly asserts, not only Accuses the

without a particle of tangible evidence, but in the face of ofmisrepre-

the evidence which Lord Melbourne's own speech supplies, Lord Mei-

that Lord Melbourne had distinctly assented to a statement stated.

bearing ** that the committee had wholly misunderstood and

misrepresented the purport of what passed with his lordship."

He affirms that the deputation had no authority from Lord

Melbourne to make any public statement of what his lordship

had said as to the manner in which the crown patronage

would be exercised. He assumes, moreover, that Lord

Melbourne's understanding of what he did agree to was

altogether different from what the deputation reported. He
charges it against the assembly's committee, as their unfair His offensive

and insidious design, that ** they -plaiinlj wished to commit against the

the government. They wished, by the promulgation of what

passed, to make it more difficult for this government or any

other to exercise the prerogative of the crown. They wished

to gain practically the abolition of patronage, *in all parishes,'

by an open announcement of this expression of the intention

of government,—an announcement \Yhich could only have

been made with the view tO increase agitation on the subject,

and to encourage the people in all parishes, whether the

patronage was in the hands of the crown or of private patrons,

to exert the power so as to enforce the right of nomina-

tion, and to concuss both the crown and private patrons into

that result universally." And having made this insolent

attack on the honesty and good faith of the committee, the

Dean, kindly sympathizing with Lord Melbourne under all

these wrongs, adds, and the italics are his own, ** I susped

I. 2 H
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cnAP.viii. that Lord Melbourne has been very ill used in this whole 1839.

Tiic Dean's affair.

Swte^u- T hose wlio study this controversy in after times will hardly

Meibo^urue! fail to think it both singular and unfortunate that an in-

dividual capable of making such statements as these should

have been permitted to exert any influence whatever on the

minds of those who were to deal, whether in the cabinet or

in parliament, with the great questions and interests which

the controversy involved. As to the offensive imputation

attempted to be fastened by the Dean upon the committee,

of having made public, without Lord Melbourne's leave and

contrary to his design, his statement regarding the patronage

of the crown, it may be interesting, though altogether uu.

necessary, to record here the testimony of one of the most

venerable men in Scotland, the Rev. Dr. Gordon of Edin-

The Rev. Dr. buroh : "I havc," he said in a letter to Dr. Chalmers upon

account 01 the subjcct, ** a most distinct recollection of the last inter-

palscdatUie view the deputation of your committee had with Lord Mel-

Tith Lord bounic on the subject of the government patronages. At

the first interview his lordship had expressed himself in such

a way as to leave no doubt on the mind of any one of the

deputation, that the government had resolved to exercise the

crown patronage on the principle of the non-intrusion law

;

but the deputation did not report that conversation without

Lord Melbourne's express leave. It was stated to his lord-

ship at the last interview, that the commission of the general

assembly was to meet very soon after the return of the

deputation to Scotland, when it was certain that they would

be required to give some account of wbathad taken place in

their correspondence with the government ; and in immediate

bourne ex- Connection with this statement, the question was distinctly

tiiSnzed''tiic put, * Will your lordship authorize us to state to the com-

to report"^ mission, that the government patronage will be exercised in

8ia?ed.^
'^ accordance with the existing law of the church?' To this
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1839. question Lord Melbourne replied, * Certainly, most certainly, chap.viii.

that the government patronage will be exercised as it has

been since the passing of the veto-law.' " This decisive,

though in the circumstances superfluous testimony, is con-

tained in a pamphlet which the Dean's letter called forth

from the pen of Dr. Chalmers. In the outset of his " re-

marks,"* and with the characteristic generosity of his Dr.ciialmprs'

nature, Dr. Chalmers had somewhat hastily assumed that fep/y totile

in this his controversy with the Dean he had fallen "into terToVe'

the hands of a gentleman and a man of honour," of one who ceJ^r.

^'^'^'

had made no impeachment ** of the motives and character

of individuals." Under this pleasing impression he had

advanced a good way in his reply, when—upon a second and

more careful perusal of the letter—^lie liglited upon the

paragraphs from which the foregoing extracts are drawn.

"I will not say," observes Dr. Chalmers, "how much I

have been shocked and mortified by this painful discovery.

The cause is still the same, but the combatant now stands in

a new character before me : this casts another light on cer- r»r. CLaimers

tain anterior passages of this pamphlet, m which light—it the compii-

,.- , ment he had

I had seen them at the time—I should have moamed or paid to the

. . „ Dean, and
rather repressed altogether certain anterior passages or my states Ms

,y . r o • r 1 !••• 1 reasons for

own. Alter refuting, one atter another, the injurious and so doing,

groundless charges which the Dean's bulky volume had

crovrded together into one vast, confused, and hideous libel

upon the doings of the church of Scotland,—"my last, my

concluding remonstrance with the Dean of Faculty," said

the illustrious author of the "remarks," " is on the score

of his unpatriotic, his truly un-Scottish attempt to bring iiis indicant

down the established church of his own land in the estlma- strancewitu

tion of our sister kingdom, and to excite against us all that

* Eemarhs on the Present Position of the Church of Scotland^ occa-

sioned by the publication of a Letter from the Dean of Faculty to the

Lord Chancellor, by Thomas Chalmers, D.D. and LL.D. &c., 1839.

the Deau.
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Chap. VIII. he thinks is most sorely and sensitively repugnant, whether 1839.

in the nationality or in the episcopacy of England. He has

ransacked the whole field of contemplation within our own

borders ; and seizing on all the hostile arguments, or sem-

blances of arguments, which he could lay his hand upon, he

has composed them into a numerous band of stragglers,

having certainly more the appearance of a rabble than of a

regiment, on the side and for the maintenance of his own

cause. But his deadliest attempt by far to obtain for him-

self, in this our strictly internal quarrel, the vengeance and

the victory, is when he calls in foreign auxiliaries to his aid

;

and with the obvious design of at length superseding all

argument by the overwhelming parliamentary influence where-

with he hopes to overbear us. He tells Lords Brougham

and Cottenham (p. 123) of a matter far too insignificant for

them to hear, that I had branded in the general assembly

their reckless disregard for the dearest feelings of my
countrymen. They know how to make a generous allow-

ance for what is said in the impetuosity of debate, and they

also know that there is generosity enough in the hearts of

Scotchmen to acquit them—as strangers to all our parti-

alities and habits—of any malignant or hostile feeling

towards our nation ; but there can be no such apology and

no such extenuation for the Dean of Faculty. By the

prosecution of Auchterarder, whether instigated or only

encouraged by himself or not, a weapon has been put into

his hand—which he now wields with all his might—for the

destruction of the liberties of the church of Scotland. So

the Dean in long as he addressed himself to the understandings of Scotcli-

'stir up°the Dien who do know, it was a legitimate weapon ; but now

and'antipa- that he addrcsscs himself- to the prejudices and antipathies

.Engiisiimeu of Englishmen who do not and cannot know, it becomes the

opponents 3,ct of One who—distrustful of his reasons, yet bent on the

cause.^ extermination of his adversaries—throws aside the armour
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1839. of persuasion, and would now bring a strength of another Chap.viii.

kind,—the enforcements and the edicts of irresistible power

to bear upon us. The church of Scotland Avill know how to

appreciate the fitness of that man to be the ruler of her

ecclesiastical councils who thus would substitute physical for iTie con?e-

1 1 T-11'1 f ' • / quencesthat
moral force, who brandishes his threats or imprisonment (p. would flow

77) over the heads of her ministers, and telling his party in Dean's coun.

parliament that what firmness has done before it can do followed.^

again (p. 285), would re-establish in the midst of us that

old policy of absolutism and violence which, if he indeed

effectuate, will unpeople the church of her best clergymen,

and alienate all the best and v/orthiest of our families from

her tabernacle."*

It was the voice of a prophet that uttered this solemn The predic-

warning ; and the sequel will show, that however much it Chalmers

'

was despised by the Dean, and by those who suffered them- literally

selves to be guided by his counsels, the prediction wa?

strictly and literally true. It will be well if another warn-

ing, pronounced upon the same occasion, have not an equally

exact fulfilment. If it fail,—and God grant that it may
fail—it will be due to other causes than to the success of

the Dean's efibrts to hinder the recognition of the church of

Scotland's claims. He, and the high legal and political TheDeanaud

authorities to Avhom he addressed his appeal, seemed to care seemed to

for nothing and to consider nothing but the upholding, in notbing but
,, ., ^ . c t ' uphoUling a

ail Its ortensiveness ot an obnoxious statute,—a statute law that was

brought in at the first by an act of the basest treachery, its authoia.

and now interpreted with a rigidity and a sternness unknown
before. In comparison with this, the sacrifice that must be

made of the moral and spiritual interests of the people, in

deference to an act whose history was equally a disgrace to

the state and a reproach to the church, seems to have been

* Memarhs, &c., pp. 95-97,
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Chap. VIII.

Dr. Chalmers
tells the
Dean and
tlie Peers
what mis-
chiefs tliey

are prepar-
ing for the

country.

In destroying;

tlie Church's
influence
with tlie

people, and
hazarding its

overthrow,

they are

leaving

society to

hreak loose

from all

moral and
religious

restraints.

treated by these men as a matter of very inferior concern. 1839

And it was in reference to these men, and to the fatal career

they were pursuing, that near the close of his pamphlet, Dr.

Chalmers broke out in this overwhelming burst of mingled

indignation and grief,— ** We have only to say to such and

to all who have never once grappled with the realities of this

great question —whether he be a peer in his lordly hall, or

a lawyer in his writing chamber,—that if they will not step

forth into the living world and thus engage with the ijjsa

corjjora of the subject, then from that world there is a re-

action awaiting them, which, deaf though they have hitherto

been to a coming, will give them, and that full soon, the

sense and the experience of a present danger. A people

abandoned to irreligion will not remain inactive ; but with

the restraints of conscience and the fear of God unfelt, the

restraints of human authority will soon be cast away. There

is thus at the bottom of our social and political edifice a

smouldering fire, which, if not met by the emollients of care,

and kindness, and christian instruction, will break forth with

the weight of a volcano, and upheave into fragments the

whole system and structure of society. Men have broken

loose from all those ancient holds which kept the community

together; and there is now a waywardness in almost all

spirits, which nothing, nothing but the education of principle

can stem. The elements of a sweeping anarchy are busily

at work ; and at the bidding of a God of judgment is it ready

to go forth on its errand of desolation. And should the

revolutionary torrent once set in, the parties to whom we

have now referred, immovable in the obstinacy of their own

prejudices, will yet be driven like chaff before the wind, in

tlie moral hurricane then abroad over the land,—the grandee

unseated from his now towering pre-eminence ; and the lawyer

finding his munition of points and precedents to be frail as

cobwebs in the breath of the popular indignation. It is
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1839. now in our power to disarm, and to pacify and to quell this Chap. vin.

labouring fermentation. The people are accessible, most

hopefully accessible, through the medium of both their

gratitude and their conscience. Examples of this are

multiplying every day, and in sufficient number too, to

warrant the conclusion, that if churches were enouo;h multi- a. different
"^

_ _
and a wiser

plied, and parishes were enouo-h subdivided, and ministers po'icy mi^iit
*^

. .
° yet avert the

enough active and conscientious,—the breath of a new storm.

spirit would be infused into the hearts of men, and the fierce

and fiery elements which are now at work would soften and

give way before the omnipotence of Christian charity."

END OP VOL. I,
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